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A number of studies have found that certain variables provide a better explanation of cross-
sectional variation in share returns than beta. Most of these studies begin with a variable or set 
of variables in mind and consider whether any anomalous effect is associated with it. A small 
portion of literature takes the opposite approach: first the best and worst performing shares are 
isolated and then common traits between these stocks are investigated. 
In this context, this thesis builds on the prior literature on extreme performance by 
Reinganum (1988), Glickman, DiRienzo and Ochman (2001), O'Neil (2002) and Dong, Duan 
and Jang (2003), where an extreme winner (loser) is a stock which at least doubles (halves) in 
a twelve month period. The research is conducted on the JSE Securities Exchange over the ten 
year period from January 1995 until December 2004. The dataset employed contains monthly 
data for 213 companies listed on this exchange, incorporating 7807 (5397) unique company 
months of extreme gain (loss). The data are adjusted for look-ahead bias but not survivorship 
bias. 
After careful consideration of the literature, a set of 92 variables are derived for analysis. 
Each of these is lagged by one, three, six, nine and twelve months, creating a total set of 552 
signals. These firm-specific attributes are divided into five categories: information variables, 
technical indicators, valuation measures, fundamental variables (including measures of 
profitability, performance, leverage, liquidity and efficiency) and industry position variables. 
Those attributes which are different between extreme winners (losers) and non-winners (non-
losers) are identified from the original 92 variables. The remaining 460 lagged variables are 
analyzed to deduce how winners (losers) evolve over time. 
A stepwise median comparison test is developed which repeatedly adds the next-best filter 
(based on the significant variables from the previous tests) to a combination. By altering the 
parameters of this procedure a number of possible filter combinations are created. After 
evaluating each of these combinations with measures such as the Sharpe ratio, a final winner 
and a final loser filter combination are derived. The filters suggest that winners tend to have 
(1) high past earnings yield, (2) high past momentum, (3) low profit margins, (4) high return 
on assets, (5) low change in total assets, and (6) a low change in accounts receivable relative 
to sales. On the other hand, losers have (1) high market-to-book ratios, (2) low prices relative 
to past highs, (3) low earnings yields, (4) low sales relative to cash held, (5) low dividend 
yields and (6) are listed for shorter. 
These filter combinations are tested on an independent sample and adjusted for risk using 
both the CAPM and a two-factor APT with the Resources and Financial-industrial indexes as 
the factors. It is found that the winner filter combination still earns a risk-adjusted abnormal 
return of almost 40 percent per annum, whereas the loser combination only earn out-of-
sample significant abnormal returns at the 50 percent level. However, as the returns of the 
loser portfolio are negatively related to market returns, there may still be substantial potential 
for this portfolio in terms of achieving effective diversification. Both portfolios are found to 
be drawn predominantly from the Financial-industrial index. The winner portfolio is 
composed mainly of smaller shares, with high momentums and earnings yields, suggesting 
that there may be substantial sources of style-based risk not taken into account by the two-
factor APT. On the other hand, no size or momentum bias exists in the loser portfolio 
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A great deal of literature has identified a number of anomalies in risk-adjusted returns. 
In general, this research begins with a particular firm-specific attribute in mind and 
considers whether different exposures to this factor result in abnormal returns. This 
thesis takes the reverse approach: it begins with the target companies in mind, and 
attempts to find common attributes among these companies. 
Similar to Reinganum (1988), Glickman, DiRienzo and Ochman (2001), O'Neil 
(2002) and Dong, Duan and Jang (2003), the focus is placed on anomalous or outlier-
companies: extreme performers. An extreme winner is defined as a company whose 
stock price at least doubles in a twelve month period, whereas an extreme loser is a 
company whose stock price at least halved over a similar length of time. 
In addition to merely defining the individual characteristics of extreme performers, 
the thesis aims to derive filter rules l for isolating extreme performers. This research 
attempts to create filter combinations based not only on technical signals, but also on 
other fundamental and valuation attributes. 
The study is conducted on the JSE Securities Exchange over the ten year period from 
January 1995 until December 2004. Data is primarily sourced from Datastream 
International. This data is subject to survivorship bias as the database used only 
contains currently listed companies. On the other hand, it is free from lookahead bias 
as the database is only updated once information becomes publicly available. Size 
1 Not to be confused with traditional filter rules, defmed as a strategy that attempts to guide investors 
towards buying and selling patterns that will be profitable, usually created by analyzing historical price 
trends of a security. For example, "if the daily closing price of a particular security moves up at least x 
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restrictions have been placed on the included sample in order to minimize the effect of 
infrequent trading (Davis, 1994). 
Only a limited amount of prior research has been conducted on the identification of 
extreme winners, with even less attention given to extreme losers. Furthermore, to the 
author's knowledge no published article has ever attempted this feat on the South 
African market. Therefore in order to conduct as comprehensive a study as possible, 
the paper considers numerous attributes derived both from the extreme performance 
literature and other, unrelated research. 
According to Kennedy (2003) no variable should be included for consideration in a 
study unless there is some economic justification for its inclusion. Grinold and Kahn 
(1995) reiterate this point and indicate that potential factors should be chosen without 
consideration for the underlying data. If this is not done, the acquired results may 
simply be attributed to data snooping, causing the identified patterns to be due to pure 
chance and idiosyncrasies in the data, rather than underlying factors. 
Therefore, only variables for which there is an economic rationale, as identified in 
past literature, are included in the study. Furthermore, in order to obtain a holistic 
view of the properties of extreme performers a wide variety of attributes are 
considered, including technical, valuation, performance, profitability, efficiency, 
liquidity, leverage and positional measures. 
Another implication of the scarcity of research on the subject is that no one clear 
methodology has yet emerged as the optimal procedure for the identification of 
extreme performers. Therefore, after considering the methodologies of the prior 
research, the paper develops its own, unique procedure based on a stepwise 
framework for approaching this task. 
The remainder of this chapter continues as follows: Section 1.2 provides motivation 
and objectives for this research. Section 1.3 outlines the contribution of the paper to 
the literature. Section 1.4 presents the structure of the thesis, and briefly summarizes 
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1.2 Problem statement and objectives of this research 
Firm-specific attributes such as financial ratios provide a great deal of insight to 
investors and other stakeholders regarding the prospects of a company. However, 
since the aim of most investors is to earn large excess returns after adjustment for risk, 
focusing on the attributes of all companies may be an indirect method of achieving 
this. A more direct technique would be to rather concentrate on the target companies 
and subsequently derive the common characteristics between these firms. The 
problem statement of this thesis is therefore whether filter rules can be derived to 
isolate extreme performers in a South African context. 
In order to achieve this, the first objective of this research is to isolate those factors 
which differentiate extreme winners from all other shares. Similarly, the second 
objective is to identify factors which distinguish extreme losers from all other shares. 
These two objectives are achieved by contrasting the distributions and locations of 
different variables across these categories. Care is taken to ensure all assumptions of 
the statistical techniques employed are met. 
Once the properties of extreme performers are revealed, a clear picture of the types of 
companies under consideration emerges. However, every identified attribute may not 
be a necessary condition for extreme performance. Furthermore, an exact screen for 
isolating these shares is not evident. The third and fourth objectives are therefore to 
derive filter combinations for the segregation of extreme winners and extreme losers 
respectively. This is achieved through the development of a unique stepwise median 
comparison procedure. 
Finally, as mentioned earlier, investors are concerned with risk-adjusted returns rather 
than absolute returns. A strategy which eams exceptional returns through the 
identification of extreme performers may simply also have extremely large levels of 
risk commensurate with this return. The fifth and sixth objectives are therefore to 
consider whether the filter combinations derived lead to abnormal risk-adjusted 
returns in winners and losers respectively. Furthermore, since there may be other 
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exposures to other important style-based sources of risk as identified in a South 
African context. 
1.3 Contribution 
As mentioned earlier, to the author's knowledge no published paper has attempted to 
identify extreme performers on the South African market. Furthermore, only a limited 
amount of research has been conducted on this topic internationally. Therefore this 
thesis adds significantly to a relatively neglected area of research. 
In addition, the primary methodology employed in the derivation of filter rules, the 
stepwise median comparison test, is a unique method which has been designed 
specifically for implementation in this context and has not appeared in any other 
extreme performance literature. A completely new angle on the identification of 
extreme performers is therefore developed. The concepts are also robust enough to be 
extended into other areas of research. 
According to Farna (1991) three categories of market efficiency exist. These are (1) 
tests for return predictability, (2) event studies and (3) tests for private information. 
By attempting to predict extreme performers with the use of publicly available firm-
specific variables, this paper focuses on the first category of tests. If extreme 
performers are able to be identified, the results will help to refute the Efficient Market 
Hypothesis (EMH) , indicate a misspecification in the asset-pricing model used, or 
both. 
A great deal of other research into this area of the EMH attempts to identifY anomalies 
in order to disprove the existence of efficient markets. However, since these studies 
consider an entire market or large segment of the market, it is possible that noise in 
returns drowns out the effects of some of these factors. Since this paper focuses on 
extreme performers, the most anomalous of companies, a much less distorted presence 
of anomalies may emerge. The procedure may therefore highlight previously ignored 
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Finally, if suitable combinations of filter rules can be derived, the model can be used 
to identify extreme performers, making it an invaluable tool for active portfolio 
management. 
1.4 Thesis organisation 
Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature relevant to this paper. It begins with an 
overview of relevant theory, focusing on the Efficient Market Hypothesis, the joint 
hypothesis problem and asset-pricing models. The chapter continues by considering 
past research on extreme performers, their findings and methodologies. An extensive 
overview of other potential variables from work outside the extreme performance 
spectrum is then discussed. 
Chapter 3 introduces the data to be analyzed in the remainder of the thesis. It provides 
a overview of the dataset chosen and how this data has been controlled for various 
potential biases. It separates the data into an insample set for use in Chapters 5 to 7 
and an independent set for use in Chapter 8. All extreme performers included in the 
sample are listed. The variables as derived from the literature and to be considered in 
this study are then named and categorized. Finally, the chapter provides an overview 
of the methodology to follow in the remainder of the paper. 
Chapter 4 describes the data employed in detail. In addition to a basic statistical 
description of the data used, the chapter presents the data graphically in order to give 
the reader a greater understanding of the data and the adjustment for outliers. A great 
deal of attention is dedicated to the distributions of the various variables in order that 
violations of the assumptions of statistical techniques in later chapters can be 
identified. Since a number of similar variables are chosen for consideration, 
correlations between all variables are also investigated. 
Chapter 5 begins the empirical testing by identifYing those attributes which 
differentiate extreme performers from non-extreme performers. A number of possible 
statistical methods are considered before the chi-squared median test is chosen as the 
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... --.----------
performers. Furthermore, the same test is used to reveal changes in the extreme 
performers in terms of each of the variables over time. The chapter then interprets the 
results of both the significant and the insignificant variables. Finally, a procedure for 
discarding perfectly correlated variables is implemented. 
Using the results from the previous chapter, Chapter 6 attempts to derive an optimal 
combination of filter rules for the isolation of extreme winners. The stepwise median 
comparison procedure is derived and a number of tests are performed to optimise 
some of its parameters. The procedure is then conducted repeatedly, each time 
altering some of the remaining parameters, resulting in a number of potential filter 
combinations. The chapter concludes by evaluating each of these combinations and 
building an optimal winner filter combination. Chapter 7 applies a similar 
methodology in order to derive an optimal loser filter combination. 
Chapter 8 tests the results of the preceding two chapters on an independent sample. 
The chapter considers not only the absolute returns, but also the risk-adjusted returns 
for each of the two resulting portfolios. The exposure of the portfolios to three style-
based sources of risk (size, earnings yield and momentum) is considered. 
Chapter 9 provides a summary and conclusion of the thesis. A number of possible 













This chapter provides a review of the literature relevant to this thesis. Its purpose is 
not only to contextualize what is to come but also to provide insight into prior 
research. This is used to provide justification for the data and methodologies used 
later. In addition, it allows the findings of this thesis to evaluated and contrasted to 
that of other researchers. 
This chapter continues as follows. Section 2.2 provides an overvlew of some 
theoretical issues central to this thesis. In particular, it briefly considers the Efficient 
Market Hypothesis, the joint hypothesis problem and evaluates various asset pricing 
models. 
Section 2.3 then considers prior literature on the identification of extreme performers. 
Section 2.4 focuses on the findings of the extreme performance literature and 
documents other literature in which similar variables have found to be important. In 
addition, other potential signals which are cited in the literature, but are not previously 
found to be vital to extreme performance are reviewed. Finally, the section concludes 
and provides a summary of the chapter in Section 2.5. 
2.2. Theoretical Overview 
The section gives a brief overview of some of the theory applied in this thesis in order 
to provide a context for the research and testing to follow. It begins by considering the 
Efficient Market Hypothesis, one of the founding tenets of modem portfolio theory. 
Next it considers the problems of verifying market efficiency due to the presence of 
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applied in the literature in order to conclude on the best available asset pricing model 
in a South African context. 
2.2.1 The Efficient Market Hypothesis 
The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) states that security prices fully reflect all 
publicly available information (Fama, 1991). Therefore any increase or decrease in 
stock prices is the result of an immediate response to new information. Since new 
information is unpredictable, stock prices should move unpredictably as well 
(Samuelson, 1965). In other words, stock prices are expected to follow a random 
walk. 
Competition among investors to uncover new information which could generate 
higher investment returns is often cited as the source of this efficiency. Therefore, 
since emerging markets are analyzed less intensely, they are expected to be less 
efficiently priced. 
Due to this variation in possible levels of efficiency Fama (1970) defines three 
categories of market efficiency that could apply in a particular market: (1) weak form; 
(2) semi-strong form; and (3) strong-form. Each of these implies a successively higher 
level of efficiency. 
The weak-form hypothesis states that stock prices already reflect all security-market 
information such as historical prices, trading volume data and rates of return. 
Therefore under this hypothesis past stock prices have no relationship with future 
pices, implying that trend analysis is useless. The semi-strong form hypothesis states 
that the stock price adjusts quickly to all publicly available information regarding the 
prospects of a firm. Finally, the strong-form hypothesis states that stock prices reflect 
all firm-relevant information, even inside or private information. Under this last 
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Fama (1991) redefines these categories based on the techniques with which it is 
possible exploit inefficiencies: "tests for return predictability", "event studies" and 
"tests for private information" respectively. 
Since there is a cost involved in collecting information, investors will only utilize 
resources in acquiring information if it is worthwhile. In other words, information will 
be collected up until the point where the marginal benefit of the information equals 
the marginal cost of acquiring it (Grossman and Stiglitz, 1980). Therefore it is 
unlikely that all available information will be compounded into prices due to the 
presence of collection and transaction costs. 
2.2.2 The Joint Hypothesis Problem 
Much empirical work in finance has identified anomalies such as the small firm effect 
(Banz, 1981; Reinganum, 1981), the PIE-ratio effect (Basu, 1983), the dividend yield 
effect (Litzenberger and Ramaswany, 1979; Fama, 1991) and the market-to-book 
value effect (Plaistowe and Knight, 1986). These anomalies may suggest that the 
market is in fact inefficient. 
However, an efficient market is defined as one in which expected returns perfectly 
reflect the inherent risk in those securities (Reilly and Brown, 2000). In order to 
estimate a fair expected return for an asset given its risk, an asset pricing model is 
needed such as the Capital Asset Pricing Model. Therefore the problem with this is 
that any test of market efficiency is implicitly also a test of the validity of the asset-
pricing model used (F ama, 1991). 
Identified anomalies could therefore either be caused by inefficiencies in the market 
or specification errors in the model of market equilibrium. This joint hypothesis 
problem has consequently caused much debate as to the source of these anomalies. 
What aggravates issues is that the difference in risk-adjusted returns attributed to the 
anomalies is frequently marginal enough to be put down to statistical biases in the 
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2.2.3 Asset pricing models 
There are many flaws with the traditional Capital Asset Pricing Model which have led 
many to conclude that anomalies are as a result of misspecifications in this model. 
Page (1986) finds that for studies using data from the JSE Securities Exchange, the 
two-factor Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) model is the best benchmark to use in 
measuring security price performance. 
According to van Rensburg (1998), the APT is a more general theory that requires 
fewer restrictive assumptions than the CAPM. In addition, the strong mining-
industrial dichotomy in the South African market strongly suggests using a two-factor 
model over a single-factor model such as the CAPM. 
Van Rensburg also examines the choice between a two-index APT model and two 
single-factor models. He finds that the APT model is the better alternative as it 
provides all of the benefits of the two-SML approach in addition to dealing better with 
conglomerate companies with operations in both the mining and industrial sectors and 
with portfolios with shares in both sectors. 
Limitations are introduced to its use however, as it can be difficult to identify the 
relevant factors. Van Rensburg therefore approaches this problem of factor 
identification from two directions - the factor analytic approach and the more 
economically interpretable prespecified variable approach. After extracting ten 
relevant macroeconomic factors that influence returns on the JSE, he finds that the 
Financial Industrial index (Findi) and the Resources index (Resi) explain most of the 
variation in the multi factor model. 
Therefore a two-factor APT model with the Resi and the Findi as the factors is used to 
adjust for risk. In order to calculate excess returns, the three-month NCD rate is used 
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E(rp) = rf + f3RES! (rRES} - 'f) + f3FIND! (rFINDI - rf ) (2.1) 
Where E(rp) is the expected annual return on the portfolio 
rf is the annual risk-free rate 
'RES! is the annual return on the resources index 
rFIND! is the annual return on the financial-industrial index 
f3RES} is the sensitivity of portfolio returns to Resi returns 
f3FfND! is the sensitivity of portfolio returns to Findi returns 
In tenns of the two-factor APT, all portfolio returns should be explained by the 
portfolio'S systematic risk. Therefore any returns in excess of this are not explained 
by the portfolio's factor risk. Instead either the portfolio offers high risk-adjusted 
returns or the factors employed by the APT model do not fully capture the risk. 
2.3. Identification of extreme stock performers 
2.3.1 O'Neil and the "CAN SLIM" Strategy 
Probably the most well-known research into predicting extreme stock perfonners 
comes from the founder of Investor's Business Daily, William O'Neil. In his book, 
"How to Make Money in Stocks" (2002), he outlines his CAN SLIM strategy an 
acronym of the seven required factors to identify extreme perfonners. According to 
the American Association of Individual Investors (AAII) the "CAN SLIM approach 
has been one of the most consistent and strongest perfonning screens during both bull 
and bear markets" (Bajkowski, 2003). 
William O'Neil & Co has been assembling a huge database with fundamental and 
price data on thousands of stocks since 1953. By picking out the 500 stocks which 
perfonned the best over forty year period from 1953 to 1993, and analyzing their 
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before their large price appreciations. The seven characteristics central to the CAN 
SLIM strategy are outlined below (0' Neil, 2004): 
C = Current Quarterly Earnings per Share 
Although the big winners of the past 50 years displayed average quarterly earnings 
increases of 70 percent, this measure must be up at least 18 to 20 percent to be 
included in the portfolio. In addition, the current quarterly earnings must show 
accelerated growth. Such a measure would be difficult in a South African context as 
earnings figures are only published bi-annually. 
The most reliable results are obtained when earnings increase consistently for five to 
seven consecutive quarters. These earnings increases also have a smaller implication 
if the gro\\'th is experienced on small last-period earnings. O'Neil therefore 
recommends that such securities should be ignored. 
Interestingly, Price-to-earnings (PIE) ratios were found not to be a cause of extreme 
performance, but rather a result due to the large price appreciations and earnings 
growth experienced. 
A = Annual Earning per Share 
The securities should display an annual growth rate of at least 25 percent over the last 
three years. In addition, the annual pretax profit margin or the annual return on equity 
(ROE) should be expanding, with ROE at least 17 percent. Finally, consensus 
earnings estimates for the following year should also be up a reasonable amount. 
N = Buy Stocks with Superior New Products, New Services, or New Management 
or Major New Improvements in Industry Conditions 
Because these factors are difficult to measure, O'Neil uses technical analysis to 
identify relevant share price action. Share prices should be at or within 10 to 15 
percent of price highs for the year. In addition, trading volume for the day should 
increase 50 percent or more above average daily trading volume. 
O'Neil recommends that additional securities should be purchased if the price 
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of the buy price. To limit losses, all holdings of the security should be sold if the price 
falls more than 7 percent below the original purchase price. 
Domash (2004) who creates a portfolio investment strategy based on O'Neil's CAN 
SLIM strategy and recommends buying a security if it is above 90 percent of its 52 
week high and above 80 percent of its five year high. 
S = Supply and Demand 
According to O'Neil, since stock prices are a function of supply and demand, 
investors should focus on those shares where demand is likely to exceed supply and 
cause price appreciation. Therefore he recommends investing in companies with less 
than 25 million shares outstanding. Careful attention should also be paid to the 
demand side, by monitoring changes in daily volumes traded. 
He also recommends that smaller-capitalization stocks should be avoided if possible 
as these securities are much more volatile. Instead, he recommends focusing on firms 
with management ownership or undertaking share buy-backs. 
L = Leaders or Laggards 
O'Neil recommends purchasing the top two or three stocks in an industry. The 12 
month relative strength ratio should be at least 70, although better results are obtained 
when relative strength ratios of above 80 are the benchmark. A 12 month relative 
strength ratio of 80 means that the stock has outperformed 80 percent of all stocks 
during the past 12 months. 
In addition, the company should be rated top of its industry or field in terms of annual 
earnings growth, sales growth, pretax and after-tax profit margin, return on equity and 
product quality. This ensures that only those companies with sound fundamentals are 
invested in. 
I = Institutional Sponsorship 
Since institutional investors perform a great deal of research before investing in 
stocks, and have the greatest ability to influence the stock price, O'Neil recommends 
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should have at least 25 institutional O\\'TIers and this number should have increased 
over the last several quarters. 
According to Domash (2004) since institutional investors can be responsible for most 
of the price appreciation of a security it is important to invest in a company before it is 
too popular amongst these investors. He recommends purchasing securities with at 
least 5 percent institutional o\\'TIership to ensure that some of the more informed 
investors agree with your evaluation of the company. Institutional o\\'TIership should 
also be less than 35% to ensure that there is still potential for price appreciation. 
M = Market Direction 
According to O'Neil, the securities identified should be avoided in a weak market. He 
recommends technical analysis of index charts to identify if the market is in an up- or 
dO\\'TItrend. According to Domash (2004), the market is probably in a dO\\'TItrend if it 
is trading below its 200-day moving average. 
O'Neil's books publish only his results and findings. There is no evidence of his 
methodology or empirical analysis. It is therefore important to examine published 
papers on the same topics to see whether similar results are obtained. 
2.3.2 Reinganum (1988) 
Reinganum conducts a similar study documented in his 1988 paper "The Anatomy of 
a Stock Market Winner". He examines the characteristics of 222 stocks that at least 
doubled in price during the period between 1970 and 1983. The study is closely linked 
to the findings of O'Neil (2002) as Reinganum makes use of data supplied by William 
O'Neil and Co. Because securities with prices less than $10 are excluded from the 
study to limit the sample, caution must be taken in applying his results to cheaper 
securities. 
Reinganum decomposes the sample "winners" into nme groups based on the 
magnitude of their extreme performance. The paper then explicitly contrasts the 
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common properties of these shares. The comparison is conducted in the buy and sell 
quarters as well as in the eight quarters immediately preceding the buy signal. He 
classifies each of the variables obtained from O'Neil's files into one of five 
categories. 
The "smart money" variables look at identifying the investment patterns of 
professionally managed investment funds and corporate insiders. Reinganum finds 
that the most pronounced changes come from investment advisers rather than banks, 
mutual funds and insurance companies and so his study focuses on that group. He 
looks at the number of institutions holding a particular issue as well as the aggregate 
holdings of institutions as a percentage of outstanding common stock. These variables 
are examined in the buy and sell quarters as well as in the eight quarters preceding the 
buy signal. 
Reinganum finds a dramatic increase in both these "smart money" measures between 
the buy and sell quarters. He also finds that investment advisers only invest after the 
price appreciation starts and so this is not a good leading indicator. He finds, on the 
other hand, that corporate insider trading may predict future price changes. Further 
research into this point is outlined later in this review. He concludes, however, that 
well-informed investors do not accurately predict major price advances. 
Secondly, valuation measures are examined. He finds that low PIE ratios, small 
market capitalization and high betas are not necessary conditions for future extreme 
performance. He does find, however, that most winners have a price-to-book ratio of 
less than unity in the buy quarter and so an investment strategy should isolate firms 
that sell below book value. 
Thirdly, Reinganum considers technical indicators. He finds that most Winners 
possess relative strength ratios of at least 70 where relative strength is a weighted 
average of quarterly performance of the previous year. He also finds a large increase 
in relative strength in the quarter preceding the buy quarter. 
Fourthly, he investigates fundamental earnings and profitability measures. Like 
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quarterly sales acceleration and positive 5-year quarterly earnings growth rates 
contribute to the likelihood of being a "winner". 
Finally he looks at miscellaneous measures. Reinganum finds that winners generally 
have less than 20 million shares outstanding. He finds that this number nearly doubles 
in the sell quarter due to stock splits and other actions. He also finds that most stock 
prices are \vithin 15 percent of the firm's two-year high indicating that a contrarian 
strategy would not identify these stocks. These results are similar to those of O'Neil 
(2004). 
Reinganum then applies his findings to an out-of-sample group of stocks. Firstly, he 
uses all nine identified signals and then only the four strongest signals. He finds that 
both strategies eam abnormal returns although the first eams higher returns. This 
indicates that the other five signals are not redundant. 
2.3.3 Glickman, DiRienzo and Ochman (2001) 
Glickman, DiRienzo and Ochman (2001) take this analysis one step further by not 
only attempting to predict extreme "winners" (the top 2.5% of shares) but also 
extreme "losers" (the bottom 2.5% of shares). Short selling these extreme losers can 
be used to enhance portfolio performance. Their study is based on stocks in the 
Russell 1000 and 2000 in the period from 1992 to 2000. 
They identify these extreme performers in a two-step process. Firstly, they consider 
technical signals, forward looking analyst variables, valuation signals and 
fundamental signals to identify those traits which are common between winners and 
losers but not other shares. After using these characteristics to earmark potential 
extreme performers they carefully consider technical indicators and fundamental 
signals in order to separate these extreme performers into winners and losers. After 
identifying the relevant properties, a logistic regression is conducted in order to 
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Glickman et al find that their winners (termed "rockets") display higher daily 
volatility over the preceding three months, higher past trading volume, smaller market 
capitalizations and larger long-term growth rates. In addition, these firms are more 
likely to be younger and report a loss or sales decline in the previous four quarters. 
This suggests a more contrarian strategy than Reinganum and O'Neil to identifying 
extreme winners. 
On the other hand, the losers (termed "torpedoes") have higher positive accruals, 
more negative cash flows from operations, more receivables, a greater likelihood of 
experiencing a decline in asset turnover from the previous year, lower returns over the 
prior year and higher returns over the period from three years ago until one year ago. 
This once again implies a reversal effect of previous winners becoming losers. The 
findings could be consistent with the theories of overreaction and correction or mean 
reversion discussed later. 
The value in a study such as this one, according to Glickman et aI, is firstly that it can 
help to flag extreme performers so that investors can recheck their intuition behind 
purchasing these potentially extreme movers. Secondly, it can also be used in 
developing "high octane" alpha strategies by focusing on alpha stocks with a high 
probability of extreme performance. 
2.3.4 Dong, Duan and Jang (2003) 
Dong, Duan and Jang (2003) develop the Glickman et al paper further by applying a 
neural network model in the identification of extreme performers. They apply both a 
linear probit model and a non-linear neural network model and find that the latter can 
predict extreme performers just as well while using under a third of the explanatory 
variables. 
A neural network is a graph modelled after the human brain, in which several 
interconnected elements process information simultaneously through a variety of 
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Dictionary, 2004). Neural networks can better deal with and model complex 
interactions among data. 
Dong et al conduct their study on 68 933 datapoints obtained from the Compustat and 
CRSP databases over an undisclosed period. They discard records with prices below 
five dollars or with missing explanatory variables. Extreme performers are defined as 
those securities in the top and bottom two percent in terms of performance. They find 
that extreme winners are more likely to be smaller, higher in price, younger and losing 
revenue and sales. 
The advantage of the Dong et al methodology is that fewer explanatory variables are 
needed to create a model with the same predictive power. This means less data 
collection is needed and fewer observations have to be discarded due to missing data. 
According to Dong et ai, since the data used is non-linear, a non-linear model such as 
neural networks creates the best representation. 
2.3.5 Tunstall, Stein and Carris (2004) 
Tunstall, Stein and Carris (2004) conduct a study on the JSE Securities Exchange 
from 1994 to 2004. The data is divided into two samples alphabetically those with 
names beginning with the letters A to M and those beginning with the letters N to Z. 
All tests of attributes of extreme performers are conducted on the first subsample. The 
second subsample is reserved for determining whether the earlier-identified attributes 
are robust enough to predict extreme performance in an independent sample. 
They begin by filtering all stocks in the first subsample to find both the extreme 
winners (those that have returned greater than 100 percent over a 12 month period) 
and the extreme losers (those that have declined in value by at least 50% over the 
preceding twelve months). 
They ignore stocks priced below fifty cents to minimize the problems associated with 
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By examining prior research Tunstall et al identify attributes which may be common 
to these extreme performers. They then collect data relating to these attributes and 
compare whether there is any significant difference between the extreme performers 
and the control group (comprising all other stocks). 
They find that winners have small market capitalisations, low market-to-book values, 
low earnings growth, low returns on equity and low forecast earnings growth. Losers, 
on the other hand, are found to have high prior 12-month momentums, high market-
to-book values, low dividend yields, relatively high standard deviations, low payout 
ratios and high capital gearing. 
Based on these findings, they form screens for predicting extreme performers. By 
applying these screens to the second subsample and assuming a fixed holding period 
of twelve months, they find that their chosen portfolio appears to outperform the 
market, particularly when short-selling is possible. They do not, however, make an 
explicit risk-adjustment in order to substantiate their claim. In addition, they do not 
consider the implications of transaction costs or margins on short-sales. 
2.4 Potential Signals 
Many variables are identified in the previous section which prior studies find to be 
important in predicting extreme stock performance. This section of the review 
continues by more closely examining previous work on these and other variables in 
order to more accurately determine their predictive power. In addition, further 
indicators identified as affecting security prices are examined. 
2.4.1 Insider Trading 
Reinganum (1988) cites insider trading as a factor which may be able to be used to 
predict extreme winners. Much conflicting research has been done into the predictive 
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For example, Rogoff (1964) finds that where three or more insiders buy their 
company's stock and no insiders sell in a given month, returns to insiders over the 
next six months are almost ten percent greater. Lorie and Niederhoffer (1968) find 
evidence that insiders can predict price movements in their own securities as much as 
six months in the future. Finnerty (1976) also finds evidence that insiders eam 
significant abnormal profits by trading securities of their own firms. On the other 
hand, Driscoll (1956) and Wu (1963) find no evidence of successful forecasting by 
insiders. 
In order to add further evidence to this debate, Jaffe (1974) examines the predictive 
power of insiders in a sample which avoids small firm bias and takes the effect of 
transaction costs on profitability of portfolios into account. His results suggest that 
insiders do possess and exploit special information. 
Interestingly, he finds that large transactions by insiders do not contain more 
information than smaller transactions. Similarly, intense trading activity is not reliant 
on more special information than less intense trading. These results suggest that all 
insider transactions have exploitable information content. 
He does find, however, that transaction costs reduce profits by forty percent. In fact, 
after adjusting for these costs, only intensive trading samples with eight month 
holding periods eam statistically large returns. 
In a more recent paper Seyhun (1986) tackles the finding that uninformed outsiders 
can earn abnormal profits by mimicking insiders based on publicly available 
information. He explores two potential explanations for this contradiction of the 
EMH. Firstly, CAPM may result in potential biases in measuring expected returns to 
securities. Secondly, the papers may have assumed that public information is available 
earlier than it actually is, resulting in lookahead bias. 
His empirical results show that if insiders purchase a security prior to the public 
release of favourable information, the purchase is followed by positive abnormal 
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unfavourable information, the purchase is preceded by negative abnormal returns. He 
also finds that smaller firms earn larger abnormal insider profits. In addition, insiders 
who are more familiar with the overall operations of the firm trade on more valuable 
information. 
Seyhun finds that the possession of inside information has an effect on the bid-ask 
spread. The bid-ask spread is higher if informed traders possess more valuable 
information when they trade and where informed traders account for a greater 
proportion of overall trading volume. This occurs in order to reward security dealers 
for making a market in securities where there is information asymmetry. 
Using this information, together with the inverse relationship between firm size and 
relative bid-ask spread of Stoll and Whaley (1983) which is discussed later, Seyhun 
finds that following the public dissemination of insider trading information, outsiders 
cannot earn abnormal profits net of trading costs. 
2.4.2 Fundamental Analysis 
All of the studies on identifying extreme performers rely to some degree on 
fundamental variables for their predictive power. A great deal of research has been 
done on fundamental analysis and its relationship with stock prices. This research 
implicitly relates back to the EMH, as under semi-strong form efficiency (Fama, 
1970) no abnormal returns would be possible using a fundamental analysis strategy 
such as event studies (Fama, 1991). 
Ball and Brovvn (1968) find that of all the information about an individual firm which 
becomes available during a year, one-half or more is captured in that year's income 
number. The annual income report does not rate highly as a timely medium, however, 
as 85 to 90 percent is captured in more prompt media. 
McNichols and Wilson (1988) investigate the reliability of financial statements by 
looking for evidence of earnings management, with a focus on the provision for 
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finding to two explanations. Firstly, managers desire to smooth income in order to 
portray a more reliable, sustainable economic situation to investors. Secondly, 
managers whose compensation plans have lower bounds have an incentive to 
minimize earnings when their plans are out-of-the-money so that earnings can be 
maximized in later years in order to maximize compensation. These findings suggest 
that care must be taken when attempting to use accounting numbers to gauge the true 
economic situation in a firm. 
In their much cited paper, Ou and Penman (1989) perform financial statement analysis 
that first identifies a large set of financial statement items that affect one-year-ahead 
earnings changes and then combine these into one summary measure. According to 
the paper, the ability to use current accounting data to predict future earnings changes 
is due to the stock prices deviating at times from fundamental values and only slowly 
gravitating back. 
Ou and Penman's model aims only to predict the direction of the one-year-ahead 
earnings change. The model is built conservatively and in such a way as to minimize 
lookahead bias and statistical overfitting and ensure robustness. They look at the 
correlations between a large number of financial statement attributes and future 
earnings, ignoring experience and economic sense in choosing these variables. This 
procedure is criticized in later research on the grounds of data snooping (Lev and 
Thiagarajan, 1993). 
They investigate 68 descriptors of which 28 are found to be significant. Using these 
variables, Ou and Penman provide evidence that financial statements capture 
fundamentals that are not reflected in prices. 
A number of papers have attempted to economically justify the inclusion of variables 
in their models. For example, Lev and Thiagarajan (1993) also attempt to investigate 
the predictive power of fundamental variables. Unlike Ou and Penman, however, they 
estimate the value-relevance of a set of financial variables which are claimed to be 
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Using the same variables as Lev and Thiagarajan, Abarbnell and Bushee (1997) find 
that analysts forecast revisions fail to take all of the information about future earnings 
contained in the fundamental signals into account. 
Abarbnell and Bushee (1998) take this analysis one step further by investigating 
whether the application of fundamental analysis yields significant abnormal returns. 
They find that abnormal returns associated with one-year-ahead earnings changes are 
significant. In addition, the findings argue against risk as a complete explanation for 
the abnormal returns observed. 
Since a sizeable portion of the abnormal return is derived from larger firms, small 
firm bias is not an issue and the strategy can be exploited without exerting too much 
price pressure from trading. Short-sale restrictions would also not preclude the ability 
to earn profits, lending further evidence to the applicability of the strategy in the real 
world. 
The variables identified as having predictive power are outlined below: 
2.4.2.1 Inventory 
Inventory increases that outrun cost of sales increases are considered to be a negative 
signal. This may indicate a difficulty in generating sales or the existence of slow-
moving or obsolete items that may be written off in the future. Earnings are expected 
to decline as management attempts to get rid of excess inventory (Lev and 
Thiagarajan, 1993). 
However, these inventory signals are only significant where inventory represents a 
substantial investment such as in the manufacturing and primary production sectors 
(Abarbnell and Bushee, 1997). 
2.4.2.2 Accounts Receivable 
An increase in accounts receivable may also convey a negative signal as this may 
indicate a difficulty in selling products, necessitating credit extensions. This is likely 
to result in future earnings decreases as receivables provisions increase to cover this 
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Abarbnell and Bushee (1997) find that the accounts receivable signal is only 
significant when the firm experiences an earnings increase relative to the prior year 
and not when it experiences an earnings decline. In addition, accounts receivable is 
more significant in high inflation years as the carrying costs are higher during these 
inflationary periods. This is a particularly important implication in the South African 
context, with its periods of high inflation. 
2.4.2.3 Intangibles 
Since capital expenditure is discretionary, a decrease may signal that management is 
worried about current and future cash flows to sustain previous investment levels. 
Therefore a decrease in the firm's capital expenditure relative to the industry is 
expected to be inversely related to returns (Lev and Thiagarajan, 1993). 
Abarbnell and Bushee (1997) only find this result in low PIE-ratio shares. Therefore 
they conclude that capital expenditure in excess of the industry average is only 
perceived negatively for firms without expected earnings growth. 
Choi, Kwon and Lobo (2000) investigate the effect of reported intangibles and their 
amortization on market valuation of a firm in more detail. Valuation models indicate 
that the value of an asset will approach zero as the level of uncertainty in its future 
economic benefits approaches infinity. As intangibles involve a degree of uncertainty 
by definition, the extent to which they are brought into market valuations has been 
debated. 
Amir, Harris and Venuti (1993), Chauvin and Hirschey (1994) and McCarthy and 
Schneider (1995) report a significant positive relationship between goodwill and the 
market value of a firm. Jennings, Robinson, Thompson and Duvall (1996) find little 
evidence between goodwill amortization and a firm's market value. 
Choi, Kwon and Lobo's (2000) findings support the hypothesis that intangibles are 
positively valued by financial markets. They also find that there is no significant 
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Thiagarajan (1993) find that another income statement item, research and 
development expenditure, is also not related to changes in security returns. 
2.4.2.4 Gross Margin 
A disproportionate decrease in gross margin to sales is viewed negatively by analysts 
(Lev and Thiagarajan, 1993). However, this is only significant if the firm experienced 
an earnings decline from the prior year (Abarbnell and Bushee, 1997). In addition, the 
gross margin signal is expected to be most important in sectors where margins are thin 
or in periods of high inflation where the ability to deal with increasing input prices is 
more important. 
2.4.2.5 Selling and Administrative Expenses 
A disproportionate increase in selling and administrative expenses is viewed 
negatively as it may be an indication of a loss of managerial cost control or an unusual 
sales effort (Lev and Thiagarajan, 1993). As with gross margin, this variable is only 
significant when the firm experiences an earnings decline from the prior year 
(Abarbnell and Bushee, 1997). 
2.4.2.6 Effective Tax Rate 
An unusual decrease in the firm's effective tax rate is considered by analysts to be a 
negative signal about earnings persistence (Lev and Thiagarajan, 1993). 
2.4.2.7 Order Backlog 
Order backlog is defined as the amount of unfulfilled orders at year-end. A decrease 
in the backlog relative to current operations (indicated by sales) may indicate that 
umealized sales were recorded in the current period. This implies an expected future 
decrease in earnings (Lev and Thiagarajan, 1993). 
2.4.2.8 Labour force 
Generally corporate restructuring, particularly labour force reductions, are looked on 
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2.4.2.9 Audit qualifications 
Lev and Thiagarajan (1993) find that audit qualifications are only a statistically 
significant signal to investors in a subsample of their data. 
2.4.3 Market-to-Book Value 
Reinganum (1988) finds that most winners have book values exceeding their market 
values resulting in a market-to-book value less than unity. Plaistowe and Knight 
(1986) aim to determine whether a premium or discount to book value is a significant 
indicator for future firm performance on JSE Securities Exchange. 
Their results show a statistically significant difference in the performance of premium 
and discount portfolios indicating that market-to-book value does predict firm 
performance. In addition, premium and discount portfolios earn significantly different 
returns to the portfolio of all firms. 
Plaistowe and Knight attribute this anomaly to a number of possible sources. It may 
be caused by market inefficiency, implying that it can be exploited to earn abnormal 
returns. Alternatively, it could be due either to non-stationarity of distributions or 
neglected variables in the risk-estimation model. This would imply that the anomaly is 
not exploitable. 
Fama and French (1992) also identified book-to-market ratio as having significant 
power in explaining the cross-section of returns. Fama and French (1996) show that 
this and size contain elements of risk not captured by the traditional CAPM. In fact, 
when a three factor model using excess return on the market, excess return to small 
firms, and excess return on high book-to-market stocks as the factors all other 
anomalies disappear. 
Similarly, Davis (1994) finds that book-to-market equity significantly explains the 
cross-section of returns even after controlling for survivorship and look-ahead biases 
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find two other factors, earnings yield and cash flow yield, are also important in 
explaining the cross-section of returns. 
2.4.4 Momentum 
All of the extreme performance papers reviewed above rely to some degree on past 
returns in predicting future performance. If momentum can be used to predict future 
returns it would imply that not even weak-form efficiency (Fama, 1970) would hold 
as technical strategies would be profitable. There is therefore a large body of 
conflicting evidence on this topic. 
For example, Latane and Jones (1979) look at the informational content of quarterly 
earnings reports and the effects of the information on security prices. They find that 
unexpected earnings are very significantly related to excess holding period returns and 
the adjustments to unexpected earnings are relatively slow. They find that this delayed 
adjustment is not as significant for stocks more closely followed by analysts. This 
seems to suggest that the strength of the EMH applies to different stocks with 
different magnitudes. 
Bernard and Thomas (1989) investigate the post-earnings announcement drift first 
identified by Ball and Brown (1968). They consider three possible explanations for 
the phenomenon. The first is that traders fail to assimilate available information or it 
is too costly to do so. Secondly, the CAPM may be misspecified and researchers fail 
to adjust raw returns fully for risk. Finally, prices may be affected by investors who 
fail to recognize fully the implications of current earnings for future earnings. 
Their results do not seem to support a CAPM misspecification and find no evidence 
of the exclusion of risk factors other than systematic risk. In addition, even though the 
drift magnitude is bounded within total transaction costs, there is still some evidence 
that suggests transaction costs is not the reason. They therefore conclude that 
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Fama and French (1988) find that slowly mean-reverting components of stock prices 
tend to induce negative autocorrelation in returns. They find that autocorrelations 
become negative for two year returns, reach minimum values for three to five year 
returns, and then move back to zero for longer term horizons. This autocorrelation is 
so severe in fact that it is found to explain about 40 percent of three to five year return 
variances for portfolios of small firms and 25 percent for portfolios of large firms. 
They do mention, however, that their results may be less applicable after 1940. 
However, in a more recent study sample, Lo and MacKinley (1988) strongly reject the 
random walk model for the period 1962 until 1985. In this study they find significant 
positive serial correlation for weekly and monthly holding period returns. 
Smaller capitalization stocks trade less frequently than their larger counterparts. 
Therefore new information is impounded first into the larger stocks' prices and then 
into the smaller stocks' prices with a lag. This lag induces positive serial correlation, 
especially in an equally-weighted index where a disproportionate weight is given to 
small capitalization stocks. However, after controlling for the effect of small firms 
and infrequent trading, Lo and MacKinley (1988) still find evidence of positive serial 
correlation and conclude that it therefore cannot be attributed completely to infrequent 
trading or time-varying volatilities. 
Following on from Fama and French (1988) and Lo and MacKinley (1988), Jegadeesh 
(1990) finds significant negative first-order serial correlation in monthly stock returns. 
Significant positive serial correlation is found at longer lags with twelve month serial 
correlation being particularly strong. 
He investigates whether this finding can be attributed to the January effect identified 
by Branch (1977) and Reinganum (1983). Although "losers" in the previous year do 
experience abnormally high returns in January, the pattern of serial correlation outside 
this month appears to be significant and similar across all size-based quintiles. In 
addition, the serial correlation is not confined to any isolated subperiod within the 
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DeBondt and Thaler (1985) bring in aspects of behavioural finance in order to explain 
these findings. They find that people tend to "overreact" to unexpected and dramatic 
news events or earnings announcements. According to their work, individuals tend to 
overweight recent information and underweight prior data, leading to overreaction. 
They hypothesize that extreme movements in stock prices will be followed by a 
subsequent price correction in the opposite direction. In addition, the more extreme 
the overreaction, the more substantial the subsequent adjustment will be. 
They find that "loser" portfolios do outperform the market on average and "winner" 
portfolios do underperform it. The overreaction phenomenon occurs mostly during the 
second and third years of the test period, corresponding with the holding periods 
where the most significant serial correlation is found by Fama and French (1988). 
In another behavioural study, Griffin and Tversky (1992) show that people focus on 
the strength or extremeness of news with insufficient consideration for its weight. 
They therefore predict that overconfidence will result when the strength of evidence is 
high but its weight is low. An example of this would be an overreaction to an 
unexpected positive earnings announcement. 
Lo and MacKinley (1990) show, however, that overreaction leading to negative 
autocorrelation in security returns is not the only explanation for abnormal profits to 
contrarian strategies of buying losers and selling winners. According to them, if 
stocks are positively cross-correlated a similar result will be obtained. Such a scenario 
would be present if a higher return for stock "A" today implies a higher return for 
stock "B" tomorrow. 
The paper suggests that such a positive cross-correlation does exist in security returns. 
This is because returns of large-capitalization stocks almost always lead those of 
small-capitalization stocks due to "nonsynchronous" or "thin" trading where 
information is impounded first into the more traded and generally larger securities. 
They conclude that although there is a negative serial correlation in individual stock 
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may be attributed to overreaction. The majority of the profits stem, in fact, from the 
cross-correlation between securities. 
In response to this paper, Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) argue that if stock prices 
either overreact or underreact to information then profitable trading strategies that 
select stocks based on their past returns will exist. They find that such a trading 
strategy generates significant positive returns over three to twelve month holding 
periods, with negative abnormal returns starting around twelve months and continuing 
up until the 31 st month. 
It is shown that past-winners realize consistently higher returns than past-losers for 
the seven months following the portfolio formation date and past-losers earn 
consistently higher returns for the subsequent thirteen months. This indicates a clear 
pattern of overreaction and correction. This effect is so strong, in fact, that it persists 
even after taking transaction costs into account. 
Jegadeesh and Titman therefore conclude that their results cannot be attributed to the 
lead-lag effect of Lo and MacKinley (1990) and are rather a consequence of a delayed 
stock price reaction to firm-specific information. 
Chan, Jegadeesh and Lakonishok (1996) further analyse these momentum strategies 
identified in earlier work. They find that past return and past earnings surprises each 
predict large drifts in future returns. According to the paper, this finding cannot be 
attributed to market risk, size or book-to-market effects but rather suggests that the 
market responds slowly to new information. 
They find that analysts' forecasts initially tend to be overly optimistic and are then 
adjusted down over time. This may be due to analysts' incentives to generate 
brokerage fees by encouraging buy transactions. In addition, analysts are especially 
slow in revising their estimates in the case of companies with the worst performance. 
In his attempt to identifY the style factors that explain the expected returns of 
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momentum to be a significant factor. In fact portfolios formed based on three, six, 
twelve and 24 month momentum outperform the market. 
Applying a cluster analysis to all identified style factors, van Rensburg extracts the 
three most influential factors. These include 12-month positive momentum as well as 
earnings yield as a measure of value and market capitalization as a measure of quality. 
He concludes that at least for industrial shares on the JSE Securities Exchange these 
three sources of style-based risk need to be taken into account. 
2.4.5 Size 
Although Reinganum (1988) finds that size is not an influential factor in predicting 
extreme winners, Glickman et al (2001) do find it to be important. These opposing 
findings are typical of the literature of the effect of size on market returns. Many 
researchers have identified a small-firm effect where smaller-capitalization firms earn 
higher risk-adjusted returns than their larger counterparts. Some use this finding to 
refute the efficient market hypothesis while others use it as proof of misspecification 
of the CAPM - once again the joint hypothesis problem is in play. These arguments 
are outlined below. 
Hall and Weiss (1967) find that firm size tends to affect the profitability of firms. In 
particular he finds that significant capital requirements in large firms acts as a barrier 
to entry and in so doing greatly affects profit rates. They also find that investors may 
be unjustifiably reluctant to invest in small firms. 
Banz (1981) looks at security returns rather than profitability within firms. He finds 
that smaller firms have higher risk adjusted returns than larger firms on average. It is 
not known whether size itself matters or whether this is only a proxy for some 
unknown risk factor which is correlated with market value and is not taken into 
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He finds that Price-Earnings (PIE) effect (discussed below) is a proxy for the size 
effect and not vice versa. Finally, he concludes that his evidence suggests that the 
CAPM is in fact misspecified. 
Reinganum (1981) conducts a similar study in an attempt to solve the joint hypothesis 
problem. Since abnormal returns from the size and PIE effects persist for at least two 
years, Reinganum argues that market inefficiency is an unlikely explanation as 
markets would not take this long to eliminate the anomaly. 
Like Banz (1981), Reinganum finds that the PIE effect does not emerge after 
controlling for the size effect, indicating that the size effect subsumes the PIE effect. 
He therefore concludes that the two anomalies, but the size effect in particular, seem 
to be related to the same set of missing factors. 
Roll (1981) attempts to further explain the existence of this anomaly. Since equally-
weighted indexes are more heavily weighted in small firms than value-weighted 
indexes, he compares these two in order to study the small firm effect. He finds that 
the equally-weighted index displays much more positive autocorrelation, causing a 
greater dO\\TIward bias in the daily returns' variances. 
If a period passes in which no trade is made (which is more likely for small firms), the 
return which is implied for that day is only recorded when a subsequent trade takes 
place. However, this return will be correlated with the previous returns of firms which 
did trade introducing spurious autocorrelation. He therefore argues that the riskiness 
of small firms is improperly estimated by beta due autocorrelation in portfolio returns 
caused by infrequent trading. 
Using a Dimson (1979) beta estimator which better estimates risk under conditions of 
infrequent trading, Roll finds that the equally-weighted index is significantly more 
risky, justifying its higher return. Roll also argues that this underestimation of risk for 
infrequently traded securities may also explain some of the anomalies mentioned later 
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Stoll and Whaley (1983) approach the small firm effect from a different direction and 
investigate whether differential transaction costs may help explain the anomaly. Once 
again they do find that small firms earn higher-risk adjusted returns than large firms in 
their sample. In fact mean realized returns are inversely related to market size while 
beta is directly related. 
As in the Roll (1981) study, Stoll and Whaley use the Dimson (1979) methodology to 
estimate betas under conditions of infrequent trading. Contrary to the earlier study 
they find that infrequency does not explain the difference in returns between small 
and large firms. 
They then take transaction costs in the form of the bid-ask spread and brokers' 
commissions into account. Bid-ask spreads vary inversely with price per share and 
frequency of trading and directly with risk. Brokers' commission decreases with price 
per share and number of round lots traded. Applying this finding, Stoll and Whaley 
find that the market value effect is actually reversed. They therefore conclude that 
transaction costs at least partially account for the anomaly. 
Similarly, Blume and Stambaugh (1983) find that a bid-ask effect is introduced into 
data when computed returns are based on closing prices. According to their paper, this 
bid-ask effect introduces a bias which could explain the existence of the size effect in 
previous research. 
They argue that this effect is likely to arise when a study forms equally-weighted 
rebalanced portfolios. Instead these biases can be greatly reduced by using the returns 
implicit in a buy-and-hold strategy. By doing so with their sample, Blume and 
Stambaugh find that the full-year size effect is half as strong. 
Fama and French (1992) conclude that size, along with the book-to-market ratio do in 
fact have significant explanatory power in explaining the average returns of 
NASDAQ, AMEX and NYSE shares. They conclude that these two variables 
"provide a simple and powerful characterization of the cross-section of returns" 
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Building on this result, Fama and French (1996) show that all other anomalies 
identified under the CAPM disappear when size and book-to-market ratio together 
with excess return over the market are included as factors in a three-factor risk-
estimation model. 
As mentioned earlier, van Rensburg (2001) investigates sources of style-based risk on 
the JSE Securities Exchange. Through cluster analysis he finds three important style-
based risks. One of these is market capitalization as a proxy for quality. 
Van Rensburg and Robertson (2002) investigate the size and PIE anomalies on the 
JSE Securities Exchange. Even after controlling for infrequent trading and lookahead 
bias they find that smaller firms eam a premium over larger firms. In addition, the size 
attribute is significantly positive1y related to beta. They also find that both the size and 
PIE effects operate independently on the JSE. 
2.4.6 Price-Earnings Ratio 
In the literature on identifying extreme performance, only Reinganum (1988) 
mentions price-earnings (PIE) ratio as a possible signal. After investigation, however, 
he concludes that this variable is not significant in predicting extreme performance. 
Despite this, due to the large amount of research on the subject and the particular 
pertinence in the South African market, this section explores the PIE effect in more 
detail. 
Basu (1977) finds that low PIE portfolios have, on average, higher risk-adjusted 
returns than high PIE portfolios. After taking transaction and search costs and tax 
effects into account, he finds that abnormal return is eroded to a large degree. He does 
conclude, however, that the semi-strong form of the efficient market hypothesis does 
not apply and there seem to be lags and frictions in the price adjustment process to 
new information. 
Cook and Rozeff (1984) explore whether there are separate size and PIE effects at 
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evidence that both effects are at work. They do conclude, however, that PIE ratio and 
market value may simply measure separate aspects of the same underlying effect. 
Banz and Breen (1986) show that the relationship between PIE ratio and market return 
disappears after controlling for look-ahead and survivorship biases. In response to 
this, Jaffe, Keirn and Westerfield (1989) use a much longer time period and control 
for survivorship bias. Despite this they still find a significant size and PIE effect, with 
the PIE effect being the stronger of the two. 
Davis (1994) also controls for survivorship bias and look-ahead bias. In addition, the 
study focuses on stocks in the top half of the size spectrum so that problems with 
infrequent trading and bid-ask spreads are avoided. He finds that earnings yield 
together with book-to-market equity and cash flow yield have significant explanatory 
power with regard to the cross-section of stock returns over the period from June1940 
until June 1963. 
In a South African study, Page and Palmer (1991) conclude that firms with high EIP 
ratios have generally performed better than those with smaller E/P ratios. In addition, 
it seems as if the PIE effect is stronger than the size effect on the JSE Securities 
Exchange. Similarly, Page (1996) finds that the PIE effect is the stronger of the two 
on the South African market. 
As mentioned earlier, van Rensburg and Robertson (2002) find both a size and a PIE 
effect on the JSE Securities Exchange. They conclude that the two effects are 
independent and there are therefore at least two style-based risk factors on the JSE. 
2.4.7 Dividend Yield 
Although none of the literature above identifies dividends as influential in predicting 
extreme performance, much other literature including Ou and Penman (1989) have 
identified some measure of dividends to affect stock returns. Other papers have sho\\<'U 
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For example, Black and Scholes (1974) show that it is not possible to demonstrate that 
the expected returns on high yield common stocks differ from the expected returns on 
low yield common stocks either before or after taxes. 
The Citizens Ctility Company has two classes of common stock which are identical in 
almost every way except dividend payout. Long (1978) investigates this company and 
finds that cash dividends demand a premium over equal before-tax capital gains. 
Since there is no reason to believe that investors are not fully aware of the publicly 
available information on the characteristics of the stocks, Long concludes that there is 
a significant demand for cash dividends despite a generally lower after-tax return to 
investors holding claim to these dividends. 
Litzenberger and Ramaswany (1979) derive an after-tax version of the CAPM in 
order to determine whether a clientele effect as proposed by Miller and Modigliani 
(1961) exists for investors in different tax brackets. 
They find that the before-tax expected return on a security is linearly related to both 
its systematic risk and its dividend yield. In other words, investors require 
compensation in the form of a higher expected return for investing in a firm which 
pays out higher dividends. In addition, they do find a clientele effect with 
stockholders in higher tax brackets choosing stocks with low yields and investors in 
lower tax brackets choosing securities with high yields. 
2.4.8 Working Capital Management 
According to Shin and Soenen (1998), the way in which working capital is managed 
can have a significant impact on both the liquidity and profitability of the company. In 
addition the papers above by Ou and Penman (1989), Lev and Thiagarajan (1993) and 
Abarbnell and Bushee (1998) all identify some measure of efficiency of asset 
management as crucial in determining stock returns. 
There are many measures of working capital management. The Cash Conversion 
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Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC) scales the timing in the previous measure by the 
amount of funds in each step (Gentry, Vaidyanathan and Lee, 1990). However, due to 
data availability and conceptual problems, Shin and Soenen (1998) recommend the 
Net Trade Cycle (NTC), where the components of the CCC are expressed as 
percentages of "days sales". 
Testing this measure, Shin and Soenen find that the NTC is inversely related to firm 
profitability. In fact, reducing the NTC is one way for the firm to create additional 
shareholder value. 
2.4.9 Capital Structure 
Only Ou and Penman (1989) identify capital structure as a significant fundamental 
variable. Although the literature on extreme performance does not mention the level 
of debt in a company as an important signal, the organisation of the equity capital is 
found to be important. For example, O'Neil (2004) states that the number of 
outstanding shares should be below 25 million, while Reinganum (1988) finds that 
this should be below 20 million. 
A great deal of research deals with the relevance of capital structure to firm value and 
the cost of capital. According to Miller and Modigliani' s (M & M) Proposition I, the 
average cost of capital to any firm is completely independent of its capital structure 
(Miller and Modigliani, 1958). However, due to the tax-deductibility of interest 
payments M & M Proposition II states that the optimal capital structure is composed 
entirely of debt. 
Graham and Harvey (2001) find in their large survey-based study that the tax-
advantage of debt and hence a high debt-equity ratio is most important for large, 
regulated and dividend-paying firms. They also find little evidence to suggest that 
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On the other hand, as the proportion of debt in the capital structure increases, the 
probability of bankruptcy and hence the expected cost of bankruptcy increases 
(Baxter, 1967). Therefore there is an upper limit on the optimal debt-equity ratio. 
Graham and Harvey (2001) find that although the potential costs of distress are not 
important in decision making for most firms, this is a vital consideration for 
speculative grade firms. Most firms, however, are more concerned with earnings 
volatility and their credit ratings when making debt decisions. 
Ross (1977) shows that if management compensation packages are designed correctly, 
rational managers are induced to signal the quality of their firms to the market by 
altering the amount of debt in the capital structure. However, Graham and Harvey 
(2001) find that very few firms indicate that debt policy is affected by factors 
consistent with signaling. 
Another signaling model, presented by Myers and Majluf (1984), shows that by 
issuing equity managers can signal bad news to the market. This leads to the Pecking 
Order Theory of Capital Structure which implies that firms will first use liquid assets, 
then issue debt and only as a last alternative use equity to finance projects. 
According to Graham and Harvey (2001), although there is evidence of the Pecking 
Order Theory at work in practice, it is not driven by asymmetric information as 
suggested by the theory. Instead management's desire for financial flexibility and 
their reluctance to issue equity if it is undervalued leads to similar results. 
According to Jensen and Meckling (1976), increasing the level of debt in the capital 
structure increases debt servicing requirements and hence makes the firm more 
probable of bankruptcy. Due to this constraint, managers are more likely to be careful 
in spending free cash flows to the firm, causing them to act more like owners and 
thereby decreasing agency costs. This more productive behaviour could enhance the 
value of the firm. There is little real-world evidence, however, that firms discipline 
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Bhandari (1998) finds that expected stock returns are directly related to debt-equity 
ratios even after controlling for systematic risk, firm size and the January effect. He 
finds that this result is robust regardless of the estimation techniques or market 
proxies used. 
2.4.10 Macroeconomic and Market Conditions 
O'Neil (2004) mentions in his "CAN SLIM" strategy that extreme winners are less 
likely to come by in a weak market. It is therefore important to consider the market 
condition as well as other macroeconomic variables when attempting to predict 
extreme performers. 
As touched on earlier, inflationary condition seems to play a role in the predictive 
power of certain signals. For example, Lev and Thiagarajan (1993) find that the 
negative message conveyed by receivables increasing relative to sales is only 
statistically significant in high-inflation years. They also find that economic growth 
measured by the change in real GNP and business activity measured by the change in 
Business Inventories have an effect on the fundamental signals. 
Abarbnell and Bushee (1997) find similar results with respect to receivables as a 
signal. In addition, they find that the gross margin is also a more significant signal in 
high-inflation years when it is more vital that firms are able to maintain their margins 
in the face of rising input prices. Besides these two conclusions, they find little other 
evidence that macroeconomic trends affect the informativeness of the fundamental 
signals for future earnings. 
2.5. Summary and Conclusion 
This chapter touches on a variety of different topics. Firstly, Section 2.2 provides a 
theoretical overview of concepts relevant to this research. It highlights the EMH and 
shows how under the hypothesis of market efficiency prices already reflect all 
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impossible. The presence of anomalies is explained as either the result of market 
efficiencies or of misspecifications in the asset pricing models used to identify these 
abnormal opportunities. 
In order to mmlmlze the problems of model misspecification, a variety of asset 
pricing models are considered. The section concludes by recommending a two-factor 
APT model with the Resources and Financial-industrial indexes as the factors be used 
in a South African context. This model will therefore be applies in Chapter 8 of this 
thesis. 
Furthermore, this thesis aims to identify extreme performers - those securities whose 
prices have at least doubled or halved. If such a feat is possible, it would be difficult 
to attribute the exceptional resulting performance solely to risk-measurement errors. 
This would therefore provide evidence in favour of refuting market efficiency. 
Section 2.3 provides a summary of prior research on the identification of extreme 
performers. In particular, it reviews the work of O'Neil (2004), Reignanum (1988), 
Glickman et al (2001), Dong et al (2003) and Tunstall et al (2004). This section not 
only provides an overview of the findings of each of these but also supplies insight 
into the methodologies used to derive these results. 
Although the results of these papers are similar in some respects, they also differ in 
many ways. This may imply that there are many sub-optimal filters combinations 
which can be used to identify extreme performers. The variety of solutions may be 
attributed to the fact that the studies are conducted on different markets, each with 
their own unique characteristics. This explanation would provide justification for 
conducting such a study on the JSE Securities Exchange, a market where very little 
research has been conducted on the topic. 
Alternatively, the inconsistency among the results may be due to the differing 
methodologies used or problems with the data employed. It is therefore important that 
the techniques employed in this thesis are as robust as possible and the data as free 
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Section 2.4 considers a variety of potential signals. It focuses not only on those 
variables which are found to be important in the extreme performance literature, but 
also on others found to be important outside this small sphere of research. This section 
aims to identify and explain as many potential signals as possible in order that the data 
used in this study is economically justifiable and cannot be refuted on the grounds of 
data snooping. 
In particular, the section begins by considering literature on insider trading. It finds 
that there is a great deal of disagreement in prior studies regarding the usefulness of 
insider trading news in predicting returns. 
The section moves on to consider an area with a relatively large amount of past 
attentions: fundamental analysis. The usefulness of this area of research is explicitly 
considered. Furthermore, the value of numerous fundamental variables relating to 
inventory, accounts receivable, intangibles, gross margin, selling and administrative 
expenses, tax rates, order backlogs, labour force and audit qualifications are 
considered. 
The section turns next to a variety of anomalies. It first outlines the debate 
surrounding market-to-book value. Next, a large portion of the section is devoted to 
the importance of momentum. The various explanations for this anomaly, including 
inefficiencies in the market, cross-correlations in returns caused by the presence of 
infrequent trading, and the irrationality of investors are considered. Furthermore, size 
and price-earnings ratio anomalies are reviewed and contrasted both in South Africa 
and internationally. 
Three last areas (dividend yields, working capital management and capital structure) 
are considered. Finally, the dependency of the impact of the various identified signals 











Data and Summary of Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter introduces the data that are analysed in Chapters 4 to 8. The data consist 
of stock returns data and firm-specific attribute data. In addition, the chapter provides 
a brief outline of the methodology to follow in the remainder of the thesis. The 
chapter continues as follows: 
Section 3.2 provides an overview of the dataset chosen. Section 3.3 continues by 
explaining how the dataset has been adjusted and controlled for statistical biases. The 
methodology employed in later chapters begins by identifying extreme performance 
signals in one subsample of the dataset and then testing the robustness of these results 
an a second independent subsample. Section 3.4 outlines the procedure used for 
forming these in- and out-sample groups of shares. In addition, this section defines 
exactly what qualifies as an extreme performer for the purposes of this study. Using 
this definition, Section 3.5 describes in detail all extreme winners and losers included 
in the dataset. 
In order to test for signals of extreme performance, this thesis employs a substantial 
amount of data regarding companies. Section 3.6 derives the potential variables to be 
used in attempting to predict extreme performance. Section 3.7 considers the number 
of observations available for each of these variables. 
Section 3.8 provides a summary of the methodologies to follow in Chapters 4 to 8. 
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3.2 Choice of dataset 
The study is conducted with monthly data over the ten-year period from January 1995 
until December 2004 on the JSE Securities Exchange. All ordinary shares on the JSE 
Securities Exchange with a market capitalization above RI00 million as at December 
2004 are included. Any remaining securities on the Venture Capital Market (VCM) 
and the Development Capital Market (DCM) are removed. Ten securities for which 
no return data is available for the entire sample period are completely ignored (see 
Appendix A.l.). In addition all Property Loan Stock (PLS) companies are removed 
(see Appendix A.2.). After these elimination procedures, 213 companies providing 25 
560 firm months of data remain in the dataset. 
The reason for the exclusion of PLS companies is that they are different from other 
companies as they do not pay tax at the corporate level. Instead, these companies pay 
interest which is taxable in the hands of the investors on what is essentially a loan 
(Still, 2003). This difference in the structure of returns to investors introduces 
discrepancies between the ratios of these and other companies. In order to avoid this 
variation in the sample data, PLS companies are ignored. 
The timeframe chosen intentionally begins after the entry of South Africa into 
democracy. This is so that the results obtained are not distorted by economic and 
political events during the transition period. In addition, the results obtained are more 
likely to be applicable in the future in the continuing climate of global economic 
integration. 
Monthly data is used in order to avoid the problems of infrequent trading discussed 
next. In addition, a ten-year period should provide enough observations to derive valid 
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3.3 Statistical Biases 
Throughout the papers reviewed in the Literature Review section, findings have been 
challenged on the basis of statistical biases. Over time, studies have been undertaken 
which eliminate these biases to verify the results. It is therefore important that this 
thesis is designed in such a way as to minimize statistical biases. In so doing, the most 
robust, statistically-sound results will be obtained. This section continues by 
explaining how the data employed in this study has been controlled for three 
particular biases: infrequent trading, survivorship and look-ahead biases. 
3.3.1 Infrequent trading 
One of the most cited causes of statistical biases in the reviewed work is infrequent 
trading. According to Dimson (1979) when infrequent trading is present, prices 
recorded at the end of a time period tend to represent the outcome of a transaction that 
occurred earlier in or even prior to the time period in question. Fisher (1966) points 
out that an index constructed from such data is an average of temporally ordered 
underlying data and hence positive serial correlation will be present. 
This positive serial correlation lowers both the estimated variance of returns and the 
covariance with the market (or the beta). This in turn implies that risk-adjusted returns 
will seem too high for the understated beta. 
Schwartz and Whitcomb (1977) show that as the effect of infrequent trading is 
reduced by increasing the differencing interval, the explanatory power of regression 
equations and the mean value of beta tends to rise. This is further evidence that 
infrequent trading contributes to the underestimation of systematic risk. 
Scholes and Williams (1977) find that for securities traded on average either very 
frequently or very infrequently, ordinary least squares estimators are obtained that are 
biased upward for alphas and downward for betas. For the remaining securities, 
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derive computationally convenient, consistent estimators for coefficients in the market 
modeL 
Similarly, Dimson (1979) derives an alternative method for calculating betas when 
infrequent trading is a problem. This method, the Aggregate Coefficients method, 
appears to eliminate most of the bias in beta attributable to non-trading. 
Since there is a strong positive relationship between market value and trading activity 
(James and Edmister, 1983) the statistical problems introduced by infrequent trading 
are most likely to be present in smaller-capitalization securities. Therefore, in order to 
reduce this effect, Banz (1981) finds that the use of a market value-weighted index is 
preferable to an equally-weighted index where disproportionate weight is given to 
smaller securities. Davis (1994) eliminates the problem of infrequent trading by only 
including stocks in the top half of the size spectrum in his study. 
In response to this issue monthly data is used to avoid the acute problems associated 
with infrequent trading which arise when daily or weekly data is used. In addition, 
similar to Davis (1994) a size criteria is introduced - the study focuses on stocks with 
a market capitalization greater than R100 million as at the end of the sample period, 
December 2004. These two choices should help to reduce the problems of infrequent 
trading. 
3.3.2 Survivorship bias 
Survivorship bias occurs when only firms that have survived beyond a certain point 
are included in the sample as this excludes the weaker, non-surviving firms and could 
therefore lead to invalid conclusions. Care must be taken to ensure that a database 
containing observations from delisted or liquidated companies is used such as in 
Davis (1994). Unfortunately the Datastream database is not controlled for 
survivorship bias. 
According to van Rensburg (2001) the work of Davis (1994) suggests that 
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non-thinly traded firms in its sample. However, the size minimum in this study of 
RIOO million is a relatively small limit, being only approximately 0.04% of the total 
market capitalization of the JSE Securities Exchange as at December 2004. In 
addition, extreme losers are more likely to go bankrupt, implying that survivorship 
bias could be a particular problem in this paper. 
3.3.3 Look-ahead bias 
Look-ahead bias occurs when models are built assuming that accounting or other 
information was publicly available before it actually was. Particular care must be 
taken when looking at earnings and other accounting figures which are published after 
firms' financial year ends. In order to avoid this problem, accounting data can be 
lagged such as in Banz and Breen (1986) and van Rensburg and Robertson (2002). As 
all information is obtained from the Datastream database and Datastream International 
only updates information once it is publicly available, the study is free from 
lookahead bias. 
3.4 Subsample Formation and Extreme Performance 
Requirements 
As mentioned in the previous section, only shares with a market capitalization greater 
than R100 million are included in this study. The purpose of this is to reduce the bias 
introduced by infrequent trading. The first step is therefore to apply this band to the 
data and eliminate all securities with market capitalizations below this level as at 
December 2004 (the end of the sample period). 
As in the previous extreme performance studies, it is important to have at least two 
subsamples - one to identify signals of extreme performance and a second out-of-
sample group to test whether these signals hold up in an independent sample. Tunstall, 
Stein and Carris (2004) form two subsamples by dividing the sample alphabetically: 
those securities beginning with the letters A to M and those beginning with N to Z. 
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The fact that the two sample sizes are so different is not ideal. In addition, the graph 
below shows that the two subsamples are not identical in terms of economic group or 
index composition: 
Figure 3.1. Composition of alphabetically defined samples 
The pie charts below show the composition of two samples in terms of economic group (top panel) 
and index (bottom panel) if the samples are formed by splitting the dataset alphabetically. The 
graphs display the vast difference in composition attained by using this method. 
Breakdown of Subsamples by Economic Group 
A-M 
Breakdown of Subsamples by Index 
• Basic Industries 
• Cyclical 
consumer goods 
o Cyclical services 
o Financials 









In order to solve these two problems, a slightly different method is used in forming 
the two subsamples. The first subsample includes the first half of each economic 
group alphabetically while the second subsample includes the second half. This 
ensures that equal numbers of securities are included in each subsample and that the 
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Figure 3.2. Composition of newly formed samples 
The pie charts below show the composition of two sample in terms of index. The samples are formed 
by splitting each economic group in half alphabetically in order to ensure a similar composition. 
Breakdown of Subsamples by Index 
12 12 




Due to the non-normality of certain financial ratios' distributions, it is necessary to 
reduce the impact of outliers. Foster (1978) provides a number of methods for dealing 
with outliers. These include dropping outliers, transforming the data to approximate 
normality or winzorising the data. In this thesis, all outliers further than five standard 
deviations from the median of each variable are dropped. The mean and standard 
deviation are then recalculated and all remaining outliers further than three standard 
deviations from the mean are winsorised to this outer boundary. 
After this procedure has taken place, variables which are still significantly positively 
skewed undergo a natural logarithmic transformation as suggested by Foster (1978) of 
the form: 
A list of variables which are subjected to this transformation are included in Appendix 
A.3. 
The first stage of tests are conducted on the first subsample (the "in-sample"). Firstly, 
it is necessary to identify which shares in the group are in fact extreme performers. An 
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twelve month period while an extreme loser is a security which at least halves (a 
negative 50 percent return) in a similar length period. Secondly, once these extreme 
performers have been identified the subsample is broken down into a further three 
groups: extreme winners, extreme losers and a control group consisting of all other 
securities. 
Unlike Tunstall et al (2004), multiple instances of extreme performance in the same 
security in the same twelve month period are not ignored. Instead these observations 
are included in the dataset for two reasons. Firstly, a security which displays extreme 
performance for a number of periods deserves to have its characteristics weighted 
more heavily than securities with only single-period extreme performance. Secondly, 
by allowing multiple instances of extreme performance, a sell signal is implicitly 
being created the security should be disposed of twelve months after the extreme 
performance signals are no longer significant. If multiple instances of extreme 
performance were not allowed the derivation of separate sell signals would be 
required. 
Extreme performance is ignored if the starting price is below 10 cents. This rule is 
included to limit the biases associated with penny stocks. 
3.5 Actual Extreme Performers 
Since this thesis examines extreme performers on the JSE Securities Exchange over 
the ten year period starting at the beginning of 1995, it is pertinent to know the sample 
of extreme winners and losers that are used to perform the study. Lists of extreme 
winners and losers, their extreme performance dates, their total performance over 
these periods as well as annualized returns2 for these periods are included in Tables 
3.1. and 3.2. below respectively. As mentioned earlier, extreme performers are only 
included when their price exceeds 10 cents. 
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Table 3.1. Sample Extreme Winners 
The table lists all extreme winners on the JSE Securities Exchange from January 1995 until 
December 2004 included in this study sorted by company. An extreme winner is defined as a stock 
which at least doubles in a 12 month period. In addition to the names of all extreme performers, the 
table lists the share codes for each, their dates of extreme performance, the length of each of these 
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Table 3.1. Sample Extreme Winners 
Continued. 
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KGM AAGI$OMEOiA 2002111)'31 200311001 " H)A3% 1043% R"" RAiN~CHICKeN 1900111130 2000'1'130 12 1033'l1. 1033'111 KGM !i.AGI$OfJeOlA 2002112131 2OC«l<I3O " 2:115"4 13!'" RSW RAlNSOIN CHICKEN 2xo,'02l29 2001~76 " 13\Mf, 1318" KGM KAGISO MECIA 2003'0t:3, """""'" '" 161,8% 1280% R"'" RAiNec¥I CHICKEN 2OC(l.'04/:'\O 2001'OOl3O " """' ""'" KGM KAGlSC MEDIA i!m;~ \,'30 2004112131 " 1432f1r. 1l1S'I(, RBW RA!N~CHlCKe:N 20CJl!1,,-JO 2001'~ \1')C -, l'3N '137" VP KAP I~TL ZOO2iQ7,'31 ~13' 12 H5A% 1154'% .llW I'<AIN9O'AICH;¢..;EN r.£W1001 ZOOl';or,u -, 10£:15% '06,~% 
KAP KAP INTI. 20021'0.'31 2OO3i10/3' " 106-3<;6 1063'* RHG RANOOOI.C .. EXF '''''''''''''' 1997mr31 " 22!52" "o~ """ KAFINTL 2003"2<'31 2004.il2!3~ " 2125'% 212.5'% RNO RANOOOLD&EXP ;996,'08.'31 ,- " 12l!.6'l& ~ 14 5" !<WV ""'WI BELEGGINGS SPit 19W02t28 200G'02t.l9 " 1'113% 117.ft ""G RANOOOI.D&EXP 19961'2131 1lX$1213' " 1931% ~S3,l% LAR LAGROWP 1995<'021'26 1~'29 " 116.1~ 1167'% RNG RAAOOOLO & EXP 200)'12!31 2~131 ,. """" ·OOS"JE. cAR LAG~OUF """'4"" 1997110131 '" le9&1% 2314% RNG RANOOOW' EX? """""'-'0 """"""" " '05'" '05'" CAR LAGROWI\' 1991i02!28 199&'071"31 11 196.1% 114S'li> "'" R ........ OOOLD & EXP 200':11130 """""" '. 2$3.'" '63 .... cAR LAGROUP """"""" ~loo1 " 2149% 1364% RNa RANOOOlD & EXP """"",. ,"", ',.  " "Xli"' "'".'" cAR LAGftOUP 200:Y12'31 2004'12131 " Hllli5% 1695% RAM REAL,vFl!CA 1995<'01131 ',99Bit'l30 ,. 2077'lt """ >M LACROt.;P'N' 199'710&'30 '99JJt08i3O 12 1131% 118,7% RAM RSALAFR!CJ.. 1996t01,,,, ~ 997'1 0131 " 3301% 1302%LAN LA GROvP 'h' >=<;<'31) 2OO4t1~1 '" 7599,*, 2838,*, RAM REAL AFRiCA. 11/9&'12"" '9$l!!JC1!31 '. ""''''' 212_S~ LB~ L,a~RTY 199&'12l3~ 2Im'C1/31 " 102.2'16 .',.. RAN REAL,vRK;,t" 1997.00130 ''''''''''' " 103ft 'OJ_6'I(, LON 1S66'05.'3~ ~99S'1r;,'31 17 163.e"4 "'''' "'0 REUNERT 1999101131 2000t01131 " 1016'l(. '01.8'% LON 199$'12/3, 2Im'01131 " 12'$.8% 1111% RLO REU~ERT 1999107/31 """"J30 '" 1161% .. ,,' !.ON LONMINI"" 2001!OJ13' 2002"",' " "' .. i256% "'0 R~UI.jERT 2()')'),Q5,'31 2001105131 " 1016'1(, 101~ MeV ~ 200Wb29 " 109.5% '095'!6 ,,(MI- R.a 1995,'09/30 1996110/'31 " 1126% '00"" MDC MEOICLlN>C 199&01131 '!l!l&'04i3O ,. leo-,~,* 1279% .MH 'Me ,""""",. 1997i08.'31 " 15135% 103.9% MDC MEOICUNlC ''''''05IJO 1996'10131 " 19{L2% 1223% RMH RMB 1997JO<,'31 1991W2J28 " 2262% 1995% MDC MEOICLINC 200004'" 2OOli""f.l() " i08A'If. ~054'llo SaL SA .... 199&'12/'31 1~12ll~ " 1603% 1603% ." MEItAFE RESOJRCES 1997'02128 199&'07131 11 '65.9% ''l'''' ."'- SABLE 1995'C3<'31 """""'.' " '223% 1223% MRF ME'tAFE RESOuRCES 1997,12.'31 19!11Y12i31 " 118_3,*, H83% SBL SABl' 1999105131 """"""" ,. ~4ge% ",."" MR. ME;uv::e RESOJRCeS 200~ ,OS'31 2002t10fl1 17 1321% " '" SBL SABLE 2003110/31 '2004,'10131 " '001% 100:,% Mn MERCANTILE 8A.NK 2:xJ3i01131 2004'O1!'31 " '41,.11" 14 ~ 4% SBL SABLE 2003i12:J1 200C!12131 " ,295% 1295% Mn MERCANTiLE 8A.Nl( 200:3i03l31 """""'" " '069'" ''''' ... SNT SANTAM 199$'01131 ,- " '19.S,*, 87.5% MEO MESSINA 1~'28 2000'01131 " "'''~ 11'2% SAP SAPI'! ,- '_O9!)(l " \T4~ 1241'10 MES MeSSINA 1995'OJr.H 2O()('¥:)3I3.1 12 120.:1% 1200% SA!' SAP!'! 19\1etllfX! '00>rW2lI " 113.~ 63-8% MES MESSINA 2<'''''041)() 20021031'31 " 3TH'*' 1251% SA!' """" 2oa;1il1i30 """"""" " 2183,. 138_3% MES MESSINA 2001106:31 2003o'01!'31 " , .. " 811% SAP SA "" 2ootI0&'30 """"""" " 10$4% 1094,* MTA JJETAlR I~VESYME~TS 19950'01131 1996'02129 " 13115'% 1175% ,FN SMI:'It<O 19951(11J'31 '9QE.I05.'3t " 268'''' "'5~ MTA ",ETA:R II.jVES""ME~TS 20C'0'Ol131 2001111130 " 11S3" 748% SFN SASFIN ' •• "0'''30 '''''''''''''' " ,,, .. ,, '44'" MTA METAJR I~VESTME~TS lOO11OEL'30 2002:00130 " 1001% 1001'% SFN $A$FIN 199610S.~' ,,,",,,,,,,,' " ,' .. " 140~ 
I 
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Table 3.1. Sample Extreme Winners 
Continued. 
S .... rItCod. Cc.mpaI"lY Name $tjllrtD.1te Et'ldtlt1e """'h TotalRatum ArmufiitHi Star.Ca<H; Co~N.mw Starto..t. .".oat. ,-" Tottl R.tvm Annualj~..::! IMonthst .,,~ (MGrtM) _m 
seN SCHAAR-iG-M"ININ-G 200010313' ZlX!lli)4r.)C ., 1164% 1055% TSX TRANS HU GROUP 199&'12.131 1995d2'31 " 1310'14i 1310% seN SCHAARJG MINING 2000110,"31 2001110/31 ,2 1320~ 132:::'WJ TO' ":'RAN$ HEX O~OtJP 20c0'OS'3i 2001105:'3"1 163.5'* 16~l5% 
seN SCHAARIG "'"""lING 2002,'06131 2O'J~08i'30 13 1106% .,'" TOX ""RANS HEX G~Ol:P 2001.'09.'30 ~IlVJO ., 110~ .,,,. 
seN SC ... ARR1G MiNlNG 2003102'28 2CX:)4'(lYjl " 2255'l1> 119.3111. "" ~RANSPA.CO '~.I01'3' 19$6.'1\130 " ....... 1524% SCN SC",ARR1G MIN1"'G 2003110/31 2000\1'2131 " 1563% 1241"4 ''C ,R,lNSPACO t996lO9iJO ,99a.'O&I31 " ,..."" .. ,,' SRN SEAR DEL 'NV 199Q112131 2!'XX)'12131 " 1007% 100.7% TPC ~RANSPACO :tOet:!'»')' ~." " ""''''" 1("'" SK. SEKUNJAlO '''j\lS 2002101131 2003o'02!23 13 950% "9% TOC TRANSPACQ 2002-:','30 2003:1~'31 T' 12Se% 1121% 
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Table 3.2. Sample Extreme Losers 
The table lists all extreme losers on the JSE Securities Exchange from January 1995 until December 
2004 included in this study sorted by company. An extreme loser is defined as a stock which at least 
halves in value in a 12 month period. In addition to the names of all extreme performers, the table 
lists the share codes for their dates of extreme performance, the length of each of these 
periods as v·mU as the total and annualized returns earned in each period . 
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Table 3.2. Sample Extreme Losers 
Continued. 
Start Date End Date 
Length TOUIReturn 
Annuali.ted 




(Month.) Return (Month.) Return 
~99B11 ~f30 1;,99/11/30 12 -8a9% -689% 5!\;7 SANTAM ~9971C8131 1998/09130 13 ·59.4% w565% 
1999/03/31 2000105131 14 ·596% -540% SAP SAPP '9971G;I3~ ,998/01/31 12 -502% -502% 
i999i07l3i 2000107131 12 -807% -807% SAP SAPP: • 997tCai3~ ~99ai08l31 12 ·538% ·538% 
1996102129 1997102128 12 -558% -558% SFN SASFIN ~ 998:0513' ~999!06!30 '3 ·536% -50 8% 
1999f;1138 2000/1 1/30 12 ·54 a% ·548% SFN SASFIN 1999!C5/3~ 2000107/31 '4 ·532% -47,8% 
2000/02'29 20C;!G3.r31 '3 -803% -573% SOL SASOl 199710813: ~998!~2i31 15 -621% -517% 
2000107/31 200~/09!30 ,. ~57 5% ·5' S% seN SCKARR!G MINiNG 1995104130 ~996104!30 12 ·5C 7% ·5C 7% 
1995/12131 '997102128 14 -601% -547% SCN SCHARR!G MIN:NG 1995107f31 199610&'31 13 -51 S% -45C% 
1997108131 1998/08/31 12 ·592% ·592% seN SCHARRIG MIN:r'.JG 1995/10131 1997103131 17 -S/lt% -44 1% 
'997/12131 1999/05/31 17 ~55 B% -43.8% seN SCHARRIG MIN'NG 1997103/31 1998/03131 12 -539% -539% 
1999103131 2000103/31 12 ·533% ·53:3% seN SCHAR RIG MIN t\G 1997105.'31 1998108131 15 -898% -816% 
1999/05i31 2001105/31 2' ..(116% -571% seN SCHARRIG MIN:r-,G 1997110/31 1999102128 '6 ·760% -858% 
200:1':)3131 2C01103131 12 ·550% ~55 0% seN SCHARRIG MIN'[\iG 1998/04l3C 1999iC5l3~ 13 ·&3A% -<33.5% 
2CO::118&31 2C01l09/30 13 -578% -549% seN SCHARRIG MIN;~G 1998/07131 19991C7131 '2 .. 54.0% -540% 
19971D2f28 1W8t02J28 12 ·528% ·528% seN SCHAR RIG MINING 1998/09/3C ~ 399f1 ',1:)0 '4 .. 542% -488% 
2C03f11130 20')4/~113C 12 -645% ~45% SRN SEARDEL INV 1998/04/30 1999-;04130 '2 .. 535% ·535% 
1997108131 1998109/30 13 ·568% --539% SKJ SEKUNJALO iNVS 1999/05131 2000107131 
" 
.74:1% -<385% 
1997108131 1998110131 14 ·585% ·53.0% SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS 1999/091'30 20Q1{05i31 20 ~72 3% -537% 
20001= 2001105131 15 -668% .. 585% STO SETPOINT ;ECH 1998/07131 1999/06/31 13 -<3a9% -<360% 
2000107131 200 H1 O!31 15 -<39a% -81.7% STO SET;:lOIl\ T "[CH ~998/10l31 2001/08131 3' ·958% -674% 
2001.101131 2002103/31 14 -88e% -62_9% SOy SOVEREIGf-. ::::000 'r-IVS '998'O1/3~ 1999;01/31 12 ·526% ·526% 
1997/09130 1998109130 ,2 ~51 3% ·513% SOY SOVEREIGI\. FOOD !\v$ ~ 998/04130 1999!~0i31 18 ·733% -586% 
19S5!02J28 1999102128 '2 ·513% -51_3% SOy SOVEREIGN FOOD :f-.VS • 998/1213~ 1999/~2J31 12 ·583% ·583% 
19&81:15131 1999105131 '2 ·599% ·59.9% SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD 'NV$ 1999/02r2S 2000f;)8131 18 -713% -564% 
1996/:35i31 1997107/31 '. -507% -455% SOV SOVEREIGN FOOO 'NVS ~999!11l3-D 20COJ11!30 12 ·533% ·533% 1998.f04i30 199910&31 6 ·78a% ..$6.6% SPS SPESCOM 1998!07131 19991D7131 12 -500% -500% 
199B.110131 '999!~0/31 '2 ·520% -520% SPs SPESCOM 1999103131 2001104J30 25 w6S1% -<339% 
1997/08131 1998/08/31 '2 ~51 1% ·51:% SPS SPESCOM 2oo1J02J28 2003/01131 23 ~75 9% ·524% 
1998103131 1999103/31 12 ·503% -$OJ'*' SPS SPESCOM 2002104130 20031(14130 12 -506% -506% 
2000102129 2001/04/30 14 -646% ·59 ~% SPG SUPER GROUP 1998107131 1999107/31 12 -513% ·5: 3% 
1997f02l28 1998102/2B 12 ·506% ·506% aSB T..,E rlOL;SE OF aLSBY 199B105131 i999t06i30 ·555% -536% 
1997f05J31 1998/10/31 17 -8a3% ·555% B58 TI-lE HOUSE OF Bl"SBY 200Q/01t31 2001104!30 '5 ·595% ~51A% 
2000/03131 2001/03131 12 -517% ·511% BSB THE HOUSE OF BuSBY 2JOO/06l30 200~!06i30 12 .. 524% -524% 
2OO0/06/3C 20:)1112/31 16 -492% ·363% Bse THE HOUSE OF BlJSBY 2:)oO/08!3~ 200~ IOBl31 '2 ·53C% ~530% 
2001/02,'28 2002l0mB 12 ·520% ·520% BSB THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 2000/12'3~ 200'1'2131 '2 -513% -513% 
1998J1C/31 1'999/10f31 12 ·54,2% ·542% TiW TIGER WHEELS 1009/C4130 2000106130 14 ·550% -496% 
1998112131 ~999/1213' 12 ·529% -52_9% TON TIGER WHEELS t999/09130 2000/12131 15 -464% -392% 
1999/02128 200lJill6130 16 -835% ·530% TrW TIGER WHEELS 200ClC3131 200V03l31 12 ·533% ~53 3% 
1999111/30 2001101313: 21 .e~ ~% .417% TNT TONGAAr Hl ~ GP 1997109130 1998/09/30 12 ~54 0% ·540% 
1991107131 1998109/30 14 ·579% ·52.3% TRT .... OJRISM INV 1999103131 2001/02128 23 -694% --4S-_~% 
1998J02I28 1999/11130 21 ·794% -594% TD)"{ 7RADEHOL) 200Cf1 1130 2001/11/30 12 ~5e,7% ·587% 
1998102128 1999108131 18 ·132% -584% TOri 'RADEHOLJ 2001/01l31 2002101131 12 ~55.4% ·554% 
1998110131 1999/11/3C 13 -635% -605% T5X TRANS HEX GROUP 1997/03131 1998/03131 12 ·583% ·56 3% 
2000/03.131 2001103/31 12 ·525% -525% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1991/05131 1998(09/30 16 -863% ·556% 
2000/03131 2001!04f3C 13 -610% ·580% TPC TRANSPACO 1997111(30 199811113C 12 -554% ~55 4% 
20:)0/07.'31 20:l3/::J5/31 34 ·969% -705% TPC TRANSPACO 199B1{)1i31 1999/02/28 13 -4$1% -437% 
1995/01131 1996101131 12 ..011% -511% TOC TRANSPACO 1998105131 1W9107/31 14 ·541% --493% 
1995/08131 1996112/31 16 -800% 49.7% TPC TRANSPACO 2000/0813; 2001112131 15 -888% ·58.2% 
1996/05131 1997105!31 12 ·5~J% -51.7% TRE TRENCCR 1998/02/28 1999100130 15 ·585% --463% 
1996/12131 1998/10/31 22 -859% -44A% TRE TRENCOR 1998111130 1999/1:2/31 13 ·556% -529% 
~ 999/02128 2000/04130 14 ~5~ ~ % -458% TRE TRENeOR ;999i02I.?a 2000/07/31 11 ·594% 470% 
1996/10131 1998110/31 24 ..975% -646% TRE ,RENeOR 1999100130 2000lD9130 12 ·543% ·543% 
"997/12/3' 'I 999101131 13 ·506% -480% ues UCS GROUP 1999lO5/31 2000105131 12 ~51 7% -517% 
2003!C7i3~ 2004112/31 17 -828% ·500% UCS UC$ GROuP 19991':1131 2C01104/30 18 ·783% -63.9% 
1998/05131 1999/05131 12 -SOB% ·506% ues UCS GROUP 2000108131 2C01/06131 12 ·526% -526% 
1998/07/31 1999/C7/31 12 ..90e% -<306% VLE VALUE GROUP 1999!09f30 2000/09,'3C 12 .$1.~% *513% 
1998109130 1999/1~/30 14 .e4 5% -591% VLE VALUE GROUP 2000102129 2001/04,'30 14 -805% ·549% 
1999103131 2000JC3J31 12 -53.7% ·537% VlE VALuE GROUP 2000/09130 2001/09/3Q 12 ·55.3% ·593% 
1999108131 2000I00I31 12 -519% ·5' 9% VlE VAL\.,;E GROUP 2001/03131 2002103131 12 ·513% -51.3% 
2000101131 2001101131 12 ~50.5% ~505% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 1997109130 1998/12131 15 -<356% .s74% 
~997106130 1998109130 15 -857% ·57.5% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 1998f02/28 1999/02128 12 ~50 1% ·501% 
2002103/31 2003104130 -579% -55.0% WAR WESTE~N A,EAS 1996fOSl31 1997/07/31 ,. ·553% -49.8% 
" 9961C2'28 '999102128 12 .$54% ~564% WAR WESTE,N AREAS 199611C131 1997/12l3~ 14 -<328% -572% 
'996/C6I3~ 199"!iOet31 12 .(310% -810% WAR WESTER\) AREAS 1997102126 1'9913102'28 12 -526% -52.6% 
~996i1 ~/30 ;998102128 15 -55.9% -483% WAR WESTERN AREAS 1997/08131 '998/08/:31 12 -657% -657% 
1997109i3O 1999/C7/31 22 -73.1% -511% WBO WILSON BAY HLM ave 'a97!09130 '99910:1)28 17 -66.5% -54.0% 
19S9f~2i31 2000112131 12 -55.C% ~S:SO% WBO WILSON BAY HlM ove 1998105131 :999105131 12 ·522% ·522% 
2001/02'28 20C2!C2I2B 12 ·50.3% -$03% WNH WI~HOLD 19971OOl30 ~999!O7131 25 -839% ·563% 
2001/07131 2003!C7f31 24 -76.0% -511% WNH WIl-iHOLD 1998111130 i999/11130 '2 -502% -502% 
It is evident from this table that some of the annualized returns do not meet the 100 
percent return for extreme winners and negative 50 percent return for extreme losers. 
The reason for this is illustrated by considering the return on Adcorp between 28 
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Figure 3.3. Extreme Performance of Adcorp: February 2003 to April 2004 
The graph below shows that consecutive periods of extreme performance may result in an annualized 
return of less than 100 percent. The return index on Adcorp on the JSE Securities Exchange from 
28 February 2003 until 30 April 2004 is used as an illustration. The following returns are indicated 




28 February 2003 - 28 February 2003 
31 March 2003 - 31 March 2004 
30 April 2003 - 30 April 2004 
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In Figure 3.3. above, the 12 month return is (1) 111 percent from 28 February 2003 to 
28 February 2004, (2) 119 percent from 31 March 2003 to 31 March 2004, and (3) 
104 percent from 30 April 2003 to 30 April 2004. Together these returns result in a 
total return of 111 % over the 14 month period from 28 February 2003 to 30 April 
2004. However, when this total return is annualized, a return of 90 percent results -
far below the extreme performance criterion of 100 percent. This is because the 
performance in the final two months does not adequately compensate the investor for 
holding the share for this additional time period. 
Lists of every 12 month period of extreme performance included in the sample are 
included in the appendix. Appendices AA. and A. 7. show extreme performance sorted 
by company for winners and losers respectively. Appendices A.S. and A.8. present 
this data sorted by date for winners and losers. Finally, Appendices A.6. and A.9. 
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Table 3.3. below summarizes the characteristics of the extreme performers included in 
the study. As can be seen from the table there are 2023 instances when a stock at least 
doubles in a 12 month period, resulting in 24276 performance months. However, if a 
separate extreme performance signals occurs for the same company in two 
consecutive months, these extreme performance months will overlap. Ignoring these 
overlaps, there are 7807 unique company months of extreme performance for winners. 
The sample of extreme winners includes 169 different companies. This large sample 
of extreme winners implies that there should be sufficient data to conduct a study into 
the characteristics of extreme winners. 
The largest 12 month return in the sample of extreme winners is 2200 percent while 
the smallest is 100 percent. This leads to an average return of 184 percent and a 
median return of 141 percent. These observations are highly variable, with a standard 
deviation of 139 percent. Interestingly, every month in the sample contains at least 
one commencement of extreme performance. In fact, on average 18.73 extreme 
performances start every month. 
By considering losers it is apparent that there are 1416 separate instances of extreme 
loss, implying 16 992 extreme performance months. Ignoring overlaps, this figure is 
reduced to unique 5397 company months, including 141 different companies. 
Although the number of extreme loss observations is substantially less than the 
extreme gain observations, there are still a significant number of observations. 
The most extreme return for the loser shares is negative 96 percent while the least 
extreme is negative 50 percent. The leads to an average return of negative 65 percent 
and a median return of negative 63 percent. These returns seem less volatile than the 
winner returns with a standard deviation of only 11 percent. Once again at least one 
extreme loss begins in every month of the sample, with an average of 13.11 
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Table 3.3. Extreme Performer Summary 
The table lists some summary characteristics for all extreme winners and extreme losers on the JSE 
Securities Exchange from January 1995 until December 2004 included in this study. An extreme 
winner is defined as a stock which at least doubles in a 12 month period while an extreme loser is 
defined as a stock which at least halves in value in a 12 month period. 
Number of 12-month extreme performance periods 
Number of extreme performance company months 
Number of unique extreme performance company months 
Number of companies included 
Most extreme retum 
Least extreme return 
Percentage of months when an extreme performance begins 




































This study aims to produce results which are both economically justifiable and 
economically applicable. The variables used are therefore not filtered out of a huge 
database in a process similar to "data snooping". Instead focus is placed on those 
variables which are either identified in past literature as important or where economic 
intuition strongly suggests a possible relationship. 
The variables employed in this study are therefore derived from two sources. Firstly, 
the literature review identifies a number of variables and signals that have been found 
to significantly influence returns. Data on all of these factors is collected for all 
shares. It is not expected that all of these variables prove relevant as many have been 
identified outside of the context of extreme performance. In addition, even the 
variables identified in the extreme performance literature have not been verified in a 
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Secondly, certain variables have not specifically been identified as significantly 
influencing returns but economic sense suggests their inclusion for the sake of 
completeness. These, together with a list of previously identified variables, the 
researchers who identified them, their categorizations of the variables as well as any 
relevant screen that is found to predict extreme performance can be found in 
Appendix A.I O. 
All company data is collected from Datastream while some macroeconomic data is 
obtained from Inet Bridge. In cases where the exact variables identified in previous 
studies are not available, similar variables are used as a proxy for them. If a variable 
does truly influence returns and is not sample-specific, small variations in its 
derivation should not influence its significance. 
Similar to Reinganum (1988), the variables to be examined are separated into five 
categories. 
(i) Information variables 
These variables convey the investment patterns of investors which may 
have more information due to either their position within the company or 
the extent of research into a company. For example variables describing 
insider trading patterns or proportion of management ownership may 
convey information about the sentiments of the group of investors with a 
degree of asymmetric information. Variables describing institutional 
ownership may reveal some findings of the research departments of these 
investors. 
(ii) Valuation Measures 
These variables describe different aspects of security pricing and their 
relation to the underlying value of a company. This category includes 
measures such as the price-earnings ratio, beta, market-to-book values and 
size. However, since the distribution of market values of companies is non-
normal (see Section 4.3), the natural logarithm of market value has been 
used instead. 
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Technical analysis is an approach to forecasting prices which examines 
patterns of price change, rates of change, and changes in volume of trading 
among other criteria, without regard to underlying fundamental market 
factors. Technical indicators are those trends that technical analysts use to 
predict future price movements of securities. These include variables such 
as relative strength, momentum, age and volume traded. 
(iv) Fundamental Measures 
Fundamental analysis is a method of security valuation which involves 
examining the company's financials and operations, especially sales, 
earnings, growth potential, assets, debt, management, products, and 
competition. Fundamental analysis takes into consideration only those 
variables that are directly related to the company itself, rather than the 
overall state of the market or technical analysis data. A great deal of 
previous literature on this subject has caused it to be the largest category. 
These fundamental accounting measures are in tum broken up into five 
categories: 
1. Profitability measures - these variables measure the degree to 
which sales are translated into profits. They include measures such 
as margins and sales growth. 
11. Performance measures - these variables are slightly different to 
profitability measures III that they consider the result of the 
profitability measures III terms of earnings performance. This 
category includes variables such as earnings growth, earnings and 
dividends per share, return on equity and return on assets. Included 
in this category are also measures of expected performance such as 
gro\\>1h forecasts and forecast revisions. 
111. Leverage measures - these variables measure the degree and 
efficiency of the use of debt in the company and include things 
such as capital gearing and cash flow to debt. 
IV. LiqUidity measures - these include variables which examine the 
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detennine the liquidity position of the relevant company. This 
category include the current and quick ratios. 
v. Efficiency measures - this last category includes variable which 
measure the efficiency of the assets employed in the company. The 
variables include asset turnover, measures of working capital 
efficiency (such as inventory turnover, accounts receivable growth 
relative to sales and net trade cycle) and measures of labour 
productivity. 
One important consideration concerning earnings growth warrants 
mentioning. The traditional earnings growth fonnula is: 
(3.1) 
If a circumstance arises where a company progresses from negative to 
positive earnings, errors may be introduced when calculating earnings 
growth. For example, if a company makes a loss of R 100 in year t -J and a 
profit ofRlOO in year t, the one-year earnings growth will be -200 percent 
even though the company has experienced a vast improvement. In order to 
overcome this problem, earnings growth is calculated by maintaining the 
change in earnings in the numerator but setting the denominator equal to 
the share price. 
(v) Industry Position 
Using a company as its own base for comparison may not be enough. 
Therefore it is important to look at industry position in areas such as 
earnings growth, sales growth, margins and returns. In addition to this data 
for each individual company, data on industry classifications is needed in 
order to compute industry averages. 
This thesis uses the FTSE Global Classification System for categorizing 
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Figure 3.4. FTSE Global Classification System 
The figure below shows how the FTSE Global Classification System breaks down stocks. The market 
is first decomposed into 10 economic groups. These are further broken down into 36 industry 
sectors . Finally, these are further split into 102 industry sub-sectors. 
Source: Visser, 2005 
Industry averages are calculated on the "Economic Groups" level for the 
purposes of this thesis. This is because top performance within an industry 
is more significant when the industry is larger. Since extreme performers 
have are found to rank extremely high within industries, a choice of such 
an industry categorization is justifiable. In addition, the South African 
market has substantially fewer securities than the US market (where 
previous studies have been conducted), providing further validation for the 
need for industries with a larger scope in this study. 
The FTSE Global Classification System has been chosen over the newer 
Industry Classification Benchmark (lCB) as this will only be formally 
implemented on the JSE Securities Exchange on 31 December 2005 
(Visser, 2005). Therefore, both at the time of writing and over the entire 
sample period, the older method applies. 
The economic groups are as follows: 
Alpha 
Code Economic Group 
RESO Resources 
BIND Basic Industries 
GINO General Industries 
CCGO Cyclical Consumer Goods 
Non-Cyclical Consumer 
NCCG Goods 



















For a breakdown of economic groups into relevant industrial sectors and 
industrial subsectors, see Appendix A.II. 
Due to the Findi-Resi dichotomy on the JSE Securities Exchange, two 
relative strength ratios are calculated for each security. The first compares 
performance to that of all shares in the experimental subsample, while the 
second compares performance only to the shares in the subsample in the 
same index. 
The categorization of all variables to be examined along with the data requirements 
from Datastream are contained in Table 3.4 below. To validate the derivation of the 
data used and to ensure appropriate data is used, the Datastream definitions of all 
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Table 3.4. Variables and Ratios to be Included in Study 
The table shows the variables and ratios included for study in this thesis along with the codes by 
which they are referred. The table also includes the classification of a] variables into each of the 
five categories of variables included for study. The final column of the table displays the formula for 
calculating each variable or ratio from variables available on Datastream International. Definitions of 
these Datastream variables are available in Appendix A.12. 
Category Code Variable ormua 
INST~OWN Institutional ownership as a % of total shares {lllstltutional Hoi IngsJ 
Inforrnabon Vanables 
MAN~OWN 
Share buybacks i management ownership as a % of total 
shares [Strategic Holdings] 
PE Ptiee--earnings Ratio [enoo-eam,"Ils ran<)-MJust""l 
EY Earnings Yiekj [EPSII [Price-Adjusted] 
Varuatlon Measures 
1M Size [MarketValuej 
LN_IM Size Log Ln [Market Value] 
BETA Sata [Beta] 
MT8 Market to Book Value [tv1arket to BOOk Valuel 
VOL~3 
1-roooth average Daily trading volume comparoo to 30-
rronth average [TOfflover tJ'f Volume] J [3-month Average Tumover by Volume] 
LN_VOL_3 
Log of 1~month average Daily trading volume compared to 
3-rnonth avarage Ln ( (T um"""r by Volume] I [3-month Average T umover by Volume] ) 
VOL_S 
1~m:.»1th average Daily trooing volume cornparoo to 6-
rronth average [Turnover by Volume] ! [6-l1'lOOth Average Tumover by Volume] 
LN_VOL_6 
Log of 1-month average Daily trading volume compared to 
6-rronth average Ln ( [TumCl'ler by Volume]! [6-month Average Turnover by Vclume) 
VOl_12 
1-month !i:lV9Tage Dally trading volume comparoo to 12~ 
month average [Tumover by Volume]l [12~mooth AWJrage Tumaver by Volume} 
LN_VOL_12 
Log of 1 Mmonth average Daily trading volume compared to 
12 -rnonth OIIeroge Ln {(Turnover byVoIumo]I [12-month A __ Tum",,,, byVoIumo]) 
VOL_18 
1 ~t'T1)nth average Daily trading vclume compared to 1 s.. 
t'T1)nth average (Turnover by VoIumej I [l8-month Average Turnover by Volume] 
LN_VOL_1S 
Log of 1-n-ooth average Daily trading volume comparnd to 
18-month average Ln «(Turnover byVoIumo]I [18-month Average Turnover by Volume] ) 
VOL_24 
l·month average Daily trading lIOiumo corrc>ared to 24-
month average [TurnC1.'ef by VOlume} I (24-mOnth Average Tumover by Volume] 
LN_VOL_24 
Log of ,-monitl average Daily trading volume compared to 
24-month average Ln ({TurnC1.'er by Volume) / [24-mooth Average TumOier by Volume] ) 
T &ehnicallOOlcators 
Historical daily volatility over past 3 ITX.inths compared to Standard Deviation of [Turnover by VoIumej for (t·:;) to (t) i Standard Deviation of 
SDEV~VOL 12 rronth$: before (Turn""'" by Volumel for (t·15) to (t-4) 
LN_SDEV_VOL 
Log of Historical daily volatility CAler past 3- months In (Standard De.iation of (TumO'V", by VoIumej fof ~-3) to~)! Standerd Deviaiioo 
comparoo to 12 months before of /Turnover byVoIumej for ~-15) 10 ~-4» 
VOLtNDSKARES 
Average turnover over past 6 months (no of shares traded 
! total shares outstandi-ng) [T umOller by Volume]' (Number of Sha .... j 
LN_ VOLtNOSHAA:E log of Average tumwer Oief past $ mooths (no of shares 
5 tr~ed j total shares outstanding) Ln «(TumOVOf by Vauroo( ! INumber of Sh ..... ]) 
AGE Age ~ny ..... ) ([Date] - [8 .. e Daten I 360 
MOM_1 1~month~um {(TiMl RetumJ - (T""" Retum, .. ]) I (Total Relur",,] 
MOM_3 3--month momentum «(Total RatumJ -/T,,"" Retum,.,)) I (Total RetUfn,.~ 
MOM_S 8-month momentum «(TiMl RetumJ· (T""" Retum,.J) I (Total Return,.,] 
MOM_12 12-month momentum «(Total RetumJ - (T<i" Retum,.,,])I/T<i" Retum, .• ~ 
MOM_'S 18-month momentum «(Total RetumJ - (T<ial Rotum,.,al) I (Tot .. Retum,.,a! 
MOM_24 24--month momentum (/Total RetumJ· (Total Retum,.,J) I (Total Retum,.,J 
NOSKARES Shares outstanding [Number of Shares} 
LN_NOSKARES Log of Shares outstanding In ([Number or ShOles] ) 
MAXP_'2 Comparison of price to 12·month high [Price AdJUSted] ! Max of [Price edjustadl for ~ - 12) to (t) 
MAXP_24 Comparison of price to 24·month high ]pnco Adjusted] I Max of ]Price adjusted] for ~ - 24) to ~) 
MAAP_SO Comparison of price to 5 year high ]Pne& Adjusted] I Max of (Price adjusted] lor ~ - 60) to (t) 
PRETAX_PM Pretax Profit Margin I" re-lax -'Oltt Marginl 
CH_SALES % change in sales {(Total SaIes~ -/Total S.lesl,.,,) / (Total Sal .. ]", 
GM gross margin ratio [Gross Profit on S.lesl /(Total Sales] 
CH_EBTtsALES % change in (pretax income f sates) 
{[Pretax Profits. I (Total Sales], -]P- Proflts1" I (Total Sales],.,,) I ([Pratax 
Profitabiity Profits],., / (Total Sales], .• , ) 
SALEstCASH sales to total cash (Total Sales] I (Total Cash and Equivalent] 
OPINCtTA opemttng income f total assets [Operati"ll Profit-Adjusted] I/T otal Assetsl 
CH_SALESIGM % change sales ~ % change gross margin 
« [Total Sales. - (Total Sales], .• ,) I (TiMl Sales], .• ,)· ({ [Gross Profilon Sal ... -
[Groos Profit on S.les], .• ,) I [Gross profit on Sal",.,,) 
EARN Earnings [Eamod to< Ordinary-Adjusted] 
EARNG~3 3--month Earnings Growth [Earnings per Share •. [Earnings per Share],., I ]Price-Adjustad],., 
EARNG_6 S-rJ'W.)nth Earnings GrQNth [Earnings per Share], - [Earnings per Share],~ I (pnoo-Adjusted1. 
Fundamental 
EARNG_12 1-year Earnings Growth (Earnings per Share], ~ lEarnings per Share1,12 j rprice-Adjus~ 11 
Measura> 
EARNG_24 2~year Earnings Growth (Earnings PEN" Share1 ~ [Earnings per Share1,:u j IPlice-Adjusted12« 
EARNG_60 5-yoar Earnings Growth «Earnings per Sharel- [Earnings per ShorQj,..,) I ]Prioo-Adjusted],,," 
EPS Annual EPS [Earnings per Share] 
LN_EPS Log of Annual EPS Ln ({Earnings per Share] ) 
ROE Annual Return on Equny [Return on Equityj 
Performance 
CH_DPS % change In dMdend per share {[Dividends per Share1 w (OMdends per Shareb2) I [Dividends per Sharei:"2 
CH_ROE change in Retum on Equity [Return on Equityh ~ [Return on Equitn.12 
ROA return on total assets [Earnad to< Ordinary-Adjusted] I (Total Assets] 
DlvtCF dividend I cash flow [Ordinary Dividends·N .. ]I [Net CMh FI""'I 
DY dividend yield [DMdends per Share] I ]Price Adjusted] 
GFORECAST _12 1 year eamings growth forecast [12-Month forward Growth Rate], 
REVISION_12 %: 1 year earnings forecast revision ([Eami!lgS:.d: - [EarmngS:,.;Jvv I [Earmng~lJt"2 
REVISION_24 % 2 year earnings. forecast revision {[EamillQS:+:4 - [Earnl~.se1.d! [Earnlngs:<;sl!.<2 
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Table 3.4. Variables and Ratios to be Included in Study 
Continued. 
Category Code Variable FormUla 
CAPGEAR Capital gearing I""",tal Gearingl 
Leverage CH ":.APGEAR % change in Capital Geanng ([CaPItal Gearing}! - (Capital GearingJl.d I iCsPltal Gearingt.12 
CASHIDEBT cash f1!JtV to debt {Net Cash Flowll [Total Debtl 
UQuidity 
CH_CURRENT % change In current ratio ({Womng Capital Ratio]. - (Worklng Cepltal Ratio), .• ,) I {Womng Capital Ratio),,, 
CH_DUICK % change 1n quick ratio ({Duick Assets Ratio). - {QuiCk Asset. RObO],..,) I {Quick Assets Ratio], .• , 
« [Total Current Assets1- [Total Current Assets,." ) - ([Total Cash and 
ACCtTA Accruals I T etal Assets Equivalent), - [T otat Cash and Equ_ntj, ., ) - ( [Total Current Uabilrtlesj, - [Total 
Current Ual:ilitieoj,·,) + ([Total Loan Capltaq,- [TIXai Loan Capitalj".,)-
{Depreciationh- {Amortisali<m of Intangibles), ) I [Total Assets), 
CH_CF % Change in cash flow 
({Cash FI"" per Shareh - {Cash FirM' per Share], .. ,) I {Cash FIcIN per Shar .... , 
CH_ARtSALES % change in receivables relative to change in sales 
( [Tracte Debtors}, - [Tracte Debtors).,,) I ( [Total Salas), - [Total Sales1..,) 
CH_ASSTURN % Change in asset turnover ratio 
([Total Sales), I [Total Assets},- [Total Sales],.,,! [Total Assetsk) I ([Total 
Sates}t_12 J (Total Assetslt• t2 ) 
CHJNVTURN % change in inventoly turnover 
([Total Sales), I [Total Stocks and WIP],)· ([Total Salesh.·, I [Total stocks and 
Fundamental WIP)".,) 
Measures INVITA inventory I total assets [Tatal Stocks and WIPhl [Total Assets), 
(continued) 
CH_INvtTA % change in Qnventay I total assets) 
([Totat Stocks and WIP),I {Total Ass..,], ) - ({Total Stocks and WIPj,., 1 [Total 
Assetsb,; ) 
Efficioncy CHJNV % change in inventory 
([Total Stocks and WIP],· [Total Stocks and WIP',,) I [Total Stoc"" and WIP], .• , 
CH_DEP % change in depreciation ({DepreciationL - {Oepreciation), .• ,) I {OapreoaIJonj,." 
LN_SALEStCASH Log of sales to total cash Ln ({Total S_]I [Total Cash and Equivalent]) 
CH_TA % change in total assets ([Total AssetsL - [Total Assets], .• ,) I [Total Assets],,, 
WCtTA working capital I total assets [Tatal Currant Assets) 1 [Total Assets] 
CHJNVlSALES % change inventory ~ % change sales 
« [Total Stocks and WIP),' {Total Stocks and WIPj,.,,) I [Total Stocks and WIPj,. 
"~I . ( ( {Total Sales),- [Total Sal",..,) I [Total Sales),.,) 
CH_ARISALES % change AR ~ % change sales 
« [Tracte Dabtom), - [Tracte Debtors],.,,) I [Trade Debtorsb) - « [Total salas],· 
[Total Salesl!.,;;) I [rotal Sales]t<r} 
( «(Selling and Adnlntstrative Expenses)! - [Salling and Administrettve Expensas]t<12 
CH_SAlSALES % change S .... A - % change salas } -[Selling and Administrative Expeoses]t.-2) I ( [Total Sales1- [Total Sales}I.';;) f 
[Total Salas], .• , 1 
LABOUR Labour Force ([Total $_)",1 [Total Number of Employees),,, - [TIX" Salas], 1 [Total Number 
0/ Errl>OOJees],) 1 (ITotal Sales), .. , I {Total Number of Employees),.,,) 
NTC Net Trade Cycle 
({Total Stocks and WIP) + [TradeOebto,,)· [Trade Creditors)) x 3651 [Total 
Sales] 
RSTRENGTH 
12-roonth Relative strength ratio (where: Market .. Alsi ([Number of SecuntJes in Market) • Rank: {( [Retum Index!: - [Return Indexjt.'2 ) I 
AND Findi I RasO [Retum Irldex1"2 ' Matka} + 1 ) / {Nul1'i:.lQr of Securities in Market] 
Change in 12-month Relative Strength Ratio (where 
( {Number 0/ securities in Markell· Rank « [Return Index~ -{Retum 1_1, .• ,) I 
CH_RSTRENGTH {Return I-h." ; Market) + 1 ) '{Number 0/ Securities in Market] ) • ({Number of 
Market = Aisi AND Findi j Resi) 
Securities in Market} ~ Rank { «(Return lodex1.12 - [Return lodex.t:(4) I [Return 
Index]j.24 ; Markel: 1 + 1 ) , {Numl::ler of Securilies in MarketJ) 
( [Number of Securilles In Market]- Rank {0.4 x ( (lRetum Index]l ~ [Return lndexlt, 
Industry Pcsition Weighted Relative Strength Ratio (where Market = Alsi 3) I {Return Index,., ) + 02 x ( ( {Retum Inde4., - {Return 1_1.) '{Return 
WRSTRENGTH Indexlt..e) + 0.2 x ( ( (Retum index)q! - [Return Index]!.g) I tRsturn Index}t_;;) + 0.2 x 
AND Findi I Resl) 
( ({Return 1_],.,· [Return Indexj,.) I [Return Index), .• , 1. Market) • 1 )' 
[Nurmer of Securities in Market] 
POS_SALES 5_ growth Qndustl)< ratlng) 
Ran~ {([Eam~ fOf Ofdinal'Y~AdjtlstedJt - (Earned for Ordinary-Adjustedlt. 1;)! 
[Earned for Ordjnary-Adjusted]j '2 ; Econonic Group} 
POS_PRETAK Pretax profrt margin Qndustry rating) Rank ( (Pretax Profit Ma'llln) : Economc Group) 
POS_OP Operating profit margin Rank {(Operating Profit Margin1 ; ECOflonic Group} 
POS_NET Net profit margin Rank {{Net Profit Margin] Economc Group) 
POS_ROE ROE Ondustl)< raling) Rank ( {Return 00 Equity] ; Econornoc Group) 
Mar1<et and Macro IRATE Interest Rate 
(3-month NCD ratel 
It is evident that many of the variables to be investigated are similar. This is because 
they were sourced and found to be significant in a number of different papers. When 
results are obtained careful attention is paid to similar variables which may all be 
significant as a result of simply capturing the same effect. For the sake of 
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3.7 Number of Observations 
Appendix A.13. shows the number of observations per variable per sample year in 
both the insample and out-of-sample groups of shares. It is evident that there is a 
lower availability of data in the earlier sample years. The average number of 
observations per year in each of these samples is summarized in Figure 3.5. below. 
Figure 3.5. Average Number of Variable Observations 
The graph below shows the average number of observations per variable per year in the sample over 
the 10 year period from January 1995 until December 2004. The graph shows the average number of 
observations in both the insample and out-of-sample groups of shares. 








1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 
1l1li Insample !;§l Out-of-sample I 
A striking observation from the above graph is the extreme similarity in terms of 
average number of observations between the two samples. Appendix A.I3. shows that 
this similarity is not restricted to the average, but extends to individual variables in 
every year. This further substantiates the sample formation procedure outlined in 
Section 3.3 as not only are the samples composed of similar types of companies, but 
data availability within each sample is also almost identical. 
In addition, Appendix A. 13 . shows that the lack of variable observations in earlier 
years is particularly bad with regards to specific variables. In particular, no data is 
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variables that rely on longer periods of data for their derivation such as 5-year 
earnings growth and 3 year earnings forecast revision have less data available. 
Variables such as change in selling and administrative expenses have very few 
observations over the whole period and there therefore might be a justification for 
dropping this variable. 
3.8 Summary of methodology 
A general outline of the data employed in this thesis has been provided earlier in the 
chapter. The next step is to describe the methodology to be used in order to ultimately 
filter out extreme performers. Since there are many detailed steps involved in this 
procedure, Chapters 4 to 8 which follow present a more complete description of the 
methodologies relevant to each chapter respectively. The purpose of this section is to 
provide an overview of the following five chapters in order that the reader has a 
general idea of the direction in which the thesis is traveling. 
Chapter 4 provides a variety of descriptive statistics in order to better understand the 
nature of the data employed, both before and after adjustments for outliers through 
winsorisation. In addition to providing the traditional descriptive statistics such as 
means, medians, standard deviations, skewness and kurtosis, the chapter also 
illustrates all variables graphically so that a better understanding of the data can be 
obtained. A substantial portion of the chapter is also dedicated to describing the 
distributions of the variables in all applicable samples so that appropriate tests can be 
designed in later chapters. 
Chapter 5 shifts the focus away from describing the data, towards describing the 
nature of extreme performers. In order to distinguish between the properties of 
extreme performers and non-extreme performers a statistical test is needed to test for 
differences in the median values of each variable between each of these groups of 
shares. After careful consideration of numerous statistical techniques and their 
implicit assumptions, the chapter identifies the chi-squared test as most appropriate 
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and non-extreme performers at the start of their extreme performance, but also 
concentrates on changes in each variable from up to a year before this commencement 
of extreme performance. 
Economic rationale for the presence or lack of a significant relationship between each 
variables is approached. The chapter culminates in isolating those significant variables 
which are perfectly correlated, in order to construct a final list of unique, significant 
variables for more in-depth consideration in later chapters. 
Chapter 6 and 7 conduct the central tests of this thesis. They ultimately aim to isolate 
an optimal filter combination for identifying extreme winners and extreme losers 
respectively. The majority of the methodology employed in these two chapters is the 
same. 
The chapters use a unique stepwise median comparison procedure to identify filters. 
Under this technique, all observations above or below a specific value (the filter level) 
for a particular variable are filtered for inclusion. A Wilcoxon signed ranks test is then 
used to compare the median of this filtered portfolio to a particular comparison level, 
and a z-statistic under the test is generated. The stepwise median comparison test 
iterates through every filter level for every variable and generates a z-statistic for 
each. The filter with the greatest z-statistic is the one which produces the most 
significant results and is therefore included as the first entering filter. The process 
repeats itself by iterating through every filter level of every other variable in 
combination with this initial filter. The filter with the highest z-statistic is included as 
the second entering variable, and so on. 
A number of issues are raised regarding this procedure. Firstly, it is computationally 
inefficient to loop through every possible value of every single variable and filter out 
shares at each point. Therefore two alternative techniques are considered: either (1) 
each variable is divided into deciles with filters performed at each of the ten barriers 
between each decile; or (2) ten filter levels for each variable are derived by starting at 
the median value of the extreme performer portfolio and taking five steps in either 
direction, where a step is two-fifths of the difference between the medians of the 
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termed the relative median technique, proves to be the most empirically effective and 
so is applied for the remainder of Chapters 6 and 7. 
Secondly, because there are missing values for some variables, particularly earlier in 
the sample (as shown in Section 3.7), the filters chosen often severely restrict the 
number of observations included in earlier years of the sample. Since there is 
therefore a bias away from those companies without data in the earlier years, two 
alternatives are again considered. Either (1) only those variables for which there are a 
significant number of observations in the earlier years of the sample are employed in 
the stepwise procedure; or (2) the sample period is restricted to the five years from 
January 2000 until December 2004 where there are a substantial number of 
observations for all variables. Due to the fact that only ten variables meet the 
requirements in the first alternative, the results of this option are far worse. Therefore 
the sample period is restricted for the rest of Chapters 6 and 7. 
Thirdly, there are an infinite number of comparison levels against which each filtered 
portfolio can be compared by the Wilcoxon signed ranks test. Therefore it is 
necessary to decide which particular comparison levels should be employed. This 
problem is turned around and used to solve one of the major shortcomings of the 
stepwise median comparison test. Since this is a stepwise procedure, there is no 
guarantee that the resulting filter combination will be best possible combination: it 
may in fact only be a local maximum, instead of a global maximum (Norton and 
Smith, 1979). 
One way to solve this is to consider every permutation of combinations. Instead, since 
different comparison levels result in different combinations, each a local maximum, 
the stepwise median comparison test is performed numerous times with a variety of 
different comparison levels. Furthermore, a greater variety of combinations is created 
by not only using a fixed or static comparison level, but also allowing this comparison 
level to become more stringent as the number of filters included increases. By 
producing a number of unique combinations, it is more likely that a combination that 
is maximal, or close to it, will be produced. The last stage is therefore to evaluate each 
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Two measures are integral to this evaluation - the Sharpe ratio and a custom measure, 
the JK statistic. The final choice begins with the best filter combination in terms of 
these statistics. The effect of either adding or removing particular variables, based on 
either economic rationale, their effect of sample size or the effectiveness and 
frequency with which variables appear in other filter combinations, is considered next. 
Emphasis is also placed on choosing variables from as many different categories as 
possible in order to form a holistic view of the nature of extreme performers. 
Once these two final filter combinations have been identified (one for winners and 
one for losers), Chapter 8 tests them on the independent out-of-sample shares. For 
each of these combinations their absolute performance is considered. However, since 
the exceptional performance may simply be compensation for a higher level of risk, 
risk-adjusted returns are also considered. The two-factor APT model, with the 
Resources and Financial-industrial indexes as the factors, is employed in the risk-
adjustment procedure. Once again emphasis is placed on verifying that the 
assumptions of this regression have been met, with adjustments made where 
necessary. 
The composition of each resulting portfolio, in terms of the index from which each 
share is sourced, is considered. Finally, the size, earnings yield and momentum 
characteristics of each portfolio is investigated in order to deduce whether any style-
based sources of risk, not included by the two-factor APT, are likely to be present. 
3.9 Summary and conclusions 
This chapter provides a clear overview of the data employed in this study. Section 3.2 
gives a general description of the dataset employed over the period from January 1995 
until December 2004. It indicates the size requirement of RIOO million in order for a 
company to be included in the study. In addition, the section explains why certain 
companies, such as PLS companies have been excluded from the dataset. 
Section 3.3 outlines some statistical biases which have the potential to influence the 
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infrequent trading, survivorship and lookahead bias. Infrequent trading bias has been 
minimized by placing a size restriction on the included companies as per Davis (1994) 
and working with monthly rather than daily or weekly data. Survivorship bias is not 
controlled for but is unlikely to be a major problem since the thesis concentrates on 
large, non-thinly traded companies (van Rensburg, 2001). Finally, lookahead bias is 
indirectly eliminated by using data which has been controlled for this. 
The next step, conducted in Section 3.4, is to divide the selected data into a test 
sample on which the methodologies of Chapters 4 to 7 will be performed, and an 
independent sample on which the verification of Chapter 8 will be executed. After 
evaluating the sample formation technique of Tunstall at al (2004), the data is divided 
by splitting each economic group alphabetically. This ensures that each sample has a 
similar composition of shares. 
Extreme winners are defined as those shares which at least double in price in a twelve 
month period, while extreme losers are those that at least halve. Using this definition, 
Section 3.5 lists all extreme performers and their magnitude included in the sample. 
These shares are listed by date, name and magnitude of performance in order to 
provide a full understanding of the nature, variety and temporal characteristics of 
extreme performers. 
Section 3.6 approaches the task of choosing variables or firm-specific attributes to be 
employed in this study. Five categories of variables are formed: information variables, 
valuation measures, technical signals, fundamental variables and industry position 
variables. The fundamental variables are further broken down into measures of 
profitability, performance, leverage, liquidity and efficiency. Important variables, as 
identified in the literature review in Chapter 2, are then categorized into their relevant 
groupings. A description of how each of these signals is derived is also provided. 
In order to gam a better understanding of the variables selected, and the 
appropriateness of the sample formation procedure, the number of observations of for 
each attribute in each year of the sample is discussed in Section 3.7. It is shown that 
both the test and independent samples are very similar, providing further justification 
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After the completion of the data formation procedure, Section 3.8 provides a summary 













The previous chapter outlined issues relating to the data required and its collection. 
This chapter continues by using a variety of descriptive statistics in order to 
understand the nature of the data employed. The chapter continues as follows: 
Section 4.2 provides a statistical analysis of the variables used. This analysis 
concentrates on the traditional descriptive statistics such as means, medians, standard 
deviations, kurtosis and skewness. These general descriptive statistics are presented 
for the in-sample, out-of-sample and total datasets. The same statistics are also 
computed after the adjustment for outliers mentioned in Chapter 3. Section 4.3 
continues with a more detailed graphical analysis of the distributions of variables in 
order to further compare not only the in-sample and out-of-sample data, but also to 
visualize the impact of dropping and winsorizing outliers. 
The chapter then moves on to consider the distributions of the variables. In particular, 
Section 4.4 tests whether the variables are normally distributed in order to determine 
whether parametric tests can be applied in later chapters. Section 4.5 then moves on to 
consider whether the distributions of variables are similar between extreme 
performers and non-extreme performers. 
Section 4.6 then considers the equality of variances between extreme performer and 
non-extreme performer observations and draws conclusions from the findings. 
Finally, Section 4.7 considers the correlations between variables and tests which 
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4.2 Statistical Analysis of Variables 
Appendix B.I. provides a summary of the mean, median, kurtosis, skewness and 
standard deviation of each variable in the in-sample, out-of-sample and total subsets 
both before and after adjustment for outliers. 
Comparing the means and medians of the variables gIves an indication of the 
distribution of the data. Almost three quarters of the variables have larger means than 
medians. This indicates that the means lie to the right of the medians in the majority 
of the data, causing it to be skewed to the right. This is consistent with the skewness 
of the variables which at an average of almost ninety percent indicates substantial 
skewness to the right both before and after adjustment. The medians, however, 
remain largely unchanged after the adjustment. 
Some of the statistics are significantly affected by the winsorisation process. Firstly, 
the means of both the in-sample and out-sample decrease by more than twenty percent 
when extreme outliers are dropped and remaining outliers are winsorised. This 
suggests that the majority of the outliers are greater than the mean, pulling this 
measure up substantially. Intuitively this makes sense as a number of the variables 
included are financial ratios with no upper limits but with distinct lower bounds. 
Secondly, the exclusion of outliers helps to reduce the standard deviations of the 
variables by an average of over forty percent. This large reduction in variability 
indicates the extremity of the outliers originally included and provides further 
justification for their removal. 
Skewness is also reduced by an average of over fifty percent providing a further 
indication of the presence of extreme outliers on the right hand side of the variable 
distributions. It follows that kurtosis, which is based on the size of a distribution's tail, 
is also considerably reduced as the tail is shortened by removing outliers, causing the 
majority of the variables to be less leptokurtic. All of these factors indicate that the 
outlier-adjustment process achieves one of its purposes in creating distributions more 
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Another interesting feature which can be ascertained from the descriptive statistics is 
the similarity between the in-sample and out-of·sample stock groups. The difference 
between the means is relatively small, averaging only thirteen percent of the out·of· 
sample mean. The medians, which are less affected by extreme values, display a 
negligible difference between samples. The difference in standard deviation is 
relatively large before winsorisation the outsample has an average standard 
deviation of almost double that of the insample. This difference is reduced to less than 
ten percent through the adjustment process. The subsamples also become substantially 
more similar in terms of both kurtosis and skewness through the adjustment process. 
This indicates a further advantage of the procedure employed to remove outliers. 
All of the descriptive statistics therefore indicate that the subsamples are relatively 
similar. This is a useful finding as it implies that if significant extreme performance 
signals are found in the in-sample group which do not predict extreme performance in 
the out-of-sample group, this lack of predictive power cannot be attributed to 
differences in the distributions of the two subsamples. 
4.3 Graphical Analysis of Variables 
In order to provide a more visually-appealing description of the dataset, box-and-
whisker plots have been drawn of the total dataset as well as of the insample and out-
of-sample groups both before and after winsorisation. These plots can be found in 
Appendix B.2. 
The line inside the box indicates the median of the variable. The top and bottom sides 
of the box indicate the twenty-fifth and seventy-fifth percentiles respectively. The top 
and bottom ends of the whiskers indicate the points one and a half times the 
interquartile range3 from the ends of the box. Any outliers beyond these points are 
indicated by dots. 
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These diagrams help to reinforce two findings from the preceding section. Firstly and 
most noticeably, there is a large reduction in the number of outliers after the 
adjustment procedure is implemented. In addition, the diagrams show the extremity of 
these outliers, some of which appear large enough to significantly influence the 
distribution of the data themselves. This therefore provides further substantiation for 
the adjustment process used. Secondly, it is evident that the insample and out-of-
sample groups are similar in their spread, particularly after the adjustment process. 
4.4 Normality of Data 
By definition, parametric tests require that the data are normally distributed (van den 
Honert, 1999). In order to design appropriate statistical tests to identify extreme 
performance signals, it is therefore necessary to test whether this assumption holds in 
the data employed by this thesis. 
A number of methods are available to test for normality in the data. This section 
approaches this task by first employing a graphical technique, the normal probability 
plot. It then continues by applying a statistical test, the Shapiro-Francia test for 
normality. 
4.4.1 Graphical Test 
Some of the most effective methods for evaluating the normality of data are graphical 
methods (Baron, 2002). One such method is the use of standardized normal 
probability plots, also known as P-P plots. This plot is simply a scatter diagram with 
the cumulative proportions of the variable on the x-axis and the cumulative 
proportions of the normal distribution on the y-axis. If a variable is normally 
distributed, these proportions should be equal and so the datapoints should lie on a 
straight, 45 degree line from the origin. 
In addition to being able to deduce the degree of normality from inspecting a P-P plot, 
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the shape and degree to which the datapoints conform to the 45 degree reference line. 
The actual normal probability plots are included in Appendix B.3. 
According to Prophet Statguide (1997), the data may be skewed to the right if both 
ends of the normality plot bend above a hypothetical straight line passing through the 
main body of the X-Y values. This is the case for a number of variables (such as 
market value and the trading volume measures). This finding is consistent with the 
skewness identified by the descriptive statistics. 
By examining histograms of the variables, those variables that are highly skewed to 
the right are identified. Natural log transformations are then performed on these 
variables. By examining the normal probability plots, the effect of these 
transformations is clearly evident. All of the transformed variables are much more 
consistent with the reference line, indicating the substantial increase in the normality 
of their distributions. The variables MV and LN_MV, the trading volume variables 
and their logarithms as well as EPS and LN_EPS are prime examples of this. 
A number of variables also display heavy distributions at the lower and upper ends of 
the distribution (for example change in return on equity and the earnings growth 
variables). This indicates that a greater proportion of the variables' datapoints lie at 
the top and the bottom of the distribution than suggested by the normal distribution. 
As can be seen from Appendix B.3. although a number of variables do roughly 
conform to the normal distribution, there are still a number that do not. To form a 
clearer picture as to which do and which do not, statistical tests for normality are also 
be performed. Combining the results from these tests with the findings from the 
normal probability plots allows more conclusive results concerning the normality of 
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4.4.2 Statistical Test 
The statistical test used to test for normality is the Shapiro-Francia test. This formal 
test for normality is conducted on all variables. This test computes a W -statistic which 
may be thought of as the correlation between the given data and the corresponding 
normal scores. If the value is unity, the variable is perfectly normally distributed. If 
the W -statistic is significantly less than one, the data is non-normal. The hypothesis in 
this test is therefore as follows: 
Ho: The data is normally distributed 
HI: The data is not normally distributed 
The p-values for these tests, together with the results for the graphical test, are 
included in Appendix B.4. The shaded p-values indicate that the variables are normal 
at the five percent significance level. 
A variable is regarded as normal if the null hypothesis of normality cannot be rejected 
at the five percent significance level. It is also regarded as normal if it is considered 
normal under the graphical technique and normality cannot be rejected at the four 
percent level in terms of the statistical technique. The results of this process are also 
indicated in Appendix B.4. One interesting result which is evident from this table is 
that those variables which underwent natural logarithimic transformations were 
transformed from non-normal to normal distributions in the majority of cases. 
4.5 Distributions of Samples 
------------------
The previous section shows that in a number of cases the distributions of the variables 
are not normal. This is an important finding when deciding to apply parametric or 
non-parametric statistical techniques. A further question about the distributions arises, 
however: do the winner and non-winner shares have similar shaped distributions, or 
are the distributions of these two groups completely different? Similarly, are the 
distributions of the loser and non-loser portfolios similar in shape? These questions 
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these sub samples that are compared with each other and some tests such as the 
Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, discussed later, rely on the assumption of similar shaped 
distributions. 
In order to test whether distributions are similar the Smirnov test, also known as the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test is used. This test is used to decide whether two 
samples, one from each of two possible popUlations, are associated with identical 
distribution functions or not. The null and alternative hypotheses may be stated as: 
Ho: F(x) = G(x) for all x from -00 to +00 
HI: F(x) * G(x) for at least one value of x 
The assumptions of this test are as follows (Conover, 1999): 
1. The sample are random samples 
2. The two samples are mutually independent 
3. The measurement scale is at least ordinal 
4. The random variables are continuous 
This test needs to be adjusted slightly to make it applicable to the problem at hand. 
The test statistic (T) is calculated as the greatest vertical distance between the two 
distribution functions: 
T = supISe(x)-Sc(x)1 (4.1) 
x 
Where Seex) is the empirical distribution function based on the 
random sample X}, X2, ... , Xn drawn from the extreme 
performance portfolio and 
Sc(x) is the empirical distribution function based on the 
random sample YI, Y2, ... , Y m dravvn from the control 
portfolio. 
For example, the distributions of the winner and non-winner portfolios for MAXP _24 
(the stock price as a percentage of the previous 24 month high) are shown in Figure 
4.1. below. The graph shows the actual empirical distributions. The T statistic would 
therefore be indicated by the maximum distance between these two functions, 
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medians and therefore the locations of the two samples are different. This implies that 
if the distributions are identical in shape and only different in location, the Smimov 
test will conclude that the two distributions are different. 
Figure 4.1. Comparison of Empirical Distribution Functions of Winner and Control 
Portfolios for MAXP _24 
The graph below plots the empirical distribution functions for both the winner and control portfolios 
for the variable MAXP_24 (the stock price as a percentage of the previous 24-month high). The 
dotted vertical line represents the median of the control portfolio (0.7692) and the solid vertical line 
represents the median of the winner portfolio (0.7813). The arrow represents the maximum distance 











Comparison of MAXP _24 between 
Winner and Control Portfolios 
Median (Control) 
.5 1 1.5 
--- Winner Portfolio - - - - - Control Portfolio I 
It is therefore necessary to adjust the distributions such that the medians are identical. 
By doing this, two identically shaped distributions would lie exactly on top of each 
other and the Smimov test would only test whether the shapes are identical. In order 
to do this, the control sample (Sc) is adjusted as follows: 
Sf, = S, + d where d = Median(Winner) - Median(Control) (4.2) 
After making these adjustments, the Smimov test yields the results shown in 
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perfonner and non-extreme perfonner samples are different for most variables. In 
fact, of the 92 variables considered in this study, 80 (87 percent) display different 
distributions between winner and non-winner shares and 75 (82 percent display 
different distributions between loser and non-loser shares). 
This conclusion can be verified graphically by considering the distributions of the 
various portfolios of each variable shown in Appendix B.6. It is clear from these 
distributions that in many cases the various subsamples have significantly different 
shapes. 
One interesting observation that is particularly evident for the comparison of the 
winner and non-winner shares is the effectiveness of the log transfonnation applied 
earlier. Despite the fact that all of the volume measures display different distributions 
between the two portfolios, in all cases their log-transfonned counterparts display 
distributions identical in shape. This clearly illustrates that the log transfonnation 
indeed helped to convert the observations into a nonnal distribution in all cases. 
A conclusion which can be drawn from the analysis in this section is that it would be 
unjustified to use any statistical tests which rely on the assumption of identically-
shaped distribution. One such test is the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test, discussed later. 
4.6 Equality of Variances 
The previous section dealt with the problem of whether the variables are nonnally 
distributed in order to detennine whether parametric statistical techniques can be 
applied. For certain parametric tests, such as the Student t-test, different procedures 
are applicable if the populations being compared have equal variances or not. It is 
therefore important to test for equality of variances so that appropriate statistical tests 
can be applied. In addition, the tests of equality of variances of the variables will 
provide further descriptive statistics to better explain not only the nature of each 
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The F -test for equality of variances is used. This test considers the ratio of two 
population variances (a; / a~). According to Keller and Warrack (2000), the sample 
variance is an unbiased estimator of population variance. Therefore the test statistic 
for this test is simply: 
F == s: / s; (4.3) 
where i is the sample variance 
The test statistic is F-distributed with when the underlying populations are normal. 
The statistic has VI = n1 - 1 and V2 = n2 - 1 degrees of freedom, where na is the 
number of observations in sample a. 
If the variances are equal, their ratio should equal to unity. The null and alternative 
hypotheses are therefore as follows: 
Ho: s~ / s; = 1 (the variances are equal) 
HI: S12 / s; '* 1 (the variances are not equal) 
This test is used to compare the variances of both the winner and control portfolios 
and the loser and control portfolios for each normally distributed variable. Tests are 
performed to not only test for equality of variances, but also to determine which 
variance is greater if they are unequal. The results can be found in Appendix B. 7. 
Included in the results are the F-statistics and all associated p-values. The shaded 
values indicate situations in which the null hypothesis has been rejected and the 
variances are therefore not equal. 
Figure 4.2. Comparison of variance of extreme performers to non-extreme performers 
The block on the left of the figure shows that the majority of variables relating to both winner and 
loser companies have a higher variance than non-winner and non-loser companies respectively. The 
block on the right then shows the breakdown of these unequal variances: most variables have a 
greater variance in both winner and loser companies than in non-winner and non-loser companies, 
pre-empting a difficulty in isolating exact signals for extreme performance. 
a"(Winner) aZ(Loser) a"(Wlnner) aZ(Loser) 
¢ a2(Control) 85% 70% k:::::: > a
2(Control) 81% 75% 
< a"(Control) 19% 25% 
Some interesting observations can be drawn from these results, summarized in the 
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performer and control portfolios, especially between the extreme winners and control 
shares. This is evidenced by 85 percent of variables displaying unequal variances 
between winner and control portfolios, and 70 percent displaying unequal variances 
between loser and control portfolios. 
More interestingly, it appears the variables are more stable for control portfolios than 
for extreme performance portfolios. In particular, of the variables that display unequal 
variance, 81 percent of winner and 75 percent ofloser portfolios' variance exceed that 
of control portfolios. This may indicate a potential difficulty in identifying extreme 
performance filters; if extreme performers have volatile variable values, identifying 
one constant filter level may be difficult. This in tum implies that the search for 
models of extreme performance should not only consider the magnitude of variables 
but also the change in variables. This is explicitly taken into account in the next 
chapter. 
4.7 Correlations between variables 
As is evident from Table 3.4. a number of variables are derived in similar ways. 
Furthermore, theory would suggest that there would be a close relationship between 
certain variables. For example, twelve month momentum should be closely related to 
relative strength as both are measures of twelve month share performance. It is 
therefore necessary to consider the correlations between the variables employed in 
this paper. In order to do this, the simple average of the monthly pairwise correlations 
between all variables has been calculated as in Frankish (2004). The results of this 
simple averaging process can be found in Appendix B.8. 
However, this simple averaging procedure does present some conceptual problems 
and may introduce biases into the results. There are two main sources to these 
problems. The first is that the number of observations for each variable are not 
constant, and in general there are far fewer observations in the earlier months of the 
sample. Secondly, the pairwise correlations are calculated using only those 
observations that are present for both variables in question. The implications of both 
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Firstly, the inconsistency in the number of observations throughout the months of the 
sample period is considered. For example, if correlations between Variable 1 and 
Variable 2 are based on 30 observations in January 1995 and 100 observations in 
December 2004, it is intuitive that the December 2004 correlation will be more 
statistically significant than the January 2005 correlation as it is calculated using a 
greater sample size (Keller and Warrack, 2000). It therefore may introduce biases if 
both of these correlations are given the same weight when calculating the average 
correlation between the variables. In order to resolve this issue, monthly correlations 
should be weighted according to the number of observations that are included in that 
month's calculation for those two variables, as a percentage of the number of 
observations that are included in all months' calculations for those two variables: 
W 
. h Number of Observations in Month 
elg t = ---------------
Total Number of Observations in Sample 
(4.4) 
This leads to the second issue. It is important to note that correlations are calculated 
based on only those observations that are present in both variables under 
consideration. Therefore the number of observations used in calculating a month's 
correlation may be substantially lower than the number of total observations for either 
variable for that month. 
After taking these considerations into account, a weighted average correlation matrix 
is calculated and can be found in Appendix B.9. Appendix ***; Eviews: Modell , 








where N(ij)a is the number of dual observations for variable i and 
variable j in month a 
Similar to Frankish (2004) and Janari (2005), those variables which display 
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pairwise correlation is significant or not, a t-test is employed. According to van 
Honert (1999) in order to test the null hypothesis that there is no correlation between 
two variables (p = 0), the following test statistics is used: 
JEJ,-2 tobs = rxy 1- r2 xy (4.6) 
However, this thesis aims to identify those variables which do not add any 
explanatory power at all. In other words, it is necessary to test whether each pairwise 
combination of variables is significantly perfectly positively or negatively correlated. 
The null and alternative hypotheses and the test statistic are as follows: 
Ho: Ipl=1 :·lpl-l=O 
HI: Ipl*l :·lpl-l*O 
I I 
n-2 





Which has a t-distribution with (n 2) degrees of freedom. 
This t-test is performed on every pairwise correlation at the 5% significance leveL 
The correlations for which the null hypothesis cannot be rejected are sho\\TI in the 
table below. In other words, these are the correlations for which there is no evidence 
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Table 4.1. Perfectly Correlated Variables 
The table shows those variables for which the null hypothesis of perfect correlation cannot be 
rejected (the correlation coefficient is equal to unity) at the 5% significance level. 
Variable i = Variablej 
1 LN_VOL_6 LN_VOL_3 
2 LN_VOL_12 LN_VOL_6 
3 VOL_18 VOL_12 
4 LN_VOL_18 LN_VOL_6 
5 LN_VOL_18 LN_VOL_12 
6 VOL_24 VOL_12 
7 VOL_24 VOL_18 
8 LN_VOL_24 LN_VOL_12 
9 LN_VOL_24 LN_VOL_18 
10 CH_QUICK CH_CURRENT 
11 GFORECAST _12 EPS 
12 RSTRENGTH_ALS I MOM_12 
13 RSTRENGTH_SUB RSTRENGTH_ALSI 
14 CH_RSTRENGTH_SUB CH_RSTRENGTH_ALSI 
15 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI RSTRENGTH_ALSI 
16 WRSTRENGTH_SUB RSTRENGTH_SUB 
17 WRSTRENGTH_SUB WRSTRENGTH_ALSI 
18 POS NET POS PRETAX 
The variables which are found to be perfectly correlated are of no surprise. It seems 
logical that the average volumes traded for various time periods should be highly 
related as the longer periods contain the shorter periods' averages in them. It also 
seems logical that the change in the current and quick ratios should be closely related 
as both of these measure changes in the liquidity ofa company. 
Interestingly, one year forecasted growth is perfectly correlated with earnings per 
share. This implies that analysts base a large emphasis on changes in current earnings 
in predicting future earnings. It therefore appears that analysts expect past growth 
rates to continue into the future. 
A less surprising result is that one year momentum is perfectly correlated with the 
relative strength of a company when compared to the rest of the market. Since relative 
strength is simply the position of the company in terms of its one year momentum, it 
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The results also show that the vast number of relative strength measures considered in 
this study are not justified as many of them are very closely related with each other. 
This may provide a justification for focuses on one of these measures. 
Finally, the company position in terms of pretax and net profit margins are found to 
vary identically with each other. This too is not surprising since net margin is a 
function of pretax profit margin and therefore a change in pretax profit margin will 
lead to a change in net margin, effecting the position of the company in terms of these 
measures equally. 
4.8 Summary and Conclusion 
----.. --.. --.--------~. 
The chapter provides a detailed description the data employed. Section 4.2 analyses 
the descriptive statistics of the all firm-specific attributes. Section 4.3 presents similar 
information graphically, by graphing box-and-whisker plots for each variable. It is 
evident from these two sections that the nature of the variables are similar between the 
in- and out-of-sample groups, particularly after winsorisation. The effectiveness in 
removing outliers is also apparent. 
Section 4.4 considers whether the data are normally distributed with both a graphical 
and a statistical technique. It finds that the majority of variables are in fact not 
normally distributed, implying that parametric statistical techniques are not 
appropriate. 
Another assumption implicit is some statistical techniques is that two samples have at 
least the same shape, even if this shape is not normal. Section 4.5 therefore compares 
the distributional shapes between extreme performer and non-extreme performer 
portfolios by employing a derivation of the Smirnov test. It finds the distributions are 
in fact different in most cases. This implies that techniques relying on the assumption 
of identical distributions are also not appropriate. 
Section 4.6 compares the vanances of the extreme and non-extreme performer 
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attributes. This may suggest that isolating one particular filter level for a variable 
could be a difficult task. 
Since a number of variables are derived usmg similar components in different 
combinations, it is expected that there will be high correlations between some 
variables. Section 4.7 shows which variables are in fact perfectly correlated. These 











Identification of Extreme Performance Signals 
5.1 Introduction 
Once extreme performers have been identified it is necessary to find what factors, if 
any, distinguish these shares from non-extreme performers. This thesis breaks this 
problem down into two components. It looks firstly at the signals which distinguish 
extreme performers from other securities. Secondly, it looks at the changes in extreme 
performers before their exceptional performance. This second point may help to 
explain the larger than average signal variance in extreme performers as found in the 
Section 4.6. As mentioned in Chapter 3, by including multiple instances of extreme 
performance, the identification of disposal signals is not necessary as all extreme 
performers will simply have a holding period of twelve months from the point at 
which the extreme performance signals are no longer significant. 
Section 5.2 begins by developing a methodology for identifying extreme performance 
signals. In particular it considers three alternatives: a simple Student t-test, the 
Wilcoxon rank sum test and the chi-squared median test. Section 5.3 then moves on to 
apply this methodology in order to find those variables which distinguish extreme 
performers from non-extreme performers. Thereafter, Section 5.4 considers so-called 
"evolution" signals variables which evolve or change in winner and loser companies 
as the start of extreme performance approaches. 
Throughout these sections a number of variables are found to be useful signals of 
extreme performance. However, a number of other variables are never found to be 
significant despite their importance in past literature. Section 5.5 therefore considers 
this group of variables and tries to explain their insignificance. 
A number of variables which are found to be significant are perfectly correlated with 
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provides a methodology for removing perfectly correlated variables and presents the 
results. Finally, the chapter concludes in Section 5.7 with a summary and 
interpretation of the remaining winner and loser signals. 
5.2 Methodology 
----------------.. --.. --.. ----------
In the first set of tests it is necessary to determine whether any difference exists in 
each variable between extreme performers and other shares. In the second set of tests 
it is necessary to determine whether the value of a particular variable is different for 
the same extreme performing share over time. In both these sets of tests the mean or 
median of a variable is compared among two populations. A number of tests are 
available to perform such a procedure. Three of these tests are considered and 
evaluated for the purpose of this study: 
(i) Student two-sample t-test 
(ii) Wilcoxon Rank Sum test 
(iii) The chi-squared median test 
Each of these tests is better applicable under different scenarios. These scenarios, 
together with the test statistics, hypotheses and assumptions are discussed below. The 
advantages and disadvantages of each method are considered before deciding on a 
method with which to proceed. 
5.2.1 Student two-sample t-test 
The Student t-test is used to determine the difference between two population means. 
This test requires that the underlying data be normally distributed. Two variations of 
this test are pertinent to this study: the two-sample t-test when variances are equal and 
when variances are unequal. The null and alternative hypotheses for both these tests 
are: 
Ho: PI P2 = 0 
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When variances are assumed to be equal between these two popUlations, the test 
statistic is as follows (Keller and Warrack, 2000): 
(5.1) 
with d.f. = n] + n2 - 2 
Where i = (nl~)sI2 + (n2 -l)s; 
P n
1 
+ n2 -2 
(5.2) 
When variances are assumed to be unequal between two populations, the test statistic 
for the Student t-test is as follows (Keller and Warrack, 2000): 
(5.3) 
with (5.4) 
Since this is a parametric test, it is only applicable when the data are normally 
distributed. Even though findings on the normality of variables is available from 
Section 4.4, the strength of these findings is questionable, especially in light of the 
inconsistencies between the results of the two tests used. Furthermore, since only 40 
percent of the variables were found to be normally distributed an alternative 
nonparametric test will have to be used for the remaining 60 percent of the variables. 
Such a test is outlined next. 
5.2.2 Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test for independent samples 
The Wilcoxon Rank Sum test (also known as the Mann-Whitney test) is used to 
compare two populations from independent samples where the data are either ranked 
or quantitative. It is used when the normality requirement necessary for conducting an 
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This tests begins by combining both samples and ranking all the data. A sum of ranks 
for each sample is then calculated. These sums are then compared to each other in 
order to detemline whether the popUlation distributions are identical or not. The sum 
of the ranks of the first sample is the test statistic, T. 
According to Conover (1971), when sample sizes are larger than 10, the sampling 
distribution of this test statistic is approximately normal with mean and variance as 
follows: 
(5.5) 
and (j2 = ~n2(~ + nz + 1) 
T 12 
(5.6) 




The null and alternative hypotheses are: 
Ho: The two population locations are the same 
HI: The location of popUlation 1 is to the right of the location of population 
2 
A number of assumptions are implicit in the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test (Conover, 
1971): 
1. Both samples are random samples from their populations 
2. Samples are independent and mutually independent 
3. Both samples consist of continuous random variables 
4. The measurement scale is at least ordinal 
5. Any difference in population distribution functions can be attributed to 
differences in locations of these functions. In other words it is assumed that 
the shape of these functions are identical and only the positions different. 
This test has the advantage that it is robust enough to be used not only in the case 
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normally distributed. This implies that it is possible to use this test for all variables 
where the subsamples have similar shaped distributions unlike the Hest. 
However, one problematic assumption which this procedure does require is that the 
samples come from populations with similar-shaped distributions. This requirement is 
obviously not met as mentioned in Section 4.5. Therefore it is not appropriate to use 
this test as any difference in the two samples may be attributed to a difference in the 
shape of the distribution, rather than a difference in location. The test discussed next 
is not inhibited by this restrictive assumption. 
5.2.3 "rhe Median Test 
According to Conover (1999), unlike the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, the median test 
does not require that the populations be identical and it may therefore be applied in 
situations where the former is not valid. The median test is designed to examine 
whether several sample are drawn from populations have similar medians. The null 
and alternative hypotheses are therefore as follows: 
Ho: All c populations have the same median 
HI: At least two of the populations have different medians 
The assumptions of this test are as follows (Conover, 1999): 
1. Each sample is a random sample 
2. Samples are independent of each other 
3. The measurement scale is at least ordinal 
4. If all populations have the same median, all populations have the same 
probability p of an observation exceeding the grand median. 
The test statistic is derived by first combining the two samples to be compared and 
determining the median for this combined sample, called the grand median. The 
number of observations above this grand median, 0 1 i, are computed for each of the 
two samples (where i 1 or 2). Similarly the number of observations less than or 
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Sample 1 2 Totals 
> Median 0 11 0 12 a 
S Median 0 21 0 22 b 
Totals n1 n2 N 
The total number of observations above the median (a) and equal to or below the 
median (b) are calculated. The sum of these two totals should equal the total number 
of observations (lv'). The test statistic is then as follows: 
(5.8) 
This test statistic approximately follows the chi-squared distribution with one degree 
of freedom. 
In order to produce consistent results this thesis aims to apply the same statistical test 
to all variables. The non-normality of a number of variables (illustrated in Section 4.4) 
therefore excludes the t-test which relies on the assumption of normality. 
Furthermore, the fact that the subsamples are not identically distributed for most 
variables (see Section 4.5) implies that the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, which relies on 
this assumption should also be excluded. The median test is therefore the most robust 
and applicable in this case and will be used to test all hypotheses of equality between 
portfolio values. 
5.3 Extreme Performers versus Other Companies 
Similar to Tunstall et al (2004) the characteristics of extreme performers are 
compared to the characteristics of non-extreme performers in the period of the buy 
signaL The buy signal is the beginning of the twelve month period in which a stock 
price doubles. In order to determine whether signals are significant for extreme 
performers, the distributions of the two groups are compared with the median test. 
The results of this process for extreme winners are summarized in Appendix C.I. 
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Table 5.1. below shows the number of significant factors in terms of the median test. 
Table 5.1. Number of significant variables 
The table below shows the number of variables found to have significantly different medians between 
winners and non-winners, and losers and non-losers by the Chi-squared median test at the 5% 
significance level. In addition, the table shows the percentage of total variables considered for each 
group that are found to be significantly different. 
Number of Significant Variables 







The table above indicates that out of the 92 variables considered, 31 variables (34 
percent) are significantly different between winner and non-winner shares and 41 
variables (45 percent) are significantly different between loser and non-loser shares. 
The large proportion of variables accepted may be a function of only considering 
those variables that were found to be significant in past literature. 
Appendices C.l. and C.2. show the T -statistics and p-values for the median tests 
conducted on each variable. The tables also list the means, medians and differences 
between these two statistics with regards to the extreme performer and non-extreme 
performer portfolios. The final column in Appendices C.1. and C.2. indicates which 
subsample has the higher median for each variable. A "+" indicates that the variable is 
more likely to be larger in the extreme performer than the non-extreme performer 
sample. This is the case if there is (1) a significant difference between the medians 
according to the median test; and (2) the median of the extreme performer sample is 
greater than that of the non-extreme performer sample. 
A "-" indicates that the variable is more likely to be smaller in the extreme performer 
sample than the non-extreme performer sample. This statistic is present if (1) a 
significant difference in medians is found by the median test; and (2) the median of 
the extreme performer sample is less than that of the non-extreme performer sample. 
If a significant difference is found but there is no difference in the sample medians, as 
is the case with institutional ownership, it is assumed that this relationship is not 
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A number of interesting observations are evident from these results. Some of these 
results are discussed for both winner and loser signals below. 
5.3.1 Winner Signals 
Table 5.2. below lists all signals which are significant according to the median test at 
the 95 percent confidence level. The signals are ranked according to the magnitude of 
their T-statistics in each variable category. In addition, the table indicates the medians 
of the winner and non-winner groups, as well as the differences between medians. 
In the cases where an unadjusted variable and a corresponding logarithmically 
transformed variable both appear as significant (for example, NOSHARES and 
LN_NOSHARES or SALEStCASH and LN_SALEStCASH), only the unadjusted 
variable is shown in the table. This is done because this variable is more economically 
interpretable than its transformed counterpart. Furthermore, the use of this unadjusted 
variable will not hinder the statistical tests in later section as only non-parametric 
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Table 5.2. Significant Winner Signals 
The table shows the results from the median test for significant winner signals at the 5% significance 
level along with numerous other statistics. For the median test, the T-statistic and p-value 
indicating the difference between winner and non-winner medians is shown for each variable. In 
addition, the medians and differences between medians in the winner and non-winner portfolios are 
shown for each variable. The "Summary" column combines this information and indicates whether 
the values of the relevant variables are larger (-'-) or smaller (-) in winner shares. The table is sorted 





Winner 1- Controi Median 
T Ha: dlff!= 0 Winner Non~winner Difference 
Valuation Measures MTS 49.9706 0._ 1.1700 14200 -0.2500 -
Technical Indicators 
NOSHARES 13.5032 0.0002 97558.0000 105641.0000 -8063.0000 
SDEV_VOL 5.9715 0.0146 Oe407 0.5325 0.1082 + 
I 
OPINCtTA 61.4261 0._ 0.0796 0.1007 ·0.0209 -
Profitability 
PRETAX_PM 51.6723 0._ 0.0686 0.0860 ·00174 -
SALEStCA$H 43.5286 0._ 13.7916 960B7 4.1829 + 
GM 4.7412 0.0294 0.2150 01853 0.0297 + 
I 
GFORECAST _12 19.9761 0._ 12650 1.6800 -0.3950 
ROE 17.5126 0._ 0.1692 0.1908 ·0.0218 
ROA 11.9858 0._ 0.0659 00726 ·00067 -
Performance 
EARNG_60 9.6536 0.0017 00705 00929 -00224 
REVISION_24 6.0353 0.0140 ·0.1085 -00546 -00537 
REVISION_12 5.9541 0.0147 ·01107 ·0.0792 ·0.0315 
Fundamental 
Measures EARNG_12 5.1011 0.0231 0.0181 0.0148 0.0033 + 
DY 3.9605 0._ 0.0229 00253 ·0.0024 -
Lewrage CAPGEAR 38.4044 0._ 23.6500 184100 5.2400 + 
Liquidity CH_QUICK 11.2152 0.0001 ·00110 0.0000 ·00110 
CH_DEP 24.1794 0.0000 01099 0.1767 ·00688 -
CH_'NVtTA 20.8995 0.0000 0.0028 0.0000 0.0028 + 
CH_TA 12.3893 0._ 0.0968 01249 ·0.0281 
Efficiency ACCtTA 8.2848 0_ ·0.0266 -0.0151 -0.0115 
CH_ARISALES 7.3954 0._ ·00592 -0.0214 -0.0379 
CH_ASSTURN 4.1529 0.041' 0.0337 0.0138 0.0199 + 
NTC 3,8783 0._ 692124 63.5660 5.6465 + 
POS_OP 24.7032 0.0000 120000 10.0000 2.0000 + 
tndus1ry Position 
POS_NET 15,8393 O.OOGi 12.0000 11.0000 1.0000 + 
POS_ROE 13.8410 0._ 11.0000 9.0000 2.0000 + 
POS_PRETAX 5.5071 0.01 •• 11.0000 10.0000 1.0000 + 
The results from Table 5.2. above are discussed according to the categorization of 
each variable: 
(i) information variables 
It is evident from the table that no information variables are significant signals of 
winner shares. This would seem to indicate that the amount of institutional ownership 
or management ownership in a company is not a significant influencer of extreme 
performance. This result may be due to a lack of data for these variables, however. 
(ii) Valuation measures 
Of all the valuation measures only market-to-book (MTB) value is a significant 
signal. The table indicates that winner shares are more likely to have a lower MTB 
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median MTB of 1.17 while non-winner shares have a median MTB of 1.42. This 
indicates that the market is more likely to undervalue winner shares than other shares. 
This may be a indication that winner shares tend to be value shares. 
(iii) Technical Indicators 
A few technical indicators are significant signals of extreme performance. The most 
significant of these is the number of shares. Winner shares appear to have 
substantially fewer shares in issue than non-winner shares. This is consistent with the 
findings of both O'Neil (2002) and Reinganum (1988), who attribute the result to the 
fact that if a company becomes popular and the number of shares available is limited, 
investors will bid higher for these limited number of shares and thereby push up the 
pnce. 
Furthermore, the results indicate that Winner shares tend to have a higher daily 
volatility over the preceding 3 months compared to 12 months before (SDEV _VOL) 
than non-winner shares. This finding is consistent with Glickman et al (2001) who 
attribute the result to disagreement in the market about the future prospects of the 
firm. This disagreement might explain why the share price has not yet increased by its 
full potential. 
Interestingly, a number of technical indicators are not found to be significant, despite 
their importance in the literature. In particular, most of the measures of volume traded 
are not significantly different between winners and non-winners. These may become 
important in recognizing the lead-up to extreme performance rather than 
distinguishing winners from non-winners at the start of extreme performance. This 
evolution process is discussed later. 
Perhaps the most surprising result within the technical indicators, especially in a 
South African context, is that no momentum variables are found to be significant 
signals. This is in spite of van Rensburg's (2001) finding that 12-month momentum is 
the most significant style factor on the JSE Securities Exchange. Another interesting 
result is that the share price compared to past highs (MAXP) is also not found to be 
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(iv) Fundamental measures 
A number of fundamental measures are found to be significant. Firstly, within the 
profitability measures, the most significant variable is the operating income to total 
assets (OPINCtTA) which is found to be lower in winner than non-winner shares. In 
fact, the median operating income as a percentage of total assets is less than 8 percent 
for winners and greater than 10 percent for non-winners. This is a surprising result as 
intuition would suggest that winner shares utilize their assets more productively than 
non-winner shares, thereby warranting their extreme performance. However, this is 
consistent with the findings of Dong et al (2003) who find that winners tend to lose 
revenue and sales prior to their extreme performance. 
Another suprising result is that winners seem to have lower pretax profit margins 
(6.86%) than non-winners (8.6%). Intuition would suggest the companies which 
manage to bring in more profits per unit sold would do better. On the other hand, 
winner shares seem to have higher sales to cash ratios than non-winners. This may 
indicate that Vv'inner companies attain higher levels in sales or do not tie up too much 
money in cash. In addition, winners have higher gross margin ratios and therefore 
make higher margins per unit of sales than non-winners. 
Secondly, a number of performance measures are also significant. Interestingly, the 
forecast 12 month forward growth rate (GFORECAST_12) is higher for non-winners 
than for winners. This may be an indication once again of the disagreement in the 
market about the prospects of the firm (as indicated by the higher volatility in 
volume). The fact that analysts have not predicted the winners' growth may also 
explain why the shares have not yet appreciated in value and yield their extreme 
performance. 
The fact that, in general, analysts revise their forecasts of earnings down more for 
winners and non-winners both on a one year (REVISION_12) and a two year 
(REVISION_24) horizon reiterates this point. This seems to indicate that analysts are 
not successful in spotting extreme winners. This might imply that the ordinary 
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Return on equity is lower in winners than non-winners. This is contrary to the findings 
of O'Neil (2002). On the other hand, it is consistent with the findings of van Rensburg 
(2001) who shows that the return associated with investing based on return on equity 
is low in comparison to other style factors. 
Interestingly, winner shares have lower 60 month earnmgs growth rates when 
compared with non-winner shares. This indicates that past long-term performance is 
worse in winners than non-winners. On the other hand, short-term performance seems 
to be improving, indicated by the comparatively higher 12 month earnings grovvth rate 
in winners. This may imply that winners have recently managed to tum their 
performance around and the rewards are waiting around the comer. 
The dividend yield is lower in winners than non-winners. This may indicate that 
winner firms reinvest their earnings in profitable investments and hence generate 
large-scale returns whereas non-winners simply distribute more of their profits. This 
is also consistent with the arguments of Litzenberger and Ramaswany (1979) who 
show that there is a clientele effect among firms with high tax bracket investors 
focusing on low dividend yield stocks. Since these are generally the wealthier 
investors, they have the necessary capital to collectively induce extreme performance. 
Thirdly, the only leverage ratio which is found to be significant is capital gearing. 
Winners seem to use more debt in their capital structure, indicated by a higher capital 
gearing ratio. This may help to leverage good performance to the point where it 
becomes extreme. 
Fourthly, the change in the quick ratio is a liquidity ratio which is significantly 
different between winners and non-winners. Winners experience a decrease in their 
quick ratios whereas non-winners are stable in terms of this liquidity measure. This 
indicates that the liquidity position of winners deteriorates before extreme 
performance. It could also indicate that winner companies improve the efficiency of 
their working capital management, and in so doing decrease their holdings of highly 
liquid current assets. This is in contrast to the net trade cycle, however, which is larger 
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Finally, a number of efficiency ratios are found to be significant. Winners appear to 
have a lower percentage change in depreciation than non-winners. This is a surprising 
result as being a pure accounting measure, depreciation should not send a powerful 
enough signal to indicate extreme performance. There is therefore the possibility that 
this is a sample-specific finding. Alternatively, it may indicate that winners spend less 
on asset acquisitions before their extreme performance and rather utilize their current 
asset base. This also seems like a counter-intuitive claim, however, as growth in the 
company may be necessary for growth in performance. A final explanation may be 
that winner companies consolidate their operations and dispose of unprofitable 
investments before extreme performance begins. 
The percentage change in inventory to total assets (CH_INVtTA) is significantly 
higher in winners than non-winners. This indicates that inventory becomes a greater 
component of total assets in winners than in non-winners as the start of extreme 
performance approaches. This may either indicate that winners build up inventory, 
perhaps in order to provide for the possibility of a growth in sales, or that the 
company consolidates its assets and focuses on its profitable operations. This second 
option is consistent with the depreciation hypothesis mentioned above. 
The percentage change in total assets is smaller in winners than non-winners. This 
may once again be consistent with the hypothesis that winners tend to consolidate 
their operations before extreme performance. If this is the case, the lower return on 
assets in winner shares indicates that the return from these changes has not come 
through yet. Furthermore, the asset turnover ratio (the ratio of sales to total assets) 
increases faster in winners, reiterating the hypothesis of either consolidated operations 
or of increased sales. 
The difference between the percentage change in sales and the percentage change in 
accounts receivable (CH_ARISALES) is greater in winners than non-winners. This 
may indicate that either sales increases faster in winners than non-winners as 
mentioned earlier, or that accounts receivable does not increase as fast. According to 
Lev and Thiagarajan (1993) this is a positive signal of performance as it indicates an 
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(v) Industry position variables 
Contrary to the findings of O'Neil (2002) and Reinganum (1988), winners are in a 
worse position relative to their economic groups in a number of measures. In 
particular, winners are in a lower position in terms of operating margin, net margin 
and pretax profit margin. As mentioned earlier this is a surprising result as one would 
expect winners to be yielding higher profits per unit of sales. Furthermore, winners 
are in a worse position in terms ofretum on equity, although this is consistent "With the 
findings of van Rensburg (2001) as mentioned earlier. 
In summary, winners tend to be value shares, indicated by the low market-to-book 
ratio. Winners are not particularly strong on some of the traditional fundamental 
measures and in fact seem to be doing worse on many measures than their 
competitors. On the other hand, they do seem to have increasing sales and increasing 
profitability in sales. Winners also seem to either not be investing too much in new 
assets or consolidating operations and focusing on profitable segments. These mixed 
signals seem to lead to a great deal of disagreement in the market, causing high 
volatility in trading. Furthermore, these mixed signals may be the cause of analysts 
not predicting the upcoming extreme performance, and hence lead to extreme 
performance when the potential of the share is finally identified. 
5.3.2 Loser Signals 
Table 5.3. below lists all signals which are significantly different between loser and 
non-loser shares at the 5 percent significance level. The variables are ranked 
according to the significance of the difference between loser and non-loser portfolios 
according to the chi-squared median test in each variable category. The medians and 
differences between medians are also included. 
Once agam, as m the prevIOUS section, if both a unadjusted variable and its 
logarithmically transformed version are found to be significant, only the original 
variable is shown in the table. Again this is because the original variable is more 
economically interpretable and will not hinder any of the non-parametric tests 
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Table 5.3. Significant Loser Signals 
The table shows the results from the median test for significant loser signals at the 5% significance 
level along with numerous other statistics. For the median test, the T-statistic and 
indicating the difference between loser and non-loser medians is shown for each variable. In 
addition, the medians and differences between medians in the loser and non-loser portfolios are 
shown for each variable. The "Summary" column combines this information and indicates whether 
the values of the relevant variables are larger (+ )or smaller (-) in loser shares. The table is sorted 
by the strength of the 
statistics. 




Loser;' Control Median 
T He: d!ff!= Q Loser Non-Loser Difference 
EY 24.1214 0._ 00794 00962 ·0.01S6 -
Valuation Measutes MTS 20.2<30 0._ 1.7300 13600 03700 + 
PE 13.8066 0.0002 11.8000 97000 21000 + 
AGE 49.7497 0._ 74776 67833 ·1.3056 · 
MOM_24 23.2725 0._ 0.0362 02214 ·0.1852 · 
MOM_'8 22.3749 0._ ·0.0073 01758 ·0 1631 · 
Technical Indicators 
MAXP_24 20.7235 0.0000 0.7217 07771 -0 0553 -
MAXP_,2 18.1750 0._ 0.6000 06486 -0 0486 -
MOM_12 14.0969 0.0002 0.0067 01140 ·0.1053 
VOl_8 4.9555 0.02611 0.5414 06547 ·0.1133 
VOL 12 4.1606 0.0414 05055 0.5910 ·0.0655 -
SALEStCASH 39.5719 0._ 7.2024 10.1330 ·3.5305 
CH_EBTtSALES 5.0994 -0.0111 -0.0383 0.0271 + 
Profitability 
GM 4.0081 !l.02R 0.1522 01903 ·0.0381 
CH_SALES 4.2156 0.0401 0.1211 Q1481 ·0.0263 
CH_DPS 29.1656 0._ 0.0476 0.1622 ·0.1145 
EARNG_80 13.3656 0.0002 O.t t79 0.0868 0.0311 + 
Performance 
ROE 10.8121 0.0010 a 2t07 0.1814 00293 + 
EPS 72209 O.oon 0.4300 0.6200 ·0.1900 
DY 88537 D._ 0.0203 0.0253 -o.oOSO 
Fundamental EARNG_24 4.3362 O.~13 0.0232 0.0328 ·0.0098 
Measul"es Leverage CH_CAPGEAR 10 9962 0._ 00135 -00260 0.0395 + 
CH..ARtSALES 30.3352 0._ 0.2263 0.1228 01035 + 
CH_TA 26.3647 0._ 0.1751 0.1180 0.0571 + 
CH_DEP 18.6042 0.0000 0.2506 0.1656 0.0850 + 
CH_INV 124066 0.0004 0.2658 0.1292 0.1366 + 
EffiCIency WCtTA 115669 0.0001 0.7183 0.6080 0.1103 + 
CH_INVTURN 8.1578 0.0043 0.0617 0.2506 ·01669 -
CH_ARISALES 6.8150 O.ll101 0.0124 -0.0283 0.0406 + 
INVlTA 5.9907 0.0144 0.1361 0.1558 -00197 -
CH_ASSTURN 5.5092 0.0189 ·0.0067 00164 ·0 0250 -
POS_SAlES 35.1639 0._ 8.0000 90000 ·1.0000 -
POS_ROE 19.8587 0._ 7.0000 9 0000 ·20000 · 
POS_OP 17.5537 0._ 90000 110000 ·2.0000 -
Industry Position RSTRENGTH_ALSI 12.0839 0._ 04348 05135 ·0.0787 -
RSTRENGTH_SUB 7.8655 a.GOao 0.4405 05111 ·0.Q706 
WRSTRENGTH_AlSI 60485 0.013' 0.4589 0.5141 ·0.0551 -
WRSTRENGTH_SUB 4.4698 D.OUS 0.4646 0.5126 ·0.0460 -
(i) Information variables 
As with the winner shares, no information variables are found to be significant signals 
for extreme losers. Once again this may be attributed to the fact that there is a severe 
lack of data available for these variables (see section 3.7). An area for future research 
could therefore be to conduct a study of this nature when more data is available for 
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(ii) Valuation measures 
The valuation measures all seem to indicate that loser shares are overvalued before 
they begin their extreme performance. This is evidenced by higher price-earnings 
(PE) ratios which indicate that loser shares are priced at a higher multiple of earnings 
than non-loser shares. This is consistent with the earnings yield (EY) which is simply 
the inverse of the PE ratio and is lower in losers than non-losers. Furthermore, the 
market-to-book ratio tends to be higher in losers than non-losers indicating that the 
market prices these shares relatively higher when compared to their book values - this 
may also be a sign of overvaluation. This overvaluation and subsequent extreme loss 
may be consistent with some behavioural theories of finance (such as those of De 
Bondt and Thaler, 1985) which would attribute the result to an initial overreaction by 
the market and a subsequent correction. 
(iii) Technical indicators 
There are far more significant technical indicators for extreme losers than for extreme 
winners. Losers tend to be younger than non-losers, perhaps because less secure and 
established younger firms are generally more susceptible to large market movements. 
Unlike winners, numerous momentum measures are significant signals for loser 
shares. 12,24 and 18 month momentum measures are lower in losers than non-losers 
indicating that they have a history of relatively poor performance. This is reiterated by 
the MAXP variables which show that the share prices of losers tend to be lower as a 
percentage of both the one and two year highs in losers than in non-losers. 
This may relate back to an overweighting of recent information and an 
underweighting of prior data by investors which leads to this momentum (DeBondt 
and Thaler, 1985). Furthermore, Griffin and Tversky (1992) show that people focus 
on the extremeness of news with insufficient consideration for its weight. Since 
extreme performers comprise the ultimate cases of extremeness, this explanation 
could very well apply. Alternatively, it may be due to investors not fully taking the 
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Finally, lower volumes traded in losers than non-losers are consistent with the theory 
of O'Neil (2002) that those shares for which there is a low demand will perform 
poorly. 
(iv) Fundamental measures 
Firstly, in terms of profitability, a lower sales to cash ratio in losers than non-losers 
may indicate that loser companies experience a decline in sales. This is also shown by 
a smaller CH _SALES, indicating that losers experience a slower growth in sales than 
the rest of the market. Alternatively, the low sales to cash ratio may indicate that the 
level of cash in the business is increasing, perhaps due to a lack of profitable 
investments or due to a decline in the efficiency of working capital management. 
On top of the declining sales levels, it appears as if the remaining sales also become 
less profitable in losers, indicated by a smal1er gross margin. This may be the result of 
an effort to stimulate these diminishing sales. This translates finally into a weaker 
bottom line, as losers experience substantially lower earnings per share than their non-
loser counterparts. 
This is not the only weak performance measure, however. It seems as if these lower 
earnings levels are a result of a lower 2 year earnings growth rate in losers. 
Interestingly, it seems as if this was not always the case as losers have higher 5 year 
earnings growth rates than non-losers. This finding may once again by consistent with 
theories of behavioural finance; the market originally overreacted to positive past 
performance, leading to an overvaluation of shares. When the prospects of the 
company begin to turn around it takes time for the market to overcome their original 
expectations, eventually overreacting to this new poor performance and leading to 
extreme loss. 
An effort to find profitable investments or salvage operations may explain the much 
lower increase in dividend per share of losers when compared to non-losers. This 
eventually translates into a much lower dividend yield. Converse to winners, losers 
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Additionally, it appears that losers also turn to debt in order to finance these efforts, as 
the leverage, in terms of the capital gearing ratio, of losers increases while the same 
measure declines for non-losers. 
The last group of fundamental measures clearly indicates a decline in efficiency. A 
higher increase in accounts receivable as a percentage of sales could indicate 
declining sales levels or inefficient working capital management leading to a build-up 
of accounts receivable. Lev and Thiagarajan (1993) might attribute this result to an 
inability to sell products and hence the necessity to grant credit extensions in order to 
stimulate sales. 
The hypothesis of a poor working capital situation is also suggested by a number of 
other variables. Firstly, there appears to be a much larger percentage increase in the 
levels of inventory held in losers than in non-losers, shown by CH_INV, possibly 
indicating an inability to sell stocks. A much lower percentage increase in inventory 
turnover in losers also shows a decline in the ability to dispose of stocks. 
Interestingly, despite these increases in inventory, inventory as a percentage of total 
assets is lower in losers than non-losers. This might suggest an even more substantial 
increase in total assets. 
Despite this fast increase in total assets, as shown by a much greater percentage 
increase in total assets in losers than non-losers, working capital as a percentage of 
total assets still seems to be higher in losers. This shows that there is a build-up in 
working capital over and above the increase in inventory. This may be a sign that the 
problems of working capital management extend beyond inventory to other areas such 
as cash and accounts receivable (as mentioned earlier). 
The question of why the company increases its holdings of assets when it is in a poor 
situation arises. As suggested by the lower dividend yield, this may be the result of an 
effort to find new profitable investments to tum their situation around or an effort to 
salvage existing operations. This may also explain the larger percentage increase in 
depreciation experienced by losers, as the larger asset base now leads to greater levels 
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sales as the asset turnover ratios actually experiences a decline while the rest of the 
market experiences an increase. 
Interestingly, of the nine fundamental signals that are found to be significant for both 
winners and losers, eight are opposite in direction. This makes logical sense as it 
would be expected that winners and losers have opposite fundamentals. The only 
variable which is common in direction is dividend yield, which is found to be smaller 
in both winner and loser shares than non-winner and non-loser shares respectively. 
This may be because winners pay less dividends in order to reinvest in profitable 
operations while losers pay less dividends in an attempt to save operations. 
(v) Industry position 
Once again these seem to be the complete opposite to those found significant in 
winners. Losers tend to be doing better in terms of sales grmvth than other companies 
in its economic group. This contradicts the findings in fundamental variables and 
therefore might be a sample-specific finding. In addition, losers are in a better position 
in terms of both operating margins and returns on equity. 
A result which does make intuitive sense is that losers have a lower 12 month relative 
strength than non-losers. This means that losers have experienced worse returns over 
the preceding 12 months than both the other shares in the entire market and the other 
shares in the relevant index (either the financial industrial index or the resources 
index). 
In summary, losers tend to be overvalued shares. They experience weak fundamentals 
before their decline, particularly a substantial decrease in sales. Working capital 
management also deteriorates as inventory, cash and accounts receivable begin to 
build up. They attempt to fix this scenario by investing in more assets, financed both 
through lower dividends and though an increase in debt. These efforts do not seem to 
filter through to the bottom line as losers experience a decline in profitability and 
earnings, and weaker performance than the rest of the market. 
Appendix B.6. illustrates the distributions of each variable for the winner, loser and 
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how the distributions vary between these three portfolios. The difference in 
distribution functions between the subsamples of a number of these variables is also 
evident from these graphs, providing further justification for use the non-parametric 
median test as opposed to the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test or the Student t-test. 
5.4 Evolution Towards Extreme Performance 
-------.. -------------------
If extreme performers do display statistically significant differences to the control 
group, there may have been some kind of evolution into that state which prepares 
them for extreme performance. The graph below shows the average share price 
movement in an extreme winner for a period of four years before to four years after 
the start of extreme performance. 
Figure 5.1. Pattern of Extreme Winner Performance 
The graph shows the average share price movement of extreme winners for a period spanning from 
four years before until four years after the start of extreme performance. The share price is set to a 
value of 100 at time 0, the start of the extreme performance (where the share price at least doubles 
within 12 months). The graoh is based on 1104 observations of extreme winners over the period 
from January 1995 until December 2004 on the ]SE Securities Exchange. 
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Some interesting observations can be drawn from the above graph. Firstly, it is 
obvious that extreme winners perform poorly for the four years before extreme 
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overreaction to bad news or herd-behaviour in the market creating dm:vnward 
momentum in the share. Secondly, once extreme performance begins, it continues for 
a significant period of time. Similarly, this maya result of overreaction to good news 
and herd-behaviour creating positive momentum which pulls the share price up to 
unjustified levels. 
A similar analysis can be conducted with extreme losers, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. 
below. It appears that losers evolve along a similar pattern to winners: they begin with 
poor performance over the preceding four years, also more than halving in value over 
this period. However, after their extreme loss they seem to immediately recover and 
increase consistently in value over the subsequent three years. 
This suggests that unlike winners, there is no turnaround in losers at start of their 
extreme performance. Instead, the extreme loss is the culmination of poor historical 
performance. This may also be explained in terms of an overreaction to bad news 
about the company which leads to negative momentum. It is the climax of this poor 
performance however, as the share immediately begins to recover, perhaps due to the 
markets gradual realization of their overreaction and subsequent correction (DeBondt 
and Thaler, 1985). 
Figure 5.2. Pattern of Extreme Loser Performance 
The graph shows the average share price movement of extreme losers for a period spanning from 
four years before until four years after the start of extreme performance. The share price is set to a 
value of 100 at time 0, the start of the extreme performance (where the share price at least halves 
within 12 months). The graph is based on 755 observations of extreme losers over the period from 
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This analysis definitely seems to suggest that there is a clear evolution in these shares 
before they become extreme performers. In order to determine whether significant 
changes occur in a security before performing extremely, the variables in the buy or 
sell period are compared with the variables one, three, six, nine and twelve months 
before the signal for extreme winners and extreme losers respectively. Once again the 
median test is used to indicate any significant change. This is similar to the method 
used in Reinganum (1988), although he only focuses on extreme winners. 
If significant changes in variables are found in the lead-up to extreme performance, it 
will be indicative of some evolutionary process common to all extreme performers. 
The benefit of such a finding would be two-fold. Firstly, it would allow potential 
extreme performers to be identified and monitored earlier than the period in which 
there is a buy signal. Secondly, it will reveal further criteria which securities display 
before performing extremely and so might add further predictive power to a model of 
extreme performance. 
The results of the median test for winners can be found in Appendices C.4. to C.8. 
Figure 5.3. below summarises the number of variables which are significantly 
different between the winners at the start of extreme performance and one, three, six, 
nine and twelve months before this start date. The results shown are consistent with 
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period of extreme performance approaches, the shares converge on the characteristics 
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Figure 5.3. Number of Winner Evolution Signals 
The graph shows the number of variables that are significantly different between the winner shares 
at the start of extreme performance and 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months before the start of extreme 
performance. Variables are judged to be significantly different if their medians are found to be 
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One question which arises is whether the shares evolve from the characteristics of a 
typical share, or whether they display characteristics which distinguish them from 
other shares long before they begin their extreme performance. The graph below 
compares the significant winner signals and the significant evolution signals for 
winners a specified amount of time before extreme performance. The number of 
similar signals is plotted as a percentage of the 31 significant winner signals. 
It is clear from the graph that there are some variables which are similar between 
winners before extreme performance and non-winners in periods long before the start 
of extreme performance. As the start of extreme performance approaches, however, 
these similarities disappear completely. 
An interesting point is that although the signals shows some similarity 12 months 
before the start of extreme performance, only 26 percent of signals are similar. One 
would expect this proportion to increase if the nature of extreme performers even 
further back in time were considered. In addition, this implies that value can be added 
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their extreme performance as there is a definite difference between these and non-
winner shares. Furthermore there is a clear evolutionary process. 
Figure 5.4. Percentage Similar Winner Evolution and Non-winner signals 
The graph compares the significant signals that distinguish winner and non-winner companies with 
those signals that distinguish winner companies at the start of extreme performance and the same 
companies a specified number of months before this start. The graph shows the percentage of 
significant winner signals that are identical in direction to the significant evolution signals. In other 
words, this is the percentage of signals that are identical in non-winner and pre-winner shares 1, 3, 
6, 9 and 12 months before the start of extreme performance. Variables are judged to be significantly 
different if their medians are found to be significantly different by the chi-squared median test at the 
5% significance level. 
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A similar procedure can be carried out with extreme losers. The results for losers can 
be found in Appendix C.9. to C.13. Figure 5.5. below shows the number of variables 
that are significantly different in loser shares at the start of extreme performance and 
one, three, six, nine and twelve months before extreme performance. Once again there 
seems like a clear evolutionary process as the characteristics of the losers converge on 
some state. It does seem, however, that differences exist between pre-losers and losers 
until much later and then there is a much faster and more drastic evolution into the 
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Figure 5.5 . .Number of Loser Evolution Signals 
The graph shows the number of variables that are significantly different between the loser shares at 
the start of extreme performance and 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months before the start of extreme 
performance. Variables are judged to be significantly different if their medians are found to be 
significantly different the chi-squared median test at the 5% significance level. 
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This point is further illustrated by Figure 5.6. A greater percentage of signals are 
similar between non-extreme performers and extreme performers a prespecified 
number of months before the start of extreme performance in loser than winner 
companies. For example, 32 percent of signals are similar between loser companies 
twelve months before the start of performance and non-loser shares whereas only 25 
percent are similar in the case of winner companies. This may once again indicate that 
the evolution towards becoming an extreme loser is a more drastic process than for 
wlnners. 
Another point evident from these graphs is that losers seem to recover slightly and 
become more like non-loser shares between nine and twelve months before the start of 
their loss. This would suggest that unlike winner shares, there does not appear to be 
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Figure 5.6. Percentage Similar Loser Evolution and Non-loser signals 
The graph compares the significant signals that distinguish loser and non-loser companies with 
those signals that distinguish loser companies at the start of extreme performance and the same 
companies a specified number of months before this start. The graph shows the percentage of 
significant loser signals that are identical in direction to the significant evolution signals. In other 
words, this is the percentage of signals that are identical in non-loser and pre-loser shares 1, 3, 6, 
9 and 12 months before the start of extreme performance. Variables are judged to be significantly 
different if their medians are found to be significantly different by the chi-squared median test at the 
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A more detailed discussion of which variables are significantly different III these 
evolution tests for both winners and losers follows. 
5.4.1 Winner Signals 
Table 5.4. below lists all signals which are significantly different between winner 
shares at the start of their extreme performance (winners) and the same shares one, 
three, six, nine and twelve months earlier (pre-winners) at the 5 percent significance 
level. The variables are ranked according to the significance of the difference between 
winner and pre-winner portfolios according to the chi-squared median test in each 
variable category. The medians and differences between medians are also included. 
As in previous sections, if a variable and its logarithmically transformed version are 
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Table 5.4. Significant Winner Evolution Signals 
The table shows the results from the median test for significant winner evolution signals at the 5% 
significance level along with numerous other statistics. For the median test, the T-statistic and p-
value indicating the difference between winner medians at the start and 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months 
before extreme performance is shown for each variable. In addition, the medians and differences 
between medians in the winner and pre-winner portfolios are shown for each variable. The 
"Summary" column combines this information and indicates whether the values of the relevant 
variables are (+) or smaller (-) in winners at the start of extreme performance. The table is sorted 
by the strength of the findings for each category of variables, judged by the magnitude of the T-
statistics. 
Median Test 
Period 0 t Penod ·1 Median 
Summary 
T Ha: diff!= 0 Period 0 Period ·t Dif!erence 
t= 12 
EY 12.4724 0.0004 0.0971 00840 00131 ... ValUation Measures 
PE 4.4661 0.0342 94000 10.7000 ·1.3000 
Technical4ndicators SDEV_VOL 6.6259 0.0101 0.6407 04501 0.1906 + 
CH_SALES 6.2663 0.0040 0.1431 0.1074 00358 + 
Prof"ability 
OPINC,TA 60557 0.004S 00798 00640 0.0158 + 
CH_EBTISALES 7.8563 0.00II1 -00371 ·0.1090 00719 + 
GM 5.5327 0.0187 0.2150 0.1853 0.0297 + 
EARNG_24 13.6235 0.0002 0.0333 0.0132 0.0201 + 
CH_DPS 108785 0.0010 0.1667 00931 00736 + 
Fundamental Performance ROE 10.0058 0.001' 0.1692 01361 0.0331 + 
Measures DY 7.9989 0.0047 0.0229 0.0196 0.0031 + 
ROA 5.8031 0.0180 0.0659 00476 0.0183 + 
CH_ASSTURN 11,0458 0.0001 00337 -0.0009 00348 + 
iCH_INVTURN 8.3825 0.0038 0.3670 0.0905 0.2765 + 
Efficiency CH_TA 8.0430 0.0041 0.0968 0.1241 ·00273 · 
i 
CH_DEP 5.7905 0.0111 0.1099 0.1428 ,00329 · 
CH INVtTA 4.9782 0.02111' 0.0028 0.0000 0.0028 ... 
POS_NET 9.1318 O.llO25 12.0000 14.0000 ·20000 · 
Industry PO$ition POS_OP 7.23211 0.0012 12.0000 14.0000 ·2.0000 · 
POS_PRETAX 4.4838 0._ 11.0000 13.0000 ·2.0000 
t = 9 
Valuation Measures EY 5.2753 0.021. 0.0971 0.0877 0.0094 + 
Technical Indicators 
SDEV_VOL 8.0476 0.004S 0.6407 04357 0.2050 + 
MOM_3 6.4025 0.0114 0.0386 0.0073 0.0315 + 
Profitability CH_SALES 6.2080 0.0127 0.1431 0.1074 0.0358 + 
EARNG_24 10.0190 0.0018 0.0333 0.0184 0.0149 + 
Performance DY 
8.8187 0._ 0.0229 00194 0.0035 + 
Fundamentai 
Measu,... CH_DPS 5.6938 0.0182 0.1667 0.1071 0.0595 + 
ROE 3.9278 0.0475 0.1692 0.1448 0.0244 ... 
i EffiCiency 
CH_TA 7,4700 0.0083 0.0968 0.1317 ·00349 · 
CH INVISALES 3.8502 0.0417 ·0.0433 ·00067 ·0.0345 · 
t = 6 
MOM_3 8.1927 0.0042 00388 0.0051 0.0338 + 
Technical Indicators MOM_8 7.2602 0.0070 0.0686 0.0257 0.0409 + 
SDEV_VOL 6.2108 0.0127 0.6407 0.4819 0.1588 + 
CH_ASSTURN 7.5380 0.0080 0.0337 0.0010 0.0327 + 
Fundamental 
Measures 
EffiCiency CH_INVTURN 5.3342 0.0201 0.3670 0.0905 0.2765 + 
CH_TA 4.6727 0.0308 00966 0.1232 ·0.0265 
t= 3 I 
Technicallndic.ators MOM_6 4.1257 0.0422 0.0666 0.0403 0.0263 I + 
(i) Information variables 
As with the previous set of tests, no information variables are found to be significantly 
different between the winner shares at the start and any amount of months before the 
start of extreme performance. 
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Valuation measures do seem to be important on the other hand. In particular, price-
earnings ratio seems to decrease as the time to extreme performance approaches (and 
hence earnings yield increases). This implies that the shares actually become more 
undervalued as this time gets closer and is consistent with the price decline before 
extreme performance shown in Figure 5.1. This might also be partially explained by 
the market not fully realising the potential of increased earnings, thus creating the 
extreme performance which later ensues when the market catches on. 
It does seem, however, that the value of these pre-wmners converge on the 
undervaluation relatively early, with no significant difference between the valuation 
measures in winners at the start and as much as six months before the start of extreme 
performance. 
(iii) Technical indicators 
The technical indicators seem to be the most consistently important in the evolution 
tests, with at least one significant technical indicator three, six, nine and twelve 
months before the start of performance. The volatility of trading, measured by 
SDEV _ VOL, increases consistently from twelve months before the start of extreme 
performance until three months before where it converges on the volatility at the start 
of extreme performance. In terms of the arguments of Glickman et al (2001) this 
would imply that disagreement in the market about the future prospects of the 
company increases as the start date approaches. 
Momentum changes significantly as the start of extreme performance approaches. 
Three month momentum falls significantly between twelve and six months before 
extreme performance. It decreases by so much, in fact, that this effect spills over onto 
the less volatile six month momentum. Thereafter, momentum begins to converge on 
its value at the start of extreme performance. This may once again be an indicator of 
the disagreement in the market as to the prospects of extreme performers. It also 
indicates that these shares are spotted relatively late. 
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It is clear that as the start of performance approaches, the number of significantly 
different fundamental signals decreases. This implies that the fundamentals of pre-
winner converge of those necessary before extreme performance starts. 
In terms of performance, two-year earnings growth is lower in pre-winners than in 
winners, perhaps supporting a theory of overreaction to previous bad news which 
leads to the initial undervaluation of the share, with subsequent overreaction to good 
performance which leads to the extreme performance. 
This change in the earnings growth of the company may be explained by some of the 
other fundamental variables. Firstly, in terms of efficiency, it is evident that the 
changes in the asset turnover ratio and the inventory turnover ratio are lower in pre-
winners than winners, implying that there is some sort of acceleration in the 
productivity of assets, and in particular inventory, as the start date approaches. 
This in tum may be aided by increased profitability with an accelerating level of sales, 
evidenced by CH _SALES increasing as the start of performance approaches and a 
higher gross margin when compared to twelve months earlier. This may also be 
caused by a decelerating level of assets, linking back to the earlier hypothesis that 
winners tend to consolidate operations before extreme performance ensues. This 
seems to result in an increasing return on assets. 
Interestingly, it seems as if dividends increase in winners at an accelerating rate 
(increasing CH _ DPS) resulting in higher dividend yields as the start of performance 
approaches. This means that winner companies pump less money back into operations 
as the start date approaches, even though they still end up paying less dividends than 
the rest of the market. One would therefore expect that if data more than twelve 
months before the start was considered, there would be some point at which winners 
began paying less dividends in order to reinvest and later some point when they once 
again begin increasing dividends. This turning point may send a signal to the market 
that the major reinvestment is complete and the resulting extreme performance is to 
ensue. 
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There is only a difference in the position variables twelve months before the start of 
extreme performance. As can be expected, winners seem to improve positionally in 
terms of net, operating and pretax profit margins when compared to other companies 
in their economic groups. This is in line with the findings of O'Neil (2002) and 
Reinganum (1988). 
In summary, the evolution process of winner shares seems to be characterized firstly 
by an increase in the undervaluation of these shares. In addition, there seems to be 
increasing disagreement in the market as to the prospects of extreme winners, even as 
momentum begins to gradually increase. 
However, the ensuing extreme performance does seem to be a result of improving 
fundamentals perhaps due to higher past investment: sales accelerates at the same 
time as increasing profitability; working capital management and asset efficiency 
improve; finally these improvements translate into the bottom line as earnings gro\\lth 
begins to pick up and dividend payouts begin to improve. These improvements also 
cause winners to improve positionally in terms of a number of fundamental measures 
relative to other companies in the same economic groups. 
5.4.2 Loser Sig nals 
Table 5.5. below lists all signals which are significantly different between loser shares 
at the start of their extreme performance (losers) and the same shares one, three, six, 
nine and twelve months earlier (pre-losers) at the 5 percent significance level. The 
variables are ranked according to the significance of the difference between loser and 
pre-loser portfolios according to the chi-squared median test in each variable 
category. The medians and differences between medians are also included. Similar to 
previous sections, if an original variable and its logarithmically transformed variable 
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Table 5.5. Significant Loser Evolution Signals 
The table shows the results from the median test for significant loser evolution signals at the 5% 
significance level along with numerous other statistics. For the median test, the T-statistic and p-
value indicating the difference between loser medians at the start and 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months 
before extreme performance is shown for each variable. In addition, the medians and differences 
between medians in the loser and pre-loser portfolios are shown for each variable. Tl'.e "Summary" 
column combines this information and indicates whether the values of the relevant variables are 
larger (+) or smaller (-) in losers at the start of extreme performance. The table is sorted by the 
strength of the findings for each category of variables, judged by the magnitude of the T-statistics. 
Median Test 
PeritX1 a '# PeriOd "t Median 
Summary 
T Ha: diff!= 0 Peric.d 0 PeriOd·t Difference 
I" 12 
AGE 6.11140 0.0130 14776 8.4762 09998 + 
TechnicallndicatQf'5 MOM_8 52602 ao21. 0.0248 -0 0058 0.0304 + 
MOM_24 5.0562 o.om 0.0362 01430 -01066 · 
Prof':1abillty SALEStCASH 7.8024 0.0052 7.2024 8.5499 -1.3475 
EARNG_12 21.8668 0.0000 0.0142 0.0073 0.0069 + 
Performance 
CH_DPS 12.1725 0.0004 0.0476 0.1667 -0.1190 
ROE 8.5157 0._ 0.2107 0.1768 0.0339 + 
REVISION_12 5.0561 0.0241 -0.0885 -0.0247 -0.0438 
Levoerage CH_CAPGEAR 5.6020 0.017' 0.0135 -0.0321 00456 + 
CH_SAISALES 21.1665 0.0000 0.0832 ·0.1855 0.2887 + 
Fundamental 
Measures CH_DEP 17.6610 0.0000 0.2508 0.1325 01183 + 
ACCITA 18.2342 0.0001 -00218 ·00003 ·0.0213 · 
CH_ARISALES 15.3044 0.0001 0.0124 -0.0889 0.0993 + 
Efftcleflcy CH_TA to.0126 0.001. 0.1751 0.1309 0.0443 + 
WCtTA 9.4391 0.0021 0.7183 0.8438 0.0745 + 
CH..AR1SALES 7.9359 0._ 0.2263 0.1857 0.080e + 
: 
ilNVtTA 6.8491 0._ 01361 0.1881 -0.0321 
CH_ASSTURN 8.7986 0._ -0.0007 0.0498 -0.0565 
I~OS NET 9.2632 O.OOH 10.0000 9.0000 1.0000 + 
Industry Position .POS_SALES 5.8155 0.01" 80000 6.0000 ;1 0000 + 
,POS_PRETAX 4.6877 ... 0.0304 10.0000 9.0000 10000 + 
I-g 
VOL_12 7.2692 0.0070 0.5055 0.6663 -0.1608 
Technical Indicators VOL_8 e.443;1 0.0111 0.5414 0.1728 -0.2314 · 
SDEV VOL 4.4176 0.0343 04990 0.6368 ·0.1379 · 
Profitability SALEStCASH 8.0334 ... 0.0140 7.2024 8.1046 -0.9022 
EARNG_12 15.7543 0.0001 0.Ot42 0.0077 0.0084 + 
Performance ROE 4.3621 O.OU7 0.2107 0.1785 0.0322 + 
·CH_~. 3.9897 0.0483 0.0478 0.1084 -0.0608 -----
ACCITA to.3202 0.001~ ·0 0218 ·0.0037 -0.0180 · 
CH_ARISALES 9.0024 0.0027 0.0124 -0.0824 0.0948 + 
Fundamental 
Measures CH_TA 7.5640 0._ 0.1751 0.1276 00475 + 
CH_DEP 8.9247 0._ 0.2508 0.1412 0.1098 + 
Efficiency INVtTA 6.0727 0.11131 0.1361 01674 ·0.0313 · 
WCITA 5.9840 0.0144 07183 0.8477 0.0707 + 
• CH_ASSTURN 5.8025 0.0179 -0.0067 0.0359 -0.0425 · 
, CH_SAISALES 4.9729 8.0287 0.0832 -0.0682 0.1694 + 
CH_ARtSALES 3.8906 ··0'- 0.2263 0.1851 00412 + 
.ndustry Position 
POS_NET 6.4244 0.011' 10.0000 9.0000 1.0000 + 
WRSTRENGTH_ALSI 6.0690 0.111. 0.4569 0.3961 0.0608 + 
I" 6 
Information Variables MAN_OWN 5.7602 0.01M 0.5700 0.7100 -0.1400 · 
Fundamental L Performance EARNG_12 4.6260 - 0.G315 o Ot42 0.0104 0.0038 + 
Measutes Efficiency 
CHj,RISALES 6.0326 0.0140 0.0124 -0.0044 0.07S8 + 
CH_ASSTURN 4.4090 0._ -0.0007 0.0169 -0.0255 
As is evident from the above table, there are only significantly different variables 
between losers and pre-losers twelve, nine and six months before the start of extreme 
performance. As mentioned earlier, this may indicate a drastic and fast convergence 
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(i) Information variables 
An information variable is significant for the first time. Six months before the start of 
the extreme loss, management ownership decreases significantly. This result makes 
logical sense as insiders, who know most about the prospects of the business, would 
be likely to divest themselves of an unprofitable business. However, as mentioned 
earlier, too much emphasis should not be placed on these results due to the lack of 
data available for the variable. 
(ii) Valuation measures 
No valuation measures are significantly different between losers and the same shares 
up to twelve months before the start of extreme performance. This implies that the 
shares are overvalued from long before the start of the extreme loss. 
(iii) Technical indicators 
A number of technical measures are significant in explaining the evolution process. 
The most important of these when considering the twelve month pre-losers is age. 
This merely shows that the age of pre-losers increases by one year as the start 
approaches and only serves to confirm the accurateness of the data. Since this adds no 
useful information, age is dropped. More interestingly, two year momentum is higher 
in losers than pre-losers twelve months before the start of extreme performance, 
whereas six month momentum is lower. This may link back into an behavioural 
argument where overreaction to past good news leads to unjustified returns which are 
later eroded when the market realises its error. 
Furthermore, as much as nine months before the start of extreme performance the 
volumes traded of the loser shares begin to drop off significantly. This would be 
explained by O'Neil (2002) as a decrease in the demand for the share which could 
signal that since the market no longer wants the share it might be an extreme loser. 
Additionally, the trading volatility also decreases indicating that the market is 
reaching more of a consensus regarding the negative future prospects of the company. 
(iv) Fundal11ental measures 
A number of fundamental measures are also found to be significant. In terms of 
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extreme loss approaches. However, earnings growth is worked out as the quotient of 
the change in twelve months earnings and price, and therefore this may simply be an 
indication of a decreasing price as the start approaches. This would correspond with 
the decreasing momentum. 
This explanation also fits in better with the other fundamental measures which seem 
to indicate a slow-down in the performance of the loser companies. Profitability in 
terms of SALEStCASH decreases as the start approaches indicating decreased sales or 
an increase in cash (and hence inefficiency in working capital management). This 
spills over into accounts receivable and sales as the difference between these two 
measure increases at an accelerating rate as the start draws near, eventually causing 
working capital to form a greater portion of total assets. 
This increase in working capital may partly explain the increase in total assets that 
losers seem display as their extreme loss approaches. It may also be explained by an 
increase in investment in new projects or operations in an effort to salvage the 
business, as mentioned earlier. This higher level of investment in tum leads to 
accelerated increases in depreciation. All of the money for this investment has to 
come from somewhere, causing dividends per share to decrease at an increasing rate 
and the amount of debt in the business to increase at an accelerating rate. This 
increased leverage (shown by CH_ CAPGEAR) may also be used to cover losses and 
salvage other areas of the business. Interestingly, the return on equity increases as the 
start of the extreme loss approaches perhaps due to the leveraging effect of the 
increased debt on returns. 
According to REVISION _12, analysts witness all of these negative fundamental 
signals and proceed to revise their estimates of the earnings of the company 
downwards. This links back into the growing consensus in the market about the poor 
upcoming performance of the loser companies. 
(v) Industry Position 
The positional variables all seem to decrease for loser companies. Economic group 
positions in terms of net margins, pretax profit margins and sales growth all decline 
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Surprisingly, this does not spill over into the relative strength measures which show 
that the loser companies' positions relative to the rest of the market in terms of share 
performance actually improve as the start of the extreme loss approaches. 
In summary, the evolution process of loser shares seems to be characterized by a lack 
of confidence in the future of the company by management. This view seems to be 
shared by analysts as well as by the market as a whole - analyst forecasts are revised 
downwards, the demand for the shares of the company decreases and the consensus of 
the upcoming negative performance increases. 
These negative expectations are justified by deteriorating fundamentals such as 
declining sales, decreased working capital efficiency and increased spending on 
assets. This leads to deteriorating positions in numerous fundamental measures 
relative to other companies in the same economic groups. These declines are financed 
by both reduced dividends and increased borrowing. 
5.5 Insignificant Variables 
Many useful observation can be derived from not only those signals which are found 
to be significant but also those that are not found to be significant. The signals which 
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Table 5.6. Insignificant Signals 
The table shows those variables which were not significantly different between winners and non-
winners, losers and non-losers, winners and pre-winners, and losers and pre-losers according to the 
chi-squared median test at the 5% significance level. The variables are listed according to the 
category in which they belong. 
Category Variable 
Information Variables INST_OWN 
BETA 





























Firstly, institutional ownership is not found to be a significant signal. As mentioned 
earlier this may not be an indication of the inadequacy of this variable, but rather a 
function of a lack of data. Future research should therefore investigate the usefulness 
of this variable when more data becomes available. 
Secondly, considering the valuation measures, beta is found to be insignificant in all 
tests. This is an interesting result as it implies that the extreme performance witnessed 
in the sample cannot be explained by risk as measured by the Capital Asset Pricing 
Model. In terms of the joint hypothesis problem (Fama, 1991), this result could either 
help to disprove the efficient market hypothesis, or it could be a result of a 
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Another surprising result is that size is not a significant factor in any of the tests. This 
seems to suggest that a size anomaly such as that of Banz (1981) is not responsible for 
the abnormal returns experienced by \\Iinner and loser companies. In terms of van 
Rensburg (2001), who finds that size is an important source of style-based risk on the 
JSE Securities Exchange, the abnormal returns are also not caused by this alternative 
source of risk. The findings are consistent with those of Reinganum (1988), however, 
who also does not find size to be a significant signal. 
Thirdly, considering the technical indicators, it appears that both short- and long-term 
volumes traded are not significant signals of extreme performance. Other volume 
measures are found to be significant only in loser shares where volumes are 
significantly lower in losers than non-losers. This seems to suggest that there is a large 
demand for these loser shares in some period between three and 18 months before the 
extreme loss. This may be an indicator of overreaction, causing the price of the shares 
being bid up excessively, finally ending in the share price collapse when demand 
drops off. 
One month momentum is also not a significant signal. This shows that very short-term 
returns cannot be used to predict extreme performers and a more holistic, long-term 
view is necessary to spot these shares. However, since MAX_P60 (the current price 
compared to the 60 month high) is also insignificant, it seems that taking too long-
term a view will also not add any value to the predictive power of a model of extreme 
performance. 
Fourthly, there are also a number of fundamental measures which are insignificant in 
the sample. Absolute earnings are not found to be a significant signal. Since this is 
closely related to the size of the company, this finding simply serves to verify the data 
as market capitalisation was also found to be insignificant. 
Short-term earnings growth rates are also not useful predictors of extreme 
performance. This may relate back to the argument that a longer-term view needs to 
be considered in order to identify extreme performers. Alternatively, it may be 
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change in earnings would be reported over such a short time. The earlier argument 
that taking a very long-term view is not useful is verified by the insignificance of 
REVISION_36 which measures revisions of analysts' three year forecasts. 
A few cash flow measures are also not found to be significant, indicating that cash 
flow issues may not be that important in extreme performers. In addition, labour 
productivity also does not appear important in the sample, perhaps due to the measure 
not accurately capturing this issue. 
Finally, two positional variables are never found to be significant. Both of these 
indicate the change in relative strength of a company how their performance in 
terms of share returns compare to other shares on the market. This indicates that 
extreme performers do not fair particularly differently to other companies in terms of 
returns - this of course changes when the extreme performance period begins. 
Since these variables were never found to be significant they are dropped from this 
thesis from this point onwards. 
5.6 Removal of perfectly correlated variables 
In the previous sections, it was evident that a number of variables that are found to be 
significant may actually be a result of the same underlying factors. As sho\\'l1 in 
Section 4.7, a number of variables used in this study are perfectly correlated (see 
Table 4.1.) and therefore the information they portray overlaps. The inclusion of all of 
these correlated variables will therefore not add much statistical power to a model. 
In addition, the inclusion of highly correlated variables introduces problems in 
estimating the significance of individual variables in a multiple regression model. 
This multicollinearity would make it difficult to separate the effects of the various 
variables in such a model. Furthermore, this may make the coefficients of a multiple 
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The aim of this section is to remove those variables which add no explanatory power 
due to their perfect correlation with another, more significant variable. This task is 
approached by first considering the T -statistics for each of these variables in each of 
the median tests for significant signals earlier in this chapter. The variable with the 
lower T -statistic in each pair of potentially perfectly correlated variables is earmarked 
for removaL It is only removed once it has been verified that the variables with which 
it is perfectly correlated have not already been dropped from the study. 
To illustrate this procedure and its necessity, the following example is worth 
consideration. Assume there are three variables: Variable A, Variable B and Variable 
C. Assume further that A is perfectly correlated with Band B is perfectly correlated 
with C. A has the highest T -statistic, followed by B and then C. This information is 













If the variable with the lower T -statistic out of each pairwise combination was simply 
dropped, Variable B would be dropped out of the A-B pair and Variable C would be 
dropped out of the B-C pair. This procedure would therefore only retain Variable A in 
the study. However, this would be an incorrect result as the effect of Variable C 
would be completely ignored it is not related to A, and B, which could serve as a 
proxy for its effects, is also not included. It is therefore necessary to develop a 
procedure which takes the potential for such situations into account. 
The program used begins by ranking all relationships for which the perfect correlation 
hypothesis could not be rejected by the strength of the correlation. It then loops 
through these ranks performing each of the following steps, and determines which 
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Figure 5.7. Procedure for Removing Variables 
The diagram below illustrates the program used to remove perfectly correlated variables. The 
program ensures that the less significant out of a pair of perfectly correlated variables is removed. 
This variable is only removed, however, if the effect of other variables with which it is perfectly 
correlated and which are less significant than this variable, have been taken into account. 
The final removal concerns price-earnings ratios and earnings yields. Since these two 
variables are inversely related their relationship is not picked up by the simple linear 
correlation measures. If both of these variables are significant for a particular test, the 
one with the greater T -statistic in the relevant median test for significant signals is 
retained while the other is dropped from the study. 
A comprehensive list of which variables are dropped and which are kept for each 
signal test are listed in Table 5.7. below. A key for understanding the title referring to 
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Table 5.7. Discarded Perfectly Correlated Variables 
The table below shows all variables which are dropped from the study for each of the twelve tests 
run: the tests comparing winners to non-winners (WI) and losers to non-losers (Ll) as well as five 
evolution tests for winners (W2) and losers (L2) comparing the variables of extreme performers at 
the start of extreme performance to the variables of the same companies one, three, six, nine and 
twelve months before the start of extreme performance. A more comprehensive key explaining what 
each test title refers to can be found in Appendix C.3 . 
A variable is dropped from the study if it is found to be perfectly correlated with one or more other 
variables (results for these tests are summarized in Table 4. 1.) and the effect of this variable is 
taken into account in the study through the inclusion of one or more of these perfectly correlated 
variables. In addition, if a variable which has been logarithmically transformed is found significant 
together with the original variable, the transformed variable is dropped. Finally, if price-earnings 
ratio and earnings yield are both found to be significant, the variable with the lower T-statistic from 
the median test is dropped. 
Winner Tests 








The table shows that whenever both pretax profit margm and net margm are 
significant, net margin is always a more significant signal of extreme performance. 
Similarly, earnings yield is always more significant than price-earnings ratio, causing 
the latter to be dropped from the study completely. Finally, some similar relative 
strength measures are removed from the study. 
5.7 Summary and Interpretation of Remaining Variables 
5.7.1 Winner Signals 
This elimination procedure leaves a reduced number of variables in the study. Table 
5.8. below lists these variables for each test, as well as indicating whether winners are 
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Table 5.8. Significant Variables after Adjustment for Perfect Correlation: Winners 
The table below shows all variables which are included in the study for each of the six tests for 
winner signals run after adjustment for perfectly correlated and other related variables. These 
variables are derived in two stages. Firstly, those variables which are found to be significantly 
different among samples in terms of the median test (see Appendices C.l. and C.4. to C.8 .) are 
included. Secondly, the list is reduced by removing those variables which are perfectly correlated to 
another more significant variable which is already included (see Table 5.7. ). A comprehensive key 
explaining what each test title refers to can be found in Appendix C.3 . 
The variables under each test are ranked by the absolute value of the T-statistic from the median 
tests for differences between winners vs non-winners and winners vs winners x months before the 
start of extreme performance within each variable category. The first column under each test lists 
the significant variables. The second column indicates whether the winner portfolio is greater than 
or less than the respective non-winner or pre-winner portfolio. 
Winner Tests 
W1 W2 1 W2 3 W2 6 W2 9 W2 12 - - -
Vllil.lalion Measures MTS EY + EY · NOSHARES MOM_6 + MOM_3 + SDEV_VOL + SOEV_VOL + 
TechrVc.llnllcators SOEV_VOL + MOM_6 + MOM_3 + 
SDEV VOL + 
QPINCtTA CH--,,""TURN + EARNG_24 + EARNG_24 + 
PRETAX...PM CH_INVTURN + DY + CH.ASSTURN + 
SAlEStcASH + CH_TA CH_TA CH_DPS + 
CAPGEAR + CH_SAlES + ROE + 
CH_DEP CH_DPS + CH)NVTURN · CHJNVtTA + ROE + CH_SALES · GFORECAST_12 CH_If\MSALES OPINCtTA · ROE CH_TA 
CH_TA DY + 
ROA CH_EBTtSALES · Fun~M_ut. CH_QUICK ROA · EARNG_60 CH_DEP 
ACCtTA GM + 





CH..ASSTURN · DY 
NTC · POS_OP + POS3-1ET 
lndu8tJy PC8I'Uon POS_NET · POS_OP POS_ROE • 
The table summanzes the characteristics of WInner shares. They tend to start 
becoming undervalued as much as twelve months before the start of extreme 
performance, resulting in a low market-to-book ratio. There is a limited supply of 
winner shares evidenced by a low number of shares in issue. On top of this there is a 
great deal of disagreement in the market as to the prospects of these companies. 
Winners' fundamentals seem to improve considerably as the extreme performance 
approaches, perhaps in a response to a consolidation of assets and operations. In 
particular, sales grow and become more profitable. Working capital management and 
general asset efficiency improves. All of this results in gradually increasing earnings 
growth. As the majority of the improvements have already been affected to the 
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levels at the start of the extreme performance. In addition, despite the improvement in 
the fundamentals, these companies still appear weaker than other companies perhaps 
leading to the disagreement in the market and the poor earnings forecasts by analysts. 
This is reiterated by the fact that although winners improve positionally in some 
fundamental variables as extreme performance approaches, in general they still 
remain below other companies in terms of position by the time the start of the 
performance arrives. 
5.7.2 Loser Signals 
Similar results are presented for loser companIes. Once agam Table 5.4. below 
presents the remaining significant loser signals after the elimination procedure of this 
chapter. The table below lists these variables for each test, as well as indicating 
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Table 5.9. Significant Variables after Adjustment for Perfect Correlation: Losers 
The table below shows all variables which are included in the study for each of the six tests for loser 
signals run after adjustment for perfectly correlated and other related variables. These variables are 
derived in two stages. Firstly, those variables which are found to be significantly different among 
samples in terms of the median test (see Appendices C.2. and C.lO. to C.14.) are included. 
Secondly, the list is reduced by removing those variables which are perfectly correlated to another 
more significant variable which is already included (see Table 5.7 .). A comprehensive key explaining 
what each test title refers to can be found in Appendix C.4. 
The variables under each test are ranked by the absolute value of the T-statistic from the median 
tests for differences between losers vs non-losers and losers vs losers x months before the start of 
extreme performance within each variable category. The first column under each test lists the 
significant variables. The second column indicates whether the loser portfolio is greater than or less 
than the respective non-loser or pre-loser portfolio. 
Loser Tests 
L1 L2 1 L2 3 L2 6 L2 9 L2 12 - - -




AGE VOL_'2 MOM_6 + 
"0"-'" VOL_6 MOM_24 
MOM_'S SOEV_VOL 






SALEStCASH CH..AAISALES + EARNG_'2 + EARNG_'2 + 
CH..AA1SALES + EARNG_'2 + ACCtTA CH_SAlSAlES + 
CH_OPS CH-.ASSTlJRN CH_ARlSALES + CH_DEP + 
CH_TA + CH_TA + ACCITA 
CH_OE? + C!-I_DEP + CH..AAISALES + 
EARNG_60 + IN\ltTA CH_DPS 
CH_INV + SALEStCASH CH_TA + 
WCtTA + WCtTA + WCtTA + 
CH_CAPGEAR + CH_ASSTURN ROE + 
Fundlmentlf Me.ur. 
ROE + CH_SAlSALES + CH..AA1SALES + 
CHJNVTURN ROE + SALEStCASH 
EPS CH_OPS IN'/tTA 
OY CH_ARtSALES + CH,J\SSTURN 







paS_SALES paS_NET + POS_NET + 
POS_ROE WRSTRENGTHfi-SI + POS_SAlES + 
IIldt.aUy P05iton POS_OP 
RSTRENGTHJ4.LSI 
WRSTRENGTH Al.SI 
The above table indicates the general characteristics of loser comparues. Firstly, 
management divests themselves of their holding in the company six months before the 
extreme loss begins. Despite this, losers remain overvalued even at the start of the 
extreme loss. 
Losers tend to be younger companies for which a slow down in performance has 
already begun, resulting in a lower demand for the shares of the company. The 
company experiences declining sales and profitability as well as decreasing asset 
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increase the levels of assets held. Despite this, earnmgs decrease leading to a 
deceleration in earnings growth. 
Their efforts do improve some fundamental variables in terms of position in the 
market. However, the improvement is not large enough as losers remain below most 











Derivation of Winner Filter Rules 
6.1 Introduction 
------------.-----.. ----.. -----
In Chapter 5, 62 signal variables are found which are significantly different between 
extreme winners and non-winners as well as between extreme winners and the same 
shares before the start of their extreme performance (pre-winners). However, a useful 
trading strategy is one which does not require the collection of such an extensive 
amount of data in order to make a decision. In addition, knowing which variables are 
significant is not enough it is necessary to derive filter rules which will allow for the 
easy extraction of potential extreme performers. 
The aIm of this chapter IS to develop a methodology to tackle these two 
aforementioned problems: 
(i) reduce the number of significant signals to a manageable amount 
(ii) derive filter rules for each of these signals 
This task is complicated by the large number of potential variables involved. An 
exhaustive search of every possible permutation of every combination of variables, 
with every permutation of filter values for each variable is unfeasible. With N 
possible variables and M possible filter levels for each, there are 2NM_l combinations. 
Such a procedure in this study would therefore require prohibitive computational 
time. 
This chapter therefore proposes an alternative for achieving the two stated aims: a 
stepwise median comparison test. This procedure is based on a similar methodology 
to a stepwise regression. The method considers numerous filter levels for each 
variable and considers which one of all of these filters provides the return most 
significantly greater than a specified return. It keeps this best performing filter and 
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significant filter is again added. This process continues until no additional filter can be 
significantly added. 
One advantage of this procedure over methods used in previous studies is that it takes 
the magnitude of extreme performance into account and does not simply classify 
extreme performance as a binary event such as Glickman et al (2001). In addition, the 
use of the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test (which is a nonparametric method) implies 
that the assumption of normality in the data is not necessary. 
However, this method is subject to some disadvantages that are inherent to all 
stepwise procedures (Hamilton, 1992). Firstly, when there are strong relationships 
between predictor variables, the program will exclude one or more of these variables 
which could lead to the mistaken conclusion that the variable in question is of no 
importance. Furthermore, if two variables are related and have an offsetting effect on 
the dependent variable one or both may be mistakenly excluded from the model. 
Finally, Norton and Smith (1979) describe the results of stepwise procedures as 
optimal but not maximal - they result in solutions which may be local, but not 
necessarily global maxima. In order to find the global maximum all permutations of 
variables would have to be tested. This problem is addressed to some degree by 
repeatedly running the stepwise procedure, each time with slight adjustments to the 
parameters. 
The remainder of the chapter continues as follows: Section 6.2 begins by deciding on 
filter points for each individual variable. Two methods are considered: deciles or an 
approach based on the medians of winner and non-winner portfolios. Section 6.3 then 
continues by designing a methodology for choosing and adding the best filters to a 
combination of filters. 
As mentioned earlier, the chapter utilises a stepwise median comparison procedure 
and compares the returns on each filtered portfolio to a specified return or comparison 
level. Section 6.6 considers alternative methods for deriving this comparison level and 
contrasts the results of each. Section 6.7 chooses the best combination of filters after 
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less repetitive, simpler stepwise technique, the stepwise Sharpe maximisation 
procedure, in Section 6.8. Finally, Section 6.9 summarizes the chapter and draws 
conclusions. 
6.2 Deriving filter points 
It is computationally inefficient to loop through every possible value for every 
variable when attempting to decide which filter to add at every step in the procedure. 
Instead, it is possible to design a heuristic to identifY those filter values which are 
most likely to be significant. 
Two possible methods for deriving filter levels are considered: 
(i) Decile levels 
The first method breaks the distribution of the signal variable dO\vTI into deciles. It 
then sets the filter levels equal to the cutoff value of each of these deciles. Each 
variable therefore has a minimum, a maximum and nine cutoff values, as illustrated in 
Figure 6.1 below. If values greater than a certain amount are filtered, the lower ten 
filter levels are used, whereas if values less than an amount are required the ten 
highest filter levels are used. These eleven filter levels for each variable are shown in 
Appendix D.l. 
Figure 6.1. Illustration of decile cutoff points 
The figure below shows that in order to divide the values of any variable into deciles it is necessary 
to know eleven cutoff values. 
I 
Decile 1 Decile 3 Decile 5 Decile 7 • Decile 9 
Decile 2 Decile 4 Decile 6 I Decile 8 Decile 10 
Min 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Max 
This method has the benefit that it takes all possible values of the variable into 
account. However, there is the possible disadvantage that the distances between the 
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(ii) Relative median levels 
Since the aim of the strategy is to find the filter points that divide the data into 
extreme and non-extreme performers, it is useful to look at the distribution of each 
variable between these two groups. For example, the graph below compares the 
distributions of a hypothetical variable between the winner and control portfolios: 
Figure 6.2. Comparison of winner and control portfolio distributions for a hypothetical 
variable 
The figure below shows the distributions of the winner and control portfolios for a hypothetical 
variable. "0" is the distance between the medians of these two portfolios. The figure illustrates that 
filter points are set at 5 intervals, each (20/5) units apart on either side of the winner median. 
Control 
Winner 
















Chapter 5 identifies those variables which are distributed significantly differently 
between the relevant extreme performer and control portfolios. This chapter also 
shows that the medians of all variables are different between these two groups. It is 
therefore proposed to calculate the difference between the medians of the winner and 
control portfolios (D). 
Using this amount, eleven filter values can be derived for each variable. These will 
each be (2 x D / 5) units further from the median than the previous filter value on 
either side of the median as in Figure 6.2. above. Each of the eleven filter levels for 
each variable derived by this method are shown in Appendix D.2. 
This method has the advantage that it takes the previous findings into account and 
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performing portfolios to derive the filter values. On the other hand, if differences 
between sample medians is relatively small, the filter values derived may cover a 
relatively small range. 
The results of these two techniques are compared in Section 6.5 in order to decide 
which one will be used. 
Finally, once filter points have been established, it is necessary to decide in which 
direction the filter should take place. This can once again be illustrated by considering 
Figure 6.2. In this hypothetical example, it is clear that the median value of the 
variable under consideration is greater in the winner portfolio than the non-winner 
portfolio. This would imply that an optimal filter rule incorporating that variable 
would isolate all values greater than some filter level. Therefore, if the winner 
portfolio is found to be greater than the control portfolio by the median test in Chapter 
5, it can be assumed that extreme performance is likely to occur to the right of the 
filter point. The opposite is true if the winner portfolio is less than the control 
portfolio. This leads to the following filter direction rule: 
(i) if Winner> Control: filter all shares> filter point 
(ii) if Winner < Control: filter all shares < filter point 
Similarly, the same logic can be applied to loser and non-loser portfolios: 
(iii) if Loser> Control: filter all shares> filter point 
(iv) if Loser < Control: filter all shares < filter point 
Now that the methods for determining filter levels for each variable have been 
derived, it is necessary to decide how each of these filter levels will be evaluated. 
6.3 Choosing and adding best filters 
A number of different filter levels are derived for each variable in Section 6.2. This 
section approaches the problem of objectively deciding which of these filter levels out 
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The process begins by looping through all filter values of all variables and testing at 
each stage whether the median return of the filtered shares (Y) is significantly greater 
than or less than a preset comparison level (CL). Section 6.6 discusses how these 
comparison levels are set. Ultimately, for winners this would be greater than 100 
percent and for losers it would be less than negative 50 percent. The null and alternate 
hypotheses for a winner filter is therefore: 
Ho: The median of Y is :::; CL 
H1: The median ofY is > CL 
In order to test this upper-tailed test, the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test is used. This 
test proceeds in the following steps (Conover, 1999 and Keller and Warrack, 2000): 
(i) the difference (DD between each return observation (Ri) and the proposed 
median or comparison level (CL) is calculated: 
Di CL - Ri (6.1) 
(ii) A rank (Ranki) is assigned to each Di. Separate ranks are assigned for the 
group of observations where Di > 0 and Di < O. 
(iii) The test statistic (T+) is the sum of the positive signed ranks: 
T+ = I (Rank; where Dj > 0) (6.2) 





n(n + 1) 
were =---
4 





Which is compared to the standard normal distribution to determine its 
level of significance. 
Once the z-statistics for all i variables at all of the j filter levels have been computed, 
the variable and filter level which maximizes zij is set as the starting filter. The 
process continues by searching the filter levels of the remaining variables to deduce 
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used as a measure of the strength of the filter for two reasons: (1) it takes the returns 
of included shares relative to the rest of the market into account by including the sum 
of the ranks of the portfolio - the higher the returns of the underlying shares, the 
greater the ranks; and (2) it adjusts these returns for variability by including the 
standard deviation of ranks. 
The procedure is stopped when the filters applied are so stringent that no more 
observations can be excluded with any of the remaining filters. 
6.4 Evaluation of filter combinations 
In order to contrast and evaluate the results, some sort of evaluation measure is 
needed. In the context of extreme performance, an evaluation technique should take 
the following into account: 
(i) the number of filters used - the greater the number of filters, the worse the 
filter combination as this makes the model more difficult to apply. 
Furthermore, too many variables may reduce the robustness of the model 
as it may be fitted to the idiosyncrasies in the insample data. 
(ii) The number of shares picked - the more shares picked the better the filter 
combination. The greater the number of shares, the more statistically 
significant the derived models. In addition, a filter which chooses a large 
number of shares will allow an investor to achieve diversification. 
Furthermore, total return will be higher if more shares are held even if the 
individual returns on these shares are slightly lower. 
(iii) The number of winners picked - since this paper focuses on predicting 
extreme performers, the greater the number of winners picked the better. 
However, this will implicitly be taken into account if an evaluation 
technique considers the number of observations chosen and the average 
return. 
(iv) The average return - the higher the average return the better. 
(v) The average portfolio standard deviation - the lower the better as this 
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number of companies as a greater holding of companies lead to better 
diversification of firm"specific risk. 
The z-statistic from the Wilcoxon signed ranks test is obviously not ideal as it only 
takes the mean and standard deviation of ranks into account. Furthermore, it cannot be 
used to compare results derived with different comparison levels because as the 
comparison level increases, it is expected that the z-statistic should be biased 
dO\\'TIwards as the condition of the test becomes more stringent. Therefore two 
alternative evaluation techniques are suggested. Firstly, the Sharpe's measure divides 
average portfolio excess returns over the sample period by the standard deviation of 
returns over that period. It therefore measures the reward to volatility trade"off 
(Sharpe, 1966): 
where r p is the average return on the portfolio 
r f is the risk-free rate 
CYp is the standard deviation of the portfolio 
(6.6) 
The three"month NeD rate is used as it is the best proxy for the risk"free rate in a 
South African context in terms of Firer and Mcleod (1999). The problem with this 
ratio is that it does not explicitly take the number of observations chosen into account 
although this will be taken into account indirectly through the standard deviation. It 
also does not take the number of filters used into account. 
The second measure, the JK statistic overcomes these issues by explicitly taking 
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(6.7) 
where n is the number of observation filtered 
N is the total number of observations in the sample 
r p is the average return on the portfolio 
fis the number of filters used 
F is the total number of significant filters available 
(J'p is the standard deviation of the portfolio 
The statistic is maximized when the number of observations chosen as a proportion of 
the total number of observations in the sample increases, when the average return on 
the portfolio increases, when the standard deviation of the portfolio decreases and 
when the number of filters used as a proportion of the total number of filters available 
decreases. The last term ensures that the JK statistic is negative if the overall portfolio 
return is negative. This is necessary for the evaluation of loser filters in Chapter 7. 
Since the z-statistic is inferior to the Sharpe ratio and the JK statistic in terms of 
evaluation, the question arises: why is the stepwise procedure conducted to maximize 
the z-statistic of the Wilcoxon signed ranks test and not the Sharpe measure? The 
advantage of the Wilcoxon test is that the comparison level of the test can be easily 
adjusted (discussed in detail in Section 6.6). By doing so, numerous different 
combinations of filters are produced, which can then be evaluated to determine the 
best solution. On the other hand, no parameters of the Sharpe measure can be 
adjusted, implying that the stepwise procedure will result in the same filter 
combination every time. The latter method is therefore more susceptible to one of the 
major pitfalls of stepwise procedures: that it may result in an optimal, nut not 
maximal, solution. Despite this obvious disadvantage, the results of the two 
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6.5 Choice of filter level technique 
Using the basic framework for stepwise median comparison test, and the Sharpe 
measure as an evaluation tool, the results from this procedure can be compared when 
using the decile and relative median filters of Section 6.2. The comparison level is 
initially set at 40 percent for both of these tests. Appendix D.3. shows the results. 
Figure 6.3 below plots the Sharpe ratios of each of these techniques below: 
Figure 6.3. Comparison of decile and relative median filter techniques 
The figure below shows the Sharpe ratios of each of the two filter level techniques discussed in 
Section 6.2 when applied to the median comparison test with a comparison level of 40 percent. The 
graph shows the Sharpe measures for the decile and relative median filrer techniques as the number 
of individual filters included increases. The graph is based on the results presented in Appendix D.3. 
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The graph clearly shows that the Sharpe ratios under the relative median technique are 
always significantly higher than under the decile technique. This higher Sharpe ratios 
are explained by consistently lower portfolio standard deviations (Panel C of Figure 
6.4) and a consistently greater number of companies picked (Panel B of Figure 6.4). 
These two factors outweigh the drawback that the relative median portfolios tend to 
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Figure 6.4. Comparison of decile and relative median filter techniques features 
The figure below compares the mean portfolio returns (Panel A), average number of holdings 
included by each filter in each month (Panel B) and the standard deviations (Panel C) 
between filters derived under the relative median and decile techniques as the number of filters is 
increased. These features help to explain the higher Sharpe ratios achieved under the relative 
median technique as illustrated in 6.3. The data relates to the period from January 1995 until 
December 2004 and are based on the results in Appendix 0.3. 
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As the relative median technique clearly outperforms the decile technique, the former 
will be applied in the remainder of this study. 
6.6 Defining the comparison levels 
-----------------------------------
The previous sections outline methodologies not only for determining which filter 
levels to test, but also how to evaluate each of these filter levels in order to decide 
which filter to include in a model. However, up until this point the comparison level 
against which the medians are tested by the Wilcoxon signed ranks test has not been 
considered. 
Ideally, based on the definitions chosen for an extreme winners and losers, a 
comparison level of 100 percent for winners and -50 percent for losers should be used. 
However, when these comparison levels are applied no entering filter can be 
identified as this criteria is too stringent to find even one significant filter level. It is 
therefore necessary to start with a lower comparison level in order that the process 
identifies filters to be added to the model. 
Two possible methods therefore result. Firstly, the comparison level can be set at a 
fixed amount (e.g. 50 percent) for every filter added. This is termed a "static" 
comparison level. Alternatively the comparison level can initially be set low but 
gradually be increased to 100 percent for winners (or decreased gradually to -50 
percent for losers) as additional filters are added to the model. This is termed a 
"dynamic" comparison level. 
This section continues by applying both of these techniques. A number of 
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6.6.1 Static comparison level 
As mentioned earlier, a comparison level of 100 percent for winners does not yield 
results as the condition is too stringent and hence no initial filter can be chosen. In 
fact, this is the case for all comparison levels above 54 percent. The optimal static 
comparison level would therefore be somewhere between 0 and 54 percent. 
Since there is no ex-ante method for determining which comparison level is the best, 
numerous different levels are tested. In particular, eleven different comparison levels 
are considered (20,25,30,35,40,45,50,51,52,53 and 54 percent). The results from 
these tests are presented in Appendix DA. 
By analyzing these results it is evident that there are only two possible initial entering 
filter variables: market-to-book value (MTB) and operating income to total assets 
(OPINCtTA). The results can therefore be divided into two groups on the basis of 
their initial entering filter. Figure 6.5 below summarizes these results. 
Figure 6.5. Summary of results for median comparison test 
The figure below shows the first 15 filters derived by the stepwise median comparison procedure 
with static comparison levels ranging from 20 percent to 54 percent. The tests are run on the full 
insample from January 1995 until December 2004. The figure shows not only the filtering variable at 
each stage but also the filter value and direction. The bottom block in each column indicates the 
comparison level. The same set of filter combinations is obtained for all comparison levels from 45 to 
54 percent. The figure is derived from the results presented in Appendix D.4. 
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As can be seen from the figure above, all comparison levels up to and including 40 
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results into three unique filter combinations: for a comparison level of 20 percent, 25 
percent to 30 percent and 35 percent to 40 percent. Each of the last two of these is 
later further split into two possible combinations. 
It is also evident from this figure that all six comparison levels of 45 percent and 50 
percent until 54 percent in increments of I percent yield identical results. The results 
therefore show that of the eleven static comparison levels considered, only six unique 
combinations of filters are created. This amount may be even less if fewer filters are 
required for each combination. 
Appendix D.5. shows another interesting aspect of the results. This appendix shows 
the calendar time payoffs for each combination of filters under each static comparison 
leveL The calendar time payoff is simply the average return earned in each year of the 
sample (from 1995 until 2004) by each of the filtered portfolios. This helps to give an 
idea of the variability of the returns over time and also whether the majority of the 
returns are earned in a particular period. 
In addition to the average return earned by each filter combination in each year, 
Appendix D.5. also breaks this average down into two components. Firstly, the total 
return earned in each year is the sum of the individual returns of the included shares. 
Secondly, the number of company months in each year is the sum of the months for 
which each share is held in each year. The average return which is the quotient of 
these two values is therefore an equally-weighted return of all the shares in the filtered 
portfolio. Each calendar time payoff in this appendix relates to the filter combination 
with the corresponding comparison level and number of filters in Appendix DA. 
An interesting observation is evident from considering the pattern of returns over 
time. Figure 6.6 below graphs the number of companies included in each month of the 
sample obtained under each of six unique filter combinations when one, five, ten and 
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Figure 6.6. Average number of companies per month in each sample year 
The graphs below show the average number of companies included per month in each year of the 
sample (from 1995 until 2004) when one, five, ten and fifteen filters are included under each of the 
six unique filter combinations identified earlier in this chapter. The graphs are based on the calendar 
time payoffs presented in Appendix 0.5. 
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It is evident from these graphs that the filters are severely biased towards picking 
observations later in the sample. This problem is exacerbated as the number of filters 
and the comparison levels are increased. The reason for this is that the program picks 
filter variables for which there is little data early in the sample and hence excludes 
these observations. This means that the filters might only be included due to their 
ability exclude a large number of companies, rather than for some economic quality 
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There are two possible solutions for this problem: either only those variables for 
which there is a large amount of data over the entire sample should be considered or 
the sample itself should be restricted to the later years of the sample. 
6.6.1.1 Reduced variables 
In each year of the test sample there could be a maximum of 1284 observations for 
each variable (107 companies for 12 months). By considering Appendix D.6. it is 
evident that most variables have substantially less observations than this, especially in 
the earlier years of the sample. Table 6.1 below shows those variables which have at 
least half of this maximum observations (642 observations) in each sample year. It is 
evident from this table that the remaining variables are quite similar, and mostly 
indicate past characteristics of the companies. 
Table 6.1. Variables with many observations 
The table shows those variables which are found to be significant signals in Chapter 5 and which 
have at least 642 observations (half of the maximum number of observations) in every year of the 











The results from repeating the stepwise median comparison procedure with only these 
variables can be found in Appendix D.7. The corresponding calendar time payoffs can 
be found in Appendix D.8. As is evident from this appendix, five unique 
combinations of filters are derived as shown in Figure 6.7 below. Furthermore, any 
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Figure 6.7. Summary of results for median comparison test: reduced variables 
The tables below show the two unique combinations of filters derived from the stepwise median 
comparison test when only those variables for which have at least 642 observations per sample year 
are considered. The tables show not only the filtering variable at each stage but also the filter value 
and direction. The last column of each combination indicates the Sharpe ratio for the corresponding 
filter combination. The bottom block in each column indicates the comparison level. The highlighted 
row indicates the filter which max imises the Sharpe ratio. 
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The calendar time payoffs as illustrated in Figure 6.8 below, show that the number of 
observations are still biased towards later particular period. This effect is particularly 
large when additional filters or added or the static comparison level is increased. This, 
together with the fact that the reduced list of variables is not ideal and do not give a 
large enough perspective on companies in question makes this method inappropriate 
for the study. 
Figure 6.8. Number of filtered company months in each sample year: reduced variables 
The graphs below show the number of companies included in each month of the sample over the 
period from 1995 until 2004 when one, five and ten filters are included under each of the five unique 
filter combinations derived by the median comparison test above. The graphs are based on the 
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6.6.1.2 Restricted sample period 
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Number of companies included per month by filters: 
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The alternative to reducing the number of variables considered is to restrict the sample 
period so that many observations are available for all variables. This method has the 
advantage that it still takes all relevant signals into account and may not exclude a 
potentially vital signal simply on the basis of a lack of early observations. On the 
other hand, the disadvantage is that it does not consider the full sample period and 
hence the robustness of the results may suffer. The severity of this problem can be 
evaluated when the results are tested on an independent sample, however. 
By reconsidering Appendix D.4. it is evident that the filters tend to exclude 
observations in the first five years of the sample (1995 until 1999). This corresponds 
with Appendix D.6. which shows that most variables have a substantial number of 
observations from 2000 onwards. Therefore this section restricts the sample to the five 
years from January 2000 until December 2004. 
Appendix D.9. shows the results for the stepwise median comparison procedure along 
with the corresponding calendar time payoffs. Figure 6.9 below summarizes the 
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Figure 6.9. Summary of results for median comparison test: restricted sample period 
The tables below show the seven unique combinations of filters derived from the stepwise median 
comparison test when the sample is restricted to the years from 2000 until 2004. The tables show 
not only the filtering variable at each stage but also the filter value and direction. The last column 
of each combination indicates the Sharpe ratio for the corresponding filter combination. The bottom 
block in each column indicates the comparison level. The highlighted row indicates the filter which 
maximises the Sharpe ratio. 
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Figure 6.10 below shows that the problem of a severe lack of observations in any 
particular period has been overcome by only considering the last five years of the 
sample. It is once agam evident from the below graphs that the number of 
observations decreases significantly both as additional filters are added and as the 
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Figure 6.10. Number of filtered company months in each sample year: restricted sample 
The graphs below show the number of companies included in each month of the sample from 2000 
until 2004 when one, five, ten and fifteen filters are included under each of the seven unique filter 
combinations derived by the median comparison test above. The graphs are based on the calendar 
time payoffs in Appendix 0.9. 
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By examining the first few filters in each of the combinations in Figure 6.9, it is 
evident that the types of filters which are picked are often similar. These results can 









The filters pick stocks with low market-to-book (MTB) ratios 
showing that they focus on undervalued shares. Past earnings 
yield (EY) also appears as important in filtering shares which 
have displayed this characteristic in the past as well. 
The only current technical measure which is chosen is 
number of shares (NOSHARES). However, this signal only 
appears once and enters the combination as the eighth filter. 
Past technical measures seem even less important, with past 
six and three month momentum (MOM) entering the 
combinations as the tenth filters. 
The most important measure of current profitability appears 
to be operating income to total assets (OPINCtTA) while the 
most important measure of past profitability is the past 
change in sales (CH_SALES). 
Some of the combinations rely on return on equity (ROE) or 
dividend yield (DY) as filters of current performance. 
Similarly, past performance is separated through past return 
on equity (ROE) and assets (ROA). 
No leverage measures are chosen. 
Both current and past measures of liquidity do not appear to 
be important. 
A number of efficiency measures repeatedly appear in the 
above filter combinations. Current accounts receivable 
efficiency, measured by the change in accounts receivable 
less sales appears (CH_ARlSALES). Current overall asset 
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change in asset turnover (CH_ASSTURN) and change in 
total assets (CH_ TA) appearing frequently. Past asset 
efficiency, measured through similar variables also appears 
numerous times as does past inventory turnovers. 
Measures of current industry position m terms of both 
margins and returns on equity are chosen relatively 
frequently. 
6.6.2 Dynamic comparison level 
Up until this point, the comparison level used in the Wilcoxon signed ranks test has 
been fixed at a particular level. However, as is evident from above the analysis, as this 
comparison level is set too high it becomes very difficult to find an initial entering 
filter and the number of observations is severely restricted. On the other hand, if this 
level is set too low, the procedure might not be able to significantly distinguish 
extreme winners from non-winners. 
This section therefore takes a different approach to this problem. The initial 
comparison level is set at a low amount so that initial entering filters can be identified. 
However, this comparison level is increased gradually towards 100 percent as 
additional filters are included in order to make the criteria for the addition of extra 
filters more stringent and hence more effectively isolate extreme performers. 
The same issue which is inherent to the static comparison level tests is also present in 
these tests: there is no ex-ante way of knowing what the initial comparison level 
should be. Once again, trial and error of numerous combinations is the only solution. 
Furthermore, it is now also impossible to know how fast the comparison level should 
be increased. In order to solve this problem the past literature can be considered. 
Reinganum (1988) identifies nine filters necessary for isolating extreme winners. 
O'Neil (2002) has seven categories of variables containing about thirteen filters. 
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Dong et al (2003) identify five winner filters. It is therefore evident that there is no set 
number of filters which works best. Therefore, the dynamic comparison levels will 
increase towards unity either within five, ten or fifteen variables. 
Since the Section 6.6.1 found that reducing the number of variables is ineffective in 
removing the bias in observations towards later periods, this section only tests a 
variety of combinations of dynamic comparison levels on a restricted sample from 
2000 until 2004 while taking all variables into account. Appendix D.10. presents the 
full set of results for these tests along with their calendar time payoffs. 
Figure 6.11 below summarizes the results for these tests. This figure shows the first 
fifteen filters derived under starting comparison levels ranging from 20 to 50 percent 
under three scenarios: when the comparison level increases to unity gradually after 
five, ten and fifteen filters. 
Figure 6.11. Summary of results for median comparison test: restricted sample period 
The tables below show the unique combinations of filters derived from the stepwise median 
comparison test when the sample is restricted to the years from 2000 until 2004. Each panel of the 
figure shows the derived figures for a different starting comparison level ranging from 20 to 50 
percent in increments of 5 percent. Furthermore, results are shown for each starting level when this 
level is increased to 100 percent in a length of five, ten or fifteen filters. The tables show not only 
the filtering variable at each stage but also the filter value and direction. The last column of each 
combination indicates the Sharpe ratio for the corresponding filter combination. The highlighted 
row indicates the filter which maximises the Sharpe ratio. 
Panel A: initial comparison level = 20 percent 
1 EY(-9m) > 0.1158 2.35 
2 CH ARISALES < 0.0922 3.17 
~ ---------I 3 CH TA(-12m) < 0.0968 3.50 I 3 CH INVtTA(-12m) • -0.0248 2.98 I 
~ I I 
4 POS_NET > 20.0000 2.90 4 EARNG_12 > 0.0248 4.31 4 EARNG_12 • 0.0248 3.96 
5 GM > -0.0822 3.14 5 CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) > -0.7558 4.55 5 EY(-12m) • 0.1232 4.11 
e DY(-12m) > 0.0538 3.33 e POS_OP > 8.0000 4.48 6 NOSHARES s 178398 3.72 
7 POS_ROE > 23.0000 3.43 7 ROA(.12m) • 0.0659 4.71 7 NTC • 24.0407 3.69 
8 MOM_3(-9m) > -0.1501 3.71 8 CH_TA s 0.3m 4.93 8 CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) • -0.4683 3.85 
9 MOM_8(-3m) it .0.0912 3.94 9 PRETAX_PM s 0.1034 3.84 9 CH_TM·12ml s 0.1513 4.20 
10 MTB < 1.1700 3.85 10 MOM_6(-3m) > -0.0368 3.99 10 POS_OP • 12.0000 3.34 
11 MOM_3(-6m) • -0.0962 3.68 11 ROE < 0.2556 4.91 11 MOM_6(-3m) • -0.1438 3.57 
12 NOSHARES < 65226 3.34 12 MTB s 2.1700 4.82 12 CH_INVtTA • -0.0083 3.83 
13 DY(-9m) > 0.0509 3.53 13 MOM_6(-6m) • 0.0668 4.81 13 CH_TA(-9m) s 0.2363 3.82 
14 CH_TA(-9m) s 0.0968 3.42 14 MOM_3(-6m) • -0.0962 4.73 14 CH_DPS(-12m) • -0.5693 3.75 
15 DY < 0.0422 3.61 15 MOM 3(-9m) • -0.1501 4.72 15 POS ROE • 15.0000 3.68 
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Panel B: Initial comparison level = 25 percent 
1 EY(-12m) > 0.1493 2.43 
2 CH_ARISALES.0.0922 3.11 
3 CH ASSTURN(-12m) > -0.1046 3.10 
~/ -----------4 CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) > 0.2504 1.79 4 EARNG_12 > 0.0315 3.70 4 NOSHARES • 146056 3.17 5 NOS HARES • 146056 4.11 5 OPINCtTA(-12m) > 0.0483 3.76 5 CH_DEP • 0.3852 3.53 
6 PRETAX_PM • 0.1034 4.08 6 POS_OP > 8.0000 3.86 6 PRETAX_PM • 0.1730 3.59 
7 CH_ASSTURN(-6m) > -0.0970 4.27 7 ROA(-12m) > 0.0059 3.10 7 CHJNVtTA > -0.0063 3.50 
8 ROE • 0.3420 4.34 6 CH_DEP • 0.3652 3.63 8 CH_TA(-9m) • 0.3757 3.58 
9 OPINCtTA • 0.1633 4.92 9 MOM_6(-3m) > -0.0386 3.77 9 MOM_6(-8m) > -0.1785 3.60 
10 CH_DEP • 0.2475 4.84 10 PRET~PM • 0.1034 3.82 10 CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) > -0.6120 3.56 
11 MOM_3(-6m) > -0.0962 4.95 11 ROE • 0.2558 4.09 11 POS_NET > 20.0000 3.13 
12 MOM 6(-3m) > -0.0912 4.93 12 MOM_6(-&n) :t 0.!l6fl8 . 416 12 CH_DEP(-12m) • 0.3075 3.23 
13 MOM_6(-&n) :t .a.01Sl 5.13 13 MOM_3(-6m) > 0.0388 4.12 13 ROE(-9m) > -0.0748 3.24 
14 EY(-9m) > 0.1720 5.05 14 MOM_3(-9m) > -0.1501 4.1 0 14 MOM_3(-9m) > -0.0872 3.64 
15 MTB • 3.1700 4.97 15 EARNG 24(-9m) > -0.0858 4.01 15 CH INVTURN(-12m) • -0.7389 3.69 
Length = 5 Length = 10 Length = 15 
Panel C: Initial comparison level = 30 percent 
1 EY(-12m), 0.1493 2.43 
2 CH ARISALES. 0.0922 3.11 
~ -----------3 EARNG_24(-9m) , 0.1621 3.62 3 CH_ASSTURN(-12m) > ·0.1046 3.10 4 CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) > -0.7558 3.98 4 EARNG_12 > 0.0315 3.70 
5 POS_ROE > 11.0000 3.79 
~ ~ 6 CH_DEP • 0.1099 4.51 7 ACC1TA • 0.0054 5.31 
8 MTB • 2.1700 5.45 5 CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) > -0.3246 3.31 5 ROA(-12m) > -0.0074 3.30 
9 MOM':'3(-&n) :t .a.0287 5.52 6 CH_DEP • 0.3652 3.81 6 PRET~PM • 0.1730 3.34 
10 MOM_6(-6m) > -0.1785 5.50 7 POS_OP > 8.0000 3.89 7 OPINCtTA(-12m) > 0.0483 3.43 
11 NOSHARES • 146056 5.30 8 PRET~PM • 0.1034 3.98 8 CH_DEP • 0.3852 4.10 
12 POS_NET • 14.0000 5.31 9 MOM_6(-3m) > 0.0066 4.12 9 POS_OP > 8.0000 4.01 
13 EARNG_24(-12m) > -0.1674 5.23 10 CH_ASSTURN(-8m) > -0.0970 4.23 10 ROE(-9m) > 0.1204 4.04 
14 MOM_3(-9m) > -0.0872 5.48 11 CH_QUICK • 0.0110 4.46 11 ROE(-12m) > 0.1030 4.00 
15 CH DPS(-9m) > 0.4046 5.30 12 ROE s 0.3420 4.49 12 EARNG_24(-12m) , 0.0333 4.16 
Length = 5 13 MTB • 2.17 4.15 13 MTB • 2.17 4.28 
14 CH_TA • 0.1530 4.82 14 POS_ROE > 3.0000 4.29 
15 MOM 3(-9m) > -0.1501 4.82 15 CH-"SSTURN(-&n) :t .a.0970 4.34 
Length = 10 Length = 15 
Panel D: Initial comparison level = 35 percent 
1 MTB s 0.87 1.85 
2 CH TA(-12m). 0.2059 1.85 
~ -----------3 Dy.O.0277 2.19 I 3 CH_INVtTA(-12m) > -0.0246 1.70 
~ ~ 
4 CH_ASSTURN(-6m) > -0.0970 1.86 
5 PRETAX_PM • 0.1034 1.80 
6 DY s 0.0325 1.92 
4 NOSHARES s 81392 3.35 4 ROA(-12m) > -0.1173 3.18 7 CH_TA s 0.3215 1.94 
5 CH_SALES(-12m) > -0.0714 3.32 5 POS_NET > 16.0000 3.26 8 ROE(-l2m) :t .a.161S 2.05 
6 CHJNVTURN(-12m) > -2.3977 3.05 6 ROE(-12m) > -0.1618 3.16 9 POS_OP > 8.0000 2.03 
7 ROE(-9m) > -0.0746 3.04 7 CH_TA(-Bm) s 0.2556 3.22 10 MOM_6(-3m) > -0.1964 1.98 
8 EY(-12m) > -0.0335 3.34 8 ROE(-9m) > -0.0748 3.08 11 CH_ARISALES • -0.0592 1.28 
9 OPINCtTA s 0.0360 3.45 9 ROA • 0.0122 3.20 12 OPINCtTA • 0.1216 1.31 
10 ROE s .a.OO38 3.54 10 CH_DEP s 0.3852 3.29 13 CH_TA(-6m) • 0.1 497 1.34 
11 POS_OP > 16.0000 3.41 11 EY(-12m) > -0.0335 3.77 14 ROE s 0.0828 1.37 
12 EY(-9m) > 0.1346 3.07 12 OPlNCfTA s 0.0798 :::ili 15 CH INVTURN(-6m) > -2.3977 1.54 
13 PRET~PM s -0.0010 2.83 13 NOSHARES s 49060 3.54 Length = 15 
14 CH_DPS(-12m) > -0.5693 2.12 14 POS_OP > 16.0000 3.41 
15 MOM 3(-6m) > -0.0962 2.05 15 EY(-9m) > 0.1346 3.07 
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Panel E: Initial comparison level = 40 percent 
1 MTS <0.67 1.85 
2 CH_ TA(-12m) S 0.2059 1.85 
3 DY <0.0277 2.19 
----------~ 4 NOSHARES < 81392 3.35 I 4 ROA(-12m) > -0.1173 I 3.16 5 CH_SALES(-12m) > -0.0714 3.32 
~ ~ 6 CH_INVTURN(-12m) > -2.3977 3.05 7 ROE(-9m) > -0.0748 3.04 
8 EY(-12m) > -0.0335 3.34 5 POS_NET , 16.0000 3.18 5 POS_ROE " 15.0000 3.46 9 OPINCITA < 0.0380 3.45 8 ROE(-12m) " -0.1618 3.22 . Q.. ROA " _Q.13U ~4Q.: 10 ROE " -0.0038 3.54 7 CH_TA(-6m) s 0.2556 3.24 7 ROE(-12m) " ·0.1618 3.25 11 POS_OP " 16.0000 3.41 8 ROE(·9m) " ·0.0748 3.25 8 CH_TA(~m) s 0.2558 3.29 12 EY(-9m) > 0,1348 3,07 9 ROA < 0.0122 3,01 9 CH_TA s 0,2654 3,29 
13 PRETAX_PM < -0.0010 2.83 10 CH_DEP < 0.3852 3,04 10 ROE(-9m) " -0.0748 3.19 14 CH_DPS(-12m) " -0.5893 2,12 11 EY(-12m) " -0.0335 3,34 11 OPINCITA S 0,1633 3.13 15 MOM 3(~m) > -0.0962 2.05 12 OPINCITA < 0.0798 3,45 12 PRETAX_PM s 0.0686 3.18 
Length = 5 13 NOSHARES " 49060 3.54 13 CH_ASSTURN(-8m) " -0.2930 3.31 14 POS_OP " 16.0000 3.41 14 CH_INVTURN(-12m) > -2.3977 3.04 15 EY(-9m) " 0.1348 3.07 15 EY(·12m) > -0.0335 3.34 Length = 10 Length = 15 
Panel F: Initial comparison level = 45 percent 
11 MTS S 0.67 1,85 I ---------- ~ 2 OPINCITA(-12m) " 0,2059 2,22 2 CH_TA(-12m) SO.2059 1.85 3 SDEV_VOL(-12m) " 0.2594 2.82 3 DYsO.0277 2,19 4 POS_OP > 16.0000 2.11 
~ ~ 5 CH_TA(~m) s 0.1497 3,98 6 OPINCITA s 0.1633 3.98 
7 POS_NET " 16,0000 3,93 4 NOSH ARES S 81392 3.35 4 ROA(·12m) " ·0.1173 3,18 8 SDEV_VOL " -0,4409 3.65 5 POS_NET " 16 3.37 5 POS_NET " 16 3,26 9 MOM_3(~m) " -0.2313 3,98 6 ROE S 0.2124 3.32 6 CH_TA(-6m) s 0.2556 3.30 
10 M~II/-3m) , it -0.1984 ~ 7 CHJNVTURN(·12m) " -2,3977 3,01 7 ROE(-12m) " -0.1618 3.22 11 MOM_3(.9m) " ·0.2761 4.14 6 CH_SALES(-9m) , -0.0714 3,01 8 CH_TA s 0.2654 3,21 
12 NOSHARES S 81392 4.15 9 ROE(-9m) , ·0.0748 3,04 9 OPINCITA s 0.1216 3.24 
13 MOM 8(.(lm) " 0,3117 4.17 10 EY(-12m) " ·0.0335 3.34 10 ROE(·9m) " ·0.0746 3.18 Length = 5 11 OPINCITA S 0.0380 3.45 11 CH~SSTURN(·6m) > -0.2930 3.31 
12 RCA s -0.0012 3.54 12 PRETAX_PM S 0,0336 3,29 
13 POS_OP > 16.0000 3.41 13 ROA S 0.0122 3.29 
14 EY(-9m) " 0,1348 3.07 14 EY(-12m) " -0,0335 3.77 15 PRETAX PM s -0.0010 2,63 15 CAPGEAR it 0.0269 3.78 
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Panel G: Initial comparison level = 50 percent 
1 OPINCITA ~ ·0.0455 1.15 
2 POS_NET> 18 1.18 
3 CH_TA(·9m) s 0.3757 1.29 
4 CH INVTURN(·6m) > ·2 .39n 1.27 
~~ 
5 MTB s 3.6700 1.76 5 DY s 0.0036 I 1.26 
8 PRETAX_PM s ·0.0358 1.66 
~ ~ 7 CH_DEP ~ 0.5228 1.81 6 CH_ASSTURN(-6m) > ·02930 1.90 
9 CH_ASSTURN , ·0.CJOe1 1.94 6 NOSHARES s 162222 1.11 6 CH_DEP s 0.5228 1.37 
10 CHJNVITA(·12m) , ·0.0248 2.00 7 PRETAX_PM s ·0.0356 1.14 7 NOSHARES s 162222 1.18 
11 CH_TA(·12m) s 0.2605 1.66 8 MTB • 3.6700 1.68 8 CH_ASSTURN , ·0.1652 1.36 
12 NOSHARES • 146056 1.75 9 CH_DEP • 0.5228 1.81 9 ACCITA s 0.0654 1.40 
13 CH_TA • -0.0718 1.67 10 CH_ASSTURN(·6m) , ·0.2930 1.90 10 MTB s 3.6700 1.81 
14 SALESlCASH , 5.4257 1.98 11 CH_ASSTURN , ·0.CJOe1 1.94 11 PRETAX_PM s ·0.1054 1.83 
15 SDEV VOL ~ -0.4409 2.71 12 CHJNV1TA(-12m) > ·0.0248 2.00 12 CH_INVlTA(·12m) , ·0.0248 1.89 
Length" 5 13 CH_TA(·12m) • 0.2605 1.88 13 CH_ASSTURN(·6m) , ·0.2930 2.00 
14 SALESlCASH > 5.4257 2.53 14 CH_TA(·12m) s 0.2605 1.66 
15 SDEV VOL ~ -0.4409 4.29 15 SALESICASH ~ 5.4257 2.53 
Length" 10 Length" 15 
By examining the first few filters in each of the above figures it is evident once again 
that the types of filters which are chosen in each case are quite similar. Once again the 





Once again the filters select stocks with low market-to-book 
(MTB) ratios showing that they focus on undervalued shares. 
These dynamic tests do seem to place more emphasis on this 
variable, however. Past earnings yield (EY) also again 
appears as important. 
Again the main current technical measure which is chosen is 
number of shares (NO SHARES), although it does appear 
more often and at higher filter levels. Volatility of volume 
traded (SDEV _VOL) is chosen as a filter once and at a 
relatively low filter level. Lagged momentum (MOM) also 
appears again as an important past technical measure. On the 
other hand, past volume volatility (SDEV _VOL) appears but 
not in a position of great importance. 
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stages: operating income to total assets (OPINCtTA), gross 
margin (OM) and pretax profit margin (PRETAX_PM). 
None of these variables appear frequently, however. 
Past change m earnmgs before tax to sales 
(CH_EBITtSALES) is the most frequent measure of past 
profitability. Past operating income to total assets 
(OPINCtTA) also appears. 
Twelve month earnings growth (EARNO_12) and dividend 
yields (DY) are the most frequent measures of current 
profitability. Returns on assets (ROA) and equity (ROE) still 
appear but less frequently and at a lower filter levels than the 
static comparison level tests. Past performance is again 
separated through past return on equity and assets as well as 
through past dividend yields. 
Once again no leverage measures are chosen. 
Both current and past measures of liquidity again do not 
appear to be important. 
Efficiency measures are again the most frequently appearing 
category of variables. Current efficiency in terms of working 
capital management, and in particular effective management 
of accounts receivable, appears most frequently 
(CH_ARISALES). Measures of overall asset efficiency are 
less important. 
On the other hand, the filtered companies past efficiency 
seems mainly to stem from inventory (past change m 
inventory to total assets [CH_INVtTA], past change m 
inventory turnover [CH_INVTURND and total assets (past 
change in total assets [CH _ T A], past change in asset turnover 
Measures of current industry position m terms of both 
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frequently. 
6.7 Evaluation and choice of final filter combinations 
So far this chapter has derived a methodology based on a stepwise median comparison 
technique in order to identify combinations of filters which result in significant 
returns. It then applies this methodology using both a static and a dynamic 
comparison level. This section aims to amalgamate the results from the previous 
sections in order to derive a single set of filters to predict extreme winners. By 
summarizing the frequency with which particular filters appear and applying the 
evaluation techniques presented in Section 6.4, the best set of filters is chosen. 
Appendix D.ll. shows all signals which are chosen as filters earlier in the chapter. 
This appendix breaks these variables into each of the variable categories: valuation 
measures, technical indicators, fundamental measures (profitability, performance, 
leverage, liquidity and efficiency) and industry position variables. 
An effective filter is one which significantly improves the performance of a model. 
Appendix D.lI. therefore shows the average marginal increase in the JK statistic and 
the Sharpe ratio due to the addition of a specific filter level with a specific variable. 
Furthermore, a filter is more likely to be robust and useful if it is repeatedly included 
in different filter combinations. In light of this, the number of times a filter appears is 
also shown. The product of the average marginal addition to an evaluation metric and 
the number of times that filter appears can therefore be used to evaluate a particular 
filter level as the sum will be maximized when the filter adds significant value or 
when the filter appears with great frequency. 
It is evident from this Appendix D.II. that the Sharpe ratio and JK statistic are 
maximized by the same filter level in most variables' cases. This confirms that both 
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A summary of only the best performing filters for each variable are shown in Table 
6.2 below. These are the filters for which the product of the average marginal 
additions to the JK statistic and Sharpe ratio and frequency are maximized for each 
variable. 
Table 6.2. Best performing filters (Summary of Appendix 0.11.) 
The table below indicates the best individual filter levels for each of the variables included in 
Appendix 0.11. The best filter level for a variable is that level which maximises the total marginal 
addition to the Sharpe ratio. A variable is omitted from the below table if none of the fEter levels 
considered for that variable result in a positive marginal change in the Sharpe ratio and the JK 
statistic. 
The table also shows the frequency with which each variable appears within the first ten filters in 
each of the combinations of this chapter. Furthermore, the table shows the frequency with which the 
filter level listed for each variable appears in any filter combination, as well as the average marginal 
and total additions to both the JK statistic and the Sharpe ratio. The variables are sorted within 
each category by their average marginal additions to the Sharpe ratio. The highlighted variables 
indicate the top performing variables as identified in the write-up which follows. 
I Variable Top 10 
JK Statistic Sharpe Ratio 
Average Average 
Filter Marginal Marginal 
Category Frequency Variable Filter level Frequency Addition Total Addition Addition Total Addition 
ValuatJon 13 EY(.12m} ~ 0.1493 9 9.39 84.48 214 19.2fi 
6 EY(·9m) ~ 0.1158 5 8.84 44.22 1.88 9.38 
19 MTB. " 0.6700 12 5.40 84.82 1J!5 22.22 Technical 9 . NOSHARES $ . 81392· 5 4.53 22.65 0.87 4.33 
1 M:OM_3(-9m) It :.0.0672 3 1.45 4.36 0.23 0.88 
4 MOM.6(·6m) ~ ·0.0151 1 1.67 1.67 0.20 0.20 
1 SDEV _ VOL(-12m) ~ 02594 4 0.90 3.60 0.19 0.76 
7 MOM.6(-3m) ~ 00888 1 0.79 0.79 014 0.14 
3 MOM_3(-6m) ~ -0.2313 i 1 073 073 0.12 0.12 
Profitability 12 OPINCtTA ~ :.o,~ 4 1.79 7.17 1.15 4.60 
0 SALEStCASH ~ 5.4257 3 2.06 6.18 0.54 1.63 
3 OPINCtTA(·12m) ~ 02059 1 0.71 071 0.37 0.37 
4 CH_SALES(-9m) ~ 0.0716 3 1.67 5.01 028 0.84 
1 GM ~ -0.0822 2 0.92 183 0.27 0.54 
6 CH_E8TtSALES(-12m) ~ -07558 5 0.81 405 
i 
0.13 0.64 
12 PRETAX PM s 0.0888 1 0.09 0.09 0.05 0.05 
Performance 5 EARNG_12 " ••.••..•. 0.0248 2 7.58 15.16 0.98 1_97 10 ROA(·12m) . .~ :.0.1173 6 5.65 33.88 0.91 5A3 
5 ROE s 0.2556 3 407 12.22 057 170 
1 EARNG.24(-9m) ~ 0.1821 1 102 1.02 0.48 0.48 
11 DY S 0.0277 7 1.01 7.05 0.33 2.33 
0 CH.DPS(-12m) ~ -0.4221 1 1.17 1.17 022 0.22 
0 EARNG_24(·12m) " 0.0333 1 0.85 0.85 0.16 0.16 0 REVISION.12 s 0.2044 3 055 166 0.16 0.47 
a GFORECAST _'2 s 20550 2 0.44 0.88 0.16 0.31 
2 ROA $ ·0.0012 1 0.45 0.45 0.09 0.09 
1 DY(-12m) " 0.0229 3 0.27 0.82 0.08 0.23 0 REVISION 24 s 0.1064 1 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.03 
Leverage 0 CAPGEAR ~ 01317 1 0.17 0.17 0.06 0.06 
Uquidity 0 CH QUICK S 0.0110 3 0.60 1.60 0.01 0.03 
Efficiency 12 CH_ARISALES s 0,0\122 a 4.06 32.48 0.88 5.43 
7 CH.TA S 0.1530 1 545 5.45 0.S7 0.67 
3 ACCtTA S 0.0684 2 4.61 9.61 0.59 1.17 
7 CH_TA(-6m) 
.,5O 
0,1497 3 2.71 8.14 0.45 1.36 
13 CH_DEP s 0.3852 6 2.61 15.84 0.38 2.26 
15 CH_TA(·12m) s 0.1513 1 2.69 2.69 0.35 0.35 
0 CH.DEP(-12m) s 0.3734 2 1.07 2.13 0.23 0.47 
2 CH.INVISALES(-9m) S 0.3021 6 0.39 2.33 0.12 0.69 
7 CH_TA(.9m) S 0.3757 6 0.26 1.58 011 0.65 
1 CH.INVtTA ~ -0.0194 3 0.18 0.53 0.09 0.26 
8 CH_ASSTURN(-6m) ~ -02930 9 0.16 1.43 0.08 0.68 
4 CH_ASSTURN ~ -0.1652 6 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.39 
4 CH_INVTURN(-12mj ~ -07389 1 0.19 0.19 0.06 0.06 
1 NTC ~ 12.7478 6 i 0.05 0.29 0.01 0.06 
POSition 6 POS_ROE ~ 15.0000 2 1.16 2.32 0,21 0,41 
13 POS.NET ~ 16.0000 5 0.11 0.54 0.08 0.39 
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After examining the output of Appendix D.11., one or two filters are selected per 
category. This number is restricted in order to maximize the number of observations 
selected and to ensure that the results are robust and are not fitted to idiosyncrasies in 
the data. Furthermore, by selecting variables from every category, it ensures that a 
complete perspective of the properties of extreme winners is acquired. 
Firstly, in terms of valuation two possible variables are identified: market-to-book 
ratio (MTB) measuring current valuation and one-year lagged earnings yield (EY[-
12m]) measuring past valuation. These variables are chosen as both increase the 
evaluation metrics significantly and appear frequently \vithin filter combinations. 
These variable helps to isolate undervalued shares. However, both of these valuation 
measures may not be necessary. The venn diagram in Figure 6.12 below illustrates the 
degree to which these variables restrict the sample: 
Figure 6.12. Venn diagram of valuation measures 
The venn diagram below illustrates the number of observations (out of a possible 12840) included by 
each of the two valuation filters (MTB ~ 0.67 and EY(-12m) ~ 0.1493) when applied to the full 
insample dataset over the period from January 1995 until December 2004. In addition, the diagram 




EY(-12m) ~ 0.1493 
(2096) 
MTS s 0.67 
(1252) 
As can be seen from the above diagram, the MTB filter is much more restrictive, 
choosing only 1252 observations as opposed to the 2096 of EY(-12m). Furthermore, 
the former isolates far fewer winner observations (243 as opposed to 345). Since there 
are still a number of other filters to be included which could refine the sample 
substantially, EY( -12m) will be used as the only valuation measure due to its less 
restrictive nature. This is contrary to Reinganum (1988) who finds that market-to-
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Secondly, two technical measures are considered: number of shares (NOSHARES) as 
a current measure and nine-month lagged three-month momentum (MOM_3[-9m]) as 
a past measure. Once again these two variables are chosen due to large degree to 
which they increase the JK statistic and Sharpe ratios and the frequency with which 
they appear in the earlier filter combinations. 
NOSHARES is found to be useful as it takes into account the effect of having a fixed, 
small supply of shares available to the public. According to O'Neil (2002), if demand 
increases significantly in such a scenario, the low fixed supply could cause the price 
to be bid up further, resulting in extreme performance. On the other hand, MOM_3(-
9m) takes past short-term trends into account, and could help indicate the start of a 
herd-effect in the market which could bid up the price substantially. Once again the 
effect of these filters on the sample size is illustrated in Figure 6.13 below: 
Figure 6.13. Venn diagram of technical indicators 
The venn diagram below illustrates the number of observations (out of a possible 12840) included by 
each of the two technical filters (~OSHARES ~ 81392 and ~10\U(-9m):2: -0.0872) when applied to 
the full insampie dataset over the period from January 1995 until December 2004. In addition, the 




NOSHARES s 81392 
(3869) 
MOM_3(-9m) ~ -0.0872 
(6140) 
The venn diagram above clearly illustrates that the momentum filter is far less 
restrictive (isolating 6140 as opposed to 3869 observations) and also includes far 
more winner observations (649 as opposed to 559). Once again, due to the less 
restrictive nature of the momentum filter this screen will be kept instead of the 
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Thirdly, operating income to total assets (OPINCtTA) is chosen as the only measure 
of profitability. Ko other profitability variables appear nearly as often or increase the 
evaluation metrics by nearly as much. This indicates that the companies have limited 
profitability and hence may explain why their potential has not yet been spotted by the 
market. 
However, unlike the variables considered thus far it is unclear which filter level 
should be applied to this variable. Appendix D.II. shows that filtering out 
observations with OPINCtT A less than 16.3 percent and -4.5 percent both prove 
effective at increasing the evaluation metrics. The effect of these two alternatives on 
sample size is illustrated in Figure 6.14 below: 
Figure 6.14. Venn diagram of QPINCtTA 
The venn diagram below illustrates the number of observations (out of a possible 12840) included by 
each of the OPI:\CtTA filters 0.1633 and::; -0.0455) when applied to the full insample dataset 
over the period from January 1995 until December 2004. In addition, the diagram shows the degree 
to which these two filters isolate winner observations (1104 possible observations). 
Winners 
(1104) 
OPINCtTA $ -0.0455 
OPINCtTA $ 0.1633 
(5791 ) 
As suggested by intuition, the less stringent filter of OPINCtTA less than or equal to 
16.3 percent results in a much larger sample size and numerous more winners being 
selected. Therefore this filter level will be applied. 
Fourthly, 12 month earnmgs growth (EARNG_12) is selected as a current 
performance measure and one-year lagged return on assets is selected as a past 
performance measure. As in the previous categories, these two variables are selected 
due to their frequent appearance in the earlier filter combinations and the large degree 
to which they increase the evaluation metrics. Again, the effect of these filters on the 
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Figure 6.15. Venn diagram of performance variables 
The venn diagram below illustrates the number of observations (out of a possible 12840) included by 
each of the performance filters CEARNG_12 ;::: 0.0248 and ROA( -12m) ;::: -0.1173) when applied to 
the full insample dataset over the period from January 1995 until December 2004. In addition, the 








As illustrated above, ROA(-12m) almost entirely captures the effect of EARNG 12 
and picks far more winners. Therefore this less stringent filter is included in the final 
model. 
Fifthly, no leverage or liquidity measures are selected as no variables from either of 
these categories ever appear within the first ten filters of any of the filter 
combinations. 
Sixthly, because efficiency is found to be such an important quality in extreme 
winners, two variables from this category are retained: one as a measure of past 
efficiency and one as a measure of current efficiency. For past efficiency, six month 
lagged change in total assets (CH_TA[-6m]) is chosen as it increases the Sharpe ratio 
by more than other measures of past efficiency. This shows that the growth in assets 
was limited until at least six months ago, indicating that capital has been channeled 
towards improving the profitability of existing investments. 
Change in accounts receivable less sales (CH_ARlSALES) is selected as it is the best 
performing current efficiency measure. This shows points not only increasing 
accounts receivable efficiency but may also indicate that sales are increasing without 
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Finally, position in the industry in terms of return on equity (POS _ROE) is selected as 
it is the most common industry position variable. However, this signal is not as 
important as the preceding variables as its effect is partly captured by performance 
measures. Furthermore, companies are compared to other companies in the same 
economic group, despite there being a diverse range of operations within each of these 
groups. Therefore there is some skepticism as to whether this category of variables 
should be included at all in studies on the JSE Securities Exchange. Figure 6.16 below 
indicates the effect of adding this position filter to the existing filters identified above: 
Figure 6.16. Venn diagram of position variables 
The venn diagram below illustrates the number of observations (out of a possible 12840) inc:uded by 
the filters so far as well as with the inclusion of paS_ROE:? 15 when applied to the full insampie 
dataset over the period from January 1995 until December 2004. In addition, the diagram shows the 
degree to which these two filters isolate winner observations (1104 possible observations). 
POS_ROE 2': 15 
(1945) 
Filters so far 
(429) 
POS_ROE restricts the sample substantially. In fact it more than halves the number 
of observations included by the filter combination. Since this variable is not the most 
economically reliable, the need for diversification outweighs any benefit which could 
be derived from it. Therefore no position variables are included in the final model. 
Table 6.3 below summarizes the variables chosen above. The excellent performance 
of this final filter combination is also clearly illustrated in this table. As can be seen 
the final portfolio earns a average return of 62 percent and has a portfolio standard 
deviation of 16 percent. These excellent statistics result in a Sharpe ratio of 3.13. 
There is also a substantial size holding under the portfolio, implying that a certain 
degree of diversification is possible. A list of shares picked by this filter, along with 
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Table 6.3. Final winner filters 
The table below shows the final combination of filters chosen. The table also shows the average 
number of companies held per month resulting from the addition of each filter. The number of 
companies held as a proportion of the total sample is also shown along with the number of winner 
observations selected over the entire sample period. The average portfolio returns and annualized 
monthly portfolio standard deviations are also shown. Fina::y, the Sharpe ratio for each portfolio as 
subsequent thers are added is tabulated. 
Average number of Average Portfolio 
companies per No of companies as a Number of portfolio standard Sharpe 
Category Variable Filter level month proportion of sample winners return deviation Ratio 
1 Valuation EY{-12m) • 0.1493 49.7 46.45% 288 49.85% 16.09% 2.43 
2 Technical MOM_S(-9m) • -0.0872 46.9 43.85% 224 51.03% 15.95% 2.53 
3 Profitabilrty OPINCtTA s 0.1633 38.7 36.17% 143 51.36% 15.70% 2.59 
4 Performance ROA(-12m) • -0.1173 37.7 35.25% 141 
I 
52.58% 15.36% 2.73 
5 Past Efficiency CH_TA(-6m) s 0.1497 26.1 2442% 88 52.68:1/0 14.96% 2.81 
6 Current Efficiency CH ARISALES s 0.0822 184 17.15% 74 62.27% 16.44% 3.13 
6.8 Comparison to stepwise Sharpe maximization procedure 
An alternative to the stepwise median comparison procedure is to apply a similar 
stepwise framework, but instead to add the subsequent filter which maximizes the 
Sharpe ratio. As mentioned in Section 6.4, since the Sharpe ratio better evaluates a 
filter than the z-statistic of the Wileoxon signed ranks test, this method has a greater 
intuitive appeal. 
The problem with this alternative, however, is that only one combination of filters is 
created as no parameters can be altered. This is in contrast to the median comparison 
procedure which creates a different combination for each different comparison level 
applied. This presents the potential problem inherent in all stepwise procedures that 
the one solution generated is not necessarily the maximal outcome. This section 
contrasts the results obtained from a stepwise Sharpe maximisation procedure to the 
findings of this chapter in order to determine whether this method is in fact better or 
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Table 6.4. Results of stepwise Sharpe maximisation procedure 
The table below shows the filter combination selected by the stepwise Sharpe maximisation 
procedure, and the resulting Sharpe ratio resulting from the addition of each filter. The table also 
shows the average number of companies held per month resultir,g from the addition of each filter. 
The number of companies held as a proportion of the total sample is also shown along with the 
number of winner observations selected over the entire sample period. The average portfolio returns 
and annualized monthly portfolio standard deviations are also shown. The filter which maximises the 
Sharpe ratio is highlighted. 
Average Stocks as a 
Sharpe Number of proportion of Number of Average Standard 
Ratio Variable Filter Level Stocks sample winners Return DeViation 
2.433 EY(-12m) ~ 0.1493 49.70 46.45% 288 49.85% 16.09% 
3141 CH_ARISALES S 0.0165 32.35 30.23% 193 66.12% 17.69% 
3.624 EARNG_24(-9m) " 0.1821 5.15 4.81% 31 102.56% 25.58% 3.978 CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) " -0.7558 4.32 4.03% 31 115.17% 26.43% 
3.789 POS_ROE " 11.0000 1.95 1.82% 24 143.69% 35.06% 4.508 CH_DEP S 0.1099 1.02 0.95% 20 164.78% 34.20% 
5.313 ACCtTA S 0.0654 0.87 0.81% 16 198.26% 35.49% 
5.452 MTB s 2.1700 0.85 0.79% 15 195.33% 34.02% 
5.525 MOM_3{-6m) l!: -0,0287 0.83 0.78% 14 199.26% 34.31% 
5.499 MOM_6(-6m) " -0.1785 0.78 0.73% 13 200.43% 34.67% 5303 NOSHARES S 146056 0.57 0.53% 11 19722% 35.29% 
5.313 POS_NET " 14.0000 0.55 0.51% 10 199.03% 35.57% 5232 EARNG_24(-12m) ~ -0.1674 0.53 0.50% 9 195.57% 35.47% 
5.476 MOM_3(-9m) " -0.08n 0.52 0.48% 8 203.27% 35.35% 5.300 CH_DPS(-9m) " 0.4048 0.50 0.47% 7 197.96% 35.52% 5.162 CH_TA(-6m) s 0.0968 0.48 0.45% 6 194.51% 35.79% 
4.794 MOM_6(-3m) " -0.0386 0.48 0.45% 4 181.91% 35.79% 4.532 SDEV VOL 2: -0.4409 0.47 0.44% 2 175.21% 36.45% 
Figure 6.17 below compares the Sharpe ratios of the stepwise median comparison and 
Sharpe maximisation procedures. Since only six final filters are derived under the 
median comparison test, values for the Sharpe ratio are only available up to this point. 
At first glance it appears that the Sharpe maximisation procedure far outperforms the 
original technique as the Sharpe ratio is always at least as high. 
However, the analysis changes slightly when the average number of companies 
selected per month under each strategy is considered, as shown in Figure 6.18. This 
graph shows that the median comparison method selects far more companies, leading 
to a greater potential for diversification. In fact with the addition of the fourth filter, 
the number of companies selected per month by the Sharpe method drops below five, 
while it remains above 35 for the original technique. This larger sample size may 
therefore more than compensate for the marginally lower Sharpe ratios. Both of these 
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Figure 6.17. Comparison of Sharpe ratios between stepwise methodologies 
The graph below compares the Sharpe ratios attained by the stepwise median comparison and 
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Figure 6.18. Comparison of number of companies between stepwise methodologies 
The graph below compares the average number of companies selected per month by the stepwise 
median comparison and Sharpe maximisation procedures, with the addition of subsequent filters. The 
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6.9 Summary and Conclusion 
This chapter presents the methodology and results of the procedure used to build a 
final winner filter combination. At the core of this chapter is derivation of the 
stepwise median comparison procedure: a unique technique for building filter 
combinations. This process adds consecutive filters to a combination based on their 
ability to maximize the z-statistic of the Wilcoxon signed ranks test, where this test is 
used to compare the return of the filtered portfolio to a prespecified comparison level. 
Since it is not feasible to consider every possible value for every variable as a 
potential filter, two techniques are presented for forming potential filter levels for 
each variable. The first method decomposes each variable into deciles and uses each 
decile cutoff point as a filter level. The second method calculates the difference 
between the medians of the winner and non-winner portfolios for each variable, and 
considers five values on each side of the winner median based on this difference. 
After applying both techniques, it is clear that the relative median technique performs 
better. 
Furthermore, it is found that when all variables over the entire ten year period are 
considered for the stepwise procedure, the resulting filters are biased towards later 
years in selecting shares. Two alternatives are considered to overcome this problem: 
(1) conducting the stepwise procedure with only those variables for which there are 
significant observations throughout the sample period; or (2) conducting the stepwise 
procedure with all variables but over the last five years of the sample. The second 
alternative not only provides a more holistic view of the shares by including a wide 
range of variables, but also performs far better. 
The stepwise median comparison test is then repeatedly run, each time altering the 
comparison level in the Wilcoxon signed ranks test. This comparison level is first set 
at a static level between 20 and 54 percent for each included filter. A second set of 
tests then considers a dynamic comparison level, starting between 20 and 50 percent 
and gradually increasing to 100 percent over either five, ten or fifteen filters. The 
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filter on the Sharpe ratio, JK statistic and sample size. The product of this process is a 
set of six filters, termed the final winner filter combination. 
Finally, this combination is compared to the results from a simpler stepwise Sharpe 
maximisation procedure which results in only one solution. Although the original 
combination does not outperform this alternative in terms of Sharpe ratio, it does 
result in a significantly larger sample size. The resultant portfolios are contrasted in an 
independent sample in Chapter 8. 
This chapter therefore achieves the two objectives set out in Section 6.1: (1) it reduces 
the number of significant variables to only six; and (2) filter values for each of these 











Derivation of Loser Filter Rules 
7.1 Introduction 
Chapter 5 identifies 76 signal variables that are significantly different between 
extreme losers and non-losers as well as between extreme losers and the same shares 
before the start of extreme performance (pre-losers). As in Chapter 6 this chapter aims 
to reduce this number to a manageable amount and to derive filter rules to allow for 
the easy extraction of potential extreme losers. 
In order to achieve this feat the same methodology as Chapter 6 is applied: a stepwise 
median comparison test based on the Wilcoxon signed ranks test is used. The filter 
levels considered for each variable are based on the differences between the medians 
of the loser and non-loser portfolios for each variable. Each of the eleven resulting 
filter levels for all variables are shown in Appendix E.1. The sample is restricted to 
the period from January 2000 until December 2004 due to the shortage of variable 
data in the earlier years of the sample. 
One of the problems with this methodology, and with all stepwise procedures in 
general, is that it results in a solution which is optimal but not necessarily maximal 
(Norton and Smith, 1979). This problem is overcome when every possible 
permutation of variable combinations is considered. However, due to the large 
number of variables under investigation, such an iterative procedure would be far too 
prohibitve. Instead, the stepwise median comparison test is rerun numerous times, 
each time varying the comparison level. By changing this parameter in the Wilcoxon 
signed ranks test it is expected that different filter combinations will be chosen. By 
comparing the results across all the resulting filter combinations, it is more likely that 
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Section 7.2 continues by applying the stepwise methodology to the data when a range 
of static comparison levels are used for the stepwise median comparison test. The 
section documents the results and draws conclusions regarding the nature of the filters 
chosen. Section 7.3 follows a similar structure except that uses a variety of dynamic 
comparison levels in the stepwise procedure. 
Section 7.4 evaluates the filters combination derived in the preceding two sections. 
This section carefully examines the nature and categorisation of frequently important 
filter variables. Based on this analysis, a final loser filter combination is constructed. 
The section ends by providing a brief evaluation of this final filter combination when 
applied to the insample data. Section 7.5 contrasts the performance of this portfolio to 
that of the combination derived from a stepwise Sharpe maximisation procedure. 
Finally, Section 7.6 summarizes the chapter and draws conclusions. 
7.2 Stepwise median comparison: static comparison levels 
The aim of this chapter is to derive screening rules to identify extreme losers, where 
extreme losers are those shares whose prices at least halve in a twelve month period. 
Therefore, ideally the stepwise median comparison test should compare filtered 
portfolio returns to a comparison level of -50 percent. However, the stringency of 
such a comparison level is so great that no initial filter level is chosen. In fact, this is 
the case with all comparison levels below -5 percent. 
There are an infinite number of potential comparison levels which can be applied. 
However, since there is no ex-ante method for determining which comparison level is 
best, and which will results in the most optimal solution, a range of levels are tested. 
In this section the stepwise median comparison procedure is run six times, with static 
comparison levels ranging from 20 percent to -5 percent. 
Appendix E.2. shows the filter combinations derived under each of these scenarios. 
Furthermore this appendix shows the number of companies, the number of companies 
as a proportion of the total sample and number of losers included by the filters. The 
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statistic and Sharpe ratio for each is shown. In addition, the appendix shows the 
calendar time payoffs for each filter. Figure 7.1 below summarizes the results for 
these six variations. 
Figure 7.1. Summary of results for median comparison test: static comparison level 
The tables below show the first fifteen filters under each of the six unique combinations of filters 
derived from the stepwise median comparison test when the static comparison level is varied from 20 
percent to -5 percent. The sample is restricted to the years from 2000 until 2004. The tables show 
not only the filtering variable at each stage but also the filter value and direction. The last column 
of each combination indicates the Sharpe ratio for the corresponding filter combination. The block 
at the bottom of each column shows the comparison level under which the corresponding filter 
combination is derived. The highlighted row indicates the filter which maximises the Sharpe ratio. 
1 MTS 2: 2.4700 -0.07 1 MTS 2: 3.58 I -029 
2 MAXP_12 s 0.9943 -0.33 
3 EY < 0.1633 -0.39 
4 AGE s 140056 -0.70 ~ ~ 
5 DY s 0.0452 -0.83 2 POS_SALES s 13.0000 -089 2 AGE < 4.8687 -122 
6 SALEStCASH(-9m) s 8.1048 -120 3 DY s 0,0452 -1,11 3 DY s 0.0452 -1.39 
7 SAl.EStCASH s 21.3249 -1.24 4 POS_NET(-12m) 2: 5.0000 -1.29 4 EY s 0,1485 -1.39 
8 MAXP_24 s 0.9431 -1.20 5 EY s 0.1633 -1.28 5 MAXP_'2 s 1.0428 -1.38 
9 SALEStCASH(-12m) s 11,2449 -117 6 POS_NET(-9m) 2: 5.0000 -1.33 6 EPS s 1.3800 -1.34 
10 RSTRENGTH_ALSI " 08294 -1.21 7 MAXP_12 s 1.0428 -1.28 7 MAXP_24 s 0.9984 -1.38 
11 MOM_12 S 0,5352 -1,12 8 MAXP_24 s 0.9984 -1.29 8 SALEStCASH s 24,6555 -1.42 
12 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI s 0.7347 -1.10 9 ACCtTA(-12m) ,. 0.0850 -1.82 9 ACCtTA(-9m) s 00683 -',43 
13 POS_NET(-9m) 2: 5.0000 -1.11 10 ACCtTA(-9m) s 0.0683 ! -1.31 10 SALEStCASH(-9m) < 6.1046 -1.83 
14 POS_NET(·'2m) 2: 50000 .108 11 CH_TA 2: -0.1104 -122 11 RSTRENGTH_ALSl ,. 0_8284 ·1,94 
15 WRSTRENGTH ALSI(-9m) 2: 0.1548 -109 12 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI(-9m) • 0,1548 -1,21 12 MOM_,2 s 0.5352 -189 
CL = 20% 13 EARNG_12(-6m) 2: -0.0049 i -1.25 13 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI < 0.7347 -1.59 
14 AGE s 14.0058' -116 14 POS_SALES < 13.0000 -1.52 
15 RSTRENGTH ALSI s 0.8284 I -116 15 POS_NET(-9m) • 5,0000 -1.52 
CL = 15% CL = 10% 
1 MTB.358 -0.29 1 SALEStCASH(-12m) < 0.4647 -0.09 
2 CH_DEP 2: 0,3359 -1.22 2 CH_TA(-9m) 2: 0.3850 -1,19 
3 INVtTA $ 0,1952 -1.41 :I CH_TA ;0. -0.1104 ·1.45 
--------~ 
4 MAXP_24 s 0,9431 -1.43 
5 MAXP_12 s 0.9457 -1.43 
6 CH_DEP 2: -0,1744 -1,45 
4 EY S 0.1633 -1,43 4 EY s 0,1297 .144 7 CH_DEP(-12m) 2: -0.3409 -1.42 
5 POS_ROE $ 170000 -1.42 5 INVtT A(-12m) s 0,1681 -147 8 CH_TA(-12m) > 0,0886 -1.39 
6 lNII!T A(-12m) " 0.1681 -1_44 6 POS_ROE s 17.0000 -1.47 9 WRSTRENGTHJLSI(-9m) • 0.2784 -1.39 7 ACCtTA(-12m) S 0.0637 -1.44 7 " ,POS_SAI.E$ < 13,00Il0 -1.50 10 MTS • 06200 -1.39 
8 INVtTA(-9m) s 0.1674 -1.43 8 CH_ARtSALES 2: -02913 -1.44 11 SDEV _ VOL(-9m) s 06358 -1.45 
9 ACCtTA(-9m) S 0,0663 -1.41 9 ACCtTA(-12m) < 0.0637 -145 12 AGE < 11.3944 -1.40 
10 CH_ARtSALES • -0.2913 -1.34 10 INVtTA(-9m) s 0.1674 -1.45 ,13 VOL_12(-9m) S 1.3094 -1.40 
11 POS_SALES S 11.0000 -1.39 :" ACCtTA(-9m) S 0.0683 -1.43 
12 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI(-9m) • 0,1548 -1.38 ' 12 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI(-9m) • 0,1548 -1.41 
14 MOM_ 6(-12m) 2: -0.1273 -1.38 
: 15 MOM_24 s 0,9823 -1,31 
13 GM < 0,3048 -1,40 13 DY s 0.0452 -1.41 I CL= -5% 
14 DY s 0.0402 . -1,28 14 MAXP_24 < 0.9984 -1.41 
15 MAXP_24 s 0.9984 i -1.28 15 MAXP_12 s 09943 -1.41 
CL=5% CL= 0% 
By examining the first few filters in each of the combinations in Figure 7.1, it is 
evident that that the types of filters which are picked are often similar. These results 
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Only current valuation measures appear in the filters above. 
The filters select stocks with high market-to-book (MTB) 
ratios and low earnings yields (EY). This indicates that the 
losers identified tend to be highly priced relative to both their 
accounting book values and their earnings. This in turn may 
help to explain the subsequent price crash. 
A number of technical measures appear in the filter 
combinations, the most frequent being a lower current price 
relative to the past 12 month high (MAXP _12) and 24 month 
high (MAXP _24). This indicates that the price has already 
fallen over past periods and links in closely with the 12 
month momentum (MOM_l 2) which shows a clear 
downward trend in the share price. 
Finally, the loser shares screened tend to be younger, 
possibly implying that less established companies are less 
secure and are more prone to large crashes. Glickman et al 
(2001) also claim that younger firms are more likely to 
commit financial fraud, have weaker governance structures, 
less developed information environments and a greater 
probability of financial distress. 
The only profitability measure, past or present, which 
appears with any frequency is the sales to cash ratio 
(SALEStCASH). This variable shows that either sales has 
been decreasing or cash has been increasing, possibly 
indicating an inefficiency in working capital management. 
The performance measure which appears with the most 
frequency is dividend yield (DY). The low filter values on 
this variable could indicate that poor performing firms often 
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operations. This agrees with the low earnings per share (EPS) 
which is evidenced. 
No leverage measures are chosen. 
Neither current nor past measures of liquidity appear to be 
important. 
Two distinct characteristics emerge on the examination of the 
included efficiency measures. Firstly, large increases in total 
assets (CH_TA) have occurred both in the current period and 
in past periods. This may indicate a large investment in new 
operations either to unnecessarily expand or to salvage 
performance. However, since these firms are also found to 
have low earnings yields the market may perceive this as 
investment to achieve anticipated future growth (Abarbnell 
and Bushee, 1997). 
Secondly, there appears to be a large degree of inefficiency 
in working capital management. This is shown in totality by 
the low accruals to total assets (ACCtTA) in current and 
lagged periods. Furthermore, this inefficiency seems to stem 
from inefficiency in inventory and accounts receivable 
management (INVtTA and CH_ARlSALES). According to 
Lev and Thiagarajan (1993) this may indicate a difficulty in 
selling products, necessitating credit extensions. 
Measures of current and past industry position appear far 
more frequently than in the winner tests. Low measures of 
relative strength appear often. This once again links back to 
the valuation and technical measures in indicating that share 
performance in the filtered companies is worse than other 
companies in the market. 
Furthermore, position variables in terms of return on equity 
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(POS_NET) appear. As in Chapter 6 there is some 
scepticism regarding the usefulness of these measures. This 
is evaluated later, however. 
7.3 Stepwise median comparison: dynamic comparison levels 
Thus far in this chapter the comparison level used in the Wilcoxon signed ranks test 
has been fixed at a particular level. However, as is evident from the above analysis, 
the higher this comparison level the more difficult it is to derive an initial entering 
filter. On the other hand, if this level is set too low the conditions of the test are too 
lenient and the resultant portfolio returns are not as impressive. 
This section therefore replicates the technique used in Chapter 6 and applies a 
dynamic comparison level in the stepwise median comparison procedure. Once again, 
however, in order to create as many different optimal filters as possible, the 
parameters of the model are varied in a number of iterations. In particular, six 
different initial comparison levels are considered: 20 percent to -5 percent in 
decrements of 5 percent. Furthermore, for each of these six initial levels, the 
comparison level is gradually reduced to -50 percent within the inclusions of either 
five, ten, or fifteen filters. Eighteen different filter combinations therefore result. 
Appendix E.3. documents these filter combinations as well as their performance in 
terms of effect on sample size, average return and standard deviation. Two evaluation 
metrics, the JK statistic and the Sharpe ratio are also shown for each filter. Finally, the 
appendix includes the calendar time payoffs for each filter. The results are 
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Figure 7.2. Summary of results for median comparison test: dynamic comparison level 
The tables below show the unique combinations of filters derived from the stepwise median 
comparison test when the sample is restricted to the years from 2000 until 2004. Each panel of the 
figure shows the derived figures for a different starting comparison level ranging from 20 to -5 
percent in decrements of 5 percent. Furthermore, results are shown for each starting level when 
this level is increased to -50 percent in a length of five, ten or fifteen filters. The tables show not 
only the filtering variable at each stage but also the filter value and direction. The last column of 
each combination indicates the Sharpe ratio for the corresponding filter combination. The 
highlighted row indicates the filter which maximises the Sharpe ratio. 
Panel A: Initial comparison level = 20 percent 
1 MTB.247 ...:l!JlI. ---------- -=-------2 AGE S 3.5611 -1.23 I 2 MAXP 12.0.9942672 -0.33 3 POS_OP • 150000 -1.37 
----------~ 4 DY s 0.0253 .147 5 EY • 01297 -1.73 6 CH_ARtSALES(·9mj • 0.0016 ·198 3 CH_TA 7 SALEStCASH • 10.7330 ·1.96 • DY 
8 MAXP_24 • 0.9431 ·1.97 5 SALESICASH 
9 EARNG_12(-6m) • -00049 ·1.99 6 SALEStCASH(-12m) 
10 CH_DEP(-9m) • 0.3604 -197 7 POS_ROE 
11 MAXP_12 s 05486 -195 B EPS 
12 EARNG_12(·9m) • -O.OIBO -2.04 9 ROE(-9mJ 
13 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI(·Sm) , 0.2156 ·1.97 10 SALEStCASH(·9m) 
14 MOM_l' < 0.5352 ·2.06 11 POS_SAlES 
15 RSTRENGTH AlSI s 0.1497 ·2.07 12 MAXP_24 




Panel B: Initial comparison level = 15 percent 
MTB. 3.58 
CH_DEP • 0.3359 ·1.22 
INVITA • 0.0572 -1.49 
DY 0.0203 .128 
ACCtTA(·9m) s -0.0396 -1.51 
CH_TA , -0.1104 -1.54 
POS_ROE • 11.0000 -1.54 
WRSTReNGTH...ALS1(~ a 0.15<4$ -1.55 POS_OP 
CH_ARISALES , ·0.2913 ·1.49 INVtTA 
10 POS_SALES 7.0000 ·1.50 MAXP_24 
11 EARNG.12(-6m) • -00049 -1.48 RSTRENGTH_ALSI 
12 POS_NET(·9m) • 5.0000 -1.45 CH_TA 
i 13 ACCtTA(-12m) • -0.,283/.145 , lQ 
I ~: 
MAXP_24 0.8877 -1.43, 11 
MOM_'8 • 0.3569 -1.34 I 12 










































·1.53 , 13 
·1.51 114 
' ·1.48 15 
AGE .4.8667 
DY <0.0452 














EY • 0.1129 -0.46 
SALEStCASH • 7202. .(l.90 
AGE • 14.00S6 -1.30 
DY • 0.0352 -1.33 
CH_TA • 0.2B93 -1.34 
SALEStCASH(·9m) • 8.1046 ·1.33 
POS_ROE • 17.0000 -1.46 
SAlESlCASH(-I2m) " 112449 -1.41 EPS • 1.1900 ·1.37 
ROE(·9m) • 0.0497 ·1.47 
CH...ARtSALES • -0.2913 ·137 
RSTRENGTH_ALSI • 0.8254 -140 
INVITA s 0.0572 -140 
Length = 15 
-0.29 
SALEStCASH • 24.8555 -1.40 
SALEStCASH(·9m) 8.1046 -1.85 
EPS • 0.8100 ·1.79 
RSTRENGTH...ALSI 0.8284 -1.91 
MAXP_24 • 0.9964 ·1.90 
INVITA s O.Q37a -2.11 
SDEV_VOL(·9m) 1.0505 -1.47 
ROE 0.0642 ·1.56 
CH.TA • -0.1104, -1.54 I 
CH3A(-9m) '-0.00231.,48/ 
MOM 12 • 0.5352 -1.48 
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Panel C: Initial comparison level = 10 percent 
1 MTS.358 -029 I -------- ~ 2 CH_DEP • 0.5059 -1.33 I 2 CH DEP. 0 3359 -122 I 3 INVtT A( -12m) • 0.1040 -146 
--------- ~ 4 DY s 0.0053 -1.19 5 CH_TA(-9m) > -00148 -135 6 RSTRENGTH_ALSI • 0.8284 -1.36 3 INVlTA(-12m) • 0.1681 -139 3 7 CH.TA > -0.1104 -1.36 4 DY s 00452 -1.48 4 
8 MAXP.24 s 0.9431 ·1.36 5 POS_OP s 15.0000 -1.45 5 
9 MOM.12 " 04299 -139 6 AGE s 140056 ·1.20 6 10 MAXP_12 s 0.9943 -1.40 7 CH.TA > -01104 -1.24 7 
11 EP$ • 1.1900 ·1.51 8 CH_TA(·9m) > -00148 -1.45 8 
12 POS_NET(·8m) > 5.0000 ·1.51 9 RSTRENGTH.ALSI s 0.8284 -1.50 9 
13 WRSTRENGTHftSI " 0.7347 -1.52 10 POS.NET(-8m) > 5.0000 -1.50 10 : 14 ACCITA(-12m) s -00003 ·1.46 11 EARNG.12(-Sm) > -00049 ·1.48 11 
15 MOM.24 • 0.5919 -1.38 12 MAXP.24 s 0.9431 -1.49 12 
Length" 5 13 CH .ARISALES • -0.2913 -1.46 13 
1. EPS s 1,1000 -1.51 14 
15 EARNG_12(·9m) > -<J.D18G -1,44 15 
Length = 10 i --
Panel D: Initial comparison level = 5 percent 
MTB' 3.58 
CH.DEP • 0,5910 -1.35 CH.DEP > 0 3359 
CH.TA(-9m) > 0.3650 -1.33 INVITA(-12m)' 0.1681 
DY 0.0203 ·1.32 
RSTRENGTH.ALSI 0.8284 -1.43 
POS.NET(-9m) 5.0000 -1.44 
CH.TA -0.1104 -1.45 DY 0.0253 -1.24 
MAXP.24 0.9431 -1.46 POS_OP • 15.0000 -1.23 
CH.ARISALES ·0.2913 -1,45 CH.TA -<J,1104 -1.26 6 
10 POS.OP • 11.0000 -1.48 AGE • 14,0056 -1.24 
11 EPS .. 1.1800 -1.52 CH_TA(-9m) -<J0148 -145 
12 ACCtTA(-12m) ·0.0003 -1.47 RSTRENGTH.ALSI 0.6284 -1.50 
13 EARNG_12(-9m) -00160 -1.36 10 INVlTA $ 0,0375 -1.S1 10 
14 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI(-9m) , ·1,37 11 CH.ARtSALES -<J,2913 -1.54 11 
15 -1.36 1:/ POS.NET(-9m) 50000 -1.54 12 
. 13 MAXP.24 08877 • -152 i 13 ,. 
15 
Panel E: Initial comparison level = 0 percent 


























• 0.1952 -1.41 
s 0.1297 -1.44 
s 00452 -1.49 
s 0.1674 -1.56 
> ·0.1104 -1.50 
s 01040 ·1.50 
s 14.0056 -1.28 
s 1.1900 -1.27 
> -0014S -1.53 
s 1.0428 -1.56 
" 0.8284 '1,57 • -0.2913 ·1.54 , 







• 15,0000 -1.44 
·0.1104 -1.45 
• 14.0056 ·124 




• 06284 -1.4S 
.. 0.0375 ~1.54 
POS.NET(-8m) • 5.0000 -1,54 




4 ROE(-9m) • 0,1463 -1.43 
-----------~ 
5 DY • 0.0203 ·1.32 
6 SALEStCASH(-Sm) • 5.3979 -1.62 
7 MAXP.12 s 1.0426 ·1,62 4 DY • 0,0203 ·1.22 4 EY • 0.14S5 ·1,54 
8 MAXP_z. " 0._ -1.63 5 CH.TA • -<J.l104 ·1.26 5 POS_OP • 15.0000 -1.44 9 POS.NEl(·I2m) • 6.0000 -1.60 6 POS.OP • 15.0000 -126 6 OY s 0.0253 -1.23 
10 EY • 0,1129 -1.55 7 CH.TA(-9m) > -<J,014S -1.45 7 CH.TA > -0.1104 -1.27 
11 EPS S 1.0000 -1.47 8 CH_ARISALES > -<J.2913 -1.44 S AGE • 14,0056 -1.24 
12 CH.ARISALES(-9m) , -0,4617 ·1.37 9 RSTRENGTH.ALSI • 0,8284 -1.47 9 CH_ARtSALES • -0.2913 -1,23 
13 SALEStCASH(-12m) • 4.5073 -1.42 10 INVtTA • 0.0375 -1.54 10 CH.TA(-Sm) , -0.0146 -1.44 
I. CH.ARISALES(-6m) , -0.3717 ·1.36 11 POS.NET(-9m) > 5.0000 -1,54 111 POS.SALES • 9.0000 -1.44 L 15 AGE s 11.3944 -134 12 MAXP.24 s 0.8677 ·152 : 12 MAXP.12 • 1.0428 -1.47 
Length = 5 13 MOM.12 s 0.5352 -1.53 i i 13 RSTRENGTH.ALSI • 0.6284 -1.4S 
14 CH_'NV , -<J.4171 -1.47 : , 14 INVtTA • 0,0375 ·1,54 
15 MOM_'8 • 0.3589 ·135 ; 
1
15 P~S NET(·8m) , 5,0000 1 .1.541 
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-------~-----,----'-----'--
Panel F: Initial comparison level = -5 percent 
CH_ TA(-9m) • 0,3650 
CH_TA.,01104 
MOM_6('12m) > 0,0550 -1.33 I 4 MP:I.P _24 S 0,9431 '--"~.-
EY s 0,1633 ,1.39 
MTB > 1,7300 ,1.16 
7 AGE s 3,5611 ,1,20 
I 
8 MOM_24 • 0,9623 ,1.19 , CH_TA(,12m) • 0,0868 ·126 MP:I.P _'2 s 0,9457 .1,43 
9 MOM_,2 s 03246 , ·115 i DY s 0,0303 -134 CH_TA(·'2m) > 0,0868 ·125 
, 10 MOM '8 s 0,7251 , ,1,07
1 
MAXP _12 s 0,9457 ·1,34 CH,DEP • ,0,1744 ·1,39 
I Len\!th = 5 8 MTB > 0,8200 ·135 DY • 0,0303 -1,51 
0 CH_OEI' ~ -0.1744 -1,5$ WI'!STRENGTH_ALSI(-Gm) ~ 02764 -1.94 
10 SDEV JOL(-9m) S 0,2232 -143 , 10 EPS S 0,0500 -1,48 
11 EY MTB • 06200 -149 
12 AGE s 3.5611 SDEV_VOL(-9rn) s 0.6366 ·1,SO 
13 MOM_24 s -145 
Length = 10 Q,1485 , ·1.30 
By examining the first few filters in each of the above figures it is evident once again 
that the types of filters which are chosen in each case are quite similar. The frequent 
variables are considered in terms of their categories below: 
(i) Valuation 
(ii) Technical 
As with the static comparison level tests both high market-to-
book (MTB) and low earnings yield (EY) filters appear 
frequently. This reiterates the point that a distinguishing 
feature of losers is that they are overvalued both relative to 
their book values and their earnings. 
Again technical indicators are the most prevalent category of 
variables in the filters combinations above. As with the 
valuation measures, these are mainly current rather than 
lagged measures. 
In particular, low prices as a percentage of the 12 and 24 
month highs (MAXP _12 and MAXP _24) show that loser 
shares experience a decline in price prior to their extreme 
performance. This corresponds with the historical decline in 
price sho\\-TI in Figure 5.2. The point is further validated by 
low 12 month momentum filters. 
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suggesting that these less established firms are more prone to 
large price declines. 
As in the static tests the past and current sales to cash ratios 
(SALEStCASH) are the only frequently appeanng 
profitability measures. 
Once again low dividend yield (DY) and earnings per share 
(EPS) filters appear frequently in the filter combinations. 
However, lagged earnings growth also appears in the 
combinations although never within the top filters. 
No leverage measures are chosen. 
Neither current nor past measures of liquidity appear to be 
important. 
The two distinct efficiency characteristics identified in the 
static comparison level tests again manifest themselves in the 
dynamic tests. Firstly an increased investment in total assets 
is apparent through high change in total assets (CH_TA) 
filters. Secondly, an inefficiency in working capital 
management, with regards to inventory and accounts 
receivable (INVtTA and CH_ARISALES) in particular, 
exists. 
Again industry position variables appear with relative 
frequency. Filters tend to isolate those companies with 
relatively low current relative strength but which were not at 
the bottom companies in previous periods. 
Return on equity (POS_ROE), sales growth (POS_SALES) 
and net margin (POS _NET) position variables are again 
selected often. As mentioned earlier, due to the dubious 
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7.4 Evaluation and choice of final filter combination 
So far this chapter has carried out a variety of stepwise median comparison tests with 
a number of different parameters. Twenty four different filter combinations have 
resulted. This section aims to evaluate each of these filters and use the results to build 
a final loser filter combination. 
As in Chapter 6, two evaluation metrics are used: the JK statistic and the Sharpe ratio. 
These two measures evaluate filter performance well as both take the following either 
explicitly or implicitly into account: 
(i) The number of shares picked the greater the number of shares chosen, 
the more statistically significant and robust the resulting model. A greater 
filtered sample will also imply that greater diversification is possible, and 
therefore this is implicitly taken into account by the Sharpe ratio through 
portfolio standard deviation. 
(ii) The number of losers picked smce this is a study of extreme 
performance, the effectiveness of the filters at identifying extreme losers is 
important. This is implicitly taken into account in the Sharpe ratio through 
the inclusion of average excess returns. 
(iii) The average return - in the case of a loser filter, the lower the average 
return the better. 
(iv) Portfolio standard deviation as with any conventional investment 
strategy, the lower the portfolio risk the better. 
(v) Finally, although not taken into account by the Sharpe ratio, the JK 
statistic also considers the number of filters used. The logic behind this is 
that a filter combination which employs fewer filters will be fitted to the 
idiosyncrasies of the insample data less and will be easier to collect data 
for in the future. 
This section continues by applying these evaluation metrics to every filter 
combination derived in order to determine which one filter combination is the best. 
This single combination is then decomposed and examined in order to determine 
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7.4.1 Choice of best filter 
One major problem with the loser filters generated is that the resulting portfolios often 
contain a very low average number of companies per month. This is not as much of an 
issue with the winner filter combinations in Chapter 6. Figure 7.3 below illustrates 
this point by graphing the average number of companies held in each portfolio per 
month across all combinations. The graph contrasts the average effect of including 
additional filters in the winner and loser stepwise median comparison tests. 
The graph clearly shows that in all scenarios the winner combinations yield a larger 
sample size. Furthermore, the number of companies included by the loser filters on 
average drops below ten per month within the addition of the second filter - long 
before enough filters have been included to yield any significant results. 
This presents some major issues. Without a large sample of companies, diversification 
of firm-specific risk is impossible. Furthermore, a filter combination which only 
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Figure 7.3. Average number of companies per filter 
The graph below shows the number of companies per month that are included on average the 
winner and loser filter combinations derived under the stepwise median comparison test. For each, 
the average number of companies included for one to ten filters is shown. 
Average number of companies per filter 

















2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Number of filters 
Loser Tests --Winner Tests 
In light of this, the evaluation of loser filter combinations should biased towards those 
filter combinations which include more observations. Therefore the best loser filter 
combination is defined as that combination which minimizes the Sharpe ratio and the 
JK statistic while maintaining an average of at least ten companies per month in the 
filtered portfolio. 
Appendix E.4. lists all those filter combinations obtained from the loser stepwise 
median comparison test (Appendix E.2. and E.3.) which satisfy this sample size 
requirement. From this appendix it is evident that the single filter combination which 
minimizes the Sharpe ratio more than any other eligible filter also minimizes the JK 
statistic. The fact that there is no disagreement between these measures indicates that 
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Table 7.1. Final loser filters 
The table below shows the best performing filter combination according to the Sharpe ratio and JK 
statistic. The average number of different companies which are held per month, the number of 
companies as a proportion of the sample and the number of loser observations selected over the 
entire sample period are also shown. The average portfolio returns and annualized monthly portfolio 
standard deviations are also shown. Finally, the Sharpe ratio for each portfolio as subsequent filters 
are added is tabulated. 
Ave,age number of Average Portfolio 
companies per Stocks a. a Number 0' portfolio standard Stla,pe 
Category Variable Filter level month proportion of .ample losers return deviation Ratio 
1 Valuation MTS :. 24700 28.42 2856% 106 8.98% 23.73% -0.07 
2 Technical MAXP_12 s 09943 24.25 2266% 92 285% 23.92% -033 
3 Valuation EY • 0.1129 2132 19.92% 83 -0.75% 2469% -046 
:1 Profitability SALEStCA5H • 72024 13.47 12.59% 48 -11.95% 2529% -0.90 Technical AGE • 14.0056 10.37 9.69% 48 -22$0% 2552% -130 
The filter combination above reveals some interesting results. Firstly, two valuation 
measures are included: the filtered shares have low market-to-book (MTB) values and 
low earnings yields (EY). This indicates that the identified shares are highly priced 
relative to both their book values and their earnings. 
Secondly, two technical measures are included. The share price of each company 
when the buy signal is received is below its past 12 month high. This indicates either 
that there may be a downward trend in the share price, or at least that the price is not 
increasing. The filter combination also excludes older companies. This may because 
younger companies are less established and hence prone to price shocks. 
Finally, one profitability measure is included: the sales to cash (SALEStCASH) ratio. 
The filter includes those companies with either low levels of sales or high levels of 
cash. Therefore this measure takes both the profitability and the working capital 
management of the company into account. 
7.4.2 Final filter choice 
The combination identified in the previous section is a good starting point to build a 
final model. Since this chapter has identified a number of characteristics of loser 
companies and the filter rules which are constructed around them it is important to 
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The first query which arises from inspection of the potential combination is whether 
two valuation measures are necessary. If it is a case of the shares of the company 
being overpriced, either market-to-book or earnings yield should deal well with 
isolating loser companies. However, if the valuation measures are at least partly 
capturing the effect of low earnings or a low book value, both of these measures 
would be necessary. 
Table 7.2 below illustrates the impact of removing each of these variables. The 
removal of market-to-book value substantially deteriorates the effectiveness of the 
portfolio. Although far more companies are selected, the mean return increases 
significantly from -22 percent to above 1 percent resulting in a large increase in the 
Sharpe ratio. Similarly, the exclusion of earnings yield also raises returns and the 
Sharpe ratio, although by not as large a margin. Since the model weakens with the 
exclusion of either of these variables, both are kept in the final filter combination. 
Table 7.2. Effect of valuation measures 
The table below contrasts the implications of removing either market-to-book (MTB) value or 
earnings yield (EY) from the filter combination in Table 7.1 when applied to the period from January 
2000 until December 2004. The average number of different companies which are held per month, 
the number of companies as a proportion of the sample and the number of loser observations 
selected over the entire sample period are also shown. In addition, the mean and standard deviation 
of portfolio returns along with the corresponding Sharpe ratio is shown. 
Original Without MTB Without EY 
Average number of companies 10.37 20.03 11.88 
Proportion of sample 9.69% 18.72% 11.11% 
Total number of losers 48 61 49 
Mean Return -22.50% 1.43% -17.11% 
Standard deviation 25.52% 19.32% 22.00% 
Sharpe ratio -1.3011 -0.4820 -1.2625 
The second issue revolves around MAXP 12. As mentioned earlier this variable is 
defined as the current share price as a percentage of the past 12 month high. Since the 
filter excludes observations with values greater than 100 percent for this variable it 
suggests that the share price is not increasing and in fact may be on a downward trend. 
This variable therefore seems very similar to 12 month momentum which measures 
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Since 12 month momentum has been cited in the literature as an important style factor 
on the JSE Securities Exchange (van Rensburg, 2001), the question which arises is 
whether this variable can be used instead. Table 7.3 below shows the impact of 
excluding MAXP _12 and instead including 12 month momentum (MOM_12). The 
effect of filtering momentum at every filter level used in the stepwise median 
comparison test is shown. 
The filter results show that in all scenarios for which each of the filters selects at least 
four companies per month, the original filter combination achieves a lower Sharpe 
ratio. This is either due to a lower average excess return or a lower standard deviation. 
This implies that MAXP _12 is not as stringent a filter as momentum as it includes not 
only shares which have been following a downward trend, but also those which are 
simply not on an upwards trend. Due to its greater effectiveness, MAXP 12 will 
therefore be retained in the filter combination. 
Table 7.2. Effect of momentum 
The table below contrasts the implications of removing MAXP_12 from the filter combination in 
Table 7.1 and rather including MOt-LI2 when applied to the period from January 2000 until 
December 2004. The effect of including !\10~U2 for all ten filter levels considered in the stepwise 
median comparison test are shown. The average number of different companies which are held per 
month, the number of companies as a proportion of the sample and the number of loser observations 
selected over the entire sample period are also shown. In addition, the mean and standard deviation 
of portfolio returns along with the corresponding Sharpe ratio is shown. 
MOM 12 s 
Original -0.4126 -0.3073 -0.202 -0.0966 0.0087 
Average number of companies 10.37 0.85 1.97 3.25 3.58 5.15 
Proportion of sample 9.69% 0.79% 1.84% 3.04% 3.35% 4.81% 
T atal number of losers 48 2 6 11 18 19 
Mean Return -22.50% -52.97% -47.86% -43.21% -42.26% -30.28% 
Standard deviation 25.52% 47.15% 31.99% 38.96% 39.53% 38.33% 
Sharpe ratio -1.3011 -1.3470 -1.8315 -1.3832 -1.3401 -1.0707 
MOM 12s 
Original 0.1140 0.2193 0.3246 0.4299 0.5352 
Average number of companies 10.37 6.18 7.62 8.23 903 10.35 
Proportion of sample 9.69% 5.78% 7.12% 7.69% 8.44% 9.67% 
T atal number of losers 48 21 25 27 33 37 
Mean Return -22.50% -24.82% -23.06% -21.29% -18.85% -16.19% 
Standard deviation 25.52% 30.42% 30.81% 25.66% 25.25% 22.30% 
Sharpe ratio ·13011 -1.1686 ·1.0978 ·1.2487 ·11726 -1.2070 
The third query is whether age is necessary at alL Although found to be significant as 
a filter of extreme performance by Glickman et al (2001) this is still an unusual 
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compames are less prone to price shocks. Although logic does agree \\<ith this 
assertion, it is definitely not a necessary condition one needs only to consider the 
number of older companies which have dropped off exchanges over the years to 
verify this. Therefore the effect of removing age from the filter combination is 
examined in Table 7.3 below. 
The results clearly show that the exclusion of the age filter results in much higher 
average returns and hence a much larger Sharpe ratio. Therefore the inclusion of this 
filter is important. This finding implies that the entire filter combination focuses on 
the characteristics of less established extreme losers and the properties identified do 
not apply equally to their more established counterparts. 
Table 7.3. Effect of age 
The table below contrasts the implications of removing AGE from the filter combination in Table 7.1 
when applied to the period from January 2000 until December 2004. The average number of different 
companies which are held per month, the number of companies as a proportion of the sample and 
the number of loser observations selected over the entire sample period are also shown. In addition, 
the mean and standard deviation of portfolio returns along with the corresponding Sharpe ratio is 
shown. 
Original Without Age 
Average number of companies 10.37 13.47 
Proportion of sample 9.69% 12.59% 
Total number of losers 48 48 
Mean Return -22.50% -11.95% 
Standard deviation 25.52% 25.29% 
Sharpe ratio -1.3011 -0.8967 
The fourth query from the original filter combination is why no performance 
measures are included. From the analysis of the various filter combinations in 
Sections 8.1 and 8.2 it is clear that dividend yield (DY) and earnings per share (EPS) 
appear in the filter combinations frequently. It is therefore surprising that neither of 
these are included in the final filter combination. 
Table 7.4 below examines the effect of adding each of these variables into the original 
filter combination. For each variable all ten filter levels as applied in the stepwise 
median comparison test are considered. For the first time a filter combination is 
derived which outperforms the original combination. When only shares with dividend 
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almost -24 percent, lowering the Sharpe ratio to -1.34. This is achieved with the 
reduction of 0.04 companies per month. The filter therefore focuses on companies 
which only pay small amounts of profits out as dividends, perhaps to reinvest the 
retained funds in struggling operations. 
On the other hand, no earnings per share filters result in lower Sharpe ratios or even at 
least an average of ten companies per month. Therefore only the dividend yield filter 
is added to the original filter combination. 
Table 7.4. Effect of performance measures 
The table below contrasts the implications of including either DY or EPS with the filter combination 
in Table 7.1 when applied to the period from January 2000 until December 2004. The effect of 
including each of theses for all ten filter levels considered in the stepwise median comparison test 
are shown. The average number of different companies which are held per month, the number of 
companies as a proportion of the sample and the number of loser observations selected over the 
entire sample period are also shown. In addition, the mean and standard deviation of portfolio 
returns along with the corresponding Sharpe ratio is shown. Panel A shows the results when DY is 
included and Panel B shows the results when EPS is included. 
Panel A: Inclusion of dividend yield 
DYS 
Original 0.0003 0.0053 0.0103 0.0153 0.0203 
Average number of companies 10.37 5.32 5.52 6.25 7.13 8.13 
Proportion of sample 9.69% 4.97% 5.16% 5.84% 6.67% 7.60% 
Total number of losers 48 42 43 44 44 47 
Mean Return -22.50% -36.08% -36.28% -36.30% -31.14% -31.17% 
Standard deviation 25.52% 33.71% 34.02% 33.96% 30.43% 29.49% 
Sharpe ratio -1.3011 -1.3790 -1.3724 -1.3768 -1.3715 -1.4176 
DYS 
Original 0.0253 0.0303 0.0352 0.0402 0.0452 
Average number of companies 10.37 9.40 9.65 9.95 10.32 10.33 
Proportion of sample 9.69% 8.79% 9.02% 9.30% 9.64% 9.66% 
Total n um ber of losers 48 48 48 48 48 48 
Mean Return -22.50% -27.88% -26.28% -25.36% -23.77% -23.73% 
Standard deviation 25.52% 2804% 27.70% 27.14% 25.71% 25.65% 
Sharpe ratio -1.3011 -1.3740 -1.3324 -1.3281 -1.3412 -1.3429 
Panel B: Inclusion of earnings per share 
EPSS 
Original -0.3300 -0.1400 0.0500 0.2400 0.4300 
Average number of companies 10.37 0.00 0.00 1.60 3.73 5.05 
Proportion of sam pie 9.69% 0.00% 0.00% 1.50% 3.49% 4.72% 
Total number of losers 48 0 0 11 23 37 
Mean Return -22.50% - - -21.56% -25.46% -34.28% 
Standard deviation 25.52% - 64.92% 41.16% 36.23% 
Sharpe ratio -1.3011 - - -0.4833 -0.8653 -1.2307 
EPS S 
Original 0.6200 0.8100 1.0000 1.1900 1.3800 
Average number of companies 10.37 6.20 6.65 7.27 7.38 7.90 
Proportion of sample 9.69% 5.79% 6.21% 6.79% 6.90% 7.38% 
Total number of losers 48 37 41 46 46 46 
Mean Return -22.50% -29.82% -30.36% -30.09% -29.40% -28.35% 
Standard deviation 25.52% 33.53% 32.37% 31.22% 30.86% 30.37% 
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The fifth issue with the filter combination under inspection is why no efficiency 
measures have been selected. The analysis earlier in the chapter indicates that 
efficiency ratios, and particularly change in total assets (CH_TA), appear frequently 
in filter combinations. In order to test whether this variable adds any value to the filter 
combination constructed so far, Table 7.5 below shows the impact of its inclusion. 
The impact is shoV\iTI for all ten filter levels as used in the stepwise median 
comparison test. 
This table clearly shows that none of the filters considered decrease the Sharpe ratio 
or even include as few as ten companies per month on average. Therefore the change 
in total assets filter is not included. This suggests that either those companies which 
increase their holdings of assets display other characteristics which are captured by 
the remaining filters, or the best performing filter combination focuses on an entirely 
different sample of poor performers. 
Table 7.5. Effect of change in total assets 
The table below shows the impact of adding CH_TA to the filter combination in Table 7.1 when 
dividend yield has been included as well. The results apply to the period from January 2000 until 
December 2004. The effect of including CH_TA for all ten filter levels considered in the stepwise 
median comparison test are shown. The average number of different companies which are held per 
month, the number of companies as a proportion of the sample and the number of loser observations 
selected over the entire sample period are also shown. In addition, the mean and standard deviation 
of portfolio returns along with the corresponding Sharpe ratio is shown. 
Original wrth CH TA:il: 
DY -0.1104 ·00533 0.0038 0.0609 0.1180 
Average number of companies 10.33 8.30 8.30 7.88 7.27 6.92 
Proportion of sample 9.66% 7.76% 7.76% 7.37% 6.79% 6A6% 
Total number of losers 48 41 41 30 30 30 
Mean Return -23.73% -2400% -24.00% ·19.88% -20.32% -21.71% 
Standard deviation 25.65% 33.72% 33.72% 32.54% 32.65% 33.05% 
Sharpe ratio -1.3429 -10324 ·1.0324 -0.9439 -0.9549 -0.9860 
Original with CH TA:il: 
DY 0.1751 0.2322 0.2893 0.3464 OA036 
Average number of companies 10.33 6.17 5.62 5.17 4.93 4.25 
Proportion of sample 9.66% 5.76% 5.25% 4.83% 4.61% 3.97% 
Total number of losers 48 30 26 26 26 24 
Mean Return -23.73% -24.28% -2809% -33.07% ·33.28% -36.37% 
Standard deviation 25.65% 33.37% 32.54% 33.00% 33.32% 34.98% 
Sharpe ratio -1.3429 -1.0545 -1.2012 -1.3346 ·1.3262 ·1.3452 
The final consideration is why no position variables have been included. However, as 
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best signals. This is because they are derived for each company relative to the 
attributes of other companies in the same economic group. These economic groups 
may contain a diverse range of companies, though. For this reason no position 
variables are included for further analysis, although future research could focus on 
creating these variables based on more economically justifiable industry definitions. 
Table 7.6 below summarizes the variables chosen above. The excellent performance 
of this final filter combination is also clearly illustrated in this table. As can be seen 
the final portfolio earns a average return of -23.73 percent and has a portfolio standard 
deviation of 25.65 percent. These excellent statistics result in a Sharpe ratio of -1.34. 
There is also a reasonable size holding under the portfolio, implying that a certain 
degree of diversification is possible. A list of shares picked by this filter, along with 
their buy dates and resulting 12 month return are shown in Appendix E.5. 
Table 7.6. Final loser filters 
The table below shows the final combination of filters chosen. The average number of different 
companies which are held per month, the number of companies as a proportion of the sample and 
the number of loser observations selected over the entire sample period are also shown. The 
average portfolio returns and annualized monthly portfolio standard deviations are also shown. 
Finally, the Sharpe ratio for each portfolio as subsequent filters are added is tabulated. 
I ! Average number of 
I 
Average Portfolio i 
companies per Stocks as a Number of portfolio standard ' Sharpe 
Category Variable Filler level month proportion of sample losers return deviation i Ratio 
1 Valuation MTB ~ 2.4700 2842 28.56% 106 898% 2373% -007 
2 Technical MAXP_12 S 0.9943 24.25 22.66% 92 2.85% 2392% -0.33 
3' Vaiuation EY s 0.1129 
I 
21.32 19.92% 83 -0.75% 24.69% -0.46 
:1 
Profitability ! SAlEStCASH s 7.2024 1347 1259% 48 -11.95% 25.29% -0.90 
Technical 
I 
AGE s 14.0056 10.37 9.69% 48 -22.50% 25.52% -1.30 
Performance DY s 0.0452 10.33 9.66% 48 L -23.73% 25.65% -1.34 
7.5 Comparison to stepwise Sharpe maximization procedure 
As in Chapter 6, an alternative to the stepwise median comparison procedure is to 
apply a similar stepwise framework, but instead to add the subsequent filter which 
maximizes the Sharpe ratio. This section contrasts the results obtained from a 
stepwise Sharpe maximisation procedure to the findings of this chapter in order to 
determine whether this method is in fact better or not. Table 7.7 below shows the filter 
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Table 7.7. Results of stepwise Sharpe maximisation procedure 
The table below shows the filter combination selected by the stepwise Sharpe maximisation 
procedure, and the resulting Sharpe ratio resulting from the addition of each filter. The table also 
shows the average number of companies held per month resulting from the addition of each filter. 
The number of companies held as a proportion of the total sample is also shown along with the 
number of loser observations selected over the entire sample period. The average portfolio returns 
and annualized monthly portfolio standard deviations are also shown. The filter which minimizes the 
Sharpe ratio is highlighted. 
Average stocks as a 
Sharpe Number of proportion of Number of Average Standard 
Ratio Variable Filter Level Stocks sample winners Return Deviation 
-0.29 MTB ~ 3,5800 49,70 1728.33% 77 1,88% 30,21% 
-1,35 CH_DEP ~ 0.5910 32,35 520,00% 33 -27.47% 2848% 
-1,33 CH_TA(-9m) <! 0.3650 5,15 263,33% 25 -54.54% 49,08% 
-1,32 DY s 0,0203 4,32 200.00% 25 -61.40% 54,83% 
-1.43 RSTRENGTH_AlSI S 0,8284 1.95 170.00% 23 -66_15% 54,10% 
-1.44 POS_NET(-9m) ~ 5,0000 1.02 151,67% 23 -67.49% 54,74% 
-1.45 CH_TA ~ -0.1104 0,87 131.67% 23 -68,39% 54,89% 
-1.46 MAXP_24 s 0,9431 0,85 131,67% 22 -67.77% 54.32% 
-1.45 CH_ARtSALES ~ -0.2913 0.83 130.00% 21 -67,54% 54,27% 
-148 POS_OP s 11,0000 0,78 160,00% 20 -66,71% 52.91% 
-1.52 EPS S 1.1900 .... 0.57 118.33% 19 -67.01% 51,65% 
-1.47 ACCtTA(-12m) s -0.0003 0.55 111.67% 18 -67,30% 53.51% 
-1.36 EARNG_12(-9m) ~ -0,0180 0.53 91.67% 17 -67,94% 58.33% 
-1,37 VRSTRENGTH..,.ALSI(-9rr ~ 0,1548 0,52 91.67% 16 -6846% 58,22% 
-1.36 INVtTA(-12m) s 0,0078 0.50 86,67% 15 i ·69,08% 59.05% 
Figure 7.4 below compares the Sharpe ratios of the stepwise median comparison and 
Sharpe maximisation procedures. Since only six final filters are derived under the 
median comparison test, values for the Sharpe ratio are only available up to this point. 
At first glance it appears that the Sharpe maximisation procedure far outperfonns the 
original technique as the Sharpe ratio is always lower. 
Once again, however, the analysis changes slightly when the average number of 
companies selected per month under each strategy is considered, as shown in Figure 
7.5. This graph shows that the median comparison method again selects more 
companies, particularly as a the number of filters included is increased. In fact with 
the addition of the fourth filter, the number of companies selected per month by the 
Sharpe method drops below five, while it remains around 15 for the original 
technique. This larger sample size may therefore more than compensate for the 
marginally higher Sharpe ratios. Both of these combinations are tested on the 
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Figure 7.4. Comparison of Sharpe ratios between stepwise methodologies 
The graph below compares the Sharpe ratios attained by the stepwise median comparison and 
Sharpe maximisation procedures. with the addition of subsequent filters. 
Comparison of stepwise procedures: Sharpe ratios 
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Figure 7.5. Comparison of number of companies between stepwise methodologies 
The graph below compares the average number of companies selected per month by the stepwise 
median comparison and Sharpe maximisation procedures, with the addition of subsequent filters. The 
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7.6 Summary and Conclusion 
---------
This chapter applies the same methodology derived in Chapter 6 to build a loser filter 
combination: the stepwise median comparison test based on the Wilcoxon signed 
ranks sum test. Once again the procedure is applied over the five year period from 
January 2000 until December 2004 using the relative median technique for 
determining possible filter values for each variable. 
The stepwise median comparison test is then repeatedly run, each time altering the 
comparison level in the Wilcoxon signed ranks test. This comparison level is first set 
at a static level between 20 and -5 percent for each included filter. A second set of 
tests then considers a dynamic comparison level, starting between 20 and -5 percent 
and gradually decreasing to -50 percent over either five, ten or fifteen filters. The 
results are analysed and amalgamated with careful consideration for the effect of each 
filter on the Sharpe ratio, JK statistic and sample size. The product of this process is a 
set of six filters, termed the final loser filter combination. 
Finally, this combination is compared to the results from a simpler stepwise Sharpe 
maximisation procedure which results in only one solution. Although the original 
combination does not outperform this alternative in terms of Sharpe ratio, it does 
result in a significantly larger sample size. The resultant portfolios are contrasted in an 











Out of Sample Testing 
8.1 Introduction 
Chapters 6 and 7 apply a stepwise median comparison methodology to a test sample 
in order to derive a final winner and a loser filter combination respectively. In 
addition, these chapters conduct a stepwise Sharpe maximisation procedure in order to 
determine another potential combination for winners and losers. 
This chapter considers the effectiveness of each of these two alternatives for winners 
and losers when applied to an independent sample. In particular, the absolute return 
characteristics of each are contrasted in order to determine which option is better. 
Thereafter, the superior alternative is adjusted for risk and decomposed into various 
style characteristics. 
The chapter continues as follows: Section 8.2 provides an overview of the risk-
adjustment procedures applied in this chapter. In addition, this section outlines the 
underlying assumptions of the Classical Linear Regression Model used in order that 
these requirements can be verified later. 
Section 8.3 evaluates the WInner portfolio. The absolute return patterns of the 
stepwise median and Sharpe maximisation filter combinations are compared. The 
superior alternative is then adjusted for risk. The assumptions of the CLRM are tested 
and the results discussed. Finally, this portfolio is decomposed into its Findi-Resi 
classification, and its size, momentum and earnings yield characteristics are 
considered. Section 8.4 conducts a similar procedure with the loser portfolio. Section 
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8.2 Risk-Adjustment Procedures and Assumptions 
It is not sufficient to consider the absolute returns on a portfolio as large returns might 
simply be a compensation for high risk. It is therefore necessary to adjust these returns 
for risk. This section briefly outlines the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and the 
Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) model, used for risk-adjustment in this chapter. In 
practice, since the APT model is run in the form of a multiple regression, the 
underlying assumptions of this procedure are also outlined. 
8.2.1 The CAPM 
Two types of risk are relevant in the context of the CAPM there: firm-specific 
(unsystematic) and systematic risk. Markowitz (1959) shows that it is possible to earn 
higher returns for the same levels of risk by including non-perfectly correlated assets. 
These assets tend to diversify away unsystematic risk, exposing the portfolio only to 
market-related risk. As all rational investors are expected to diversify, they are only 
rewarded for baring systematic risk. 
The CAPM estimates the expected return on a portfolio for a certain level of 
systematic risk, a particular expected market return and variation, and a given risk-
free rate. The systematic risk of the portfolio is represented by its beta, or covariance 
with the market standardized by expected variance of the market portfolio's returns. 
The CAPM is ultimately measures ex ante (expected) returns. However, in order to 
estimate the model, ex post (realised) returns are employed. When moving from 
realised to expected returns, the Single-index model is used: 
Where a is the abnormal return of the portfolio 
rj is the annual risk-free rate 
rALSI is the annual return on the market 
(8.1) 
f3 ALSI is the sensitivity of portfolio retums to market returns 
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If the regression returns a significantly positive abnormal return (alpha) it means that 
the portfolio outperforms the market in risk-adjusted returns. Similarly, if the 
regression returns a significantly negative abnormal return, this shows that the 
portfolio underperforms the market in risk-adjusted returns. 
8.2.2 The APT 
As discussed in Chapter 2, there are many flaws with the traditional Capital Asset 
Pricing Model which have motivated researchers to search for more effective asset 
pricing models. Much literature has found that a two-factor APT model with the 
Resources index and the Financial-industrial index as the factors performs best in a 
South African context (van Rensburg, 1998). The form of this model is shown in 
Equation 2.1. 
In terms of the two-factor APT, all portfolio returns should be explained by the 
portfolio's systematic risk. Therefore any returns in excess of this are not explained 
by the portfolio's factor risk. Instead either the portfolio offers high risk-adjusted 
returns or the factors employed by the APT model do not fully capture the risk. 
A multiple regression is run, regressing the excess returns on the portfolio against the 
excess returns on the Findi and the Resi: 
(rp - rj ) a + f3RESl (r RESl - r j ) + f3FlND1 (rFINDl - rj ) + e (8.2) 
Where a is the abnormal return of the portfolio 
rj is the annual risk-free rate 
r RES! is the annual return on the resources index 
rF1NDl is the annual return on the financial-industrial index 
PRES1 is the sensitivity of portfolio returns to Resi returns 
f3FlNDI is the sensitivity of portfolio returns to Findi returns 
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If the regression returns a significantly positive abnormal return (alpha) it means that 
the portfolio outperforms the market in risk-adjusted returns. Similarly, if the 
regression returns a significantly negative abnormal return, this shows that the 
portfolio underperforms the market in risk-adjusted returns. 
8.2.3 CLRM assumptions 
A Classical Linear Regression Model (CLRM) is used to build the APT model. As 
with any statistical procedure there are a number of assumptions involved. These 
assumptions about the independent variables and the error term of the model are 
extremely critical to the valid interpretation of the regression estimates. There are ten 
underlying assumptions in the CLRM (Gujarati, 1995): 
(i) The regression model is linear in the parameters. 
(ii) The values of the independent variables are fixed in repeated sampling; they 
are nonstochastic. 
(iii) The mean or expected value of the random disturbance term (ei) is zero. 
(iv) The error term is homoscedastic, meaning that its variance is constant. 
(v) There is no autocorrelation between the disturbance terms. 
(vi) There is no covariance between the error terms and the independent 
variables. According to Gujurati (1995) this is automatically fulfilled if the 
independent variables are nonstochastic. 
(vii) The number of observations on which the model is based must be greater 
than the number of parameters to be estimated. 
(viii) There is variability in the values of the independent variables. 
(ix) The regression model is correctly specified. This is one of the most 
contentious assumptions in relation to asset pricing models. As mentioned in 
Chapter 2, the joint hypothesis problem states that it is impossible to 
conclude whether anomalies in stock markets are caused by inefficiences or 
by misspecifications in the risk-adjustment models used. 
(x) There is no perfect multicollinearity between the independent variables. 
The above assumptions ensure that the regression yields the best linear unbiased 
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distribution of the error terms is needed. In light of this a further assumption is 
imposed: that the error variables are normally distributed with a zero mean and 
constant variance (Gujurati, 1995). 
Finally, since time series regressions are conducted, the variables are required to be 
stationary (Gujurati, 1995). A time series is stationary if its mean and variance do not 
systematically vary over time. If this assumption is violated, spurious regressions may 
result. 
Care is taken to ensure that these assumptions are met in order that the results 
obtained in this chapter are reliable and interpretable. 
8.3 Winner Portfolio 
This section applies the winner filters derived in Chapter 6 to the independent sample. 
It begins by considering the absolute returns of this portfolio and the return pattern 
over time. It then continues by applying the risk-adjustment procedures of Section 8.1 
in order to determine whether the high returns of this portfolio are simply explained 
by the risk inherent in the portfolio. Next a breakdown of the portfolio into the 
Resources and the Financial-industrial index is conducted in order to further explain 
the results. Finally, a number of style factors and characteristics of the winner 
portfolio are examined. 
8.3.1 Absolute returns 
A full list of companies selected in the independent sample is shown in Appendix F .1. 
Table 8.1 below contrasts the return characteristics of the winner portfolios selected 
by the stepwise median comparison procedure and the stepwise Sharpe maximization 
procedure. It is clear that the former provides far superior performance in terms of a 
number of measures. Not only does the median comparison technique select 
substantially more companies, but it also results in a higher average return of just 
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significantly higher Sharpe ratio of 1.6 as opposed to the 0.69 of the Sharpe 
maximization portfolio. This results partly from the fact that over 20 percent of the 
companies chosen are extreme winners. Due to its superior performance, only the 
median comparison procedure is considered for the remainder of this section. 
Table 8.1. Winner portfolio summary statistics 
The table below contrasts the performance of the stepwise median comparison and Sharpe 
maximisation techniques of Chapter 6 on the independent sample. The table shows the breakdown of 
sample size in terms of average number of companies per month, proportion of the total sample held 
and total number of winners (out of a possible 919). The performance of the portfolio is summarized 
by the mean, median, maximum and minimum annual return of the portfolio. In addition it shows the 
standard deviation of the portfolio returns and the resulting Sharpe ratio. 
Sharpe 
Median Comparison maximisation 
Average number of companies 8.58 1.22 
Proportion of sample 8.10% 1,15% 
Number of winners 52,0 4 
Mean return 50.35% 37.98% 
Median return 39.48% 17.01% 
Standard deviation 24.52% 38.48% 
Maximum return 365,22% 365.20% 
Mininimum return -61.02% -25.69% 
Sharpe ratio 1.60 0,69 
Table 8.2 shows the return patterns of the median comparison portfolio over time. 
Prior to July 1997 no companies are included by the filter rules. This is not a 
surprising result, however, as the filters are derived from a sample period from the 
beginning of 2000 until the end of 2004. The number of companies included in the 
sample increases consistently over time, always averaging above ten companies per 
month over the last five years of the sample. This reasonable sample size implies that 
a limited degree of diversification of firm-specific risk is possible. 
The returns on average are high in most years of the sample, with the exception of 
1997 and 1998. This may simply be due to the small amount of holdings and the 
inapplicability of the model in the earlier years of the sample. Furthermore, although 
still positive, returns are relatively lower for the portfolio in 2000. However, this 
corresponds to a period when the entire market suffered. Otherwise returns are 
consistently high in the last five years of the sample which corresponds with the 
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Table 8.2. Winner portfolio calendar time payoffs 
The table shows the equally-weighted average return over a rolling 12-month period resulting from 
the winner portfolio in each year of the sample. The table also shows the average number of 
company included in the portfolio per month. In addition, monthly values for each of these measures 
are plotted over time. 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 
Average number of companies 0.00 0.00 0.50 1.25 5.25 12.92 11.42 13.67 17.17 23.67 
Average Return 0.00% 0.00% 4.99% -7.66% 119.98% 16.71% 64.95% 4800% 36.22% 90.96% 
The equally weighted average returns over a rolling twelve month period are 
graphically compared to the corresponding returns on an equally weighted portfolio of 
all shares in the independent sample in Figure 8.1 below. This graph shows that 
although the return pattern is similar between the two portfolios, the winner portfolio 
outperforms its benchmark over most of the period. Only during the beginning of the 
sample, when little data is available, does the portfolio not outperform. 
Furthermore, the returns on the winner portfolio are compared to the Resources index 
and the Financial-industrial index in Appendix F.2. Although these two indexes are 
not directly comparable as benchmarks as they are market value- as opposed to 
equally-weighted, they still give an indication of the performance of the portfolio. 
Once again the return pattern is very similar, and the selected portfolio outperforms its 
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Figure 8.1. Winner portfolio average returns over time 
The figure graphs the equally weighted average return over a rolling 12 month period earned by the 
winner portfolio in each year of the sample from 1995 until 2004. On the same axes, the graph also 
shows the return of an equally-weighted portfolio of all shares in the independent sample over the 
identical period. 
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However, the large returns experienced by the Wlnner portfolio may merely be 
compensation for a large degree of systematic risk in the portfolio. It is therefore 
necessary to adjust these returns for the inherent risk of the portfolio. This task is 
approached in the next section. 
8.3.2 Risk-adjusted returns: CAPM 
As shown in the previous section, the filter rule does not select any shares prior to 
July 1997. The average number of companies selected per month remains low until 
the last five years of the sample. This result is explained by the fact that the filters are 
derived over the period from January 2000 until December 2004. In light of this, the 
regression is run over the same five year period. A summary of the output for the 
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Table 8.3. CAPM regression output 
The table shows some of the output for the regression of the monthly excess winner portfolio 
returns against the excess returns on the Alsi over the period from January 2000 until December 
2004. The table shows the values and t-tests of the various coefficients as well as measures of the 
strength of the model. 
Variable Coefficient t-Statistic Prob. 
a 0.0254 3.2633 0.0018 
rALSI- rf 0.2747 3.6216 0.0006 
R-squared 0.1844 
Adjusted R-squared 0.1704 
F-statistic 13.1158 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.0006 
Three measures are presented to evaluate the strength of the regression. Firstly, the 
coefficient of determination4, or R-squared, shows that more than 18 percent of the 
variability in portfolio excess returns is explained by variability in Alsi excess returns. 
Secondly, the coefficient of determination adjusted for degrees of freedom5, or 
adjusted R-squared, is similar to the previous measure except that it is adjusted to 
account for the sample size and the number of independent variables. It is interpreted 
similarly to its unadjusted counterpart: more than 17 percent of the variation in 
portfolio returns is explained by variation in the independent variables. This indicates 
that the model is a reasonable fit. 
(8.3) 
~ ~2 
where SSE = £.... (Yi - Yi) (8.4) 
i=1 
Yi is ith observed value of the dependent variable 
Yi is the loth predicted value for the dependent variable 
Y is the mean value of the dependent variable 
5 Ad' dR 2 1 SSEI(n-k-l) Juste = - (8.5) 
L(Y; - yi I(n 1) 
where n is the sample size 
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Thirdly, a large F-statistic6 indicates that most of the variation in the dependent 
variable is explained by the regression equation. Since the F -statistic is 13.11 and the 
corresponding p-value is almost zero, the null hypothesis that all of the parameters are 
equal to zero can be rejected with an extremely high level of confidence. Therefore 
there is a great deal of evidence to infer that the model is valid. 
Each of the coefficients produced by the model also reveal a great deal of information. 
Firstly, the intercept term (alpha) of the model is extremely significant with a t-
statistic7 of -3.26 and a p-value of almost zero. Therefore this estimate can be 
interpreted. The monthly alpha of 2.54 percent translates into an annual alpha of 35.12 
percent8, an incredibly large risk-adjusted return. Alternatively this may be a result of 
a misspecified asset pricing model which does not fully capture the risk inherent in 
the portfolio. The beta on the All-share index is also highly significant and implies 
that winner portfolio moves by 27 cents for every Rand move in the index. 
8.3.3 Risk-adjusted returns: APT 
As mentioned in Section 8.1, the two-factor APT with the Resi and the Findi as the 
factors is a superior risk-adjustment model. This section begins running this model 
and interpreting the results. Any violations of the underlying assumptions are then 
considered. 
8.3.3.1 Regression and interpretation 
6 F = (~)yj - y)2 -SSE)/ k 
SSE/(n-k-l) 
7 t = b, Pi 
Sb, 
~SSE/(n-2) 
where Sb = I 
' \f(n -l)s; 
bi is the estimated coefficient 
Pi is the hypothesized value (0) 
s; is the sample variance of the dependent variable 
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As sho\\'n in the Section 8.3.1, the filter rule does not select any shares prior to July 
1997 and selects very few prior to 2000. As in the previous section, the regression is 
therefore conducted over the five year period from January 2000 until December 
2004. A summary of the output for the model is sho\\'TI in Table 8.4 below: 
Table 8.4. Two-factor APT regression output 
The table shows some of the output for the regression of the monthly excess winner portfolio 
returns against the excess returns on the Findi and the Resi over the period from January 2000 until 
December 2004. The table shows the values and t-tests of the various coefficients as well as 
measures of the strength of the model. 
Variable Coefficient t-Statistic Prob. 
a 0.0281 4,4825 0.0000 
rRESI - rf 0.1324 1.5826 0.1190 
rFINDI - rf 0,4707 3.5126 0.0009 
R-squared 0.3317 
Adjusted R-squared 0.3083 
F -statistic 14.1482 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.0000 
The same three measures are presented to evaluate the strength of the regression. 
Firstly, the coefficient of determination, or R-squared, shows that more than 33 
percent of the variability in portfolio excess returns is explained by variability in Findi 
and Resi excess returns. Secondly, the coefficient of determination adjusted for 
degrees of freedom, or adjusted R-squared, shows that more than 30 percent of the 
variation in portfolio returns is explained by variation in the independent variables. 
This indicates that the model is a reasonable fit. 
Thirdly, since the F-statistic is 14.14 and the corresponding p-value is almost zero, the 
null hypothesis that all of the parameters are equal to zero can be rejected with an 
extremely high level of confidence. Therefore there is a great deal of evidence to infer 
that the model is valid. All of these evaluation statistics are significantly higher for 
this regression than for the CAPM, reiterating the greater applicability of the two-
factor APT. 
Each of the coefficients produced by the model also reveal a great deal of information. 
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statistic of 4.48 and a p-value of almost zero. Therefore this estimate can be 
interpreted. This monthly alpha of 2.81 percent translates into an annual alpha of 
39.45 percent, implying that the portfolio earns phenomenal abnormal returns in risk-
adjusted terms. Alternatively this may be a result of a misspecified asset pricing 
model which does not fully capture the risk inherent in the portfolio. This result is 
more consistent with intuition than those of the CAPM. 
The beta on the Financial-industrial index is also highly significant and implies that 
winner portfolio moves by 47 cents for every Rand move in the index. It is surprising 
that this beta is less than unity as one would expect that in order to earn potentially 
higher returns it would be necessary to take on more systematic risk. Since the beta on 
the Resources index is not significant at the 10 percent level, it cannot be interpreted. 
This insignificance is investigated later in this chapter. 
8.3.3.2 Validation of assumptions 
As mentioned in Section 8.1, a number of assumptions are involved in CLRM. It is 
therefore necessary to validate these assumptions. In particular, the assumptions of 
normality, no autocorrelation and homoscedasticty of the residuals are considered. 
Furthermore, the assumption of no multicollinearity between independent variables is 
tested. 
(i) Normality 
Appendix F.3. contains a histogram of the residuals from the regression. It is clear 
from this graph that the residuals are approximately normally distributed. In order to 
confirm this a more formal test for normality, the Jarque-Bera test for normal it/ is 
used (Jarque and Bera, 1987). Since a normally distributed variable has a skewness of 
zero and a kurtosis of three, the Jarque-Bera test confronts the joint hypothesis that 
skewness and kurtosis are equal to these values respectively. The high p-value for this 
9 JB == n[S2 + (K -3)2] 
6 24 
where n is the sample size 
S is the skewness coefficient 
K is the kurtosis coefficient 
(8.9) 
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test of 0.74 (sho\Vl1 in Appendix F.3.) indicates that the null hypothesis of normality 
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(ii) Autocorrelation 
Once again two methods are used to test for autocorrelation, the results of which are 
presented in Appendix FA. Informally, the residuals are plotted over time to inspect 
whether any patterns emerge. No pattern appears to be evident from this graph. More 
formally, the Ljung-Box (LB) statistic10 is used (Ljung and Box, 1978). This test lags 
the residuals by k periods and regresses them against unlagged residuals to determine 
if any autocorrelation exists. The process iterates through lag lengths ranging from 
one to 28 months. The output in Appendix FA. shows that the LB-statistics are so 
large in everyone of these lags that a p-value of zero results in each case. Therefore 
the null hypothesis of the existence of autocorrelation can always be rejected. 
(iii) Heteroscedasticity 
The next assumption is that the varIance of the error terms is constant, or 
homoscedastic. Appendix F.S. presents the results for a simple graphical method. The 
residuals are plotted against the predicted values of the dependent variable in order to 
determine if there is some pattern in variance as the magnitude of the predicted value 
increases. From inspection of this scatterplot no pattern seems present. 
Secondly, the more formal White's general heteroscedasticity test is conducted 
(White, 1980). This test begins by regressing the residuals of the original regression in 
an auxiliary regression of the form: 
a/ 0.1 + 0.2(Resii rj + 0.3 (Findi j rj + 0.4(Resi j - rj2 + 0.5(Findii - rj2 + 
o.dResii rj(Findii - rj + Vi 
(8.10) 
2 
where 1\ is the sample autocorrelation function: 
r 2 CL(~ -Y)(~+k - r))1 n 
Pk = (L(~ _Y)2);n-
n is the sample size 
m is the lag length 
Yt is the observed value at time t 
Y is the sample mean 
(8.l1 ) 
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It can be shown the that the product of the sample size, n, and the coefficient of 
determination from this auxiliary regression is asymptotically chi-squared distributed 
with degrees of freedom equal to the number of regressors)). If this test statistic does 
exceeds the critical chi-squared value at the relevant significance level, the null 
hypothesis of homoscedasticity can be rejected. In the case of this regression, a test 
statistic of 3.24 and corresponding p-value of 0.66 implies that no heteroscedasticity 
is present. 
(iv) Multicollinearity 
In order to test whether multicollinearity is a problem in multiple regressions, Gujarati 
(1995) suggests a simple rule of thumb: if the pairwise correlations between two 
independent variables is greater than 0.8, this may be sufficient to conclude that 
multicollinearity exists. The correlation coefficient between excess returns on the 
Financial-industrial index and the Resources index is only 0.52. Therefore no 
multicollinearity is present. 
Since it appears that none of the CLRM assumptions have been violated it is safe to 
conclude that the regression above is valid and the interpretations justified. 
8.3.4 Decomposition of the winner portfolio 
The results presented above indicate that there is no significant linear relationship 
between the winner portfolio and the Resources index. This is a surprising result and 
requires further explanation. Figure 8.2 below shows the breakdown of this portfolio 
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Figure 8.2. Winner portfolio decomposition 
The pie chart below shows the proportion of the winner portfolio which is drawn from the Resources 
index and the proportion which is drawn from the Financial-industrial index over the period from 
January 1995 until December 2004. 
Breakdown of winner portfolio 
Rna 
~68% 
It is clear from the above figure that a great majority of the winner portfolio is drawn 
from the Financial-industrial index. This explains why a highly significant linear 
relationship emerged between the portfolio and this index and not the Resources 
index. Furthermore, this explains why the CAPM yields inferior results: the returns 
are regressed against the All-share index which is composed primarily of resources 
shares. It is therefore unlikely that the systematic risk of the winner portfolio is related 
to this market index. 
8.3.5 Style analysis 
The phenomenal abnormal returns earned by the portfolio also raise questions 
regarding the risk-adjustment procedure implemented. Van Rensburg (2001) finds 
that a number of anomalies persist after risk-adjustment using the two-factor APT. His 
results suggest that three style-based risk factors are present on the JSE Securities 
Exchange: size, momentum and earnings yield. This section therefore continues by 
examining the winner portfolio's exposure to these three style factors in order to 
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8.3.5.1 Size 
As detailed in Chapter 2 a great deal of literature has identified the presence of a size 
anomaly both internationally and on the JSE Securities Exchange (see for example 
Banz [1981], Reinganum [1981] or van Rensburg and Robertson [2002]). In terms of 
this research, smaller firms in terms of market capitalization tend to outperform their 
larger counterparts in risk-adjusted terms. 
Van Rensburg (2001) find market capitalisation to proxy for the quality of a company, 
where quality encompasses factors such as size and bankruptcy improbability. This is 
an important source of style based risk which is not explicitly captured by the two-
factor APT modeL The portfolio's exposure to this source of risk therefore needs to be 
taken into account. According to van Rensburg this is particularly important in 
industrial shares. Since the winner portfolio is composed of mainly Financial-
industrial shares, this adjustment is particularly vital. 
In order to assess the extent of the winner portfolio's exposure to this source of risk, 
the entire independent sample is first categorized into quintiles based on market 
capitalization for every month of the sample. The histogram in Figure 8.3 below 
illustrates the frequency with which observations in the winner portfolio are dra-wn 
from each of these quintiles. If there is no size bias in the results, the histogram should 
be relatively flat, showing that firms are drawn at random from each of the quintiles. 
Instead, the histogram seems to show a systematic trend: most observations are drawn 
from the quintile 1 (which represents the smallest firms) and this frequency decreases 
consistently as size increases. This graphical test therefore suggests strongly that 
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Figure 8.3. Histogram of market value quintiles for winner portfolio 
The histogram below shows the decomposition of the winner portfolio into quintiles where these 
quintiles are calculated based on the relative market capitalisation of an individual company relative 
to all other companies in a particular month. This is derived over all 120 months of the sample 
period from January 1995 until December 2004. Quintile 1 represents the smallest shares while 
















This finding can be verified statistically with a Student two-sample t-test assuming 
unequal variances 12 to test whether the market capitalisation of the winner portfolio is 
less than the rest of the independent sample observations. This test requires that the 
underlying data be normally distributed. Therefore, the log of market value is used as 
this is shown to follow a normal distribution in Chapter 4. 
The null and alternative hypotheses for this test are as follows: 
12 t (8.13) 
(8.14) 
where Xi is the sample mean, Ili is the population mean 
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Ho: P"mner - Pother 0 
The resulting t-statistic and p-value are 12.92 and zero respectively. This implies that 
there is strong evidence to reject the null hypothesis with extremely high confidence 
and conclude that the average market capitalisation of observations in the winner 
portfolio is less than the average of those in the rest of the sample. This therefore 
implies that the size-risk is inherent in the portfolio. 
8.3.5.2 Momentum 
Another source of style-based risk identified by van Rensburg (2001) and continually 
cited in other past literature is momentum (see for example Lo and MacKinley 
[1988]). Van Rensburg uses 12-month past positive returns as a proxy for his 
momentum cluster. Therefore the same variable is used in this study. 
In a similar methodology as the previous section, the entire independent sample is 
decomposed into monthly quintiles based on the magnitude of 12-month momentum. 
Once again, if the winner portfolio is not biased towards high momentum, one would 
expect a similar number of observations to be drawn from each quintile. Figure 8.4 
below shows the frequency with which each quintile appears in the winner portfolio. 
Once again a systematic pattern emerges: as momentum increases, more observations 
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Figure 8.4. Histogram of momentum quintiles for winner portfolio 
The histogram below shows the decomposition of the winner portfolio into quintiles where these 
quintiles are calculated based on the relative 12 month momentum of an individual company relative 
to all other companies in a particular month. This is derived over all 120 months of the sample 
period from January 1995 until December 2004. Quintile 1 contains the smallest momentum shares 
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Again this result is verified more formally. Once again the parametric Student t-test is 
used as 12 month momentum is shown to be normally distributed in Chapter 4. The 
null and alternative hypotheses to be tested are: 
Ho: I1wmner - l10ther = 0 
HI: I1wmner - f.Jo1her > 0 
The resulting t-statistic and p-value are 8.59 and zero respectively. This implies that 
there is overwhelming evidence to reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the 
average 12 month momentum of the winner portfolio is larger than the average of the 
rest of the sample. 
8.3.5.3 Earnings yield 
The final style factor considered is earnings yield. Van Rensburg (2001) finds that this 
variable proxies for value-related risk. A great deal of other literature also points to 
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abnormal returns (see for example Basu [1977] and van Rensburg and Robertson 
[2002]). 
As before the entire independent sample is decomposed into monthly quintiles based 
on the magnitude of the earnings yield. If the winner portfolio is not biased towards 
high earnings yields one would expect a similar number of observations to be drawn 
from each quintile. Figure 8.5 below shows the frequency with which each quintile 
appears in the winner portfolio. Once again a systematic pattern emerges: as earnings 
yield increases, more observations are drawn from the sample for inclusion in the 
winner portfolio. This pattern is expected, however, as the filters applied explicitly 
isolate high earnings yield companies. 
Figure 8.5. Histogram of earnings yield quintiles for winner portfolio 
The histogram below shows the decomposition of the winner portfolio into quintiles where these 
quintiles are calculated based on the relative earnings yield of an individual company relative to all 
other companies in a particular month. This is derived over all 120 months of the sample period 
from January 1995 until December 2004. Quintile 1 contains the smallest earnings yield shares while 
















Again earnings yield is found to be normally distributed in Chapter 4. Therefore the 
Student t-test can be used to test whether the average earnings yield of the winner 
portfolio is in fact higher than that of the rest of the sample. The null and alternative 
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Ho: Jiwmner Jiother = 0 
HI: Jiwmner Jiother > 0 
The t-statistic of 7.81 and corresponding p-value of zero suggest that there is 
overwhelming evidence to reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the average 
earnings yield of companies in the winner portfolio is in fact greater than that of the 
rest of the independent sample. 
8.4 Loser Portfolio 
This section applies the loser filters derived in Chapter 7 to the independent sample 
while following the same methodology as Section 8.3. It begins by considering the 
absolute returns of this portfolio and the return pattern over time. It then continues by 
applying the risk-adjustment procedures of Section 8.2 in order to determine whether 
the high returns of this portfolio are simply explained by the risk inherent in the 
portfolio. Next a breakdown of the portfolio into the Resources and the Financial-
industrial index is conducted in order to further explain the results. Finally, a number 
of style-based sources of risk in the loser portfolio are examined. 
8.4.1 Absolute returns 
A full list of companies selected in the independent sample is shown in Appendix F .6. 
Table 8.5 below contrasts the return characteristics of the loser portfolio selected by 
the stepwise median comparison procedure and the stepwise Sharpe maximization 
procedure. Although the latter achieves lower returns and a marginally lower Sharoe 
ratio, it does this at the expense of a higher standard deviation and a much lower 
sample size. The median comparison portfolio still offers extremely low average 
returns of below -20 percent, resulting partly from the fact that over 26 percent of the 
companies chosen are extreme losers Since the Sharpe technique selects on average 
about one share every three months, this result is not useful and only the median 
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Table 8.5. Loser portfolio summary statistics 
The table below contrasts the performance of the stepwise median comparison and Sharpe 
maximisation techniques of Chapter 7 on the independent sample. The table shows the breakdown of 
sample size in terms of average number of companies per month, proportion of the total sample held 
and total number of losers (out of a possible 661). The performance of the portfolio is summarized 
the mean, median, maximum and minimum annual return of the portfolio. In addition it shows the 
standard deviation of the portfolio returns and the resulting Sharpe ratio 
Sharpe 
Median Comparison maximisation 
Average number of companies 6.55 0.35 
Proportion of sample 6.18% 0.33% 
Number of losers 74.0 6 
Mean return -20.72% -46.38% 
Median return -27.31% -61.00% 
Standard deviation 32.30% 52.37% 
Maximum return 322.08% 3.12% 
Mininimum return -90.44% -86.28% 
Sharpe ratio -1.00 -109 
Table 8.6 shows the return patterns of the median comparison portfolio over time. 
Unlike the winner filter presented earlier, the loser filter does not seem to bias 
observations away from any particular period of the sample. It is clear, however, that 
the number of observations rises sharply for the period from 1998 until 2001. This 
corresponds to a period of a large rally in the South African market followed by a 
sharp decline. Since the loser filter chooses many shares over the period, it suggests 
that the filters have been derived based on the properties of companies which ensued 
during this time. 
One immediate implication is that the scarcity of companies identified in certain 
periods, particularly the first and last years of the sample, means that diversification 
through this portfolio alone is unlikely. On the other hand, in bear markets the 
strategy becomes much more useful. 
Another observation from Table 8.6 is that the portfolio earns positive returns, albeit 
low, in certain periods. Since these positive performance periods correspond with 
periods in which low numbers of shares are held, this may be a result of limited 
diversification. Returns may therefore reflect the greater influence of firm-specific 
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years offering positive returns and the remammg seven years boasting significant 
negative returns. 
Table 8.6. Loser portfolio calendar time payoffs 
The table shows the equally-weighted average return over a rolling 12-month period resulting from 
the loser portfolio in each year of the sample. The table also shows the average number of company 
included in the portfolio per month. In addition, monthly values for each of these measures are 
plotted over time. 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 
Average number of companies 3.33 3.75 6.00 10.33 12.00 10.42 11.33 3.08 3.42 1.83 
Average Return 33.63% -15.49% 1.24% -18.35% 12.57% -45.23% -36.78% -29.73% -10.00% -17.60% 
The equally weighted average returns over a rolling twelve month period are 
graphically compared to the corresponding returns on an equally-weighted portfolio 
of all shares in the independent sample in Figure 8.6 below. This graph shows that 
the direction of returns is similar between the two portfolios. However, the loser 
portfolio always underperforms its benchmark and has more pronounced movements. 
In addition, Appendix F. 7. contrasts the performance of the loser portfolio to that of 
the Resources and Financial-industrial indexes. Although the return patterns are 
similar between the three portfolios, movements of the loser portfolio and the 
Financial-industrial index are particularly close. This observation is discussed in more 
detail later. Once again, the loser portfolio does in fact underperform the market 
indexes over most of the sample period. It again appears that the movements in the 
loser portfolio returns are more pronounced, perhaps indicating large systematic risk 
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Figure B.6. Loser portfolio average returns over time 
The figure graphs the equally weighted average return over a rolling 12 month period earned by the 
loser portfolio in each year of the sample from 1995 until 2004. On the same axes, the graph also 
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As with the winner portfolio, considering absolute returns alone is not sufficient. It is 
necessary to adjust these returns for the inherent risk of the portfolio. This task is 
approached in the next section. 
8.4.2 Risk-adjusted returns: CAPM 
As in Section 8.3, the returns are first adjusted for risk using the traditional CAPM. 
Unlike the winner portfolio, however, the loser portfolio contains observations over 
the entire sample period from January 1995 until December 2004. Therefore the 
regression is run over the entire ten year period. Furthermore, an investor wishing to 
trade on the basis of the loser portfolio would sell all component stocks short in order 
to profit from the price decrease. Therefore this section considers the risk-adjusted 
results from such a strategy assuming no short sale restrictions or transaction costs. A 
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Table 8.7. Two-factor CAPM output 
The table shows some of the output for the regression of the monthly excess loser portfolio returns 
against the excess returns on the Alsi over the period from January 1994 until December 2004 when 
the component stocks of the loser portfolio are sold short. The table shows the values and t-tests of 
the various coefficients as well as measures of the strength of the model. 
Variable Coefficient t-Statistic Prob. 
a 0.0038 4.6469 0.0000 
rALSI- rf -0.3754 -4.6871 0.0000 
R-squared 0.1570 
Adjusted R-squared 0.1498 
F -statistic 21.9685 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.0000 
The coefficient of determination shows that 15.7 percent of the variability of portfolio 
returns is explained by variability of market returns. Furthermore, the F -statistic of 
21.96 and corresponding p-value of zero show that the overall model is highly 
significant. The significant alpha of 0.38 percent implies that an abnormal risk-
adjusted return of 4.66 percent can be obtained with the portfolio. Furthermore, the 
portfolio varies inversely with the market, indicated by the negative beta of -0.37. 
8.4.3 Risk-adjusted returns: APT 
As mentioned in Section 8.2, the two-factor APT with the Resi and the Findi as the 
factors is the superior risk-adjustment model. This section begins by running this 
model and interpreting the results. Any violations of the underlying assumptions are 
then considered. 
8.4.3.1 Regression and interpretation 
Unlike the winner portfolio, the loser portfolio contains observations over the entire 
sample period from January 1995 until December 2004. Therefore the regression is 
run over the entire ten year period. Furthermore, an investor wishing to trade on the 
basis of the loser portfolio would sell all component stocks short in order to profit 
from the price decrease. Therefore this section considers the risk-adjusted results from 
such a strategy assuming no short sale restrictions or transaction costs. A summary of 
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Table 8.8. Two-factor APT regression output 
The table shows some of the output for the regression of the monthly excess loser portfolio returns 
against the excess returns on the Findi and the Resi over the period from January 1994 until 
December 2004 when the component stocks of the loser portfolio are sold short. The table shows 
the values and t-tests of the various coefficients as well as measures of the strength of the model. 
Variable Coefficient t-Statistic Prob. 
a -0.0048 -0.7388 0.4615 
rRESI- rf -0.0197 -0.2231 0.8239 
rFINDI - rf -0.9331 -7.7593 0 
R-squared 0.4312 
Adjusted R-squared 0.4215 
F-statistic 44.3567 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.0000 
The coefficient of determination, or R-squared, shows that more than 43 percent of 
the variability in portfolio excess returns which is explained by variability in Findi 
and Resi excess returns. When adjusted for degrees of freedom, the coefficient of 
determination shows that more than 42 percent of the variation in portfolio returns is 
explained by variation in the independent variables. This indicates that the model is a 
reasonable fit. 
The large F-statistic of 44.36 and corresponding p-value of almost zero causes the null 
hypothesis that all of the parameters are equal to zero to be rejected with an extremely 
high level of confidence. Therefore there is a great deal of evidence to infer that the 
model is valid. Once again, this model is significantly better than the CAPM, 
implying that more emphasis should be placed on these results. 
The intercept term (alpha) of the model is not significantly different from zero with a 
t-statistic of -0.7388 and a p-value of 46.15 and can therefore cannot be interpreted. 
Instead this suggests that the portfolio does not outperform the market in risk adjusted 
terms. 
The beta on the Financial-industrial index is highly significant and implies that loser 
portfolio decreases by 93 cents for every Rand increase in the index. The negative 
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the underlying stock decreases when the market decreases, this will result in an 
increase in value for the portfolio. Since the beta on the Resources index is not 
significant even at an extremely low significance level, it cannot be interpreted. This 
insignificance is investigated later in this chapter. 
8.4.3.2 Validation of assumptions 
As mentioned in Section 8.1, a number of assumptions are involved in CLRM. It is 
therefore necessary to validate these assumptions. In particular, the assumptions of 
normality, no autocorrelation and homoscedasticty of the residuals are considered. 
Furthermore, the assumption of no multicollinearity between independent variables is 
tested. 
(i) Normality 
Appendix F.8. contains a histogram of the residuals from the regression. Although the 
distribution of the residuals in this graph appears approximately normal, the Jarque-
Bera test presents conflicting results. The high lB-statistic of 8.14 and corresponding 
p-value of 0.017 imply that the assumption of normality can be rejected at the 95 
percent confidence leveL 
According to Gujarati (1995), if the objective of a regression is to provide a point 
estimate of parameters, no assumption regarding the distribution of the residuals is 
necessary. On the other hand, if the objective is inference, it is necessary to have an 
idea of the distribution. Since the assumption of normality has not been met, no 
inference can be reliably made from this model. 
(ii) Autocorrelation 
Once again two methods are used to test for autocorrelation, the results of which are 
presented in Appendix F.9. The residuals plotted over time illuminate no apparent 
pattern in the residuals. More formally, the Ljung-Box (LB) statistics are so large in 
all 28 lags that a p-value of zero results in each case. Therefore the null hypothesis of 
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(iii) Heteroscedasticity 
The next assumption is that the variance of the error terms is constant, or 
homoscedastic. Appendix F.1 O. presents the results for a simple graphical method. 
The residuals are plotted against the predicted values of the dependent variable in 
order to determine if there is some pattern in variance as the magnitude of the 
predicted value increases. From inspection of this scatterplot the residuals to appear to 
vary with the predicted values. 
The more formal White's general heteroscedasticity test is conducted and results in a 
test statistic of 119.85 and corresponding p-value of O. This verifies that 
heteroscedasticity is in fact present and it is therefore necessary to correct for this. 
White (1980) presents a method for estimating heteroscedasticity-consistent variances 
and standard errors such that inferences can be drawn about the values of the true 
parameters. 13 The output for this procedure, shown in Table 8.9 below, yields similar 
results. The estimated values for all parameters are identical. The only difference is 
that the coefficient on the excess returns on the Resources index and the intercept 
term decrease in significance. Since these estimates were insignificant in the original 
regression this has no impact on the interpretation of the above results. 
'" 2 2 
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White (1980) shows that by using the square of each actual residual, U j in place of a i
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Table 8.9. Two-factor APT regression output with White's (1980) adjustment 
The table shows some of the output for the regression of the monthly excess loser portfolio returns 
against the excess returns on the Findi and the Resi over the period from January 1994 until 
December 2004 when the component stocks of the loser portfolio are sold short. White's 
heteroscedasticity-consistent variances approach is applied to negate the effect of 
heteroscedsatistcy on the interpretability of the estimated parameters. The table shows the values 
and t-tests of the various coefficients as well as measures of the strength of the model. 
Variable 
a 
rRESI - rf 














In order to test whether multicollinearity is a problem the same rule of thumb from 
Gujarati (1995) is applied as in the winner regressions. Since the pairwise correlations 
of 0.54 is far below than 0.8, multicollinearity is not a problem. This pairwise 
correlation is different to that derived for the winner regression as the correlation is 
derived over the entire 120 sample period in this case, whereas it is only derived over 
the last 60 months of the sample earlier. 
Since it appears that none of the CLRM assumptions have been violated it is safe to 
conclude that the regression above is valid and the interpretations justified. 
8.4.4 Decomposition of the loser portfolio 
The results presented above indicate once again that there is no significant linear 
relationship between the winner portfolio and the Resources index. Once more this 
can be explained by considering the composition of the portfolio. Figure 8.7 below 
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Figure 8.7. Loser portfolio decomposition 
The pie chart below shows the proportion of the loser portfolio which is drawn from the Resources 
index and the proportion which is drawn from the Financial-industrial index over the period from 
January 1995 until December 2004. 





The fact that great majority of the loser portfolio is drawn from the Financial-
industrial index might explain why a highly significant linear relationship emerged 
between the portfolio and this index and not the Resources index. This may also 
explain why the CAPM is weaker than the APT in terms of measures such as the 
coefficient of determination: it is overweighted in resources, shadowing the effect of 
the Financial-industrial index on the loser portfolio. 
8.4.5 Style analysis 
Despite the fact that the large positive returns from the short loser portfolio do not 
persist after risk-adjustment with the APT, it is still useful to consider style-based risk 
factors to determine whether these may further explain the returns on the portfolio. 
Once again size, momentum and earnings yield are examined to determine whether 
they explain any of the previously unexplained risk in the simple two-factor APT as 
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8.4.5.1 Size 
In order to assess the extent of the winner portfolio's exposure to the size-based 
source of risk, the entire independent sample is first categorized into quintiles based 
on market capitalization for every month of the sample. The histogram in Figure 8.8 
below illustrates the frequency with which observations in the loser portfolio are 
drawn from each of these quintiles. If there is no size bias in the results, the histogram 
should be relatively flat, showing that firms are drawn at random from each of the 
quintiles. 
This is indeed the case with the loser portfolio. With the exception of the quintile of 
smallest firms, the loser portfolio is taken almost equally from the other portfolios. 
This suggests that the filters exclude only the smallest firms but do not discriminate 
against other companies. 
Figure B.B. Histogram of market value quintiles for loser portfolio 
The histogram below shows the decomposition of the loser portfolio into quintiles where these 
quintiles are calculated based on the relative market capitalisation of an individual company relative 
to all other companies in a particular month. This is derived over all 120 months of the sample 
period from January 1995 until December 2004. Quintile 1 represents the smallest shares while 
quintile 5 represents the largest shares. 















This finding can be verified statistically with a Student two-sample t-test assuming 
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less than the rest of the independent sample observations. Since this test requires that 
the underlying data be normally distributed, the log of market value is again used as a 
proxy for size. As the portfolio lacks observations from the smallest quintile it is 
expected that the average size of the portfolio will be larger than that of the rest of the 
market. 
The null and alternative hypotheses for this test are as follows: 
Ho: Jiwmner - Jiother = 0 
HI: Jiwmner - Jiother > 0 
The resulting t-statistic and p-value are 4.35 and zero respectively. This implies that 
there is strong evidence to reject the null hypothesis with extremely high confidence 
and conclude that the average market capitalisation of observations in the loser 
portfolio is greater than the average of those in the rest of the sample. The portfolio 
invests in larger shares which have less size-related risk. 
8.4.5.2 Momentum 
The next source of style-based risk, identified by van Rensburg (2001) and considered 
in this analysis, is momentum. Again since van Rensburg uses 12-month past positive 
returns as a proxy for his momentum cluster, the same variable is used in this study. 
Figure 8.9 below shows the frequency with which each momentum quintile derived 
over the entire independent sample appears in the loser portfolio. Once again no 
systematic pattern emerges: the loser portfolio appears to have been drawn at random 
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Figure 8.9. Histogram of momentum quintiles for loser portfolio 
The histogram below shows the decomposition of the loser portfolio into quintiles where these 
quintiles are calculated based on the relative 12 month momentum of an individual company reiative 
to all other companies in a particular month. This is derived over all 120 months of the sample 
period from January 1995 until December 2004. Quintile 1 contains the smallest momentum shares 














This result is verified more formally with the Student Hest. The null and alternative 
hypotheses to be tested are: 
Ho: flwinner - flo/her = 0 
The resulting t-statistic and p-value are 1.27 and 0.2 respectively imply that there is 
not enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis. It can therefore be concluded that 
no significant difference exists between the momentums in the loser portfolio and 
other shares. 
8.4.5.3 Earnings yield 
The final style factor considered is earnings yield as a proxy for value-related risk. 
Figure 8.10 below shows the frequency with which each quintile from the entire 
independent sample appears in the loser portfolio. For the first time in the loser 
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are dravm from the sample for inclusion in the loser portfolio. This pattern is 
expected, however, as the filters applied explicitly isolate low earnings yield 
companIes. 
Figure 8.10. Histogram of earnings yield quintiles for loser portfolio 
The histogram below shows the decomposition of the loser portfolio into quintiles where these 
quintiles are calculated based on the relative earnings yield of an individual company relative to all 
other companies in a particular month. This is derived over all 120 months of the sample period 
from January 1995 until December 2004. Quintile 1 contains the smallest earnings yield shares while 


















The Student t-test is used to test whether the average earnings yield of the loser 
portfolio is in fact higher than that of the rest of the sample. The null and alternative 
hypotheses are therefore as follows: 
Ho: flwinner - flo/her = 0 
The t-statistic of 11.14 and corresponding p-value of zero suggest that there is 
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earnings yield of companies in the loser portfolio is in fact lower than that of the rest 
of the independent sample. 
8.5 Summary and Conclusion 
This chapter evaluates the winner and loser filter combinations, the product of this 
thesis thus far, on an independent sample. It begins by contrasting the performance 
characteristics of two alternatives for the \\tinner combination: (1) the combination 
derived from the stepwise median comparison test and (2) the combination obtained 
from the stepwise Sharpe maximisation procedure. 
The first option is clearly better, resulting in a significantly higher return, a lower 
standard deviation and a substantially larger sample size. Together these factors lead 
to a much higher Sharpe ratio. As the inferior alternative, the Sharpe maximisation 
filter is therefore dropped and only the median comparison filter considered for 
further analysis. 
The resultant portfolio of this filter combination is adjusted for risk and is found to 
earn significant annualized abnormal returns of almost 40 percent. The validity of 
these results is verified through the consideration of the CLRM assumptions. It is 
found that the residuals are normally distributed, and no autocorrelation, 
heteroscedasticity or multicollinearity is present. This portfolio is then decomposed 
according to various characteristics. It is found that the majority of the shares selected 
are dra\\tTI from the Financial-industrial index. Furthermore, these tend to be smaller 
shares with higher momentums and higher earnings yields. 
A similar procedure is then performed on the potential loser combinations. By 
comparing the results of the median comparison and Sharpe maximisation portfolios, 
it is clear that although the latter attains a lower return and Sharpe ratio, this comes at 
the expense of a much higher standard deviation. More importantly, this second 
alternative has a significantly smaller sample size, selecting about one share every 
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sample, the median comparison portfolio is agam concluded to be the supenor 
alternative and is eannarked for further analysis. 
The short-sold loser portfolio is adjusted for risk and is found not to earn significant 
abnonnal returns. Although no autocorrelation or multicollinearity is present, the 
residuals are not nonnally distributed and are heteroscedastic. White's (1980) 
heteroscedasticity-consistent variance approach is applied to overcome the latter 
problem and the results are found to be almost identical. Despite the insignificance of 
the alpha, this filter combination may still be useful in achieving substantial 
diversification as it negatively related to the market. Again this portfolio is drawn 
predominantly from the Financial-industrial index. The portfolio is composed mainly 












Summary, Conclusion and Suggested Extensions 
9.1 Introduction 
The problem statement of this paper is to determine whether it is possible to predict 
extreme performers on the JSE Securities Exchange. The six sub-problems or 
objectives are necessary to achieve this are detailed in Chapter 1. They are to identify 
the factors which differentiate (1) extreme winners from other shares and (2) extreme 
losers from other shares; to build a combination of filter rules to select (3) extreme 
winners and (4) extreme losers; and consider whether the derived filter combinations 
still outperform the market in risk-adjusted terms for (5) extreme winners and (6) 
extreme losers. 
The remainder of this chapter is set out as follows: Section 9.2 provides a summary 
the results and findings of this research with regards to each of the six objectives 
above. Section 9.3 concludes and suggests areas for future research. 
9.2 Summary of results 
This research is conducted on the JSE Securities Exchange over the ten year period 
from January 1995 until December 2004. The dataset includes monthly data of all 
companies listed on this exchange, excluding companies listed on the Venture Capital 
Market and Development Capital Market, and Property Loan Stock companies. All 
preference shares and companies lacking return data are also removed. Finally, only 
companies with market capitalisations of at least RI0D million as at December 2004 
are included. This results in a sample of213 companies or 25 560 firm months. Since 
all data is acquired from Datastream International, the dataset is prone to survivorship 
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The sample includes 2023 instances where a company's stock price at least doubles in 
a twelve month period (extreme winners). This includes 169 different companies, and 
24276 company months of extreme performance. If overlaps are ignored, 7807 unique 
company months of extreme gain result. On the other hand, there are 1416 different 
instances of a company's stock price at least halving in a twelve month period 
(extreme losers), consisting of 141 different companies and 16922 company months. 
Ignoring overlaps this is reduced to 5397 unique company months. 
The dataset is split into two samples: a test sample on which the procedures of 
Chapters 5 to 7 are conducted, and an independent sample on which out-of-sample 
verification of results is performed in Chapter 8. The samples are formed by first 
alphabetizing the companies in each economic group (in terms of the FTSE Global 
Classification System). The first half of companies in each group is allocated to the 
test sample while the second half is allocated to the independent sample. 
After careful consideration of past literature, 92 variables are selected for 
consideration in five categories: information variables, valuation measures, technical 
indicators, fundamental measures (including profitability, performance, leverage, 
liquidity and efficiency) and industry position variables. Each of these variables is 
lagged one, three, six, nine and twelve months, creating an additional 460 evolution 
variables. Each of these is winsorised to remove outliers. 
The factors which distinguish extreme winners from other shares is then investigated 
in terms of the first objective of this thesis. Each of the original 92 variables are 
separated into two samples: those which apply to extreme winners at the start of their 
12-month performance period and all other observations. The chi-squared median test 
is used to deduce whether any difference exists between the medians of these two 
portfolios. Similarly, the median of each variable for extreme performers is compared 
to variables for the same companies one, three, six, nine and twelve months before the 
start of extreme performance. 
By examining the variables which are different among the samples, a number of key 
themes begin to emerge regarding the nature of extreme winners. They tend to start 
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performance, resulting in low market-to-book ratios and high earnings yields. There is 
a limited supply of winner shares evidenced by a low number of shares in issue. On 
top of this there is a great deal of disagreement in the market regarding the prospects 
of these companies, evidenced by poor earnings forecasts and high volume volatility. 
Winners' fundamentals seem to improve considerably as the extreme performance 
approaches, perhaps in a response to a consolidation of assets and operations. In 
particular, sales and margins grow. Working capital management and general asset 
efficiency improves. All of this results in gradually increasing earnings growth. As the 
majority of the improvements have already been affected to the business, dividend 
payouts begin to increase, although they are still significantly less than non-extreme 
performers at the start of the extreme performance. In addition, despite the fact that 
there is a significant improvement in the fundamentals of extreme winners before the 
onset of their performance, at the start of the gain most of the fundamental signals are 
still poorer than non-extreme winners. This may lead to the disagreement in the 
market and the poor earnings forecasts by analysts, as mentioned earlier. 
This fact is reiterated by considering the position of winners' fundamental variables 
compared to non-winners in the same economic groups. Although winners improve 
positionally in terms of some fundamental variables as extreme performance 
approaches, in general this improvement is not enough to overtake their counterparts 
positionally and they therefore remain below other companies as the start of the 
performance arrives. 
A similar procedure is conducted with extreme losers, in fulfilment of the second 
objective. The findings indicate that management divests themselves of their holding 
in the company six months before the extreme loss begins, indicated by a decreasing 
percentage management ownership. Despite this, losers remain overvalued even at the 
start of the extreme loss. Losers tend to be younger companies for which a slow down 
in performance has already begun, resulting in a lower demand for the shares of the 
company. The company experiences declining sales and profitability as well as 
decreasing asset efficiency. Losers seem to reduce dividends and take on additional 
debt in order to increase the levels of assets held. Despite this, earnings decrease, 
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fundamental variables in terms of position within relevant economIC groups. 
However, the improvement is not large enough as losers remain below most of the 
market in terms of these measures at the onset of their extreme loss. 
After determining the general characteristics of extreme winners, the third objective 
aims to derive a combination of filters to isolate these shares. In aid of this, a stepwise 
median comparison procedure is developed. This process begins by creating ten 
values for consideration for each variable, based on the difference between the 
portfolios of extreme winners and other shares for the variable concerned. The 
procedure then loops through each of these values for each variable, filtering out 
observations greater than or less than that value. Using the Wilcoxon signed ranks 
test, the median return each of the resulting filtered portfolios is then compared to a 
prespecified comparison level. The filter which maximizes the z-statistic on the 
Wilcoxon test, and therefore creates the portfolio with returns most significantly 
larger than the comparison level, is included as the entering filter. The process repeats 
itself, this time filtering each value of every other variable, in combination with the 
entering filter. The filter which maximizes the z-statistic is included as the second 
filter. The process continues until no more filters are included. 
However, one of the major problems with stepwise procedures is that they may result 
in solutions which are local but not global maxima in other words they may not 
select the most optimal combination. This problem often stems from the fact that 
filters may not be effective by themselves and hence are not selected. They may be 
extremely effective in combination with some other filter though. One way to 
overcome this problem is to consider every permutation of combinations of variables. 
However, due to the large number of variables included and hence great amount of 
computational time required, this is not possible. Therefore, the procedure is run 
numerous times, each time altering one of the parameters: the comparison level. Each 
iteration produces a different combination of filters. The Sharpe ratio and a custom 
measure, the JK statistic, are used to contrast and evaluate these alternatives, 
eventually leading to the selection of a final winner filter combination. 
This final winner filter combination first selects shares with 12-month lagged earnings 
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Rousseau (2004), which shows that the payoffs to value investing are the greatest 
when lagged measures of value are considered. Secondly, shares must have 9-month 
lagged 3-month momentums of at least -0.09. This excludes stocks which have 
experienced rapid recent declines in price. Thirdly, operating income to total assets 
must be less than 0.16, excluding highly profitable companies which may have 
already been spotted by the market. Fourthly, 12-month lagged return on assets must 
be greater than -0.12, excluding extremely unprofitable companies. Fifthly, 6-month 
lagged change in total assets must be less than 0.15, indicating that the company has 
not made a substantial recent investment in new assets. Finally, the difference 
between percentage change in accounts receivable and percentage change in sales 
must be less than 0.09. This excludes companies for which accounts receivable is 
growing substantially faster than sales, either due to the granting of excessive credit to 
stimulate sales, or a decline in sales. 
This filter combination selects 11 percent of the test sample, resulting in average an 
annual portfolio return of 59 percent and an annual portfolio standard deviations of 24 
percent. 
In fulfilment of objective four, a similar procedure is conducted with extreme losers. 
The final loser filter combination firstly selects overvalued companies, with market-
to-book ratios greater than 2.47. Secondly, the current share price as a percentage of 
the past 12-month high must be less than 99 percent, indicating that the share price 
has not been increasing, and may in fact have already started to decline. Thirdly, 
earnings yield must be less than 0.11, further helping to isolate overvalued companies. 
Fourthly, the ratio of sales to cash must be less than 7.20, eliminating those companies 
with either very high levels of sales, or very low levels of cash. Fifthly, companies 
which are listed for less than 14 years are selected, possibly because these less 
established companies are more prone to price shocks. Finally, dividend yield must be 
less than 4.52 percent, indicating that most profits are reinvested, rather than 
distributed. 
This filter combination selects 10 percent of the test sample, resulting in an average 
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Part of the fifth objective is to deduce whether the performance of the winner filter 
combination is robust. Therefore the filter combination is applied to the independent 
sample. This filter combination selects 8 percent of the independent sample, resulting 
in an average annual portfolio return of 50 percent and an annual portfolio standard 
deviation of 24 percent. In addition, it is necessary to determine whether these 
positive returns still remain after adjustment for risk. Both the CAPM and the two-
factor APT with the Resources and Financial-industrial indexes as the factors is 
applied, resulting in a significant annual alpha of almost 40 percent. Therefore the 
portfolio still offers an exceptional return after risk-adjustment. 
Interestingly, firms from mainly the Financial-industrial index are chosen., reducing 
the validity of the CAPM. Furthermore, the filter appears to be biased towards 
choosing smaller firms with higher momentum and higher earnings yields. This 
suggests that there may be sources of style-based risk present in the portfolio which 
are not captured by the two-factor APT. Despite this, it is unlikely that this additional 
risk is sufficient to erode the extremely large alpha. 
A similar procedure is conducted with the loser filter combination in fulfilment of the 
sixth objective. This filter combination selects 6 percent of the independent sample, 
resulting in an average annual portfolio return of -11 percent and an annual portfolio 
standard deviation of 32 percent. Despite the large negative returns from this 
portfolio, the portfolio does not earn significant abnormal returns at even the 55 
percent leveL Despite the insignificance of the returns on the portfolio, significant 
diversification can be achieved through short selling the portfolio. Once again the 
portfolio is drawn primarily from the Financial-industrial index. However, unlike the 
winner combination, the loser portfolio does not appear to have any size or 
momentum bias. The shares selected do tend to have smaller earnings yields though. 
9.3 Suggested extensions 
Since a small amount of literature exists on the topic of extreme performance, a 
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Although this is not an exhaustive list, this section discusses three areas: (1) 
transaction costs, (2) macroeconomic considerations and (3) alterations to the 
methodology for the derivation of filter combinations. 
A number of real-world consideration could be incorporated into the research. For 
example, a possible expansion is to incorporate transaction, short selling restrictions 
and other trading costs in the analysis. Since Stoll and Whaley (1983) find that 
transaction costs are proportionately higher for smaller firms and Rol1 (1984) finds 
that bid-ask spread is strongly negatively related to firm size, this is particularly 
pertinent for the winner filter combination as the resulting portfolio is made up of 
mostly smaller shares. It is therefore possible that the inclusion of these costs may 
significantly erode the profits to this strategy. 
Furthermore, some past research suggests that the success of certain factors in 
identifying extreme performers is contingent on the market condition. O'Neil (2004) 
mentions in his "CAN SLIM" strategy that extreme winners are less likely in a weak 
market. Inflationary conditions also seem to play a role in the predictive power of 
certain signals. For example, Lev and Thiagarajan (1993) find that the negative 
message conveyed by receivables increasing relative to sales is only statistically 
significant in high-inflation years. They also find that economic gro\\<th measured by 
the change in real GNP, and business activity measured by the change in Business 
Inventories, have an effect on fundamental signals. Abarbnell and Bushee (1997) find 
similar results with respect to receivables as a signal. In addition, they find that the 
gross margin is also a more significant signal in high-inflation years when it is more 
vital that firms are able to maintain their margins in the face of rising input prices. 
Future research can therefore consider the effect of macroeconomic conditions on the 
success of the extreme performer identification, and even derive different filter 
combinations for application in different scenarios. 
Although a unique methodology for the selection of filter combinations is developed 
in this paper, numerous other methods are possible. A suggested area for future 
research is therefore to apply some of these alternative methodologies and contrast the 
results to the findings of this thesis. For example, no published research has yet 
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Neural networks could therefore be used to predict extreme performers on the JSE 
Securities Exchange. 
Despite the fact that the parameters of the stepwise procedure used are altered to 
increase the likelihood of selecting the optimal filter combination, a large number of 
other permutations still exist. A machine learning procedure, such as Population-
based Incremental Learning (PBIL), could be applied in order to more effectively 
consider alternatives. 
Binary methods for identifying extreme performance which do not take the magnitude 
of performance into account could also be considered. For example logit regressions 
could be applied. Alternatively, the geometric separability index of Thornton (1997) 
to find those factors which effectively distinguish extreme performers from non-
extreme performers could be used. 
Another possibility is to use the Classification and Regression Trees (CART) of 
Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and Stone (1984) to derive filter combinations. CART 
analysis is a binary statistical tree-building technique used in decision making. By 
applying this technique in the context of extreme performance, a number of different 
routes to extreme performance may be illuminated. 
Due to the extremely large risk-adjusted returns attained by the winner portfolio, it is 
unlikely that all of this performance can be attributed to unmeasured risk factors. This 
thesis therefore provides substantial evidence refuting the efficiency of the JSE 
Securities Exchange. The results may change substantially after taking real-world 
considerations such as transaction costs, short sale restrictions and macroeconomic 
conditions into account, however. Furthermore, future research may find more 
significant results through applying another statistical technique for identifying 
extreme performers. Either way, the author hopes this thesis has at least two 
implications: (1) to create a unique methodology which future researchers find useful 
for deriving filter rules, and (2) to provide a base from which future research into 
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This appendix refers to Chapter 3: Data Analysis and Design 
Appendix A.I. Securities with no Return Data 
The table shows those securities on the jSE Securities Exchange for which no return data is 
available over the 10 year period from January 1995 until December 2004. Due to the lack of return 
data these securities have been dropped from the study. 
Code Name 
ACO ALLIANCE DATA 
MSZ ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT.PF 
AQP AQUARIUS PLAT. (JSE) 




LEW LEWIS GROUP 
PTG PEERMONT GLOBAL 
SPP SPAR GROUP 
Appendix A.2. PTSE / JSE Property Loan Stock Index (256) 
The table shows the companies listed under the Property Loan Stock (PLS) Index 0256) on the jSE 
Securities Exchange. These companies have different tax structures to other companies and as such 
discrepancies between financial ratios of these and other companies may exist. Therefore, these 












GRT GROWTH POINT PROPS. 
HYP HYPROPINVESTMENTS 
APB APHEXI PROPERTIES 'B' 
APA APHEXI PROPERTIES 'A' 
SRL SOUTH AF.RET.PROPS. 
RDF REDEFINE INCOME FD. 
PAP PANG BOURNE PROPS. 
VKE VUKILE PR.FUND 
RES RESILIENT PR.FD. 
IFR IFOUR PROPERTIES 
ACP ACUCAP PROPERTIES 
MPL METBOARD PROPS. 
ATS ATLAS PROPERTIES 
FSP FREESTONE PR.HDG. 
PRA PARAMOUNT PR.FD. 
SPE SPEARHEAD PROPS. 
PMM PREMIUM PROPERTIES 
OCT OCTODECINVESTMENT 
ABT AMBIT PROPERTIES 
FVT FAIRVEST PR.HDG. 










UU,",J.'''.U"," A: 3 
Appendix A.3. Variables Undergoing Logarithmic Transformation 
The table shows those variables which undergo a natural logarithmic transformation. This is to 














Daily trading volume compared to 3-month average 
Daily trading volume compared to 6-month average 
Daily trading volume compared to 12-month average 
Daily trading volume compared to 18-month average 
Daily trading volume compared to 24-month average 
Historical daily volatility over past 3 months compared to 12 months before 
Average turnover over past 6 months (no of shares traded I total shares outstanding) 
Annual EPS 










Appendix A.4. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Company 
The table lists 12 month periods of extreme performance for all extreme winners on the JSE 
Securities Exchange from January 1995 until December 2004 included in this study. An extreme 
winner is defined as a stock which at least doubles in a 12 month period. In addition to the names of 
all extreme performers, the table lists the share codes for each, the start date of the 12 month 

































































































































































AFLEASE GOA UR.RES. 
AFlEASf. GO.& UR.RES. 
AFLfASE 00.& VR.RES. 
AFl..fASE GO.& UR.RES. 
AFLfASE GO,5 VR.RES. 
AFL.EASE GO,& UR.RES. 
AFl.EASE GOA VA.FlES. 
AFL.£ASE GOA UR.RES. 
AFLEASE GOA UR.RES. 
AFlE.ASE 00.& UR.RES. 
AFlEASE GD.& UFtRES. 
AFLfASE 00.& UR.RES. 
AFlEASE GO.' UR..RES. 
AFLEASE GO.& UFtRES. 
AFlEASE GO.& URRES. 
AFlEASE GOA UR.RES. 
An..EASf GOA UR.RES. 
AFlfASE GO.& UFU:IES. 
AFLEASE GD.& UR.RES. 
AFLEASE GO.4 UR.RES 
AFLEASE GO.& UR.RES. 
AFlEASE 00.4 UR.RES. 
Afl.fASE GO.4 UR.RES. 






AFRICAN BANK 1N\fS. 
AFR!CAN BANK I NVS. 
AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
AFRK:AN SANK INVS. 
A.FRICAN BANK INVS. 
AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
A.FRICAN aANK INVS. 
AFRICAN BAHK INVS. 
AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
AFRICAN BNolK INVS 
AFRICAN SANK INIIS. 
AFRICAN BANK lNVS. 
AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
AFRICAN 8A.'1K IN\IS. 
AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
A.FRICAN BANI< INVS. 
AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
Start Date Tot •• Return Code 
1~131 tC:U~ ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
1~ 137~ AflL AFRICANBANKINVS. 
1~1 2015~ ABL AFRICANBANK INVS 
1~ 22 •. 03-4 ABL AFR1CAN SANK INVS 
liQI5IIlY31 218.&5% ASL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
I~ 2St~ ABL AFRICAN BANK INIIS. 
lQQ5107131 237~ ABL AFRICAN 8A.NK INVS. 
1~'31 17 • . ~ " BL AFAICAN BANK INVS. 
I~ 184-"" ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
I~IOOI HSB.72"- ABL AFRIC"N BANK INVS. 
1985/1100 170.01 % ABL AFRICAN BANI<INVS 
\99&'12131 ~1~ ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
liIi&01131 JOl .eMI. ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
li9Ml2129 2A7."'~ ABL AFRICAN SANK INVS 
1~1 18UO% ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
lMo()413O loIi~ ABL AFRK:AN BANKINVS. 
1~1 1~."" ABl AFRICAN SANK INVS. 
IM/OS'30 128 .e~ AflL AFRICAN SANK INVS. 
19S181UUJI 181.58% ABl "FAICAN BANK INVS. 
li!i1M:6131 2.,28".4 ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
1~ 21.28".4 ABL "FAICAN BANK INVS. 
lQ1116/1001 le1~ ABl AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
lMill/JO 154-'~ ASl AFRICAN SANK INIIS. 
1~7mr.za 107.""-3% ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
liU7f0.400 15528% ABL AFRICAN SANKINVS. 
IWTI05.Gl 115.72"- ABL AFRICAN SANK INVS. 
2OOlIO'2I28 111.06% ABL AFRICAN SANK INVS 
20C/3.0'C(Y31 11 8.60'1' ABl AFFIICANBANKINVS. 
20011()(:'30 103.79% .'IF! AFRICAN UFE MR. 
2002112131 1000A7".4 AFt AFRICAN UFE ASR 
2003101131 lJ.CD7-!I. AFI AFRICAN U~ ASR 
2OOlO2I28 1.2 .~ AFI AFRICAN LIFE ASR 
2OCXW3I31 '.'.88"1' AFI AFRICAN LIFE ASR . 
~ 121..34% AF1 AFRICAN UFE MR. 
1~ 100.13% AFI AFRICAN UFE MR. 
,i5I&I12/31 l lD.7e'% AFI AFRICAN LIFE ASR 
, iQQI01fl1 lAl.SA'" AFl "FRICA.N UFE. ASR 
1~ ,2».48"M. AFI AFRICAN UFE MR, 
I~I lO1.7~ AFI AfRICAN UFE ABR . 
2(XX)04fJO 233~ AFI AFRICAN UfE ASR. 
2000't'6'31 7~.IW AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR 
2()())QYJO ~Ul% AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 
l'CXXW7131 ~.58"M. AF1 AFRICAN UFE. -'SR . 
200010!113' Ne28% AFI AFRICAN UFE. ASR. 
2OCQ(9I3O 115.3e14 AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR 
2COOf1001 25J15.1,", AFl AFRICAN UFE. ASR 
2aX11'I'OO 300.15'% "FI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 
axxv'2131 157~ AFI AFRICAN UFE. ASR. 
2001101131 De-'I'" AFl AFRICAN UFE ABR. 
2001mr2.S 1IiW~ AFI AFRICAN UFE MR . 
2OO1.()l131 7 .... ""-3% AFB AlEXANDER FORBES 
19Q15107.Ill 17i..9O% AlT ALUEDTECHNOlOGtES 
1~1 lSA..5ft AlT ALUED TECHNOlOGIES 
1~ '''''.oA% ALT AlLIED TECHNOLOGIES 
liU&11OO l~m% ALT ALLIEDTECHNOLOOIES 
li1f!5112131 , ... 44% ALT ALUEDT£CHNOLOGIES 
I~131 lOO.D0"4 ALT ALUEOTECHNOLOGIES 
1~ loo.()()'M. ALT AWED TECHNOLOGIES 
1~ 10'1.'" ALT ALUED TECHNOLOGIES 
liU7n2l31 11'~% AL T AlLIED TeCHNOLOGIES 
l~e lXl.~ ALT ALUEDTECHNOLOGIES 
2001101131 13e..58% AMA AIAALAPPC. 
2C01102128 1 ""~ AMA AMAlAPPC. 
2OO1Al3t31 137~ AMA AMAt...-t.PPC. 
2OO1J0413O 10!5.55"A AMA AMAL.APPC. 
2OO1Jtl5131 328.65'4 AMA AMALAPPC. 
2OO1/O!1.13J 3S)..5ft.AMA AMALAPPC. 
2OO1'()7IJ' 1;025'" AMA AMALAPPC. 
2001ov.11 1S5.T.J'M. AMA AMAJ..APPC. 
2OO1JOi113O ,.,.&4" AIM AMAl.APPC. 
200111001 175..02'M. MAA AMAJ...APPC. 
2OO1nt.oo 188.81'4 AMA AMJ.L.APPC. 
2CC1 112131 IM.158% AMA AMALAPPC. 
2002101131 loe~ AMA AAW..APPC. 
,~, 11'.08'JI. AMA AMA1..APPC. 
liU811001 110 .• 2"- AMA AMAL.APPC. 
I~I 1/.30 12'.05% AMA AMALAPPC. 
IQ1ij8fI2f.JI 20'2.75% AMA AMALAPPC 
1S1Q1K11fl1 1315.6"" AMA AMAl.APPC 
l~e !CXl.OI" AMA AMAl.APPC. 
19ge.()1131 li2e..SO'M. AMA AMALAPPC. 
IV95/C12.'28 .7M3'4 AGL ANGLO AMERICAN (JSE) 
I~1 A07.44% AOL ANGLO AMERICAN (JSE) 
1~ 305-"''' AOL A.NGLOAMER1CAN(JSE) 
1~1 7e3.7W AOl ANOLO AMERICAN (JSE) 
I~ JClEI.77'4 AOL ANGLO "ME RICAN (JSE) 
1~7f31 ~.36'4 AM$ ANGLO AMERICAN ?LAT. 
I~I 210.7~ AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT. 
1~ 1~.75% AMS ANOLOAMERlCANPlAT . 
1~1001 119.~ M4$ AHGLO""'ERICAH ptAT. 
IgQ6111130 1 ... . 81% AMS ANGLOAMERICANptAT. 
IV9SII2rJl 10&8.65% ""'S ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT. 
1~131 117.Jgo% AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT. 
1~ I !IHX)% AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT 
188&'03131 :107.lIO%..utS ANGLO AMERICAN PlAT 
I~ 277.39'A AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PlAT . 
1~1 2S.ge'4 "NO ANGLOGOLDASHAtm 
1~ J.4O.EIO"io ANO ANGLQGOLDASH"NTI 
l'il96'Q7/Ji 
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Appendix A: 6 
Appendix A.4. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Company 
Continued. 
Cod. CompM)' Name Start o.t. ToulRetum Code CompMy N.-nI 8tartDlil. Total RMum ~ CompM'IName st." DIll. TotaIRlilum 
BRM BEAAJNG MAIoI 199511001 213.9O'lIo CPL CAPITAl.. PROPERTY FD , 19901<>"')1 1OB.C6% CNC CONCOR 199002t20 132.27'lL 
BRM SEARING M'.N 1995t11(.JJ 259.13'11. CP1 CAPITAl.. PROPERTY FO. 199Ml9flO 13).- CNC CONCOR 1995<lY.J1 "4,)5'11. 
BRM BEARING MAN 1995112/31 ""- CPL CAPITAl.. PROPERTY FO. 1£!9E11100, 12·4.1"% CNC CQNCOR 200MXlI3I 105.88% BRM eEA.RlNGMAN 199&01131 204.35% CP1 CAPITAl. PROPERTY FD , 19ge/11rJQ 1004.67% CNC CONCOR 2OO1!O<l.lO 161.24% 
aRM BEARING MAN 19!iIISIW7!J 284.71% CP1 CAPITAl.. PROPERTY FO. 199E¥12131 100.21% CNC CONCOR 2001ffi'31 122.22% 
aRM BEARING MAN 1998112131 '13.35% CPI CAP1TEC BANK 2002lO2I28 166.15% CNC CONGQR 2OO1.o9lXl 117.86% 
BRM BEARING MAN 199!W1/31 13ot1.8Cl'% CPI CAPITEC BANK =, 189 .~ CCT CONNECTION GP. 19991'1001 101 ,15% 
BRM BEARING MAN 1999<l3IJ1 10737% CPi CAPITEC SANK 2OCJ2IfUl1 179.14% CCT CONNECTION GP. 200'1/1001 lC6.78% 
aRM BEARING MAN '''''a'''''' 128.9151110 CP1 CAPITEC BANK 2002/06l3O 215.03'!l. CCT CONNECTION GP. 2XJ2tll/30 151.64% 
BR" SEARING WAN 2OO11OOr.!tl '4282% CPI CAPITEC SANK 3)02107131 199.77"lIa CCT CONNECTtON GP 2002J12/31 174.17% 
aRM BEARING MAN 2001/1001 127.72% CPI CAPlTEC BANK 2OCl2IOI>31 t29.e8% CCT CONNECTION GP. 200:WtlJl 223.05% 
BRM BEARING MAN 2001il2/Jl 115.75% CPI CAP1TEC BANK :1<Xl2I<MO 129.88% CCT CONNECTION GP. l!XXlmI28 143.71% 
aEL SEll. EO UIPMENT 199EW7131 126.01% CPI CAPIlECBANK 2OO2f1001 109.47% CCT CONNECTION GP. =, 158.82% 
eEL BEll. EQUIPMENT 199B.<l&:l1 131.T9% CPI CAPITEC BANK 2002/,2/3, lOO.roM. CCT CONNECTION GP. """"""" 146.89% aEL BEll. EQUIPMENT 19I1!Io<l!>'3) 142.78% CPI CAPlTEC BANK 2003101131 126.99% CCT CONNECTION GP. 2OQW5I31 137.27% 
BEL BELL EOUIPMENT 193611001 140.11% CPI CAPITEC SANK """""'" 133.70% CCT CONNECTION GP. 2OO:W6I3O 132.94% BEL eELlEQUIP~ 1998/11/3) 171.-49% CPI CAPITEC BANK =, 164.C6% CCT CONNECTION GP. 'D:JYJ7fJl 135.89% 
BEL SELL eOUIPMENT I~ 126.93% CPI CAPtTEC BANK """"""" 148.132'% CCT CONNECTION GP. 2OCXlIO!>J() 115.29% BEL BEll EQUIPMENT 1999o<Xli31 156.93"110 CPI CAPITEC BANK 2003/1001 156.54% CCT CONNECTIONGP. 2003/1001 1 04 .~ 
BEL BELL EOUIPIiENT I",""""" "169% CPI CAPITEC BANK mJI"OO 200._ CCT CONNECTION GP. """"2131 101 .35" 
aEL SELl eourp'-E.NT 1999005/J1 2721"" CPI CAP1TEC~K 2OOJI12/31 158.00% CN\. CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 199002t20 128.58% 
BEL BEll EO UlPMENT 1999.<lfJJO 364.6O'lI. CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2Q01,u:J31 109.10% CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1995<lY.J1 lZl .~ 
BEL BELL EOIAPr.ENT 199!MJ7f31 Xl6.91% CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2001I06I30 11295% CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP 199s.W30 131.62% 
BEL SELL EQUIPMENT 199 •• '.'" 349.63% CRG CARGO CAARIERS 2OO1K17/31 126 . .97"% CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1995oU7f31 11276% 
BEL BEll eaUIPMENT ,''''''''''''' XIS.1B% CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2001/06131 124 .~ CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 199'.'''''' 104.11'" 
BEL BELL EaUIPMENT 199911001 236. ... " CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2001"""'" 186.~ CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 2OO2.<l2I28 123.69'% 
BEL SEll EQUIPMENT 19619111130 100.65% CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2OO1/HYJl 148.39% CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 2OO:W6I3O 189.31"" 
SiL BHP BIWTON (JSE) 19!II!oIl&31 147.50% CRG CARGO CARRIERS 200111100 153 44"., CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 3JCXW7J31 14239% 
Btl BHP BllllTON (JSE) 193611/)31 101.1'9% CRG CARGO CARRIERS :axl1112131 102."'" CPA CORPCAPlTAI... 1995oU7fJl 143.06% 
SiL BHP B!llITON (JSE) 19Se'11130 149.c:o% CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2002/01131 191.50% CPA CORPCAPIT AL """'<1'31 122..95111";, 
BIL 8HP BllUTON(JSE) 19E18111/3, 2"11 .47'" CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2002lO2I28 16&.23% CPA CORPCAPiT AL 19!15<l!>'3O 306."'" 
Btl BHP BllLlTON (JSE) l~fJl 193."'" CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2IXI2><Xli31 '71 .88% CPA CORPCAPlTAl... 1995/1001 144.58% 
SiL BHP BlWTON (JSE) 1~ 115.01% CRG CARGO CARRIERS """"""" =- CPA CORPCAPlTAL 19B&Il3I31 0&84.38% BIL 8MP BIWTON (JSE) 1!l9!loC3I31 114.91% CRa CARGO CARRIERS 2003lO0OO 110.63% CPA CORPCAPlTAI.. 19B&<W30 121 .38'" 
SiL BHP BIWTON (JSE) =2131 120.78% csa CASHBUILD I~ 106.95% CPA CORPCAPITAL 1997.()5'31 181.39% 
BVT 810VEST GROUP 1997.QY31 103.!!O% CSB CASHBUILD 1999<l3IJ1 129.03% CPA CORPCAPIT At 1997K.1613O 1S1~HIO'" 
BAT BRAIT SA. (JSE) 1997.(6rJl 141.S16"16. csa CASHBUILD 19!1!lI!l4OO 102.14% CPA CORPCAPIT AI.. 1997~7f31 114-52% 
BAT BRAIT SA. (JSE) 1997""'" 154.1';% CSB CASH8UILD 2OOOIOOr.!tl 121 .~ CPA CORPC.AP1TAl '2OO2KJ7.131 102.3:>% 
BAT BRAIT SA. (JSE) l007K'f1f31 141.66% CSB CASHBUILD :2!XXWl001 m.76"J6 CPA CORPCAPITAI.. 2002/06131 '''''''''' BRC SRANOCORP ".,,,tv.,, 101.22110 CS6 CASH8UlLO :2!XXW".oo 324.()7'% CPA CORPCAPtTAI.. :1<Xl2I<MO 141.42% 
BRC BRANOCORP 1997!O<l.lO 15-4.55% OSB CASHBU!LD 2000'12131 313.33"'110 CPA CORPCAPIT Ai.. anw1/31 110.35% 
aRC SRANOCORP 2OO1/CSm 102C6% CSB CASHBUILD 2001/01/31 "'"."'" CUI. CUUJNAN 2!Xl1<Xl1l1 149.15% BRC BRANOCORP 200"111(1(31 104.40".lI0 csa CASHSUILO 2001J02128 131.76"4 CUL CUUJNAN 2001""'" 149.15% 
BRC BRANOCORP 2001111130 129.67% CSB CASHBUILD 2OO1<Xl1l1 186.44'11. CUL CUWNAN 2OO1.<l5131 174.58%0 
BRC SRANOCORP 2OO1112f31 131.99% csa CASH BUILD 200110<00 171 .85% CUL CUWNAN 2!Xl110613O 174.58% 
BRC BRANOCORP 2002/01131 114.01% csa CASHBUILO 2OO1.<l5131 135.70% CUL CUUJNAN 2OO11J7f31 139.19% 
aRC BRANOCORP 2<Xl2mI:IB 155.66% CSB CASHBUIlD 2001""'" 112.~% CUL CUWNAN 2001""" 157.28% 
BRC BRANOCORP 2!X12.<tv.l1 126.Zl% csa CASH BUILD '2001107f31 116.93'!60 CUL CUWNAN 2OO1.o9lXl <OJ.""" 
BRC BRANOCORP """"""" 103.58% CSB CASHBUILD 2!Xl1/06131 114.79'!I. CUL CUWNAN ~1100' 470.45% aRC BRANOCORP 3)02107131 112.42% CSB CASHBUI LD 2001"""'" 125.73% CUL CULUNAN 2001111130 425.42% 
BRC BRANOCORP 2002/12/31 109.4.J<ll csa CASHBUILO 2001/1001 104.96% CUL CUWNAN '2001112131 374.58% 
SRC BRANOCORP 200W1131 14284% CSB CASHBV1 lD 2OJ1111OO 138.40% CUI. CUWNAN alO2Clf31 268.18% 
BRC BRANOCORP 2!Xl3o<l2nII lOS.63% csa CASHBUILD 2001/12/31 145.97% CUL CUUJNAN >JX1lJ02I28 268.18% 
BRC BRANOCORP =, l1a83% CSB CASHBUllO 2002/01131 lJ6.CI9% CUL CUUJNAN =, 110.~ 
aRC BRANOCORP """"""" 129.24% csa CASH BUILD 2002lO2I28 2lEI.18% CUI. CUWNAN 2002>05131 146.))% BRC BRANOCORP =, , ,0.90% csa CASHBUILO =, 235.16% CUL CUlUNAN ~ 136.42'l1o 
BRC BRANDCORP 2OO:W6I3O 117.eB'" CSB CASHBUILD 2OCl><l4I3O 221.1'" CUL CUUJNAN 2002fJ7rJl 133.90% 
aRC BRANOCORP 2003.<J7131 105.44'" CSB CASHBUl lD :2()()2.<l5I31 200.34% CUI. CULUNAN 2002f12fJl 118.93% 
BRC BRANOCORP 2!XJJ,Q>31 115.54% csa CASHSUILD 2002/06l3O 253."'" CUL CULUNAN """"""" 1(~.3:)% SRC BRANOCORP 2<XXlo(tE>3O 137~ CSB CASHSUILO 2OO2f(f1131 ZTT.<mo OCT OATACENTRlX 19001'001 149 .~ 
aRC SRANOCORP 2003111130 I06J'2" csa CASHBUllD 2OCl2IOI>31 183.83% OCT DATACENTRlX 199611100 119.98% 
BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 2OO1fHY31 103.64% csa CASH8UILO 2OO2.<l!>'JO 143.11% OCT DATACENTRIX 19ge112/31 2BB.""" 
SRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 2f1J2h1J2B 104.48", CSB CASHBUlLO 2002/1001 l ee.67'% OTC DATATEC 199!WllJ1 413.~ 
BRN BRIMSTONE IMI.W 2!X12.<tv.l1 104.48% csa CASHBUllO 2002/1100 135.55% aTC CATATEC 19BMl2I28 :m ..... 
BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 2OO2!O<l.lO 173.68% CSB CASHBUILD 2002111131 141.19'!11. OTC DATATEC '''''''''''' 384.66", aRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' ~ 113.10% CAT CAXTON CTP PuaUSH PRINT 19915101.o1 113.78% OTC DATATEC 1!l9<5oOv.lO 354.31% 
BRN BRIMSTONE INII."" 2002111/30 15(1"'" CAT CAXTON CTP PUBUSH PRINT 19BMl2I28 127.82% OTC DATATEC 199MlOI.l1 341 .2011, 
aRN BRiMSTONE INV.'N' 2002/12131 127.12% CAT CAXTON CTP PUBUSH PRINT '''''''''''' 119 . .Q% OTC QATATEC 199s.W30 4n.n", aRN BRIMSTONE INV.W 2OO3I02r2fl 111.SS% CAT CAXTON CTP PUBUSH PRINT '''''''''''''''' 101.81'" OTC DATATEC 1~1J1 ~."7% acx BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 19E1MXli31 101 .34% CRM CERAMIC INDUSiRIES 199&'07131 1()5-""" OTC DATATEC 1B95<l&'31 275.24'" 
BCX BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP '''''''''''''''' 235."'" CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 1B95<l&'31 226.18% ore OATATEC 19!15<l!>'3O 259."'" 8CX BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 199MlOI.l1 =T3lI CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES IB!l!iI!lOOO 241.74'" OTC OATATEC 199&1001 100.&4" 
BCX BUSINESS CONNEXtON GROUP '''''''''''''' = .. " CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 199&1001 234.14'" DTC DATATEC 1995111130 110.eoc!t. BCX BUSI NESS CONNEXION GROUP 199L5.~r7l31 258.24,.. CRM CERAMIC INOUSTRIES 199&'11130 190.43% OTC QATATEC 1995112131 104.33% 
8CX BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP ""M'''''' 298.18% CRM CERAMl.C INDUSTRIES 1996112/31 204.0 .. , OTC DATATEC 19!iIISIW7!J 1~.26% BCX BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP ''''''''''''''' ""'- CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 1997/01f31 207 ..... OTC DAiATEC 1B9SOJ131 121.D% Bex BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 199511(1(31 ""6O'lI. CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES I997J02128 200.94% ore DATATEC "'86')'/30 152.4O'If. 
aex BUSINESS CONN800N GROUP 1995111/3) =621< CRM CERAMIC INDUSTR!ES 1997m31 =.". oTC DATATEC 1996,)"" 156.96"% 
Bex BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 1935/12131 37a07OL CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 1997/1l413O 2011.2II'!I. OTC DATATEC 1"""","", 137.1S'" 
sex BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 199Ei1;)1131 320.01" CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 19971C6'JI 216.~ oTC DATATEC 199M)7fJ1 148.23% 
Bex BUSINESS CONNEJCJON GROUP I~ 228._ CRM CERAMIC INOUSTRIES 1997.w30 119.64% OTC DATATEC 1B95<l&'31 141.66% 
Bex BUStNESS CONNEXION GROUP '''''''''''' 193."'" CLH CITY lODGE HOTELS 199Ml9flO 120. 181M. OTC DATATEC 1B!l!i1!lOOO 171.28% aex BUSINESS CONNEJ(!ON GROUP 1997.wJl 117.01% CIJ< CITY lODGE HOTELS 2001112131 105.10% oTC CATATEC 199&'1001 140.43% 
BCX BUSINESS CONNE.XJON GROUP 1997111130 106.33% CLE CLIENTELE LF Jl.SR. lf197/OOfYJ 117.~ DTC DATATEC 199611100 146.~ 
BTG BYTES iECH.GP. 1B95<l&'31 197.55% CLE CLIENTELE IF ASR 2003111130 108.35" ore OATATEC 199&'12131 157.3'2% 
BTG BYTES TECH.GP. IB!l!iI!lOOO 169.117'" CLE CUENTELE IF .ASR. 2000112131 116.~ oTC DATATEC 199UJ1!Jl 159 .1~ 
aTa BYTES TECH.GP. 199611001 133.1 6% COM COMAIR 1998/11130 126.38% OTC QATATEC 1997= 180.36% 
aTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1996f11130 131.7'Wo COM COMAIR 1998t12131 110.9'2'Mo oTC DATATEC 1997.o:vJl 259 ...... 
BTG BYTES TECH.GP 1996/12/31 127.76% CCM COMAJR 199E1r'01fJl 165.27"% OTC DATATEC 1997..(l.41JO 317.48'!60 
aTa BYTES TECH.GP. 1997,Q1131 253.""" COM COMAIR I~ 143.68% OTC DATATEC 1997,QyJl 292.38% 
aTG BYTES TECH.GP 1997.<72/2e 821 .79% CMH COMBINED MOTOR 1995101131 709.12% oTC QATATEC "l91""",,, ZD.96% 
BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1997..Ql131 791 .00% CM/< COMBINED MOTOR 19BMl2I28 164.29% OTC DATATEC 1997A:l7fJl 266."'" 
BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 199704f.!0 1555.5EMIo C .... COMBINED MOTOR 1B9OOl<ll 149.91% OTC OATATEC 1997.(6131 143.00% 
ara BYTES TECH.GP. 19971'C/&31 1160.9(."- CM" COMBINEO MOTOR '''''''''''''''' 136.27% oTC DATATEC 1997/tOOI 157.3:2% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. """""'" 517.07% CM/< COMBINED MOTOR 199Bil'2IJ1 113.36% OTC QATATEC 2002112131 103.71% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1997KJ7131 440."'" CMH COMBINED MOTOR 2003111130 117.00% OTC QATATEC 2OO3.Q1f.l1 167.00% 
aTG BYTES TECH.GP. 199711001 197.~ CMH COMBINEO MOTOR 20031'2131 132 .~ oTC DATATEC 2OO3I02r2fl 195 .... 










Appendix A: 7 
Appendix AA. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Company 
Continued. 
C ... CcwnPMyN ... 8tartOlte Tecal Retum coo. company Name Start Oat. TotaIRIC\lm Cod. CompanyNaIM Starto.t. Total ReCum 
DTC DATATEC ~ '88.7'% DAW OS.& WHSO.NETWORK ,OO".:IJ/:ll "".- FSR FIR STRANO ,_, "0.88% 
DGC CIGICORE 2OO2J11)t31 106.33"11. DAW OS,& WHSG.NETINORK ~ '67.13% FSA FIRSTRAND ' 9961'2131 10'2.64% 
DGC DIGICORE 2002112131 '·H.39'% DAW OS.! WHSG.NETWORK """"""" 1~.f!;;;N FSA FJRSTRAND 1997.001131 133.42% DGC OIGICORE 2003101131 168.10'1E0 DAW DS.& WHsa.NETWORK 2OO3I06rJO 167.fI9I!I, FSR FIRSTRANO 1997<l2128 133.23% 
DGC DlGICORE 2OO3Al2J28 163."'" OAW OS.! wHSG .NE'T'NORK """""131 271_~ FOS FOSCHINI 
,_, , ,3.82'!Ib 
DOC OIGICORE 2<XXlm'J1 126.10% DAW DS.! WHSG.NETWORK 2OCl3iCeIJl 188])% FOS FOSCHINI 199Bt''2/Jl 138.52% 
DOC O/GleORE ~ ,47.45% CAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK »l3/1lOOO 305.31% FOS FOSCHINI 200311 '00 101 .86% 
DOC OtGfCORE """""'" "3.43"- OAW OS.& WHSO.NElWORK ~'OOI 215.90% FOS FOSCHINI 2003112131 '09,16% DGC DIGICQRE 2OO3I06rJO 162_ DAW OS & WHSO.NETWORK 200311100 242.65~ FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. ,997.{)9(JO 838.43% 
DGC OIGICORE """""131 173.94%- DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 2003/'213, 223.50% FRO F'RONTRANGE SL TN 199711001 T.I>."", 
DOC D1G1CORE :zoo:lo<l8131 ,"'.56% ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 199MMl 137.7"9"Wt FRO FRONT RANGE SLTN. 1997t11oo 792.83% 
OGC OtG1CORE »l3/1lOOO Z38.C4~ ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES 19961O!lOO 170.05~ FRO FRONTRANGE $l TN. 1997112131 678.32% 
OGC DIGJCORE 200311(>31 101.J2% ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES 190011001 ''''.37% FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN ,99fW1fJ1 791 ._ 
DGC DIG1COR E 2OO3I11f.1l 2"7.-49% ECO EOOARS CONS. STORES 1998f1"JO 234.- FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 19901D?J28 168.89% 
DGC DIG,CORE 20031"12131 250'.79% ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES 19ge112/31 350.53% FRO FRONTRANGE SL IN. ,.9.'l:Y.11 1J6.-48~ 
DOT C:MENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 1995oOt/31 179.44% ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 1999'0"31 '2B5.5!5% FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN 1996112131 100.84% 
DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 1~ 165.06% ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES ,gg;,~ ",>.-- FRO FRONTRANGE $lTN """"""" 255.64'" DDT DIMENSiON OATA HOG.(JSE) 1"""",,,' 145.46% ECO EOGAAS CONS. STORES 19."03131 126.~ FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 200111001 129.T2Yt 
DOT DIMENSION DATA HOG.{JSE) 1""""-'1:1l ,49.17'" ECO EOOARS CONS.STORES 1""""-"30 11202'M. FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 2OO2J02I28 325.1S'" 
DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 1"""'-S131 160.21% ECO EDOARS CONS STORES 2001112/31 11'.~ FRO FRONTRANOE Sl TN. 2003001131 102.40% 
DOT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE} 199&1:6'30 :100.80'11 ECO EOOARS CONS.STORES 2002/01131 153.05'10 FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. ~ 1141 .804% 
~OT DIMENSION CATA HDO.(JSE) 199M17f31 2Urn. ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES 2OO2J02I28 133.J9'M. FRO FRONlR..A.NGE SL TN. """""'" 193.~ DOT DIMENSION DATA HCG.(JSE) ''''''''''''' 227.21% ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES =, 117.(X)Ij6, FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN. 2OO3I06rJO 1.-0.00% DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) "'.&<'.''" 195.7""" ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2OO2I04iJO lC4.1~ FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. """""131 168.38% 
DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 1995ilCY31 1741.66% ECO EOOARS CONS. STORES 2002lO03O 113.Ei.9'% FRO FRONTRANGE Sl TN. :zoo:lo<l8131 185.7,1160 
DOT DIMENSION OATA HDG.(JSE) 199M 1130 186.1Q1!6; ECO EOGMS CONS.STORES :1007I07131 134.COI4 FRO FRONTRAAGE SLTN. »l3/1lOOO rn.1S% 
DOT DIMENSION OA.TA HOG.(JSE) 1995112/31 186.46% ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES """"lPJJl '31.~ FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 200311001 148.B3% 
DOT D!MENSION OATA HDG.(JSE) 19960<)1131 202 .... ECO EDGA.RS CONS. STORES ~ , .. 7..25% FRO FRONTRANOE SLTN. 200311100 139.95'" 
DOT OtMENSION DATA HDG.(JSC) 1906.<l2129 136."'" ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES 200211001 176.711160 GU GJJIMA AST GROUP 199Bo\l9i3O 10531% 
DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) '''''''''''' ",8."" ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES :2002111130 152. t5% GM, GLENRAND M I e """""'" 100.56'" DOT DlMENstON OATA HDG.(JSE) 1""""-'1:1l 150.84% ECO EOOARS CONS. STORES 2Xl2i12Gl 161.00'lt. GFl GOLDFIELDS 2OC01100 126.n"" 
DOT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) '''''''''''''' 132' ..... ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES :lOO:W1131 108.5ffiI, G~ GOlD FIELDS 2CXX)"12131 135.25% DOT DIMENSION DA.TA HDG.(JSE) 1996<l&3O 139.36% ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES 2OO3I02J28 134.65% Gf) GOLD FIELDS 2J01.()1/31 160.05'" 
~OT OtMEN5ION OATA HOG.{JSE) 19OO1i)7/31 126.25", ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES :lOO3I03I31 197.19'M. G~ GOLD FIELDS """<l2I28 219.-48% 
DDT DlMENS!ON OATA HOG.(JSE) 1996oQ!131 119.72% ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES '""""""" 175.17% G~ GOLD FIELDS """""" ""'.-DOT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 1996.(Q<30 116.1Q1!6; ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES """"""" 126.2)'1)(, G~ GOLDFIELDS """""'" 273.15% ~OT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 1997<l212S 127.51'" ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES 2OO3<J<>3O 116.941160 G~ GOLD FIELDS "W31 290.581< 
DOT DIMENSION OATA HOQ.(JSE) 1997.QY31 123.75% ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES »l3/1lOOO 121 .~ GFI GOLDFIELDS """.ooJO 2412.79% 
DOT OiMENStON OATA HDG.{JSE) 1997""'" 135._ ECO EOOARS CONS. STORES 200311001 122_ G~ GOLDFIELDS 200MJ71J1 229.98" 
DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 1997,(6131 13215" ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES X03il1fJO 155.~ GFI GOLD FIELDS """.0&'31 255.71'" 
DOT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE} 1937ml31 105.93% ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES 2OO3I12Gl 145.42% GR GOLDFIELDS :1001"""" 243.22% 
DOT OtMENSION CATA HOG.(JSE) l!19!l<l'1J21l 136.68'" ELA ELBGROUP l!19!l<l'1J21l 103.68% G~ GOLD FIELDS 2001/1001 178.66'" 
DOT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 19OO()Y.J1 115.09'% ELH ElL£AINE 1998111130 1.-o.~ GFI GOLD FIELDS 2OCh/11f30 116.61'" 
DOT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 199511l6'3O 112.~ ELH ELLERINE 1996f12131 163.2:2'W! G~ GOLDFIELDS 2001112131 11".066% 
DOT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 19ge0071l1 1-48..74'" ELH ELLERtNE 199Qt01131 136.11% GOF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 1996m<l1 1915.73% 
DOT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 
,_
1722-41J1, EOH ENlER.OUTSC 2OO2JOOO() 111.5&4 GOF GOLD REEF COO.RSTS 1990/04130 106.37% 
DOT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 1",""""" 183.1"IJI, EOH ENTER.OlITSC. ~ la!.QlI. GOF GOLD REEF CND.RSTS. 199005131 119.59% 
DOT DIMENSION OATA HOG.(JSE) 199911001 120.84% EOH ENlER.OlITSC. """"""" 129.71'" GOF GOLD REEF CNO.ASTS. 199MMl 138.64'" DOT DlMEN&ON DATA HDG.{JSE) 2OOl<lY.ll 125.12% EOH ENTER.CurSC. 2OO3I06rJO la,,,"" GOf GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 1996109i3O 25SJ>1" 
DOT 06MENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) ~ 150.55% EOH ENTER.OUlSC. 2O()::lIl1oo 130.34'" GDF GOLD REef CNO.RSTS. 199&1001 118.1s-. 
DSY "SCOVERV 2OOl<lY.ll 113..43'" EOH ENTER.OUTSC 2OQ.lI12131 119.91% GOF GOLD REEF CNQ.RSTS 200211100 110.01% 
DSY DISCOVERY ~ 121.046% ENV ENVlROSERV '''''''''''''' 111 .1'''' GOF GOLD REef CNO.RSTS. 2002J12131 129.~ 
DST DISTEU GROUP 1998112131 130.03% ENV ENVlRCSERV ~ 115.043-4 GOF GOLD REEF CND.RSTS. ~1/31 129.15% 
OST DISTEll GROUP 1999.1J"1/31 154_ ERP ERP.COM """mI31 :100.00% GOF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 2()()JI!»J28 17' .61% 
DST D!STEU GROUP l!19!l<l'1J21l 115.68'" ERP ERP.COM """/CMl 12222% GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. :IOOlWI31 1.-o.19'!1. 
DlV OORBYL 199M)1131 126."'" ERP ERP.COM ''''''I0000 17222% GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. """""'" 142.81':\ DlV DORBYL 1~ 105.7"" ERP ERP.COM 2OO1m71J1 12222% GOF GOLD REEF COO.RSTS. 2OOl<l5i31 136."2'!f, 
DlV OORBYL 1096<l!l131 1'''.81% ERP ERP.COM """"""" 145.00% GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 2OO3I06rJO 121 .33'" DlV DORBn 19961t2f31 130.39% ERP ERP.COM :IOO7I07IJl 120.i)'J'% GOF GOLD REEF CNO.RSlS. 2OOl<l5i31 107.65% 
DlV DORBYL lrmotfJl 117.721IiI ERP ERP.COM 200>W31 13£1.72% GOF GOLO ReEF COO.RSTS. lOOW9I3O 11l1.7S% 
DlV OORBYl l!19!l<l'1J21l 131.15% ERP ERP.COM 2JO'2I1001 177 ..... GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 200311001 117.SO'M. 
ORO ORO GOLD 1997111.00 124.69% ERP ERP.COM 200211100 115.157% GOf GOLD REef CND.RSTS. 2OO:?J11fJO 131 .07% 
ORO ORO GOLD 1997112/31 132.10% ERP ERP.COM 2X)2J12f31 153.03% GDF GOLD REEF CND.RSTS. 2IlO3I12131 118.55'" 
ORO ORO GOLD 2CX:G'1113O 162.1~ ERP ERP.COM :lOO:W1131 187.19% GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 199&U7fJl 100.00% 
ORO ORO GOLD 2CCnt12/31 161.68% ERP ERP.COM =as 168.09% GOH GOOD HOPE DtAMONDS """""'" 200."'" ORO ORO GOLD 2C01.\11131 210.02% ERP ERP.COM :lOO3I03I31 1:5"1.1"" GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2OOliO&'3O 101 .64'" 
ORO ORO GOLD 2OO1mas 27~m< ERP ERP.COM =<l4/JO 133.9O'IIa GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2OOOO9i3O 2"6.78% 
ORO ORO GOLD 2001m'31 4120.07'" EJQ. EXCELLERATE HOG. '''''''''''''' 135.59% GOH GOOD HOPE OtAMONOS 2I):;XY1001 1-48.78'W. ORO ORO GOLD """""'" _00" EJQ. EXCELLERATE HOG 1",""""" 118.18% GDH GOOD HOPE DtANIONOS 2000'11130 148.78' ORO ORO GOLD 2001m'31 461.85 ... EJQ. EXCElLERATE HOG. 199iW7131 11S.8O% GOH GOOD HOPE DtAMONOS 200)'12/31 1048.78% 
ORO ORO GOLD ''''''I0000 364.81% EJQ. EXCELLERATE HOG ''''''''''''''' 156.~ GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2001,()1/31 234.4J% 
ORO OAOGOLD 2OO1.w/31 30921 .. EJQ. EXCELLEAATE HOG 1",""","", 13!5.S9'Mo GDH GOOD HOPE OIAMO~OS """<l2I28 03.07% 
ORO ORO GOLD """.0&'31 ~21.39% EJQ. EXCELLERATE HOG. 19!81001 100.35% GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2IXl1.oorJl 220._ 
ORO DAD GOLD """"""" 318,23% EJQ. EXCELLERATE HOG. 19991'1100 151 .24% GDH GOOD HOPE OtAMONDS """W31 26S.()4% ORO ORO GOLD 200111001 15>16% EJQ. EXCELLEAATE HOG. 19S9"12fJl 119.77'% GOH GOOD HOPE DtAMONOS """"""" 298.37% ORO ORO GOLD 200111100 14239"% EJQ. EXCElLERATE HOG. 2X\lIl001 1(0.69% GOH GOOD HOPE DIAIdONOS m,,u7fJl ="'" OAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1995.-0"1/31 134.48% EXL EXCELI...ERATE HOG 200311100 1"22S"!t! GOH GOOD HOPE DtAMONDS """.0&'31 300._ 
DAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1~ 211.~ EJQ. EXCELLERATE HOG. 21X/J112131 125_ GOH GOOD HOPE DtAMQNOS 200111001 100.049% 
OAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK 1"""",,,1 183.21% FOR FAMOUS BRANDS 199&'12/31 110.19'1Eo GDH GOOD HOPE OLAMONDS 200101/30 100 ..... 
OAW os.& WHSG.NElWORK 1""""-'1:1l 1...- FSR FAMOUS BRANDS 19EQ'01131 103.~ GDH GOOD HOPE DiAMONDS 2001112131 1oo.~ 
CAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1"""'-S131 1141.70'% FSR FAMOUS BRANDS '''''''''''''' 121-""" GDH GOOD HOPE OIAMONDS x.m.u1/31 100.4.9% OAW DS.& WHSG.NEl'NORK 1937.'07131 129.87% FOR FAMOUS BRANDS :lOO3I03I31 143.11% GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2OO1J()4I3O 398.18% 
DAW DS-& WHSG.NETWORK 1997111/30 11 5..88% FOR FAMOUS BRANDS '""""""" 120.'T'M. GDH GOOO HOPE DtAMONOS 2OJ2i12Gl 199.76% DAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK 199"702/31 '''1 .61% FOR FAMOUS BRANDS """"""" 140.52% GDH GOOD MOPE OtAMONDS 200J,()1/31 199.76'% CAW DS.& WHSO.NETWORK 1995J01/31 245.12%. FSR FAMOUS BRANDS 2OO3I06rJO 156.37% GDH GOOD HOPE IXAMQNDS 2OO3mI28 199.16% 
DAW 05.& WI-ISG.NET'NORK 199801l2121l 420.""" , .. FAMOUS BRANDS """""131 172.1!l% GDH GOOD HOPE DtAMONDS ~ 144.741% 
OAW OS.& WHSG.NElWORK 2OO:2mI2B 120.70% "R FAMOUS BRANDS :zoo:lo<l8131 191 .28% GDH GOOD HOPE OlAMONOS :lOO3.<l5I31 144.74% 
DAW OS.& WHSG.NElWORK =1 111.35% FOR FAMOuS BRANDS »l3/1lOOO 267._ GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2IXl:lOO3O 144.74% 
DAW 05.& WHSG.NETWOAK 2OO2.<l5I31 118.26% FSR FAMOUS BRANDS 200:111001 182.05% GDH GOOD HOPE OtAMONDS 2ClCl:W7fJ1 227 .12% 
OAW OS.& WHSG.NET'NORK """""'" 119.00% FOR FAMOUS BRANDS 2OOJIllf30 lB5.96"IIo GDH GOOD HOPE DtAMONOS :zoo:lo<l8131 195.00% DAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK :IOO7I07IJl 117.45% FOR FAMOUS BRANDS 2IXXY12131 178.97"JI. GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2OO:W9I3O 31/J.73% 
DAW DS.& WKSG.NETWOAK 200WY31 167.33% FSR FIASTRANO 1"""",,"," 133.33% GNO GRINOROO 1~ 112.904'" 
CAW 05.& WHSG.NElWORK ~ 126.2'1% FSR FIRSTRAND 199!511oo1 113.84"" GND GRINDROD \~12131 101 .19% 
DAW 05.& WHSG.NETVVORK 2002/1001 160.04% FSR flRSTRAND 1996103131 1l6.CM. GND GRINDROD 7!1J>07n!J 104.39% 
DAW os.& WHSG.NE"tWOAK 2C02Il1oo 163.n% FSR FIRST RAND 1990/04130 1004.33'% GND GRINDROO >JOOo()3I31 1048.31'" 
DAW os & WHSG.NElWORK 200211213' 211 .70% FSA FlRSTRANO 1""",,",,1 128.Ei9'% GNO GRINDROD """""'" 127.~ DAW 05.& WHSG.NETWOAK 2003101/31 17216% FSR FIRST RAND 1"""",""" 137 . .:ft GNO GR!NDROO =1 ",,-










Appendix A: 8 
Appendix A.4. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Company 
Continued. 
C'" CompM)/ NwnII Starla.te TctalRMum C'" Coml*lyNIIrne Start 0lIl. TotalR«um Cod. ComPlf'lyNin. Start DIll. TOlaIRMum 
GND GRINDROD 2OO1K12nB 125.:3:2% 101 ICION TECH 199B1,001 
264 __ 
ITE ITAlTll€ '1!95<l2f28 103.65% 
GND GRINQROD 2003.()1/31 136.35% 101 ICION rECH '99&11/30 221._ ITE fTALTIL.E '9!l&W3' l1B.33~ 
GNO GRiNDROO 2OOJ<l2I28 177.35% 101 IDION TECH. 1996fl11JT 4Zl.7B11f1 ITE ITALTll.E '995<l<OO 
US __ 
GND GRINOAOO 2003003I3' = ... " 101 IDION TECH. ,99QI011J, 5<9.83'lO ITE ITALnLE ,9900813, '7S.~ 
GND GRINDROD 2OO3o<l<r.J) 2.s.72% 101 tDlON TECH. .999102/28 ........ ITE rTALTILE ."""""" 136.50% 
aND GRINDROD 2IXXlo«i3, 22213% 101 IDION TECH. ,99003/3, 200.00% ITE 11ALT/LE 199&1001 125.23% 
GNO GRINDROD 2OOlo<l&":lO 239] ..... 101 IOION TECH. 2001Il>030 l D5.e;;3% ITE ITAlTILE '90011130 147.49'lIio 
GND GRINDROD 200W7/J' 280.36% 101 IOION TECH 2001/1001 204.56'" ITE ITAl-TllE 199&'12fll '44.42% 
aND GRINDROD """"""", 21 ...... 101 ICHON TECH. 2001111130 ,,4.67"'Ib ITE ITAl..TILE 199UJ1!J, ' 36.50% 
aND ORINDROO 2<XXlo<lnl 237.05% 101 IOION TECH. 2002101/31 329 . .(.4"- ITE rTALTlL£ 1997.{l2128 10731% 
GNO GRINDROD 20031100' ""' .... 101 1000N TECH. >J:Xf2JrDI1fl 269.44% ITE ITALTILE '997/00lI30 101.04% 
GNO GRINDROD 2IXXlI1''''' 245.19'l11o 101 IOIONTECH. l!l<l2'!M. '44.~ ITE rTAl...TllE 1999"J1f31 107.73% 
GNO GRINDROD 2OO3I12f31 246."'" 101 IDION TECH. """"',,, 111.78% ITE ITAlTIlE "'''''''''''' ,22.. .. ,% GNK ORINTEK 1995001131 103.97'1f. ILA lUADAFRICA 2OCQ"HY31 113.85% JSC JASCO ElTN. '997Al3/31 231.01% 
ONK ORINTEK '997""'" "S.62% ILA ILIAD AFRICA 2OQ()!111JQ 121 .1" JSC JA$COUTN. 1997.1}41JQ '288.98% 
GNK GRINTEK ,997.."..., '2230')1, ILA IUADAFRICA 2X)1/0"31 110.76% JSC JASCO ELTN. 1997.('15131 ""'''''' GNI< GRINTEK 1997.(J7f31 106.85% l LA IUADAFRICA 2001Il>030 • 56.,... JSC JA$CO ELTN . 1997.00'30 285.71%
GNK GRiNTEK 19971121"31 133.~ ILA lUAOAFRICA 2OJ1/1001 107.9"l'lb JSC JASCO ELTN 1997..07131 2C8.54~ 
GNK ORlNTEK 199Ml1131 185.21% ILA IUAO AFRlCA 200111100 138.53'14 J50 JASCO ELTN. 199711001 1211S6% 
GNt< ORINTEK ",oom"" 104.82% ILA ILIAD AFRI CA 2001112'31 122.68'lIo JSC JASCO ELTN. 1997/11130 222.43% 
GNK ORiNTEK ,99IIAl<r.lO 110.2::2'% ILA IUADAFRICA 200210113' 1S1.57% JSC JASCO ElTN. 1997t12r.31 199.4O'lio 
GRF GROUP FIVE 199811113:) 13227% ILA ILIAD AFRICA 7fX11J(I2J'}B 217.96% JSC JASCO ELTN. 19'9IWlf31 194.47% 
GRC GROUP FIVE , 996I121J1 123.8J'lb ILA ILLADAFRICA l!l<l2'!M' 164.93% JSC JASCO ELTN. '996102128 165.56'lft 
GRF GROUP FIVE 199Q01/31 17S.29'!b ILA IUADAFRICA 2OO2<)4IJO 122.71, JSC JASCO ELTN 2OO1mf28 ISl.03% 
GRF GROUP Ff\fE ,...."". 138.97'1Eo ILA ILIAD AFRICA ";!YJ21WJ' 1 Je.12'l11. JSC JA$COElTN. 2001.0013. 179.99% 
GRF GROUPF~ .99II<l3IJ' 103.05% ILA ILIAD AfRICA 2!102II)f;J() 17476"1io Jse JASCO ELTN. 2001""'" 400.17% 
ORF GROUP FIVE 20001100' 161.~ ILA IUIIDAFRICA """"'IJI 187."2% JSC JASCO ElTN. 2OO1.ooJ, 216.~ 
GRF GROUPFNE 2<XXlI1,"" 169.B'1% ILA ILIAD AFRICA 2IlO2i!la'3, 136.57% JSC JA$CO ELTN. ntlJ07f31 165.~ 
GRF GROUP FIVE 2<XXlI121J1 130.47% ILA ILIAD AFRICA 2J02tloo1 11436% Jse JA$CO ELTN. :1001""''' 202._ 
GRF GROUP FIVE 2IXJ2,1)11J1 103.41'1Eo ILA IUADAfRICA 2002/12/31 129.69% JSC JASCO £lTN. 2001.<>9130 31S.13' 
GRF GROUPFJVE 2OO3o<l<r.J) 111 .52% ILA lUADAFRJCA """""', 127.77% J50 JASCO £lTN ntl/l001 2'!Sl.n% 
GRF GROUP FIVE 2OOlo<l&":lO 121.23% ILA IUADAFRICA """"""'" 122.96'% JSC JASCO ElTN. 2001/1 1130 274.97% HAA HARMONY GOLD MOO. 1997/1113:) 139.49% ILA IUAOAFRICA """""""" 107.02'tI0 JSC JASCO ELTN. nnl12131 266.27% HAA HARMONY GOLD MNG. 1997112/31 '28."'" ILA IlIAD AFRICA =iJI 107.~ JSC JASCO ELTN. 200210113' 1)).33% 
HAA HAAt.«:lNY GOLD MNG. 2CCOJ'1113:) 110.39% ILA ILIAD AFRICA =->0 lCXl05~ JSC JASCO ElTN. 2OCf1X11J2S 153.86% 
HAR HARMONY GOLD MOO. 2<XXlI1213' 13004% ILA IUAOAFRICA 200311001 112.S1% JSC JASCO ELTN. l!l<l2'!M, 112.85% 
HAA HARMONY GOLD MNG. 2OO1..t111J1 160.15% ILA IUAOAFRlCA 2QCllIl100 103.91% JCD JCI aJ02AlIVJ, 108.25"-
HAA HARMONY GOLD MNG. 2OO1AXlJ28 217.96% 1.,0 tMPALA PLATINUM 199Ml1/Jl 109."'% JCO JCI 2!X12110/'31 103.09'IE0 
HAA HARMONY OOLD MNO_ 2001.0013' 239.se~ IMP IMPALA PLATINUM ,"""""" 1J5.7()%. JOG JD GROUP 19ge112r.31 107.39% 
HAR HARMONY OOLD MOO 2<Xl,""'" 254.54% IMP I~PALA PLATINUM ,""""""" 119.00'16. JOG JOGROUF' :oo2t121J' 112-",,-
HAA HARMONY GOLD MOO. 2001.«."3' :1601.""" ''''' IMPALA PLATINUM ,9!lIIoIl&3, 185.~ JOG JD GROUP 2OO3<l2I2e 111.25% 
HAA HllRMONY GOLD MOO. 2<Xl''''''''' 209'- IMP IMPALA PLATINUM ,""""""'" Z12.7"% JOG JOGROUP """"""', 117.82% 
HAA HARMONY GOLD MNG. 2OO1AJ7131 =,." IMP IMPALA PLA TlNUM 199&'07f31 195.~ JNC JOHNNIC 199E!112/31 100.45% 
HAR HARMONY GOLD MNO. 2001"""" ,... .. ,'" IMP IMPALA PLATINUM "'0010",,, =.". JNC JOHNNIC 199001131 1132_84% 
MAR ... ARMQNY GOLD MNG. 2OO11f>l1JO 253.83% It.¥' IMPALA PLATINUM ,....,..,., 196.91% JNC JOHNMC "'''''2128 'ZT7."7'IEo 
HAR HARMONY GOLD MNO. 2001(1001 155.7" IMP IMPAlA PLATlr..iJM 199811001 "".73'4 JNC JOHNNIC ."""""', 164."'''' 
HAR HARMONY GOLD MOO 200111100 109.39% IMP IMPALA PLATINUM 19geil1f30 100.00.. JNC JOHNN:C .99OO4f.lO 164.68% 
~ HIGH\l'ELD STL& VNM """"""", 106.88% IMP IMPALA PlATINUM 1995'12r.31 22273'4 JNC JOHNNIC ,99905I'J' 157.191t. 
1M. HIOHVELD STL& VNM. 2<XlMl9r.lO 110.Ot 'lb IMP IMPALA PLATINUM 199!W1f31 201 .1"'IEo JNC JOHNNIC .""""""" 144.03% 
1M. HlGHVELD STL& VNM. 200311001 145.S1"'- It.¥' IMPALA PLATINUM ,999102/28 110.m JNC JOHNNIC 199!MJ7f31 126.24% 
1M. HIGHVELD STL& VNM. 200311,,,,, 237.1" IMP IMP,I,lA PLATINUM ,~, 1221 .. % JNC JOHNNIC '99000/3' "" "'" 1M. H1GH\lELD STL& VNM. 2003112/31 230.,"" It.¥' IMPALA PLATINUM 2<XX>'<w.!' 109.ss-... JNC JOHNNIC ."""""'" 139.51% 
HCI HOSKEN CONS.lNV. 1919M:tl1Jl ><0.96" " ... IMPAlA PLATINUM 2001.0013' 125.2S'lf. JNC JOHNNIC 199911001 106.81'" 
HCI HO$KEN CONS IMI. ."""""'" 45287% IPC IMPERIAL 1995101131 102.93'Ao JNe JOHNNIC 7fX11.<l9I3O 127.32'l1. 
He! HOSKE"" CON5.IM!. .996oIl3/J, 001 .64~ INM INMINS 1~f31 129.eG'!b JNC JOHNNIC 2003003I3, 111.30% 
HC: HOSKEN CONS.INV. .996004IJO ""'-"'" I",", INM!NS '.9';.0"",,, 134.89'% JeM JOHNNIC COMMS ,1!95<l2f28 126.83% 
He' HOSKEN CONS.lNV. "'."05'" l21 .SC% INM INMINS ,996<l2J29 129.~ JCM JOHNNie COMMS. ,9!l&W3, 131 .69'1(, 
HCI HOSKEN CONS.INV. ,""""""'" 246.67" IN .. INMINS .996/IXv.l, 
233_ 
JCM JOHNNIC CO~1MS . ,995Il4IJO 123.n% 
HOJ HOSKEN CONS.lNV. 1995mf31 145.22% INM INMINS ,"""""'" In.8J4Jt! JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. .99&05IJ' 1~.26% 
He' HOSKEN CONSINV. ,99O.<Jv.l, l1U7'" INM INMINS ,Q9&W3, 25<.02\10 JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. ,""""""'" 105.19'14 
HCI HDSKEN CONS.lNV. ,.....,.." 312.14% INM INMlNS '996Ia>OO 166.75% JCM JOHNNie COMMS. 1995t17f31 12".96% 
HCI HOSKfN CON5.INV. 199511oo1 389.81% I"" INMINS 199&W131 156.49% JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. .995IOIIIJ' 118.40"4 
Hel HOSKEN CONS.lNV. 19915111130 335.16'" IN .. INMINS '9."0"''' 155.21'1Eo JCM JOHNNIC CO MMS. 199atl:HJl 189.55" 
HCI HOSKEN CONS. IN\!. 199&12131 422.83% INM INMINS ,99610!>30 138.05~ JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. 1999o()1f31 195.Eil9% 
Hel HOSKEN CONS.lNV. 199M)1131 261 .45" INM INMINS 199&'10/'31 143 .~ JCM JOHNNlC COMMS. '999102/28 2E!O.7 .. "lIo 
Hel HOSKEN CONS.lNV. '99002129 136.38% INM INMINS 199611100 246.26% JCM JOHNNie COMMS. ."""""" 229.61% 
He' HOSKEN CON5.INV. .996/IXv.l. 153.27% INM INMINS 19QfJl1JJ1 11'0.16'% JCM JOHNNtcCO~. '99OO4f.lO ,.,.-
HCI HOSKEN CONS.lNV. '996<w.lO ,06.18'lb INM INMINS 1997101f31 189.58% JCM JOHNNie COMMS. ,99905I'J' 140.EiO% 
He! HOSKEN CONS.lNV '99&05IJ' 134.88'1' INM INMINS '999102/28 164.8:)% JCM JOHNNIC cot.WS. ,999<)0'30 152.71% 
Hel HOSKEN CONSJNV. 199EW7fJl 111 .89% INM [NMINS 2000'12131 102.78% JeM JOHNNie COMMB. '99000/3' 106.85" 
HCI HOSKEN CONS.lNV. 1996112/31 ,02_ INM INMiNS 2001107131 107.35% JCM JOHNNie COMMS. ''''''''''"'''' 139.92% He. HOSKEN CON5.ltN. 1999,1)1131 174.20% INM [NMINS 2001"""" 109.07% KGM KAGISO MEDIA 1995O"1f31 2SO.S2% 
Hel HOSKEN CONS.lNV. ,...."". 14214% INM INMtNS 2lO1i06IJO 109.76% KGM KAGISO MEOlA '1!95<l2f28 = .. " He. HOSKEN CON5.I/IIoI. ,"""""', 110.65% INM INMINS 200'211001 131.38% KGM KAGISOMEDIA '9!l&W3' 264.21"-
HCI HOSKEN CONS.lNV. , ... ,,,"',, 116.62% INM INM1NS 2CmJl11JO 134..16% KGM KAG!SO MEOlA ,995Il4IJO '2511_ 
HCI HOSKEN CONS.lNV. ,""""""'" 118.,51% INM INMINS 2\Xl2f12131 120.91'" KGM KAGISO MEDIA .997mf28 109.7 .. % 
He! HOSKEN CON$.IIW. 1999oU7131 111 .7'0% INM INMINS """""/3, ' .. 7.66% KGM KAGISO MEDIA 1997~1 131 ,43% 
He. HOSKEN CONS.lNV. ''''''''''''''' 120.00% INM INMINS 2OOl<l212B 199.17'% KGM KAG!SOMEDIA .997I0<I30 203.61% 
HOI HOSKEN CON5.INV. .""""'""" 211.45% INM INMINS """""', 156.43% KGM KAGISO MEOlA 1997.Q&31 In.91% 
HOJ HOSKEN CON5.!I'N. 199Q'1()'31 106.48% INM INMINS 2OOJI04I3O In.l2''Mi KGM KAGISO MEDIA 2OCOIl001 171 .29% 
He. HOSKEN CONS.lf'N. 2<XXlo<lnl 201 ._ INM INMINS 2OCXW&3' '52._ KGM I<.AGISO~DlA :2OI)Yl1OO 119.61% 
Hel HOSKEN CON5.INV. 20031100' "'''.39% INM INMINS """""""" 106.50% KGM KAGISO MeDIA 20C0f12131 123.67% HOI HOSKEN CONS.lNV. 200311100 396._ INM INMINS >ro!IfIl/3' '5)"" KGM KAGISOMEDIA 2OO1,.Q1131 11S .~ 
HCI HQSKEN CON5.INV. 200311213, 561 .87'" INM INMINS 2IXXlI06I3, 126.82% KGM MGISO MEOlA 2<Xl'''''''' lZ7.D2'Ii 
HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 2002.()71JI 105.46% INM INMINS :«moooO 113.68% KGM KAGISO fvEOIA 2OO1.(l7f31 103.74% 
HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 2OO3.()1/J, 10223% INM INMINS :i.'OOY12131 l00.43'!tt KGM KAGISO MEOtA 2001"""', 'Z1 .~ 
HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 2OO3mJ2Il 118.54% INl IN\lESTEC 199MJ7131 104 .~ KGM KAGISO MErnA 2OO111l91JO 122.12% 
HWN HOWOEN.o.FRlCA 2IXXlo«i3' 110.27% IVT INVICTA 199&Ot1J1 las.44'" KGM I<.AGISO~DIA 2002/1()'31 104.304% 
HWN HOWOEN.AFRlCA 2OO3o<l6IJO 111 .99% IVT IMIIcrA 195&10/'31 lCXl .~ KGM MGlSO MEDIA 2002/12131 113.51'110 
HWN HOWDEN AFRICA """"""", 120.75'lt! IVT INV1CTA 199&1100 118.00% KGM KAOISO MEDIA 3Xll'01f31 132.49% 
HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 2<XXlo<lnl 108.99% IVT INV1CTA 1991W7f31 14().14% KGM KAGISO MEOlA 2OOJ<l2I28 146.57% 
HWN HOWDEN AFRiCA 2OO3Il ()'31 137.2 .. ", IVT IrMCTA ,99Ml8I3, 122.93% KGM KAOISO MEDIA """"""', 121 .67% 
HWN HOWOEN IIFRICA 2003/1113:) 111 .52% IVT INVICTA .999102/28 104.67"!(, KGM KAGI50tfEDtA 2OOJI04I3O 157.02% 
HOC HUOACO 199Q01131 120.00% IVT lNVICTA :iOO1fl100 111 .51% KGM KAGISO MEOlA ~7131 100.03% 
HOC HUDIICO ,99O<l2/2Il 120.86% IVT l/'MCTA =mns IOS.9Enf. KGM KAGISO MEDIA 2IXXlI06I3, 11 5.87% 
>tOC HUOACO ."""""', 110.Q1"- IVT ItMCTA 2OO:Y1100 lC6.65% KGM MGISO MEDIA 2IlCl3<lSOO 116.2"% 
101 IOION1ECH. ,9!l&m'3' 25<.83'lO IVT INVICTA :2OO:l'l2131 102.21'" KGM 'r(AOlSO MEDIA 2OO3I1,J30 132.38% 










Appendix A: 9 
Appendix AA. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Company 
Continued. 
Cod< Company N.ne ltarte-t. TolIl Return Code CompMyHwN 8l11rt 011. lOU! Relum Codo CompanY~mII Start llIIa Total Rel:um 
K.AP KAPINTL 2OO2ot'I7131 '15.38% MES MESSINA 2!lOO'O&lO 467.52% MBN MOBIL.E INDUSTRIES"" >:1>1= l00.53'lft 
KAP KAP INTL 2O.)2fHY31 106.25% MES MESSINA 20C007/31 4n51~ MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' >:1>1/03131 103.97% 
KAP KAP INfL 2OO3Il2lJl 212.""" MES MESSINA 2!XX>a1131 476.96'% MBN MOBiLE INDUSTRIES 'N' 200,,"4/30 11 9.21% 
IWN KWV BELEGG/NGS 8PK. 1","""", 117..61i1i MES MESSINA 2OO!Y09I3O 231,85% MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 2001""'" 110.56% 
lAA LAGROU P 1995o<l212B 116.12"lII MEg MESSINA 2C(XYtOOI 204.75% MPC MR PRfCE GROUP 1,"""""", 102.23% 
lAA LA GROUP 199M>4/30 274.81% MES MESSINA 2OCQt1113O 192._ MPC MR PRICE GROUP 19ge112131 174.53% 
lAA LA GROUP 199601l5131 299 .. " MES MESSINA 20:»'12131 1!58.S9'IIo MPC ~ PRICE GROUP IS1SEKl1131 130.14% 
lAA LA GROU P 1~ 206.03% MES MESSINA 2001/01(.)1 196.15"'- MTN MTN GROUP 1997"""" 114.04% 
VIR tAGROuP t99&Q7131 280.04% MES MESSINA >:1>1= 128.56% MTN MTNGROUP 19!1Ml8/31 1('(),84% 
lAA LAGRQUP 1996<lS131 3<0.02% MES MESSINA >:1>1.03131 125,01% MTN MTN GROUP 1998/11130 119.51"'-
lAA LA GROUP ,''''''''''''''' 3aO.04% MES MESSINA >:1>1108131 t04 .44% MrN MTNGROUP 1998112/31 2(18.77% 
U\R LA GROUP 19951HY31 400.16% MES MESSINA 2001/00/3() 146.57'110 MTN MTN GROUP 199!KllfJ l ".,-
CAR LAGROUP 1995t11/X) ID.72% MES MESSINA 200111001 134.31% MTN MTN GROUP 199'9'fJ2128 322 .00~ 
U\R LA GROUP 1995112131 375.11% MES MESSINA. 2OO1f'l/X) 148.TOIII. MTN MTNGROuP "'."""'31 275.42% 
U\R LA GROUP 199&01131 3)4.85% MES MESS!NA 2001112131 136.11% ~,~N MTN GROUP 1999004/30 282.53% 
CAR LAGRO!JP 1906.<12fl9 226._ MES MESS1NA lOO2m/31 129.61% MrN MTN GROUP , •••• "'1.31 21!1B.06% 
VIR LA GROUP "'."""31 334._ MrA METAlR INVESTMENTS 199!:101fJl 150.2Q"lib MTN MTNGROUP '''''''''''''''' 222.42% lAA LA GROUP 199&<)<130 253._ MTA METAlR IfoNESTMENTS 199Ml2J28 1 Zl.54% MrN MTN GROUP 199007131 178.55% 
U\R LA GROUP 1""""'"'l1 221_ MrA METAlR INVESTMENTS 2JlXK)1131 12).()()IJf. MrN MTNGROUP 1~1 169.00% 
VIR LAGROUP 1~ 292..15% MTA METAIR INVESTMENTS = 1:20.00% MTN MTNGROUP '''''''''''' 193.27% U\R LAGRQUP 1996m131 115.78% MTA METAIR INVESTMENTS 2!XX><XY31 170.4'% MrN MTN GROUP 1999/'1001 138.55% 
U\R LA GROUP 1996<l8/31 279.54% MIA METAIR INVESTMENTS ~ 163.38% MrN MTNGROUP =nJ(J{J 1:,._ 
U\R LA GROUP ''''''''''''''' In.07''l1o MTA METAJR INVESTMENTS 2!XX>'O&31 172.99% MrN MTN GROUP 2:X)2fl001 TZl.10% CAR LAGRC~P 1996IHY31 166.66% MrA MET AIR IflNEST MENTS 2<XXl/C6I:lO 17 .. .92% MIN MTN GROUP 2002112/31 132.23% 
U\R LA GROUP 1997.02/28 126.64% MIA MElAJR INVESTMENTS 20C007/31 199.S6'!I. MIN MTNGROUP lOOW1/31 127.70% 
CAR LAGAOUP 1997t03131 12".54% MTA MET AlR INVESTMENTS 2!XX>a1131 138.22% MrN MTN GROUP 2OO3mJ2S 133.31'MI 
VIR LA GROUP 1997!O413O 168..07% MIA METAJR INVESTMENTS """"""'" 109.06% MTN MTNGROUP =, 175.14% VIR LA GROUP 1997,(6131 230.00% MTA METAIR INVESTMENTS 2OCQ/1Q/'31 110.77% MrN MTNGROUP """"""" 138.50% VIR LAGRCUP """,'l6/3O 136.80% MrA METAJR INVESTMENTS 2OCQl1f30 100.76% MTN MTNGROUP 2!XnW31 122.66% 
U\R LA GROUP 1997,m131 109.73% MIA META/R INVESTMENTS >:I>111MO 100.1D% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 199!Wlf31 103.12% 
VIR LA GROUP 2C03o<lIVJO 102.93'" MIA METAIR INVESTMENTS 2OO1111fJO 138.32% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 199!10212l1 'lUI"'" 
U\R LA GROUP 2003m/31 130.76% >,fTA METAIR INVESTMENTS 2001/12131 125.91'% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS l!XX>05I31 100.00% 
VIR LA GROUP 2OO3o<lOIJ1 m"l% MET METROPOLlTAN HOG. 1995'01131 104.54"- MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 2I:XX){)7fJ1 12).69'% 
VIR LA GROUP 2OO3o<lQI3O 121.54% MET METROPOLITAN HOG. '''''''''''''''' 106.72% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 2lOOOOi31 125.22"-U\R LA GROUP 200311001 126.71% MET METROPOLITAN HOG 199&112131 lc;e.J7"i(, MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS :cocn'1001 1455% 
VIR LAGROUP 2003112/31 169.45% MET METROPOUTAN HOG. 1997/O21l8 
1(,  __
MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 2CaYl1fJO 150.txl'!fI 
tAN LA GROUP'N' 1997Al6/3O 118.71'" MET METROPOUTAN HOG. 1997JO:l131 116.2O'Ib MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 'OOlY,,'" 128 .1~ 
tAN LA GROUP 'N' """"""" 125.94% MET METROPOLITANHOO. 1997"""" 108.63% MST MUSiEJ( XXXYl001 106.4O'1L tAN LAGRQUP 'N' =1 167.12% MET METROPOUTAN HOO. 1997lO51Jl 105.61 % MST MUSTEK 200011 100 194.85'" 
tAN LA GROUP 'N' 2C03o<lIVJO 116.78% M'" MICROMEQA HOG. 199&'12/31 121 .5Cl% MST MUSTEK 2CXX)12'JI 154.37% 
tAN LAGROUP ~ 2003m/31 140.12'" ~"" MICROMEGA HOG. 1999«)1/31 538_ MST MUSTEK >:1>1= Ill.53% 
tAN LAGROUP'N' 2OO3o<lOIJ1 150.78% MMG M)CROMEGA HOG. 1999102128 419.14% MST MUSTEK >:1>1""'" 112.40"-
tAN LA GROUP 'N' 2OO3o<lQI3O 126.55'" MMO MlCROMEGA HOG. ,'''''''''''''', 299._ MST MUSTEK 2OO2mI2S 114.2"1% 
LA'< LA GROUP 'N' 200311001 125.31% MMG MICROMEGA HOG. 1"""""",,, 123.55% MST MUSTEK 2!lOJ,04IJO 111.75'" 
LA'< LAGROUP'N' 200311100 1 5 ' .~ MMG MlCROMEGA HOG 109911»31 1'V.45% MAF MUTUAL. & FEOERAlIN. 1995.<12128 1<"6.40% 
LAN LA GROUP 'N' 2OO3I12fJl 240.11" M.., MlCROVEGA HOG. '''''''''''''''' ZlII.73% MAF MUTlJAL. & FEOERAL IN. 1Q95.0J/31 103.20% ll!H UBERTY 19ge112131 '''''_ MMG MlCROMEaA HOG. 199&'07131 119.17"M1 MAF MUTUAL. & FEDERAl... IN. 199&<)<130 107.00% 
LBH UBERTY 1999001131 103.97'% MMG MlCROMEOA HOG. 2!lOJ,04IJO 111.~ MI/G ~lV'ELA?HANDA GROUP 1997~ 132.82% 
LON LONMlN {J SE) ,.9 .... ,)1 102. ..... % MMG MICRO MEGA HOG. 2OCXII!I6I3O 100.48% MVG MVELAPHANDA GROUP 1997,()SJl 134.04% 
LON LONMIN (JSE) 1~ lt9.92'*. MMG MlCROMEGA HOG. 2003107/31 189.86% MI/G MVELAPHANOA GROUP 1997<16/30 ,,,,,,,,, 
LON LONMIN (JSE) 199EW71J1 141.19'!110 M.., t.lCROMEOA HOG. 2OOl'C!!/31 198.55% MVG MVELAPHANOA GROUP 1997~7131 154.03% 
LON LONMIN (JSE) 1996<10131 134.32% MMG MlCROMEQA HOG. 2003I09I3O ""'22% MVl MVl:L..APHANDA RES. 1"""""," 173.08% 
LON lONt.lN (JSE) 1"""","", 106.06% MMG MlCROMEaA HOG 2OOY1001 240.56% MVL MVELAPHANQA RES. 199!liOY.l1 149.00% 
LON LONMlN(JSE) 1900/1001 105...21'" MMG MlCROMEGA HOG. """"'/30 207."'" MVl MV'ELAPHANDA REs.. '''''''''''' 165.59% LON LONMlN(JSE) 1996112/31 101.59% MMO MlCROMEGA HOG. 200Y12131 163.22'110 MIll MVELAPHANOA RES. 19!1M16/31 133.61% 
LON LONt.lN(JSE) 1999001131 117.63'" MLA MlnAL STEEL SA 1~ 113.95% MVL MVSlAPHANOA RES. 1~ 1&1.38% 
LON LONMIN (JSE) 2001"""" 125.63% MLA MlTIAL STeEL SA 199&1HY31 100.96'% MIlL MVELAPHANOA RES. 199&)7131 139.00% 
MCU M CUBED HOLDINGS 2OO3mJ2S 109.45% MLA MlTIAL STEEL SA 199&12131 167.J6"l, MVL M\lElAPHAtfOA RES. 1996<10131 296.61% 
MDC MEDtCuNIC 1995t01131 180.03"- MLA MlnAL STEEL SA 199Q101131 164.78% MVl MVELAPHANOA RES. 1~ 149.8N 
MDC MEDICUNIC ,'''''''''''' 180.03% MLA MITT At STEEl SA 199002126 103.~ MVl MVElAPHANOA RES. 199811001 ""-MDC MEDICUNIC 1995003iJ1 167.1 8'" MLA MITIAL STEEL SA 2<XXl/C6I:lO 150.91% MVL M\lELAPHANDA RES. 199611100 265.96% 
MDC MEDICUNIC 19OO<l413O ln64% MLA MlnAl STEEL SA 2OCGIl001 157.41'" MVL MV'E.LAPHANDA RES. 19ge112J31 243.67% 
MDC MEDICUNIC 1995.<1&30 189.1""" MLA Min AL STEEL SA. 2OCQ/l1oo ... """ MVl MVElAPHANCA RES. 199!:W1131 200 ..... 
MDC MEDICUNIC IS19Sml3t '''' .... MLA MITrAL STEEL SA. 2CXX)12131 B01.2S% MVL MVELAPHANDA RES. 1999102128 2'69.11'Mo 
MDC MEDICUNtC ""'5"":)1 156.03% MLA MlTTAL STEEL SA mtJOlfJl 501 ._ MVL MVElAPHANDA RES. ' ••• ":1':31 249.81% 
MDC MEDICUNIC ,'''''''''''''' 115.13" MLA MlTTAL STEELSA >:1>1= .... .,.. MVL MVElAPHANOA RES. 1"""""",,, "".-
MDC MEOICUNIC 1995t1oo1 '09.2Mi. MLA t.tTTAL STEEL SA. >:1>1"""" 67622% MVL MVELAPHANOA RES. 1999tJ5/31 .., ..... 
MDC MEOICuN1C """"""" 105.37% MLA MtTTAL STEEL SA 2001l00I30 7",-"", MVL MVElAPHANOA RES. 19990t6'30 629.1~ .... ~RAFE RESOURCES 1997.02/28 157.95"'- MLA MnAL STEEL SA. 2001~1 606.24" MVl MVELAPHANOA RES, 199Q()7131 866.81"-
MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 1997.()l/Jl 110.64% MLA MITrAL STEEL SA 2001<16/30 744.54% MVL MVElA?HANOA RES. 1~1 BB7.18-.. 
MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 1997"""" 150.94% MLA M TIALSTEELSA 2OO1m131 802.- MVL M\lELAPHANDA REs.. 1"""","", e57.J6% 
,.·QF MERAFE RESOURCES 19970031 = .. " MLA MlTIAL STEEL SA. >:1>1108131 700.33% MVL MVELAPHANOA RES. 1999il001 539.81'" 
MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 1997<16/30 276.1",,,, MlA MlnALSTEEL5A >:1>1"""'" 613.~ MVL M\l£LAPHANDA RES 199W11!30 446.1~ 
MOF M£RAFE RESOURCES Ir:H7KJ'T(Jl loe..93% MLA ""TIALSTEELSA. 2IXtI/1001 746.55"- MVl MVElAP~OA RES. \~12lJl 584.""" 
MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 1997/12lJl 118.27% MLA MlTIAL STEEL SA 200111 1130 209."'" MVL MVELWHANOA RES 2)00011J1 636._ 
MRF MeRAFE RESOURCES 2001""'" 130.50% MlA MlTIAL STEEL SA 2001112131 117.~ MVI. M\fELAPHANDA RES. ~ 446.91% 
MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 2001<16/30 13a_ MLA M.TIAL STEEL SA. lOO2m/31 148.92% MIlL MVElAPHANOA RES. 2!XX><XY31 "28,89% 
MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 2001.(17131 154.15% MtA MlTIALSfEELSA 2OO3mJ2S 103.21% MVL MVELAPHA.NDA RES. """"""" "28.17" MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 2001108131 136..7 .. % MLA ~TIAl STEEL SA """"""" \38.13% MVL MIIElAPHANOA RES. 2!XX>'O&31 295.67% MRF MERAFE RESOURCES >:1>1"""'" 171.8'% MLA PlATIAL STEEL SA """"""" 142.98% M\Il MVELAPHANOA RES 2!ICXIoOOOO Zl6.20% ~,~RF Me.RAFE RESOURCES 2OO1/1()'J1 153A2% MLA NlITAI.. STEEL SA """""'" 131 .77'!l. MVL °MELAPHANDA RES. 2OCG'J7fJl 102.01", MIl MERCANTILE BANK 2003001'" 141.38% MLA MlTIAL STEEL 8A 2OCXII!I6I3O 157.9O"l6 MIlL MVElAPHANOA RES. >:I>1.0!V30 101 .01% 
MIL tw£RCANTILE BANK 2OO3.OJI31 106.9O'Mo MLA MITIALSTEEL SA 2003107/31 139.C9% MVl MVElAPHANDA RES. 200111001 "0.18% 
MES MES&NA '''''''''''''' 160.~'" MtA MlITAl STEEL SA. 2OO3o<lOIJ1 1427'''' NPK NAMPAI< 19ge111OO 118." .... MES MESSINA 1995003iJ1 l00.oe... MLA MITIALSTEELSA. 2003I09I3O 133.46"lI> NP1< NAMPAI( 199&'12f31 11 3.00% 
MEg MESSINA 1"""""130 :1I!6.S2% MLA MlTIALSTEELSA. 2CXl3/1001 139.36'llI NPN NASPERS 1996111/30 163.67'" 
MEg MESSINA 19!1M16/31 :»4.SS% MLA M'TIAl STEEL SA 3)()3Il1fJO , ... .,.. NPN NASPERS 199&'"12131 153.86% 
MES MESSINA 1""""",,, :J)4$8,. MLA MITIAL STEEL SA. 2CC3I12131 lJl.~ NPN NASPERS 1999101131 211.&4 .... 
MES MESSINA 1991W7131 255.54% MOS MOBILE INDUSTRIES 2XG'07I31 140.05'lIL NPN NASPERS 1999102128 278.""" 
MES MESSINA """".'31 2CXl.01% MOS MOBILE INDUSTRIES 2CXXY1113O 103.1~ NPN NASPERS ''''''''''' 168.1"% MES MESSINA 1"""","", 161.30% Moe MOBILE INDUSTRIES 2C(.OI12fJt 100."'% NPN NASPEAS ",,,.,,./30 120.1~ 
MES MESSINA 199611001 190.38'" MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 200110'1131 122.~ NPN NASPERS 109911»31 112.61% 
MES MESSINA 1998111f3:) 227.67% MOS MOBILE INOUSTRIES 2001103/31 116.57'Mo NPN NASPERS 1""",,",,1 115.57% 
MEg MESSINA 19961"12/31 216..7"% MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 2001"""" 134.29% NPN NA.SPERS ''''''''''''' 107.11'" ME. MESSINA 199!W1131 162."'" MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 20C007131 140.~ NPN NASPERS 2OO3IOJIJ1 129-96"-










Appendix A: 10 
Appendix A,4. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Company 
Continued. 
~ ",,"-y""" SIar1 DII_ Teu) Retum Code ComPMyName Start OM. TotalFWum ~ Coml*\yNlime st_" o.t. Total. Return 
NTC NETWORK HL THeR. :za:oo&31 162.52% PIM PRISM 200>"01/31 151.81'1(, ALO RE UNERT 1999.01131 10UO% 
NTC NETWORK HL THeA. 2lXXl<l9f.>l 132_""" PIM PRISM 200:>02128 159.CS% ALO REUNERT 1999107f31 104.16% 
NTC NETWORK HL THCR 2!XXJt10Cl1 199.25% PIM PRISM 2OO3i03IJ1 170_ ALO REUNERT 1999<l8131 132.63% 
NTC NETWORK HliHCA. 2O»'1113l 214.60% PIM PRISM 2OCl:l'O</3O 113.89% ALO REUNERT 199E>Q9(30 11669% 
NTC NEMORK HI.. THCR 2OX'12i31 214.00% PSG PSOGROUP 1995101131 ,n.7t.% ALe REUNERT """"""" tOl.S?" ~.;TC NET'NORK HlTHCR 2OO1,Q1f31 120.90% PSG PSG GROUP 1995102/28 104.56'% RMH Rye 19!&J9I3O 101.83% 
NTC NETW'ORK HI.. THeR. 2001K1lJ1J!. 128.63% PSG PSQGROUP 1995100/31 21821% RWi RMe 1995/1001 101.'Z7'l 
NTC NETWORK HLTHCR. 2OO1<l<13O "2.01% PSG PSG GROUP ,'''''''''''''' 257._ RWi RMe 1!19<1<l<1JO 127.00"'-
NTC NETWORI'( HI.. THeR. 2001W31 101 .39% PSG PSG GROUP 199611l&31 329."",- RMH RMe 199fo1)&31 11S.4fI"ltI 
NCL NEW CUCKS HDG. 1997.tJ:Y31 117.96% PSG PSG GROUP 1995105/30 402.64"'- RMH RMe ,'''''''''''' 128.00% 
NCL NEW CUCKS HOG. " ..... "31 101 .53% PSG PSG GROUP 1995107(31 271 .74% RMH RMe 19QfW7131 132.16% 
NCL NEW CUCKS HOG. 1998f12/31 126-77'110 PSG PSG GROUP ,'''''''''''' 1(84.eJ()% R.-. RMe 1998oa!131 121 .66% 
NHM NORTHAM PlATINUM 19geK1lJ1J!. 235.14% PSG PSG GROUP 19!&J913O ee5."'" RIoOi RMe 1997IU1131 113.05% 
NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM , ...... W.11 125.45% PSG PSG GROUP 1995/1001 1397.28'" RMI< RMS 1997K1lJ1J!. 156.27'110 
NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 19ge.Q</JO 137.31% PSG PSG GROUP 1995/11/30 1051.98% SeL SABLE 199&'"12lJl 1$;1.27% 
NHM t>;ORTHAM PLATINUM ''''''W30 1&4 . .f7"% PSG PSG GROUP 1995J12131 519.02% S"'- SABLE 1999031"31 122.31'" 
NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 199611001 190.63% PSO PSG GROUP 1996102129 1 40 .~ S"'- SABLE 1-..:l1 114.16% 
NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 199811100 122.47% PSG PSG GROUP 199fo1)&31 107.21% S"'- SABLE 199E"oW3O 105.84'" 
NHM NORTHAM PlATINUM 199&'12/31 159.77% PSO PSG GROUP 199610&30 lro. l~ seL SABLE 1999o()7fJl 11".16% 
NHM NORTHAM PlATINUM 199!W1i31 180.65" PSG PSG GROUP 199tW7fJl 254.94'110 S"'- SABLE 19900&'31 \1 2.1)2% 
NHM NORTHAM PlATINUM ,'''''''''''' 13235,., PSG PSG GROUP 19!16iO&'31 244."'" S"'- SABLE 200:>1001 l00.~ 
NHM NORTHAM P..ATTNUM IS19911001 123.'"" PSG PSG GROUP 1!l961COOO ISO.52*. seL SABLE 2XJY12r.l' 129.52% 
NHM NORTHAM PlATTNUM I 95IEWll1Xl 119.19% PSG PSG GROUP 199fJl()'31 157.69% SNT SANT/'M 199&U1131 149.CXl'% 
NHM NORTHAM PLADNUM 19Si9J12131 107.96% PSG PSG GROUP 199611100 140.01% 8NT SANTAM 1~ 186.15% 
NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 2OCOO2/29 125.82% PSG PSG GROUP 199&"12J'JI 1"1.66"4 SNT SANT/'M 1"""",,,,1 102.5O'Jib 
NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 2OO:l<l<I3O 163.1~ PSG PSG GROUP 1997101131 137.50% SNT SANTfoM 1"","""",,, 12"1.25'" 
NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM =, 193.00"- PSG PSG GROUP 1997.1O'2f2e 225.53% SAP SAPPI 199610&30 107-""1 
NHM NO~AM PlATINUM 2CXXJ<l6I3O 106."1% PSG PSG GROUP 1997m:l'31 183.33% SAP SAPPl 1~7fJl 106.23% 
NHM NOATHAM PlATINUM 2C01Jl001 113.7'9% PSG PSG GROUP 1997<l<13O 129."1 '" SAP SAPPI 1998oa!131 191.83"-
N'Nl NUWORLD 1995.Ct131 142.79'lIl. PSG PSG GROUP 199710&'31 107.00% SAP SAPPl 1991101)9{3() 224"'" 
NWL NUWORLO 19!11S<l212S 122_ PSG PSG GROUP 2OO3i03IJ1 l00.05'I.Il! SAP SAPPl 1999fl'lJO 120.97'% 
NWL NUWORlO 1!i9500:Y.31 151.72% PSG PSG GROUP axnr"oo 115.50% SAP SAPPl 199PJ12131 17222"!1o 
NWl NUWORLO 199Ml4/3O 133.97% PSG PSG GROUP 2003/12131 146.21% SAP SAPPI 199!Wli31 19"1 .o:N 
NWl NUWORLO 1997m31 112.0&8% PPR PUTCO PROPERTIES 19ge112/31 17S.2"~ SAP SAPPI 199QU212S 141.9~ 
NWL NUWORLD 1997W3J 10!5.15% PPR PUTeo PROPERTIES 19991'01131 121..2T'!11. SAP SAPPI ~11J30 126.86% 
NWL NUWORLD 2OCl3om'31 137.03"- PPR PUlCO PROPERTIES 199QU212S 106 .~ SAP SAPPI 2X'O'12/31 121.81" 
NWL NUWORLD 2OCl:l'O</3O 167.2Ei% R"'" RAINBOW CHICKEN ,''''''''' lD1 .4l% SAP SAP'" XO'J..tllfJl 126.96'!II. 
NWL NUWORLD =, "S.BE!"- R"'" RAINBOW CHICKEN 1999illlJO 103.2B'lIo SAP SAPPI 2001K1lJ1J!. 141.5Ait6. 
NWL NUWORLD 20:007/31 lOA.71" R"'" RAINBOW CHICKEN 7!X1Yf1}nfl 131 8:2% SAP SAPPI 2OO11\J3131 140.50% 
0""" OMNIA 2001K1lJ1J!. 149.96% R"'" RAINBOW CHICKEN 2<XX>'l4'3O 118.&4" SAP SAPPl 2001"""'" 109.37"'-
0"" OMNIA 2OO11\J3131 221 _32% R"'" RAINBOW CHICKEN """"""" 141 .89% SFN SAS~N 1995(l1131 ~1.12% OMN OMNIA 2OO1<l<13O 1S8.CS"1I R"'" RAINBOW CHICKEN 2CXXJ<l6I3O 148.00% SFN SASFIN 1~ 13:2.57% 
0"'" OMNIA 2001.w31 125.64% R"'" RAINBOW CHICKEN <000'11/30 113.71% SFN SASFlN 1995100/31 111.52'" 
0"," OMNIA 2I'Xl1..t17131 18273% R"'" RAINBOW CHICI<EN 2OQ2Il00l 106.A9% SFN SAS~N 199Ml4/3O 122.65% 
0 .... OMNIA 2OO1<>l131 207.46"'111. RNO RANOGOLD &. EXP. ,'''''''''''''' 105.89'% SFN SAS~N 190605/31 105.28% 
0,"", O ..... IA 2OO11f:1fnJ 237.m1 RNG RANOGOlO" EXP. 190605/31 157 97'1(, SFN SASFlN 19!&J913O 144.B7'1f, 
0 .... OMNIA 200111001 2"'.95% RNO RANOGOLD &. EXP 1995105/30 119.50% SFN SASfrN 1996<l&'31 121 .7"" 
0""' OMNIA 2OO1/,,1XI 211 .~ RNO RANDGOlO" EXP. 1995107fJl 12".26% SFN SASFIN 199&00130 161.68% 
0"" OMNIA 20011'2131 '''7.-48% RNG RANOGOLO &. EXP 1995/1l&31 129.3'''- SFN SAS~N 199007/31 268.56% 
0"'" OMNIA 2OOIAl1131 169.54% RNG RANDGOlO" EXP. 19!&J913O 111 .22% SFN SASFlN 1996<l11131 XXI.SA% 
0"," OMNIA 2OO2K1lJ1J!. 13<27"4 RNO RANOGOlO &. EXP. 1995/100' 141.4MIo SFN SASAN 1991101)9{3() '60.1~ 
0"," OMNIA 2OO2.IXli31 112.29% RNO RANDGOLD" EXP. 199511100 1:!l.3J% SFN SASFlN 199&'1001 154.43"-
0"'" OMNIA 2<Xl2<l</3O 13A.9~ RNO RANDGOLO &. EXP 199EiI2rJl 115.25% SFN SASFIN 1996111130 ,SO.77% 
0"," OMNIA 2002.w31 144.03% RNO RANDGOLO &. EXP. 199E!101131 139.99% SFN SA$RN 1996112/31 110.93"-
0"'" O ..... IA ~ 123.4O"M. RNO RANOGOLO" EXP. 199601l:1i29 128.00!110 SFN SA$RN 1997..tl1fJl 13:3.041% 
0 .... OMNIA 2003111130 1l4.1e<ltt RNO RANOGOLD &. EXP. 1995100/31 lCW."I% SFN SASAN 1997A12128 134.95% 
0 '" OMNIA 200:>12131 103.93% RNO RANOGOlO &. EXP 1998oa!131 1~. 72'lfo SFN SASflN lGG7.()3IJI 18:).16% 
P .... PAlABORA '-'INING 199Ml7131 124.82% RNO RANOGOLO&.EXP 1991101)9{3() 113.35'%. SFN SASAN 1997<l<13O 197.79ClIt 
P .... PAl.A8ORA MINING ,_, 118.7D'lIIo RNO RANDGOlD &. EXP. 19913112131 19J.()5% SFN SASFIN 1997.()5(Jl 160.92% 
P .... PAJ...A80RAMININO '''''''''''' lA8.68% RNO RANOGOLQ &. EXP <000'12131 107.75" SFN SASRN 200:>02128 148.03 .... PHM PHl)MElELA GMG.&. LE!S. ~ 271 .71% RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 2(X)1101131 "".m. SFN SASAN 2OO3i03IJ1 159.~% 
PHM PHUMELELA GMG.& LEIS. 2OOWI131 ="'" RNO RANOGOLO &. EXP. 2001K1lJ1J!. 12S.eo% SFN SASFlN 2OO3oQ4/3O 159.44"" PHM PHUMElEI.,A GMG.& LEIS. 2002<>!i31 283.02'1< RNO RANDGOLD & EXP. _103/31 12" .i~ SFN SASflN =, 161 .01"-
PHM PHUMElELA GMG &. LEIS. 2OO2m'3O 2A3.,.,. RNO RANOOOlO & EXP. 2OO1<l<13O lC9.7?IIo SFN SASFlN """"'""" 173.41% PHM PHUMElElA. GMG.& LEIS. 2OO2Il()'31 120.00% ANG RANQGOLD & EXP. 2001.w31 183.94" SFN SASflN <oo:Jm/31 209.-46% 
PHM PhUMELELA GMG.& LEIS. 2003001131 U)' '"" RNG RANDGOlD & EXP. _I06I30 115.37'lt. SFN SASFIN 2003<>0131 215.19'".4 
PHM PHUMElEI.A GMG.& LEIS. """""'" 120.91'Mo RNO RANOGOlO & EXP. 2OO'I1CJ7131 '06.66% SFN SASFlN 2OO3<l9/3O 169.90% PIiM PHUMElELA GMG.&. LEIS. 2OCl3om'31 161 . .JC:r4 RNG RANDGOlD & EXP. 2OO11f:1fnJ 105.27% SFN SASFIN 200311001 196.36% 
PHM PHUMELELA GMG.& LEIS. 2OCl:l'O</3O 115.1O'A. RNO RANOGOLO &. EXP. 2001/11/30 121 .enIo SFN SASFlN 200:>11/30 148.!M% 
PHM PHUMELELA GMG.& LE)S. =, 137.02"4 RNG RANDGOLD" EXP. 2001112/31 126.63% SFN SASRN 2OO3I12f31 214.98% 
PHM PHUMELELA GMG.& LEIS. 2<103oIl&JO 106..'2".110 RNO RANOGOlO & EXP. 2002101/31 183.09'!10 SOL SASOL 199&'11130 112.86% 
PHM PHUMELELA GMG.& LEIS. 2OO3Il11Xl 105.61% RNO RANOGOLD & EXP. 2OO:lmnJl 110.1"2'% SOL SASOL 190011100 120.~ 
PHM Pl"iUMElELA GMG & LEIS. 2003112131 1,,","'" RNO RANDGOLO& EXP. =, 109 .~ SOL SABOL 1998112131 '''2.92% 
PlK PICK N PAY STORES 199801l913O 107.38% RNG RANOGOLO & EXP. 2Xl2IOO/31 100.59% SOL SASOL 199!W1f31 ,.235% 
PWK PIK N PAY 1996t12131 lOA.]9% "'" REAL AFRICA 199&07131 1oam. SOL SASOl 20:»12/31 125 . .:nt. PPC PRETORIA POR.CMf. 2003112/31 119.64" "'" REAJ...AFRICA 19951iJ1131 "".33"!1. seN SCHARRIG MINING =, 112.2"'" PMA PRIMEOtA 1!i9500:Y.31 105.3)% "'" REAL AFRICA 1991101)9{3() la7.5Q'liI, seN SCtiAARJG MINING :11XXMW3O 1)2.61'" P .... PRIMEDIA 1996o<w.Xl 14-1.6e"A. "'" REAl AFRICA 199511()'31 221 .21'110 seN SCHAARIG MINING 2OOlIl001 131 .97% PMA PRlMEDIA '.'.">&:11 138.31% "'" REAL AFRICA 199511100 15:3.71% seN SCIiAARiG MINING 2002'011/31 "0.65% PMA PRIMEDLA 1!11l61OOJO 107.02% "'" REALAFRJCA 1996'01/31 129.38% seN SCHARRIG MINING 2OO2m'3O 110.as" PMA PRIMEDLA 2OOW4/3O 103-'"" "'" REAL AfRICA ,'''''''''''''' 13:1.73% SCN SCHARRIG ,..NING 200:>02128 108.40% PMA PR/MEOLA """""'" 118.98% "'" REAL AfRICA 1995100/31 177.28% seN SCHARRJG ""NINO 2003003/J1 118.2""\'" P .... PRlMEDlA ~ 124.1~ RAH REAl... AFRICA 1!l9&O</3O 
200 __ 
SCN SCHAARIG '-'NING 2OO3oQ4/3O 170.03% 
PMA PRIMEOIA 20:007/31 llan", "'" REALAFRtCA 199fo1)&31 
230 __ 
SCN SCHARRIG M NING =, l.s.14% 
PMA PRIMEOIA """""'" 112.29'"Ao "'" REAl AFRICA 199&00130 210.34'l1o seN SCHARRIG MINING """"'""" 101 .78% PMA PRIMEDIA ~ 120.37% "'" REAlA~RICA 199&'07/31 249.26"JI. SCN SCHARRIG t.fNl NG <oo:Jm/31 117.11" PMN PR1MEOIA 'N' """""'" 103.""" "'" REA.LAFRICA 19951iJ1131 260.64'14 seN SCHARRIG ~NING ~1 109.75% P .... ?RI~OtA'N' 2OCl3om31 ,,6._ "'" REAL AFRICA 19!&J913O 173. 17% seN SCtiAARIG MINING 200311001 12292% PMN PRIMEDIA 'N' 2OOW4/3O 180.29% "'" REAL AFRICA 199611001 110.96"110 SCN SCHARRIG MINING 200:>11/30 145.2"'ItI PMN PRIMEOiA 'N' """""'" 128.8,% "'" REAL AFRICA 199&12131 "6.98% seN SCHARRIG MINING 2003112'31 100.28% P,,", PRlt.EOtA 'N' 2<103oIl&JO 127.(x)% "'" REAL AfRICA 1997101f31 110.10% SRN SEAROElINV HJ9QII2f31 100.73% PMN PRIMEDIA 'N' 2(Xl3.(t7l31 1CW.-4I'1t1 "'" REAl AFRICA 1997."". 119.~ SKJ SEKUNJALO INIIS. 2002/J1131 137.62% PM/< PRlMEO&A 'N' :I!XX3oW31 113.73% "'" REAL AfRICA 1997JW131 161.59% SKJ SEKlJNJALO INVS. 2002<)~ H~i21% PMN PRlMEOIA 'N' ~ 110.71'" "'" REAL AfRICA 1997~ 160.06'M0 SKJ SEKUNJALO INIIS. 20020()7131 137.62% PIM PRISM 2OO2m'3O 203.33" "'" REAL AfRICA 1997.1(b'31 183.61% SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. 2OO2<liY.l1 11792% PI',' PRISM 2OO2J1001 115.72% IW1 REAL AFRICA 1997o"Cl&'3O 131 .05"1' SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. 2OO2m'3O lffi."2% 
PIM PRISM 200211113) 240.00'% RAH REAL AFRICA 1997lO7fJ' 132.54% SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. 2002/1001 163.2'% 










Appendix A: 11 
Appendix AA. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Company 
Continued. 
Code C4mpMyNamt S .. rto.l. T~Retum Code CompanyN.,.,. Start Dlde Total. Retum Cod. Coo1p.ny Narr. seert o.t. TOUII Retum 
SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. 2Ol3<Xl'3' 137.58% TRT TOURISM INV. 2OO2J01(.l' '28.~ WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 2OOOtI7fJl 164.25% 
SKJ SEKUNJALO INV$. 200IDIIXl 100.00% TRT TOURISM INV. lOO2I02I28 131 .44% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS :2OOC>OIV3' 125.60% 
STO SETPOINT TECH, 1997f11tJ:) 250.74" TSX TRANS hEX GROUP 1995/1001 "8.16% WES wesco INVESTMENTS """"""'" 13t ,2C1M. STO SETPOINT TECH. 1997112131 =- TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1995111130 159.46% WES WESCO II.VESTMENTS :2C(XlIl001 115.58% STO SETPOINT TECH. 199M}1/31 209.44% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1995112131 ,82._ WES WESCO INVEST MENTS axx¥11/JO 112.84% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 2OJ1,05'" 198.~ TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1996101f31 100.77'% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS """'213' 13).17'" 
STO SETPOINl TECH. 2OJ1~ 15-4.88% TSX TRANS HE.X GROUP ,996I02!l9 162.84% woo WILSON SAY HLM ave 1995o()1131 183.56% 
SHP SHOPRrTe 1996/1001 10925" TSX TRANS HEX GROUP ,996/03r.l, 22'''''' woo WILSON SAY HLM ave '995<>2128 '50.~ 
SHP SHOPRITE 1997m126 125.84% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP "'.""'130 162.84% woo WILSON BAY HlMO\IC ,996I03r.l, 158.55,*, 
SHP SHOPRlTE 19!97,Ql1J1 112-84% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP ,996o'!lYJ, 145.85% woo WILSON BAY HLM ove '99000lI30 11".8<''' 
SHP SHOPRITE 1997.ouJO 123.53% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP "'.6'","," lZJ.ce% WBO WILSON BAY HlM ove 199MJ7lJl 103 .03~ 
sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 2ttJJmIZ9 121.43% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1996112131 136.96% woo WILSON BAY HLM ove ,.....,."" 1 .... 26'!110 
SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD ItiVS. 2InloOOIJ, 115.28% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 20000&3, 163.51% woo WILSON BAY HLM ave 19ge11oo1 lZ3.07% 
sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INIIS. """""'" 103.95~ TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 2OJ11OO13(J 119.S6'lIo woo WILSON SAY HLM ove 1996tl,13O !€O.e7" sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INIIS. 2OOOO5r.l, 121.43% TSX TRANS HEX. GROUP 2001/1001 139."9% WBO WILSON BAY HLM ove 1996112/31 127.32% 
sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 2CX:IJo'W3O 21".~ TSX TRANS HEX GROUP axtt111f30 103.34% woo WILSON BAY HLM ove 199&'1100 157.99% 
sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS 2CXXW7(.l, 101 .30% TPC TRANSPACO 1995101IJI 449._ woo WILSON BAY HLM ove 1995112/31 2'Xl.08% 
sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 2OOOO5r.l, 288.31% TPC TRANSPACO ,995<>2128 .... .,., woo WILSON BAY HLM O\IC 199!W1J31 160.48% 
sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INV5. 2OCOO9/3O 117.10% TPC TRANSPACO ,996/03r.l, 693._ woo WILSON BAY HLM ove '999002/28 2DB.42% 
sov SOVEREIGN FOOD lIWS. 2(XXj,'iOOl 138..68"- TPC TRANSPACO ,99510</30 562.1SCJi1o woo WILSON SAY HLM ave 200004/30 120.42% 
sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS 2Il::GIl1f3J 27<:.68% TPC TRANSPACO ,""""""', 376.17% woo WILSON BAY HLM ove 20000&3' In.13''' 
SCv SOVEREIGN FOOD lNVS. 2000/'2/31 117.70% TPC TRANSPACO ,"""""'" 471 .38% WBO WILSON BAY HLM eve :1OCOO6OO 271.25'" 
sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 2OO3<l6/3, 133.11'lfI TPC TRANSPACO 1995107131 471 .:3;8% woo WILSON BAY HI.M ave 2CXXW7r.l1 245.05% 
sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. ~ 164.74% TPC TRANSPACO ,9900&3, "".02'16 woo WILSON BAY HLMOve :2OOC>OIV3' 191 .99'11 
sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 20031100' 281.05% TPC TRANSPACO ,....",.", 144 . .:3% woo WILSON BAY HlM ove """"""'" 218.68% Sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. '("3111130 271.70'1i0 TPC TRANSPACO 1995/1001 139.98'% woo WILSON BAY HLM ove 2000'1001 2S2.ZJ'16. 
sov SOVEREIGN FOOD It-NS. 2CDJt12131 
339 "" 
TPC TRANSPACO 1995/1100 214.33% woo WILSON BAY HLM ove 2OOl'1100 233.43% 
SPS SPESCOM '996o'!lYJ' 155.65% TPC TRANSPACO ,....".,., loo.CO'IEa woo WILSON BAY HL \l ove 2OCXY12131 ZJl.96'16. 
SPS SPESCOM '9O&<l6/3O 116.93% TPC TRANSPACO 199611001 108.33% woo WILSON BAY Hl.M ove 2C01,()1131 214.00% 
SPS SPESCOM 1996m131 H'6. .... TPC TRANSPACO 199611100 218.18'!lo woo WILSON BAY I-:LMOve >OO'Imt1S 191.34% 
SPS SPESCOM ''''''''''''3' 121.68% TPC TRANSPACO 199&'1'2131 181 .81% WBO WILSON BAY HL.M O\IC 2OJ1/0Y3' 184.68% 
SPS SPESCOM 1997ml31 129.96~ TPC TRANSPACO 1997101fJl 168.52'% WNH WINHOLD ,9900!>30 100.00% 
80S SPESCOM 1fX11JfIl/3O 1.:s.01% TPC TRANSPACO 1997JU'2128 249.98% W:\H WINHOlO 199M)llJl 107.14" 
SPS SPESCOM 2OO2Il1f.1) 127.07% TPC TRANSPACO 19971Ol'31 339._ WNH WINHOLD ,996<l2!29 330." 
SPS SPESCOM 200211213' 126.57% TPC TRANSPACO 1997,1Q4{J() 294.75% WNH WINHOLD ,99&03/3, 360.""" 
SPS SPESCOM 200310113' ,.,.. .... TPC TRANSPACO 19971051J1 219.44% WNH WINHOLO ,""""""" 333.33% 
SPS SPESCOM 2OO3o<l2J28 ,,,- TPC TRANSPACO 19971'Ofi13O les..4~ WNH WINHOlO ",."'",,, 336 ..... 
SPS SPESCOM 2Ol3<Xl'3' 299.9"1% TPC TRANSPACO 1997I07IJI 119.~ WNH WINHOLD ,99Ml6/3O 490.48% 
SPS SPESCOM 200IDIIXl 240.58% TPC TRANSPACO 19971'OP131 111 .00% WNH WINHOLO 199&r!T1J1 171 .43% 
SPS SPESCOM 2<Xl3iIMl 112.~ TPC TRANSPACO 2OJ1""'" "4.30';1. WNH W1NHOLO '99006/3' ""' ..... 
SPS SPESCOM """"""'" 108.01'" TPC TRANSPACO """/0000 210.03% WNH WINHOLD ,""""""'" 145.00% SUR SPUR lI:OO<l4/3O 115.14" TPC TRANSPACO 2OO1/ICY3t 263.62% WNH WINHOLO 199&"1001 138.10% 
SUR SPUR 2<XXlo05/3, 137.60% TPC TRANSPACO 200111100 210.02% WNH wrNHOlO 199&'1100 101 .~ 
SUR SPUR 2CX:IJo'W3O 117.38" TPC TRANSPACQ 2001/12131 ""'.02'lI WNH W1NHOLD '2CQ)tI7131 103.47'16. 
SUR SPUR 2CXXW7(.l, 122.16% TPC TRANSPACO 2OO2J01(.l' 190.12'% WNH WtNHOLD 2DOl.mrJl "8.14" 
SUR SPUR :2OOC>OIV3, 103.15" TPC TR.ANSPACQ lOO2I02I28 136.41% WNH W1NHOLO >00'1/0000 141.05% 
SUR SPUR """"""'" 120.43% TPC TRANSPACO 2007J03J3' 252.10'1L WNH WINHOLO 200"111001 118.'.% SH' STEINHOFF INTL ,....."". lOS. 15" TPC TRANSPACO 'J!X12/04n(J '252.10'1i0 WNH WINHOLO 2001111130 102.66'110 
SPO S'JPER GROUP 199&Q1!31 1S4.EI:l'% TPC TRANSPACO """""", 292.- WNH WINHOLO axl"Ill2/31 l004.~ 
SPO SUPER GROUP ,....."". 169.21% TPC TRANSPACO lOO2I06I3O 22S._ WNH WINHOlD 2<Xl2>01(.l, 101.44'16. 
SPO SUPER GROUP ,99500J/3, 153.83% TPC TRANSPACO 2002/07131 Z37.16'1f1 WNH WINHOLO 2007J03J3, 100.59% 
SPO SUPERGROUP ,996I0<I30 '57.68% TPC TRANSPACO """""", 106.67% WNH W1NHOLD 2OO2J1oo, 118.89% 
SPO SUPER GROUP ' •• 5""31 165.38% TPC TRANSPACO 2OCl2Jl»'>J 103.22"J(, WNH WINHOLO 2al2I1113O 143.47% 
SPO SUPER GROUP , .....,..", '49.99% TPC TRANSPACO 2(X)2/11/3(] 125.81'" WNH WINHOlD 2Xl'2I12131 110.97'16. 
SPO SUPER GROUP 1~7!31 m.Cfi% TPC TRANSPACO 200'2112131 121 .~ WNH WINHOLO 2OO:Y02I28 129.1CY!l. 
SPO SUPER GROUP '996<l6f.l' 325.24% TPC TRANSPACO 2OO:Y02I28 lc.e.96% WNH W1NHOLD 2I:Xl3<l</3O 179.17'16. 
SPO SUPER GROUP ,995<>lr.ll 383._ TRE TRENCOR lI:OO<l4/3O IOf.J9% WNH WINHOLO 2lCXW5!3' 129.66% 
SPO SUPER GROUP 1995/1001 149.33% TRE TRENCOR 20000&3' 104.48'!I. WNH WINHOLD lOO3<l6I3O 1.c3.56" 
SPO SUPER GROUP 1995111/3(] '''7.66% TRE TRENCOR 20C007131 140.02'K0 WNH WINHOLO 200J,()7f31 160.91% 
SPO SUPER GROUP ,...,,2/31 129.73'110 TRE TRENCOR """"""'" l004.OO'lIIo WNH W\~.HOlD 2003.W3, 199.82% SPO SUPERGROUP ",ee.= 163.26% TRE TRENCOR 2000'1100 12oI.4O'l6. WNH WINHOLD """"""'" 187.51'" SPO SUPER GROUP ,!l96o<M, 195.&4% TRE TRENCOR 2OC(Y12.131 161.51"Mo WNH W!NHOLD 20031100' 101 .19% 
SPO SUPER GROUP ,9!l6<l4r.Jl 156..27% TRE TRENCOR 200101>1131 13'.86% WNH WINHOlD mJll2131 1'2035% 
SPO SUPERGROUP ,996o'!lYJ, 151 .36% TRE TRENCOR 2OJ1mt28 114.96% 
SPO SUPER GROUP ,,,,,,,,,",,, 207.43% TRE TRENCOR 20010UY31 112.45% 
SPO SUPER GROUP 199&U7f31 139.9~ TRE TRENCOR >00'1""'-" 101.10% 
SPO SUPER GROUP ''''''''''''3' 127.40% TRU TRUWORTHS INTL '99Ml6I31 117.72'% 
SPO SUPER GROUP '9!I7<l<r.lO 108.46% TRU TRlJoNORTHS INTL ,""""""'" 150.38% 
SPO SUPER GROUP 1991.u=nt 153.22% TRU TRUWORTHS INTL 199&'12/31 "2.03% 
SPO SUPER GROUP 200IDIIXl 112.67% uCS UCSGROUP 199E!11001 lSO.Cl7'% 
SYC SYCOM PROPERTY FUND ,996<l6f.l' 113.1"::0% UCS UCSOROUP 199&'12131 103.~ 
SYC SYCOM PROPERTY FUND ,""""""'" "' .23% UCS UCSGROUP 2002f12fJl '32._ 
SYC SYCOM PROPERTY FUNO 199811001 106.37% UCS UC$GROUP """""'" 120.05% TKO TElKOM 2Ol3<Xl'3' 17".c.e'llo UCS UCSGROUP 2lCXW5!3' 12O./lI.51i 
TKG TElKOM 2I:Xl3<l</3O 143.1~'lb UCS UCS GROUP """"""'" 113.92% TKG TElKOM =-:J, 140.43% UTR UNITRANS 199a'01f31 110.13% 
TKG TELKOM """"""'" 111.14"- UTR UNITRANS '99&02128 111.96% TKG TElKOM ', 10224% VlE VALUE GROUP 2OJ1/OOOO 100.00'1(, 
SSB THE HOUSE OF BUSBY ,ax'""", 115.38% VLE VALUE GROuP lOO2I02I28 124.68'!i. 
SSB THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 2003111130 106.44% VlE VALUE GROUP 2007J03J3' 134 .Tl'I' 
BSB THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 2OOJI12I31 106.86% VlE VALUE GROUP >JXf2Jrf7(.l' 144.51'" 
TIW TlGERWHEELS 199Ml1lJl HXl""" VlE VALUE GROUP """""", '82._ 
nw TIGER WHEElS , 99510</30 111 .45'" VlE VALUE GROUP 2!lOW>3O 229.""" 
TIW TIGER WHEELS ,"""""', 119.57% VlE VA!.UEGROUP 2002/1001 275.""" 
TIW TIGER WHEELS ,......"., 114.ofT"" VlE VAlUE GROUP 2002ftflO 213.20'16. 
TIW TIGER WHEELS 19915m131 127."'% VLE VALUE GROUP 2002/12/31 ,32."'" 
TOW TIGER WHEELS ,995.\lBI3, 147.58% VlE VAlUE GROUP """,,"(.l' ""-TIW nGERWHEElS ,~ 1<:7.33% VlE VALUE GROUP :lOO>02J26 2J6.13'l16. 
TIW TIGER WHEELS 1995t1OO1 122.11% VlE VAlUE GROUP 2Ol3<Xl'3' =-TIW TIGER WHEELS 1995112131 106.04% VlE VA!.UEGROUP 200IDIIXl 365_ 
TIW TIGER WHEELS 200IDIIXl "'.32% VlE VALUE GROUP 2lCXW5!3' '52.00% 
TRT TOURISMIIIN. 2<XXlo<l&<Jl 127.Cfi% VLE VA!.UEOROUP 2OOl'06I3O 129.91% 
TRT TOUR!SM1NV. 200JM00, 110.63% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 199&'1001 Hl4.02'110 
TRT TOURiSM 1IIN. 2OOltllf.J1 102 17" WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 19!ilPi11rJO 118.2::2% 
TRT TOURISM INV. >00'1/0000 114.50% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 1996112131 122.18% 
TRT TOURlSMltN. 200111001 161.~ WES WESCO INVEST MENTS 20000</30 12'.2.71% 
TRT TOUR!SM IN\!. '200111100 ,"'- WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 20000&3' 1.;.s.~ 










Appendix A: 12 
Appendix A.S. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Date 
The table lists 12 month periods of extreme performance for all extreme winners on the jSE 
Securities Exchange from January 1995 until December 2004 included in this study. An extreme 
winner is defined as a stock which at least doubles in a 12 month period. In addition to the names of 
all extreme performers, the table lists the share codes for each, the start date of the 12 month 





















ASl AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
CAT CAXTON CTP PUBUSH PRINT 
CMH COMBINED '-tOTOR 
CNC CONCOR 
OTC DATATEC 
DOT OIMeNSION DATA HOG.{JSE) 
OlV DORBY!" 





































W ILSON BAY HLM eve 
ADCOAP 
AFRICAN BANK IN\lS. 
1~8 CAT CAXTON elF' PUBUSH PRINT 
1~8 CMH COMBINED MOTOR 
I~ CNC CONCOR 
1~ CNI,. CONTROlINSTFiUMENTS GP. 
l~e OlC OATATEC 
lIiKl602J28 DDT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 
'~8 OlV DOR8'fL 
l~e OAW 06,& WHSO.NETWORK 
l~e HOI HOSKEN CONS.INV. 
\i95ItI2I1e ITE ITALlllE 
1~8 JCM JOHNNICCOMMS. 
1~8 KGM KAGLSO MEDIA 
1~8 LAR LAOROUP 
1~8 MCC MEDI CUNIC 
11iIID502I28 MfA Mf TAIR INVESTMENTS 
1~8 MAF MUTUAL& FEOERAL IN 
'~8 NWt NUWORLO 
I~ PSG PSG GROUP 
\~8 SNi SANTAM 
1QQ6Q2f28 SFN 5ASFIN 
l~e SPO 
1~8 TPC 







WILSON BAV Ht M OVC 
,o.ocoRP 
AFR:CAN BANK INVS. 
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111 . I~ 
21" .Q2~ 
1~1 BRC BRANOCORP 101,22~ 
1~1 sex BUSINESSCONNEXIONQROUP 101.34" 
1~1 CAT CAXTON CTP PUBUSJot PRINT 1 19."~" 










'"""""" , "', 
'''''''''''' ,.,""'''' ,""""'" ,-
,"""""" ,-,-,-,-,....,.,. 
,"'"""'" ,-
ClotH COMBINEO MOTOR 
C!iC OONCOR 
CNL CONiRO'" INSTRUMENTS GP. 
OTC OATATEC 
OCT D'MEKSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 
OAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 
Hel HOOKEN CONSJNV. 
rTf ITALT'LE 
JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. 
KGM KAGlSO MEDIA 
MOC MEO! CUNIC 
MAF MUTUAL& FEDERAL !N. 
NWt NUWORLD 
PSG PSG GROUP 
sm SAHTAM 
SFN SASFlN 
SPO SUPER GROUP 
~ TRA·':SPACO 
WBC WILSON SAV HLM CNC 
AOR AOCORP 
Aal 1oFR.CAH 8A.NK INVS. 
AF. AFRICAN UFE ASR 
BRM BEARING MAN 
ecx BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 
CAT CAXTON CTP PUBUSH PRINT 
CMH COYBINEO MOTOR 
OTC DA,TATEC 
DOT DtMENSION OATA HOO.(JSE) 
I~ OAW OS., WHSG.NETWORK 
















MUTUAL & FfOERAlIN. 
NUWORID 
PSG GROUP 






















































WILSON SAV HLM ove 
AOCO.P 











BRM BEARING MAN 170.53" 
sex BUSINESS CONNEXlON GROUP 1J2.73~ 
1$I90.05I31 OlC OATATEC 3.41~ 
1~'31 DOT DIMENS ION DATA HOO.(JS E) UIO.21" 
1995.:6'31 CAW OS .& WHSG.NETWORI< "4.~ 
liJgeI()5I31 Hel HOSKEN CONS _IW. 32134't. 
19Q5.Q5.'31 JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. 108.~ 
1995005131 LAR LA GROUP ~.ae~ 
19951t&31 PSG PSG GROUP l2i.5PA. 
I~'31 RNG RANOOOlO& EXP . "7.97"11. 
IQeYJ5I3I SFN SAS~N 105.28" 
1~"'31 SPG SUPER GROUP 1~.J8'" 
I~ Trw TIGERWHEEL.S 11~_!57" 
1~1 TPC TRANSPACO 376.11'" 
IM.Oe.'30 ADR AOCORP ~ 37" 
I M.Q8f.IO ABL AFRiCAN BANK INVS. D.n"4 
BRM BEARING MAN 
BCX BUSINESS CONNEXlON GROUP 
CNt CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 
OTC QATATfC 
1995()6IJO ~OT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 
1~'30 HCI HOOKEN CONS.INV. 
1~'30 JCM JOHNNie COMUS. 
1~ LAR LA GROUP 
1~ MDC MEOICUNIC 











lliiI9S(I&'JO RNG RANOOOLO& EXP. 119_~ 
1~'3:J SPO SUPER GROUP 1~.9Q".4 
I~ T,W TIGER WHEELS ''''.47".4 
I~ TPC TRANSPACO 471.38'" 
lQ1ii1M17i31 AOR AOCORP 231.49"4 
1~1f31 AFl AFtEASE GO.& UR.RES. 1191iiO,. 
ItIQM)7131 ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 2!52.~ 
1~1131 AFI AFRICAN LIFE ABR . 117.1'3"" 
lliIiS()7131 BAM SEARING MAN Z2B.l!".4 
1-..07131 sex eUSINESS CONNEXlON OROUP 258.2""" 
11l95.()1f31 CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1I2.~ 
1~7i3' CPA CORPCAPTTAl. 1"3.0IS"4 
1e.t17tJl OTC ~TATEC 460.4N 
I~131 DOT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 113.7211. 
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1996(1g,'3Q SFN 
" .... ,''''' sro ,_ nw 
'~'30 TPC 
I~OO WNH 










AFRICAN BANI( INVS. 
AFRICAN LIFE ASR 
1W5/'1Q/'31 
I~IOOI 
~M BEARING MAN 









213.90% --1~1001 CPA CORPCAPITAL 144,56" 
1~IOOI OTC OATATEO 100.8.4'" 
19951HJ.'31 DDT DIMENS:ON CATA HOO.(JSE) 17" .~ 
199&1001 FSR FlRSTRAND " 3.84" 
'~IOOI HCI HOSKIN CONS.lNV. Jag.81" 
199&1(l.'31 fVT INVlCTA IOO.~ 
1995/,001 tAR LA GROU P 4OO. 1~ 
1995/1001 MOC MEOI CUN:: 100_28" 
19iI$Il001 PSG PSG GROUP 13Q7.2M 
1995il0rJl RNO RANOGOlO,4 EXP ,"US,. 
199&'10131 RAH REAL AFRICA 121 ,21~ 
Igg$lIOOl RMH RM-B 101.27,. 
la9$'l00t SPG SUPER GROUP '''''.33~ 





TRANS HEX GROUP 
TAANSPACO 
ADCORP 











ABL AFRICAN BANK ·~NS. 
AF1 AFRICAN LIFE ASR. 
eRM B£AR.NG MAN 
sex BlJS I ~'ESS CONNE.)(JON GROUP 
OTC [)ATATEe 























TRANS HE.)( GRCUP 
TRANSPACQ 
AOCORP 
AFlEASE GO.& URRES. 


























l\iiI9S07tJl HCI HOOKEN CONS.lNV. 1045..22" lQi11&I2/31 BCX BUSINESS CONNEJOON GROUP 318_07".4 
1;Q:5()1tJl INM IN"'INS 
1~1f31 JCM JOHNNIC COMMS . 





l WS07tJl RNO RANOGOlO' EXP. 




l QiJ15()7tJ1 Trw 
li9MI71J1 
''''''''''''' 

















AFL AnEASE 130.& UR.Rts. 
ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
AFI AFRICAN LIFE MR. 
BRM BEARING MAN 
BCX BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 
CNL COWTROlINSTRUM,ENTS GP. 
CPA CORPCA.PTTAL 
OTO OATATEC 
DOT OIMENSroN OATA HOO.(JSE) 
HCI HOSKEN CONS.INV. 
IN'" lNMlNS 
JCM JOHNNICCOMMS . 
LAR LA GROUP 
MDC MEDI CLINIC 
PSG PSG GROUP 
RNO RANDOOlD & EXP, 
RAH REAl AFRICA 
SPO SUPER GROUP 
Trw TIGER WHEELS 
TPC TRANSPACO 
AOR AOCQRP 
AF1. AFLEASE GO & UR.RES. 
ARL AFRICAN BANK tNVS . 
AF1 AFRICAN UFE MR. 
BRM BEARING MAN 
BCX BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 
1~ CPA CORPCAPITAL 
1~ OTe ~TATEC 
I~ DOT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 
I~ FSR FlRSTRANO 
I~ Hel HOSKENCONS.lNV. 
1~ tAR LA GROUP 
1~ MOC MEolCUNIC 
,~ MET METROPOLrTANHOG. 
I~ PSO PSG GROUP 
I~ RNG RANOGO\.O&EXP. 
199MlQt3O RAfol REAL AFRICA 
li95tWXl RMH RMB 
IN.an. 1~12I31 OTC OATATEC lC4.13" 
124.96'JIo lQ1Q&"I2/31 DOT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 186.48-A. 
280.04" 1~12131 HCI HOSKEN CONS . I~N. "22.83" 
148.~ l QiC1&I2I31 tAR LAOROuP '75.11~ 
271.7"~ 19Q&12/31 PSG PSG GROUP SI9.02'" 
12".25" 1~12J3' RNG RANOGOlO& EX? 115.15" 
108,)3'" lQQ&I2!Jl SPO SUPEROROUP 
TIGER WHEELS 
TRANS HEX OROlJ P 
273.05~ 1~12I31 TrW 






































































AFl AFlEASE GO.& UR.RES. 
ABl AFRICAN BANK IN'VS 
BRM BEARING MAN 
BCX BUSINESS CONNE.JQON GROUP 
DOT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 
HCI HOOKEN CONS.INV. 
lAR LA GROUP 
RNG RANOGOlO & EXP. 
RAH REAL AJ:RICA 
TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 
WNH WINHOlD 
AOR ADCORP 
AFl AFlE.ASE GD.a UR.RES . 
ABl AFRICAN MoNK INVS. 
aR" BEARING MAN 
BCX BUSINESS CQNNEXlOO GROUP 
OTC OATATEC 
OOT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 
HCI HOSKfN CONS.lNV. 
IN.. INMINS 
lAR V. GROUP 
PSG PSG GROUP 
RNG RANOOOLO & EXP. 
RAH REAL AFRICA 
SPO SUPER GROUP 
TSX TRANS HEX OROUP 
WNH WINHOlO 
AOR ADCORP 
ABl AFRICAN BANK ItNs. 
eex BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 
CPA CORPCAPTTAl. 
OTC DATATEC 
DOT DIMENS!ON OATA HOG.(JSE) 
FSR flRSTAAND 
HCI HOSKEN CONS.INV. 
~NM INMINS 
LAR V. GROUP 
PMA PR '..,EDIA 
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Appendix A.5. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Date 
Continued. 
8t11rt 011. Cod. CompanyN.",. TotaIRllhlm St.rtOlte Cod. COOI,*,y Name Tot"~m St&tt 0.. C_ Comp.tny Name TotaiRetum 
199&<>:Y.lI RAH AEALAFAICA m-""" 1~ ABL MRICAN BANK INVS 459.:m. 1997.mt31 BVT BIOVEST GROUP 103.00% 
190600131 SPG SUPER GROUP ,95.54% 1~ AFl AFRICAA UFE ASA. 1~.29% 1997..mt31 BTG BYTES TECH.GP 791 .03% 
1996QJlJ1 TSX TRANS HEXOROUP 224.~ 1991l.<lOOO ALT ALL.lED TECHNOLOGIES "e.1J7'% '997..c3t3, CRM CERAt! C INDUSTRIES 222.92'< 
1996QJlJ1 WNH WINHOLO 300.""" 1~ BTO BYTES TECH.GP. 169.8'7'% ,997..mt3, DTC DATATEC 259 ..... 
1~ ADR ADCORP '49.33'% 1991l.<lOOO CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 241.74iio ,997,mQ, DOT O~MENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 123 .75~ 
1~ ASC AFRICAN BANK INVS. 227._ 1~ OTC DATATEC '7'.28% ,997..mt.3, jSC JASCO ELTN. 231.01% 
1~ CPA CORPCAPITAL '21.38" 1~ DOT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 116.19% ,997.c.lf3, KGM KAGISO MEDtA 13'.43% 
1~ OTC DATATEC 152.4O'I!. 1996<l913O INM INMINS 138.OS,*, 1997,()3JJ, CAR LA GROUP 124.54% 
'''''''''''''' DOT OtMENSfON DATA HOG.(JSE) 150.84% ,.....,."., ITE ITALTILE 136.50% '997.()3131 "'OF MERAFE RESOURCES 210,64% ''''''''''''''' FSR FlRSTRAND 104.33% 1~ CAR LA GROUP lT7.0r... I997Al3131 "'~T METROPOUTAN HOG. 118.20% ,'''''''''''''' HCI HOSKEN CONS.lNV. 106.16% 19900000 PSG PSG GROUP l00.~ 1997..mt31 NCL NEW CUCKS HOO. 11796% 
''''''''''''''' INM IN'I..NS ln83"M. 199&<lOOO RAM REAL AFRICA 173.1~ 1997.c3131 PSG PSG OROUP 183.33% ,''''''''''''' CAR LA GROUP 253._ 1.....,."., SFN SAB~N 16O.1~ 1997tUl1Jl RAM REAL AFRICA 161 .~ 
''''''''''''''' PMA PRIMEOIA '''' ..... 1~ TPC TRANSPACO 100.00% 1997.mrJl SFN SASFIN l e:J.16'lt. 
''''''''''''''' RAH REAl AFRICA 200."'" '''''''''''' WNH WINHOI.O 14.5.00% 1997Al3131 SHP SHOPRITE 112.84% ''''''''''''''' RMH RMB 121.05% 199&'1001 ADR ADCORP 191 .50'% 1997..mt31 TPC TRANSPACO lll._ ''''''''''''''' SPG SUPER GROUP 156.2J"IJl. 199611001 ABl AfRICAN SANK INIIS. 300.51'" 1997"""" AOR AOCORF 155.28"'-19900<130 TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 162..6-4% 199611001 AF AFRICAN UFE ASR. 134.86'!f. 1997t0413O ASL AFRJc...AH BANK INVS. 734.53% 
''''''''''''''' WNH WINHOlO JJ3.33'l1. 199fJ1001 ALT ALLIED TECHNOLOGIES 100.31% 1997"""" Afl AFRICAN UFE ASR. 142.304% "".""31 ADR AOCCRP 179.95% 199fW1ool BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 131.1~ 1997.tW30 ALT AWED TECHNOLOGIES 157.86% 
1996<101JI ABC AFRICAN BANK INVS. 269_ 1996110131 CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 234 .14% 1997"""" BRC SRANOCORP 154.S5% 
1996-:'5i31 AFI AFRICAN liFE ASR 131.05% 1996/1001 OTC DATATEC 141H3% 1997"""" BTG BYTES TECH.GP 1555.59% 
1!l:i6~"'5131 DTC DATATEC 156.9&11. 199&'lor.t1 INM INMINS '4:1SQ'% 1997"""" ORM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 208.28% 
190611l&Jl ~OT OI",'ENSION OATA HOG.(JSE) 132..1"% 199611001 ITE ITAlTllE 125.23% 1997"""" DTC DATATEC 317.48% 
199610&31 ENV ENVIROSERV 111.1'''' 199611001 CAR LA GROUP 1S6.~ 1997.(WJ() DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 136.40% 
'''''''''''''' FSR FIRSTRAND 126.69'% 199&'1001 PSG PSG GROUP 157.69% 1997<w.lO ONK GRINTEK 115.6:a 1996<101Jl HCI HO$KEN CONS.lNV. lJot.en. 1996/1001 RAH REA/. AFRICA 110.98% 1997,Q4fJQ ITE ITALTILE 101.04% 
199610&31 INM INMINS 25<.021<. 1996/1001 SFN SASFIN lSo; • ..&3'!fI; 1997"""" JSC JASCO ELTN. 288.96'l1:o 
190611l&Jl CAR LA GROUP 22183'0 1996/HY31 SHP SHOPRITE 109.25'l1:o 1997<w.lO KGM KAGISO MEOlA 203.61% 
199610&31 PMA PRlMEOlA 138.31" 199&'1001 TPC TRAASPACO tC8.33% 1997,QUJO CAR LA GROUP 168.07% 
,_ 
PSG PSG GROUP 107.2'1% 199&'1001 WBO WILSON BAY HLM ove lZlQ7% 1997<w.lO MRF MERAfE RESOURCES 150.94% 
190611l&Jl RAM REAL AFRICA Zll._ 199&'1001 WNH WINHOlO 138.10% 1997,QU30 ','~T METROPOUT AN HOG. lce.53% 
199610&31 RMH RMB 116.48% 1996/11/X1 ADR AOCORP 154.57" 1997<w.lO MrN MTN GROUP 114.04"'-
190611l&Jl SFN SAB~N 121.7"% 199&'11/X1 ASL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 32'1 .54% 1907<w.lO ,,",G MVELAPHANDA GROUP 132.82% 
199610&31 SPS SPESCOM ISO ..... 1996/11130 AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 158.00'W0 1997"""" PSG PSG GROUP 129.41'l1:o 
199610&31 SPG SUPER GROUP 151.36% 199&1100 All AU.IED TECHNOLOGIES t~.76% 1997<w.lO RAH REAl AFRICA l00.06'l1:o 
190611l&Jl TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 145.85'W. 199611100 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 131 .79'% 1997<w.lO SFN SASFIN 197.7'9% 
19Q&t.5i31 WNH WI~HOlD JJ8._ 199&11130 CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 190.43'% 1997<w.lO SHP SHOPRlTE 123.53% 
199&<J6(.1l ADR ADCORP 129117% 199&'1100 DTC DATATEC 1"6.59'% 190710UJQ SPG SUPER GROUP 106.46"% 
199&<J6(.1l AFl. AFLEASE GO.& UR.RES. l(I2.sar.. 1996/11130 INM lNt&NS 246.26":110 1997.oeoo TPC TRANSPACO 294.75'111 
199&<J6(.1l ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. J.1O."'" 199&'1100 ITE ITALTllE 147.49% 1997.05131 ADR AOCORP 115.12% 
190006I:I) AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR 16O.~ 199&1100 PSG PSG GROUP 14(l.O,% 1997..a»:31 ASL AFRICAN BANi( 11NS. ... .26" 
199&<J6(.1l DTC OATATEC 137.18'% 1996111130 SFN SASFIN lSO.77% 1997WJl AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 132.48% 
199&<J6(.1l DOT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 139.Jn. 199&'1100 TPC TRANSPACO 218 .1~ 1997ffi'J1 NM AMAl..APPC. 113.79% 
19960030 FSR FlRSTFtAND 137.43% 1996111130 WOO WILSON BAY HLM ove 160.8744 1997WJl BAT BRAIT SA (JSE) ''''.56% 
199&<J6(.1l INM INMINS 166.75'l1:o 199&'11/X1 WNH WINHOLD 101 .96'Jb 1997.a5131 BeX BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP "7.61% 
199&<J6(.1l CAR LAGROUP 292.15% 1996112131 ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 388."'''110 1997.(&31 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1100.94% 
199&<J6(.1l PMA PRlMEOtA lD7D2'l< 199&12/31 AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR 188.72% 1997WJl CR'" CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 216.87% 
199&<J6(.1l PSG PSG GROUP 103.13% 199&'12131 ALT ALUED TECHNOLOGIES 190.97'% 1997.()501 CPA CORPCAPfT AL 181 .39% 
199&<J6(.1l RAH REAL AFRICA 210.34% 1996/12/31 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 117.76'lI. 1997..Q5f.31 OTC OATATEC 292.38'111 
1-.0 RMH RMB 12S.9O'IE. 199&'12131 CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 204.04% 19!J7.()5(J1 DOT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 132.15% 
19960030 SFN SASFIN 161 .88% 1996/12131 DTC OATATEC 157.32'It! 1997.<:E131 JSC JASCO ElTN. "".'"" 199&<J6(.1l SPS SPESCOM 116.9)% 199&12/31 FSR FlRSTRANO 102.64% 1997..t&.l1 KOM KAGISO MEDIA 177.91"110 
19O&<l613O SPG SUPER GROUP 207."'" 1996112131 INM tN~NS 170.16% 1997..05131 CAR LA GROUP nl.CS% 
199&<J6(.1l WNH WINHOlD 490._ 1996112/31 ITE ITAlTILE 1 "".A2'lI. 1997..t&.l1 MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 253.94% 
1~7fJ1 ADR ADCORP 181.59% 199&'12/31 MET METROPOLITAN HOG. 109.37% 1997A:15131 MET METROPOUTAN HOG. 106.61% 
199MJ7131 ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 537 ..... 1996112f31 PSG PSG GROUP 141.e6'lI. 1997.o5l31 ,,",0 MVElAPHANOA GROUP 134.04'" 
199&<l7fJ1 AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 171 .lIO'MI 1996112/31 RAH REAL AFRICA 116.~ 1997.Q5131 NWL NUWORlO 112.48% 
199MJ7131 ALT AllJED TECHNOLOGIES 101.S7"'JIo 199fW12/31 SFN SASAN """,," 1997Al5131 PSG PSG GROUP 107.05111 
199607/31 CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES lC5.07'4 199&12/31 TPC TRANSPACO 181 .81% 1991..ai131 RAH REAL AFRICA 183.61% 
199EiU7/31 DTC DATATEC " • .23"11 1996112131 WOO WIlSON BAY HLM ove 127.32% 1997..05131 SFN SASFIN 100.92% 
,Q9&07131 DOT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 126.25% 1997'()1131 ABL AFRICAN SANK INV8. 6:13._ 1997Al5131 SPG SUPERGROUP 15322'lO 
199M17131 FSR ARSTRANO 134.94"110 1997Kl1131 AFl AFRICAN LIFE ASR. 187.82% 1991.o5(J1 TPC TRANSPACO 219.44% 
1996U7131 GDH GOOD HOPE [)(AMONDS l00.00"JE. 1997.()1131 ALT AllIED TECHNOLOGIES In.85% 1997"""" ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS "7-4.69'4 
1996()7/31 HCI HOSKEN CONS.!NV. 111 .69'111. 1997.()1131 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 253.""'" 1997"""" AF1 AFRICAN UFE ASR. 102. .... 
199&U7131 INM INMNS 156.~ 1997.01/31 CRM CERAMIC INOUSTRIES 207 ..... 1997"""" APN ASPENPHMCR 389.78% 
1996Q7131 INL !fNESTEC 1001.23"11 1997Ai1131 DTC DATATEC 159.19"110 1997"""" SAT BRAIT SA. (JSE) 154.1.(% 
199&07131 M 'fMCTA 140.1"% 1997A:l1131 FSR FlRSTRANO 133.42% 1997"""" BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 517.07% 
199&'iJ7131 CAR LA GROUP 215.78'110 1997.01/31 INM INMINS 189.58% 1997.wJO CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRtES 119.64% 
l!i19607131 PSG PSG GROUP 254.94% 1997.()1/31 ITE rTALTILE 136.5O"lIo 1997"""" CPA CORPCAPlT Al 166.eo% 
199007/31 RAH REAL AFRICA 249.28"lIo 1997K11131 PSG PSG GROUP 137.QJ% 1907"""" OTC DATATEC ZJ3.96'111 
199M)7131 RIM RMB 132..1~ 1997Ai1/31 RAH REAl AFRICA 110.70"!10 1997"""" GNK GRINTEK 122.:D'!II. 
1996()7J31 SFN SASAN 256._ 1997.()1f31 RMH RMB 113.05% 1997"""" JSC JASCO ElTN. 265.71% 
1996.(17131 SPS SPESCOM 106.96% 1997,(11/31 SFN SASFIN 133." ' % 1997.(600 CAR LA GROUP 136.00% 
1996Q7131 SPG SUPERGROUP 139.97"A1 1997,(11/31 TPC TRANSPACO 168.52'l1. 1997"""" LAN LAGROUP'N' 118.71% 
190007"" WOO WILSON BAY HLM a ve lOJ.03'lII 1997mt28 AOR ADCORP 107.43% 1997"""" MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 276.1 -4% 
199M:l7f31 WNH WINHOLD 211 .43% 1997~ ABL AFRICAN BANK II'NS. 645.84"110 1997"""" WG MVELAPHANDA GROUP 120.2&iIIo 
,_
A1lR ADCORP 24128% 1997!'J2f1B AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 166.64% 1997"""" NWl NUWORt..O 100.15% 
''''''''''''' ABL AFRICAN SANK INVS. 600.- 19971112128 ALT AlliED TECHNOLOGIES 129.95% 1997..o&r.lO RAH ReAL AFRICA 131.CI5% 
''''''''''''' AFI AFRICAN UFE ASA. In.94% 1997..mt28 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 821._ 1997.()800 TPC TRANSPACQ 186."7% 1_ BTG BYTES TECH..GP, 197.55% 19971112128 CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 200.94% 1997..e7fJl ABL AFRICAN BANI< INVS. 334.61% 
''''''''''''' CRM CERAMIC INDUSTR!ES 226.18% 1997.o2/2e OTC OATATEC 180.35% 1997.07131 AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 11.(.26% 
''''''''''''' DTC OATATEC 1~1 .66'% 111971112128 DDT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 127.51% 1997mfJl .."N ASPEN PHMCR. 608.51" 
''''''''''''' DOT DIMENSION ~TA HOG.(JSE) 119.72'lI:o 1997..nn.e F'R ARSTRANO 13323% 1997m/31 BAT BR..AJT SA (JSE) 141.66% 199610&31 FSR FlRSTRAND 110.88% 1997A1212e ITE ITALTILE 107.31" 1997.{J71J1 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. ....,"'" 
''''''''''''' INM INloINS 155.21% 19971112128 KOM KAOISO MEOtA 100.7""" 1997KJ7131 CPA CORPCAPITAL 17".52% 
199008131 IVT l/'MeTA 122._ 1997mr.28 CAR LA GROUP 126.84% 1997KJ7131 OTC QATATEC 265.B2'I< 
''''''''''''' ITE ITALTIlE 176.0'7% lrJa7mJ28 ~04RF MERAFE RESOURCES If:7 .95% 1997.(17131 OOT DIMENSION OAT A HOG.(JSE) 105.93% 
''''''''''''' CAR LA GROUP 279.5-4"110 1997mt28 "'ET METROPOUTAN HOG 102. .... 1997.(17131 OAW DS.& WHSG.NE.TWORK 129.87% 
''''''''''''' PSG PSG GROUP 244.44'110 1997~ PSG PSG GROUP 225.53" 1997.(17131 GNK GR.!NTEK 106.85% ''''''''''''' RAM REAlAFR1CA 200.64% 1997102fJB RAH REAL AFRICA 119.99% 19'J1KJ7fJl JSC JASCOELTN. 206.54% 
19061D8131 RMH RMB 121 .86% 1997!O2128 RMH RMB 15827'1> 1'!J97fJ7fJl CAR LA GROUP 109.73% 
''''''''''''' SFN SASFIN 300.94"- 1997.()2J2f1 SFN SASAN 134.95% 1997"""131 MRF MERAFE RESOURCCS lre.93% 
''''''''''''' SPS SPESCOM 121 .68% 1997mt28 SHP SHOPRITE 125.84% 1997KJ7rJl MVG MVElAPHANOA GROUP 154.06% 
''''''''''''' SPG SUPER GROUP 117.40'lI0 19971112128 TPC TAAHSPACO 249.ge'Wa 1997007131 RAH REAl.. AFRICA 132.54% 
"''''''''131 woo WILSON BAY HLM eve , .. '- 1997,():3131 ABl AFR!CAN BANK INVS. ""'."'" 1997mf31 SPS SPESCOM 129.96% 1996"....3f31 WNH WINHOlD 2 ....... 1997,()J131 AFl AFRICAN LIFE ASR. 147 .~ 1997.(')7131 TPC TRANSPACO 119.30"4 










Appendix A: 15 
Table A.S. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Date 
Continued. 
81.rt o.t. Cod. CompMy N.". Tot.Rlltum sr.rt Dli. C ... Company Name ToC" Return Start OIle ~ Comp-ny HIm. Toe. Return 
t997.(l8131 APN ASPEN PHMCR 447.6$% '99B<J6I3' APN ASPEN PHMCR. 115.21% 199a112!Jl AGl ANGLO AIo'ERICAN (JSE) 144 .61% 
1991C~/3' OTC DATATEC 143.09% ,,""".'" OJ" BARNARD JAC.MElLET 168.20% 1998112131 AMS ANGLO AMERJCAN PL.AT. 1041.24"" 
1997,'";&'31 IPC TRANSPACO 111 .013';6. ' •• """.31 BPl BARPLATS INVS. 243.75% 19ge112fJl ART ARGENT INDU$TRIAJ.. lC6.46% 
1997mJQ ABl AFRICAN BANK IlWS 152.92% "'''''''''31 BEL BEll EQUIPMENT '31 .~ 1998112(31 AVI AVI 117_ 
1997~ A?N ASPEN PHMCR 399.94% 199&<l8i31 BIl BHP 81LUTON (JSE) 147 .~ 19ge112/31 SAW 8ARLOWORlO 104.31% 
1997.m'31) BPl BARPLATS INIIS. 147.82% , .. """"" CPl CAP\T~ PROPERTY FO. lce.05% 19OO112fJl Bl'l BARPlATS INVS. J.45.24% 
1997mJO CLE CUENTEL,E LF.ASR. 117.30% '99B<J6I3' DlV DORBYl 114.81% 1996112131 BRM BEARING MAN "3.35% 
,997"""'" FRO FRONT RANGE Sl TN. 838.43% ,'''''''', ECO EDGAR$ CONS.STORES 137.79% 19ge112/31 BIl BHP BIWTON (JSE) 211 .• 7'% 
1997m3) RAH RE.4J..AFRICA 103.60% ",,"',.," FOS FOSel-llNI 113.82% 1998f12f.11 CPl CAPITAl PROPERTY FD. ,09.21% 
1997Jl()(Jl ABl AFRICAN BANK INVS. 276.07% '99&<l8i31 GOF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS 136.64~ 1998112lJl COM COfMIR "0.92% 
199711001 APN ASPEN PHMCR. 462.43% 199B<J6I3' 10< IOION TECH. 254 83" 1998/12131 CMH COMBtNEO MOTOR 113.35% 
199711001 BTG BYTES TECH-GP. 197.:27'% ,....,.." IMP tMPA.L..A PLATINUM 232 .. ", 199t112f31 OCT OATACENTRIX 2!lB.""'" 
1~7II001 OTC OATATEC 157.32'% '99&<l8i3' lON lON).t!N (JSE) 131..32% 1996/12131 OST CISTEll GROUP 1:xl.03% 
1997nool FRO FRONTRN4GE SLTN. 730._ '99B<J6I3' MES MESSINA 200.07% 1998112/31 DlV OORBYl IJO.~ 
199711001 JSC JASCO ELTN. 120.86% '998I!l8I3' MTN MTNGROUP 100.84% 1998112131 ECO EDGAAS CONS.STORES 350.53% 
1997f11/X1 ABl AFRICAN BANK If'NS. 182.$04% ,...."." MVl MVElAPHANDA RES. 296.61" 1996/12131 ElH ELI.ERINE 163.22% 
199711100 APN ASPEN PHMCR. 643 ..... '99B<J6I3' NCl NEW CLICKS HOG. 10"1.53'!1b 1998t12fJl FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 110.19"-
1997f11130 eex BU SINESS CO NNEXiON GROUP 105.33% '99&<l8i3' PAM PALABORA MINJNG 118.7mf. 1998112f31 FOS F'OSCHINI 136.s.2.'1i! 
1997f11/X1 ORO ORDGOt.D 12Hi9% ",."',.", RNG RANDGOLO&E..XP 105.7""2% 1998J12(31 FRO FRONT RANGE SL TN. 108.64'4 
1997/1100 OAW os.& WHSG.NETWORK 115.88% '99B<J6I3' SAP SAPPI 191.83% 19ge112131 GRF GROUPFNE 12).133% 
1997111130 FRO FRONTRANGESLTN. 792.E13'4 '99&<l8i3' sye SYCOM PROPERTY FUND 113.60% 1996112131 HCI HOSKEN CONS.INV. '02._ 
; 997111130 HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 139.<49% 199B<J6I3' TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 123.00% 1998/12131 101 IOJON TECH <423.78% 
1997111130 JSC JASCO ELTN =- '998I!l8I3' TRU TRlJINORTHS INTL 117.72% 1998112131 IMP IMPAlA PLATINUM 222.73% 1997111!3:l STO SET POINT TECH. 250.7.-''' '9Il8<l9IJO AFE AECI 100.13% 19961121'31 JOG JD GROUP lr:t1 .39'lIIo 
1997"1131 AFl AFlEASE GO.& UR.RES. 115.35% '998<l9I3O AGl ANGLO AMERICAN (JSE) IOB.31'1b 19gei12131 JNC JOHNNIC 166.45'1b 
1997"2/31 ABl AFRICAN BANK INVS. 163.16% '998<l9I3O ART .A~GENT INDUSTRIAl. l1Hi6% 1999112131 .JC" JOHNNIC caMMS. HIS.55,*, 
199711ml APN ASPEN PHMeR. ns._ 1998<l9I3O APN ASPEN PHMCR. 105.51% 1998112131 LBH UBERTY 104.76"Ao 
1997112131 BPl BARPl-6.TS I ~;VS . 133.33% '''''''''''''''' AV1 AV1 1'S7.7'5a.4 1998M2131 lON laNMlN (JSE) 101.59% l007112f31 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 100.22'4 '''''''''''''' OJM BARNARD JAC.MElLET 103.76% 1996112/31 MES MESSINA 216.7~% 1997112131 ORO ORO GOLD 132.10% '''''''''''''' BPl BARPLATS INVS. 12"1.15% 19ge112131 .....G MICROMEG .... HOG. 121 .5O"Ji 1997l1ml OAW OS.& WHSG.NE TWaRK 1~1.61% '9Il8<l9IJO BEL BEll EQUIPMENT "278% 1996/12131 MeA MITTAlSTEELSA. 1S7 .~ 
1997112131 FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 67!l.32"i< '''''''''''''' COl CAPITAl PROPERTY FD. 120.26% 199B!12131 ""C MR PRICE GROUP 17 • . 53% 1997112131 GNK GR1NTE.K ,33-59% '998<l9I3O CLH CITY LODGE HOTELS 120.18'1b 1998{12131 MrN MTNOROUP 2OO.rno 
1997/12/31 HAl' HARMONY GOLD MNG. 126.5()'II. '''''''''''''''' Eeo EDGARS CONS.STORES 170.00% 1996112131 MVl WELAPHANOA RES. 243.67% 1997112131 JSC JASCO ELTN 199.-40% ,''''''''''''' GIJ GIJ I'AAAST GROUP 105.51% 19981121'31 NPK NAMPAI( 113.S0'4 
1997I12fJl MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 118.27% '9Il8<l9IJO GOf GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 256.91% 1998/12/31 NPN NASPERS 153.86% 
1997111131 STO SET POINT TECH. 25!1."'" '''''''''''''' 101 IOtON TECH. 224.59% 19518112131 Nel NEW CUCKS HOG 126.77% 199M:)lf31 APN ASPENPHMCR. 1("6.33% ,''''''''''''' IMP IMPAlA PlATINUM 196.91% 1998112131 NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM '59rno 
199M)1131 BPl BARPLATS ItNS . 163.64% '''''''''''''' lON LONMIN (J sE) 10EL06'!t! 1996112131 PWK PlK NPAY 1001.7'9% 199M)1f31 OAW os.& WHSG.NETWORK 245.12"J1> '''''''''''''' MES MESSINA 181 .:1)% 1998112/31 ""R PuTCO PROPERTIES 178.2 .... 199Mt1131 FRO FRONTRANGE SlTN 791 .70% 1998<l9I3O MeA MInAi. STEEL SA.. 113.95% 1998/12/31 RNO RANOGOLD & EXP f9J.eli% 
199!W1J31 ONK GRINTEK 185.21% '''''''''''''' "PC MR PRICE GROUP 1(,2.23% 1996112/31 SSl SABLE 16027% 199&'01131 IMP IMPALA PLATINUM 109 .• '% ,''''''''''''' MVl MVt::lAPHANOA RES. 149.87".110 1996/12/31 SAP SAPPI 172.22'% 
199&01/31 J SC JASCO ElTN. 194.47% ,,,,,,,,,,,",,,, NH" NORTHAM PlAtINUM 16-4."7% 1996/12/31 SOL SASOl 142.92% 
199M)1131 STO SETPO!NT TECI·-t 209.44% '''''''''''''' PAM PAlASORA MINING 148.68" 1998112131 TSlI TRANS HEX GROUP 136.96'\\ ,~ APN ASPEN PHMCR. 1224.e6% ,''''''''''''' PIK PICKN PAY STORES 107.36% 19ge112131 TRU TRVWORTHS INTL 112.03% 
,~ BPl SARPLAT S INVS 300.25'4 '9Il8<l9IJO RNO RANDGOLD & EXP. 113.315% 199611 :2!J l UCS UCSGROUP 100.3)% 
'99Ilo<l2I2B OAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK .20.79% ,,,,,,,,,,,",,,, S,6P SAPPI 22 •. 56% 1996112/31 WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 122.18"'4 
'99Ilo<l2I2B FRO FRONT RANGE SL W 188.89% '''''''''''"'''' $YC SYCOM PROPERTY FUND 111.23% 1996112131 WBO WILSON BAY HLM ove 2OO.<lI'K 199Ilo<l2I2B IMP 1.~ •• cAlA PLATINUM 1315.30% '''''''''''''' TRU TRLJ'lJOATHS INTL \50.38'!b 199!W1f31 AFE AECI 1"3..54% '99Ilo<l2I2B JSC JASeO ELTN. ''".- 1998l1oo1 ARI AFN.RAIN80W MRlS. 110.42% 199!W1131 ARI AFN.RA.lNBOW MRLS. 135.52'% 
'99Ilo<l2I2B "ES MESSINA 18).()5% 190011001 AMS ANGlO AMERICAN PLAT 116.79'!b 1999J01f31 AGl ANGLO AMERICAN (JSE) 111.74% 
1998o<l2flS MVl MVELAPHANOA RES. 1]3.08· .. 199&11001 AVI AV, 187.46% 1999.101131 AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PlAT. 12"1 .01'" 
,~ NH" NORTHAM P\.ATlNUM 235.14% 1998/1001 BPl BARPLATS INVS. 2aI.13% 199'3'1>1131 ART ARGENT INDUSTRlAL 137.",. 
199Ilo<l2I2B RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 101.43% 199511001 BEL BEll ECUIPMENT 1.0.11% 199Mt!/31 AVI AVI 156.71% 
""""""31 APN ASPEN PHMCR 2199.76'" 19981100t BIl BHP BfLUTON (JSE) 101.79'% 199r:W1131 BPl 8A.RPLA TS INVS. 287.93"11. "'",m"" BPl BARPLATS IMIS 238.10% 199&1001 CPl CAPITAl PROPERTY FD. 124-,,% 19951Q1f31 BR" BEARING MAN 1304.S0'4 
I •• "'nr." FRO FRQNTRANGE SLTN. 136 . .&8% 199&11001 OCT DATACENTRIX 149.9J% 1995MJ1f31 BIl BHP B/llITON (JSE) 193.83% ,- GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 195.73% 1998/1001 ECO EOOARS CONS.STORES ,.,.J7"% 1999001131 COM COMAJR 161527% 
'."""nr.lI ONK GRINTEK 10.c.a2% 199&1001 OOf GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 118.1 6% 19!il9.C1/31 OST DISTElL GROUP 154.86% 
1"""""3' ME$ MESSINA 100.06% 199811001 101 IDION TECH. 26''''' 199!W1fJl OlV OORBYl 117.72')(, 
'99&<l:lr.l, MVl MVELAPHAND .... RES 14$.05'16. 199&1001 IMP IMPALA PlATINUM 261 .73% 1999.1)1131 ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES 285,56% 
'99&<l:lr.l' NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 125.45% 199&'10131 LON LON~IN (JSE) 105.21% lm,()TfJl ElH ELLERINE 136.11% 
'''''''''''''' APN ASPEN PHMCR 1103.46'4 19981lCY31 MES MESStNA 190.3B'At 199!W1131 FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 103.98% '''''''''''''' BPl BARPLATS It-NS. 2Ei6."", 190011001 "LA M TTAl STEEL SA. H13.96'4 1519!3«nf31 GRF GROUP FIVE 175.2944 '''''''''''''' GO' GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. IOB.37'l1. 199&1100, MIll MVELAPHANDA RES. 226 ..... l~fJl HCI HOSKEN CONS.tMl. lU2O'% 
'''''''''''''' GNK GRINTEK 110.22'lto 199&'1001 NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 190.63% 1999.()1131 HOC HUDACO 120.00% 
'''''''''''''' IMP IMPALAP1..ATtNUM 119.00% 199&'HY31 OYC SYCOM PROPERTY FUND 105.31'% 1993..n1.Gl 101 IDION TECH. 549.83% '''''''''''''' ME$ MESSINA ZB6.52% 199E111oo1 ucs UCS GROUP 150 .~ 199!W1fJl IMP IMPALA PLATINUM 201 .14% 
'''''''''''''' MVl MVELAPHANDA RES. 161S.59'Mt 1998/1001 WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 1~.02% 1999.1)t131 ITE ITAi.TILE 107.73% '''''''''''''' NIiM NORTHAM PLATINUM 137.31% 1998111/30 ARI AFN.RAlNBOW MRLS 121 .05% 1999.C1fJl JNC JOHNNIe 182.&4% ,- APN ASPEN PHMCR. 722..10% 199&11130 AGl ANGLO AMERICAN (JSE) lai.7O% 1999001131 JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. 195.89% 
" .... ':lI BPl BARPLATS IfNS. 233.33% 19ge111OO AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT. 109.3-4% 19991infJl lBH LIBERTY 103.97'" 
"'.""'l5iJ' OOF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 119.59% 199&'11130 AV1 AVI 113.00% 1999001/31 lON LONMIN (JSE) 117.63% , .. ""'""" 1M!' IMPALA PLATINUM 185.62'4 199&'11130 BPl BARPLATS INVS. 176.19% 199EWl131 MES MESSINA. 162.53% '.'.'0'''11 lON LONMIN (JSE) 10'l.44'" 199&'11130 BEl BELL EQUIPMENT 171.49% 1999.01131 MMG M'CROMEGA HOG ""'-"" .".31 MES MESS!NA "" .... 19ge111130 BIl BHP B1LLTTON (JSE) 149.00% 1999ta1f31 ~LA MITT.A.l STEEl SA 18Ua% '-.&3, MVl MVELAPHANDA RES 133.61% 199&'111J:1 CPl CAPIT At PROPERTY FD. 104.67% 1999.01131 M!'e MR PRIC E GROUP 130.1.% 
,~ AMS ANOLO AMERICAN PLAT. 127.84'" 199&'11/30 CO" COMAJR 126.38",11, 199!:W1r.31 MrN MfNGROUP 200.""" 
,~ A?N ASPENPHMCR. 112.~ 1998/11/30 OCT OATACEmRIX 119.95% 199Q.-(l"1fJl MOR MURRAY & ROBERTS 100.12% 
''''''''''''' OJM BARNARD JAC.MELLET 102.44% 100&111130 ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES Z34.29'1Eo 1999001/31 MVl MVElAPHANOA RES. 200.96'4 'S9&<l6I3O BPl 8A.RPLATS INVS. .23.31% 199&'11130 ELH ELLERINE 140.00'!tt 1~lfJl NPN NASPERS 217.64% 
I~ IMP IMPALA PLATINUM 212.74% 199&'11{,)J GRF GROUP FtVE ,32.27'0 199EW1fJl NHM NORTHAM PlA TtNUM HIO.55'" 
'''''''''''''''' LON LON'tlN (JSE) 119.92"10 199&'11/30 101 IDION TECH. 221 .38% 1999tU1fJl PPR PUlCO PROPERTIES 121.27'1b ,~ MES MESSINA """'" 1998/11/3:) IMP IMPALA PLATINUM \9S.9J5G;f, 1~1131 RlO REUNERT 101.8)% 
''''''''''''' MVl M\lELAPHANDA RES. 1&4.38% 1998/1100 MES MESSINA 'ZIl.fil% 1999.01fJl SAP SAPPI 191.02'4 'S9&<l6I3O SloP SAPPI 107.2O'lfo 199&1100 MTN MTNGROUP 119.81'" 1999t01fJl SOL SASOl 1042.35% 
199M)7131 OJ" BARNAAO JACJAELLET 113.75% 1998111130 MIll MVELAPHA>'.,OA RES 265.96% 1900001131 lITR UNITRANS 110.13'" 
199&)7131 BPl BAAPLATS INVs 361.90% 199811100 NPI< NA~.~PAK 118.11% 1999o()1f31 WBO WILSON BAY HLM ove 100.048% 
lSiE1Ml7f31 BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 126.01% 199&11/30 NPN NASPERS 163.67% '999.<l2I2!! AFE AECI 129.-48% 
199M)7131 IMP IMPALA PLATINUM 195.90% 199(1111/30 NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM lZl.47"'lIL '!l!lO.<l2I28 AFl AFlEASE GO.& UR.RES. 130.02'4 
199M)7fJl lON lONMIN (JSE) 141.19% 19ge111/30 SI>P SAP'" 123.97% 1999.<l2I2!! ARI AFN.RAlNBOW MRlS. 100.01% 
19!ilM)7131 MES MESSINA 256 ..... 199&11/30 SOL SASOL 120.29% '999.<l2I2!! ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAl. 145.38" 
199&()7131 MVl MVELAPHANDA RES. lle.OS% 1996t11{,)J WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 118.22% 1!l!lO.<l2I28 AVI AVI 122..1'% 
1~7/31 PAM PALASORA MINING 124.82'4 199611 100 WBO WILSON BAY HLM ove 157.96% '999.<l2I2!! BPl BARPlATS INVS. 181.54'" 










Appendix A: 16 
Appendix A.5. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Date 
Continued. 
Start DIC_ Cod. ContpMy NmIe TotaIRllum Start 0.1. Cod. Company Name Total Retum Start DId. Cod. Comp,lnyNllme Toeal Return 
190002/28 COM COMAJR 143.68% 1999<w.ll DDT DIMENSION OAT A HOG.(JSE} 172.24'% >:JOO,OJ;(.X) MES MESSINA "'.52'0 
.!m1J2>'28 DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 136.68% 1999000/31 E>Q. EXCELLERATE HOG. 166.50':0, ='llOO MTA METAIR INVESTMENTS 17<1.92% 
199910212$ DST DrS1EU GROUP 115.68% • 999000/31 He • HOSKEN CONS.lNV. 120.66% 2OOO<l6IJO MLA MITTAL$TEELSA 150.91% 
199002/28 DLV OORSYL 131.15% 1999<w.ll me JOHNNIe 134.87% lOOO<l6<JO 10M. MVElAPHAUOARES. 236._ 
.!m1J2>'28 ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES 150.50% 1999000/31 JCM JOHNNIe COMMS t06.85~ """""'" NTC NETWORK Hl THeA. 131 .45% 199002/28 ELR ELB GROUP 1a168% "' •• "8"31 MTN MTNGROUP 169.05% lOOO<l6<JO NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 106.41"" 
199910212$ EXL EXCElLERATE HOG . 136.59% 1999000/31 10M. MVELAPHANDA RES 897.t EMfl 2OOO<l6IJO RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 148.00% 
.99910212$ FBR FAMQUSBRA/IIOS 121 .93% """00131 "PN NASPERS 115.57% """""'" SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD II'NS . 214.29% . 99910212$ GRF GROLPFrVE 138.97% .999000/31 NHM NORTHAMPLATI ~,UM 132.35% """""'" SVR SPUR 117.38% 199910212$ HC' HOSKEN CONS.INV. "2.14% 1999000/31 RLO REUNERT 132.63" >:JOO,OJ;(.X) TRT TOURISM IMI. 117.00% 
,99910212$ HDC HUDACO 120.86% 19991!l1'lJl SBL SABLE "2.02% =<6130 WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 156.93% 
.99Q02I2Il 10. IOtON TECH 466._ . .......,., BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 306.1a<!(, 2OOO<l6IJO wac WILSON BAY HLM OVC 274.25% 
199910212$ .MP IMPAlA PLATINUM 110.72% ''''''''''' DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) ! Bl. t<4'" 'J!X1JmfJ' AIR AFeRI 264."'" ."""""" INM INPl"NS 1&0;.60% ,'''''''''' E>Q. EXCELLERATE HOG. 135.69% 'J!X1JmfJl MES MESSINA 4n.Sl% 
199910212$ IVT INVlCTA 104.67'% . .......,., GNO GRINDROD 112.94% 'J!X1JmfJl MTA METAlR INVESTMENTS 199.56% 
1!m1J2>'28 .TE ITALTrLE 122.41% 199!><l&3O HCI HOSKEN CONS INV. 2l1 .45'lfa 2CJCC"J713' MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 140.a;% 
'99!102120 JNC JOHNNIC 2n.47% ''''''''''' JNe JOHNNIC 139.51% 'J!X1Jmm MBN MOBilE INDUSTRIES .~( ' 140.68% 199910212$ JeM JOHNNIC COMMS. 2$).74% ,.......,., JCM JOHNNIC COMM5, 139.92% DXlo()7131 MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 120.69% 
''''''''''''' lOIN 'rfMIV 8ELEGGINGS BPK 117.61% 199!1om'>J MrN MTN GROUP 193.27% 'J!X1Jmm 10M. MVELAPHANOA RES. 102.01% .99910212$ MMG ,.. CROMEGA HOG. 479.1<4% 1-..:lO MVl MVELAPHANOA RES ~- 'J!X1JmfJl NTC NETWORK Hl THCR. 137.21% 
"'''>mrlS MLA ,," nAl...STEELSA. 103.70% . .......,., NPN NASPERS 107.11% 'J!X1JmfJl SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 101.:J:)% 
199002/28 MTN MTN GAO\..P 322.00% 199!><l&3O RLO REUNERT 116.6!9'% 'J!X1Jmm SUR SPUR 122.16% 
'99910212$ MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 123.04% 1999l1()131 ALT ALLIED TECHNOLOGIES HIS.87% 20C007fJl TRE TRENCOR 140.D2"M. 
199!10212O 10M. MVELAPHANDA RES 269.17'% 1999il00l BPL BARPLATS Irws 120.56% 'J!X1Jmm WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 164 ZS'Mo 
199910212$ NPN NASPERS 17S.9O'IIo 199911001 BEl BELL EQUIPMENT 236-..... 'J!X1JmfJl wac W ILSON BAY HlMOVC 245.05% 
, 99910212$ PPR PUTCO PROPERTIES 100.42% 1!lD1CY31 CCT CONNECTION GP. 101.15% 'J!X1Jmm WNH W INHOlO IOJ.47'% 
''''''''''''' SAP SAP •• 141 .97'% 1999il()131 OOT DIMENSION OATAHOG .(J SE) 120.604'" 2<XXl<l&<31 AIR AFGR! 295.26% 199910212$ SHF STEINHOFF INTL 1~.15% 1999/1001 E>Q. EXCELLERATE HOG. l00.J5'lfa 2<XXl<l&<31 ART ARGEHT INOUSTRlAL 1~"'" 
199910212$ UTR UNITRANS "'.96% 1999/1001 HC' HOSKEN CONS.INV. 'OO.48~ 2<XXl<l&<31 APK ASTRAPAK 109.75'" 
199910212$ wac W ILSON BAY HLM ave n .<42% . 1~10fJ1 JNC JOHNNIe 100.81% >lOOOBfJl MES MESSINA <476.96% 
"'9""":31 ME AECI 101.76% 199911001 MTN MTN GROUP 138.55% 2<XXl<l&<31 MTA METAIR INVESTMENTS 136.22% 
19O!MlJfJl ART AAGENT INOUSTRIAI.. 100.00% 1999il()131 MVl MVELAPHANOA RES. 539.81% 2<XXl<l&<31 MVR MURRAY & ROBERTS 125"'" 
1999·"JYJI AVI AVI '32._ 1999il(\131 NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM lzt.66% >lOOOBfJl NTC NETWORK HL THeR . '''52'0 
199 .. "":31 BPl BARPI...AT$lrNS. 136.6'2% 1999f11130 BPl BARPLATS INVS. 186.21'" l!lOO<l8IJ' SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS 288.31% 
19O!MXlfJl BRM BEARINOMAN 107.37% 199911'/30 BEl BEll EQUIPMENT 100.65% >lOOOBfJl SUR SPUR 1 OJ. 15'" ,_, BEL BEU EQUIPMENT l !16.9J% 1999f11130 EXL E.xCElLEAATE HOG. 15124% l!lOO<l8IJl WEB WESCO INVESTMENTS 125.60% 
"""'Jl<31 BIl BHP BILUTON (JSE) 114.91% 1~11fJO 10M. MlJEl.APH.ANOA RES. 446.12'% """"""'. wac WILSON BAY hLM ove 19t .~ 
19O!MXlfJl csa CASHBUILD 129.03% l!lDl1fJO NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 119.19% 2<XXlo09I:>J AIR AFGRI 31S.J6flt. 
199OO3fJl DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE} 11~.09% 1999t'11130 Raw RAINBOW CHICKEN 103.28"'- 2<XXlo09I:>J APK ASTRAPAK 127.04% 
,'''''''''''' ECO EDGAAS CONS. STORES 126.2'()% 1999J12/31 EXL E.XCELLERATE HOG. 119."", >:XlOo<l!lOO CSB CASHeUILO 121.96% ,_, GRF GROUP FIVE 1OJ.Q6GA, 199at12131 GND GRINDROD 101.19% 2OOCl<lOr.lO GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 248.78'" ,_, Hel HOSKEN CONS.rNV. "0.65'4 1999112/31 10M. MVELAPHANOA RES. 584._ 2OOCl<lOr.lO MES MESSINA 231.85% 
199OO3fJl HDC HUOACO 110.01% 1999i12131 NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 107.96% >:XlOo<l!lOO MTA METAIR INVESTMENTS 109.06% . _,
101 ID~ON TECH. 200.""" 1999112f31 SRN SEAROEL INV. 100.13% 2<XXlo09I:>J NTC NETWORK HL THCR . 132.~ ,_, .MP IMPAlA Pl.ATtNUM 122.'.'" 200Q01131 AMS ANGLO AMERICAN Pt.A T. 101 00% 2OOCl<lOr.lO SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS 117.70% ,_, JNC JOHNNie 164..41% 2((001131 MTA METAlR INvESTMENTS 120.<mlI 200C'>lfJO SUR SPUR '20.~ ._, 
JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. 229.61% 2C()IlU1131 10M. MVELAPHANDA RES. 636._ 2OCXl/1)S(,l() TRE TRENCOR 104.06% 
19O!MXlfJl MES MESSINA 119.97% 2<XYJK12n!J AMS ANGLO AMERICAN P\.AT. 11729% """"""'" WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 131.20"4 ,_, MMG MiCROMEGA HOG. 299.02% 2<XYJK12n!J ENV ENVIROSERV 115.43% 200C'>lfJO wac WILSON BAY HLM OVC 218.68% 
"'''''')3131 MrN MTN GROUP m.4~ 2<XYJK12n!J GND GRINDROD 104.39% """"0131 AIR AFGRI 295.18~ 
199!ll)3fJl 10M. MVELAPHANDA RES . 249.81% 2<XYJK12n!J MTA META.lR INVESTMENTS 120 .~ 2QCGI10tJ1 APK A8TRAPAK 1<47.57<lAo ,_, NPN NASPERS 168.1<4% 2OOOO2J29 WI. MVELAPHANOA RES. 446.91'" 2OCXY10f31 CSB CASHBUILD 275.76% 
'.""""'31 SBL SABLE 122.31% 2<XYJK12n!J NHM NORTHAM PLA TrNUM 125.82% 2OOJI1C'131 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 148.78% 
19!101<l413:J AVI AVI 143.44% 2<XYJK12n!J Raw RAINBOW CHICKEN 13182'W. 200011001 GND GRINDROD lCXUi7% 
19!101<l413:J BP. BARPLATS INVS 135.06% 2OOOO2J29 SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD It-NS. 121.43% """"00. GRF GROUP FIVE 161 .~ 
19!101<l413:J BEL BEll.. EQUlPMENT 113.69% 2<XlOOY.ll GND GRINDROD 148.31% """"001 ILA IUADAFRrCA 113.85% 
19!101<l413:J csa CA8HBUILO 102.1<4% 200:.OY.ll MTA METAlR INVESTMENTS 170.<41% 2JCOI10131 KGM )(AGISO MEOlA 171.29% 
19!101<l413:J ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 11202% 2<XlOOY.ll MVl MVELAPHANDA RES. 428.89'JiIo 200011001 MES MESSINA 204.75'" 
.9!lOI<l4I3:J JNC JOHNNIC 164.68% 2<XlOOY.ll seN SCHARRIG MINING 11224% 2XXltlCJ(Jl MTA METAlR INVESTMENTS 110.n% 
19!101<l413:J JeM JO HNNIC COMMS. 167.20'< 2OOOO:Y.ll SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. "5.28"4 2OCGIl001 MLA MITIAL STEEL SA. 157.<41% 
19!101<l413:J MMG "'·CROMEGA HOG. 123.55% ~ A'R AFGRI 233._ """"001 w'JR MURRAY' ROBERTS 143.55% 
'9!lOI<l4I3:J MTN MTNGROUP 282.53% ~ AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT. 136.67% """"001 MST MUSTEK 106.40"% 
19!101<l413:J 10M. MVEtAPHAN"OA RES. ". ...... GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 200.""" 2OIXlIl001 NTC NETWORK HL THe A. 199 25% 
19!101<l413:J NPN NASPERS 12019% ~ GND GRINDROD 117.30% 2OCXY1Q(J1 SCN SCHARRJG MINING 13197% 
' ••• ""31 AAT ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 114.88% MDC MEOICUNIC 1<>;.37'1< 2IXOI10131 SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 138.68% .. ""'"'''' AVI AVI 182.01% ~ MES MESSINA 165.25% """"001 TRT TOURlSMINV. 110.5:3% 
'''''''''''' BEL BEll EQUIPMENT 2n.10% MTA METAIR INVESTMENTS 16:1_ :IDOO'1oo1 WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 115.58% 
'''''''''''' Hel HOSXEN CONS.lNV. 116.62% ~ MVl M\lElAPHANOA RES. 428.17% 2OOOJ1001 wac WILSON SAY HLM ave 252.Zl" 
199OO!>31 JNC JOHNNIC 157.19% NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 163.16'% 2000/1100 AIR AFGRI 300.6'~ 
1~1 JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. 14D.6Q'lI. ~ Raw RAJNBOW CHICKEN 118.64'" 200011 100 APK ASTRAPAK 130.11% 
'''''''''''' MMG MlCROMEGA HOG. 127.45% SCN SCI"lAAAIG M~NING 132.61% 2OOOI11fJO CSB CASHBUILO 324.a7% 
'~1 MTN MTN GRO UP "'".,... ~ SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 103.56% 2OOOIl1flO ORO ORO GOLD 162.IS% ,'''''''''', MVl MVEtAPHANOA RES. ..,,""" SUR SPUR 115.1':'" :IDOO'1,1J() GFI GOlD FlELDS 126.77% 
.""""'" NPN NASPERS 112.S1% ~ TRE TRENCOR 104.39% 2CJCJlI11/JO GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 148.78'% 
.99"",,:31 SBL SABlE 11':.16% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 122.71'" """"'00 GRF GRCUPFI'IE 169.81'110 
,'''''''''''''' AVI AVI 119.81"1t1 ~ wac WILSON BAY HL.M eve 120.42% :IDOO'1'1J() HAR HARMONY GOLD MNO. 110.39% 
.""""""" BEL BEll EOUIPMENT 364.""'" 2<lOOO&31 AIR AFGRI 259.19% 2OCXlIllfJO ILA ILlAO.AFRlCA 12"1.1 1% 
''''''''''''''' DDT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 112.40% 2<lOOO&31 AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT. 134\.63% 200011100 KGM KAGISO MEOLA 119.61% ,'''''''''''''' EXL EXCELLERATE HOG. "S 18% 2<lOOO&31 BPL BARPLATS I/'NS. 110.08% :a:xn-l1fJO ME" MESSINA 192.59% . """"""" HC' HOSKEN CONS INV . 11a.51% 2<lOOO&31 BRM BEARING MAN 128.56% :2OC:n'11flO MrA METAIR INVESTMENTS l00.~ 
,~ JNC JOHNNIC 14-' .03% 2<lOOO&31 GND GRINDROD 126.79% a:ml100 MLA MITT AL STEEL SA. 659"'" 
1~ JCM JOHNNie COMMS. \52.71% 2<lOOO&31 IMP IMPALA PLATINUM l00.S9'lIo 2000/1'00 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 103.1~ 
.""""""" MMG MlCROMEGA HOG ZlO.7:l'< 2C<X>00/31 MES MESSINA ...... """ 2OCQI11fJO MBN MOBILE INOUSTRIES 'N' 1OJ.214.4. .""""""" MTN MlNGROUP 222.42% 2<lOOO&31 MrA MeTAlR INVESTMENTS 172._ 2000/1100 MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 150.~ 
''''''''''''''' 10M. MVELAPHANOA RES. 629.1~ 2<lOOO&31 MUR MURRAY & ROSERTS 100.00% 200011100 MST MUSTEK 19<4.85% .~ SBl SABLE 106.8.:"11:. 2<lOOO&31 MVl MVELAPHANOA RES. 295.67% 2CX:n'1113O NTC NETWORK HL THeA. 214.Ell'lf. 
1995()7131 BEL eEll EQUIPMENT 306.9'% 200005/31 NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 193.05% 2COOi1100 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 113.71'" 
1999«)7/31 DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 148.74% 200005/31 Raw RAINBOW CHICKEN 141.89% :IDOO'1100 SAP SAPP' 126.86'% 
'999.<)7131 EXL EXCEllERATE HOG. 116.60% 200005/31 RLO REUNERT 101.57% 2OOOMl00 SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS 274.66% 
199007131 HC. HOSKEN CONS.INV. 111.70% 200005/31 SOY SOVEREIGN fOOD INYS. 121.043% 2IXOI11oo TRT TOURISM INV. 102.17% 
1995M:)7131 JNC JOHNNie 126.24% 200005/31 SUR SPUR 137.00% :a:xn-11fJ(J TRE TRENCOR 12':.40% 
199M)7131 """" MlCROMEGAHOG ,,9.'7% 200005/31 TSJ\ TRANS HEX GROUP 163.51% 2OCXVl1flO WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 112.~% 19991()713f MTN MTN GROUP 178.55% 200005/3. TRE TRENCOR 104.48% :IDOO'1100 wac WILSON BAY HLM OVC 233.4:1% 
199Q()7f31 10M. MVElAPHANDA RES. 866.S1% 200005/31 WES WESCO If>lVESTMENTS 148.69% 2OCXY12131 AIR AFORI 257."'" 
151'29.WI31 RLO REUNERT 104.1S"!(, 200005/31 WBO WILSON BAY HLM ove 177.13% 2OCQt12/31 ANG ANGLOOOLD ASHANTI loo.69"lII 
19'd91U7f31 SBL SABLE 114.1~ 2()()(>OO:)J AIR AFGRI 251.91% 2000M>JJl APK A8TRAPAK 136.10'% 










Appendix A: 17 
Appendix A.5. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Date 
Continued. 
Start Dat. Cod. CompMyNwne Toe..IRltum Start 0.1. Cod. Company NarnI TotalRllfum Stlrt o.t. Codo Company NlnM TotalRlttum 
2CCO'121'31 ORO ORO GOLD la,.~ 2001I0<I30 RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 1(8.72'% 2001l00I30 WNH WINHOLD ,41.05,., 
2000'12131 GFI GOLD FIELDS 135.25'* 2001.t6'31 AFL AFlEASE GO.& UR.RES 329.65% 2C01t101'31 AFL AFLEASE GO.& URRES. 17502% 
2000'12131 GDH GOOD HOPE C:AMONDS 148_ 2001.05131 ANG ANGlOGOLO ASHANTI 121.83'* 2)0111001 BRM BEARING MAN 127.~ 
2000'12131 GRF GROUP FfVE 13J.47"l4 2001.0031 CRG CARGO CA~R!ERS 1 (S. 10Cli0 2CXl1t10(J1 BRC BRANOCORP 10',40% 
2000'12131 HAIl HARMONY GOLD w.~G . 1;,).0-4" 2001,()5IJ1 cse CASHBUILQ 115.7Q'liI, 200111001 BRN BRlr,'STONE INV.'N' 103.64'!b 
2000'12131 INM INMINS 102.7~ 2001.wJl CNC CONCOR 122.22'lIo 2001(1001 CRG CARGO CARRIERS '048.J9IlII. 
2000'12131 KG" KAGrSOMEDIA lZJ.67"Wt 2001,aV,)1 CUL CULLINAN 174.58% 200111 001 cse CASHBUILO '04.~ 
2OOO'1:IiJi "E' MESSINA 158.99% 200,..0&'31 ORO ORO GOLD 46U!i" 2001(1001 CCT CONNECTION GP. lce.781j1, 
2000'12131 MlA MInAI.. STEEL SA. 801 .25'< 2001.u5r.Jl ERP ERP.COM 122."., 2C0111001 CUL CULUNAN 470 . .&5% 
2IXXY12J31 Moe MOBILE INDUSTRIES 190.4'% 2001""'" GFI GOLD FIELDS 295."'" 2001/1001 DRD ORO GOlO 153.26% 
2000112/31 "eN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 200.""" 2001.QSIJI GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 26!5.04% 2OO1nOOl FRO FRON"TRANGE SlTN 129.72% 
2000'12131 MoR MURRAY & R08ERTS 128.12'M> 2001~1 HAIl HARMONY GOLD MNG. 284.96% 2):)111001 GFI GOLD FIELDS 178.66'" 
2000112/31 MST MJ STEK IS4.3~ 2001.w31 JSC JASCO ELTN. 216.52% 200111001 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 100.049% 
2000'12131 NTC NETWORK HLTHCR. 214.60% 2001""'" MRF MERAFE RESOURCES lXl.5O% 2001110131 HAIl HARMONY GOLD MNG 155.78~ 
2CO:Y12i31 RNG RANDGOlD&E.XP 107.75'lf. 2001rOe131 "LA /,' HAL STEEL SA. 605.24% 2OO"Ifi0l31 101 IDiON TECH. 20456" 
2000'12131 SAO SAPPI 121 .81"- 2001.1::6131 "eN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 110.56% 2001110131 ILA IUAO AFRlCA 107.91% 
2'0.»12/31 SOL SASOL 125.43fII. 2001,(6'31 MST MUSTEK 112 . .0% 2Xl1nOl'3I JSC JASCOELTN. ?iT."'" 
2000'12131 50\! SOVEREIGN FOOD IIWS. 117.70% 2001""'" NTC NETWORK HL THCR. Hl1'- 2001"0131 MAF MERAFE RESOURCES 153.42'116 
20.»12/31 TRE TRENCOR 161.51"'Ao 2001i05t.J1 0,," OMNIA 125.64% 200"111001 ME. MESSINA 134.37% 
2000'12/31 WE. WESCO INVESTMENTS 120.17'% 2001""'" RNG RANOOOLD & EXP. 183.94% 2001110131 MLA MITIAL STEEL SA. 748.55% 
2000'12131 wee WILSON BAY HLM ove 231 .~ 2001""'" STO SETPOINT TECH. 198.9O'l6o 200111001 MVI. MVELAPHANDA RES. "0.18% 
2001..01/31 MR AFGRI 236.51% 2OO1..tl51Jl TRE TRENCOR 101.10% 2CXl"1/,Q(31 NH" NORTHAM PLAnNUM 113.7'9% 
2001.(11131 AFL AfLEASE GD.& UR.RES. 138.5ffiiI. 2001.'06I'JO AFL AfLEASE GO.& UR.RES. 353._ 200111001 O"N OMNIA 241.95% 
2Q)MJ1I31 ANa ANGLO GOLD ASHANTI 123.8N 2001","", CRG CARGO CARRIERS 11295'it1 2001/1001 T.T TOURIS·.~ IN'\/'. 161.10% 
2OOM)1131 ese CASHBUILO 266._ 2001","", e.e CASHBUILD 112.35% 2Q0111(YJl TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 139.49'!IL 
2001n11"J1 ORO ORO GOLD 210.02"It. 2001","", CUL CULUNAN 17 • . 56% 2J0111oo1 TPC TRANSPACO 263."'" 
2O:tM)I/31 GFI GOLD FIELDS 160.05% 2001.0&30 ORO ORO GOLD 364.61"'- 200111001 WNH WINHOLD 116.14% 
2001.01131 GDH GOOD ~OPE DIAMONDS 234.~ 2001","", ERP ERP.COM In.'''' 2OO1n 1130 .'.FL AFlEASE GD.& UR-RES . 186.81~ 
2C01101131 HAl! HARMONY' GOLD MNG. 160. 15~ 2001","", GF! GOLD FIELDS 24.2.79'*0 2OO1/111JO eRC eRANDCORP 129.~ 
2001n1131 ILA IUAD AFRlCA 110.76% 2001","", GDH GOOD HOPE DtAMONDS 298 .37~ 2OO1n 1130 CRG CARGO CARRIERS 153.44% 
2I.Xll .(l1J31 KG" KAGISOMEDIA 115..29'r. 2001","", HAIl HARMONY GOLD MNG. 2CS.9:£~ 2OO1/11fJO cse CASH8U1LO 138.40% 
2001~1131 "ES MESSINA 196.1~ 2001.0&30 "RF MERAfE RESOURCES 138.80% 2001111130 CIJL CULUNAN 425.42'% 
2001.(11131 MlA ~TTAI.. STEEL SA.. 501.7ft 2001","", MlA ~ TIAL STEEL SA. 744.54% 2C01111fJO ORO ORO GOLD 142"'" 
2OO1'(]1131 Moe MOBILE INDUSTRIES 122.06% 2001","", RNG RANDGOLO & E.XP. 11~ . 37'Wo XCl111130 GR GOLD FIELDS 116.81~ 
200"1.01131 MeN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 125.- 2001","", SAP SAPPI 100.37% 2OO1IHfJO GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 100.49% 
2OOM)1131 NTC NETWORK HL THeR. 120.90% 2001.0&30 STO SETPOINT TECH. 154.88% 2001111130 HAIl HARMONY GOLD ~NG. 109.3944 
2001.(11131 RNG RANQGOLD & EXP 202._ 2001.(]'7131 AFL AF1.EASE 00.& UR.RES. 190.25% 2001111.00 101 ID!ON TECt-\. 1104 .67'" 
2001101/31 SAP SAPPI 126.96% 2OO1.(]7131 CRG CARGO CARRIERS 126.97% 2001/1100 ILA IllADAfRlCA 138.~ 
2001.(11131 TRE TRENCOR 1l4.66"lf. 2001.(l7(J1 csa CASHBLllO 116.93% 200111100 IVT INVICTA 111 .51'" 
2OO1.ut/J1 wee WIlSON SAY HLM ave 214.00% 2001.(17131 CUL CUL.JJNAN 139.19% 2001111130 JSC JASCO ELTN. 274.97"-
2OO1mRS AFR AFGRI 19.;.85" 2OO1m131 DRD ORO GOLD 389.21"" 2OO"11111JO ..... MESSINA 148.10'l11 
200imRS AFL MlEASE GO.& UR.RES. 149.98% 2001.(l7l31 ERP ERPCOM 122."" 2J01N1fJO MfA METAiR INVESTMENTS 136..",. 
2OO1mt26 ANa ANGLOGOLo ASHANTI 123.45% 2001.07131 GFI GOLD FIELDS 229._ 200111100 MLA MlTTALSTEElSA. 209.~ 
2OO1mRS cse CASHBUILD 131.76% 2001.(17131 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 232.52% 2001/1100 OMN OMNIA 211.08% 
2OO1mRS ORO ORoGOLO 274.37% 2001A:l7131 HAIl HAj:"(~NY GOLD MNG 202.34" 2OO11111JO RNG RANDGOLD & E.XP 121 .87" 
200imRS GFI GOLD FIELDS 219.48"lt! 2OOM)7131 INM INMINS 107.:15'" 200111100 TRT TOURISM INV. 158.49% 
2OO1mt28 GDH GOOO HOPE OlAMQNDS 436.07% 2001.(17131 JSC JASCQ ElTN. 165.66% 2001/11.00 TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 100.34% 
2OO1mRS GNO GRINDROD 125.32'% 2001.(]'7131 KG" KAGISOMEOIA 103.7-'''' 2OO1f1113O TPC TRANSPACO 210.()'284 
2001<)2"" HAIl I-\.ARMOiIlY GOLD ~·NG . 21795% 2OO1.(]7131 MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 154.1S'ltl 20:)1111.130 WNH WtNHOLO 102..66% 
2OO1mt26 JSC JA.SCO ELTN. 150.03% 2OOM)7/31 ...... MIHAL STEEL SA.. 1lO2.<9% 2001112131 AFL AflEASE GD.& UR.RES. 100.68% 
200imRS MES MESSINA 128.58% 2OO1A:l7l31 OM'll O .... IA lEt2.73% 2OO1112t'Jl - AMAL.AP?C. lce.07% 2OO1mt26 "LA MlnAL STEEL SA.. .... 92% 2001.(17131 RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 106.66% 2001112131 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAl 128.(8GA, 
2OO1mRS MeN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' loo.~ 2001..Q3131 AFL AFLEASE GO.& UA.RES. 160"" 200111213' """ BEARtNGMAN 11S.75'1t1 2001mt26 "'T MUSTEK 123.53% 2001A:lEVJl CRG CARGO CARRIERS 124.09% 2IXl1112131 eRC BRANDCORP 131..99% 
2OO1mRS NTC NETWORK HI. THCR 128.63% 2CX)1()8J31 cse CASHBUtLD 114.7'9% mt/121l1 CRG CARGO CARRIERS 102."'" 
2OO1mt26 O','N O ..... IA 149.96% 2001A:lEVJl CUL CUL.JJNAN 157.28"110 2001112131 cse CASHBUfLD 145.97"110 
2OO1mRS RNG RANDGOlD & EXP. 125.SCI% 2001.<'6'31 ORD ORO GOLD '21'- 2:)01112131 CLH CITY LODGE HOTELS 105.1 0% 
200imRS SAP SAPPI 141 $4% 2001"""'" GFI GOLD FIELDS 255.71"110 2CQ1112131 CUL eULUNAN 374.59% 
2OO1mt26 TRE TRENCO R 11 4.96"110 2001108131 GDH GOOD HOPE rnAMONDS 300.96% 2Xl"\112131 ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES 111 .26% 
200imRS wee WILSON BAY HLM ove 191 .34% 2001"""'" HAIl HARMONY GOLD MNG. 285.43'it1 2C01n2l31 GFI GOLDAELDS 114.46110 
2001103131 AFR AFGRI 244.C3% 2001.ootJl INM INMlNS "19.07% AC1112lJl GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 100.49% 
2O:tlmJl ML AFLEASE GD.& UR.RES. 137.22% 2001"""" JSC JASCO ELTN. 202.39'1< 2OO1112fJl IlA ILIAD AFRtCA 122.88% 
2001.(13131 ANG ANGlOGOlO ASHANTt 164.21% 2C(l1.w31 KG" KAGISO MEDIA 121.99% 2001112131 JSC JASCO ElTN 26.'5.27% 
200110313' cse CASHBUILD le5.44% 2001.t1E'J31 MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 138.74'" 2001112131 ME. MESSINA 136.11% 
2001.mf31 CNe CONCOR 100.88% m1.()8131 MES MESSINA 104.44% AC1f12fJl MfA METAJR INVESTMENTS 125.91% 
2001.()3131 CUL CUWNA.N 149.15'Ko 2001,Q!131 MLA #/'nAl. STEEL SA. 78).~ 2001112131 MLA MITTAl.STEEL SA 117.62% 
2001I00I31 ORO ORO GOLD 4~.07% 2001W31 OMN OMNIA 207._ 2001112131 OMN OMNIA 147.48% 
2001.(l31'Jl ERP ERP.COM 200.""" 2001.av31 TPC TRANSPACO 114.))% 2OO1/12f31 RNG RANDGOLO & E.XP. 126.63% 
2001m-31 GFI GOLD FIElDS 288.46% 2001"""'" WNH WINHOLO 118.14" 2001112131 TRT TOURISM ItN. 122..38'" 
2001103131 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 220.- 2001l00I30 AFL AFlEASE GO.& UR.RES. 145.64% 2))1112131 TPC TRANSPACO 200.02% 
2001103131 HAIl H.A.RMONY GOLD MNG. 239 ...... 2001"""'" AMA AMALAPPC. 103.83% 2C01112131 WNH WINHOLD 104.59% 
2001103131 lIP IMPAiA PlATINUM 125.25'111 2001I09I30 ANG ANGLOGOLD ASHANTI 104.72% 21Xlm1131 AFL MLEASE GO.& UR.RES. l00.ce" 
2001103131 JSC JASCO ELTN. 179.99% 2001"""'" eR" BEARING MAN 142.e::~ """""131 - """'-N'f'C 143.00% 2001t03131 LON LONMIN (JSE) 125.63'% 2001"""'" eRC BRANDCORP 102.05% 21Xlm1131 ART ARGENT INOUSTRIAl 119.81% 
2001.(lJ(Jl MES MESSINA 12;.01" 2001"""'" CRG CARGO CARRIERS lB6.~ """""131 ""C BRANDCORP 114.01% 
2IXl1m31 ...... M1n.AJ.... STEEL SA.. 676.22'*. 2001l00I30 cse CASHBl.,LD 125.73'IEo """""131 CRG CARGO CARRIERS 191 .50''lI0 
2001103131 MOe MOBILE INOUSTRIES l t6.57'lII 2001I09I30 CNC CONCOR 117.88'" 2002.(11131 cse CASHBUILD 136.09% 
2O:l1m-31 MeN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' t03.9"7% 2001I09I30 CUL CUWNAN 400.00'< 2CXJ2,()1131 CUL eULUNAN 268.18'" 
2001103131 OMN OMNIA Zl1 .32% 2001I09I30 ORO ORO GOLD 318.23% 21Xlm1131 ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES I 53.05*, 
2001.(l.31Jl RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 124.19% 2001"""'" ERP ERP.COM 145.~ """""/31 GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 100.49% 
2001.()3131 SAP """PI 1040.50% 2001I09I30 FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 2!6.64% """""131 GRF GROUP FIVE 10341'" 
2001103131 TRE TRENCOR 112.45% 2001"""'" GFI GOLD FIELOS 243.~ 2002.<)1/31 101 IDiON TECH 329.44% 
2001..0:Y31 wee W ILSON BAY HLM ove t84.68% 2OO11091:lO HAIl HARMONY GOLD MNG. 253.63% 21Xlm1131 ILA ILIAC AFRtCA t51.57% 
2001I0<I30 AFL AFlEASE GO.' UR.RES. 106.65" 2OO11091:lO 101 IDIONTECH. 100.83% 2002.<)1131 JSC JASCO ELTN. 1 Xl.33% 
2001I0<I30 ANG ANGlOGOLD ASHANTI 111.71% 2001l00I30 ILA IUAD AFR ICA 156.2e"ltt """""131 MES MESSINA 129.61% 
2001I0<I30 cse CASHBUILD 17\ .85% 2001"""'" JSC JASCO ELTN. 318.13% """""131 MeA MlnAL STEEL SA. 148.92% 
2001I0<I30 CNC CONCOR 181 .24% 2001"""'" KGM KAGr50 MEOlA 122.1211. """""131 O ... N OMNIA 169.54% 
2001I0<I30 CUL CULLINAN 149.15% 2001I09I30 MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 171.81% """"'131 RNG RANDGOLD & EXP 183.CS% 
2001I0<I30 ORO ORO GOLD .... """ 2001"""'" MES MESSINA 146.~ """""131 'KJ S8(UNJAL.Q INVS. 137.62% 
2001I0<I30 Gfl GOLD FIELDS 273.15% 2OO11091:lO MT' META!R INVESTMENTS 100.7O"lII """""131 TRT TOURISM INV 128.89% 
2001I0<I30 HAIl HARMONY GOLD MNG. 254.54% 2OO11091:lO MLA M'TTAI. STEEL SA.. 813.45"" """"'131 TPC TRANSPACO 190.1 2% 
2001""'" JSC JASCO ELTN . 400.17% 2001l00I30 MVI. MVELAPHANDA RES. 101.01% """"'131 WNH WtNHOLD 101 ."" 
2001I0<I30 KG" KAG ISO MEDIA 127.D2'l' '<XlIIOOI3O 0"" OMNIA 237.57'1(, '2OOW2f1B ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 104.00% 
2001I0<I30 MLA MlTTAL STEEL SA. 743.92'% 2OO11091:lO RNO RANDGOLD & EXP. lC!i.27')6 2OO2mJ28 eRC BAANOCORP ISS.661l. 
2001I0<I30 Moe MOBILE INDUSTRIES 134'- 2001.<JOOO TRT TOURISM INI/. 114.50% 2OO2mJ28 aRN BRIMSTONE INV .'~ 104.48% 
2001I0<I30 ~BN MOBII.E INDUSTRIES 'N" 119.211!1. 2001""''''' TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 119.58'.16 2OO2mi28 CPI CAPITEC SANK ISS.1S% 
2001I0<I30 NTC NETWORK Hl THCA. 112.01% 2001"""'" TPC TRANSPACO 210.03% 2OO2mi28 CRG CARGO CARRIERS 164.23% 
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Appendix A.5. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Date 
Continued. 
Stitt Dlr- Cod. CornpMy NInM TotaI~l.Im stan Ollie Cod. ComJ*'lyName TOI" Retum Start om. CoH Company N.mt ToC.l~tum 
2OOWlnf3 CNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. '23 .... 2OOW9I>:J P""".1 PHUMELElA OMG.& LEIS. 243.59'% = MIA AMA!...APPC 1$.93" 
2OOW2fI!l CUl CUWNAN 2""'" """""" PIM PRISM 203.33'" = BRC 9RANDCORP '~.63% 2OO2I02f28 DAW OS .& WHSG.NETWORK 120.70% """"""" SCN SCHARRrG MINING "0.65~ = BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' "t,68"lio 2OO2I02f28 ECO EDCiARS CONS.STORES 133.39% 2OOW9I>:J SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. 165.42% = CPl CAPITEC SANK 133.10% 
2OOW2fI!l FRO FRONlRANGE SLTN. 325.75% 2002'"..¥.Jl SPS SPESCCM ''9.01'" 2OOl<l2J28 CCT CONNECTION GP. 14J.71'lf. 
2OO2I02f28 101 lOON TECH 200.44% 2OOV::3I3:J TPC TRANSPACO 103.22" 2OOl<l2J28 orc DATATEC 195.96% 
2OO2I02f28 ILA IUAOAFRICA 217_ 2OOW9I>:J VLE VALUE GROUP 229.87'0 = DGC OIGICORE 163.36% 2OO2I02f28 IVT INVICTA t05.~ 2002/1001 AMA /WJ1+J....APPC. 115.~ = CAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK 155.98% = JSC JASCO EL.TN. 153.86ClI. 2"'2f\(Y31 ARl ASTRAL FOODS 100.86% = ECO EDGAAS CONS.STORES 134.66% 
2OO2I02f28 MST MJSTEK 114.21" 2002/1001 APK ASTRAPAK 109.65"!1o = ERP ERP.COM 168.00% = OMN 0"",,, 134.27'l6 2002/10131 CPl CAPITEC BANK HS.41'% = GoF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 171 ,81% = RNG RANOGOLD & EXP "O.~ 2002f1oo1 CSB CASHBUILD 186.67% = GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 199.76'16. 
2OO2I02f28 SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. 105.21% 2OO2il001 DGC OIGICORE loo.33l!11. 2OOlo<l2I26 GND GRINDROD 177.35% 
2OO2I02f28 TRT TOURISM INV. 131.44% 2002/10131 DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK l EO.04% = HWN HOWDEN AFRICA. 118.54% 
2OO2I02f28 TPC TRANSPACO 136.47'!r". 2OO2f1001 ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES 176.71% = INM INMINS 199.17'% 
2OO2I02f28 veE VALUE GROUP 124.68% 2002/10131 ERP ERP COM 177.48% = JOG JD GROUP 11125% 2C02<l3I31 BRC BRANDCQRP 126= 200>110131 ILA IUADAFRICA "4.36% 2OOl<l2J28 KGM KAGISO MEOlA 1&6.57'" 
2C02<l3I31 BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 104 .~ 2002/'001 INM INMINS 137.38% = MeU M cueEO HOLDINGS 109.45% = CPI CAPTTEC~K 189.96% 2002/'001 JCO JCI "Xl""" 2OOlo<l2I26 MLA MITTAL STEEL SA 103.21% 2C02<l3I31 CRG CARGO CARRIERS '71.88% 2C()2Jl001 KGM KAGISO MEOlA 104.34"" = MTN MTNGROUP 133.31% 
2C02<l3I31 csa CASHBUILD 235.18% 2C(J2jl()'Jl KAP KAPINTL '00.25% = PHM PHUMElELA GMG.& LEJS. '20.91 '!II 2C02<l3I31 CUl CUWNAN 110.88% 2002/10131 MTN MTN GROUP 123.10% 2OOl<l2J28 PIAN PRIMEOIA 'N' I03J!O% 
2C02<l3I31 CAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 111 .35% 2002/1001 PHM PHUMELELA GMG & LEIS 120.1F11. 2OOl<l2J28 PIM PRISM 159.09% 
2C02<l3I31 ECC EDGARS CONS.STORES 117.00% 2002/1001 PIM PRISM 115.2::2%0 = SFN SASFIN '48.03% =, 101 ,DION TECH 144.56% 2002/1001 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 106.049% = SCN SCHARRIG MINiNG lce.o4O% =, ILA IlJAD AFRICA 164.9::hb 2002/HY31 SKJ SEKUNJALD INVS. 163.21% 2OOl<l2J28 SPS SPESCOM 21' ,~ 
= JSC JASCO ELTN 112.85-Ao 200'211001 veE VALUE GROUP 275.""" = TPC TRANSPACO 106.~ , 0"" OMNIA 112.29% 2002/1001 WNH WINHCLD 118.89'Wa 2OOl<l2J28 litE VALUE GROUP 236..13% =, RNG RANOGOLD & EXP. H19.J6II' 2(X)2Jl,13) AIM AMALAPPC. '22.97"'4 = WNH WINHOLO 129.10% 2C02<l3I31 TPC TRANSF'ACO =,"'" 2002/11130 BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 150.~ ,""""""I ADR ADCORP 118.~ =, VLE VALUE GROUP 134.73% 2C02Jl1/30 CSB CASHBUllD '35.55% '"""""'" ADH ADVTECH 141.t!91ft 2C02<l3I31 WNH WINHOLO '00.59% 2002/11130 CCT CONNECTION GP. 151 .64% 2OO3.<l3I31 ABl AFRICAN BANK INVS. 147.60% 
~ BRC BRANDCORP '03.58% 2002/11130 oAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 163.77'110 ,""""",,1 AMA AMALAPPC. 199.71-Ao 
BRN BRIMSTONE IIW: N' In .... 200>111130 ECO EOOARS CONS. STORES 152-'5% 2OO3.<l3I31 ARl ASTRAL FOODS 15133-Ao 
2<m<l4I3O CRG CARGO CARRIERS 222 ..... 2002f1t1JO ERP ERP.COM 115.~ ,""""",,1 APK ASTRAPAK '01.68% 
~ CSS CASHBUILD 221.77" 2002/11/30 GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 110.01% ,""""",,1 8I>C BRANOCORP 118.83% 
2<m<l4I3O ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES 104.16'% 2002/11130 INM INMJNS 134.76% 2OO3.<l3I31 CPi CAPiTEC BANK 164.CJ3% 
~ GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONOS 398.78% 2002111130 PIM PRISM 2«l.CXl"JI.. ,""""",,1 CCT CONNEcnON GP. 158.8:2% 
2OJ2jI)4/3O ILA IUAOAFRICA 122.71'11. 2C02Jl1/30 SPS SPESCOM 127.0N 2!XI3'"'JJI31 OTC DATATEC 294.61% 
2<m<l4I3O OMN OMNIA 134.97"11. 200>111130 TPC TRANSPACO 125.81% 2OO3.<l3I31 DGC DIGICORE 126.10% 
2())WI!3O TPC TRANSPACO 252.10% 2OO2Il1t:'JJ VLE VALUE GROUP 213.2D'!1 ,""""",,1 OOT DIMENSION OAT A HOG.(JSE) 125.12% 
2CIJ2><lOI31 CPI CN1TEC BANK 179.1"''Wt 2002/11130 WNH WINHOlO 1"'3.4N =00131 OSY DISCOVERY 113.43% 
2CIJ2><lOI3' CSB CASHBUILD 200.3A% 200>112131 AOH ADVTECH l00.'~ ,""""",,1 CAW OS.& WHSG ,NETWORK 162.26% 
2OO2Al5I31 CUl CUWNAl'lI 146.~ 2002/12131 ABl AFRICAN BANK INVS. 100.44% 2OO3.<l3I31 ECO EOGMS CONS.STORES 197. 1~ 
2OO2Al5I31 oAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1 16.~ 2002f12131 AMA AMALAPPC. 161.91% 2XU'03I31 ERP ERP,COM 157.14"-
2CIJ2><lOI31 ILA IUAO AFRICA 138.1~ 2C02/12131 BRC 6RANDCORP 'OO.43~ '"""""'" FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 143.11% 2OO2Al5I31 0 ... OMN", 144.03% 2002/12131 BRN BRIMSTONE rNV.'~ 127,12'% 2OO3.<l3I31 GDF GOIoD REEF CND.RSTS. 140.19'% 
2OO2Al5I31 TPC TRANSPACO = .... 200>112131 CPI CAPITEC BANK 109.90% ,""""",,1 GND GRINDROD 233.tW~ 
zr:JJ"lJ<:£/3O BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N 113.',,*, 200'2/12131 CSB CASHBullD 14'.19% 2OO3.<l3I31 ItA IUADAFRICA 127.n% 
zr:JJ"lJ<:£/3O CPI CAPITEC BANK 215.03'lII0 2002J12131 CCT CONNECTION GF' . 17"'.1r.. 2OO3.<l3I31 INM INMINS 156.-43'l1. 
2!Xl2W3l CSB CASHBUILO 253._ 2002112131 CUl CUlUNAN 118.9J~ ,""""",,1 JOG JO GROUP 117.a::2'Mo 
zr:JJ"lJ<:£/3O CUl CUWNA,.."I 136.42% 2002/1'l131 oTC DATATEC 103.71% ,""""",,1 JNC JOHNNIC "'~ 
zr:JJ"lJ<:£/3O CAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 119-05'" 200>112131 DGC DIGICORE \017_ 2OO3.<l3I31 KGM KAGlSO MEDIA 121.67% 
zr:JJ"lJ<:£/3O ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES 113.69% 2002/12131 DAW 05 .& WHSG.NETWORK 211 .70% ,""""",,1 MTl MERCANTILE BANK 106.9()% 
2Ol2iO&'3O ILA IUADAFRICA 174.76% 2002/1213' ECO EDGARS CONS STORES 161,00% 2OO3.<l3I31 MLA MITTAL STEEL SA 138.13% 
2!Xl2W3l INM INMINS 1~.7~ 2C02f12i31 ERP ERP.COM 153.03'" ,""""",,1 IATN MTN GROUP 175.14'l1. 
2DD2<l6/3O 0"" 0,,"'" 123.40% 2002/12131 GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 129_ 2OO3.<l3I31 NPN NA.5F'ERS 129.96% 
zr:JJ"lJ<:£/3O PH" PHUMElElA GMG.& LEIS. 271.71% 2002/11131 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 199.~ 21lO3<l3.Gl NWl NUWORLD 137.00% 
zr:JJ"lJ<:£/3O TPC TRANSF'ACO 
228_ 
2002f12131 ILA IUAOAFRICA 129.t'ii9% ,""""",,1 PHM PHUMELELA OMG,& LEJS. 161.~ 
~7131 BRC BRANDCORP 11242% 200:2112131 INM IN~"INS 121.91'l1. 2OO3.<l3I31 PMN F'RIMEDIA It 126.1'9'Mo 
2COW7131 CPI CAPlTEC BANK 199.7"7'% 2C02J12131 JOG JDGROUP 11241% '"""""'" PIM PRISM 170.49% 2C02!l7131 csa CASHSUILD 2n.05'l(. 2002/12131 KGM KAGISOMEDIA 113.51% , ,,1 PSG PSG GROUP ,ce.~ 
:20:0)7131 CPA CORPCAPITAl 102.30% 200>112131 >ATN MiN GROUP '32.~ 2OO3.<l3I31 SFN SASFIN 169.84"-
2OJ2.()7!Jl CUl CUWNAN 133.9C:I% 2002112131 PIM PRISM 194.5.2"ir. 2OO3.<l3I31 SCN SCHAR RIG MINING 118.21% 
2002.()7131 DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 117.4S'lt! 2002/12131 SKJ SEKUNJAlO rNVS. 1~S4% 2OO3.<l3I31 SKJ SEKUNJAJ.,O INVS. 137.56% 
2002J07131 ECO EDQARS CONS. STORES 134 .~ 2002i12131 SPS SPESCOM 126.57% 2OO3.<l3I31 SPS SPESCOM 299.91% 
2C02!l7131 ERP ERF'.COM 120.~ 2002/12/31 TPC TRANSPACO 121 .06% '"""""'" TKG TELKOM 174.CJ3% 2C02!l7131 HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 105.46% 2002/12131 UCS UCS GROUP 132.56'" 2OO3.<l3I31 IIlE VALLE GROUP ="'" 2C02!l7131 101 IDION TECH. 111.78% 2002i12f31 veE VALUE GROUP 132.63-Ao 2())3JI)4IJ() ADR ADCORP 103.7'9% 
2OO2(l7131 ILA rUAOAFRICA 187.'l2-Ao 200>112131 WNH WINHOlD 110_97% 2())3JI)4IJ() ADH ADVTECH 121.34% 
~7131 KAP KAP INTL 115.38% 2003/01131 ADH AOVTECH 134.0N 2())3JI)4IJ() ABl AfRICAN BANK IWS. 131.20% 
~7J31 PHM PHUMElELA GMG.& lEIS. 29J.22% 2QXW1J31 AMA AMALAPPC . In.15''' 2())3JI)4IJ() - AMALAPPC. 163.3"1% 2IXW:)7131 SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. 137.62'* 2CX);;MJ1131 APK ASTRAPAK '''''''''' 2())3JI)4IJ() ARl ASTRAl FOODS 163 74"'-'l.CIJYJ7131 TPC TRANSPACO Z37.1~ 2!X:l::W1131 BRC BRANOCORP ,4284% 2())3JI)4IJ() APK ASTRAPAK 117.lno 
2CX}2.(I7131 VLE VALUE GROUP '''''.51-Ao 200:W1131 CPI CAPITECBANK 126.99"4 2())3JI)4IJ() BRC BRANOCORP 129.2.4'" 
2DD2.<l8I31 CPI CAPITEC BANK 129.S8'!tI 2CXl3'Qlf31 CCT CONNECTION GP. 223.OS'" 2OOJ<loII3O CCT CONNECnON GP. , ...... 
:l(X)2.(J6I31 CSB CASH8UlLO 183 .~ 2CQ:W1131 CPA CORPCAPITAL 110,36t;!, 2OOJ<loII3O CUl CUlUNAN lce.3l"I6 
:l(X)2.(J6I31 CPA CORPCAPITAl 128.87% 2tXn<)1f31 oTC DATATEC lffl .C9'W. 2OOJ<loII3O DTC DATATEC 188.71"4 
2DD2.<l8I31 DAW 05.& WHSO.NETWORK 187.~ 2OJ;:W1131 DGC DIG:CORE 168.10% 2())3JI)4IJ() DGC OIGICORE 147'.45% 
2002'"-3131 ECC EDGARS CONS.STORES 131.3:2'% 2003/0113' oAW OS.& WHSG.NET'NORK 17'2..1S% 2OOJ<loII3O DOT DiMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 150.55% 
2DD2.<l8I31 ERP ERP.COM 138.72% 2O:l3(l1131 ECO EOGAAS CONS. STORES 109.56% 2())3JI)4IJ() OSY DISCOVERY 121 .46% 
2DD2.<l8I31 ILA IUADA,FRICA 136.SN 2003/01131 ERP ERF'.COM 187.19"lf. 2())3JI)4IJ() DAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK Hi7.IJ% 
:l(X)2.(J6I31 JCD JCI 100.25'" 2OO:W1JJI FRO FRONT RANGE SlTN. 102_ 2OOJ<loII3O ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES 175.47% 
2DD2.<l8I31 PHM PHUMELELA GMG.& !..Ers. 283._ 2CO:W1131 GOF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 129.15'" 2())3JI)4IJ() EOH ENTER-CUlSC. 109.42% 
2OO2<lOIJ1 RNG RANOGOLD & EXP. 100.58% 2003/01131 GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 199.7S'lI. 2OO3I04IJO ERP ERP.COM 11'3 .~ 
2DD2.<l8I31 SCN SCHARRIG MINING 110.65% 2<XXW1131 aND GRINOROD 136.35% 2())3JI)4IJ() FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 120.17% 
2DD2.<l8I31 SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. ,,7.92-A. 2O:J:3,(l1f31 HWN HOWDEN AfRICA 102.23% 2OO3I04IJO FRO FR,ONTRANGE Sl TN. 'lU~4'" 
:l(X)2.(J6I31 TPC TRANSPACO 106_~ 2003/0113' INM IN~"NS 147.6611Mo 2())3JI)4IJ() GDF GOLD REEF CNO,RSTS. 142,81"" 
2002-:a131 veE VALUE GROUP 182.s::3'lI. ~1f31 KGM KAG!SOMEDIA 132 ..... 2())3JI)4IJ() GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 144.74-Ao 
"""""'" AMA AMALAPPC . 106.15% ~1131 MTl MERCANTILE BANK 141.38% 2())3JI)4IJ() GND GRINOROD 245.72% """"""" CPI CAPiTEC BANK '''' ..... 2<XXW1131 MTN MTNGROUP 127.70"4 2OO3I04IJO GRF GROUP fIVE 111.52% 2OOW9I>:J csa CASHBUILD 14311% 2(X)J.oUlf31 PHM PHUMELELAGMG.& L.EIS. 104.66% 2())3JI)4IJ() ILA ILtADAFRICA. 122. .... 
2OOW9I>:J CPA CORPCAPIT Al ''''1.42'14 2IXJ3,-Q1131 PIM PRlSM IS1.B1-Ao 2OO3I04IJO INM INMINS 172.12% 
2())2<J9I:l) DAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK 126.21% 2CXXW1131 SPS SPESCOM 206 .94~ 2())3JI)4IJ() KGM KAQISOMEOlA. 157.02"A0 
"""""'" ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES 147,25'l1. 2003101131 VlE VAlUE GROUP 220.83% 2())3JI)4IJ() LAN LAGROUP'N" 125.94'" '2aJWfYY:) EOH ENTER.OUTSC. llt.SS-Ao 2OO3mJl1l AoR ADCORP 111.06'" 2OOJ<loII3O .... G MICROMEGA HOG. 111.76'4 
2OOW9I>:J JNC JOHNN!C '77.32% = ADH AOVTECH 142.45~ 2())3JI)4IJ() MLA MlTTAL STEEL SA. 142.98% 
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Appendix A.5. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Date 
Continued. 
St." o.t. Cod. ComPMYN.me TOC_RltUm Start 0.1. Cod. Comp.ny Name TocaiRetum Star1 o.t. Code Compl.ny NanM Toc. Return 
2<m04I3O MOT MUSTEK 11'.75% 2C0301)7131 PMA PRlMEDLA t18_~ 2OCXlf1'00 OAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 242.65% 
2<m'04I3O NPN NASPERS 118.21% 200J,tJ7131 PMN PRIMEDIA 'N' 104.41% 2OO3J11f30 ECO EOGMS CONS.STORES 155,00'" 
2<m04I3O NWL NUWORLD 107.26"% 2003107131 SFN SASFlN 200.- 2003i11130 EOH ENTER.CUlSC. 130.3""4 
2<m04I3O PHM PHUMELELA GMG .& lEIS, 115.10% 2003107131 SCN SCHARRIG M!NING 1l7.1HL 2OO3J1100 EXL EXCELlERATE HOG. ""225", 
2<m04I3O P .... PRIMEDLA 103.70% 2I:O:W7131 WNH WINHOLD 160.91" """"'00 FaR FAMOUS BRANDS 185.96,*, 
2<m'04I3O P'.·"4 PRIMEOIA'N' ''''.29% 2OO3o<lOI31 AIM PoMALAPPC. '~.:n'M. 2003/1100 FOS FQSCHINI 101.86% 
2<m04I3O PIM PRISM 113.89% 2OO3o<lOI31 aPL BARPLATS INVS. 19'\.07% 2/J03l11oo FRO FRONT RANGE Sl TN. 139.95'\4 
2<m'04I3O SFN SASFIN 159.44'" 2OO3o<lOI3' aRC 8RANDCORP ,,5.54'*' mJ,II,OO GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 131.07% 
"""""""' SCN SCHARRIG MINING 170.03% 2OO3o<lOI31 DGC DIGICORE 14158", 2OO3Il1/JO OND GRINDROD 20&5.19'% 2!Xl3O<i3O SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. 100.00% 2OO3o<lOI3' DAW OS.& WHSG.NE1WORK ,ea.7J~ ~1100 H'A HIGHVELD STL& VNM 237.16% 
"""""""' SPS SPESCOM 240.58% 2OO3o<lOI3' FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 191.28% 20031111.30 HCI HOSI(fN CONS 'NV. 396_ 
"""""""' SPO SUPER GROUP 11267% 2OO3o<lOI31 FRO FRONTRAt·mE SLTN. 18571'lt1 2003/11.00 HWN HOWDEN AFRICA IIi 52% """""""' TKG TELKOM 143.15% 2OO3o<lOI31 GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 107.65'" 2IXI3fl11JO ILA IllAOAFRICA lcn.91~ """""""' TON TIGER WHEELS 11' .32% 2OO3o<lOI31 GDH GOOD HOPE OtAMONDS 165.f.i9% 2OCXlf1100 IVT I!'MCTA 106.65% 2!Xl3O<i3O UCS UCS GROUP 12(1.05 ... :z<mo8I31 GND GRINDROD 214.96"% 2OO3t1100 KGM KAOISO MEOlA 132.38% 
"""""""' VLE VAl...UEGROUP , &i_ 2IlIll<l8I31 H'A HlGHVELD STLl 'JNM. 1OS.88% 2)03111/30 LAN LAQROUP"N' 151.~ """""""' WNH WINHOlD 179.17% 2OO3o<lOI31 HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 120.75% ~1'OO MMG ~ICROMEQA HOG. 207.69% 200><)5131 ABL AFRICAN BANK !WS. 126.27% 2OO3o<lOI31 INM INMINS 126.62% 2OO3f11fJO MLA M\TTA.L STEEL SA. 164.62% 
200><)5131 AIM AMALAPPC. 191 .24'lt1 2OO3o<lOI31 KGM KAGISO MEOlA 115.87'W! 200311100 OMN OMNIA 114.18% 
200><)5131 ORC BRAt-WCQRP 110.90"16 2OO3o<lOI31 CAR LA GROUP 202.41~ 2OOJI1113O PHM PHUMELELA QMG.& lEIS. 100.61% 
200><)5131 CCT CONNECTION GP. 137 .m<. 2OO3o<lOI3' LAN LA GROUP 'N' 150.78% 2OOlf1113O PSG P$GGROUP 115 . .5QCj(, =, DGC DIGICORE 143.43% 2OO3o<lOI31 MMG MICROMEGA HOG. 196.55% 2OO3I111JO SF" SASFIN 148.94% 
200><)513, DAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK 143 .8J~ 2003/0613, MLA ~~,nAL STEEL SA. 14271'- 2003111130 SCN SCHARRIG MINING 145.2"" 
2C:C3(';!."J31 ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES 126.23% 2OO3o<lOI31 PMA PRIMEOIA 11229% 2003/11130 SCV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 271.70'Wa 
200><)5131 EOH ENTER.OUlSC. 129.71 % 2003";8131 PMN PRIMEDlA N' 113.73'" 200311100 SSB THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 108."'% 
200><)5131 FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 140.S2'I' 2OO3o<lOI31 SFN SASAN 215.19% 2003tl2fJl ABL AFRICAN aA.NK INV"S. 112.73~ 
2Ol3<:6'l1 FRO FRONTRANGE SlTN '99_ 2OO3o<lOI31 SCN SCHARRIG Wi NING 1!lJ.75% 2003112131 AMA AAW..foPPC. 129.03% 
200><)513' GMa OLENRAND MIS 106.66% 2OO3o<lOI31 SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 133.17fl(, 2003112131 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 200."'" 
200><)5131 GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS 136.42% 2OO3o<lOI31 TKG TElJ(OM 102.24"" ZXJlil2131 ARL ASTRAL FOODS 128.48% =, GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 144.7'''' 2OO3o<lOI31 WNH WINHOlD 199.82% WOJI12131 aPL BARPLA TS INVS. 421.54'!1. 
ll:XXl<l5i31 GND GRlNDROD 222.13% 2OOl.<l!>'3O ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 112.89% 2OCXlf1213' CPI CAPITEC BANK 156.<Xl'K. 
200><)513, I"''',..N HOWOEN .AFRICA 110.2"1'% 2OOl.<l!>'3O AIM AMALAPPC. 1S1 .86'*I 2003112131 CLE CUENTELE LF .ASR. 116.7O'lI. 
200><)5131 INM INM NS 152.78% 2OOl.<l!>'3O aPL BARPLATS INVS. 124 .~ 4D03I12131 CMH COMBINEO MOTOR 132.32% 
200><)513, LAN LA GROUP 'N' 167.12'1' 2OOl.<l!>'3O BRC 6RANDCORP 1J7.E!O"K. 2003/12131 CCT CONNECTION GP 101.35% 
~ MLA MTTAl STEEL SA. 131 .77% 2OOl.<l!>'3O CPI CAPrTEC BANK 148.62% 2OCXlf12131 OGC DlGICORE 2S4."'" 
200><)513, MrN MTN GROUP 122.66% 2OOl.<l!>'3O CRG CARGO CARRIERS 110.83"" 2003/12131 DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 223"'" 
2Ol3<:6'l1 NWL NUWORLD 115.88% 2OOl.<l!>'3O CCT CONNECTION OP. 115.29% 2OCXlf1213' ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 145.42'% 
200><)513, PHM PHUMELEL.A GMG.& LEIS, 137.02'1' 2OO3<J9I3O DGC DIGICORE 238.04% ~12131 EOH ENTER.CurSC. 119.91~ 
200><)5131 P .... PR1MEDlA 118 .~ 2OOl.<l!>'3O DAW OS.& WHSG.NEl""'-NORK J05.31% 2003112/31 EXL EXCELLERATE HOG. 125.9TK. 
200><)513, PMN PRIMEOIA 'N' 128.81% 2OOl.<l!>'3O ECO EOOARS CONS.STORES 121.B9'M. 2OCXlf12131 FBR FAMOUS SRANDS 178.97'" 
200><)5131 SFN SASF!N 161.01% 2OOl.<l!>'3O FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 267.55% 2J03I12fJl FOS FOSCHINI lC9.1~ 
200><)513, SCN SCHAARIG MINING 145.14% 2OOl.<l!>'3O FRO FRONT RANGE SLTN. In. 1S,",,, 2003112131 GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 118.55% 
200><)5131 SPS SPESCOM 112.53% 2OOl.<l!>'3O GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 100 ,.,. 2iXOI12f31 OND GRINDROD 246.62% 
200><)513, TKG TELKOM ''''- 2!103oOOI3O GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 316.7'3'!. 2003112131 H'A HIGHVELD STL& VNM 230.56% 200><)5131 UCS UCS GROUP 120.85% 2OOl.<l!>'3O GND GRINDROD 237.ai% 2003112131 HCI HOSKEN CONS.lNV. 561.87% 
200><)513, VLE VALUE GROUP 152.~ 2!103oOOI3O H'A HIGHVELO sn £ VNM. 110.01% "2Ol3J12!J1 INM INMINS 100.43% 
200><)5131 'NNH WINHOLO 129.1S6'!E. 2OOl.<l!>'3O HCI HOSKEN CONS.INV 201 ..... 2OO3I12f31 IVT ItMCTA 102.21"'-
2OOlW3Il ABL AFRICAN BANK INIIS. 126.13% 2OO3<J9I3O HWN HOWDEN AFRICA lC8.Q9% lOO3/12131 KGM KAGISO MEDIA 128.46% 
2OOlW3Il AMA AMAJ...APPC. 203_ 2OOl.<l!>'3O llA IUADAFRICA 100.ai% 2003112131 KAP KAPINTL 212.~ 
2OOlW3Il ARL ASTRAL FOODS 107.95% 2OOl.<l!>'3O INM IN"" ,'4S 113.68% 2OO3I121J1 CAR LA GROUP 169.45% 
2OOlW3Il BRC BRANDCORP 117.88% 2OOl.<l!>'3O KOM KAGISO MEDIA 116.24"110 2003112131 lAN LAGROUp ·N' 240.11% 
2OOlW3Il CCT CONNECTION GP. 132.94% 2OOl.<l!>'3O LAR LAQROUP 121 .54% 2OO3I12lJl W'.10 MICROMEGA HOG. 16"22'l' 
2OOlW3Il CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1 139.31 I!II 2OOl.<l!>'3O LAN LA GROUP 'N' 126.55"110 2003J12!31 MlA MIn At STEEL SA. 131 .86'" 
2OOlW3Il DGC DIGICORE "''-.... 2OOl.<l!>'3O MMCl MICRO MEGA HOO. "'.22% 2OOlI121J1 OMN OMNIA 103.93'" 
2OOlW3Il DAW OS.£ WHSG.NETWORK 167.899it 2OOl.<l!>'3O MLA ',' TIAL STEEL SA. 133.48" 200M2fJl PHM PHUMELELA GMG.& LEIS t35.2O'lft 
2OOlW3Il ECO EDClARS CONS.STORES 116.94"110 2OOl.<l!>'3O P .... PRiMEOIA 12O.J7')(, Dnl12fJ1 ?PC PRETORIA POR.CMT 119.64<14 
2OOlW3Il EOH ENTER.OUTSC. 100.88% 2OOl.<l!>'3O PMN PRIMEDIA 'N' 110.71"110 2003112/31 PSG PSG GROUP 146.21~ 
2OOYJ6OO FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 1~,37% 2!103oOOI3O SFN SABRN lES.9)% 2003112fJ1 SBL SABLE 129.52'IL 
2OOlW3Il FRO FRONT RANGE SUN. 140.CX1l6. 2OOl.<l!>'3O SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 164.74% 2CClI12!31 SFN SASFIN 214.98% 
2OOlW3Il ODF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. '21'- 2OOl.<l!>'3O WNH W'NHOlO 18151% 2OO3I121J1 SCN SCHARRIO MINING 100.28'IL 
2OOlW3Il GOH GOOD HOPE OJAMONDS 144.74'Il10 200311001 ABL AFRICAN BANK INV5. lai.9'J% 2IXXlI12131 SOV SOVEREIGN FOO~ rNVS. J39.72% 
2OOlW3Il OND GRINDROO ~.74'" 2OO3Il1Y.l1 AIM AMALAPPC 128.J:)'M, 2Q(X)I12/31 SSB THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 1C6.88'IL 
2OOlW3Il GRF GROUPFrvE 121 .23% 2003/1001 ART ARGENT INDUSTR!AI... 120.17% 2OCXlf1213' WNH WINHOLD 120.35'" 
2OOlW3Il HWN HOWQEN AFRICA 111.99% 200311001 BPL SARPLATS INVS. 18:).67% 
2OOlW3Il ILA IUAOAFRICA 107.02% 2003/1001 CPI CAPITEC BANK 156.54% 
2OOlW3Il INM IN·~.'.NS 108.50% 2OCXlf1001 CCT CONNECTION GP. 104.30% 
2OOlW3Il CAR LA GROUP 102.93% 2003/1001 DOC DIGICORE 201.""'" 
2OOlW3Il LAN LA GROUP 'N' 116.78% 200311001 DAW 08.& WHSG.NETWORK 215.90''lI0 
2OOlW3Il """ MlCROMEGA HOG. 100.48% 200311001 ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES '2273% 2OOlW3Il MlA MTIAl STEEl. SA. 157,90% 2OCXlf100' EXL E.XCEllERATE HOG 103.EiB% 
2OOlW3Il PHM PHUMElELAOMG.& LE IS. 106.12% 200311001 FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 182..05% 
2OOlW3Il PMA PRll,4EDtA 124.16% 200311001 FRO FRONTRANGE SlTN 148.~ 
2OOlW3Il PMN PR1MErnA.'N' 177.CO'!L 2003/1001 GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 117.80% 
2OOlW3Il SFN SASFIN 173 .41~ 200311001 GND GRINOROO 203._ 
2OOlW3Il SCN SCI-4A.RRIG MINING 101 .78'IL 2OO3t1()'J1 HVI. HIOHVElC STL& VNM. 145.51% 
2OOlW3Il SPS SPESCOM lQlOl% 2003/1001 HCI HOSKfN CONS.lNV. "'4.l!nf. 
"""""'"' TKG TElJ(OM 111.14% 2003/1001 HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1-:I724% 2OOlW3Il UCS UCS GROUP 113.92'!L 200311001 IlA IUAOAFRICA 112S,,, 
2OOlW3Il VLE VAlUE GROUP 129.91% 2C03Il001 CAR LA GROUP 126.71% 
2OOlW3Il WNH WINHOLO 143..55% 200311001 LAN LA GROUP 'N' 125.31% 
200J,()71JI AMA /YAALAPPC. 200.72% 2003/1001 MMG MrCROMEGA HOG. 240.58% 
200:W7131 BRC BRANDCORP lai.44% 2003/1001 MLA ,,"'TT AL STeEL SA.. lJ9.36'Wt 
20030071:31 CCT CONNEcnON GP. 135.89% 2aXlI1CY31 SBL SABLE 100.09'*. 
200:W7f31 CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 142 .~ 2003/1001 SFN SASFlN 196.36% 
2003K!7rn DOC OIOICORE 173.94% 2OO3IHY31 seN SCHAARIG MINING ,22.,.. 
200YJ7131 DAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK 271 .79"110 ~1001 sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 281 .05% 
2OO3Om1 FaR FAMOUS BRANOS '72._ 200311001 Bsa THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 115~ 
2OO3IC7/31 FRO FRONTRNIIGE SLTN. 168.3B'!to 20031100' WNH W!NHOlD 101 .19% 
2003K!7/J1 GOH GOOO HOPE DW.4ONOS 217.12% 2C03I11oo ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 11~ . 12% 
2003K!7131 OND GRINDROD 280._ 2OCXlf1'00 AMA /YAALAPPC. 161 .00% 
2003K!7/J1 IlA IUAD AFRICA 107.08% 20031111'30 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAl 200.53% 
2tXn(l7131 INM lNJrNS 153.75% 2003£1100 ARL ASTRAL FOODS 102.93% 
2OO3<l7rn KOM KAQISOMEOIA 1C9.03% 20031111'30 BPL BARPLATS INVS. 327.03"110 
2tro(l7131 CAR LA GROUP 130.76"4 2COlIllOO BRC SRANOCORP U)6.02'lf, 
2CO:W7I31 LAN LA GROUP 'N' 14012% 2C03I1113O CPI CAPITEC BANK 200.93% 
2'CXXW7131 MMe ~CROMEGA HOG. 189.66"% 2003f11130 CLE CUEt-.'TELE IF.ASR. 1(8.35" 
200W7/31 MLA Min Al. STEEL SA. 139.09'1(, 2OOJ/1100 CMH COMBINED MOTOR 117.00% 
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Appendix A. 6. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Return 
The table lists 12 month periods of extreme performance for all extreme winners on the JSE 
Securities Exchange from January 1995 until December 2004 included in this study. An extreme 
winner is defined as a stock which at least doubles in a 12 month period. In addition to the names of 
all extreme performers, the table lists the share codes for each, the start date of the 12 month 



































































546.87'.11. .... "'" 
!JJ9.&1'4 --5J7.~ "9m,,. 
517.D7"11. 

















































4!i2-87"4 Hel ... -
40'7.8l5'" ..... ,~ 

























..aT ..... '" ABl 
ASPEN PHMCR. 
AFRICAN BANK INVS . 
BYTES TECH.GP. 
PSG GROUP 
ASPEN PHMCR . 
BYTES TEeM .GP. 




MVELAPHANQA RES . 
P$QOROUP 
MVELAPI'.l.NQA RES . 
FROHTRANGE Sl TN. 
BYTES TECH.GP. 
MfTTALSTEELSA. 
MlTTAl STEEL SA.. 
MmAL STEEL SA. 
FRO~RANGE SL TN. 
FROHTRANGE SlTN . 
BYTES TECH.OP 
ymAL STEEL SA. 
MlTTAl STEEL SA. 
MmALSTEElSA.. 
M/TTAl STEEL SA. 
AFRICAN BANK : ~NS . 





FRONTRANGE SLTN . 
M.mALSTEElSA. 
WTTAL STEEL SA. 
AFRICAN BANK ·NVS . 
MVELAPHANOA RES. 
MfTTA.t. STEEL SA 
AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
ASPEN PHMCR. 
MVELAPHANClA RES. 
AFRICAN SANK 'NVS . 
MVEL.APHANOA AU . 
ASPEN PHMCR. 
MmAL STEEl SA 










AFRICAN SANK INVS. 
PSGOAOUP 
aYTES TECH.OP. 
AFRICAN SANK INVS. 




MICRO MEGA HOG. 
MESSINA 
MESSINA 
AFRICAN BANK ''1;\1"5 . 














M\I1:lAPHANOA RES . 
IoIVElAPHANOA. RES. 
MVELAPHANOA RES . 
BYTES TECH.OP. 




aARPlATS INVS . 
10IONTECH. 
HO$KEN CONS.INV. 






AFRICAN BANK IN\IS . 
SlIIrt 0.-1. TDtlll\etum Cod. 
199MXYJ1 «Xl1" JSC JASCO ELTN . 
1~1131 0&02 64'" PSG PSG OROUP 
1997..o.v.JO 402.30% HCI HOOKEN CONS.INV. 
199&1(ltJ1 4IXI. l~ JSC JASCOElTN 
t9Q8.002/28 4IXI.l~ \.AR LA GROUP 
1997~1 4IXI.00'Jf. CUL CULUNAN 
1996r04'30 399.94'" APN ASPEN PHMCR . 
199M\&J I J98. 7ft OOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 
11i195111130 3ge.36% Hel HOSKEN CONS.INII 





















































APN ASPEN PHMCR . 
000 ORO GOLD 
ABL AFRICAN SANK 1~·;VS. 
OlC DATATEC 
SPG SUPER GROUP 
LAR LA GROUP 
WNH WINHOlO 
sex SUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 
TPC T/UNSPACO 
J7S.11'" LAR LAOROUP 
37", .~ CUL CULUNAN 
~.Z2"A MOO MICROMEGA HOG 
36S.20'% VLE VALUE GROUP 
3&4.8'''' ORO DROGOlO 
364.&0% BEL SELL EOUIPMENT 
362.4W orc DATATEC 
361 .iIO"JI, SPL SARPLATS INVS. 
JIJO.:51" A81 AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
~.31'" OlC DATATEC 
l53.:5W AFl AF"lEASE GO.& UR RES. 
3e l .12"4 SFN SASRN 
3SO.53"JI. ECO EOClARS CONS.STORES 
)4g.SJ"4 8EL SELL EQUiPMeNT 
~2",'" BPL BAR PLATS INIIS. 
341 .~ aTC OATATEC 
J40.eo% ABL AFRICAN S ... NK INVS 



























SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD IN'IS. 
BCJ( BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 
WNH WINHOLO 
HCI HQS/(fN CQNSJNV. 
WNH W 1NHOlO 
tAR LAOROUP 
ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
WNH WIN HOLD 
Aft AF\.EASE GO.& UR .RES. 
PSG PSG GROUP 
101 IDION TECH. 
BPL ~PLATS INVS. 
FRO FRONTRANGE SlTN. 
SPO SUPER GROUP 
CSB CASHBUILD 
sex BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 
MTN MTN GROUP 
HCI HQSKfN CONS.IW . 
ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS 
ecx BUSINESS CONNEXlON GROUP 
ORO ORO GOLD 
JSC JASCO ELTN 
DTC OATATEC 
GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 
.... FR AFGRI 
2()(),l()7131 313.J:J-A. csa CASHBUILO 
2CXX\.OeI31 312-14'" HCI HOOKEN CONS-tNV. 
AFRICAN BANK INVS. 1~8 308.7"" ABL 
188110&30 JOe.V1'" BEL BELL EOUIPMENT 
AFRICAN BANK INVS. 1~ 308.54% ABL 
1SJ9$O&"JO XlI5.42Yt CPA CORPCAPITAL 
BPL BARPI.ATS tHVS. 
BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 
BCX BUSINESS CONNEJOON GROUP 
CAW DS .& WKSG.NETWORK 
lQ1Q7I1()'31 ~.~'" tAR lAGROUP 
2OO1.Q5131 ~.5mI. MES MESSINA 
19ge..Q7131 J04.~ MES MESSINA 
1~ 301.15'% AOR AOCORP 





















LAR LA GROUP 
MMO MICROMEGA HOG. 
GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 
ecx BUSINESS CONNEXJON GROUP 
KGM KAGLSO MEOlA 
MVI.. MVELAPHA.NDA RE.S 
MVl M\lELAPHANCA RES. 
OFl GOLD FlElOS 
19Q5f12131 2Qe.J8"4 />.FR AFORI 
1~2131 28e.1B"A. AFR AFORI 
2OOY12131 2&4.75"X. TPC TRANSPACO 
2OC)1,Q&'J1 lIM.51'" DTC DATATEC 
li1111602J2e 2In22'% PHM PHUMELELA GMO.& LEIS. 
2001.Q3131 2V2.88% TPC TRANSPACO 
2003.'10'31 2Q2.38'l OTC CATATEC 
liQ!W1/31 2i'2.. 1!5'" tAR LA GROUP 
1~1 2&8.i6'" JSC JASC:O El TN. 
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IQ91.1C6-'31 28e.~ OCT DATACENTRIX 
1~ 288.&D~ WNH W !NHO:.o 
I~.'XJ 28e.o46"A GFl GOLD FIELDS 
2001/04.~ 288.31'" SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS . 
1\195'1001 287.93% BPL BARPlATS ·';115. 
2OOtJOQIX) 2!6 .~ MES MESSiNA 
lQQ7JOiil(XJ 286.CJe4.4 \fTN MT N GROUP 
~ 28e.71'" JSC JASCOELTN 
2OlY1113l 28&.50% ECO EOGARS CONS.sTORES 































































H,II,RMOHY OOLe MNG. 
BEAR 'NG MAN 
!<AGISO MEDIA 
PHUMELELA G""' .& LEIS . 
MTN GROUP 




28Cl.(l2 % TPC TRANSPACQ 
27;.50&% LAR LA GROUP 
27'8.!ilO"4 NPN NASPERS 
2n.72'" lAR LA G ROUP 
2n..;7'" JNC JOHNNIC 
2n.05'" cse CASHBUILO 
278.14% IoIRF MERAFE RESOURCES 
27fi.07"A .... BL AFRICAN SAHK INV'S. 
27!5.78"4 GSa CASHBUILD 
2~4~ MTN MTN GROU P 
2T!5..24'" OTC DATATEC 
215.00"4 VlE VAlUE GROUP 
274.97% JSC JASCO EL TN. 
27 • . 81% lAR LA GROUP 
274.8IrA. S(N SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 
2707". ORO ORO GOLD 
21-C.25% weo WILSON BAY HlMOVC 








271.43"4 ,.. .... 












































PHUMElELA GMG.& lE"~ . 
SOVEREIGN FOOD IHVS. 
WINHOLC 
AFRICAN BANK [NIlS. 
10IONTECH. 




F .... MOUS BRANOS 
CASHBUILD 
BARPlATS INVS . 
MVELAPHANQA. RES . 
DATATEC 
JASCO ELTN. 
GCXJO HOPE DIAMONDS 
ARlO, 
10101'4 TECH. 
AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
TRANSPACO 
20C012.t31 2e1.04S'" Hel 
IMPAlA PLATINUM 
HOOKEN CONB.!NV. 
liIUMlQ(XJ 280.~ MTN 
1~ 2eO.&6'" R.AH 
1~7131 ~.S'4 OTC 
li19M)oUXJ 2Se.4ft OTC 






" •• ,1l2l28 ,-I-
""""""'" 
BRM BEARINO MAN 
sex BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 
PSG PSG GROUP 
.>SC JASCO ELTN 
lli19&01/31 257.!50'4 AFR AFGRI 
1~1 2SEi. lil '.Wo GOF OOLO REEF CNO.RSTS. 
1119M)SJXJ 25S.71'.Wo GFl GOLD AELOS 
lQ9Ml1131 25e.84'.Wo FRO FRONTRAHGE SLTN. 
2001108/31 25!5.!!CI'% STO SET POINT TECH . 
































2OX)OIYJl 2.53~ LAR 
2OC01QlJI 2!52.Je-A A8L 
l aJ7n)o1.'XJ ~.23'" WBO 
1tXI3'OlIJl ZSJ . .2O"!Io Vlf 
2002107131 252.10'% TPC 
~, 2Sl.10% TPC 
1S11i17J\l!.1J1 ~1.Q1'" AFR 
lli1MKl81XJ lS1 .02'.Wo AOR 
1S11i17~ 2~.1115-.4 BRM 
MESSINA 
PSG GROUP 
.OION TECH . 
OIGICORE 
HARMONY GOLD MNG. 
ADCORP 
INMJNS 
... ERAFE RESOURCES 
HARMOtfY GOLD MNG 
CASHBUILD 
BYTES TECH.GP . 
LA GROUP 
AFRICAN BANK lNVS. 

































































































Appendix A: 22 
Appendix A.6. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Return 
Continued. 
Tott.I Return Cod. Cor'npIny Name Stal1o.1. Tecal Return Coda Com~nyNIfN StartDlta Total Retum eoa. Company Narne Start OM. 
250.74'" STO SETPOINT TECH. 19971,,00 221_ CAR LA GROUP '9!l6o<l&3, 199.90% FRO FRONlRANGE Sl TN. """""", =5,.. KGM KAGISOMEDlA 1995'01131 221.77% OSB CASHBUllD 2OO2<l4IJO 100.82% WNH WlNHOLD 2O<XMl6/J, 
249.~ TPC TRANSPACO '997.02128 221 .38% 101 JOlON TECH. 199611100 199.77% COl CAP!TEC BANK 2002J07f31 
2049.81% MYL MVEl..APHANOA RES . ,...."", 22132% OMN OMNIA 200100013, 199.76% GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2002/12/31 
249.28% RAH RE.'J.AFRlCA 199&U7fJl 22121% RAH REAL AFRICA 199'; '1 001 \99.~ GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS ""","/3' ,48._ GOH GCOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2CXX>C9OO 220.83'< VLE VAlUE GROUP ""","/3, 199.76% GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS :xm<l2nll 
247.49% OGC OIGICORE 2003/11/30 220.59% GDH GOOD HOPE O~JS 200100013' 199.71% AMA NMLAPPC. :2OO3oU3/3, 
247.14" ADR ACCORP ,996<l2!29 219.48% GR GOLD FlELDS 2001.02128 199.56% MTA METAJR INVESTMENTS 200007/3' 
246.67"l6. Hel HOSKEN CONS.INV. ,~ 219.44% TPC TRANSPACO 1997W31 199.4\I'lIo JSC JASCO ELTN. 1997/12131 
""62'lI GNO GRINDROD 2COJI12fJl 218.68% WBO WILSON BAY HLM ave 2OCOOEv.lO 199.25% NTC NETWORK HL THCR. 2O:XJIliY.31 
2<6.26'\00 IN" INMlNS 1996'1100 218.2'1" OSG PSGOROUP ,996oUJ/31 199,1"'*' INM INMINS :xm<l2nll 
245.72"IIio GNO GRiNDROD 2OIXW4i:lO 216.18% TPC TRANSPACO 199611 1130 ,oe...,. IMP IMPAl..APLATINUM 1996/11130 
2~. 19% GND GRINDROD 2003/1100 217.98% ILA IUAn AFRICA. 2OOWlf1J!> ,sa"", STO SET POINT TECH. 2OO1,{6IJ1 
245.12'% CAW OS.& WHSG.NElWOAK 1S9EWIIJI 217.95% HAIl 1-4ARMONY GOLD MNG. 2001.02128 198.55% MMG MICROMEGA HOG. 2O<XMl6/J, 
245.05'" WBO WILSON BAY HLM OVC 200C~71'l1 217.64% NPN NASPERS 1999.1)11J1 197,"19'% sm SASFIN '997~ 
244."% PSG PSG GROUP '996108/3' 21ti07% CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 1997.0&31 197.67'% 8RM BfARINGMAN '996108/3' 
2¢.4.4l% AFR AFGRI 200100013' 216.65% ADR AOCORP ,996.<l&J, 197.55% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. ,996108/3, 
243.75'Il10 BPL BARPLATS INVS '-..v.J, 216.74% MES MESSINA 1996112131 197.27% BTG BYTES TEOi.GP. 199711001 
243.67'1Mo MVL MVELAPHANDA RES. 199at\2f31 21ti.,.. JSC JASCOELTN. 2OO1oWl, 197.19'% ECC EOOARS CONS,STORES :2OO3oU3/3, 
243._ OHM PHUMElELA GMG.& LEIS. ~ 215.90% OAW OS.& WHSG .NETWORK 20031100, 196.91'" IMP IMPAlA PLATINUM ,~ 
'""'- BRM BEARING MAN ,~ 215.76% CAR LA GROUP 1996.(17131 1915.36% SFN SASFIN 2003/1001 ,43.22% GFI GOLDAElDS 2001"""" 215.19% SfN SA.SFIN 2O<XMl6/J, 196.15% MES MESSINA 2OO1,Q1131 
242"'" GFI GOLD FlELDS :<XI,106I3O 215.03'lf, CPI CAPITEC BANK 2OO2AJfro 195.96% aTC DATATEC 2CG3.<l2I2S 
24265" OAW OS.& WHSG.NElWORK 2OO'3Ill{,J) 214.98% SFN SASFlN 2003112'31 ,os."", IMP IMPAlA PLATINUM 199Ml7/31 
241.95% OMN OMNIA ax>1fHl/Jl 214.96% GNO GRINDROD 2O<XMl6/J, 195.74% DOT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 1S135~ 
241 .74'" CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES '996/0000 214.92% BRM BEARING MAN '9!l5.<M1 1~.73% GOF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS ,998.<lY.!' 
241 .28% ADR AOCORP '996108/3' 214.60'lI0 NTC NEiWORK HL nfCR. 2000111130 195.69% JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. 1999.()1131 
2<0_ HCI HOSKEN CONS.lNV. 1995oQ11J1 214.~ NTC NETWORK HL THCR. 2CXXlI12131 195.64'" SOO SUPER GROUP ,998.<lY.!' 
2<0._ SPS SPESCOM 2OIXW4i:lO 21".33% TPC TRANSPACO 1995111130 194.85% AFR AFGR1 2001.02128 
240._ MMG MICROMEGA HOG. 2003/'001 21'''''' SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. ~ 194.B6'" MST MUSTEK 2000/1'/30 
240.11% LAN LA GROUP 'N' 2ll3I12fJ1 21QS'1O ADR AOCORP '996/0000 194.52% OIM PRISM '2OO2J12/31 
240.00% P,M PFUS'A 2IX)2f11m 21".00% WBO WILSON BAY HLM OVC 2OO1101rJl 194.47'" JSC JASCO ElTN. 1991W1/31 
239.74% GNO GR/NOROO ~ 213.90% BRM BEARING fMN 199511001 '93.83" BIL BHP BlWTON (JSE) 1999.()1131 Zl9_ 
HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 2Xll..mrJ1 21~"" DOT D1MENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 1995.07rJl '93.m!. MrN MIN GROUP ,999.09/30 23arnt MMG MI~OMEGA HOG. ,""""""" 213.~ VLE VALUE GROUP 2OO2Il1t:JJ 193.05'" RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 1998112fJl 
ZlB''''' BPL BARPLATS INVS. '998.<lY.!' 2127 .. % IMP IMPALA PLATINUM ,""""""" 193.05% NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 2OCIO<I&3' 
Zl8.04" OGC DI()ICORE >:mav.lO 21'-5Q'II, KAP KAP INTL 2003112131 '93."", BCX BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP '998.<lY.!1 
"'757% O~~ N OMNIA :<XI,IIMO 211.~ OAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 2C02/1~1 ",'-.... MES MESSINA 2CXXlI11/30 
237.49% ADR AnCORP 1995oU7{,]1 211.47% BIL BHP BILUTON (JSE) 1996t12131 '91.99'11 WBO WILSON SAY HLM ave :laXl"e," 
ZJ7.1~ TPC TRANSPACO 7f:1J2I07f31 211.~ HCI HOSKEN CONS.1NV. ,"""""""" 191.83"- SAP SAPPI '99O.<l!l/3' 
237.16% HVL p.l!GHVELD STL& VNM. 2I'XI3Il1OO 2l1 .~ SPS SPESCOM 2OO3<l2I2l! llt1.~ AOR ADCORP 199611001 
237.05% GNO GRINDROD >:mav.lO 211.:J()% OAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK ' !I96<l2f28 '91.50'11. CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2002<)1/3' 
236.84-" BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 199QilCY31 211,08% OMN OMNIA 2OO1f11t:JJ 191 .34% WBO WILSON BAY HLM ove 2001.02128 
ZJ6.51' AFR AfGRI 2O:I1101fJ1 210.T7"A:. ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. ,"""""', lijl.28% FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 2O<XMl6/J' 
Zl6."'" MVL MVEtAFHANDA RES. 2IXlOO6<l> 210.64~ MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 1997.(Jl131 19124% AMA AMALAPPC """""", 
236.''''' OSB CASHBUILD 2OOWlf1J!> 210.34% RAH REAL AfRICA ,""""""" 191 .07"- BPI. BARPlATS IN\IS. 2O<XMl6/J, 
""'" ... VLE VALUE GROUP 2OO3<l2I2l! 210.03'% TPC TRANSPACO 2OO111MO 191 .~ SAP SAPPI 199!W1/31 
Zl<i5Q'll, BCX BUS!NESS CONNEJ<lON GROUP '99Ml</JO 210.02'lIl. TPC TRANSPACO 2001111/30 '00."", ACT AWED TECHNOLOGIES 19961'\2131 
"''''''' osa CASHBUILD 2OO2IJ3/3, 210.02'% ORO DRDGOLD 2OO1.Q1131 190.64% OTC DATATEC 19951HY31 235.1 ..... NH~ NORTHAM PLATINUM ,"""""" 209."" HAIl HARMONY GOLD MNG 2OO11fYnJ '00."'" NHM NORTHAM PlATINUM 199811001 
23<"'" GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONOS 3Xl1101f31 209 ..... SFN SASFIN 2!XXlm/3, 190.48' MMG MICROMEGA HOG. 2OO3<l6/3O 
23<."'" ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 199E1/1113O 209 .... " STO SET POINT TECH lQ9fW1fJl 190.43% CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 1996111~ 
234.1"" CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 19&1&1001 209.02% MlA MIn AL STEEL SA 2001/11130 190.41% MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 2CXXlI12f31 
=- OTC DATATEC 1997..avJO :zoe.77'O MrN MTN GROUP 1996112131 190.39% ME. MESSINA 199811001 
231 .... MR AFGRI 2COOO4/JO 206.54% JSC JASCO ELTN. 1997107131 190.25'" AFL AfLEASE GD.& UR.RES. 2OO1.u7131 
231"" GNO GRINOROD """"""", ""'''''' ART ARGENT INDUSTRiAl 2OO3I11t:JJ 190.12% TPC TRANSPACO ~1131 231"'" wao WILSON BAY HLM OVC :i!JX()'IIOO ,,.. WBO WILSONBAYHLMOVC '9r1ilIrJ2nB le9_~ COl CAPITEC BANK 2OOWl'3' 
233.33'4 BPL BARPlATS It-NS. ,99BIw.l, ""'- CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES '997.<></30 189.90'10 sm SASRN :1<XI3.<l!>3O 231_ INM INMNS "."",/31 207.99'!Iio CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 1997,fJ1131 189.86% MMG MICROMEGA HOG. 2!XXlm/3, 
232-- BCX BUSINESS CONNE>QON GROUP '!I9S<l6I3O 207..",. A8L AfRICAN BANK INVS. '9OOOl!31 189.5Ml. INM INMINS 1997,Q1131 232-rnt BCX BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP '996.<l&J' 207.69% MMG MICROYEGA HOG. 200311'/30 189.55% JCM JOHN"'C CO MMS. 1995J12f31 232-.". GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2001107f31 207.46% OMN OMNIA 2OO1.t<OJ, 189.1'" MOC MEC: CUNIC ,!I9S<l6I3O 
232-'''' IMP IMPAI.A PlATINUM ,"""""", 207.43% SPG SUPER GROUP ,"'""""" ,sa .... FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN. ,996<l2/:z8 "', ..... WBO WILSON SAY HLM OVC >oo!Y1113' :zo6. .. " BPS SPESCOM ""","IJ1 188.73"lII OAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK 2OO3<l8/3, 
231 .es-.. MES MESSINA 2CXX>C9OO :zoe""" ADR AOCORP '9."""31 ,ea".. AFI AfRICAN UFE ASR. 1996t12131 
231 .01~ JSC JASCO ELTN. 1997fJ3IJl :zoe 03% CAR LAGROUP ,"'""""" 188.71% OTC OATATEC :1IXXl.O</3O 
ZlO ..... RAH REAL AFRICA '99605IJ' 204.75'" MES MESSINA 2(W1oo1 187.82% AR AfRICAN UFE ASR 1997C1131 
ZlO ..... HVL HIGH\lEI.D STL& 'INri 2CQlI12fJ1 20<.50% 101 IDIONTECH. 2OO1nOO1 187.51% WNH WINHOLO 2OO3o<llYJ:l 
230. Is... BRM BEARING MAo..., '!I9S<l6I3O 20<.35% BRM BEARING tAAN 199&01/31 187.5)% RAH REAL AFRICA '!l!I<im':la 
ZlIl.""" CAR LA GROUP 1997,Q5{JI 2().4.04' CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 1996112'31 187.46% AVI AVI 199811001 
229_ GFI GOLDAELOS 2X>1.c7rJl 203.SS% -- AMALAPPC. 2OO3<l6/3O 187.42% ILA lUADAFRICA 2OOUl7/3, 229.8~ "'" VAlUE GROUP ~ 203.61% KGM KAGISOMEOIA '9971O</JO 187.33% CAW 05.& WHSG ,NETWORK 2IXl2<>Y.!, 229.61' JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. '99!O<I3/J' "" ..... GNO GRINDROD 20031100' 187.19'% ERP ERP.COM 2OOJAl1fJt 
226._ TPC TRANSPAC-Q :rom6/JO 203.33'4 PIM PRISM ~ 186.S1% AF\. AFlEASE GD.& UA-RES. 200111100 
2'l8."'" BCX euSINESS CO~'IEXION GROUP ,996<l2!29 203.02% TPC TRANSPACO ,995/O<l/J, , ... .". CSB CASHBl.:LD 2002/100' 
2'l8.'''' BRM BEARING MAN '''''''''131 202"" ~OT 1Y.~.1ENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) lE!QW1rJl 186 ... nIt TPC TRANSPACO '9971fYnJ 
226.13% BPl BARPLATS INIIS. 19gellCY31 =75% ARI AFN.RAlNSOW MRLS. 199&'12131 , ....... DOT DIMENSION OAT A HOG.(JSE) 19195112131 
227."'" ME" MESSINA 1S98/11trJ 202."'% CAR LA GROUP 2OO3<l8/31 186.44% CSB CASHBl,;tLO 2(X)1.tG'31 
227.~ ABL AfRtCAN BANK IWS. ,9!I6<l</JO 202_ JSC JASCO ELTN 2OO1.t<OJ' , ... "'" CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2001m3l 
227.21' DOT DIMENSION OAT A HOO.(JSE) ,"""""", 2023<" HAIl HARMONY GOLD MOO. 2C01'()7131 186.21% BPL BARPLATS INVS. 1999i11130 
m .12% GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2!XXlmIJ, 20233% RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 2OO1,Q1131 166.19% DOT DIMENSION OA TA HOG.(JSE) 1995/1 1130 226._ CAR LA GROUP ,"""""" 201 ..... HCI HOSKEN CONS.It-N. 2OCl:l.<OOO 186.15"- SNT SANTAM ,996<l2/:z8 
2'l8. .... MVL MVELAPHANOA RES. '!I99<l</3O 201 .32% ooc DIGICORE 20031100' 185.98% FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 2003/1'/30 
226."'" MVL MVELAPHA/'IIDA RES. 199&'10131 201.1"" IMP IMPALA PLATINUM 1999.01131 185.71'" FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 2O<XMl6/J1 
226.''''' CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRIES ,- 200._ MVL MVELAPHANOA RES. 1~!31 185.62'% IMP IMPALA PLAnNUM '99O.<l!l/3' 
225."'" PSG PSG GROUP 1997KJ2J2B 200.94% CRM CERAMIC INDUSTR1ES '997.02128 185.42% SKJ SEKUNJALO It-NS. ~
224.82'110 TSX TRANS HEX GROUP ,!106<Xl/3' 3Xl9l'lf. CPI CAPITEC BANK 2003111130 185.21% GNK GRINTEK 199Ml1f31 
22".~ 101 IDION TECH . '9EI8<l9I>J :<XI.""" ~OT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) ,,,,",,,,,,,, 184.78% MiA MlTTAL STEEL SA. 19sso,r.n 
224.56".110 SAP SAPP' '996/0000 :<XI,"'" AMA AMALN'PC 2!XXlm/3, 184.74% SOY SOVEREIGN FOO~ INVS. 2OCl:l.<OOO 
"",00'< ADR ADCORP ,99Ml</JO 200._ RAH REAl AFRICA ,""""""" 184,70% AOR AOCORP ,998.<lY.!, 
="'" OAW 08.& WHSG.NETWORK 2003t121J1 200.34% CS8 CASHBUILD :2C<l2.<M, 184.68% WBO WILSON BAV HLM ove 2001.(XYJl 223.05-" CCT CONNEcnON GP. 2\X);W1131 200."'" ART ARGENT INDUSTRiAL 2003112/3' 1&4.6:2'% MlA MlTTALSTEELSA. 2003111130 =.,.. ""M CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 1997..mrJl 200.""" WBO WILSON SAY HLM OVC 199B112/31 lB4,6Q'liL SOO SUPERGROUP 1995.01131 
=rnt IMP IWAtA pi.AnNUM 1996112131 21Xl07% MES MESSINA '99O.<l!l/31 184.38'" MVL MVELAPHANDA RES. ,""""""" 










Appendix A: 23 
Appendix A.6. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Return 
Continued. 
Tota! Return Cod. CompIny PWnII .... - feUl Rlilum Cod • Cotnpl.ny Name StartDlI. TDt.l1 Retum Cod. Company Name Stat1 0.1. 
,8:1"'" PSG PSG GROUP 1997..r0t31 170.1~ .NM INMINS 1995112131 160.05% Of) GOlDFIELDS 2001.01131 
Ie3..31% IoMA AMALAPPC. """"""'" 170.0&4 ECO EOGARS CONS,STORES .""""""" lOO.OS,*, ~.~ES YE$SINA '996<l2128 163.21"" CAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK .995<llI3. 170.03% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 2<XXloC<fX) 160.04~ OAW 05.& W'HSO.NETWORK 2002/10131 
183.14% ~OT DIMENSiON OAT A HOG.(JSE) ."""""'" 170.D1'" AOR AOCORP 1995/1'!JO 159.84'110 SFN SASFIN 2!XXl<I:lr.l1 
18J.CI9% RNG RANDGOLQ & EXP. 2002.<)113' 169.aJ'llEo BTG BYTES TECH.GP. '996.<l9I:JO 159.77"JI. NHM NORTHAM PLAnNUM 1996t12f31 .82_ DOC OKilCORE 2IlO3o<l6I'JO 169.S1'" ORF GROUP FTVE 2CXXl.,,!XI 159.46% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1995l11OO 
162.64% JNC JOHt.'lIC 1999101131 169.54% O~"N OMNIA 20020113' 159.44% SFN SASF1N 2OO3<W.>:J 
'82_ \It.E VAluE GROUP l!Xl2<l8I3' 169.45% tAR LA GROUP 200311213. 159.19% OTC DATATEC '997.01131 '82_ TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1995/12131 169.31% CNL CONTROL :NSTRUMENTS GP. 2OO3<l6I3l 159.09% P.M PRISM 2OO3o<>2J2B 
.82"" OMN OMNIA 2COlml31 169.21"- SPO SUPERGROUP '9OOmf.iII .SO .... MES MESSINA 2OXlI12/Ji 
18254% ABL AFRICAN BANK INIIS. 1997/1100 169.05% ""N MTN GROUP ."""""". .5&"" CCT CONNECnON GP. 2OO3<XlI3' 
182.05'" FBR FAMOUS BRNlOS 2IXXYl00l 168.72% AOR ADCORP 19Qi!!"OO1 158.71% AII1 AII1 1999m/31 
182.01" A'" AII1 ' •• 'I<lS'" .66._ WOO WILSON BAY HLM OVC .~. '59.54'" CPI CAPrTEC BANK 200311001 
181.93% BRM 8EARINGw.N .""""'" 168.52% OCT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) ".'.<'''31 158.49'% TRT TOUR/SM tNV. 2001"'/30 
1SU,'" TPC TRANSPAClJ 199&'12131 168.52'J1. TPC T~SPACO 1997-01131 '58.27'" R"H RMB 1997m128 
l S1 .6MI ORO ORO GOLD :2CX:O'12131 168.36'% FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 2OO3<l713. 
.sa_ OMN OMNIA 200. """" 
1S1 .$9'% .oR ADCORP 199M)7131 '66."'" OJ" BARNARD JAC.MELl.ET '991!.<lO3. .5&"'" AF. AFRICAN UFE ASR. 1996111~ 
181.54'% BPL BARPLATS INVS. 1!l99·'02f28 168.14% NPN NASPERS '999<llI3' 158.00% CP; CAPITEC BANK 2C03I12131 
181 .39% CPA CORPCAPITAL 1Q97.()5131 168.10% DOC DIGlCORE 2003<)113' 157.96% WOO WILSON BAY HLM ove 199811100 
lB1 .3O% MES MESSINA .""""""'" .66._ ERP ERP.COM 2OO3o<>2J2B 157.97% RNO RANDGOLD & EXP. " •••• ";:31 
181.24" CNC CONCaR 200' <>4130 168.07% tAR LAOROUP '997<>4130 157.95'" MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 1997102/28 
.811"'" SFN SASFIN 199&'11130 167.89% OAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 2OO3<l&'3J 1S7.!mb MeA MITIAL. STEEL SA. 2OO3<l&'3J .811.". BPL BARPlATS INVS. 2IXXY1001 167.36% MLA MITIAL STEEL SA 1998f12131 157.86'JI. ALT AWED TECHNOLOGIES 199701f.X) 
100.65% NH" NORTHAM PlATINUM 199001/31 '61.26'< NWL NUWORLC 2<XXloC<fX) 157.B9"Io PSG PSG GROUP 1996It001 
180.52'JI. PSG PSG GROUP ."""""" 167.20% JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. . .....,."., 151.68'" SPO SUPER GROUP ."""""" 
180.35'" OTC QATATEC .997Al2n1! 167.18% MDC MEDl CUNIC .~. 157.41'M1 MLA MlTTAL STEEL SA 2COlI1G'31 
'80.29% POW PRIMEOlA'N' """"""" 167.13% OAW OS_& WHSG.NETWORK 2OO3<W.>:J 157.32% OTC OATATEC 1996112131 180.IS'JIo SFN SASFlN 1991.(13131 167.12'J1. LAN l.AGROUP 'N' 21XXlo05i3. ""-32% OTC OATATEC 1007/1001 .811_ we MEOICUNIC 1995101131 167.~ OTC OATATEC 2OOJ,0113' 157.26% CUL CULliNAN 2OO1Ieo'," 
180.0:J'M0 we MEDfCUNIC '995<l2nI! " .. """ CPA CORPCAPrTAL • 997<J613O 157.19% JNC JOHNNIC . ........, . 
179.99'11. JSC JASCO ELTN. 2001..mtJl 166.7~ ALT AlUEO TECHNOLOGIES 1996111m 157.14% ERP EAP.COM 2OO3<XlI3' 
179.95% .oR ADCORP • ......so. 166.15% INM INMINS '996.<l6I3O 157.02% KGM KAGISO MEOlA 2OO3<W.>:J 
179.90% AFL AFleASE GO.& UR.RES. 1996107131 .66. .... tAR LA GROUP 199611001 156.gs<)I, OTC OATATEC '99610613' 
179.44% OCT DIMENSiON DATA HOO.(JSE) 1995.Q1131 '66."'" AFL AFLEASE GO.& UA.RES. 2OO1t12(.31 156.93'M1 AMA 1>MN../oPPC. 2OO3o<>2J2B 
179.17"!f. WNH 'N!Nt;OLD """""'" 166..6.4% AF' AFRICAN UFE ASR. 1991mt28 " .. "'" BEL BEll. EOL..JPMENT 'SSIOWI3' 179.' ..... CP. CAPlTEC BANK 2OO2<l6I3. 166.50% EX!. EXCEU£RATE HOG. ."""""". 1S6.93'M1 WES WESCO IJlN'ESTMENTS 2<XX><l8f.>l 
178.9~ FBR FAMOUS BRANOS 200.\1"12131 .66.45% JNC JOHNNIC 1998112/31 ."'- "'M INMtNS l00&U7131 l1B.66"'W. GFI GOLD FiELDS 2(X)lIHlr(31 166.1~ C," CAPITEC BANK 2OOW2t11l 156.43% .NM INMINS 2OO3<XlI3' 
'78.55% ""N MTNOROUP 1S199()7131 165.13'W1 AFL AFLEASE GO.& UR.RES. 200110&'31 156.37'M1 FSR FAMOUS BRANDS 2OO3<l6I3l 
178.24% PPR PUTCO PROPERTIES 1998112131 1SS.69'!t. GOH GOOD HOPE OIMfONOS 2IlO3<l8I3. ."'- ILA IUAOAFR1CA 2001K>9fX) 117.91% KGM KAGISOMEOlA 1997.(J5I:J1 165.66% JSC JASCO ElTN. 2001~7f31 156.21'M1 SPO SUPER GRO:"~ '996<l<IJO 
m .... ERP ERP.COM 2002/100' 165.59'Mo MIlL WELAPHANOA RES. .""""""" ."'- MDC MEOI CUN1C •••• <).," 177.36'" GNO GRINDROD :1!Xl:WY28 165.56% JSC JASCO ELTN. .9OOmf.iII 155.98% OAW 05.& WHSG.NE TWOAK 2OO3o<>2J2B 
117.2fi RAt< REAL AFAtCA ."""""'. '6S-_ SPO SUPER GROUP "", ... :31 155.85% SPS SPESCOM ..... '''''31 117.15% FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN. :IJll3,t9iXl 165.271l. COM COMAIR 19Q9,Ot131 lM78% liAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 2001/1001 
1n.13% WSO WILSON BAY HlM ove 2IlOO(15IJ. 165.25'4 MES ME""'NA 2<XXl<l4I3O 155.~ SAC BR..A."COCORP 2OOW2t11l 
In.07'% tAR LAGROUP .""""""" .66.1) ... DOT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) '996o<l2f2II '55._ ADA AOCORP '997"""" 
116.7, ... ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2002/100' 164.93% 'LA IUADAFRICA 2002.m'3' 156.21% .NM INMINS . ....,.". 
176.19% BPL BARPLATS INVS. IlDIftl00 164.68% JNC JOHNNIC ."""""'" 155.00% ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 200311.130 
176.07"W. rTf iTA!.TlLE ._. 164.6O'!i. 'NM INM I ~~S .999o<l2I28 154.88% STO SETPOINT TECH. 2OO1<J613O 
175.16% ASL AFRICAN BANK INVS. ."""""'" 164.51'" .oR ADCORP ."""""'" 1S4.e6'JI. OST DISTEU GROUP 195119r.011l1 
175,.47"% ECO EOGARS CONS.SlORES """"""'" 1 6.u~ NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM ."""""'" 15""" AFL AFlEASE GO.& LlR.RES . .99<.<lOI3. '75.29'0 GRF GROUP FIVE 1999.0'1131 16-4.4'% JNC JOHNNIC .99O<lY.l. 1S4.~ AOR AOCORP 199611100 
115.14% MfN MTNORO;"P 2OO3<XlI3. 164.29% CM>< COMBINED MOTOR .995<l2nI! 1S4.~% BRe BR.ANDCORP '997<l413O 
175.05% AFL AFLEASE GO.& UR.RES. 1995/1100 164 .25~ WES WESCO INVESTMEHTS 20000713. 154.013 ... SFN SASFIN 199611001 
175.02% AFL AFlEASE GO.& UR.RES. 2001t10131 .M"'" CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2fX1W2nJl 154.37" MST \ruSTEK 2CXX)I12131 
174.92% ""A METAIR INVESTMENTS 2OOO<l6IJO 164.21% mG ANGLOGOLD ASHANTI 2OO1<1l1:l. 154.15'" MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 2OO1m131 
174.76% .tA ILIAD AFRICA 2OO2<J6I3O 164.0fN CP' CAPiTEC BANK 2OO3<XlI3. 154.1-4" BAT BRAIT SA (JSE) '997<J613O 
17Hi6~ cor DIMENSION OATA HOG.(JSE) 199&1001 .61"'" OAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORI( 2002J11oo 1S4.00~ WG MVELAPHANDA GROUP 19i7Kl71J1 
174.58'ltt CLL Cl.l.llNAN 2OO1.<lS1J' 163.7-4% ARL ASTRAL FOODS 2OO3<W.>:J .53. .... JSC JASCO ELTN. 2OOW2t11l 
174.5e% CUL CULUNAN 2OO'<J6I3O 1S3.11'M1 RAt< REAl AFRICA. 1995/11!:sJ 153.86% NPN NASPERS 1996f12131 
174.53"110 ...,C MR PRICE GROUP 199&'12131 163.67'% NPN NASPERS 1996111/30 '53.83 .. SPO SuPER GROUP '905<lY.l' 
114.,ZMo CPA CORPCAPIT AL 1997.07131 163.6.4% BPL BARPlATS INVs. 199MJ1131 153.75" ,NM INMINS 2OO3<l713' 
174.52% .oR AOCORP '99<.<lOI3' 163.51'" TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 2<XX>!lOO1 153.44% CRO CARGO CARRIERS 200"1/1113:) 
174.2CJ'IA. He' HOsKEN CONS.iNV. 199!WtfJl .61_ MfA METAIR INVESTMENTS 2<XXl<l4I3O ,5J,42"M1 MRF MERAFE RESOIJRCES 2OO1/11Y.t1 
174.17% CCT CONNECTION GP. 2002112/31 163.36% DOC D!GICORE 2OOl<l2Il!! 153.27% HC. HOSKeN CONS.lNV. ", • ..,,,31 
174.Cl6'ltt n<0 TELKOM 2OO3<XlI3' 163.26% $PO SUPER GROUP . ...."". ."'-'"" ORO OROGOLO 200111001 
173.94" DOC OIGlCORE 200W713. .6:l.m< EU. EUERfNE 1996f1"N.ll .53.22l< SPO SUPER GROUP 1997,tl&31 
.73. .... BAN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 2OO2.()4f3O .6122l< MMG MICROMEGA HOG. 200311213. 1S3.OO'M1 ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2OO2011l1 
173.41'M1 SFN SASFlN 2OO3<l6I3O 163.21% SKJ SEKUNJAJ.O INVS. 2OO2I1CJ3,1 153.03% ERP ERP.COM 200211213. 
113.17% RAH REALAFRlCA ''''''''''''' 163.16% ABL AFRICAN BANK ItoNS. UI97t12fJ1 .52921< ABC AFRICAN BANK INVS. 1997.t'19al 11l""" 1M. MVEL.APt-lANOARES. """<)2128 163.16% NHM NORTHAM PlATINUM 2<XXl<l4I3O 15218% .NM INMlNS """""'. 
.72. .... ""A METAIR INVESTMENTS 200005I3. 182.84% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP . .....""" 152.7'" JCM JOHNNIC COMMS . '''''''''''''Xl 
1n.94% AF' AFRiCAN UFE ASA. ."""""". 16284% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP ."""""'" .52_ OTe O"TATEC ."""""" 1nes ... ALT AWED TECHNOLOGIES 19971111131 '52~ MES MESSINA 19Q9,()1fJ1 15215% ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2C02I11oo 
112."'" .NM IN,..NS .996<l<IJO 16252% NTC NETWORK HL THeA. 2<XXl<l8I3. '52"'" \It.E VALUE GROUP 21XXlo05i3' 
1n7"% PSG PSG GROUP 1995101rJl .52,.,. CAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 2OO3<XlI3. 151.81% P.M PRISM 2OOJ,0113. 
112.64% MOe MEOICUNIC ."""""" 182.16% ORO ORO GOLD 2C00(11(.JJ 151.79% LAN LA GROUP 'N' 200311'130 
1722 ..... OCT C:'''ENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) ' •• """'31 161.91% AMA AMALAPPC. 2002II213. 151.72'JI. NWL NUWORLD '905<lY.l. 
'72.2200 ERP ERP.COM 2OO'<J6I3O 1E518O'l1o ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2002112131 151.ElS"% AMA AMALNlPC. 2OO3<lIv.Jl 
'72.22'0 SAP SAPP, 199&12/31 161.7"'" GRF OROUP FIVE 2(Xr!'1001 151.64~ CCT CONNECTION GP. 2002/11aJ 
.n;,o.,. FBR FAMOUS ElRANOS 2OOl<J/13' 1 61.7~ TRT TOURISM INV. 2OO1/1CJ3,1 151 .~ ILA IUACAFRlCA 2CX:I'm1131 
1T216"J1. OAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK """"13' 161 .68'f. SFN SASAN ."""""'" 151.J6111. SPO SUPER GROUP ' •• """/31 
11215% NM AMALAPPC. 2003<)1131 161.6O'JI. NAA AMALAPPC. '2OO3I"m 151.J3'MI ARL "STAAL FOODS 2OO3<XlI3' 
lT2.12'!tt .NM INfoGNS 2OO3<l<I3O 161.59% RAt< REAL-AFRICA 1997.QYJ1 15t.24" EX!. EXCELLERATE HOG. 1S9911113) 
171.97'J1o tiC. HOSKEN CON&INV. ._. 161.51'% TRE TRENCOR 2(0012131 150.94'" MRF MERAFE RESOURCES """<>4130 
171 .e8'MI CRO CARGO CARRIERS =. 161.3O'MI """ PHUMELELA OMG.& LEIS. 2OO3<XlI3' 150.91'" MIA MITTA!. STEEL SA. """"""'" 111&5% CSB CASHBUILO 2001<>4130 1S1 .01'M1 SFN SASFlN 21XXlo05i3. 150.8-'1% DOT OJMENSION OA.TA HOG.(JSE) '906o<l<I3O 
171.61% GOF GOLD REEF COO.RSTS. :1!Xl:WY28 '60.92% SFN SASFlN 1997.w;" 150.1S'J1. LAN LA GROUP 'N' 2IlO3<l8I3. 
171.81% MIlF MER.AFE RESOURCES :m.K>9fX) 180.91% WNH WINHOLO 2OO3<l7/3. 150.7J<M, WOO WILSON BAY HLM eve '9OOmf.iII 
I 71 .eo'JI. AF. AfRlCAA UFE ASR. 199&07131 160.87% WBO WILSON BAY HLM OVC 1996111~ 1SO.55'110 COT C:MENStON OAT" HOG.(JSE) 2OO3<W.>:J 
171 .-49'% BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 19gei11130 160.~ Af1 AfRiCAN UFE ASA. '996.<l6I3O 150.SOCIft ECO EOOARS CONS.STORES '999o<l2I28 
171.29% KGM KAGISOMEOlA ~Hl131 180.o&8'ltt WOO WiLSON BAY HLM ove 1Sl99.01131 150.38'.Iio TRu TRUW"ORTHS fNTL .""""""'" 
171.28% OTC OATATEC '996.<l9I:JO 160.:27% SBL SABLE 1996/12131 lSO.JOCII. AMA AMALAPPC. 2IlO3<l8I3. 
170.93% SFN SASFlN 1S196112/31 160.21'M1 ~OT DIMENSiON DATA HOG (JSE) . ......"". .50.""" MfA METAIR INVESTMENTS 1996.C1131 
'70.53% BRM 8EAAINO~ . ......"". 160.18% SFN SASFIN ."""""'" 150.Q7~ UCS UCS GROUP 19981HYJl 
170.49% PlM PR.5M 2OO3'WI3' 160. 1~'MI liAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 2001""'(31 150.03'1(, JSC JASCO ELlN. 2OO1Al2n1! 










Appendix A: 24 
Appendix A.6. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Return 
Continued. 
Tolal Retum Cod. Compolny NIme St." 0.. leul Return Code ComplnyNMM Sal1o.c.. lotll Return Code compMyNime Start CrIll. 
!SO.em. MlJR MURRAY & ROBERTS 2C(X)11J3:) 143._ DTC DATATEC 19S7m'31 137,27% CCT CONNECTION GP. 2OOl<l5'Jl 
150.ClO"Ao ABL AFRICAN BANK 'NIlS. lfS6KJ2/29 143.06% CPA CORPCAPITAL 199'.:"07131 137.2.~ HWN HOWDEN AfRICA 200JilCVJl 
149.99'!Io SPO SUPER GROUP 19950<6130 143.00% AMA AMALAPPC. 2OO2.<l11J1 137.23% ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAl 1999J01(31 
149.98% AFL AFLEASE Go.& UR.RES. 2OOM'2128 142.98% MiA MITIAJ.... STEEL SA. 2OOJ<loIal 137.22% AFL AFLEASE GO.& UR.RES. 2001"""" 
149.96% OMN OMNIA 2OO110212!l , .2.92% SOL SASOL 1998/'1'2131 13721% NTC NETWORK Hl THCR. 2<XXlo1l7131 
149.91% CMH COMBiNED MOTOR 1995<lY.ll '.2.84% BRC BRANDCORP :l<lmJ1131 137.18"- DTC DATATEC 1",""""" 
149.90'!10 OCT OATACENTRIX 1998/10131 '42.82% BRM BEARING MA.N 2OO1/OOfYJ 137.03% NWL NUWORLO 2IXOO3/Jl 
\49.87"% MIll. MVElAPHANDA RES. 199&<l913O '42.81% GOf GOLD REEF eNO.RSTS 2OOJ<loIal 137.0'2% PHM PHUMELELA GMG.& l EIS 2OOl<l5'Jl 
149.33% SPG SUPER GROUP 199511001 '.2.79% NWL NUWORL.O 1995oU1f31 1:la_ TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1995112131 
149.33% ADR AOCORP lQ06<l4/3O \.2.78"- BEL BEll EQUIPMENT 1""""",,, 136.8:>% CAR LA GROUP 1097100'30 
149.17'% DOT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 199504/30 14271% MLA MITIAL STEEL SA. 2OJ3<l!I31 136.68% DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) '''''''''''''' 148.15% CUL CUl,.UNArII 2001JOO131 14245% ADH AINTECH 2OO3I02I2ll 1:la67'Jlo AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PlAT. 2<XX>Q4/3O 
149.15% CUL CUI.UNArII 2001"""" 14239% CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 2COJ.(l7!31 136.67*0 BPL BARPtATSI~ '."'.,,/31 
1(9.05% 'oM. MVELAPi-W'4DA RES "'.'00131 142.39'111 DRD DRD GO LO 2OO1111(.!fJ 136.59% EX!. EXCELLERATE HOG '''''''''''''' 149.01% SPS 6PESCOM 2OO2IOOfYJ ' 42.35% SOL SASOI. 1ge1W1131 1313.57% ILA ILIAD AFRICA 2<Xl2<l&'Jl 
149.00% SNT SANTAM 1995r01fJl 142.34% AFI AfRlCAN UFE ASR. 1097""'" 136.5O'¥.- ITE lTALTILE 1995<lOOO 
149.00'l60 B1L 8HP BRUTON (JSE) 1996111.00 142.25% EX!. E.XCElLERATE HOG. 2OJJ/1113O 136.50% llE ITAlTILE l!i197.KJ1131 
148.94% SFN SASAN 2OO3Il1f30 142.14% HCI HOSKEN CONS.INV 19iB1U1n!! 136...e'16 FRO FRONTRANGESLTN. 1998oOY.ll 
''''''''' 1w':...A MITT AL. STEel SA. :2OO2,.U1131 141.9N SAP SAPPI lrmmn8 136.47% TPC TR.ANSPACO 2OO2I02I2!l , ....... MOe MEDICUNIC 19950U7131 '41.89% ADH ADVTECH 2OOJ<XlI31 136.43"4 FSA FJRSTRAND 1996<lY.ll 
''''''''' FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 2CXXY10131 141.89'1(. RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 2CCOO5I31 136.4~ GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS 2OOl<l5'Jl 148.78% GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS axxYl00l 14' .86% PSG PSGGROL.P 199&12131 138.42'% CUL CULUNAN 2OO2<lS13O 
148.78% GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2<XXY11/30 141.66% DTC OATATec 1906o<l11Jl 136.36" HOI HOSKEN CONS.INV. 1996<l2129 
148.78% GO>< GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2(00"12131 141.66% BAT BRAIT SA (JSE) 19EJ7..t6'31 1;)6._ DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 1996<l2129 
l'8..UW. DOT DIMENSION OAT A HOG.(JSE) 19991U7fJl 141.66% BAT BRAIT SA. (JSE) l007KJ7f31 136.35'!t! GND GRIND ROO 2C03t-U1131 
''''_ WES WESCO INVESTME..'lTS 2OOOO5I.ll 141.61% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1997112/31 136.32% MTA METAIR INVESTMENTS 2001111I3J 
148.68% PAM PAlABORA MINING 1""""",,, 141.58% OGC OJGJCORE 2OJ3<l!I31 136.27% CMH COMBINED MOTOR 1995o<l413O 
14£1.~ AB' AFRICAN BANK INVS 1995112131 1-'1.5"% SAP SAPPI 2OO110212!l 1:la22% MTA METAJR lIWESTMENTS 2OCOOeI31 
148.62'% CPI CAP,TEC SANK 2OOl<J9{.)O 141.45% RNG RANDGOLD & EXP 193511001 136.1'% ELH ELlERINE 19E1QQ1f31 
''''_ CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2001110131 141 .• 2"110 CPA CORPCAPITAL 2OO2IOOfYJ 136.11% MES MESSINA .2001112131 
148..31% ONO GRiNOROD 2OOOO3IJI 141.38% MTL ·.-1ERCANTILE BANK :l<lmJ1131 136.10% Al'K ASTRAPAJ< 2COOI12/"Jl 
, ... - OfC OATATEC 1996<l2129 14137% ECO EOOARS CONS.STORES 199611001 1:la_ csa CASHBUI1.D 2OO2.<l1131 
'''''''' DTC QATATEC 199MTi'131 14'.24% AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PlAT. 1996.:"12J31 135.89'Mo CCT CONNEcnON GP. =131 148.10% MES MESSINA 2001111.00 141.19% LON l ONMIN (JSE) 1991W7/31 135.7OIIJ6 CSB CASHS .... iLO 200100Y31 
"""", SFN SASAN 2OOJ<l2I28 141.19% CSB CASHSUILO 2002/12131 135.69'4 EXl. EXCElLERATE HOG I,.,..,.,., ''''_ ROW RAINBOW CHICKEN 200006l3O 141.05% WNH W\NHOLD 2001K1nJ 135.55% CSB CASHBUJLD 2002/1100 
147.66% SPG SUPEA GROUP 1995111130 1040.68% MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 2<XXlo1l7131 135.52% A.' AFN.RAI~BOW MAlS lS19EW1!Jl 
147.66'110 INM INMINS 2OOJI01/31 140.60% PSG PSG GROUP lfS6KJ2/29 135._ DDT DIMENS!ON DATA HOG.(JSE) 1097""'" 
147.62'% BPL BARPLATS INVS. 1997,()g(J() 140.60% JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. ",',.,'131 1;)6."", 1.',4P IMPALA PLATI~vM 1996mJ2B 
147.60% ABL AFRICAN BANK INV5 2IXOO3/Jl 140.52% FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 2OOl<l5'Jl ,=" GF! GOLD FJEI.OS 2QX1112/"Jl 
147.58% nw nGER WHEELS ''''''''''' 140.50% SAP SAPPI 2OO1!OY.ll 135.22% AMA AMALAI'PC. 2002/1001 
147.57'% APK ASTRAPAK 2<XXY1Cl131 140.43% DTC DATATEC 199611001 135._ PHM PHUMELELA GMG.& lEIS. 2OOJI12131 
147.50% BtL BHP BILLfTON (JSE) '''''''''''''' 140.43% TKO TELKOM 2OOl<l5'Jl 135.C6Iw. BPL BARPLATS INVS 1999<l<13O 147.49% rTE ITAJ..nlE 199&'1100 1<0.29'< AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 1996oU913O 134.97% OMN OMNIA 2OO2<l4I3O 
147.48% OMN OMNIA 2001112(31 140.19'l1. GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 2IXOO3/Jl 134.95% SFN SASFIN 109710212!l 
1.7.45% OGC DlGICORE >:m<l4I3O 140.14% lVI I~CTA 199&<l7131 134.94%- FSR FlRSTRAND 199M)7!Jl 
147.40'lI0 AFI AfRICAN UFE ASR. 1997JOO131 140.12% LAN LA GROUP 'N' =131 134.89'% INM INMlN$ 1995<l&'31 
147.39% DOC OiGICORE 2002112/31 1040.11% BEL BELl. EQUIPMENT 1996/1001 134.88% HCI HOSKEN CONS.INV. 1996<lOr.ll 
147.33'% nw TIGER WHEelS 1996oU913O 140.05% MOB MOBilE INDUSTRIES 2<XXlo1l7131 1304.67% JNC JOHNNIC ""." 01:31 
14725% ECO EOOARS CONS.STORES 2OO2IOOfYJ 140.04% ML AFlEASE GO.& UR.RES. '''''''''''''' 1304.86% AFI MRICAN UFE ASR 199611001 146.92% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETlNORK 1995\l413O 140.02'% TRE TRENCOR """""131 134.80% BRM BEARING MAN 1Si13QOl131 
''''_ CCT CONNECTION GP. 2OOJ<loIal 140.01% PSG PSG GROUP 199&'11130 114.~ INM INMINS 2002/1100 
146.59% DTC QATATEC 1996111130 14O.()()% FRO FRONTRANGE SlTN ~ 134.7"3% VLE VALUE GROUP =, 
146.57% KGM KAGISOMEOIA 2OOJ<l2I28 140.00% ELH ELLERINE 1998111I3J 134.66% TRE TRENCO R 2OO1,Q1131 
''''57% ,,",S MEWNA 2OO1/OOfYJ 139.99'ft RNO RANDGOLD & EXP. 199fW1131 134.65')1, ECO EOOARS CONS.STORES 2OO3I02I2ll 
''''''''' CUe CULUNAN 2OO2<lOt.ll 139.98'l1lI TPC TRANSPACO 199511001 134.63% AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT 200005I31 146.21% PSG PSG GROUP 2CXXY12131 139.97% SPO SUPER GROUP 199&07131 134.A8'It. CAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1995.01131 
145.97'1(, CSB CASHBUILD 2OO1I12f31 139.95% FRO FRONTRANGE SlTN. 2OJJ/1113O 134 .~ MES MESSINA 2OO1nOOI 
''''_ TS>< TRANS HEX GROUP "'''.<,",1 139.92'1(, JCM JOHNNIC COMMS 1","""",, 1304.32% LON LONMlN(JSE} 1936<l8131 
145.84% ML AfLEASE GO.& UR.RES. 2OO1/OOfYJ 139.80% MrN M!NGROUP 2OO2IOOfYJ 134.29'< MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 2<))1""'" 
145.51% HVL HIGHVEL.O STL& VNM. 2OJJ/1Cl131 139.51" JNC JOHNNIC 1","""",, 134.27% OMN OMNIA 2OO2I02I2!l 
''''_ DOT DiMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 1995<lY.ll 139.49% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 2OO1nOO1 134.0"7'*, ADH ADVTECH 2t'(tWlf31 
'''''''' ECD EOOARS CONS.STORES 2C03I12fJl 139.49% HAR HARMONY GOLD toANG. 1997n100 134.04% MIlO MVELAPtwoIOA GROUP 1997ffi'31 1"'-- ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 199OO212!l 139.36% DDT DIMENSION OATA HOG.(JSE) 1~ 134._ ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES 2002m131 
145..24% SCN SCHARRIG M'NING 2C03I1113O 139.36'!I. MLA W,;rTAl STEEL SA 2003/1001 133.97% NWL NUWORLO 1995o<l413O 
145.22'lL HCI HOSKEN CONS. INV. 1995007/31 139.24" AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR 1""""",,, 133.90% ERP ERP.COM 2OOJ<loIal 
145.14'" SCN SCHARRIG MlNtNG 2OOl<l5'Jl '39.19% CUL CutUNAN 2OO1.m131 13J.9O'M:. CUL CULWNAN 2002.<17131 
145.00'< ERP ERP.COM 2OO1K1nJ 139.09% ..... MITIAL STEEL SA =", 133.70% CPI CAPITEC BANK 2<XXl.<l2J28 
''''OO'!O WNH WtNHOLO 1996oU913O 139.05% MIll. MVElAPHANDA RES 199M17!31 133.61% MIll. MVELAPHANOA RES. '.!.loa>'31 
144.97".11. SFN SASAN 1""""",,, 138.97% GAF GROUP Frve 19iB1U1n!! 133. ... GNK GRINTEK \997n2l31 
144.61%- ..at. AFRICAN SANK INVS. 199&11130 13&"'" MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 2OO1K:J313O 133..48% MLA M·nALSTEELSA. 2OOl<J9{.)O 
144.74% GDH GOOD HOPE O!AMONOS 2OOJ<loIal 136..74" MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 2001"'" 133.42% FSR FlRSTRAND 1997A:>1131 
144.74% GDH GOOD HOPE rnAMONDS 2!lCXW5I:ll '''''''' EIIP ERP.COM 2<Xl2<l&'Jl 133.41% SFN &AS~N 1997A:>1131 144.74% ODH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2OOW6IJO 138.68% SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD 1f'NS. 2<XXY1CY.>1 133._ ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2OO2I02I2!l 
144.68% PMA PRiMEDlA 1996I04I30 138.64% GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS 1936<l8131 133.33% aPL BAAPLATS INIIS. 1997n2131 
144.6''16 AGL ANGLO AMERICAN (JSE) 199E1112131 ''''_ AFL AFlEASE GO.& UR.RES. 2001001131 133..33% FSA FIRSTRAND 1""""",,, 
144.58% CPA CORPCAPITAL 1995/1001 ''''56% MTN M'TN GROUP lQ99JHY31 133..31% MrN MiN GROUP 2OOJ<l2I28 
144.56% 101 IDIONTECH. 2ClO203IJl 138.53'% ILA IUAOAFR!CA 2001/11130 133..23% FSR FlRSTRAND 199710212!l 
144.51% VLE VALUE GROUP 2OO2.<I7f.ll 138.52% FOS FOSCHINI 1998112131 133.11'% SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD It-NS. 2OOl<l5'Jl 
144.«% AFL AFlEASE GO.& GR.RES. 1995112131 138.50% MIN MTNGROUP >:m<l4I3O 133..16% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1996/1001 
144.43")1, TPC TRANSPACO 1""""",,, 1:la"'" CSB CASHBUILO 2001111130 132.94% CCT CONNEcnON GP. 2OO3<l6/3O 
144.42% ITE ITALTILE 1996112131 136..31% PMA PRIMEDLA "'.""'''31 132.""" AVI AVI ,....".." 
144.26% WBO W1lSONBAYHLMOVC 1906o<l11Jl 136.13% MLA MrTTAl STEEL SA 2OOJ<XlI31 132."'" MIIG MVElAPHMJDA GROUP 1997""'" 
144.03% JNC JOHNNIC 1!l!lOOS13O 138.12% llA lUADAFRtCA 2!lOW5I31 132.""" NTC NETWORK HI. THCR. 2<XXJoI)9(,l() 
144.03% OMN OMNIA 2OO2<lOt.ll 138.10% WNH WINHOLO 199611001 132."'" RLO REUNERT "'.9"'.'" 
143..". IN .. INMINS 1936/101'31 138,05% INM INMINS 1996oU913O 132.63'110 VLE VALUE GROUP 2002/12/31 
143..,.. DAW 05.& WHSG.NeT'NORK 2!lCXW5I:ll 137.96% ADR AOCORP 199501l2J21l 132.61" SCN SCHARRIG MINING 2<XX>Q4/3O 
143.71% CCT CONNEcnON GP. = 137.9011J6 PSO PSG GROUP 1997A:>1131 132. .... ucs UCS GROUP 2002112131 143.68% COM COMAJR 199OO212!l 137.80% BRC BRANDCORP 2OOl<J9{.)O 132.57% SFN &ASFlN 199501l2J21l 
143..55% "'-'R MURRAY & ROBERTS 2lXXY1001 137.79% ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES '''''''''''''' 132.54% RAJ< REAL AFRICA. 1'£1i{l!07f31 143..55% WNH WINHOLD ~ 137.75"- AVI AVI 1996oU913O 132_ KGM KAGISO t.E0IA 2OOJ<l1131 
143.54% AFE AECI 1999.Q1131 137.62% SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS 2002<11131 132.46% AFI AFR!CAN UFE ASA. 1997.wJl 
143.47'1(, WNH WINHOLD 200211100 137.62% SKJ SEKUNJAlO INVS. 2002.<17131 132._ KOM KAGISO MEIXA 2OOJIllf.ll 
143.«'110 AVI AVI ''''''''''''''' 137.60% SUR SPUR 200005I31 132.35% N"~ NORTHAM PLATINUM 1!l!1!loW31 143.43% OGC OIGJCORE 2!lCXW5I:ll 137.58% SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. 2IXOO3/Jl 13232'!1o C"'~ COMBINED MOTOR 2003112131 
143..15% T1<G TELKOM >:m<l4I3O lJ7.43'lIo FSR FIRSTRANO 1~ 132.27% GRF GROUP FIVE 1998/11130 
143..11% OSB CASHBUllD 2OO2IOOfYJ 137.38% INM INMlNS 200211001 132.27% CNC CONCOR 199501l2J21l 
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Appendix A.6. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Return 
Continued. 
Total Return Cod. Cotnplny NarM start OM. Total R«l.Im Code Com~nyNwlw Surf o.t. Tul Retum Code CompolnyName Stlirt DIll. 
132.1&l1. RMH RMB 1995.~:)7I3' 127.05'\ TRT TOURISM IW. ~ 122.38% TRT TOURISM IPN. 2OO1n:v31 
132.15"- OOT D'~.!ENS[ON OAT A HDG.(JSE) ' GG7ffi'31 127.05% RMH RMB ,~ 12231% SBl SABLE 19S1911n'31 
132.14% DOT C .. ·.IENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) ,9961(613, 127.04% APK ASTRAPAX 2<XXl<lQ(.lO '22""" GNK GRINTEK ,..,"""'" 
132.10% ORO ORO GOLD 1997f12fJl 127.02% KGM KAG ISOMEDIA 2001I0<I30 ' 2222"< ERP ERP.COM 2001/0513' 
131 .99'If. BRC BRANDCORP 2001112131 127.00M. PMN PRIMEDIA 'N' ~ '2222"< ERP ERPCOM 2OOMJ7IJI 
131.9N SCN SCHARRIG oWNING 2O»'H1I31 126.99% CPI CAPITEC BANK 2003<)1/3' '2222"< CNC CONCOR 2001/0513' 
131.86% lIlA Min AI.. STEEL SA. lOOJ/'2I31 126.9N CRG CAAGO CARRIERS 2OO10U7131 12218'% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 1998J12131 
131 .82% RFYI RAJNBOW CHICKEN =as '''' .... SAP SAPP' 2001~IJI '22. 1~ SUR SPUR 2CXXlIt)7131 
131 ,7'9% BEL 8ELL EQUIPMENT ,99W!/3, ,2U' .. BEL BELL EQUIPMENT ,900002/28 122.14% IMP IMPALA PLATINUM ,999.<l3/3, 
131 .19"4 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1996/"13) 126.86% SAP SAPPI 20»'11130 122.14% AVl AVl '900002/28 
131 .~ lIlA MITIAl STEEL SA. ;oo:;a;I3, '26.S4~ LAR LA GROUP '997mntJ 12212% KGM KAGISO ~OIA 2001100'30 
131.76'1. CSB CASHBUILD 200'102/28 126".83% JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. ,995.<l2J26 12211% TIW TlGERWHEEl.S 19951Hli31 
131 .~ JeM JOHNNIC COMMS. ,995<ll/3, 126.79'% aND GRINDROD 2OOlo<l5/3, "2_"",, MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 200'1001131 
131 .62% CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. ,995t'6IJO ''''- PMN PRIMEOIA 'N' 2OO3<l3/3, 121 .99"- KGM iQ.GISO MEOlA 2001"""" 131.45% NTC NETWORK HLTHCR. 2OOOO6IJO 126.77% NCl NEW CUCKS HOG. ''''''''2/31 121.96% CSB CASHBUILD 2<XXl<lQ(.lO 
131.44" TRT TOUR1SMINli. 7OO2fIJ2/1J! ,"''''' GF! GOLD FIELDS 2OO:J/1,/JO 121.93% FBR FAMOUS BRANDS ,999<l2t28 
131.<IJflI. KGM KAG1S0 MEO'A 1987.0:3131 126.71" LAR LAGROUP 2003/1Q/J1 121.89% ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2OO3Kl9I3O 
131 .32% ECO EOOARS CONS.STORES ,."".,.", ''''67% OlV OORBYL 199!io01/31 121 .87"- RNG RANDGOLO & EXP. 2OO1/11m 
13122% RNG RAlllOOOLQ&E.Xfl ,995W/JO 126.63% RNa RANDGOLD & EXP. 200'1112/31 121.86% RMH RM8 '996.Q!IJ' 
131~ ABl AFRICAN BANK INVS >:mWJO ,"'''''' INM INMINS 2OO3.<l&31 121.83% ANG ANGLOGOLO ASHANTI 2001"""" 
131..2O'11! WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 2OOOO6IJO 126.57% SPS SPESCOM 2002/12/3' 121.81% SAP SAPP1 2COJI12/31 
131 .15'111 OLV DORaYl ,999<l2t28 126.55% LAN LA GROUP N' 2OO3Kl9I3O 121.7"% SFN SASFIN '9961(613, 
131.07% GOF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 20:)311100 126.38% COM COMA.!R 1996111f,)) 121 .68% SPS SPESCOM '99OOlIJ1 
131 .06% RAA REA/. AFRICA 1997.wJO ,26.2N ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS ;oo:;a;I3, 121 .67% KGM I<AGISO MEOlA 2OO3<l3/31 
131 .05% W, AFRICAN UFE ASR. '9961(613, ,,,,,... DOT C:~"ENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 19Q6/07/31 121.54'110 LAR LA GROUP 2OO3Kl9I3O 
130.76% LAR LA GROUP 200>07/3' 126.24'111 JNC ':OHNNIC 1999.U7!31 121.SOCI6o MMG '.'.CROMEGA HOG. 1998/12131 
130.7'3% RAA REAL AFRICA '996<l2J29 126.23"Mo ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2O()3.(l6I3' 121 .46% OSY DISCOVERY >:mWJO 
130.~ .... F MERAFE RESOURCES 2CXll.a5/31 126.23% BRC BRANOCORP 2OOWlI31 121.43% SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS 2IXXlmJ29 
130."7"'60 GRF GROvP FIVE 2OO:J/12/3, 126.21"4 CAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 7!X12fOOIJO 121.43% SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. ~, 
130.39'Iio OLV OORBYl 199&'12/31 ''''20% ECO EOGAAS CONS.STORES ,999.<l3/3, 121.~ CPA CORPCAPIT Al ,"""""'" 
130.34% EOH ENTER.OUTSC. ZXX3I11J30 126.13% ABl AFRICAN BANK IN'VS. 2OO3o<l&'3O 121 .34% ADH AOVTECH :><XJ»IIJO 
130.33% JSC JASCO ELTN 2002.<)113, 126.10% DGC DIGICORE 2OO3<l3/3' 121 .:0% GOf' GOLO REEF CNO.RSTS. """"""" 130.1"% MPC MR PRICE GROUP 1~131 126.01~ BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 199MJ7(31 121.3O'Mo OTC DATATEC '99003/3' 
1 30. tI~ APK ASTRAPAK 2CO()11/'Xl 125.9~ EXL EXCELLERATE HOG. 2003112131 121..zr-i- PPR PUTCO PROPERTIES 195119.Q1131 
130.04~ HAR HARMONY GOLO MNG. 200(Y12131 125.94% LAN LA GROUP 'N' >:mWJO 121.25% SNT SANTNIa ,~ 
130.03% OST DlSTELL GROUP 199&'12/31 125.91% MTA METAiR IWESTMENTS 200'1112131 121 .ZJ% GRF GROUP FlVE """"""" '3002% AFL AFLEASE GO.& UR.RES. ,999<l2t28 125.&4~ SHP SHOPAlTE ,9Q7mntJ 121.15% BPl BARPLATS INVS. ''''''''"''' 129.98% NPN NASPERS 2OO3<l3/3, 125.62'lII NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM =as 121.11% ILA ILlADAFRlCA 2OO:J/1,/JO
129.96% SPS SPESCOM 1997.(77131 125.S1"4 TPC TRANSPACO 2002{11m 121.06"% TPC TRANSPACO 200'2112'31 
129.9!5% AlT AWED TEC~:-.fOLOGIES 1997mr28 125.~ RNO RANOGOLO & EXP. 2OO1mn!l 121 .05% ARI AFN.RAINBOW MRLS. 199B11113O 
129.91% VlE VAlUE GROUP 2OO3o<l&'3O 125.73'4 CSB CASHBUILD 2OO11OOaJ 121 .01" AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT. 1999.Q1131 
129.86% CPI CAPITEC BANK ,."".,.", 125.&4"4 OMN OM:-" A 2001,..." 120.97'% SAP SAPP' 1998111130 
129.88% CP' CAPtTEC BANK 7!X12fOOIJO 125.6:3% LON LONMIN (JSE) 2001.<00' 120.95% BPl BARPLA TS INVS. 19ge/1oo1 
129.67% CAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1997.(J7131 ,25._ WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 200""""''' 120.91% INM INMINS 2002/12131 '29..,.. ADR AOCORP ,996o<l6/JO '25._ NHM NORTHAM PlAnNUM ,99IW3/3, 120.91% PH'" PHUMELELA GMG & LEIS. """""" 129.86"4 INM INM1NS 1919&U7131 125 . .0&3% SOL SAsel 2OO:J/12/3, 120.so-. NTC NETWORK HLTHCR. 2C01001131 
129.B6% INM IN"'-NS '996<l2J29 125.~ GNO GRINOROD 2OO1mntJ ,"'-- HDC HUOACO '900002/28 
129.73% SPO SUPER GROUP 199&12/31 125.3' .... LAN LA GROUP 'N' 200311001 120.86% JSC JASCO ELTN. 1997/,\001 
12V2% FRO FRONTRANOE SL TN 2001110131 125.29"4 MaN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 2OO1001(J1 120.85% UCS UCSGROUP """"""', 
129.71% EOH ENTEROUTSC. 2OOWI!I3, 1?5.25~ IMP IMPALA PlATINUM 2001.<00' 120.&4% ~OT DIMENSION OATA HDG.(JSE) 1999/1001 
129.69% ILA ILIAC AFRICA =2/3, 125.23'fII. ITE ITALTII..E 1996/1001 120.78% Bll BHP BIWTON (JSE) 2OO:J/12/3, 
129.67"'60 BRC BRAADCORP 2OO1111CSJ 125.~ MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 2OOlo<l5/3, 120.75% HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 2OO3<l&:!, 
129.66% WNH WlNHOLD ;oo:;a;I3, 125.12% DOT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(J5t) 2OO3<l3/3, 120.70"J60 OAW DS.& WHSO.NETWORK 2<:I1IJ<12J7ll 
129.61~ MES MESSNA 2!lO2<l113' 125.01'" MES MESSINA 2001.<00' 120.69% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 2OClOoQ7/3, 
129.:;2% SBl SABLE 20:)3112131 12".96% JCM JOHNNIC COMMS 19950U7!31 ,"'-- HC' HOSKEN CONS.IN\( "'."'.'31 
129.49% GOF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 2002f12131 124.83% BPl BARPLATS INVS """""'" 120.~ SUR SPUR 2<XXl<lQ(.lO '29 __ .<FE AEC' '900002/28 12".8.2'% PAM PALABORA~IN!NG 199M!7!31 120."2% wac WILSON BAY HLM ove 2<XOOoI/3O 
129."'% PSG PSG GROUP 19970U30 12".69% ORO ORO GOLD 1997111/30 ,"'-"" PMA PR1MEDIA 2OO3Kl9I3O 
'29-""" RAA REAL AFRICA 199&01/31 12".68'% VlE VALUE GROUP 2<:I1IJ<12J7ll 120.J5'No WNH WINHOLO 2003/12/3' 
129.31% RNG RANDGOLD & EXP ,BB5<l8/3, 124.54'tf. LAR LA GROUP lQ97.(XY.31 120.33% RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 1S\S1ei111OO 
1292" .... BRC BRANOCORP >:mWJO 12".-40% TRE TRENCOR 200>'1,/30 120.29% SOL SASOl 1996t11130 
129.15"- GOF GOLD REEF COO.RSTS. 2003<)1/31 12".26"'4 RNa RANOGOLD & EX? ,995.\l7/31 120.26% MVG MVELAPH..Al'>lDA GROUP 1997m'X1 
129.1~ WNH 'v'v'lNHOLD 2OO3<l2J2l! 124.19% RNO RANDOOLD & EXP. 2OO111n'J' '2<l2<'!< CPl CAPITAl.. PROPERTY FD. ,"""'"'" 
129.03% I>MA, AMALAF'PC. ~12rJl 12-4.16'No PMA PRIMEOtA. """"""" 120.19% NPN HASPERS ,.....,."., 129.03% CSB CA5HSVILD ,999.<l3/3, 12".14" CPl CAPTT AL PROPERTY FD. l006Jl001 120.18% WI CITY LODGE HOTELS "., ... ".30 
128.95%- BRM BEARING MAN ~, 12".09% CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2001"""" 120.17% ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAl 200311001 
128.90% RMH RMe ,.....,."., ''''-1m< ANG ANGLOGOLO ASHANTI 200'1..tl1!31 120.17% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 21X()112/31 
'2$.0'" TRT TOURISM ItoN 2OO2I01fJl ,21""" GRF GROUP FIVE 199811LJ31 120.1~ 'BR FAMOUS BRANDS >:mWJO 
126.87"110 CPA CORPCAPIT AL ,."".,.", 123.17% JeM JOHNNIC COMMS. ,"""""'" 120.06-4 PHM PMUMELELA GMG.& LEIS. 2002/1001 
128.81% PMN PRlMEDIAN ;oo:;a;I3, 123.75% DOT DIMENSION OATA HOG.(JSE) 1997,(I3IJ1 120..05% UCS L.:CS GROUP >:mWJO 
,"''''''' RNG RANOGOLD & EXP. '996<l2/29 123.S9% CNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 2W2mntJ 120.00-4 ERP ERP.COM 200W7/3, 
128.~ FSR FIRSTRAND '9961(613, ''''-67% KGM KAGISOMEOJA 2<XXlI,2/31 ,"'-"'" HDC HUOACO 199!W1131 
''''63'< NTC NETWORK HL THCR. 200'102/28 123.66% NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 1999{1(Vll ,"'''''' MTA METAlR INVESTMENTS =/3, ,"'- CNL CONTROlI~STRUMENTS GP. '995<l2/2O ,21_ MMG M1CROMEGA HOG. ,.....,."., 120.CO'% MTA METAIR INVESTt.ENTS 2IXXlmJ29 
128.58'Kt MES MESSINA 200'102/28 123.,..% MTA METAIR ItoNESTMENTS '995.<l2J26 11S.99"lt. RAH RE.AL.AFRICA ''i15ImntJ 
128.~ HAR HARMONY GOLD ..... G. 1997112131 123.S3'W. MST MuSTEK 2OO'mntJ 119.ge% OCT OATACENTRlX 1998/1100 
128.048"lI0 ARl ASTFW. FOODS ~12rJl 123.~ SHP SHOPRITE '991""" 119.S~ MES MESSINA ,""""""', ,"' .... KGM KAGISOME.DlA 2O:)3I12rJl 123.45% ANG ANGLOGOLQ ASHANTI 2OO1mntJ 119.92'!I. AfI AFRICAN Uf E ASR. ,~ 
128.3Q'lf,. />MA AMALAF'PC. 2OOl'1001 '23AO'!L OMN OMNIA 2OOID8fJO 11S.92% lON lONMIN (JSE) ''''''''''''''' 128.12'% MUR WRRAY & ROBERTS 2ll.»'12f31 '21"'-" CNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. '99Sm'3' 119.91% EOH ENTER.OUlSC. 2OOJI1213' ,"''''''' AlT ALLIED TECHNOLOGIES 1997~1 123.10% MrN MTN GROUP 2OO2/1CY.l' 119.81% ART ARGENT INDUSTRlAI.. =/3, 
,"''''''' ART ARGENT INOUSTRlAL 2001112fJ1 123.()(I'% Ts)( TRANS HEX GROUP "'.MlIlI3' 119.81% A'" AVl ,""""""" 
127.84% AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT. ,""""""" 123.0N wac WILSON BAY HLM OVC 199611001 I 19.n% EXL EXCELl.ERATE HOG 1999112131 
127.82'11. CAT CAXTON CTP PUBUSH PRINT ,995<l2/2O 123.001% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS ,999<l2t28 11S.72% DDT OIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) "'''&.lIlI31 
127.713% AVl .'" 199atl2lJl 122..97% .- AMALAF'PC. 2OO2Il1f3Q 119.65% A8L AFRICAN BANK INVS. 199511001 
127.77% ILA ILIAC AfRICA 2OO3<X3IJ, '22 .... 'LA IUADAFRICA >:mWJO 119.64% CRM CERAMIC INDUSTRtES """"""'" 127.76% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 199fJI2rJl 122..~'" CPA CORPCAPITAL """'.'31 119.64 .... PPC PRETORIA PeR.CMT. 20031127"31 
127.72'lII BRM BEARING MAN 200111001 '22_ M tFMCTA ,996.Q!IJ' l1R61% MTN MTNGRO I..oP 19981'11130 
127.70'l& 'ATN MTN GROUP 2003<)113' '22"", SCN SCHARRrG MINING 2OO3/1CY.l, 119.61" KGM KAGISO MEDIA 2!XXlil1f,)) 
1 27 .~1% DOT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 1997mr29 '22B8% NWl NUWORLD ,995.<l2J26 119.59'% GOF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. '9961(613' 
127 ."~ MMG MlCROMEGA HOG. ,,"9'''''' '22_ ,LA IUADAFRICA 2001112/31 119.S8"No Ts!( TRANS HEX GROUP 2OO1mJO 
127."'% T.N TIGER WHEELS 1~7131 '22m< ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES 200311001 119.57% TIIN TIGER WHEELS ,"""""" 
127.o4O"l!. SPO SUPER GROUP '996.Q!IJ, 122.71% ILA lUAOAFRtCA 2OO2XJ4/JO 119.~ RNO RANOGOLO & EXP. '''''''''''''' 117.32% JNC JOHNNIC """"""" 122,.71% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 2<XOOoI/3O 119.43% ITE ITALTILE ,,,,,,,,/31 12T-"" WBO WILSON BAY HLM ove '996112/31 '22..,. MTN MTN GROuP 200W5/3, 119.42'% CAT CAXTON CTP PUBUSH PRINT """"',, 127.30"4 ONO GRINDROD 2OOOOIf.lO 122.65% SFN SASFIN '''''''''''''' 119.~ TPC TRANSPACO tGG7.u7131 127.12"11. BRN BRIMSTONE INV:N' 2002f12rJl 122."7% NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 1996f11f,)) 119.21% MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 2001""" 










Appendix A: 26 
Appendix A.6. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Return 
Continued. 
Total R.tum Cod. CornpIny '*"- Ibrt o.t. Tolil Return Cod, CompolnyNalM StartDlte Tolal Retum Code Cornpatly~ 8tarto., 
119.'~ MMG MICROMEGA HOG. l!i9!M)7fJl 115.10% PHM PHUMElELA GMG.& LEIS. 2<XOO4OO 111.35,., DAW OS & WHSG.NElWORK 2OO2ftJlI3, 
119.05~ CAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK amoooo II S.OEI"WI DOT OJMEN$ION DATA HDG.(JSE) ,999oIXY3, "',32'111 T1W TIGER WHEELS 2<XOO4OO 
119.CXl'% ,.., IMPALA PlATINUM '998<)4.';X) 115.()8'4 AR' AFN.RAlNBOW MRlS. ,' ..... '.,31 111~ JNC JOHNNIe 2OO3.<llI3' 
118.9(1% P .... PRIMEDIA 2003.<16/3, 115.01'lib Bil BHP BILLITON (JSE) , SOOKI1J1f3 111 .26% ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2OO'1 /12lJl 
"""" CUl CULUNAN 21::02112131 114.98% TRE TRENCOR 2OO1mnJl "'.25% JOG JOOROUP 2O:JJ,W28 "8.89% WNH WlNHOLO 2IX12/10131 114.91~ BIL BHP BIWTON (JSE) ,999oIXY3, 111..23% SYC SYCOM PROPERlY FUND ,""""""" 
116.87% ALT ALLIED TECHNOLOGIES ,"""""'" 114.88'% ART ARGENT INDUSTRiAl ,"""""', 111.1.4% TKG TELKOM 2OO3IJ6I:>:l 
"e.804,., ROW RAINBOW CHICKEN ~ 1" .&4% FRO FRONTRANGE SlTN. 2<XOO4OO ',1.11% ENY EWROSERV 199MJ5i'31 
118.83% BRC BRANDCORP =, ,,4.S4'jj, WOO WILSON BAY HLM ave ,"""""" 111 .10% AFl AFRICAN UFE ASR. "",.me" 
118.'78% PMA PRlMEDIA ~7131 114.81% DLV OORBYL '99M.'" llt .Q!% TP<: TRANSPACO 1997m'31 
118.71% LAN LA GROUP 'N' t997.oo3J 114.79% CSB CASH BUILD 2001..al1Jl 111.00% ADR AOCORP 2OO3<l2I2B 
116.70% PAM PAL.ASQRA~· NING ""''''.131 114.70% DAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK '!I9&<l5I3' 110.98% RAH REAl AFRICA 199&1001 
118.60% ADR ADCORP =, 114.87'!110 10< IDION TECH. 200111100 110.97% WNH WINHOLD 2002/12131 
118.60% IVT INVICTA 199&1100 114.66% ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL ,,,,,,,,,",,, 110.92% CCM COMAIR 1998112131 
118.55% GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RST5. 21ln'1213' 114.50% TRT TOURISM INV. 2OO1/OOfYJ 110.90% BRC BRANDCORP :1!lO3<l&'3' 
"as..% ""'N HOWDEN AFRICA :1JD3m/lll 114.47% TIW nGER WHEELS ''''''''''''' 110.88% CUl CU..LlNAN 2OO2ftJlI3, ,,8.S1'" He, HOSKEN CONS.INI/. ,!I!I!\QOO() 114.~ G~ GOLD RELDS 2OO1f12tJl 11Q.6e'll. FSR FrRSTRANO ,"""""', 
118.40% JCM JOHNNie COMMS. ,99&<e/3, 114.~ ILA IUADAFRICA 200211001 110.63% CRO CARGO CAARJERS 2<Xl3IOOI3O 
118..3:3'% 'TE rTAlnLE ,!I9S<XlIJ, 114 .~ CNC CONCOR "01"'''''' 110.9:>% DTC DATATEC 1995f"~ 
118.27% MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 1997/121J1 114.30% TPC TRANSPACO 2OO1.a!1J' 110.77% MTA METAIR liWESTMENTS 2COOIl001 
118.22% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 199&11113:) 114.26% Afl AFRICAN UFE ASR. 199Ul7131 110.7'6'"W. 'LA IUADAFRICA 200"1.101/31 
11&21% NPN NASPERS ~ 114.21% MGT MJSTEK 2OO2mnJl 110.7'2% RNO RANDGOLD & EXP. 2W2IJ2nJj 
118.21% SCN SCHARRIG !wiNING =, 114.18'160 OMN OMNIA 2OO3Il1~ "0.72% 'MP IMPAlA PLATINUM '!I9!Im2fI 
118.20% MET METROPOUTAN HOG. 1997.{13131 114 .1~ SBl SABLE ,"""""', 110.71% PMN PR1MEOIA 'p.r 2OJ:l<l!WJO 
118..18'1t1 ElQ. EXCEllERATE HOG. '!I!I!\QOO() 11 4.16% S8l SABLE 1999o()7131 110."7O'li. RAH REAL AFRICA 1997,{)1/31 
118.1~ TSX TRANS HEX GROUP \£i9!II'OO1 114.1)4% MfN MTNGROUP 1997.oc.t3) 110.65% HCl HOSKEN CONS.INV. ,999oIXY3' 
118.16% GDF GOLD REEF CNQ.RSTS. 199&'1001 114.01% BRC BRANOCORP 2002.(11131 110.65"" SCN SCHAAAiG MINING 2<XJ2,W3' 
118.14% WNH WINHOLD 2OO1.a!1J' 113.95% MLA MIn AI.. STEEL SA ,""""""" ,,0.615% seN SCHAARIG MINING 2(J(J2/OOfYJ 
118.14% WNH WINHOLO 3:0'1110131 113.92% UCS ucs GROUP 2OO3IJ6I:>:l 110.63% TRT TOURiSM INV. 2QXV1Q131 
118.11% NPK NAMPA!( 199at'!lfJO 113.89% PIM PRISM ~ 110.56% MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 2OO11t01J, 
117.96% NeL NEW CUCKS HOG. 1997,{)3131 113.~ ILA IUADAFRICA 2OOJI100, 110.42% ARI M"N.RAJNSOW ~LS. 19981100' 
117.92% SI<J SEKUNJAlQ 'NIlS. 21m!J113' 113.$4% FSR FIRSTRAND 1!il9511oo1 110..39% HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 2CCOIl1r:YJ 
117.88% CNC CONCOR 2OO1/OOfYJ 113.82% FOS FOSCHINI ", .. ,.,,, 11 0.~ CPA CORPCAPITAI.. 2OO3<l1/3, 
117.88% BRC BRANDCORP 7Jl)3.Q6I)J 113.~ NPK NAMPA!( 1998112131 110..2'7"4 HWN HOWDEN AFRICA :1!lO3<l&'3' 
117.82"lf. JOG JOGROUP =, 113.79'*0 AMA AMALA?PC. 1997.QY31 110.22% GNK GRrNTEK ,"""""'" 
117.80% GOF GOLD REEF eND.RSTS. """,0/3, 113.79% NHM NORTHAM PLAnNUM 20011'001 110.19% FBR FAMOUS BRANDS '!I98I121J1 
117.73'M. Af, AfRICAN UFE ASst 1995m131 113.78% CAT CAXTON ClP PUBUSH PRINT 1995.<)1/31 110.18% MVl MVEL..APt-W-4DARES 200111001 
117.72"110 TRU TRUWORTHS INfL '!IEI8OO/3' 113.75% BJ'" BARNARD JAC.~ELLET 19SMl7I3, 110.13'\11. UTR UNITRANS ,999.U1131 
117.72% DLV OORSYl 199901/31 ,,3.7)% PMN PRlMEDtA'N° 2003.W3' 110.08'l' BPl BARPLA T8 INVS. 20C005/3, 
117."70% SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS.. ~ 113.7,% ROW RAINBOW CHICKEN 2OCXV1 ,/30 110.01% GOF GOLD REeF CNO.RSTS. 2002/1'/30 
117.70% SOV SOVER8GN FOOD INVS. """"213' 113.69Iti. BEL BEll. EQUIPMENT '!l99.C</3O 110.01% HDC HUOACO "'9"'''''' 
117.63% LON LONP{ ,"'4(JSE) ISl99101f31 113.69% ECC EDGARS CONS STORES 2OmlS/3O 110.01% HVl H:GH'\I'ELD STI..& VNM. 2<Xl3IOOI3O 
117.62% ...... MlTTAJ.. STEEL SA. 200"1/'213' 113.68% INM INMINS 2<Xl3IOOI3O 109.90% CPI CAPrTEC BANK 2002/12(31 
"7.S1% KWV ~ BEL£GGINGS SPK '!I9!O\l2I28 113.60% SYC SYCOM PROPERTY FUND ,- 109.7'6% INM INMINS 2OmlS/3O 
117.61% BCX eUSINESS CONNEJ',jON GROUP 1997.a'W31 l1J...S'~ KGM KAGISO MEDfA 200211113' 109.75% APK ASTRAPAK 2OOOOl!3' 
"7.45% DAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK 2CX)'Z(I7fJ1 113.43% OSY DISCOVERY =, 109.75" SCN SCHARRIG MINING 2003.W3, 
11739% AOL AFRICAN BANK lNVS 19:1601f31 '13.35% RNG RANoGOLO & EXP. ,"""""'" 109.74% KGM KAGISO MEDIA '!I07mnJl 
117.39%0 APK ASTRAPAK 2003/04/30 113.35~ CMH COMBINED MOTOR 199B112/Jl 109.73% lAR LA GROUP 1997.Kl7/31 
, , 7.38% SUR SPUR l!XX>C6/3() 113.35% AGl ANGLO AMERICAN (JSE) '!IEI8OO/3' 109.72"lIrI ANO RANOGOLD & EXP. 2OO11J41:YJ 
117.30% C:.E CUENTELE LF ..... SR 1997,(lQ1lJ 113.~ BRM BEARING MAN 19ge112/Jl 109.65% APK ASTRAPAK 200211001 
117.29% AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT ~ 113.10"11! BRN BRIMSTONE lW ."'" 2Ol2.<l&OO 109.64% SI<) SEKUNJALO INVS 2002112/31 
117.11% SCN SCHARR1G ~NING =/3, 113.05% A'll A'll 1996111f.X) 109.59'% ,MP IMPALA PlAnNUM 20C005/3, 
,,7.00% CMH COMB1NEC MOTOR 21ln'1,/30 113.06% RMH RMB 1997Al11'31 109.47% ADH AOVTECH 2002/12/31 
117.ClIJ% ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2ImJ03I3, 11295% CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2001"""" 109.47% CPI CAPrTEC BANK 2002/1013' 
116.98'Ko RAH REALAFRtCA 199&12131 112.94~ GND GRINDROD ,""""""" 109.45% MCU M CUBED HOLDINGS 2O:JJ,W28 
116.94'" ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 7Jl)3.Q6I)J 112.8:9'IIlI AOL AFRICAN SANK INVS. """"""'" 109.43% BRC BRANDCORP 2002/1213' 116.93% SPS SPESCOM '99&<lSOO 11286% SOL SASOl 1995111f.X) 109.41% ,MP IMPAJ...A PLAn:-"UM ,.....,,131 
116.93% C!lB CASHBUII.O 2COlmf31 112.85% JSC JASCO ELTN. 200W3/3, "'''_ HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 2001111130 
115.61% GFI GOLD FlEI.DS 2C01111~ 112.84% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 2IXXlJ1113O 109.J7'liIo SAP SAPPI 2OO1.<l6/3O 
1\6.80% ElQ. EXCElllAATE HOG. 199QU7f31 112.84% SHP SHOPRITE 1997m'l1 '09.36% RNO RANOGOLD & EXP 200W3/3, 
116.~ AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PlAT. 199&11001 112.76% CNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1995(17/31 109.34% .,.. ANGLO AMERICAN PlAT. 1996111~ 
116.78"4 LAN LA GROUP'''''· 7Jl)3.Q6I)J 11273% AOl AFRICAN BANK INVS. 2003/12/31 '09.29% 'TE ITAl..nLE ,"""""" 
116.72% lAR LAGROUP ,""""'" 112.6,", SPO SUPER GROUP 2003/04/30 '09 ...... MOe MEOI CUNIC 199&/1001 
116.70% ClE CUENTELE i.F.ASR. 2C1.n112fJl 11261% NPN NASPERS ,"""""', 109.25% SHP SHQPRITE 1996/1001 
116.69% RlO REUNERT ,"""""'" 11253% SPS SPESCOM :1!lO3<l&'3, 109.21% CPt. CAPITAl.. PROPERTY FO. 1998t12131 
116.62'Ii. HC' HOSKEN CONS.lfN. ,"""""', 112.S1% ILA IUADAFRICA 200311001 109.16% FOS FOSC~INI 2003112/31 
116.~ MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES """""", 112.5O'Iio APN ASPEN PH\1CR ,"""""'" 109.10% CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2OO11t01J, 
1115.48% RMH R .... '996/(M, 11248% tNVl NUWORLD 1997.(6'31 'D!l07% INM iNMINS 2OO1.a!1J' 
116.26% CAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK 2C02.t15/3, 11245% TRE TRENCOR 2001""'" 'D!lOO1< MfA META/R INVESTMENTS 2<XXl.<»/3O 
116..24% KG ... KAGISO MEDIA 2(XX;Q>{.lO , 12.42'M1 BRC BRANDCOAP =/3, 109.03% "GM KAGISOK'OIA 2OI:);W7131 
116.19'% DOT DIMENSION DATA HOG (JSE) ,"""""'" 112.41% JOG JD GROUP 2002112/31 1oe.99'lL HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 2<Xl3IOOI3O 
115.68"110 CAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1997111m 11240% DDT D!MENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) '!I!I!\QOO() 108.96% TP<: TRANSPACO 2CXXl<l2fl8 
115.88"li. ""'l NUWORW X>n<lOIJ, 112.40% MGT MUSTEK 2OO11t01J, 108.93% MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 1997,()7/31 
11S.87% KGM KAGISO MErnA """""", 11235% CS8 CASHBUIW 2001"""" 108.88% BSB THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 2003/12131 
115.75% BRM BEAR1NG1MN 2CCJ1/12r.31 112291t. PMA PRIMEOIA 2003.W3, ,00. .... ARl ASTRAl.. FOOOS 2002/1001 
11S.72% ADR ADCORP 15I97K;15J31 11229% OMN OMNIA =.cJr.l, 108.84"'- FRO FRONTRANGE Sl TN. 1!iJ98l12131 
115.68% OST DISTELL GROUP '!I9!O\l2I28 112.24% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 20C00J/3, '00._ CCT CONNEcnON GP. 200111(Y.)1 
115..67"MI ERP ERP.COM ='130 112.~ TRU TRlM'ORTl-iS INTI.. 1996112/31 108.76% GOf' GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 2<Xl3IOOI3O 
115.62% ONK GRINTEK 19Q7.Q41"l) 112.02'lI0 sal SABLE ''''''''''''13' 108.66% GMIl GLENRAND M I B 2003.<16/3' 
115.58% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS """"0/3' 11202% ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES ,"""""'" 108 .~ MET METROPOUTAN HOG. ,9971J41:YJ 
115.57% NPN NASPERS 199!>a113' 112.01"M. NYC NETWORK HL THCR. 2OO11J41:YJ ,0857'J1, APK ASTRAPAK 2OO3oUlf31 
'1S.55% CNC CONCOR 1~f31 111.99% HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 2OO3IJ6I:>:l ,00.56'0 ECC EOGARS CONS.STORES 2OO3<l1/3, 
"5.54% BAC BRANDCORP """""", 111 .96% UTR UN'TRANS '!m02IlS 106.46% ART ARGENT INDUS1"RIAI... 1996t12131 
115.50% PSG PSG GROuP 2CXXYl1fSJ 111 .78% 101 IDIONTECH. 2OO2UI/3, ,ce._ SPO SUPER GROUP '!I071J41:YJ 
115.4J'lL £NY E~ROSERV ~ 111 .76% MMG MICROMEGA HOG. ~ 106.44% BSS THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 2OO3I11~ 
115.38% KAP KAP INTI.. =/3, 111 .75"JC. MGT MUSTEK 2003/04/30 106.42'% EOH ENTERourSC. 2<XOO4OO 
115.38% SSB THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 2003110131 111 .74% AGl ANGLO AMERICAN (JSE) 1999fJ1J31 1('''''''' SCN SCHARRIG MINING :1JD3m/lll 
115.37% RNG RANOGOLO &. EXP. "","'"'" 111 .71% ANO ANGLOGOLD ASHANTI 2OO11J41:YJ ,00."'" MET METROPOUT AN HOG. 1996111131 
115..35% Afl AFlEASE 00.& I.tRRES. 1S!97f12/31 111 .70% Hel HOSKEN CONS.lfN. 1999.()7f31 loe..37% OOf GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS ,"""""'" 
"""" KGM MGISO MEDIA 2C()t,Q1f31 111 .69% HCI HOSKEN CONS.INV. 1996m/31 108.35% ClE CLIENTELE LF.ASR 200311'/30 115.29% CCT CONNECTION GP. ;nnQ9/3O 111 .68% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 2CXXl<l2fl8 106.~ TPC TRANSPACO 199611001 
115.28% SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. l1llOI03IJ' 1I1 .S5% EOH ENTER.OUTSC. 2(J(J2/OOfYJ 108.33% RAH RE.AJ..AFR1CA 1995mf31 
115.25'" RNG RANOGOLD & E)(p. 19geI12lJl 111 .52'110 SFN SASFIN ,990003/3, ,00.""" RAH RE.AJ..AFRICA ,"""""', 
115.22% PI ... PR!SM 3:02110131 111.52% HWN HOWDENAFRlCA 21ln'1,/30 lDa.31% AlT AWED TECHNOLOGIES 1996111Y.J1 
11521"4 AI'!< ASPEN PHMCR '!IEI8OO/3' 111.52% ORF GROUP FIVE 2<XOO4OO 106.31% AGL ANGLO AMERICAN (JSE) ,"""""'" 
115.14% SUR SPUR l1XX><l</3O 111 .51% ,vr hWICTA 2001111fSJ 108.~ CUl CULLINAN 2<Xl3.<W3O 
115.13% "lOC MEOICL.l~,C ,"""""'" 111 .46% AFl AFRICAN UFE ASR. '91'5""31 108.26% JCM JOHNNIC COMMS. ,!I9&<l5I3' 
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Appendix A.6. Sample Extreme Winners Sorted by Return 
Continued. 
Totlil Return Cod. Compony Nomo &.rt Del. Tatal Rlilum Cod. ComPiny Name Start o.te leul R.rum Code compiflyName 81M 011. 
10623'lL SAP SAPP! 199&07fJl 1()4.71% NWl NUWORLO 200J,0{)7131 101.86% FOS FOSCHINI 2IXJ3/1,rl:) 
11l8._ AFL AFlEASE GO.& UR .RES 2002')1131 'Q.4.~ epc CAPITAL PROPERTY FD 1995r11fJO 101.8'" CAT CAXTON eTP pueuSH PRINT 1""""",,, 
IIl8.IT7% I'MA AMALAPPC. 2001112131 104.6'7% M" INVlC1A '''''''''''''' 101 .79% BlL BHP 81LUTON (JSE) 198a1tOO1 106._ PSG PSG GROUP 2OOW3I31 104.66'% PHM PHUMElELA GMG.& LEIS. 2003<>1131 101 .78'4 SeN SCHARRIG MINING """""'" 108.05% CPL CAPITAL PROPERTY FD. 199&1lB131 104.59% WNH W1NHOLD 2001112131 101.76% AFE AECI 1999.<l3131 
108.01%. SFS SPESCOM 2<XOO6IJO lO't56'% PSG PSG GROUP ''''''''''' 101 .67% ALT AlUED TECHNOLOGIES 199EW{)7f31 101.96% NHM NORTHAM PLATIN.uM i99Qt12131 104.54"- MET METROPOLITAN HOG. 1991St01IJl 101.04% GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2OOW6I3O 
107.95% ARL ASTRAl FOODS 2<XOO6IJO 104 . .48% TRE TRENCOR 2<XlOOfJ31 101.60'% R,O REUNERT 199M>1131 
107.91% ILA ILWJA,FRICA 2O:l1l1001 l004.48'Mo BRN BRIMSTONE I/IN.'N' 'JOO2KflJ7Jd 101 .59'!io LON LONMlN(JSE) 1998112131 
107.83% RMH R.'''3 1~ 104,48% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 2OO2<l3f31 10157% RLO REUNERT 2<XlOOfJ31 
107_75"" RNG RANOGOLD & E.XP. 2(X))I2IJI 104.4"'" MES MESSINA 2001"""" 101 .53% NCL NEW CUCKS HOG 1"""",",,1 
107.73% ITE ITAlnLE 199Q{)1(JI 104."''% PMN PRIMEDIA 1« 2003<J7131 101.01&4"'- WNH WINHOlD 2002')1/31 
107.65% GOF GOLD REEF COO.RSTS. 2lm<l8I31 104."'% RNO RANDGOLD & EXP. 1906.W131 101.-4.3% ROW RAINBOW CHICKEN '''''''''''''' 107.43% AOR AOCORP 1997.(Xlf28 104.40'li0 BRe 8RANOCORP 2OO1nOOl 101.39% NTC NETWORK Hl THCR. 20010031 
10739% JOG JD GROUP 1996t12J31 104.39% YRE TRENCOR 2OOloC<I3O 10135% eCT CONNEcnON GP. 2003112131 
107.38% PIK PICK N PAY STORES 1!l1l6it9OO 104.39% GNO GRINDROD = 101 .34"110 Bex BUSINESS CONNEXlON GROUP ".9",)3131 10737% BRM BEARING M4.N 1999""" 104.34,% KGM KAGISOMEOIA 200211001 101.33% AFt AFRICAN UFE ASR 1995/1001 
107.35% INM INMINS 2OOMT7f31 1()4;"" OTC OATATEC 199.5112131 101.:))'4 sov SOVEREIGN FOOD tNVS. 2(Ol.U7I31 
107.31% ITE ITAlTlLE 1997AW28 104.33'% FSR FIRSTRANO 1~ 101.27'!Eo RMH RMB 199511001 
107.21% PSG PSG GROUP 199005/31 104.31'" BAW BARLOWORlO 1998112131 10122% BRe BRANOCORP 1906.W131 
107.20% SAP SAPPI 1"""","", 104.30% eeT CONNECTION GP. 2CXX3iHY31 101.19% Ot.iJ GRINDROD 1939/12131 
107 14% WNH WINHOLD 199601131 ,,,,.m. ABL AFRICAN BANK lNVS. 1997..tl8131 101 .19% WNH WINHOlD 2CXl3Il00"1 
107."'*' NPN NASPERS 199!11:l913O 104.~ INL INVESTEC 1995oW131 101.15% eCT CONNECTION GP. 1999/1001 
107.QBtI ILA ILIAD AFRICA 200J,Q7f31 104.1&!6 RLO REUNERT 19991071J1 101 .10% TRE TRENCOR 20010031 
107.06% PSG PSG GROUP 1997.wJl 104.16% ECO EOGARS CONS_STORES 2OO2.<l4I3O 101 ce,*, AMS ANGLOAMERICAA PLAT. 2(X;(Wlf31 
101.05% MAF MUTUAL & FEDERAL IN. 19951O<1JO 104.",*, eNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. H'.",,8I:" IOI .04,*, ITE ITALTILE 1997.0<00 
10702% ILA IUADAFRICA 2<XOO6IJO 10<""" TRE TRENCOR 2<XX1IIl9r.ll 101 .01 % MVL MVElAPHANDA RES 2001"""'" 
107.02% PMA PRIME-DIA 199810WJ 104.0'2'*' WE. WESCO INVESTMENTS 19ge11001 100.&4'" MTN MTNGROUP ",.,.,.,:l1 
106. .... SPS SPESCOM 199&()7131 '03.~ FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 1999t-U1131 100m. TS>( TRANS HEX GROUP 199601/31 
106_95% CSB CASHBUILD 1999102!l8 10l9'" MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 2OO1m131 100.76% MlA MElAIR INVESTMENTS 2<XXYl1r.D 
106"""" MlL MERCANflLE BANK 2OOW3I31 103.97% ADR AQCORP 1995t'01131 100.13'" AAG A:..,GlOGOlD ASt-WIT1 199005/31 
106.88'% HVl HlGHVELO STL& VNM. 2OO>alfJ1 103.97'"110 GNK GRINTEK 1995oQ1f31 100""" SRN SEARDEL INV. 1999112131 
106.""" EOH ENTER.OUTSC. :lOO3/!)6IX) 103."'" LBH UBERTY 19!l9001131 loo.~ MfA METAIR INVESTMENTS 2001"""'" 
1""";" JCM JOHNNie COMMS. 199!>'O6131 103.""" MLA Min AL STEEL SA. 199&'1001 100_ ANG ANGlOGOlDASHANTI 2O:XlI12131 
106._ GNK GR!NTEK 1997m131 100.95% sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS 2OOloC<I3O l00.67,*, GNO GRINDROD 2OOJIl001 
lQB1l4" SBL SABl.E '''''''''' 103.93'4 OMN OMNIA 2OO3f1<t31 100.615% eEL BEU EQUIPMENT 15l99Jl1(.1) 106.&4% AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT. 199!>'O6131 103.91% ILA IUAOAFRICA 2OO3f11"" 100,"" RNG RANQGOLD & EXP. 2<Xl2.aII31 
106.83% 101 IDrON TECH. 2001"""'" 103._ TlW TIGER WHEELS 1996Q1131 100.56% M" tNVICTA 199511001 
106.81% JNe JOHNNIC 199Wl001 103."'" I'MA /4AW...J4PPC. 2001"""'" 10053'" MBN MOBILE INDUSTRiES 'N' 2OO1mnB 
106.72'1< MET METROPOUTAil HOG. 1995o<l913O 103."'" fN( BIOVEST GROUP 19S7m"31 100.49% Got< GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 21:0111001 
106._ AGL ANGLO AMERICAN (JSE) 1998111!Xl 103."'" PMf< PRlMEDlA 'N' 2OOlO2nIl 100 .... GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2OO1111/X) 
106."'" TPC TRANSPACO 2<Xl2.aII31 103.79% AOR AOCORP 2OOl<)4I3O 100.49'% GOH GOOD HOPE DlAMOt\.JS 2C0111213t 
106._ RNG RANOGOLO & EXP. 2001.0U7f31 103.76% AiE AECI 1991!f121'31 100.49% GDH GOOD HOPE DlAMONDS 2002')1131 
106.65% AFL AFlEASE 00.& UR.RES. 2OO1104f!1J 103.76'% 8JM BARNARD JAC.MElLET 1!l1l6it9OO 100.44% ABL AFRiCAN BANI< INVS. 200'2J12131 
106.65% M" I~MCTA 2OO3f11"" 103.74% KGM KAOISO MEDIA 2OO1.107f31 100.43"110 INM INMINS 2COJI12131 
106.61% MET METROPOUT AN HOG. 1997W31 103.71% DTe OATATEC 2C02J12131 100.35% EX!. EXCELLERATE HOG. 199911001 
106. .... WNH WINHOLD 2OO2<l3f31 103.70% PMA PRIMEDIA 2OOl<)4I3O 100.25% seN SCHARRIG MINING 200Jf12131 
""''''''' INM INMINS 2<XOO6IJO 103.70% MLA MlnAL. STEEL SA '''''''''''' ""';22% BTG BYTES TECH.GP 1991112131 106.049% ROW RAINBOW CHICKEN 2002/1001 103.~ EX!. EXCELLERATE HOG. 2OOJI1001 100.13% AiE AECI '''''''''''''' 106.4B"If. Hel HOSKEN CONS. IN\'. 199!N10fJl 103_se.. ELR ELBGROUP 1999.<l212S 100.00% SOl SABLE 2OO3f1001 
105.42"4 ?PO PUleo PROPERTIES 1909oU2/21l 103.65~ ITE ITAlTIlE 199O<12n6 100.06% MES MESSINA " .... XlI31 
106."'''' NHM NORTHAM PlATINUM 2OOW6I3O 103.64'" BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'1'II ' 200111001 100.06% AiB A1..EXANDER FORBES 19ge/12fJl 
106."'" MST MUSTEK ~10131 103.""" AAH REAL AFRICA l'i51K1iJaJ lOO.05~ ILA IUAOAFRICA 2OO:l.O9'>O 
106.37'W, SYC SYCOM PROPERTY FUND 199&1001 103. .... BRC BRANOCORP 2OO2.<l4I3O 100.01% ARJ AFN.RAlNBOW MqLS '''''''''''' 106-"" OGC DIGICORE 2Xl'2I10131 103.47% WNH WINHOlD 20000I131 100.00% AFt. AFlEASE GO.& UR_RES. 199&01f31 
106.""" BeX BUSINESS CONNEXlON GROUP 1997111/X) \03.41% GRF GROUP FIVE 2002')1131 100",," AFt. AFLEASE GD.& URRES. 1996o<l2J29 
106_25'lf. KAP KAP INTL 2002110131 103.14", TS>( TRANS HEX OR-OUP 2001111130 100",," ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAJ.. 
,_ 
lQ6.1OO, BPl BARPLATS I/'NS. >X<lotOI3O 103.21n< ROW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1999111flJ 100.00% GOH GOOO HOPE OiAMONDS 19960U7f31 
106.18'Wa Hel HOSKEN CONS.INV. ''''''''''''''' 103.2:211. TPC T~SPACO 7WWi!ir) l00.OOClIt MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 2<XlOOfJ31 105.15% AMA AMALAPPC . ~ 103.2"1% MLA MmAL. STEEL SA. 2OOlO2nIl 100.00'% SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. 2OOl<)4I3O 
l06.I~ PHM PHUMELELA GMG.' lEJS, 2OO:><l6I3O 103.21% """ MOBILE INDUSTRIES .~' 2CXXlIl1fr1 100",," TPC TRANSPACO 1!l1l6it9OO 106.09'l. AFI AFRICAN UFE ASA. 19'W11f30 103.~ MAF MUTUAl & FEDERAl IN. ''''''''''''' l00.c.o% VlE VALUE GROUP 2001"""'" 1('"'''''' LON lONMlN(JSE) 1!l1l6it9OO 103.~ UCS UCS GROUP 1995t12131 l00.OO"JI, WNH WINHOlD '''''''''''' 106.04,., T1W nGERWHEELS 1995/12131 103.15'" SUR SFUR 2<XX>t6'31 
106.02% BRC SRANDCORP 2OOJI11/30 103.13'% PSG PSG GROUP 1996.<l61Xl 
105.~ M" ItMCTA =mas 103.12'1f. MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 199QoQ1!Jl 
105.93"lI. DOT DIMENSION OAT A HOG.(JSE) 1997,{17131 103.12% MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 2COOIl1/X) 
IOS_ RNG RANOGOLD & EXP. 19950<>lI30 103._ JCO JCI 2OQ2t1001 
105.88% CNe CONCeR 2OO1m131 103.06% GRF GROUP FIVE 1999.<l3131 
105.87% ACT AWED TECHNOLOGIES 1999i\OO1 103.03% wee WILSON BAY HLM OVC 199&07131 
105."'" ABL AFRICAN SAAlr< INVS 2003/1001 102_ MET METROPOUTAN HOG. 1997mr.!S 
105.7" .... DLV OORBYl 1!l9O.<l212B 102""" IPL IMPERIAl. 1995oU1131 
105.72'11 RNG RANOGOLD & EXP. 1998<lO131 102""" ARL ASTRAL FOODS 2OOJI11"" 
105.631f. eRC BRAN[)CORP 2OOlO2nIl 102_ CAR LA GROUP :lOO3/!)6IX) 
105.61% PHM PHUMELELAGMG.& LEIS. 2CQ:JIl1f30 102""" CRG CARGO CARRIERS 2001112131 
105.51~ APN ASPEN PHMCR. ''''''''''''' 102_ INM INMINS 2<XXlI1<t31 105.51 .... GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 1998<l91:l1 10274" ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 2!Xl3mf28 
105_.wti. HWN HOWDEN AFRICA ~7f31 102""" AFt. AFl.EASE GO.& UR.RES. 1996W3:) 
105.""% M" ItMCTA 1995oQ1131 102_ WNH WlNHOLD 2COl1111JO 
lOS,"",*, eRC BRANOCORP =:JI071J1 102_ AFI AfRICAN UFE ASR. 1997.oYXl 
105."'" MAF MUTUAl & FEDERAL IN. 199O<12n6 102&4% F50 FIRST RAND 1996112131 
105.3~ MOe MEDICUNlC 2OOG<>IIJO 102. .... ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAl 2<XXlIC6'31 
1OS.3O'lII. PMA PRlMEDlA 199&<l3f.l1 102.50'>1 SNT SANTAM ''''''''''''' 105.28'4 SFN SASf!N '''''''''''' 102._ Hel HOSKEN CONS. !NV. 1998112f31 105.27"% RNG RANQGOLD & EXP. ""'''''''''' 102.44'" 8JM BARNARD JAC.i\'EL.lET ''''''''''' 105.21,*, LON LONMIN (JSE) 19get10131 102.44"110 ,ON LONMIN (JSE) 1~1
105.21'" SKJ SEKUNJAlO INVS. 'lf1JW2fJIl 102.A0'!0 FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. ~1131 
105.19% JCM JOHNNIC COMMS ''''''''''' 10230'< CPA CORPCAPIT AI. =131 105_15% SHF STEINHOFF INTL '''''''''''''' 102.24% TKG TELKOM 2lm<l8I31 I05.1:i" NW, NUWORLD 1997AJ613O 102."""- MPC MR PRICE GROUP 1!l1l6it9OO 
105.10% ClH CITY LODGE HOTELS 2Xl1l12131 102"""- HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 2003<>1131 
105.07% eR M CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 199&U7f31 102.21,*, M" INVlCTA 2003/12131 
104.96% CSB CASHBUILD 200111001 102.17% TRT TOURISM INV. 2COOI1100 
,'''"""" ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 2OQ'}mr2fl 102.1""110 CSB CASHBUILD ''''''''''' 104.82'IJ!. GNK GRINTEK 1998.<l3131 102.05'" BRe BRANOCORP 2001"""'" 
104.79% PWK PlK N PAY lse&'12f31 102.01% MIll MVELAPHANDA RES. 20000I131 
1Q.4.7Ei'% LOH UBERTY 19ge112lJl 101 ,96% WNH WINHOLO 19961111l'J 
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Appendix A. 7. Sample Extreme Losers Sorted by Company 
The table lists 12 month periods of extreme performance for all extreme losers on the J SE Securities 
Exchange from January 1995 until December 2004 included in this study. An extreme loser is 
defined as a stock which at least halves in a 12 month period. In addition to the names of all 
extreme performers, the table lists the share codes for each, the start date of the 12 month period 
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Cod. Company Name Start D.c:. 
To ... 
Cod. company Nlme Start Date 
Tot.1 
Code Company Name Slart Dlte 
Tollil 
Return R"'m Rerum 
ADR AOCORP 1999/1'130 ~3. a3% ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 1997110/31 -67 .02% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1998108131 ·50.07~ 
ADR AOCORP 2ooo!03l31 · 51.79% ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 1997I12fJl -SO.OO% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1998100f30 -53.95% 
ADR ADCORP 2001/08131 ~5.88% ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 1998104130 -55.2'% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1996110131 -76 .38% 
ADR ADCORP 2001109130 ·51 .68% APN ASPEN PHMCR . 1995/12':31 -52 .96% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1996111130 -76.11% 
ADH AOVTeCH 199a103f31 -sa.sa,*, APN ASPEN PHMCR. 1996103131 -69.08% BTG BYTES TECH,GP 1996112131 -77.37% 
ADH ADVTECH 1998104/30 -54.69'W1 APN ASPENPHMCR 1996/05131 -8032% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1999101/31 -73.83% 
ADH ADVTECH 1996105131 -62.75% APN ASPEN PHMCR. 1996/06130 --57 .87% BTG BYT ES TECH.GP. 1999102128 -75.68% 
ADH AOVTECH 199a/06I30 -57 .13% APN ASPEN PHMCR. 1996107/31 -67.99% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1999103131 -64.30% 
ADH ADVTECH 1996107131 ·57.64% APN ASPENPHMCR. 1996JOBfJl -81 .82% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. lQ99104I3O -38.29% 
ADH ADVTECH 19981'0131 -64.61% APN ASPEN PHMCR. , 9961OSfl(] ·59.18% BTG BYT ES TECH.GP 199Q/05!31 -88.03% 
ADH AOVTECH 19S8111130 ·55.89% APN ASPEN PHMCR. 1996/10131 -50.00% BTG BYTES TECH.GP 1999106130 -&4.17% 
AOH AOVTECH 1998f12JJ1 -61.91% APN ASPEN PHMCR 1997101131 ·51."7% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1999107f31 -85.85% 
ADH ADVTECH 1999/01f31 ·71.68% APK ASTRAPAK 19S8J01131 -54 .64% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1999108131 -87.32% 
ADH ADVTECH 1999102/28 ·75.49% APK ASTRAPAK 1998102f28 -53.60% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1999I09I30 -86.53% 
ADH ADVTECH 1999103131 -79.33% AI/1 AVI 1996111130 -80 .$4% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1999110/31 -88.50% 
ADH ADVTECH 1999/C4130 -3J .311% AI/1 AVI 199611 2/31 -56.63% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1999111(30 -57 .62% 
ADH ADVTECH 1999105131 .78.93% AVI AVI 1997/01131 -53.95% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1999112131 -65.43% 
ADH ADVTECH 1999106130 -72.24% AVI AVI 1997103131 -54 .60% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 2000l01131 -89.69% 
AOH ADVTECH 1999107131 ·n .ll% AVI AVI 1997106130 -eo. 1 1% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 2000l02I29 -87.34% 
ADH ADVTECH 1999106131 -89.63% AVI AI/1 1997107131 -6-4.10% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 2000l03131 -7090% 
ADH ADVTECH 1999109130 -80.00% AVI AVI 1997/08131 ~.50% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 200004130 -65.60"% 
ADH ADVTECH 199911001 ·19.96% AVI AI/1 1997/09130 -81.00% COl CADIZ 1999/04130 -51.B8% 
ADH ADVTECH 1999111130 -19.93% AVI AI/1 1997110/31 -53.59% COl CADIZ 1999105131 -55.71% 
ADH AOVTECH 1999112131 -16.15% BAW BARLOWORLO 1997/06131 -56.65% COl CADIZ 1999/00130 -52.80% 
AFE AECI 1997108130 ·55.82% SAW BARLOWORLD 1997/09130 -57.31% COl CADIZ 19990'00130 -50.40% 
AFE AECI 1997111130 -52.13% ruM BARNARD JAC.MEUET 1999I06I30 -55.64% COl CADIZ 1909110131 -66.19% 
AFE AECI 1995JO~1 -51 .44% ruM BARNARD JAC.MELLET I go%m 1 -59.34% COl CADIZ 199W1113O -58.18% 
AFl AFLEASE GO.& UR.RES. 1995101/31 -50.00% ruM BARNARD JAC.MELLET 19OO/0enl -57.76~ COl CADIZ 1999/12131 -68.54% 
AFl AFlEASE GO.& UR.RES. 199710&'30 -60.00CMt ruM BARNARO JAC.MELLET 1999109J30 ·52.55% COl CADIZ 200<W1131 -57 .05% 
AFl AFLEASE GD.& UR.RES. 1999/10131 -55.56% ruM BARNARD JAC.MELLET 1999/10131 -65.33% COl CADIZ 2000l02129 -82.23% 
AFL AFLEASE GO.& UR.RES. 1999/11/30 -52.09% ruM BARNARD JAC.MELLET 1999111130 -70.38% COl CADIZ 200OlO3JJl -63.54% 
AFl AFLEASE GD.& UR.RES. 2003101131 -58.27% ruM BARNARD JAC.MELLET 1999J12131 -72.20% COl CADIZ 2000104130 -52 .43% 
AFl AFlEASE GD.& UR.RES. 2003103131 -50 .59% ruM BARNARD JAC.MELLET 2000101131 -~9 .59% COl CADIZ 2002112/31 -93.42% 
AFl AFlE.ASE GO.& UR.RES 2003106130 ·70.69% ruM BARNARD JAC.MELLET 2000102/29 -6S.44% COl CADIZ 2003101(31 -93.31% 
AFl AFLEASE GO.& UR.RES 2003107131 -n.OO% ruM BARNARD JAC.MElLET 2000103/31 -73 19% COl CADIZ 2003l02I28 -93.81% 
AFl AFLEASE GO.& UR.RES. 2003108/31 -73.28% ruM BARNARD JAC.MELLET 2000104130 -70.38% COl CADIZ 2003103131 -93 .45% 
AFl AFlEASE GO.& UR.RES. 20il3109r.l0 -70.73% ruM BARNARD JAC.MELLET 2000105131 -60.41% COl CADIZ 2003104130 -93.67% 
AFl AFLEASE GD.& UR.RES 2003110131 -83.97% BPl BARPlATS INVS. 1996101131 -51 .92% CDl CADIZ 2003105131 -93 .02% 
AFl AFLEASE GD.& UR.RES. 2003111/30 -62 .89% BPl BARPLATS INVS. 19911021l8 -52.94% COl CADIZ 2003l06l3ll -93.02% 
ARI AFN.RAIN80W MRLS. 1996111130 -55.10% BPl BARPLATS INVS. 2002105131 -51 .63% COl CADIZ 2~J3f07/31 -94.12% 
ARI AFN.RAINBOW MRLS. 1996112/31 -54.95% BPl BARPLATS INVS. 2002.t06l30 -58 .19% CDl CADIZ 2003108/31 -93 .73% 
ARI AfN .RAINBOW MRlS. 1997/01131 -55.97% BPl BARPLA T S INV$. 2002107131 -52.46% COl CADIZ 2003f0.9/30 -93.88% 
ARI AFN.RAlNSOW MRLS. 1997/02128 -67.24% BPl BARPL.ATS INVS. 2002l06I31 -5e.67% COl CADIZ 20J3110/31 ·94.48% 
Aftl AFN.RAINBOW MRLS. llW7/0Jt31 -86.48% BPl BARPLATS INYS. 2002/10/31 -S9 .SO% COl CADIZ 2003111130 -93 .13'\t1 
ARI AFN.RAINBOW MRlS. 19971OY.31 -57.70" BPl BARPLATS INVS. 2002111130 -77.09% CRG CARGO CARRIERS 1996107/31 -5-4.53% 
ARI AFN.RA1NBOW MRLS. 1997106l30 -67.93% BPL BAR PLATS INVS. 2002112lJ l -n.97% CSB CASHBUILD 1995101/31 -80.41% 
ARI AfN.RAJNBOW MRLS. 1997107131 -68.31fM. BPl BARPLATS INVS 2003101131 -73 .53% CSB CASHBUtLD 199~5131 -80.00% 
ARI AFN .RAINBOW MRLS. 1997108/31 -78.14% BRM BEARING MAN 1997/04130 -56.64% CSB CASHBUILO 1995106f30 -63.2S% 
ARI AFN.RAlNBOW MRlS. 1997/09/30 -58.69% BRM BEARING MAN 1997105131 -56 .Q2~ CS8 CASHBUILO 1995107/31 -68.38% 
ARI AFN.RAJNBOW MRLS 1997110131 -68.27% BRM BEARING MAN 19971OB!3O -85.71% CSB CA$HBUILD 1996102f28 -51 .23% 
ARI AFN.RAlNBOW MRtS. 1997/11/30 -62.24% BRM BEARING MAN 1991/08131 -64 .C9"% CSB CASHBUILD 1998103131 -58.25~ 
ARI AFN.RAINBOW MRLS. 1997112f31 ~7. 80% BRM BEARING MAN 1997/11130 -S1.70% CSB CASHBUtLO 1999111(30 -54.95% 
ARI AFN .RAINBOW MRLS. 1998101/31 -53.42% BRM BEARING MAN 1997/12131 -81.06'" CSB CASHBUILD 199WI2/31 -62.25% 
ABl AfRICAN 8A.NK INVS. 199&'1001 -53.58% BRM BEARING MAN 1998101131 -56.11% CSB CASHBUILD 2000101131 -58.81% 
ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 1999fO&130 -59.26% BRM BEARING MAN 1998/03131 -56.07% CSB CASHBUILO 2000102129 -51 .28% 
ABl AFRICAN BANK INVS. lm107/31 -57.55% BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 1997/01131 -56.99" CSB CASHBUILO 2000103/3, -63.42% 
ABl AFRICAN BANK INVS. 1999/11/30 ·56.30% BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 199710'2128 -63.82% CSB CASHBUILD 20G<W413O -60.-49% 
ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 1999J12/31 -57.87% BEL BEll EQUIPMENT 1997103131 -n.29% CLH CITY LODGE HOTELS 1997/02f28 -51.39% 
ABl AFRICAN BANK INVS. 2000101/31 -50 .71% BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 199710<\/30 ·58.04% ClH CITY LODGE HOTELS 1997109130 -e9.94% 
AFI AFRICAN LIFE ASR. 1999/06130 ·53.05% BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 1997/05131 -73.12% CLH CITY LODGE HOTELS 1997/10131 -52.68% 
AFI AFRICAN LIFE ASR. 1999107131 -60.98% BEL BEll eQUIPMENT 1997/06130 -81.1"" CLH CITY LODGE HOTELS 1998101131 -60.05% 
AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR 1999/08131 -51 .78% BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 1991107131 -78.88% COM COMAJR 2001/03J31 -51.41" 
AFI AFRICAN LIFE ASA. 1999/10131 -88.37% BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 1997108f.ll -77.6S% COM COMAIR 2001I06I30 -51 .69% 
AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 1999/11/30 -66.28% BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 1997109(30 -73.99% COM COMAtR 2001107/'31 -S1.13% 
AFI AI=RICAN UFE ASR. 1999112131 -n.09% BEL BEU EQUIPMENT 1997110131 -70.60% CMH COMBINED MOTOR 1995112/31 -53.11% 
AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR 2000/01131 ~.75% BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 1997111130 -60.21% CMH COMBINED MOTOR 1996101/31 -57.57% 
AFI AfRICAN UFE ASR. 21lOO102J29 -$.01% BCF BOWLER METCALF 1998107131 -S2.53% CMH COMBINED MOTOR 19961021'29 -50.96% 
AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 2OO0I0Jt31 ~.53% BCF BOWLER METCALF 1998109130 -5<26% CMH COMBINED MOTOR 1996103131 -54 .17% 
AFI AFRICAN LIFE ASR. 2OOOI04f.lO -50.80% BRC 8RANDCORP 1997109130 -56.53% CNC CONCOR '997107/3, -67.18% 
AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 2000l05131 -54.03% BRC BRANDCORP 1998102f28 -55.56% CNC CONCOR 1997/0Sl'31 -65 .~ 
AFX AFRICAN OXYGEN 1991"/08/31 -58.83% BRC BRANDCORP 1991II03I31 --58.03% CNC CONCOR 1997/09/30 -5S.21% 
ATN ALUED ELECTRONICS 1996101131 -51.87% BRC BRANOCORP 1998I0<I30 -78.94~ CNC CONCOR 1997/11130 -60.43% 
ALT ALUED TECHNOLOGIES 199$/12131 -50.83% BRC BRANDCORP 19ge!'05J31 -78.69% CNC CONCOR 1997112131 -65.66% 
AlT ALLIED TECHNOLOGIES 1996101/31 -50.17% BRC BRANDCORP 1998106fJ0 -32.61% CNC CONCOR 1996101131 -811 .96% 
AMA AMALAPPC. 19Q7109IJ0 -50.63% BRC BRANOCORP 1998107/31 -74.00% CNC CONCOR 1998f02f28 -69 .80~ 
AMA AMALAPPC. 1997111130 -57.0504 BRC BRANDCORP 1998108131 -.55.56% CNC CONCOR 1998103131 -83._ 
AMA AYALAPPC. 1998101/31 -57.85% BRC BRANDCORP 1996110131 -57.05% CNC CONCOR 1999105131 -6-4 .02% 
AMA AMALAPPC 1996102128 -68.03% BRC BRANOCORP 1998111IJO -80.32% CNe CONCOR 1999106130 -66.83% 
AMA AMALAPPC. 199&'03131 -75.47% BRN BRIMSTONE INV. N' 1998107131 ~.25% eNC CONCOR 1999101131 -62.91% 
AMA AMALAPPC. 1998104130 -81.02% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 1 g98J08fJ 1 -81.18% CNC CONCOR 1999108131 -61 .84% 
AMA AMALAPPC. 1998IOSI31 -82.70% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 1998J09I30 -72.79% CNC CONCOR 1999110131 -58.16% 
AMA AMALAPPC. I~BI05 .. "30 -75.95% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 1998110/31 -61 .64% CNC CONCOR 1999111130 -62.50% 
AMA AJAALAPPC. 199&'1)7131 -68.39% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 1996111130 -58.82% CNC CONCOR 1999112131 -60.56% 
AMA AMALAPPC. 1999112131 -~.J4% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 1998112131 ·55.89% CNe CONCOR 2000101131 -68.32% 
AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT. 2002/03131 ·50.41% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 1999101131 --67.2"3% CNe CONCOR 2000l02f29 -56.82% 
AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT . 2002104130 -57.44% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 1999102128 -70.32% CNC CONCOR 2000'03131 -57.50% 
ART ARGENT INOUSTRIAL 1995IOY.lI -54.26% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 1999/03131 -69.34% CNC CON COR 2000/04130 -so.n% 
ART ARGENT INOU.STRIAL 1995108J31 -51.56% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N- 1999/04130 -72.45% CCT CONNECTION GP. 199tv02f26 -56 .75% 
ART ARGENT INOUSTRIAL 1995/11130 -53."'% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 2000107131 --82.59% CCT CONNECTION GP. 1996103/31 -68.07% 
ART ARGENT INOUSTRIAL "105112/31 -58.12% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 2000/C81J0 -58.55% CCT CONNECTION GP. 1996104130 -83.11% 
ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 1997101131 -59.64% BRN BRIMSTONE INV. 'N' 2000J10131 -.59.26% CCT CONNECTION GP. 1998105r31 -88 .n% 
ART ARGENT INOUSTRIAL 1997102128 ..e8.97% BCX . BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 2001109130 '55.47% CCT CONNECTION GP. 19961061JO -93.00% 
ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 1997103131 -59.33% BCX BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 2001110131 -.51.80% CCT CONNECTION GP. 19981071"31 ·95.49% 
ART ARGENT INOUSTRIAL 1"97105/31 -60.15% BCX BUSINESS CONNEXJON GROUP 2001112/31 ~.31% CCT CONNECTION GP 1996108131 -al .14'" 
ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAl 19Q7106130 -67.03% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1~130 -63.76% CCT CONNECTION GP. 1996109f30 -89.-47% 
ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 1997107/31 -63.27% BTG BYTES TECt·I.GP. 199MJ5I31 -65.01% CCT CONNECTION GP. 1998110131 -9'3.00% 
ART ARGENT INOUSTRIAL lQ97106I31 -71 .86"- BTG BYTES TECH.GP 1998I06I30 -7320% CCT CONNECTION GP. 1998111130 -88 96% 










Appendix A: 30 
Appendix A. 7. Sample Extreme Losers Sorted by Company 
Continued. 
Code Company~me Start Oat. 
Total Cod. Company Name Start oate Totol Cod. Company Name Start Date Totol 
Return Return Return 
CCT CONNECTION GP. 1999101/31 -81.66% OGG DIGICORE 1999108131 -53.99'% El}I ElLERINE 1997109130 -63. 93% 
GCT CONNECTION GP. 199Qt02f.28 -79.62% DGG OIGrCORE 1999/12/31 -59.940,6 El}I EUERJNE 1997/1001 -57.29% 
CCT CONNECTION GP 1999i03J31 -58.86% DGG OIGICORE 2001/08131 -5227% El}I EUERINE 1997/11130 -58.58% 
GNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1996105131 -51.10% DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 2OOOf07f31 -74.62"'4 El}I eu.ERINE 1997112131 -58.19% 
CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. ,~ -61.06% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 20001081J1 -79.41% El}I ELl.ERINE 1998/01131 ·sa.22% 
GNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1996107131 -58.12% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2OOOI09IJO -86.08% El}I ELLERINE 1998102'28 -54.79% 
CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1996/08131 -82.03% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2ClOJ10131 -84.26% El}I EllERINE 1998/04130 -52.25% 
CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1996I09I30 -63.47% DDT DIMENSION OATA HOO.(JSE) ~/1113O -74.81% EOH ENTER.OUTSe. 1999I06I30 -51.52% 
GNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1996110131 -6525% DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 2000112/31 -72.18% EOH ENTER.OUlSe. 2000l01131 -54.71% 
GNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 19961111JO .Q2..93% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2001101131 -79.33% EOH ENTER.OUTSe. 2000lO2I29 -50. 38% 
GNL CON1ROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1996/12/31 -73.28% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2001/0212fl -79.2e·~ EOH ENTER.OUTSC. 2000l08131 -8283% 
CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1997101131 -aB_14% DDT DIMENSION OATA HOG (JSE) 2001103131 -71 .38% EOH ENTER-OUTSe. 2000l09130 -80.59% 
CNL CONTROL INSTRUMS\lTS GP. 1997102128 -n.ll°,4 DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.{JSE) 2001<l4/3O -74.90% ENV ENVIROSERV 1997/01/31 -60.13% 
CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1998107f31 -53.81% DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 2001105131 -78.54% ENV ENVIROSERV 1997102(28 ·76.28% 
GNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP 2000l03I31 -50.34% DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 200'/00130 -79.06% ENV Ef'NIROSERV 1997103/31 -78..1 6% 
CN" CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 2000/09130 -50.01% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) ~CJ1f07131 -71.63°"- ENV ENVIROSERV 1997to413O -74.02% 
CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 2000/12/31 -5O.92"A. DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE} 2OO11081J1 -7286% ENV EN'VIROSERV 1997105131 -76.40% 
CPA eORPCAPIT AI... 1995/03/31 ·76.61% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2001/09130 -69.89% ENV ENVIROSERV 1997106/30 -n.02% 
GPA CORPCAPITAl 1996I09I30 -61.45°,4 DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.{JSE) 2001/10131 -65.36% ENV ENVIROSERV 1997107131 ·77.55% 
CPA CORPCAPIT AL 1999Jtl7/31 -51.n% DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 200111'130 -71.32% ENV ENVlROSERV 1997108/31 -80.23% 
GPA CORPCAPITAL 1999J08131 -5222% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2001112/31 -73.38% ENV ENVIROSERV 1997I09I30 -86.65% 
GKS CROOKES BROTHERS 1997103.'30 -56.19% DDT OIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE} 2002101/31 -71 .n% ENV ENVIROSERV 199711001 -78.64% 
CKS CROOKES BROTHERS 1997/HY31 ·58.18% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2OO2mI28 -73.10% ENV ENVIRQSERV 1997/1 1/30 -69.37% 
GKS CROOKES BROTHERS 1997111/30 -51.68% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG,(JSE) 2OO2J03I31 -79.89"A. ENV ENVIROSERV 1997/12131 -00.83% 
CUL CUL.UNAN 199511001 -50.94cA. DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 2002I04I3O -80.75% ENV ENVIROSERV 1998101131 -6293% 
CUL CULUNAN 1995/11/30 -61.07% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2OO2J05I31 -58.54% ERP ERP.COM 1999101lJ3O -61.00% 
CUL CULUNAN 1995/12131 -5999% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2OO2JOIJIJO -58.92% ERP ERP.COM 1999JH1I'31 -61 .90°,4 
CUL CULUNAN 19961'01/31 -70.52% DST OISTELL GROUP 1997I06I30 -53.33% ERP ERP.COM 1999111130 -70.00% 
CUL CUlUNAN 1996= -76.25% DST OISTEll GROUP 1997f07/31 -59.36% ERP ERP.COM 1999/12/31 -70.00% 
CUL CULUNAN 1996103131 -86.36% DST OISTELL GROUP 1997f08131 -6107% ERP ERP.COM 2OOQ,I()1131 -8286% 
GUL CULUNAN 1996/04130 -82.91% OST OISTEU GROUP 1997I09I30 -M.87% ERP ERP.eOM 2000l02129 -76.70% 
GUL CULUNAN 1996105131 -8200% DST OISTEU GROUP 1997110131 -61 .70% ERP ERP.COM 2000l0313' ·90.00% 
GUL CULUNAN 1996J06i30 ·76.81% DST OISTELL GROUP 1997/1 1/30 -63.27% ERP ERP.COM 2OOO/04IJO ·80.00% 
CUL CUWr-w..! 1996107/31 -73.11% DST DISTELl GROUP 1997/12/31 -60.01% ERP ERP.COM 2000l05131 -n5O% 
CUL CULUNAN 1996108131 -69.54% CST OISTELL GROUP 1998101131 -58.49% ERP ERP.COM 2<JOO'06I3O ·n.50% 
CUL CUWNAN 1996/09130 -88.01% OST OISTEU GROUP 1998102128 -56.69% ERP ERP.COM 200011001 -50.00% 
CUL CULWNAN 1996110131 -84.78% DLV DORBYL 19971'01131 -53.56% EXl EXCELLfRA TE HOG. 1998105131 -69.56% 
CUL eULUNAN 1996111/30 ·78.n% DLV DORBYL 1997107/31 -58.24% EXl EXCEUERA TE HOG 19S8/OO13O ·70.01% 
CUL CUlUNAN 1996112/31 -79.27% DLV DORBYL 1997f08131 -75.14% EXl EXCELLERATE HOG. 1998107131 -0067% 
GUL CULUNAN 1997101/31 -73.24% DLV DORBYL '997/09130 -72.90% EXl EXCELLERATE HOG. 1996108131 -60.00% 
GUL CULUNAN 1997102128 -0045% DLV DORaYL 1997/10131 -87._ EXl EXCEUEAATE HOG. 2002101131 -50.12% 
GUL eULUNAN 1997<l4/3O ·58 51% DLV DORBYl 1997111/30 -62.69% EXl EXCELLERATE HOG. 2002I04I3O -50.00% 
CUL CULUNAN 1997108/31 -55._ oLV DORBYL 1997/12/31 -55.72% EXl EXCEUERATE HOG, 2002J05I31 -50.12% 
CUL CULUNAN 1998105131 -65.SOO'\ DRD DRDGOLO 1996105131 ·56.57% EXl EXCELLERATE HOG. 2OO2JOIJIJO -71.86% 
CUL CUWNAN 199Ml613O -60.45% ORO ORO GOLD 1996I06I30 -55.77% EXL EXCELLEAATE HOG. 2002101/31 -63.10% 
GUL CULUNAN 1998107/31 -68.11% DRD DRDGOL.D 199Ml7131 ·7488% EXL EXCEUERA TE HOG. 2002J08/3, -71.43% 
GUL CULUNAN 1998108131 -66.74% DRD ORO GOLD 19Q6106131 -64.97% EXl EXCEU£RATE HOG. 2OO2J09I3O -52..15% 
CUL CULUNAN 1998I09I30 -n.09% DRD DRDGOLO 1996/09130 ·72.32% EXl EXCELLERATE HOG. 2002f1001 -61 .1'" 
GUL CULUNAN 199811001 ·72.43% DRD ORO GOLD 1996/10131 -78.78% FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 1997108/31 -60.28% 
CUL CULLINAN 1998/11130 -61 .94% DRD ORDGOLD 1996/11130 -81 .02% FDS FOSCHINI 1996101131 -50.30% 
GUL CUlUNAN 1998/12131 -68.21% DRD DRDGOlO 1996/12/31 -80.00'4 FOS FOSCHINI 1997108/31 -55.83% 
CUL CULUN.A.N 1999101/31 -81.36% ORO ORO GOLD 1997101131 -56.06% FOS FOSCHINI 1997109130 -51.34% 
CUL CULUNAN 1999J02128 -82.08% DRD DRDGOLO 1997102128 ·70.13% FOS FOSCHINI 1991/12/31 -51.87% 
GUL CULUNAN 1999103131 -73.11% DRD DRDGOLD 1997iU3131 -61.45% FOS FOSCHtNI 1999111130 -50.65% 
GUL CULUNAN 1999I04I30 -77._ ORO DRDGOLO 1999/11130 ·59.81% FOS FOSCHINI 1999112/31 -80.22% 
CUL CULUNAN 1999105131 ·74.92% DRD DROGDLD 2OO2J04I3O -8298% FOS FOSCHINI 2OO:'01f31 -61.53% 
CUL CULUNAN 1999I06I30 -73.57% ORO DRD GOLD 2OO2J05I31 -80.02% FOS FOSCHINI 2000lO2I29 -56.87% 
CUL CUlUNAN 1999107131 -86.52% DRD DRDGOLO 2OO2JOeI3() -5.5.10% FOS FOSCHINI 2000l0313, -62.48% 
OCT OAT ACENTRIX 1999<l4/3O -50.00% DRD ORO GOLO ~1 -52-04% FOS FOSCHINI 2OOO/04IJO ·53.53% 
OCT DATACENTRIX 199Ml5131 -54._ ORO DRDGDLO 2OO2J09I3O -54.99% FRO FRONTR.A.~GE SL TN. 199Q110131 -55.17% 
OCT DATACENTRIX 1999I08I30 ·52.38% ORO DRDGOLO 2003/12/31 -80.19% FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN . 199911100 _n.12t,\ 
OCT DATACENTR1X 1999/09130 -50.00'''- oAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1995111130 ·51.24% FRO FRO:..rrRANGE Sl TN. 1999/12131 -84.23% 
OCT QATACENTRIX 1999/10131 -53.50% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 199:5/12/31 -80.00% FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 2000l01131 -90.96% 
OCT OATACENTRIX 1999/11130 -57.73% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1996101/31 -53.92"4 FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN. 2000l02129 ·95.61% 
OCT OATAC EN1Rtx 1999112131 -69.71% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK '996= -65.52"'4 FRO FRONTRANGE Sl TN 2000l03I31 .93.59°"-
OCT OATACENTRIX 2000101131 -65.64% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1996103131 -88.00% FRO FRONT RANGE SL TN. 2OOO/04IJO -90 98°,4 
OCT OAT ACENTR!X 2OOOI02J29 -55.00% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1996/04130 -69._ FRO FRONTRANGE Sl TN. 2000l05131 -68.89% 
OCT DATACENTRIX 2000103131 -61.35°,4 DAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1996.1)5131 -88.00% FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 2<JOO'06I3O ·88.45% 
DTG DATATEC 1999<l4/3O -5000% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1996/00130 -72.23% FRO FRONT RANGE SL TN. 2000l07/31 -8a.950,4 
DTC DATATEC 1999111/30 -57.20% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1996101131 -79.72% FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN. 2000l08/31 _87.03°'\ 
DTC DATATEC 1999/12131 -66.85% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1996108131 -88.64% FRO FRONT RANGE Sl TN. 2000I0I>I3O -94.11% 
DTC OATATEC 2000101131 -60.25% DAW DS.& WHSG.NET'YVORK 1996/'::3130 -81.84% FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 20(:'/1001 -90.62% 
DTC DATATEC 2000= -83.23% DAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK 1996/10131 ·79.81% FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN 2000'11.'30 ·71.09% 
DTC OATATEC 2000103131 -85.78% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1996/11130 -n26% FRO FRONTAANGE SL TN. 2000112131 ·74.39% 
DTG CATATEC 2000I0<I3O -7343% oAW OS.& WHSG.NETVVORK 1996/12/31 -70.00% FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 2001101/31 -61.28% 
DTG DATATEC 200010513, -52.55% oAW 0$.& WHSG.NETWORK 1997101131 -79.23% FRO FRONT RANGE SLTN. 2001J02J28 -n.64% 
DTC OATATEC 2000/00130 -53.42% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK '997/0212fl -85.02% FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 2001103/3, -ro64% 
DTG DATATEC 2000107f31 -70.02% ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES 19971fXVJ1J ·54.32% GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 2001102128 -57.23% 
DTG OATATEC 2000.00131 -76.11% ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES 1997101131 ·7567% GIJ GIJ1MAAST GROUP 2001103131 ·58.53% 
DTG DATATEC 2000/09130 ~.64% EGO EOGARS CONS. STORES 1997108131 -8210% GIJ GIJIMAAST GROUP 2001I04I30 -57.98% 
DTG DATATEC 2000110131 -80.04% EGO EOGARS CONS. STORES 1997/09130 -34.15"- GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 2001f05t31 -53.65% 
DTC DATATEC 2COO/1113O -58.83'% EGO EDGARS CCNS.STORES 1997110131 -7e. l~ GIJ GIJIMAAST GROUP 2001I06I30 -00 02% 
DTG OATATEC 2001101/31 -55.42% EGO EOGARS CONS. STORES 1997/11130 -7621% GIJ GlJIMA AST GROUP 2001f07131 ·7281% 
DTC OATATEC 2001.00131 -53.33% ECO EDGARS CCNS.STDRES 1997/12131 -n95% GIJ GtJtMA AST GROUP 2001108131 -76.45% 
DTG DATATEC 2001/12131 -66.75% EGO EOGARS CONS. STORES 1998/01131 .71 .19% GIJ GtJIMA AST GROUP 2001fOQI3O -79.99% 
DrG OATATEC 2002101131 -87.62% ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES 1996102126 .a.s.55% GIJ GlJIMA AST GROUP 2001/1001 -84.99% 
DTG OATATEC 2OO2mI28 ·71.74°'\ ECO EOGARS CONS STORES 1998/03131 -61 .52%- GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 2001111130 -88.29°4 
DTC DATATEe 2OO2J03I31 -n.27% EGO EDGARS CCNS.STDRES 199M)413() -63.89% GU GlJIMA AST GROUP 2001112/31 -6629% 
DTC OATATEC 2002I04I3O -75.56% ECC EOGARS CONS.STORES 1999/10/31 -.52-69% GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 2002101131 -69.48% 
DTG DATATEC 2002l05I3' -66.19% EGO EOOARS CONS. STORES 1999/11130 -65.38% GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 2OO2mI28 ·87.29% 
DTC DATATEC 2002I06I3O -58.53% EGO EOOARS CONS. STORES 1999/12131 -67.67% GIJ GJJIMA AST GROUP 2002103131 ·89.e4% 
OGC DIGICORE 1999101131 ·53.57% EGO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2OOOiU1/31 -ro.86% GIJ GlJIMA AST GROUP 2002I04I3O -91.45% 
OGG OtGICORE 1999J02J28 -62.47% EGO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2000= -85.13% GIJ GIJIMAAST GROUP 2002J05I31 -87. 10% 
OGC DIGICORE 1999i03J31 -52.84% ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES 2000J03I31 -69.74% GIJ G1JlMAAST GROUP 2002I06I3O -81.23% 
OGC DtGICORE 1999I04I30 -61 .06% EGO EOGARS CONS. STORES 2OOO<l4/3O -64.60% GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 2002/07131 ·78.90% 
DGC DIGICORE 1999105131 -6567% EGO EOGARS CONS. STORES 2000/05I31 -56.34% GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP ~1 -78.47% 
OGC DIGICORE 1999I08I30 -S9.97°~ ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2000/00130 -53 .76% GIJ GlJIMA AST GROUP 2002J09I3O -87.26% 
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Cod. Company Name Slart Oat. 
Total 
Cod. Company Nlme Stlirt Date 
Return 
Cod. Company N..me Return Return 
GIJ GUlMA AST GROUP 2003/10131 -51.05% INM INMINS 1Q95102126 -55.52% KAP KAP INTL 199B102126 ~.OO% 
GoF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. 1999103131 ·53.64°4 INM INMINS 1995J03131 -57.10'l4 KAP KAPINTL 19961031J1 -5000% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DtAMONDS 1995101131 -74.78% INM INMINS 1997107131 -59 9S°A:, KAP KAPINTL 1996I04I30 ·51.67% 
GoH GOOD HOPE OJAMONOS 1995/02128 ·7060"4 INM INMINS 1997108131 -67.60% KAP KAP INTL 1999102128 -54.55% 
GoH GOOD HOPE OJAMONOS 1995to5131 -50.02% INM INMINS 1997!091JO -68.50".4 KAP KAPINTL 199Q1OY.ll -50.00% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1995I06I30 .e5.00% INM INMINS 1997/10131 -52.74% KAP KAP INTL 1899J0413(J ·55.17% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1995107131 -58.84% INM INMINS 1997111130 -626<% KAP KAPINTL 1999-'1 2fJ1 -55.56% 
GoH GOOD HOPE OiAMONDS 1995108131 -66.64% INM INMINS 19961031J1 -SO.IS% KAP KAP INTL 2OOOI03r.l1 ·51 .52% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DJAAtONDS 1995I09I30 -59 ,99"4 Ivr INVICTA 1997107131 -54.11% KAP KAPINTL 200006/30 _56.90°,4 
GoH GOOD HOPE O!AMONDS '998100/31 ·55. sao,", Ivr INVICTA 1997/08131 ·n. 1 0"'" KAP KA.P INTL 2000J08i31 -54.29% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1996105131 -66.700..f! Ivr INVICTA 19<J71OO/3fJ -73.69% KAP KAPINTL 2001107131 ·58.06% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1996/06130 -65.73% Ivr INVICTA 1997/101'31 -67.67% KAP KAP INTL 2001/11130 ·58.06% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1998J07/31 -68.88% Ivr INVICTA 1997111130 -74.10% KAP KAPINfL 2002112/31 -50.00% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1996106131 -68.38% Ivr INVICTA 1997/12/31 -7265% KAP KAPINTL 2003101131 -65.22% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1996I09I30 -$2-50% Ivr INVICTA 1996101131 -e9.17% KAP KAPINTL 2003105131 -50.00% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1998110131 -n.48% Ivr INVICTA 199B102128 -69.68% KAP KAP INTL 2OOJ/06f.l() -57.14% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1998/11130 -83._ Ivr INVICTA 1998103131 -e6.76% KAP KAPINTL 2003110131 -54.55% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1998112/31 -82.47% Ivr INVICTA 1986ro413O -61.09% I<WV 'fWVV BElEGGINGS BPK 1997I06I30 -55.33% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1999101/31 -83.73% Ivr INVlCTA 199Ml5131 -56.90% I<WV 'f\'NV BELEGG1NGS BPK 19971'08131 -58.71% 
GoH GOOD HOPE QfAMONOS 19991'02128 -8S.000,{;. JSC JASCO ElTN. 1998107/31 -67.93% I<WV 'fW'N SElEGG1NGS BPK. 1997I09I30 -65.61% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1!l9S1031:31 -$5.09% JSC JASCOELTN. 1996I09I30 -$2.83% I<WV t<WV BElEGGINGS BPK 1997/10131 -61.67% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1Q09ro413O -Q1 .63% JSC JASCO ELTN. 1998/10/'31 --66.93% I<WV KWV BELEGGINGS BPK 1997/11130 -62.04% 
GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1909l05I31 -73.20% JSC JASCOELTN. 1998/1100 -n.37% I<WV t<WV BElEGGINGS BPK 199B102126 _54.07°" 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1099I06I30 -75.10% JSC JASCO ELTN. 1995/12/31 -70.13% LAA LA GROUP 1999105131 ·77.62% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1999107/31 -71.33% JSC JASCO ELTN. 19991011'31 ·7"3.70% LAA LA GROUP 11l991Oe/3() -79.14% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 19991OB131 -78.67% JSC JASCO ELTN. 199!1J02126 ~1 .84% LAA LA GROUP 1999J07131 ·76.n% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1999/10131 -55.43% JSC JASCO ELTN. 1999103131 ·81.02% LAA tAGROUP 1999J08I31 -66._ 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1999/11/30 -59._ JSC JASCO ELTN. 1999/04130 -83._ LAA LA GROUP 1999109I3<l -76.42% 
GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1999/12/31 -59.0004 JSC JASCO ELTN. 1999105t31 ..a6.89% LAA LA GROUP 1~10131 -79.04% 
GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 2C:O/01/31 -50.41% JSC JASCOElTN. 1999i1l6r.lO -69.65% LAA tAGROUP 1999111130 ·77.12% 
GNo GRINDROD 1096104130 -61 .95% JSC JASCO ELTN. 1999107fJ1 -79.38% LAA LA GROUP 1999112/31 -64.00% 
GND GRINDROD 199Ml5131 -59.55r" JSC JASCOELTN. 19991/J8131 -73.53% LAA LA GROUP 2OOIW1131 -93.04% 
GNo GRINDROD 1090I06I30 -83._ JSC JASCO ELTN. 1999100.'30 -5563% LAA LA GROUP 20(':0-'02129 -64.00% 
GNo GRINDROD 1996111/30 -53.62% JSC JASCO ELTN. 199911at31 -81.82% LAA LA GROUP 2()()003r.l1 -74.26% 
GNo GRJNDROD 1996/12131 -51.64% JSC JASCO ELTN. 1999111!30 -7161% LAA LA GROUP 2000I04I3O ·7241% 
GNo GRINDROD 1997101/31 -54._ JSC JASCO ELTN 1999/121'31 ·77.37% LAN LA GROUP 'N' 1999105131 ·7261% 
GNo GRINDROD 19971ft2n.8 -54.80% JSC JASCO ELTN. 2OOOI01fJ1 -74 .85% LAN LAGROUP'N' '999iIl6r.lO ·75.70% 
GNo GRINDROD 19971OOJ31 -55.21% JSC JASCO ELTN. 2000= ·60.74% LAN LA GROUP 'N' 1999107131 ·75.51 ~4 
GRF GROUP FIVE 1997!02!28 -83.53% JSC JASCO ELTN. 2OOO103I:l1 -80.77% LAN LAGROUP'N' '999108131 -63.53% 
GRF GROUP FIVE 1997103131 .e5.99% JSC JASCO ELTN. 2OOOro4I3O -84.75014 LAN tA GROUP 'N' 1999109f.lO -75.22'4 
GRF GROUP AVE 1QQ710413O -54.26% JSC JASca ELTN. 20001\~5IJ1 -62.'9% LAN LA GROUP 'N' 1Q9Q11!Y.31 ·79.18% 
GRF GROUP AVE 1997J0613O -55._ JSC JASCO ELTN. 200J107131 -51.52% LAN LAGROUP 'N' lQ991ll!30 -80.57% 
GRF GROUP FIVE 1997/07/31 -65.68°" JSC JASCOELTN 2000l08/31 ·54.44% LAN LA GROUP 'N' 1999112131 ·84.n% 
GRF GROUP AVE 1997108131 -75.74% JSC JASCO ELTN. 2OOO1OO/3fJ -53.51% LAN LAGROUP'N' 2OOClIQ1131 -84.04% 
GRF GROUP FIVE 1997I09I30 -n28% JCD JCI 1996110131 ·504984 LAN LA GROUP 'N" 2<lOOI02J29 -63.68% 
GRF GROUP AVE 1Q97/1!Y.31 -6204% JCD JCI 1996/11130 -69.97% LAN LAGRQUP'N' 2000J03r.l1 ·76J)J% 
GRF GROUP FIVE 1997/1100 -64.97% JCD JCI 19961121'31 -67.57% LAN tA GROUP 'N' 2000'04130 -73.36% 
GRF GROUP AVE 1997/12/31 -59.1 6% JCD JCI 1997/01131 -62.64% LGL UBERTY GROUP 199Ml3l31 ·52.27% 
GRF GROUP FIVE 1998101131 -66.41% JCD JCI 1997f02!28 -62.95% LON LONMIN (JSE) 2002103r.l1 -54.OS% 
HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 1998/07131 -51.11% JCD JCI 1997/ro!31 -69.3604 LON LONMlN(JSE) 2002I04I3O ·53.18% 
HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 1996110131 -53.86% JCD JCI 1997iU413O ·59.85% MCU M CUBED HOLCINGS 2001109130 -50.73% 
HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 1996/11130 -66 92% JCD JCI 1997/05131 -n.47% MCU M CUBED HOLDINGS 2001/12131 -53.43% 
HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 1996J12131 -69.27% JCo JCI 1997I06I30 ·74.51" MCU M CUBED HOLOINGS 2002/01131 -57._ 
HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 1997101/31 -57.63% JCo JCI 1997107/31 -79.0004 MCU M CUBED HOlDINGS =8 -56.96% 
HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 1997=8 -57.224''' JCo JCI 1997108131 -80.89% MCU M CUBED HOLDINGS 2002103,131 -5O.Be% 
HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 1997103f31 -52.09% CCO JCI 1997iU9i30 -M.64-" MCU M CUBEO HOLDINGS 2002I04I3O ·56.11% 
HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 2OO3J1213' -52.47% JCD JCI 1997/10131 -6267% MCU M CUBED HOLDINGS 2002105131 -59. 45% 
HCI HOSKEN CONS.INV. 2000107f31 -53.77% JCo JCI 1998101131 -55.35% MDC MEOICUNIC 1997/08131 -56.70% 
HCI HOSKEN CONS.INV. 2OOO1OO/3fJ -51.84-'" JCo JCI 1998102128 -5369% MOC MEDICUNIC 1997109{JO -58.58% 
HCI HOSKEN CONS.INV. 2001101131 -53._ JCD JCI 1899J0413(J ·55.47% MDC MEDICUNIC 19981C5I31 -55.44% 
HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1997I06I30 -50.77% JCo JCI 1999108/31 -63.26% MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 199&t15J31 -65.58% 
HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1997107131 ~.- JCD JCI 1999100.'30 -67.94% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 1999102128 -55.5e% 
HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1997108!31 -n96% JCo JCI 1999111!30 -50._ MTL MERCANTILE BAl\IK 1!l9S1031:31 -56.56% 
HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1997I09I30 -67.95% JCD JCI 1999/12/31 -51.78% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 1899J0413(J -63.16% 
HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1997/101'31 -$1.62% JCD JCI 2OO3I09IJO ·54.95% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 1999105131 -70.22% 
HWN H.OWOEN AFRICA 1997/11!30 -$1 .12"4 JCD JCI 200311001 -59.39% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 11l991Oe/3() -69.24% 
HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1OO7/12f31 -75.46% JCo JCI 2003111130 -56. 15% MTL MERCANTILE ~K 1999J07/31 -70.Z2fIA. 
HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1998101fJ1 ·74.80% JCD JCI 2OO3J12131 -65.64% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 199910613 1 -70.32% 
HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 199MJ2126 ~.18% JOG JOGROUP 2OO1f/J2/2fJ -56.92% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 1Q99109f.lO -69.27% 
HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 19961031J1 -83.93% JOG JDGROUP 2001103131 ·55.42% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 199Q/10131 -nS1% 
HOC HUDACO 1997I06I30 -53.45% JOG JOGROUP 2001~1 -51 .04% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 1999.111130 -69.16% 
HOC HUOACO 19971'07fJ1 -84.14'" JOG JDGROUP 2OO 11fXJ1JO -5261% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 1999112/31 -60.14%-
HOC HUDACO t997108f31 -75.46% JOG JOGROUP 2001/07/31 ·50.41% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2OOCII01131 -62.24% 
HOC HUDACO 1997109/30 ·7625% JOG JDGROUP 2001/08131 -57.48% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2<lOOI02J29 -85.15% 
HOC HUOACO 1997110131 ·70.57% JOG JO GROUP 2OO11OO/3fJ ·52Q2% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2000J03r.l1 -64.$4% 
HOC HUOACO 199711100 -64.30% JNC JOHNNIC 1997/09130 -57.72% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 20011OOJ31 -53.93% 
HOC HUOACO 1997112/31 -63.16% JNC JOHNNIC 200)/07131 -51.77% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2OO1104J3() -64.57% 
HOC HUDACO 1998/01fJ1 ·59.9B% JNC JOHNNIC 2OOOi09r.lO -50._ MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2001105131 -79.72% 
HOC HUDACO 1998i02J26 -6283% KGM KAGISO MEDIA 1996105131 -59.28% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2001I06I30 -76.65% 
HOC HUDACO 19981<l31J1 -56.45% KGM KAGISQMEOIA 1996i0613O -64.82% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2001107/31 -6<.04% 
101 IOION TECH. 1999112131 -50.00'4 KGM KAGISO MEDIA 1998107131 -53.330.4 MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2001108131 -76.1"% 
101 ID!ON TECH. 2OOO101fJ1 -62._ KAP KAPINTL 1995J1oo1 -52..39% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2001109130 -71 .57% 
101 1010NTECH. 2000= ·76.47% KAP KAP INTL 1996107131 -51.74% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 200111001 -7368% 
101 IDION TECH. 2OOOI03r.l1 -00.97% KAP KAPINTL 1996110131 -5276% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2001/11130 -61.45% 
101 IOION TECH. 2000/04130 ·73.49% KAP KAP INTL 1996111/30 -83 60% MES MESSINA 2002I06I3O -51.61% 
101 IDIONTECH. 2000105/31 -a2.22% KAP 't<./4FJ INTL. 1996/12/31 -74.21% MES MESSINA 2003109130 ·54.66% 
101 IDION TECH. 2OOO1fXJIJO ·89.47% KAP KAP INTl. 1997/01/31 -84.68% MES MESSINA 2003110131 -57.81% 
101 lOIONTECH 2000J07131 ·94.15'4 KAP KAP INTl. 1997102128 -67.65% MES MESSINA 2003111130 _58.06°" 
101 IDION TECH. 2000l08/31 -93.47% KAP KAPINTL 1997tO:l'31 -73.26% MES MESSINA 2003112131 -61.29% 
101 IOIONTECH. 2OOOIOO/3fJ ·95.47% KAP KAP INTl 199711l413O -73.03% MTX METOREX 1996.<l613O -66.17% 
101 IDION TECH. 2O:J/1oo1 -95.53% KAP KAP INTL. 1997J05r.J1 -80.5904 MTX METOREX 1996/07131 -64.12% 
101 IOION TECH. 200011100 -90.96% KAP KAPINTL 1997/06130 -81.7~ MTX METOREX 19ge108I31 -6","5% 
101 IOION TECH. 2000/12131 ~.73% KAP KAPINTL. 199710713 1 -79.47% MTX METOREX 1996i09I3<l -76.12% 
101 IDION TECH. 2001101/31 -93.84-" KAP KAP INfL. 1997108131 -86.02"'" MTX METOREX 1996f1001 -73.36% 
101 IQlONTECH. 20011021'28 -69.52% KAP KAPINTL 1997I09I30 -65.26% MTX METOREX 1998111/30 -67.61% 
lLA IUADAFRICA 1996I06I30 ·50 . ..,. KAP KAPINTL 1997/10131 ·78.79% MTX METOREX 1996112/31 -n.99% 
lLA IUAOAFR!CA 1998107131 ·52.00% KAP KAPINTL 1997/11130 -80.34% MTX METOREX 1997,1)1131 _52.20°,," 










Appendix A: 32 
Appendix A. 7. Sample Extreme Losers Sorted by Company 
Continued. 
C_ Company Name Start Dlt. 
T_I 
Cod. Complny Name Start Date 
Totol 
Cod. Company Name Start Oate 
Total 
Return R.turn Return 
MMG M1CROMEGA HOG. 2C:'J/f!2129 -51 .91% NPN NASPERS 1997106131 -51.68% PIM PRISM 2OO"'l4f.lO ·76.57% 
MMG MlCROMEGA HOG 20011O~13' -61.17% NPN NASPERS 1997109J3() -62.50% PIM PRISM 2001105/31 -78.58% 
MMG MlCROMEGA HOG. 2001i0613O -13.24% NPN NASPERS 1997110131 ·53 14% PIM PRISM 2001i0613O -87.04% 
MMG MlCROMEGA HOG. 2001107131 -77 . 400~ NPN NASPERS 2000i02l29 .a4.67% PIM PRISM 2001107131 ·90.45% 
MMG MlCROMEGA HOG. 2OO1f08131 -74.6904 NPN NASPERS 2000103131 -&3.42% PIM PRISM 2001108131 -94.07% 
MMG MlCROMEGA HOG. 2001"l913O -81 .02% NPN NASPERS 2000I04I30 -62.14% PIM PRISM 2001"l913O ·94.55% 
MMG M1CROMEGA HOG 2001/11130 -51.53% NPN NASPERS 2OOO.Il5I31 -50.67'-" PIM PRI SM 2001/10131 ·77.72% 
MMG MlCROMEGA HOG. 2001112/31 -57._ NPN NASPERS 2OIXl,oW'131 ·54.12% PIM PRISM 2001111130 ·68.12% 
MMG MlCROMEGA HOG. 2002101/31 -74.44% NPN NASPERS 2OOOJ08I31 -57.96% PIM PRISM 2001/12131 ·80.~" 
MMG MlCROMEGA HOG. 2OO2J02J28 -81.82% NPN NASPERS 2OOO1OQI3() ·74 .81~~ PIM PRISM 2OO2JUI/31 -77.07% 
MMG MICROMEGA HOG, 2002103131 -81.60% NPN NASPERS 2000/10131 .$7.119% PIM PRISM 2002J02i28 -65.80% 
MMG MICROMEGA HOG. 2OO2J!l4f.l() -84 .87'AI NPN NASPERS 2001101131 ·S7.83{1A1 PIM PRISM 2002/03131 ·68.39% 
MMG MlCROMEGAHOG. 2002/05131 -84.38% NPN NASP€RS 2001102J28 ·58.24% PIM PRISM 2OO2J!l4f.l() ·79.07% 
MMG MICROMEGA HOG. 2002J10131 -61.02'% NPN NASPERS 2001iW131 ·53.71% PIM PRISM 2002105131 ·69.03% 
MLA MIITAL STEEL SA. 1996112131 -55.92% NTC NETWORK Hl THCR. 1997f0913O ·51 .34% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1Q95101131 ·51.13% 
MLA MITTALSTEEL SA. 1997102128 ·50.79% NTC NETVv'ORK HL THCR. 199Bm/28 -51.30% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1~1 -67.25% 
MLA MITTAL STEEL SA. 1997103/31 -so._ NYC NETWORK Hl THCR. 199M:l5l31 -59.88% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1995109130 -63.52% 
MLA MIITAL STEEL SA. 1997I'06I30 -62.10% NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 1996.\J5lJ1 -57.35% RBW RAJNBOW CHICKEN 1995/1il'31 ·59.98% 
MLA MIITAL STEEL SA. 1997107131 -56.67% NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 1996i0613O ·51.52% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1995111/30 ·53.48% 
MLA MITIAlSTEEL SA. 1997108131 -55.42% NHM NORTHAM PlATINUM 19961U7131 -51.80% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1995112131 -53.69% 
MLA MITTAl STEEL SA. lre/109I3O -5l66% N'lVl NUWQRLD 1998/04130 ..59.74% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 199MJ5I31 ·51.75% 
MLA Min AL STEEL SA. 1999/11/30 -50.21% N'lVl NUWORLD 199B105f.ll -69.21% RBW RAJNBOW CHICKEN 1995112/31 · 76.10% 
MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1996= -so.09% N'lVl NUWQRLD 19ge/0613O -66.45% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997101131 -84.58% 
MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1996J03/31 -SO.Zl% N'lVl NUWORLO 1998J07131 -50.55% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997f02128 -62.19% 
MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1996I04I30 -66.12"AI N'lVl NUWORLD 199B1OBf.ll -58._ RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997103131 ·79.64% 
MeB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1996105t.ll -67.66% N'lVl NUWORLO 1996/1Cl/31 -5l00% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997104fJO -58.84% 
MeB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1996i0613O -83.27% OMN OMNIA 1997108131 -51.09% RBW RAiNBOW CHICKEN 1997105131 -84.95% 
MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1996J0713 1 -70.79% OMN OMNIA 1998103131 -SO.29% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997i0613O ·56.12% 
MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 199610&'31 -65.72% OMN OMNIA 2C"XJIfJ2I]f;J -54.54% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997107f'31 ·53.02% 
MeB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1996I09I30 -65.100Al OMN OMNIA 2OOO1OJI31 .SQ.l3% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997~1 -<>2.42% 
MOB MO~LE INDUSTRIES 1900/10/31 -74.58% OMN OMNIA 2000I04I30 -50.41% RBW RAJNBOW CHICKEN 1997ro9l3O -84.36% 
MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1996/11/30 ·75.49% PAM PALABORA MINING l007iU2J26 -50.77% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997/1il'31 · 55.67% 
MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1996112/31 -76.81% PAM F'AlABORA MINING 1007105131 ·54.94% RBW RAJNBOW CHICKEN 1999/02128 -53.19% 
MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1997101131 -75.68% PAM PALABORA MINING 1997J0613O ·59.39% Raw RAJNBOW CHICKEN 1999/03131 -52.23% 
Mee MOBfLE INDUSTRIES 1998102/28 ~.24% PAM PAlABORA MINING 1997f07131 ..e7.17% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 199!/i0413O ·60. 34% 
MeB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1998/03131 -65.75% PAM PAlABORA MINING 1997108131 -$J.23% RNG RANDGOlO & EXP. 199611il'31 -71.11% 
MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 199Ml4f.lO -84.77% PAM PALABORA MINING lre/109I3O -72..40% RNG AA~DGOLD & EXP. 1996/1 1/30 -81 .24% 
MOB M08ILE INOUSTRIES 199B105f.ll -69.85% PAM PALABORA MINING 1997"013' -Q6.B7% RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 1996f12131 -60.16% 
Mee MOBILE INDUSTRIES 19ge/0613O -65.87% PCN PARACON 2000103131 ·51 .72% RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 1987101131 ·8024% 
MOB MOBILE INOUSTRIES 1998J07/31 -5£1.79% PCN PARACON 2OOOi06I3O -SO.OO% RNG RA..'l;OOOLO & EXP. 1997J02J28 ·84.11% 
MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES lQ98/08131 -60.81% PCN PARACON 2000107131 ·52.00eA! RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 1997103131 -BO.n'" 
MOe MOBILE INDUSTRIES 199811il'31 -54.03% PCN PARACON 2OOOJ08I31 -59.29% RNG RANOGOLO & EXP. 1997I04I30 -73.93% 
MeB MOBILE INOUSTRIES 1998111/30 -0<3.98% PCN PARACON 2OOO"l9I3O -89.03% RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 1997105131 -82.14% 
MeB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1998112/31 -SO.07% PCN PARACON 2OOO/1il'31 -eo.83% RNG RANOGOLO & EXP. lre/106I3O ·n.50% 
MeB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 19991'03131 -57 .53% PCN PARACON 2000" 1130 -53.19% RNG RANOGOLD & EXP. 19971'07/31 -67.18% 
MeB MOBILE INOUSTRIES 1999/04130 -67 ._ PCN PARACON 2000/12/31 ·53.08°Al RNG R.A.NOGOLO & EXP. 199710&'31 · 78.79% 
MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1999105131 -60.11% PCN PARACON 2001102128 -5200% RNG RANOGOLO & EXP. 1997Jt)QI3O ·n.75% 
MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1999107131 ~1 . 73% POR PEREGRINE 1998/1il'31 ·54.21% RNG RANOGOlD & EXP. 199711il'31 -56.73% 
MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1998102/28 -59.43% POR PEREGRINE 1996/12/31 -5l90% RNG R.A.NDGOLD & EXP. 1997/12/31 ·53 96% 
MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1998/03131 ~.37% POR PEREGRINE 1mmn8 -51 .13% RNG RANDGOLO & EXP. 1998/01131 ·57.81% 
MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 199Ml4f.lO -87.45% POR PEREGRINE 19991OJ131 ·59.85% RNG RANOGOLO & EXP. 2003107/31 ·55.82% 
MBN M06ILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 199B105f.l1 -66.2Q9A1 POR PEREGRINE 1999104130 ·70.75"AI RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 2003!08I:ll -62.61% 
MeN MOBILE INDUSTRIES "N' 19ge/0613O -<>2.25% POR PEREGRINE 1999105J31 -65.96°Al RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 2003!09I3O ·58.54% 
MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1~7/31 -57.39% POR PEREGRINE 1909/00l30 -<>2.10% RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 2003110/31 -53.97% 
MBN MOBiLE INDUSTRIES 'N' lQ98/08131 -55.77% POR PEREGRINE 1999111130 ·57.17% RNG RANDGOlD & EXP. 2003111/30 -65.96% 
MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1998J11/30 -88.95% POR PEREGRINE 1999/12/31 ·53.n% RNG RANDGOlD & EXP. 2003112/31 -70.86% 
MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1999/0.3131 -55.74% POR PEREGRINE 2OOOJt)1/31 -65.47% RAH REAlAFRtCA 1998105131 ·50.SS0Al 
MBN MOBiLE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1999I04I30 -e3.83% POR PEREGRINE 2000= ~1 .00% RAH REALAFRlCA 1998107131 -eo.60% 
MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1999105131 -61.07% POR PEREGRINE 2000l03I31 -64.83% RAH REAL AFRICA 199Bf09(.l() -67.62% 
MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1999Jtl7131 -80.67% POR PEREGRINE 2000I04I30 -55.05% RAH REAL AFRICA 199&110131 -58.42% 
MPC MR PRICE GROUP 1996102J21l -SS.n% POR PEREGRINE 2OOOJ05I31 -53.03% RAH REAL AFRICA 199&'11130 -55.82% 
MPC MR PRJCE GROUP 1999/11130 -54.79% POR PEREGRINE 2OOOi06I3O ·51.24% RAH REAL AFRICA 1999f(l3/31 -53.72% 
MPC MR PRICE GROUP 2000= -56.87% POR PEREGRINE 201)0107131 .eo.88% RAH REAL AFRICA 1999108131 -51.89% 
MPC MR PRICE GROUP 2000l03I31 -58.n% POR PEREGRINE 2OOO.<l8I31 -53.35% RAH REAL AFRICA 2000l01131 -50.53% 
MYN MIN GROUP 2000l07/31 -55.05% PPC PRETORIA ~R.CMT. 1997f07fJ1 -54.92% RlO REUNERT 1997/06/30 -54.95% 
MTN MTNGROuP 2OOO.<l8I31 -5t25% PPC PRETORIA POR.CMT 1997/U8131 ·54.31% RlO REUNERT 1997Jtl7131 -54.26% 
MYN MTNGROUP 2000.0000 -54.0B% PPC PRETORIA POR.CMT. 1997I09I30 -5 1 .5~ RlO REUNERT 1997toa131 _69.64°" 
MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1995J12/31 -56.14% PMA PRIMEOIA 1998102/28 -61.14% RlO REUNERT 1997109/30 -61.23% 
MUR MURRAY & ROSERTS 1996/01131 -58.70% PMA PRIMEOIA 1998103/31 ~.29% RCH RICHEMONT SECS. (JSE) 2002103131 -59.19% 
MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1996102J29 -58.7"" PMA PRIMEDIA 199Ml4f.lO -86.39% RCH RiCHEMONT SECS, (JSE) 2002/04/30 -54.22% 
MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1997Jt1&'31 -59.23'4 PMA PRIMEDIA 199B105f.ll -77._ RMH RMB 1998102128 -56.37'~ 
MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1997112fJ1 -54.52% PMA PRIMEOfA 19ge/0613O -74.01% SBl SABLE 199610&'31 -61.04% 
MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1998101131 -54.67% PMA PR!MEOlA 1998tU7131 -75.63% SBl SABLE 19Q6111!30 -53.28% 
MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1998102/28 -70.40% PMA PRIMEOIA 199B1OBf.ll -55.18% SBl SABLE 1996J12f'31 ·59.96% 
MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1998/03131 -0<3.83% PMA PRIMEOIA 1~ -5291% SBL SABLE 1997/01131 -59.98% 
MUR MURRAY & ROSERTS 1998/04130 -57.84% PMA PRIMEDIA 1998/10131 -60.04% SBl SABLE 1997102128 -55.95% 
MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1998.W31 -04.09% PMA PRtMEDIA 1998J1113O ·5892% sel SABLE 1997I09I30 -75.99% 
MST MUSTEK 1999103/31 -53.30% PMN PRIMEDIA 'N' 1998102/28 -59.88% sel SABLE 1997/1il'31 ·75.64% 
MST MusrEK 1900105131 -51.71% PMN PRIMEOIA 'N' 1998/03131 -80.07% SBL SABLE 1997/11/30 -69.24% 
MST MUSTEK 1999100/30 -88.73% PMN PRIMECIA 'N' 1998/04130 -64.43% SBl SABLE 1997112/31 -78.67% 
MST MUSTEK 199Q/07131 -72.58% PMN PRIMEOIA 'N' 199B105f.l1 ·77.891l4 sel SABLE 1998/01/31 -64.3Q% 
MST MUSTEK 1999108/31 -70.40% PMN PRIMEDIA"N' 199B10613O ·74.60% SBl SABLE 1998102128 -67.64% 
MST MUSTEK 1909.0000 -64.51% PMN PRIMED!A 'N' 1998/07131 ·73.30% SBl SABLE 1998103/31 _75.08°Al 
MST MUSTEK 199Q/10l31 -74.59% PMN PRIMEDIA 'N' 199B1OBf.l l ·53. 5"JOAI sel SABLE 19981()4f.l(l -68.01% 
MST MUSTEK 1999/11130 ·71..70% PMN PRIMEOIA'N' 199811il'31 ·56.43% SBl SABLE 1998J05I31 -64.99% 
MST MUSTEK 1999112131 -<>2.45% PMN PRIMEOIA 'N' 1998111130 -5201% SBL SABLE 19ge/0613O -60.80% 
MST MUSTEK 2000101/31 -78.90% PMN PRIMEOIA 'N' 2OOO1OJI31 -5247% SBl SABLE 1998107/31 -51.37% 
MST MUSTEK 2OOOJ02J29 -84.02% PIM PRISM 2OOO1OJI31 ~.55% SGG SAGE GROUP 1999112131 -54.97% 
MST MUSTEK 2OOO1OJI31 -70.97% PlM PRISM 2000I04I30 -eo.OO% SGG SAGE GROUP 2001102J28 ·50.29% 
MST MUSTEK 2000I04I3O -84.30% PlM PRISM 2000l07/31 ·56.85% SGG SAGE GROUP 2001107131 ·51.75% 
MST MUSTEK 2000105131 -61 .95% PIM PRISM 2OOO.<l8I31 ·56.43% SGG SAGE GROUP 2001/08131 -54.94% 
MVG MVELAPHANDA GROUP 2OOO1OJI31 -55.02% PlM PRISM 2000.0000 -65.71% SGG SAGE GROUP 2001/09130 -57.69% 
MVG MVElAPHANOA GROUP 2OOO.<l8I31 ...$4.73% PlM PRISM 2000/1001 -84.99% SGG SAGE GROUP 2001/1il'31 -70.43% 
Mva MVELAPHANOA GROUP 2OOO"l9I3O -5lB5% PIM PRISM 2000/11130 -n.34% SGG SAGE GROUP 2001/11/30 ~04% 
MVl MVELAPHANDA RES. 1997102/28 -5277.% PlM PRISM 201)0/12/31 -a2.92% SGG SAGE GROUP 2001112131 ·7254% 
MVI. MVELAPHANOA RES. 2003/11130 -64.54% PlM PRISM 2001/01131 -86.28'% SGG SAGE GROUP 2002/01131 -67.12% 
NPK NAMPA>( 1997~1 -57.33% PlM PRISM 20011U2J28 ·90.44% SGG SAGE GROUP 2OO2J02118 +62.93% 










Appendix A: 33 
Appendix A. 7. Sample Extreme Losers Sorted by Company 
Continued. 
Code Comp.ny Name Start Date Toto' Cod. Complny N.me Start oat. 
T ... , 
Cod. Company Name Stant oat. 
T ... , 
Return ~1urn Return 
SGG SAGEGRQUP 2(f()W4f3O -78.40% SPS SPESCOM 1999!O7131 -50.00% UCS UCSGROUP 2000l03131 ..&8.96% 
SGG SAGE GROUP 2002l05I31 ·74.9SoAl SPS SPESCQM 1999103131 -58.21% UCS UCSGROUP 2OIlO/04I3O -68.33% 
SGG SAGE GROUP 20()2,0013() -69.72% SPS $PESCOM 1999I04I30 -71.35% UCS UCSGROUP 2000l08/31 -52.61% 
SGG SAGE GROUP 2002J07131 -SO.36"A> SPS $PESCOM 1999105131 .. 6Etl3% VLE VAlUE GROUP 1999/0llI3O -51.32% 
SNT SANTAM 1997108131 ·54.54% SPS $PESCOM 1999J~ ·n.14% VLE VAlUE GROUP 2OOOI02f19 -55.78% 
SNT SANTAM '007/09130 ·59. 11°Al SPS $PESCOM 1999107131 -6589% VLE VA.lUEGROUP 2000/03131 -58.87% 
SAP SAPPI 1007101/31 -SO,1SO.4 SPS $PESCOM 1999108131 -60.45% VLE VAlUE GROUP 2000'04l30 ·56.95% 
SAP SAPPi 1997/08131 -53.60% SPS $PESCOM 1999109r.lO -62.81% VLE VALUE GROUP 2OOO/OllI3O ·58.30% 
SFN SASFIN 199Ml5131 -57.52% SPS SPESCOM 1999/10131 -66.25% VLE VAlUE GROUP 2001103131 -51 .30".4 
SFN SASF!N 1996I06I30 ·50.38% SPS $PESCOM 1999111130 -&l.68% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 1997109130 -e2.OS% 
SFN SASFIN 1999105131 ·56._ SPS SPESCOM 1999/12/31 -73.54% WES WESCO INVeSTMENTS 1997/10131 -64.82% 
SFN SASFIN 1999I06I30 _58.78°4 SPS SPESCOM 2C(JM}1131 -76.19"4 WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 1997111/30 -60.90°4 
SFN SASFIN 1999107f31 -57.13°4 SPS SPESCOM 2000= -71 .95% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 1997/12fll -82.08'14 
SOL SASOl 1997108131 -55.51% SPS $PESCOM 2000103/31 -72. 14Q4 WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 1998102!28 -50.12% 
SOL SASOL 1997/09130 -57.J604 SPS SPESCOM 2000I04I30 -59.19%0 WAR WESTERN AREAS 1996105131 -52.93% 
SOL SASOL 1997/10131 -SO.22'l4 SPS SPESCOM 2001= -66.66"4 WAR WESTERN AREAS 1996/06130 -54.14% 
SOL SASOL 1997111130 -52 41% SPS SPESCOM 2001103131 -70.76% WAR WESTERN AREAS 1996107131 -51.44% 
SOL SASOL t997/12131 -54.11% SPS SPESCOM 2001I04I30 -57.50% WAR WESTERN AREAS 1996/1001 -f31.00% 
seN SCHAR RIG MINING 1995I04I30 -50.71% SPS $PESCOM 2001m5131 -60.43% WAR WESTERN AREAS 1996111130 -62.71% 
seN SCHARRIG MINING 1995107/31 -53.67% SPS SPESCOM 2001106130 :7246% WAR weSTERN AREAS 1996112131 ·58.45% 
seN SCHARRIG MINING 1995108/31 ·59.20% SPS $PESCOM 2001107131 ·7500% WAR WESTERN AREAS lGG7/02r28 ·52.56% 
seN SCHMRIG MINING 1995110131 ·50.38% SPS SPESCOM 2001f081'31 -76.37% WAR weSTERN AREAS 1997108131 -65.74% 
seN SCHARRtG MINING 1995/11130 -62._ SPS $PESCOM 200",)9130 -79.33114 WOO WILSON BAY HLM evc 1997109130 ~.46% 
seN SCHARRIG MINING 1995f12/31 -70.65% SPS SPEsceM 2001110/31 -62..98% weo WILSON BAY HLM ove 1997/10131 -51 .17% 
seN SCHARRrG MINING 1995101/31 -74.52% SPS $PESCOM 2001/11130 -&l.53% W80 WILSON BAY HLM evc 1997111130 -fJ7.12% 
seN SCl-iAARIG MINING 1996= -fJ1.54% SPS SPESCOM 200lIl2fll -63.43% woo WILSON BAY HLM OVC 1997/12131 -86.35°"", 
seN SCHARRIG MINING '906I00I31 -61.08% SPS SPESCOM 2002101131 ·59.85% W80 WilSON BAY HLM ove 1998101f31 -62.57% 
seN SCHARRIG MINING 1997/03131 .$3.91% SPS SPESCOM 2OO2i04J3O ·50.59% W80 WILSON BAY HLM OVC 1998102!28 -64.93% 
seN SCHAAR1G MINING 1997105131 ·50.95% SPG SUPER GROUP 1998J07f31 -51.28% W80 WILSON BAY HLM OVC 1998.105131 ·5221% 
seN SCHARRIG MINING 1997l00I30 -65.81% 8S8 THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 199Ml5/31 ·55.64% WNH WINHOLD 1997106130 -58.02% 
seN SCHARRIG MINING 1997107131 -59.35% 8S8 THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 199B10613O -54.98% WNH WINHOLD 1997107131 -67.97% 
seN SCHARRIG MINING 1997108131 -68.39% 8S8 THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 2000/01/31 -58.11% WNH WINHOLD 1997108131 -85.13% 
seN SCHARRIG MINING 1997110/31 -57.21% SS8 THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 2000= -69.34% WNH WINHOLD 1997109IJO -e2.82% 
seN SCHARRtG MINING 1997/11/30 -5291% SS8 THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 2000l03I31 -65.25% WNH WINHOLD 1997/10131 -68.76% 
seN SCHARR!G MINING 1997/12/31 -52.63% SS8 THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 2000I04I30 -53.13% WNH WINHOLD 1997/1 100 -69.67% 
seN SCHARRrG MINING 1908101131 -69.58% SS8 THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 2000I06I30 ·52.36% WNH WINHOLD 1997112/31 -70.64% 
seN SCHARRIG MINING 199B102128 -&l.87% 8S8 THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 2OOO<Il8I31 .52.99% WNH WINHOLD 1998101f31 ·00.63% 
seN SCHARRIG MINING 199MJ4/30 ·55.82% SS8 THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 2000112(31 -51.33% WNH W1NHGLD 1998102!28 ..&t.4004 
seN SCHARRIG MINING 1998105131 -82.02% T'W TIGER WHEELS 1999I04I30 -53.11% WNH WINHOLD 1~1 -77.46% 
seN SCHARRIG MINING 199M)7131 ·54.00% TIW nGERWHEELS 1999f05131 ·57.22% WNH WINHOLD 1998104/30 -6563% 
seN SCHAR RIG MINING 1008I09/30 -57.01% Trw TrGER WHEELS 1999tOe"30 -55.29% WNH WINHOLD 1998105131 -63.12% 
seN SCHARRIG MINING 1998110131 ·50.00% TIW nGERWHEELS 1999I09I30 -53.46% WNH WINHOLD 199B10613O -61.54% 
seN SCHARRIG MINING 1998/11130 -51 .49% nw nGERWHEELS 199911001 -62.37% WNH WlNHOLD 199Ml7f31 -51.92% 
SRN SEARDEL INV. 1998104/30 -63.52% TlW TIGER WHEELS 1999/1100 -52.11% WNH WINHOLD 1998111130 -50.19% 
SKJ SEKUNJALQ INVS. 1999105131 -64._ TlW nGERWHEELS 1999J12131 -57.8B04 
SK.J SEKUNJALO INVS. 1999J0613O ·73.00% TIW TIGER WHEELS 2000103131 ·53.34% 
SKJ SEKUNJALQ INVS. 1999107131 -71 .05'" TNT TONGAAT HLT.GP. 1997I09I30 -54.00% 
SKJ SEK\JNJALO 'NVS. 1999I09I30 -67.90% TRT TOURISM INV. 1999/031J1 ~.11% 
SK.J SEKUNJALO INVS. 1999/1001 -73.44% TRT TOURISM lNV. 1999.<l413O .e5.37% 
SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. lm/11130 -n.32% TRT TOURISM lNV. 1999JOS131 -69.22% 
SK.J SEKUNJAlO INVS. 1999/12131 -62.60% TRT TOURISM INV. 19991061JO -80.15% 
SKJ SEKL"~JALO INVS. 2000101/31 -71.88% TRT TOURISM INV. 1999107131 -74.27% 
SKJ SEKUNJA.lO INVS. 2OOOI02J29 -50.15% TRT TOURISM INV. 1999J08131 -67.01% 
SI<J SEKUNJAlO INVS 2000103131 -70.06% TRT TOURISM INV. 199!MlO13O -7255% 
SK.J SEKUNJALO INVS. 2OOOJ04I3O -69.98114 TRT TOURISM INV. 1999110131 -77.45% 
SKJ SEKUNJALQ INVS 2OOO,\l5/31 -61 .54% TRT TOURISM INV. 1999111130 -74.95% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 1998107131 ·58.92% TRT TOURISM INY. 1999112131 -67.12% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 1996108131 -51.42% TRT TOURISM rNv. 2000l01/31 -60.94% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 1998110131 ·50.55% TRT TOURISM INV. 2OOOJ02/29 ·54.69% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 1998111130 -69.23% TOH TRADEHOLO 2000111130 -56.65,% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 1998112131 -00.68% TDH TRADEHOLC 2OOl,(llf31 -55.42% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. lQ99J01131 -74.42% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1997/03131 ·5626% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 1999J02/28 -88.18% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1997,()5IJi -51.99% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 1999/03131 -69. 1304 TSX TRANS HEX GROUP lQ97!W30 -59.11% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 1999I04I30 -65.53% TSX TRANS HEX GROuP 1997107(31 -00.24% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 1999J05131 -88.41% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1997108131 -60.30% 
$TO SETPOINT TECH. 1999I06I30 -90.1 3% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1997I09I30 -57.45% 
STO SETPQINT TECH. lQ99107131 -90.14% TPC TRANSPACO 1007/11130 -55.35% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 1999108131 -84.41% TPC TRANSPACO 1998101131 -51.51% 
5TO SETPOINT TECH 1999I09I30 -82.47% TPC TRANSPAce 199Bm!28 ·5535% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 1Q99110131 -89.39% TPC TRANSPACO 199Ml5131 -SO.18% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 1999/11/30 .aJ.29% TPC TRANSPACO 1996I06I30 -51.14% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 1999/12(31 -61.43% TPC TRANSPACO 1998107f31 ·50.00% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 2000101/31 ·79.96% TPC TRANSPACO 2OOO<Il8I31 -56.25% 
STO SETPOINT TECH 2OOOIf12I29 -76.91% TPC TRANSPACO 2000I09I30 -&1.00% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 2000103131 -75.99% TPC TRANSPACO 200011001 -6785% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 2OIlO/04I3O -76.50% TPC TRANSPACO 2000/11130 -53.85~4 
8TO SETPorNT TECH. 2OOO,\l5/31 -74.93% TPC TRANSPACO 2000J12131 -64.03% 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 2OOOJ06I3O -74.21% TRE TRENCOR 199Bm!28 -63.32V4 
STO SETPOINT TECH. 2000107131 -53.54% TRE TRENCOR 1998103131 -623B% 
STO SETPOrNT TECH. 2OOOIOBI31 ·50.00% TRE TRENCOR 199Ml413O -62.54% 
SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 1996101131 ·52.58% TRE TRENCOR 199MJ5/31 -e268% 
SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 1998104/30 -69.55% TRE TRENCOR 1996I06I30 -54.46% 
SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD rNVS. 199Ml5131 ·50. 10% TRE TRENCOR 1998J1113O -82._ 
SOV SOVERElGN FOOD I NVS. 199BJ0613O -&).04% TRE TRENCOR 1998112/31 -55.8 1% 
SOV SOVEREIGN FC:JO INVS. 1998J07/31 .$.75% TRE TRENCOR 1999102128 -5264% 
SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 1996108131 ·55.62% TRE TRFiNCOR 1999lOYJl -66.77% 
SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INV8. 19981C913O -55.21% TRE TRENCOR 1999I04I30 -89.22% 
SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 1998/10131 ·54.82% TRE TRENCOR ,''''''''''' -67.8ao4 
SOV SOVEREiGN FOOD INVS. 1998/12(31 ·5833% TRE TRENCOR 1999106/30 -61.71% 
SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS 1999= .73._ TRE TRENCOR 1999J07/31 -70.94% 
SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 1999/03131 -68.97% TRE TRENCOR 1999I09I30 -54.~.4 
SOV SOV~EIGN FOOD INVS. 1999I04I30 -&1.22% UCS UCSGROUP lQ99~1 -51 .74% 
SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 19991OS131 -71.54% UCS UCSGROUP 1999110/31 -68.95% 
SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS 1999I06I30 -71.57% ues UCS GROUP 1999/11130 -67.83% 
sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 1999107131 -57.92% UCS UCSGROUF' 1999112/31 -75.5"]04 
Sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS 199Ml8/31 -65.78% UCS UCS GROUP 2000101/31 -7205% 
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Appendix A.8. Sample Extreme Losers Sorted by Date 
The table lists 12 month periods of extreme performance for all extreme losers on the jSE Securities 
Exchange from January 1995 until December 2004 included in this study. An extreme loser is 
defined as a stock which at least halves in a 12 month period. In addition to the names of all 
extreme performers, the table lists the share codes for each, the start date of the 12 month period 
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Stllrto.te Cod. Company Nlme Tollil StartOate Cod. Company Name Total Start Oate Cod. Company Nlme Total 
Return Return Return 
1995101131 AFL AFLEASE 00.& UR.RES. -50.00% 1996107/31 WAR WESTERN AREAS -51.44% '997102128 MLA MITTAL STEEL SA -50.79% 
1995/01131 eSB CASHBUILD -80.41% 1996108131 APN ASPEN PHMCR .. -61.82% 1997102128 MVL MVELAPHANDA RES -52.77% 
1995/01131 GDH GOOD HOPE DlAMONDS -74.78% 1996108131 eNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP -62.03% 1997102128 PAM PALABORA MINING -50.77% 
1995101131 INM INMINS -81.99% 1996108131 eUl CUWNAN -69.54% 1997102128 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN -82.19% 
1995101131 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN -51.13% 1996108/31 ORO ORD GOLD -64.97% 19971U2128 RNG RANDGOLD & EX? -84.11% 
1995102128 GDH GOOD HOPE DlAMONDS -70.60% 1996108131 DAW D8.& WHSG.NETWORK -68.8.4% 1997102128 SBl SABLE -55.95% 
1995102128 INM INMINS -55.52% 1996108131 MTX METOREX -66.65% 1997102128 WAR WESTERN AREAS -52.56% 
1995103131 CPA CORPCAPIT AL -76.81% 1996108131 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES -65.72% 1997J'OJ131 ARI AFN.RAINBOW MRLS -68.46% 
1995/03131 INM INMINS -57.10% 1900108131 SBl SABLE -61.04% 1997103131 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL -59.33% 
1995/04130 SeN SCHARRIG MINING -50.71% 199610900 APN ASPEN PHMCR. -59.18% 1997103/31 AVI AVI -54.60% 
1995105131 ART ARGENT INDUSTRlAL -54.26% 1996J09OO eNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. -63.47% 18871Olf31 BEL BELL EQUIPMENT -77.28% 
1995105131 eSB CASHBUILO -60.00% 1996109130 CPA CORPCAPITAL -81.45% 1987103131 ORO ORO GOLD -87.45% 
1995105131 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -50.02% 1900109/30 CUl CULLINAN -88.01% 1997103131 ENV ENVIROSERV -78.16% 
1995I06I30 CSB CASHBUILO -83.25% 1996109130 ORO ORO GOLD -72.32% 1997103131 GND GRINDROD -55.21% 
1995I06I30 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -65.00% 1900/09130 DAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK -81.84% 1997103131 GRF GROUP FIVE -65.99% 
1995107131 eSB CASHBUILO -68.38% 189610900 MTX METOREX -76.12% 1997103131 HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. -52.09% 
1995107131 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -58.84% 199610900 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES -65.10% 1997103131 JeD JCI -69.36% 
1995107131 SCN SCHARRIG MINING -53.67% 1996110/31 APN ASPEN PHMCR. -50.00% 1997103131 KAP KAP INTL -73.28% 
1995J08I31 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL -51.58% 1896/10/31 eNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. -65.25% 1997103/31 MLA MITT AL STEEL SA. -50.00~ 
199510&'31 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -68.64% 1996110/31 eUl CUlliNAN -M.78% 1997103131 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN -79.84% 
1995/08131 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN -67.25% 1996/10131 ORO ORO GOLD -78.76% 1997103131 RNG RANDGOLO & EXP. -80.72% 
19951081'31 seN SCHARRIG MINING -59.20% 1900110131 DAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK -79.81% 1997103131 SCN SCHARRIG MINING -53.91% 
1995J09/3{) GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -5999~ 1996110131 HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG ·53.86% 1997103131 TSX TRANS HEX GROUP -58.26% 
1995J09I3O Raw RAINBOW CHICKEN -63..52% 189611C131 JCD JCI -50.49% 1997104130 BRM BEARING MAN -56.84% 
1995110131 eUl CULUNAN ·50.94% 1996110131 KAP KAP INTL -52.76% 1997104130 BEL BELL EQUIPMENT -58.04% 
1995i1 0131 KAP KAP INTL -5239% 1996110131 MTX METOREX -73.36% 1997104130 eUl CULUNAN -58.51% 
1895/10131 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN -59.98% 1996110131 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES -74.58% 18971'04130 ENV ENVIROSERV -74.02% 
1885J1 0131 seN SCHARRIG MINING -50.38% 1996/10131 RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. -71.11% 1997104130 GRF GROUP FIVE -5<._ 
1995111130 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL -53 .. 41% 1996110/31 WAR WESTERN AREAS -61.00% 1997104130 JCD JCI -59.85% 
1995111130 eUl CULllNAN -61.07% 1996111/30 ARI AFN.RAINBOW MRLS -55.10% 1997I04I30 KAP KAP INTL -73.03% 
1995J1113O DAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK -51.2-4% 1996111130 AVI AVI -60.54"4 1997104130 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN -~.64% 
1995111130 RBW RAiNBOW CHICKEN -53.46% 1996111/30 CNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. -62.83% 1997/04130 RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. -73.93% 
1995111130 seN SCHARRIG MINING -62.08% 1996111130 CUl CULLINAN -78,77% 1997105131 ARI AFN,RAINBOW MRLS. -57.70% 
1995112131 AlT ALLIED TECHNOLOGIES -50.83% 1996111130 ORO ORO GOLD -81,02% 1997105131 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL -60.15% 
1995112131 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL -58,12% 1996111/30 DAW DS.& WHSG NETWORK -n26% 1997J05131 BRM BEARING MAN -56.02% 
1995112£31 APN ASPEN PHMCR. -52.96% 1996111130 GND GRINDROD -53.62% 1997105131 BEL BELL EQUIPMENT -73.12% 
1995/12£31 CMH COMBINED MOTOR -53.11% 1996111130 HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. -0692% 19971OSl31 ENV ENVlROSERV -76.-40% 
1995112131 CUl CULLINAN -59.99% 1900111130 JeD JCI -69.97% 1997105131 JeD Jel -72.47% 
1995i12£31 DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK -80.00% 1996111130 KAP KAP INTL -63.60% 1997105131 KAP KAP INTL -80.59% 
1995.112131 MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS -58.14% 1996111130 MTX MET OR EX -67,61% 1997105131 PAM PALABORA MINING -54.94% 
1995/12131 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN -53.69% 1996111/30 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES -75.49% 1997105131 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN -64.95% 
1995112131 SCN SCHARRIG MINING -70.6~% 1996111130 RNG RANDGOLD & EXP -81.24% 1997105131 RNG RANOGOLO & EX? -82.14% 
1996101131 ATN ALLIED ELECTRONICS -51.67% 1996111130 SBl SABLE -53.28% 199711)5131 SCN SCHARRIG MINING -50.95% 
1996101131 AlT ALUED TECHNOLOGIES -50.17% 1996/11/30 WAR WESTERN AREAS -62.71% 1997105131 TSX TRANS HEX GROUP -51,99% 
1996101131 BPl BARPLATS INVS. -51.92% 1896112131 ARI AFN.RAINBOW MRLS. -54.95% 1997I06I30 AFL AFLEASE GD,& UR.RES. -60.00% 
1996101131 CMH COMBINED MOTOR -57,57% 1896112£31 AVI AVI -56.63% 1997106l3O ARI AFN.RAINBOW MRLS -67.93% 
1996101131 eUl CULliNAN -70.52% 1996112131 CNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. -73.28% 1997l00I30 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL -67.03% 
1996101131 DAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK -53.92% 1996112131 CUl CUWNAN -79.27% 1997f0613O AVI AVI -60.11% 
1996101131 FOS FQSCHINI -50.:10% 1996112£31 ORO ORO GOLD -80.00% 1997106l3O BRM BEARING MAN -65.71% 
1896101131 MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS -56.70% 1996112131 DAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK -70.00% U/Q710613O BEL BELL EQUIPMENT -81.14% 
1996i01131 SCN SCHARRIG MINING -74.52% 1996112/31 GND GRINDROD -51.8-4% 1997I06I30 OST DISTELL GROUP -53.33'\4 
1996f02r.29 CMH COMBINED MOTOR -50.96% 1996112131 HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. -69.27% 19971OOJ3O ECO EDGARS CONS,STORES -54.32% 
1996102129 CUl CULUNAN -76.25% 1996112/31 JCD JCI -67,57% 1997I06I30 ENV ENVIROSERV -n02% 
1996102129 DAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK -65.52% 1996112131 KAP KAP INTL -7-4.21"4 1997tOO13O GRF GROUP FIVE -55.40% 
1996102129 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES -50.09% 1996112/31 MTX MET OR EX -72.99% 1997n>613O HWN HOWDEN AFRICA -50.n% 
1996f02129 MPC MR PRICE GROUP -55.n% 1996112131 MLA MiTrAL STEEL SA. -55.92% 1997I06I30 HOC HUDACO -53.45% 
1996102129 MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS -56.78% 1996112/31 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES -76.61% 1997/06f30 JeD Jel -74,51% 
1996/02J21l SCN SCHARRIG MINING -61.54% 1996112131 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN -76.10% 1997J0613O KAP KAP INfL -81,78% 
1996103131 APN ASPEN PHMCR. -69.06% 1996112131 RNG RANDGOLD & EXP -80.16% 1997/06130 tONV 'rWN BELEGGINGS BPK -55.33% 
1996103131 CMH COMBINED MOTOR -54.17% 1896112131 SBl SABLE -59.96% 1987.I06I30 MLA MITTAL STEEL SA. -62.10% 
1996103131 eUl CULLINAN -66.36% 1996112131 WAR WESTERN AREAS -58.45% 1997iOO13O PAM PALABORA MINING -59.39% 
1996103131 DAW 08.& WHSG.NETWORK -68.00% 1887101131 ARI AFN.RAINBOW MRLS. -55.97% 1997I06I30 Raw RAINBOW CHICKEN -56.12% 
1996103131 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES -50.23% 1997101131 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL -59.64% 1997I06I30 RNG RANDGOLO & EXP. -n.5O% 
1996103131 seN SCHARRIG MINING -61.08% 1997101131 APN ASPEN PHMCR. -51.47% 1997.I06I30 RlO REUNERT -5-4.95% 
1996I04I30 eUl CULLINAN -82.91% 1997101131 AVI AVI -53.95"4 1997..00130 seN SCHAR RIG MINING -65.81% 
1996I04I30 DAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK -69.56% 1997101131 BEL BELL EQUIPMENT -56.99% 1997J0613O TSX TRANS HEX GROUP -59.11% 
''96I04I30 GND GRINDROD -61.95% 1997101131 CNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. -86.14% 1997/06130 WNH WINHOLD -58.02% 
199610<130 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES -66.12% 1997/01131 CUl CULLINAN -73.24% 1997107131 ARI AFN,RAlN80W MRLS. -88.31% 
1996105131 APN ASPEN PHMCR. -60.32% 1997/01131 DlV DORBYL -53.58% 1997107131 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL -63.27% 
1996105131 CNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. -51.10% 1997101131 ORO DRDGOLD -56.06% 1997107131 AVI AVI -84.10% 
1998105131 CUl CULLINAN -8200% 1997101131 DAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK -79.23% 199711)7131 BEL BELL EQUIPMENT -78.88% 
1996105131 ORO ORO GOLD -58.57% 1997101131 ENV ENVIROSERV -60.13% 1997107131 eNC CONCOR -67.16% 
1996105131 DAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK -68.00% 1997101131 GND GRINDROD -5-4.36% 1997107/31 DST DISTELL GROUP -59.36% 
1996105131 GND GRINDROD -59.55% 1997101131 HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. -57.63% 1987107131 DlV DORBYL -58.24% 
1996105131 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES -87.66% 1997/01131 JCD JCI -62.64% 1997107131 Eeo EDGARS CONS.STORES -75.67% 
1996105131 NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM -57.35% 1997101131 KAP KAP INTL -34.88% 1997107131 ENV ENVlROSERV -77.55% 
1996105131 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN -51.75% 1997101131 MTX METOREX -.5220% 1887107131 GRF GROUP FIVE -85.68% 
1996105131 WAR WESTERN AREAS -52.93% 1897101131 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES -75.68% 1997107131 HWN HOWDEN AFRICA -85.66% 
1996I06I30 APN ASPEN PHMCR. -57,87% 1997/01131 Raw RAINBOW CHICKEN -64.58% 1997~7131 HOC HUDACO -6-4.14% 
1996I06I30 eNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. -61.06% 1897/01131 RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. -&1.24% 1997107131 INM INMINS -59.95% "_ eUl CULLINAN -76.81% 1997101131 SBl SABLE -59.96% 1997107131 IVT INVlCTA -5-4.11% ,,- ORO ORO GOLD -5577% 1997/01131 SAP SAPPI -50.18% 1997107131 JCD JCI -79.00% 
1996I06I30 DAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK -7223% 1997/02128 ARI AFN.RAINBOW MRLS. -67.24% 1997,oU7131 KAP KAP INTL -79.47% 
1996J06130 GND GRINDROD -63.66% 1997/02128 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL -66.97% 1997107131 MLA MIHAL STEEL SA -56.67% "_ MTX METOREX -66.17% 1997/02128 BPl BARPLATS INVS. -52.94% 1997107131 PAM PALABORA MINING -67.17% 19961061:l0 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES -63,27% 1997/02128 BEL BELL EQUIPMENT -63.62% 1997107131 ppe PRETORIA POR.CMT. -54.92% 
1996100'30 NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM -51.52% 19971021215 CLH CITY LODGE HOTELS -51.39% 1997107131 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN -53.02% 
1996106130 WAR WESTERN AREAS -54.14"4 1997102128 eNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. -nl1% 1997107131 RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. -87.18% 
1996J07131 APN ASPEN PHMCR. -67.99% 1997102128 CUl CUWNAN -88.45% 1997107131 RlO REUNERT -54,26% 
1996107131 CNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. -58.12% 1997102128 ORO DRDGOLD -70.13% 1997107131 SCN SCHAR RIG MINING -59,35% 
1996107131 CUl CULUNAN -73.11% 1997102128 DAW OS.& WHSG.NElWORK -85.02% 1997107131 TSX TRANS HEX GROUP -60,24% 
1996107131 ORO ORO GOLD -74.88% 1997/02128 ENV ENVIROSERV -78.28% 1997107131 WNH WINHOLD -87,97% 
1996107131 DAW 08.& WHSG.NETWORK -79.72% 19971021215 GND GRINDROD -54.8::J% 11*17/08131 ARI AFN.RAINBOW MRLS -78.1-4% 
1996/07131 HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. -51.11% 1997102128 GRF GROUP FIVE -63.5J~ 19971OS/31 AFX AFRICAN OXYGEN -5883% 
1996J07131 KAP KAP INTL -51.74% 19971021215 HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. -57.22% 1997108131 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL -71.86% 
1996107131 MTX METOREX -64.12% 1997102128 JCD Jel -82 .... 1997108131 AVl AVI -67,50% 
1996107131 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES -70.79% 1997102128 KAP KAP INTL -87.65% 1997108131 SAW BARLOWORLD -56.65% 
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Appendix A.8. Sample Extreme Losers Sorted by Date 
Continued. 
St.r1 Date Cod. Company Name 
Total 
StanOate Code Company Name 
TOIoI 
S'"" 0010 Code ComJMIny Name 
Totol 
Return Return Return 
1997108131 BEL BELL EQUIPMENT ·n.65% 1997/10131 >'INV t<YW 8ELEGGINGS BPt<. -61.67"4 199Ml2J28 MOll MOBILE INOUSTRIES -$2.24% 
1997iU&'31 eNe CONCOR -65.02% 1997/10/31 NPN NASPERS -53.14% 199Ml2J28 MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' ·59.43% 
1997iU&'31 eUl CULliNAN ·55.26% 1997110131 PAM PAl..ABORA MINING -611.67% 199Ml2J28 MUR MURRAV & ROBERTS ·70. 40o~ 
199710&'31 OST OISTELL GROUP -61.07% 1997/10131 Raw AAlNBOW CHICKEN -55.87% 199Ml2J28 NTC NETWORK HLTHCR. .51.30°", 
1997/08131 DlV DORBYL -75. 14°A. 19971t0l31 RNG RANOGOLD & EXP. ·56.73% 199Ml2J28 PMA PRIMEDIA .$1.14'" 
1997108131 ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES -82 10% 1997/10131 SBl SABLE -75.64% 199Ml2J28 PMN PRIMEOIA -N' ·59.88% 
1997,..AII31 ElH ELLER1NE -65.43% 1997110131 SOL SASOl ·50.22% 199Ml2J28 R~!H RMB ·56.37'4 
1997108131 ENV ENVIROSERV -80.23% 1997/10/31 SCN $CHAARIG MINING -57.21% 1998l02I2II SBl SABLE -67.64% 
1997108131 FBR FAMQUSBRAflJOS -60.28% 1997/10/31 WES wesco INVESTMENTS -64.82% 1998l02I2II seN SCHARRIG MII'JING .ae.87% 
19971'08131 FOS FOSCHINI ·55.B3% 1997/10131 WBO WILSON BAY HLM ove -51.17% 1998l02I2II TPC TRANSPACO ·55.35% 
1997~' GRF GROUP FIVE -75,74% 1997/10131 WNH WINHOLD -68.76"'{' 199Ml2J28 TRE TRE NCOR ·63.32% 
1997108131 HWN HOWDEN AFRICA -72.96% 1997/11/30 AFE AEel -5213% 199Ml2J28 WES WESCO INVESTMENTS -50.12% 
19971tJ8131 HDC HUDACO -75.46% 1997/11130 ARI AFN .RAlNBOW MRLS. -62.24% 1998102128 WOO WILSON BAY HLM OVC -&1.93% 
1997/0&'31 INM INM1NS -87._ 1997/11/30 AMA AMALAPpe -57.05% 1998l02I2II WNH W1NHOLD -64.40% 
1997tW31 IVT INVTCTA -72.10"4 199711100 BRM BEARING MAN -51.7004 199M13131 ADH ADVTECH ·58.58% 
1997108131 JCD JCI -80.89% 1997/11130 BEL BELL EQUIPMENT -60.21% 1998103131 AMA AMALAPPC. -75.47% 
1997iU8lJ1 KAP KAPINTL -86.02"4 1997/11130 CNC CONCOR -60,4~AI 1998J03I31 BRM BEAAINGMAN ·sa.07% 
19971081'l1 >'INV KWV BELEGGINGS BPK -58.71% 1997/11/30 CKS CROOKES BROTHERS -51.S8~4 1998103131 BRC BRANOCORP ·58.03% 
1997108131 MDC MEOI CUNIC -56.70% lWT/11130 DST DISTElL GROUP -63.27% 1998103131 CSB CASHBUILD · 58.25% 
1997108131 MLA MITTAL STEEL SA ·55.42% 1997111130 DlV DORBYl -62.69% 1998J03I31 CNC CONCOR -63.90% 
1997108131 MUR Mu RRAY & ROBERTS ·59.23% 1997111/30 ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES -78.21% 1998103131 ceT CONNECTION GP. .ae.07% 
19971C81'31 NPK NAMPA< ·57.33% 1997/11130 ElH EUERINE -58.58% 1998103131 Eeo EDGARS CONS. STORES .e1.52% 
1997lO81Jl NPN NASPERS -51.68% 1997/11130 ENV ENVIROSERV -69.37% 1998103131 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS ·55.SO% 
1987toa131 OMN OMNIA ·51 .09% 1997/11130 GRF GROUP FIVE -64.617% 1998J03I31 HWN HOWDEN AFRICA -63.93% 
1987/081Jl PAM PAl...ABORA MINING -88.23% 1997/11/30 HWN HOWDEN AFRICA -81.12% 1998103131 HDC HUDACO ·sa.45% 
1997J08131 PPC PRETORIA POR-CMT. -54.31% 1997/11/30 HDe HUDACO -64.30% 1998J03I31 INM I fl.MI NS -50.15% 
199710&'31 Raw RAlNSOW CHICKEN -82.42% 1997/11/30 INM INMlNS -8264% 199Ml3131 IVT INVICTA -66.76% 
1997!U8131 RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. -78.79% 1997111/30 IVT INVlCTA -74. 1 O"AI 199Ml3131 KAP KAP INTL -50.00% 
1997I00I31 RlO REl,;~ERT -69.64% lQ97/t113O KAP KAP1NTL -60.34% 199Ml3131 lGL UBERTY GROUP -52.27% 
Igg7~1 SNT SANTAM ·54.54% 1997/11130 >'INV KWV BELEGGINGS BPK -6204% 199Ml3131 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES ·65.75% 
1997f08131 SAP SAP?1 ·53._ 1997111130 SBl SABLE -69.24% 199Ml3131 MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' -68.37% 
1997108131 SOL SASOl -55.51% 1997/11/30 SOL SASOl -52.41% 199Ml3131 MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS ·88.83% 
1997108131 seN SCHAR RIG MINING -88.39% 1997/11.00 seN SCHARRIG MINING -52.91% 199Ml3131 OMN OMNIA ·SO.29% 
1997108131 TSX TRANS HEX GROUP -60.3Il% 1997/11130 TPe TRANSPACO -55.35% 199Ml3l31 PMA PRIMEDIA --60.29% 
1997108131 WAR WESTERN AREAS -65.74% 1997/11/30 WES WESCO INVESTMENTS -6090% 19ge.:J3I31 PMN PRIMEDIA 'N' -60.07% 
1997108131 WNH W1NHOLD -85. 13% 1997/11/30 WOO WILSON BAY HLM OVC -67.12% 199M13131 SBl SABLE -75.08% 
1997tW'30 AFE AECI -55.82% 1997/11/30 WNH W1NHOLD -69.67% 199Ml3f31 TRE TRENCOR -e2.3B% 
1S97.<lS13O ARI MN.RAJNBOW MRLS. ·sa.89% 1997/12131 ARI MN.RAJN80W MRLS. -87.80% 1998103131 WNH W1NHOLD -n.46% 
1S97/09131J AMA PJNIoJ....APPC. ·50.83% 1997/12131 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL -5000% 1991W4f.lO ADH ADVTECH ·54.69% 
1997I09I30 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL -71.64% 1997/12131 BRM 8EARINGMAN -61.06% 1998I04r.lO AMA IVMLAPPC. -81.02% 
1007100/30 AVI AVI -67.00% 19Q7112131 CNC CONCOR -65.66"4 1998104t.lO ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL -55.24% 
1997109/30 SAW BARLOWORLD -57.31% 1997112131 DST DISTELL GROUP ~.01% 1998104r.lO BRC 8RANDCORP ·78.94% 
1S97tOO13O BEL BELL EQUIPMENT -73.99% 1997/12131 OlV DOR8YL ·55.72% 1998104r.lO BTG BYTES TECH.GP. -63.76% 
1997100/30 BRC 8RANDCORP ·sa.53% 1997/12131 ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES -n.95% 1998104t.lO CCT CONNECTION GP. -83.11% 
1997109/30 eLH C1TY LODGE HOTELS -69.94% 19S17/12131 ElH ElLERINE -58.19'% 1998104r.lO ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES .e3.89% 
1997iU913O eNC CONCOR -55.21% 1997/12131 ENV ENVlROSEAV -00.63% 1998104r.lO ELH ElLERINE · 52.25% 
19971OQ13O C~S CROOKES BROTHERS -56.19% lQ97/12131 FOS FOSCH1NI -51.87% 1S98i04131l IVT INVICTA -61.()9% 
1997.{)9f3() OST DISTELL GROUP -sasP,{, 1997/12/31 GRF GAOUP FIVE -59.16% 1998104r.lO KAP K/4P INfL · 51 .67% 
'S97/09131J DlV OORBYL ·12_ 19;7/12131 HWN HOWDEN AFRICA -75.46"4 1998104r.lO MOB MOBilE INDUSTRies -64.n% 
1S97/09131J ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES --84.15% 1997/12/31 HDe HUDACO -63.16"4 1S98i04131l MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' -67.45% 
1S97/09131J ElH ELLEAINE .e3.93% 1997/12131 IVT INVlCTA -72.65% 1991W4f.lO MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS -57.64% 
19971{;2'30 ENV ENVlROSERV --88.65% 1997/12/31 KAP KAP INTL -8231l% 1S98i04131l NWl NUWORlD -59.74% 
1S9711l1l/31J FOS FOSCHINI -51 .34% 1997/12/31 MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS -54.52% 1991W4f.lO PMA PRIMEOIA -66.39% 
1997AJ913O GRF GROUP FIVE ·n.2B% 1997/12131 RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. -53.96% 1998104t.lO PMN PRIMEDIA'N' -64.43% 
19971UWJO HWN HOWDEN AFRiCA -87.95% 1W7/12131 SBl SABLE -78.67% 1998104r.lO SBl SABLE -68.01% 
1997/00130 HDC HUDACO -78.25% 1997/12131 SOL SASOl -54.11% 1998104r.lO SCN SCHAR RIG MINING ·55.82% 
1997JtQ13() INM INMINS -88.SO% 1Q97/12131 SCN SCHARR!G MINING -52.63% 1998104r.lO SRN SEAROEL INY. ·53.52% 
lW7J0913O IVT INVlCTA -73.69% 1997/12/31 WES WESCO INVESTMENTS -e2.1l8% 1998104r.lO SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. ·69.55% 
1997/09130 JCD JCI -68.64% 1997112131 Woo WIL.SON BAY I-_M OVC -88.35% 1998104r.lO TRE TRENCOR -82.54% 
19971OW3O JNC JOHNNie -57.72% 1997/12/31 WNH WINHOl.O -70.64% 1S98i04131l WNH WlNHOlD ·SS.83Q4 
lW7109130 KAP KAPINTL -85.26% 1998101131 ARI MN.RAINBOW MRLS. -53.42% 1998/OS(J1 ADH AOVTECH -62.75% 
1997iW'30 I'NVV 'rWN BELEGGINGS BPK.. -656,% 1998101131 AMA AMALfi.PPC. ·57.65% 1998105131 AFE AECI ·51.44% 
1997I09I30 MDC MEDI CUNfC -SB.S6% 1998/01/31 APK ASTRAPAK -54.64% 1998105131 AMA AMALAPPC. ·82.70% 
1997I09I30 MLA MITIAl STEEL. SA. -52_ 1998101/31 BRM 8EARINGMAN -56.11% 199Ml5l31 BRC BRANDCQRP ·78.69% 
1S97.<lS13O NPK NAMPA< -52.82% 1998101/31 ClH CITY LODGE HOTELS -60.05% 1998105131 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. -e5.01% 
lGG7109.'3O NPN NASPERS -e2.SO% 199&101/31 eNe CONCOR -88_ 1998105131 eCT CONNECTION GP. -8tH2% 
1997,m'3() NTC NETWORK HL THCR -51.34% 19Q8101131 DST DISTElL GROUP -58.'9% 1998105131 CUl CULUNAN -65.SO% 
19971'C3f30 PAM PAI...A80RA MlNING -72.40% 1998101131 ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES -71 .19% 1998105131 EXL EXCELLERATE HOG. ·89.58% 
1S97/09131J ?PC PRETORIA POR.CMT. -51 .52% 1998101131 ELH ELLERINE -58.22% 199Ml5l31 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS --66.70% 
1997109.'30 Raw RAJNSOW CHICKEN -6436% 1998/01/31 ENV ENVIROSERV ~93% 1998105131 IVT INVICTA ·sa.9O% 
1Q97t09rJO RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. -n.75% 1998101131 GRF GROUP FIVE -66.41% 199&1)5131 ~GM KAGISO MEDIA -561.28% 
19Q71fYW13O RlO REUNERT -61.23% 199&'01131 HWN HOWDEN MRrCA -74.80% 199M)5r.]1 MDC MEOICUNIC -55.44% 
lW71OQJ3O SBL SABLE -75.99% 1998/01131 HDC HUOACO ·59.96"4 1119Ml5r.11 MRF MERAFE RESOURCES .e558% 
1997/09130 $NT SANTAM -59.11% 1998101131 IVT INVlCTA -e9.17% 199&'05131 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES -89.85% 
lW7109130 SOL SASOl -57.36% 1998101131 JeD JCI -55.35% 1998105131 MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' .ae.2O% 
1997I09I'30 TNT TONG.AATHLT.GP. -54.00% lQ98101131 MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS -54.87% 199&'05131 MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS -&1.09% 
lW71OQfJO TSX TRANS HEX GROUP -57.45% 1998101131 RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. ·57.81% 1998105131 NTC NETWORK HL THeR. -59,88% 
1W71OW3O WES WESCO INVESTMENTS .eL05% 19Q8101131 SBl SABLE -64.39% 199M)5131 NWl NUWORlO -69.21% 
l0071OW3O WBO WILSON BAY HLM OVC -60._ 1998101/31 SCN SCHARRIG MINING -69.S6% 1998105131 PMA PRIMEOtA ·n.56% 
lGG71OW3O WNH WlNHOLD -62.82% 1998101131 SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. -52S6% 1998105131 PMN PRIMEOIA 'N' ·n.89% 
1997110131 ARI AFN.RAJN80W MRLS. -68.27% 1998101131 TPC TRANSPACO -51 .51% 1998105131 RAH REAL AFRICA -SO.85% 
1997/1001 ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL -67.02% 1998101131 WBO WILSON BAY HLM OVC -6257% 1998105131 SBl SABLE -64.99% 
199711001 AVI AVI -53.S9% 1998101131 WNH WINHOLD -611.63% 199&)5131 SFN SASFIN -57.52% 
1997/10131 BEL BELL EQUIPMENT -70.60% 1998102128 AMA AMJ4J...../lV'PC. -68.03% 1998105131 seN SCHAR RIG MINING -62.02% 
1997/1001 eLH CITY LODGE HOTELS -5289% 199Ml2J28 APK ASTRAPAK -53._ 199810&'31 SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. -50.10% 
1997/10131 CKS CROOKES BROTHERS -58.18% 1998102/28 BRC BRANDCORP -55.56% 19981'05131 SSB THE HOUSE OF eUSBY ·55.84% 
1997/10131 OST OISTEtl. GROUP -81.70% 1998102f28 CSB CASHBU(l.O -51.23% 1998105131 TPC TRANSPACO -50. 18G4 
1997/10131 OLV OORBYl -87.26% 1998102128 CNC CONCOR -69.80% 1998105131 TRE TRENCOR -82.66% 
1997/10131 ECO EOGAAS CONS.STORES -76.16% 199810212B CCT CONNECTION GP -56.75% 1998105131 woo WILSON BAY HLM OVC -52.21% 
1997/10131 ELH Ell.ERINE -57._ 1S1l8102128 DST DISTElL GROUP -58.69% 1995105131 WNH W1NHOLD -63.12% 
1997/10/31 ENV ENVIROSERV -78.64% 1998/02128 ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES -65.55% 199&1l613O ADH AOVTECH · 57.13% 
1997/10131 GRF GROUP FIVE -62.04% 1S98102128 ElH EllERINE -54.79% 199&1l613O AMA AMALAPPC. ·75.95% 
1997/10131 HWN HOWDEN AFRICA -81.82% 1008l02I28 HWN HOWDEN AFRICA -66.18% 199&1l613O BRe SRANOCORP -82.61% 
199711!Y31 HDC HUDACO -70.57% 199Ml2J28 HDC HUDACO -62.83°,{, 199&1l613O BTG BYTES TECH.GP. .73.20% 
1997/1001 INM INMINS -52.74% 1908l02I28 IVT INVICTA .0968% 199&1l613O CCT CONNECTION GP. ·93.00% 
1997/1001 IVT INV1CTA -67.67% 1008l02I28 JCD JCI -53.69% 199&1l613O eUl CULUNAN -60.45% 
1997/1001 JCD JCI -62.67% 1S1l81021211 KAP KAPINTL -80.00% 199&1l613O EXL EXCELLERATE HOG ·70.01% 










Appendix A: 37 
Appendix A.S. Sample Extreme Losers Sorted by Date 
Continued. 
StIWt o.t. ~ Com~yN.me: TDIaI St.8rt Date Cod. Company Name Total Start o.ta Cod. Company Nemt ToOol Return Return Return 
1998.1l6CO ILA lUAOAFR!CA -50.99% 1998111130 RAH REAL AFRICA -55.82% 1999105131 MaS MOBILE INDUSTRIES -60.11% 
199Ml613O KGM KAGISO MEDIA -64.82% 1998111/30 SCN SCHARRIG ~IN!NG -51.49'% 1999105131 MSN MOBILE INOlJSTRJES 'N' ·61 .07% 
199Ml613O MOS MOBILE INDUSTRIES -65.87% 1998/11130 STO SETPOINT TECH -69.23% 1999m5l31 MST MUSTEK -51 .71% 
199Ml613O MSN MOBILE INOUSTRIES 'N' -62.25% 1998111130 TRE TRENCOR -62.46% 1999105131 PGR PEREGRINE -65.98% 
199M)6.'30 NWL NUWOALO -66.45% 1998111130 WNH WINHOlD -50.19% 1991l/C;5131 SFN SASFIN · 55.80% 
1998/06130 PWI PRIMEOIA -74_01% 1998/12/31 ADH ADVTECH -61.91% 1999/05131 SKJ SEKUNJAlO INVS. .64.00°,", 
1998/06130 PMN PRIMEDfA 'N' ·74.60% 1998112131 BRN BRIMSTONE INV.·~ -55.69% 1999105131 STO SETPOINT TECH. · 68.41% 
1998/06130 SSL SABLE -00.90% 1998112131 STG BYTES TECH.GP. -n.37% 19990'05131 sov SovEREIGN FOOD INVS. -71 .54% 
1998/06130 SfN SASFlN ·5038% 1998112/31 CCT CONNECTION GP. -84.54% 199Ml5l31 SPS SPESCOM ·68.13% 
199Ml613O SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. -60.04% 1998112131 CUL CUWNAN -68.21% 1999105131 TIW TIGER WHEELS ·57.22% 
19981O!!'30 SSB THE HOUSE OF BUSBY ·54.989.4 1998112/31 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -82.47% 19991C5I31 TRT TOURISM INV. -69.22% 
199Ml613O TPC TRANSPACO ·51.14% 1998112131 JSC JASCO ELTN. ·70.13% 1999J05I31 TRE TRENCOR ·87.saQ" 
1998/06130 TRE TRENCOR -54.48% 1998112/31 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES ·SO 07% 1999105131 UCS UCSGROUP · 51.74% 
199Ml613O WNH WlNHOLD -61.54% 1998112/31 PGR PEREGRINE -52.9oe,4 1999i00J30 ADH ACVTECH ·n.24% 
1998101/31 ADH AOVTECH -57.84% 1998112/31 STO SETPOtNT TECH. -66._ 1999i00J30 ABL AFRICAI'J BANK INVS. ·59.26°" 
1998m131 !>MA AMALAPPC. -68.39% 1998112/31 sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. -58.33% 1999I06I30 AFI AFRICAN LIFE ASR. ·53.05% 
199M)7/31 BCF BOWL.ER METCALF -52.53% 1998112/31 TRE TRENCOR ·55.81% 1999i00J30 BJM SAANAAD JAC.MELLET ·55.84% 
1~7131 SRC SRANOCORP ·74.00% 19991011J1 ADH ADVTECH -71.68% 1999i00J30 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. ·84.17°" 
1998J07/31 SRN BRIMSTONE INV: N' -64.25% 1999/01131 BRN BRIMSTONE tNV.'N' <5T 23% 199GICe OO CD2 CADIZ ·52.80% 
1998101/31 STG BYTES TECH.GP. ·74.22% 1999101131 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. ·73.83% 1999i00J30 CNC CONCOR -68.83% 
1~7131 CRG CARGO CARRIERS -54.53% 1999101131 CCT CONNECTION GP. -81.66% 1999i00J30 CUL CUL.UNAN ·73.57% 
199a107!31 CCT CONNECTION GP ·95.4eeA. 1999101131 CUL CUWNAN -81.36% 19991Ceoo DCT DATACENTRIX · 52.38% 
19geJ07!31 CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. ·53.81% 1999101131 DGC DtGICORE -53.57'4 1999I06I30 DOC DIGICORE ·59.97% 
199&'07!31 CUL CUL.UNAN -88.11% lQ99101131 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -83.73% 1999I06I30 EOH ENTER.OUTSC. · 51.52% 
199a107!31 EXL EXCEl.lERATE HOG. -68.67% 1999{01131 JSC JASCOELTN. -73.70% 1999I06I30 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS ·75.10% 
199&1J11'J1 GOH GOOD HOPE DlAMONDS -88.88% 1999/01131 STO SETPOINT TECH. ·74.42% 1999I06I30 JSC JASCO EL.TN. ·89.65% 
1~7131 ILA IUADAFRICA -52.00% 1999102128 ADH AOVTECH -15.49% 1999I06I30 LAR LA GROUP ·79.14% 
199&1)1(31 JSC JASCO ELTN. -87.93% 1999102128 BRN BRIMSTONE fNV:N' ·70.32% 1999I06I30 LAN LAGR:OUP 'N' ·75.70% 
1998107f31 KGM KAGlSOMEDlA -53.33% 1999102128 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. -15.89% 1999I06I30 MTL MERCANTILE BAAK ·69.24% 
1~7131 MOS MOBILE INDUSTRIES -59.7Q-A. 1999102128 CCT CONNECTION GP. -79.62% 1999I06I30 "ST MUSTEK -88.1'3% 
199Ml7131 MeN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'f\,j -57.39% 1999102J28 CUL CUWNAN -82.08% 1999/06130 PGR PEREGRINE -62.10%-
199M:l7t31 NWL NUWORLO --50.55% 1999102128 DOC DlGICORE -62.47% 1999I06I30 SFN SASfIN · 58.78% 
199Mr1!31 PWI PRIMEDIA -75.63% 1999102128 GDH GOOD HOPE DtAMONOS -68.06% 1999I06I30 SKJ SEKUNJ.AJ...O INVS ·73.00% 
1998107131 PMN PRIMEDIA 'N' -73.30% 1999102128 JSC JASCO ELTN. -81.84% 1999I06I30 STO SETPOINT TECH. · 90.13% 
1998.(17131 RAH REAl AFRICA -00.60% 1999I02J28 KAP KAP INTL -54.55% 1999I06I30 SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS ·71 .57% 
1!i$8JU7131 SBL SABLE -51.31% ,_02J28 MTL MERCANTILE BANK -55._ 199Q/06r.l() SPS SPESCOM ·n.14% 
1~7131 SCN SCI-lARRIG MINING -5400'~ 1999102128 PGR PEREGRINE -51 .13% 1999I06I30 nw TIGER wHeeLS -55.29% 
1~713' STO SETPOINT TECH. -56.92% 1999102f28 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN -53.19% 1999I06I30 TRT TOURISM INV. ·80.15% 
1~1I31 SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. -69.75% 1999102/28 STO SETPOINT TECH. -88.18% 1999i00J30 TRE TRENeOR ~1 . 7 1% 
199M17t31 SPS SPESCOM -50.00% 1999102128 SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. -73.88% 1999101/31 ADH ACVTECH ·77.11% 
1998J07131 SPG SUPER GROUP -51.2eD.4 1999102/28 TRE TRENCOR -52.84% 1999m7131 ABL AFRICAN 8ANK INVS. · 57.55% 
1998J071'J1 TPC TRANSPACO -50.00% 1999103131 ADH ADVTECH -751.33% 1999101131 AFI AfRICAN UFE ASR. -00.98% 
19S8J07rJ1 WNH WlNHOlD ·51.92% 1999103131 BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' -69.34% 1999J()1131 BJM SAANAAD JAC.MELLET -59.34% 
1998108131 SRC SRANDCORP -55.56% 1999103131 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. -84.30% 1999107131 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. -85.85% 
1998108131 SRN BRIMSTONE INV:N' -81.18% 1999103131 CCT CONNECTION GP. -58.86% 199Q1U71'J1 CNC CONCOR .-62.91%-
1998108131 STG BYTES TECH.GP. -50.07% 1999/03131 CUL CUWNAN -73.11% 1999J071l1 CPA CORPCAPITAL · 51 .77% 
1998108131 CCT CONNECTION GP. -91.14% 1999103131 DGC DIGICORE -5284% 1999107131 CUL CULUNAN -00.52% 
1998108131 CUL CUWNAN -86.74% 1999103131 GDF GOLD REEF CNO.RSTS. -53.64% 1999J07/31 DGC DIGICORE · 55.35% 
1998108131 EXL EXCELLERATE HOG. -00.00% 1999103131 GDH GOOD HOPE C»AMONOS -85.09% 1999.(17131 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -71.33% 
1998108131 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -68.88% 1999103131 JSC J/ISCO EL TN. -81.02% 199M)7131 JSC JASCO ELTN. -19.38% ,_, MOS MOBILE INDUSTRIES -60.61% 1999103131 KAP KAP INTL -50.00% 199MJ7131 LAR LA GROUP -le.n% 
1998108131 MSN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' -55.77% 1999103131 MTL MERCANTILE BANK -56.58% 199Ml7131 LAN LA GROUP 'N' -75.51% 
1998108131 NWL NUWORLO -56.90% 1999103131 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES ·57.53% 1999107131 MTL MERCANTILE SANK -70.22% 
1998108131 PWI PRIMEDIA · 55.18% 1999103131 MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' ·55.74% 1999107131 MOS MOSILE INDUSTRIES ·e1.73% 
1998108131 PMN PRIMEDIA'N' -53.57% 1999103131 MST MUSTEK -53.30% 1999101131 MSN MOBile INDUSTRIES 'N' -60.67% 
1998108131 STO SETPOINT TECH. ·51 .42% 1999103131 PGR PEREGRINE ·59.85°.4 1999107131 MST MUSTEK -72.58-" ,_, SOV SOVERElGN FOOD INVS. -55.62% 1999103131 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN -52.23% 1999/07131 SFN SASFIN ·57.13% 
IIl9Ml913O BCF BOWLER METCAlF -54._ 1999103131 RAH REAL AFRICA -53.72% 1999101!31 SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. ·71 .05% 
IIl9Ml913O SRN BRIMSTONE If'oN.'N' ·n79%. 1B99103l31 STO SET PaiNT TECH. -89.13% 1999107131 STO SETPOINT TECH. ·90.14% 
1998JOO13O STG BYTES TECH.GP. ·53.95% 1999103131 SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. -68.97% 199Q107131 SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INV5. ·51.92% 
199Ml913O CCT CONNECTION GP. -89.47% 1999103131 SPS SPESCOM -58.21% 1999J07131 SPS SPESCOM -65.89% 
199Ml913O CUL CUWNAN -72.09% 1999103131 TRT TOURISM INY. -64.11% 1999J07131 TRT TOURISM INV ·74.27% 
1998I09I30 GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -82.50% 1999103131 TRE TRENCOR -00.77% 1900107131 TRE TRENCOR ·70.94% 
1996/09130 JSC JASCO ELTN. -82.83"4 1999I04I30 ADH ADVTECH -83.38% 1999108f.)1 ADH ACVTECH -e9.63% 
1996/09130 PMA PRIMEDIA ·52.91% '999I04I30 BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N" -72.45% 1900/08131 AFI AFRICAN LIFE ASR. ·51.78% 
1998l00I30 RAH ReAl AFRICA <5T.62% 1999I04I30 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. -86.29% 1900/08131 BJM BARNARD JAC.MELLET ·57.76% 
1998JOO13O SCN SCHARRIG MINING -57.01% 1999I04I30 CDZ CADIZ ·51.88% lQ99.otJ8/31 BTG 8YTES TECH.GP. · 87.32'% 
1996/09130 SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. -55.21% 1999104130 CUL CUWNAN -n.89% 1999108131 CNC CONCOR -e1 .64% 
1998/1001 ACH AOVTECH -64.61% 1999I04I30 DCT DATACENTRlX -50.00% 1~8J31 CPA CORPCA?ITAl.. -52.22% 
199at1CVJl A8L AFRICAN BANK INVS. -5386% 1999I04I30 OTC DATATEC ·50.00% 1999108/31 DGC DIGICORE -53.99% 
1998/10/31 SRC BRANOCORP -57.05% 1999/04130 OGC DlGICORE ~1 . 0ao,4 1999108f.)1 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -78.67% 
1998/1001 SRN BRIMSTONE lNV.'N' -61 .64% 1999/04130 GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -91 .63% 199Q108I31 JSC JASCO ElTN. -13.53% 
lQQ6110t31 STG BYTES TECH.GP. -78.38% 1999I04I30 JSC JASCOELTN. -83.36% 1999108131 JCD JCI -e3.26% 
1998110131 CCT CONNECTION GP. -9300'4 1999I04I30 JCO JC1 -55.47% 1900/08131 LAR LA GROUP ·86.40% 
1998JlIY31 CUL CULUNAN .72.43% 1999I04I30 KAP KAPINTL ·55.17% 1999108131 LAN LA GROUP 'N ·63.53% 
1998110/31 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -71.48% 1999I04I30 MTL MERCANTILE BANK -83.16% 199M)8131 MTL MERCANTILE SANK ·70.32% 
1996/1001 JSC JASCO EL.TN. -66.9J% 1999I04I30 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES <5T.59% 1999/08131 MST MUSTEK ·10.40% 
1998110131 MOB MOBlL.E INDUSTRIES -54.03% 1999I04I30 MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' -e3.8J% 1999J08I31 RAH REAJ.AFRtCA · 51 .89% 
1998110131 NWL NUWORl.O ·52.00% 1999104130 PGR PEREGRINE ·7075% 19991OBI31 STO SET POINT TECH. ·84.41% 
1998/10131 PGR PEREGRINE -54.21% 1999104130 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN -80.34% 1999.oU8I31 SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. -65.18% 
1998./10/31 PWI PR1MEOIA -60.04% 1999104130 STO SETPOINT TECH. -85.53% 1999108f.)1 SPS SPESCOM -60.45% 
199611001 PMN PR1MEDlAN' -56.43% 1999I04I30 SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. -8622% 1900/08131 TRT TeURISM IW. -67.01% 
1996/10131 RAH REAJ.AFR1CA -58.42% 1999I04I30 SPS SPESCOM · 71.35% 199Ml913O ADH ACVTECH -80.00% 
19981Hl1'31 SCN SCHARRIG MINING ·SO.oem 1999I04I30 TIW TIGER WHEELS ·53.11% 199Ml913O BJM BARNARD JAC.MELLET -52.55% 
19981HY31 STO SETPOINT TECH. -SO.55% 1999104130 TRT TOURISM INY. -65.37% 199Ml913O STG 8YTES TECH.GP. -86.53% 
1998/10131 SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD IflNS. -5482% 1999I04I30 TRE TRENCOR "".22% 199Ml913O CD2 CADIZ -50.40% 
1998/11130 ADH AOVTECH -55.89% 1999/05131 ADH ADVTECH -18.93% I~QI3O OCT DATACENTRIX -50.00% 
1998/11130 BRC 9RANOCORP -80.32% '999/05131 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. -88.03% 199fWQI3O ERP ERP.COM ·61 .00% 
1998/11130 BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' -5682% 1999/05131 CDZ CADIZ -55.71% 199Ml913O JSC JASCO ELTN. _55.63°,4 
1Q0811113O STG BYTES TECH.GP. -76.11% 1999105131 CNC CONCOR -64.02% 199Ml913O JCD JCI -81.94% 
19Q8/1113O CCT CONNECTION GP. -8e.96% 199910&'31 CUL CUWNAN ·74.92% 1999/OQ13O LAR LA GROUP ·76.42% 
1998/11130 CUL CUWNAN -61.94% 1999105131 DCT DATACENTRIX ·54.59% 19991OQI3O LAN LAGROUP ·t>!' -75.22% 
1998111130 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -e3.90% 1999105131 DGC DIGICORE -65.67% 19991OQI3O MTL MERCANTILe BANK -6Q.27% 
1998111130 JSC JASCO ELTN. -77.37% 1999105131 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -73.20% 1~ MST MUSTEK -64 .51% 
1998/11130 MaS MOBILE INDUSTRIES -63.98% 1999105131 JSC JASCO ELTN. ..... 89% 19991OQI3O SKJ SEKUNJAlO INVS. -67.00% 
1998/11130 MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' -68.95% 1999105131 LAR LA GROUP ·77.62% 19OO1OQI3O STO SET POINT TeCH. ·8247% 
1998t11OO PMA PRIMEDIA ·58.92% 1999105131 LAN LA GROUP 'N' ·72.61% 19OOIOQI3O SPS SPESCOM -62.81% 










Appendix A: 38 
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Start oat. ~ Company "me 
T_ 
Start Oat. C_ Company Name Total Start Oat. Total Return Retutn Cod. Company NenM Retuln 
1999JOG/'JO TRT TOURISM INV. ·7255% 2000101131 CSB CASHSUILD ·58.61% 2000/04l3O ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES -64.60% 
1999109130 TRE TRENCOR -54.32% 2000101/31 CNC CONCOR -88.32% 2000/04l3O ERP ERP.COM -60.00% 
1999109JJO VLE VALUE GROUP -51.32% 2000101131 OCT DATACENTRIX -85.64% 2000/04l3O FOS FOSCHINI ·53.53% 
1999/10131 ADH ADVTECH -79.96% 2000J01131 OTC DATATEC -60.25% 2000/04l3O FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN -90.00% 
1999/1001 AFL AFlEASE GO.& UA-RES. -55.56% 2000101/31 ECO EDGARS CONS.STORES -aHe% 2000/04l3O 101 IOION TECH. -73.49% 
1999/10131 AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR -66.37% 2000101/31 EOH ENTER.DUrSe -54.11% 2000/04l3O JSC JASCOELTN. ·84.75% 
1999/10131 BJM BARNARD JAC.MEUET -65. 3J~A. 2000101131 ERP ERP.COM -0266;< 2000/04l3O lAR tAGROUP ·n41% 
1999/10131 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. -88.50% 2000101131 FOS FOSCHINI 4jl .S3"A 2000/04l3O LAN LAGROUP 'N' -73.36% 
1999110131 COZ CADIZ -66.19"- 20001011"31 FRO FRONTRANGE SlTN. -9096% 2000/04l3O MST MUSTEK .-64.30% 
1999/1001 CNC CONCOR -56.16% 2O(XII()1131 GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS · 50.41% 2000/04l3O NPN NASPERS ..e2.14% 
1999/10131 OCT DATACENTRIX .S3. 5G:':~ 2000101/31 101 IDIONTECH. -6Z58% 2000/04l3O OMN OMNIA ·50,41% 
1999/10131 ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES -5269% 2000l01131 JSC JASCOELTN. ·74,a5% 2000l04130 PGR PEREGRINE ·55.05% 
1999/10131 ERP ERP.COM ~1 .QO% 2000101/31 lAR LA GROUP -83,04% 2000/04l3O PIM PRISM ·60.00% 
1999/1001 FRO FRONTRANGE Sl TN. ·55.17% 2000101131 LAN LA GROUP 'N' -84.04% 2000/04l3O SK.J SEKUNJAlO INVS. · 69.98% 
1999/10131 GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -55.43% 2000101/31 MTL MERCANTILE BANK ~.24% 2000/04l3O STO SETPOINT TECH. · 76.50% 
1999110131 JSC JASCO ElTN. -81 .82% 2COOI01131 MST MUSTEK -7690% 2000/04l3O SPS SPESCOM ·59.19% 
1999' ,013, lAR LA GROUP -79.04% 2000101131 PGR PEREGRINE -65,47% 2000/04l3O SSB THE HOUSE OF BUSBY -53.13% 
1Q9Qf10131 LAN LA GROUP 'N' -79.18% 2OIX'J01131 RAH REAL AFRICA -50.53% 2000/04l3O UCS UCS GROUP -66.33% 
1999110131 MTL MERCANTILE BANK ·n51% 2000101131 SK.J SEKUNJAlO INVS. -71 .66% 2000/04l3O 'J1.E VAlUE GROUP -56.95% 
1999110131 MST MUSTEK -74.59% 2000101131 STO SETPOINT TECH. .79.96% 2000l05131 AFl AFRICAN LIFE ASR. -54.03% 
1999110131 SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. ·73.44% 2000J01131 SPS SPESCOM -76.19% 2000l05131 BJM BARNARD JAC.MEllET -60.41% 
1GGG"001 STO SETPOINT TECH. ·89.39% 2000101131 BSB THE HOUSE OF BUSBY ·58.11% 2000l05I31 OTC DATATEC -52.55% 
1999/101Jl SPS SPESCOM -00.25% 2000101131 TRT TOURISM INV. -60.94% 2000l05I31 ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES -58.34% 
1999/10131 TIW TIGER WHEELS -6Z37% 2000101131 UCS UCS GROUP ·n.05% 2000l05131 ERP ERP.COM ·n.5O% 
1999/10131 TRT TOURISM INV. -n.45% 2000102/29 AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. -60.01% 2000l05I31 FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN ·88.89% 
1999/10131 UCS UCSGROUP -68.95% 2000lO2/29 BJM BARNARD JAC.MElLET -68.44% 2000l05131 101 10lON TECH. ·82.22% 
1999/11130 ADR ADCORP -53.03% 2000102/29 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. -67.34% 2000l05131 JSC JASCO ELTN -52.49% 
1999/11flO ADH ADVlECH -79.93% 2000lO2/29 COZ CADIZ -62.23% 2000l05131 MST MUSTEK -61.95°'" 
1999/11flO AFL AFLEASE GO.& UR.RES. ·52.W~ 2000'02/29 CSB CASHBUllD -51.28% 2000l05131 NPN NASPERS -5o.e2% 
1989/11130 ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. -56.30% 2000102/29 CNC CONCOR -56.62% 2000l05131 PGR PEREGRINE -53.03% 
19GW1113O AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. -66.28% 2000lO2/29 OCT OATACENTRIX -55.00% 2000l05131 SKJ SEKUNJI>J....O INVS. ·61.54% 
1999/11/30 BJM BARNARD JAC.MEUET -70.38% 2000lO2/29 OTC DATATEC -63 23% 2000l05/31 STO SETPOINT TECH, ·74.93% 
1999/11/30 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. ·57.62% 2000lO2I29 ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES -85.13% 2000I06I3O OTC OATATEC -53.42% 
19Qf1/11/30 COZ CADIZ -58.18% 2000102/29 EOH ENTER.OUlSC. -50. 36'~ 2000I06I3O ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES -5J.7Fl% 
19U911113O CSB CASHBUILD ·54.95% 2000102/29 ERP ERP.COM -76.70% 2000I06I3O ERP ERP.COM -n.SO% 
1999111130 CNC CONCOR -62.50% 2000102/29 FOS FOSCHINI -56.87% 2000I06I3O FRO FRONTRANGE Sl TN -88.45% 
199911100 OCT OATACENTRIX -57.73% 2OOOI02J29 FRO FRONT RANGE Sl TN. -95.61% 2000I06I3O 101 IDION TECH. -89.47% 
199Q/1113O OTC DATATEC -57.20% 2000102/29 101 10lON TECH, -76,47% 2000I06I3O KAP KAP INTL ·56.90% 
1999/11/30 ORO OROGOLO -59.81% 2000102/29 JSC JASCO ELTN. -80.74% 2000I06I3O PCN PARACON -5000% 
1999/11130 ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES -85.38% 2000102/29 lAR LA GROUP -84 .00% 2000I06I3O PGR PEREGRINE -51 .24% 
1999/11130 ERP ERP.COM ·70.00% 2000'02/29 LAN LA GROUP 'N' -6368% 2000I06I3O STO SETPOINT TECH, -74.21% 
1999/11130 FOS FOSCHINI -50.65% 2000'02/29 MTL MERCANTILE BANK -65.15% 2000I06I3O BSB THE. HOUSE OF BUSBY -52.36% 
1999111130 FRO FRONTRANGE Sl TN. -72. 1;28A1 2000102/29 MMG MICROMEGA HOG. -51.91% 2CX)(W7131 BRN BRIMSTONE INV: N' ·62.59% 
1999111130 GOH GOOD HOPE DtAMONDS -59.90% 20001= MPC MR PRICE GROUP -56.87% 2000l07/31 OTC OATATEC ·70.02% 
1999/11130 JSC JASCO ElTN. ·71.61% 2000'= MST MUSTEK -84.02% 2COJI07131 ~OT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE.) ·74.62% 
1999/11flO JCO JCI -50.00'% 2000lO2/29 NPN NASPERS -64.67% 2()()(W7131 FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN. -66.95% 
1999111/30 lAR LA GROUP ·n.12%. 2000102/29 OMN OM."41A ·54.54% 2()()(W7131 HCI HOSKEN CONS.INV. ·53,n% 
1999/11flO LAN LA GROUP 'N' -60.57% 2000/02I29 PGR PEREGRINE -61.00% 2()()(W7131 101 IDIONTECH. -94.15% 
1999/11130 MTL MERCANTILE BANK -89.16% 2000lO2/29 SK.J SEKUNJAlO INVS. -50.15% 2OOIW7131 JSC JASCO ElTN -51.52% 
1999/11130 MLA fllTIAl STEEL SA -50.21% 2000102/29 STO SETPOINT TECH. ·76,Q1% 200M)7131 JNC JOHNNIC -51.77% 
1999111flO MPC MR PRICE GROUP ·54.79% 2000'02/29 SFS SPESCOM ·71 .95% 2OCII:M)7131 MTN MTNGROUP -55.05% 
1999111/30 MST MUSTEK ·77.70% 2000'02/29 SSB THE HOUSE OF BUSBY -69_34% 200CW7131 NPN NASPERS -54,12% 
1999111flO PGR PEREGRINE ·57.17% 2000'02/29 TRT TOURISM INV. -54.66'4 2OCXW7131 PCN PARACON -52.00% 
1999/11130 SKJ SEKUNJALO INV5. ·77 .~~ 2000102/29 UCS UCS GROUP ·70,91% 2000l07131 PGR PEREGRINE -60.88% 
19991111"30 STO SETPOtNT TECH. -63._ 2000'02/29 VLE VAlUE GROUP -55.76% 2000l07/31 PIM PRISM -56.65% 
1999/11130 SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD II'NS. ·53.25% 2000'03131 ADR ADCORP -51.79'% 2()(l(W7131 STO SETPOINT TECH. -53.54% 
1999/11130 SFS SPESCOM -00._ 2000'03131 AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. -6Z53% 2000l06131 OTC OATATEC -76.11% 
1998/11flO nw TIGER WHEELS -52.11% 2000'03131 BJM BARNARD JAC,MElLET -73.19% 2000l06131 DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) ·79.41% 
1999/11flO TRT TOURISMINV. -74.95% 2000'03131 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. .70.90% 2000l06131 EOH ENTEROUTSC. ~.83% 
1999/1,flO uCS UCS GROUP -67.83% 2000103131 COZ CADIZ -63.54'Ao 2000l06131 FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. -67.03% 
1999/12131 ADH AOVTECH -76.15% 2000'03131 CSB CASHBUILD -63.42% 2000l06131 101 IDIONTECH. -g:),47% 
1999/12/31 ABL AFRICAN BANK !NV8. -57 87% 2000'03131 CNC CONCOR -57.50% 2000l06131 JSC JASCO ELTN. ·54,44% 
1999/12131 AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR -72.09',4, 2OOOI03IJ1 CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. -50.34% 2000l06131 KAP KAP INTL _54.29°,4 
1999/12/31 IWA AMALAPPC. -53.34% 2000'03131 OCT OATACENTRIX -61 .35" 2000l06131 MTN MTNGROUP -51 .25% 
1999/12/31 BJM BARNARD JAC.MElLET -n2O% 2000'03131 OTC DATATEC -65.78% 2000l08I31 MVG MVElAPHANOA GROUP -54.73% 
1999/12/31 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. -85.48% 2000l03131 ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES -69.74% 2000l06131 NPN NASPERS -57.96% 
199&/12/31 COZ CADIZ -66.54% 2000'03131 ERP ERP.COM -90.00% 2000l06131 PCN PARACON -59.29% 
1999/12/31 CSB CASHBUILD -6Z25% 2000/03I31 FOS FOSCHINI -6Z48% 2000l06131 PGR PEREGRINE -53.35% 
1999112131 CNC CONCOR -<50.56% 2000l03131 FRO FRONTRANGE SlTN. ·93 .5~ 2000l06131 PIM PRISM -56.43% 
1999112/31 OCT OAT ACENTRIX -69,71% 2000/03I31 101 10lON TECH. -90.97% 2000l06131 STO SETPOINT TECH. -50.00% 
1999112/31 OTC OATATEC -00.65% 2000103131 JSC JASCO ELTN. -80.77% 2000l06131 BSB THE HOUSE OF BUSBY -5299% 
1999112/31 ooc DIGICORE -59.94% 2000103131 KAP KAP INTL -.51 .52% 2000l06131 TPC TRANSPACO -56.25% 
1999/12/31 ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES -67.67% 2000103131 lAR LA GROUP -74.26% 2000l08I31 UCS UCS GROUP -5261% 
1999112/31 ERP ERP.COM -70.00% 2000103131 LAN LA GROUP 'N -76.03% 2OOOIOQ/3O BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' -56.55% 
199911V31 FOS FOSCHINI -60.= 2000'03131 MTL MERCANTILE BANK -64.54% 2OOOIOQ/3O CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. ·50.01% 
1999/12/31 FRO FRONTRANGE Sl TN. -64.23% 2000103131 MPC MR PRICE GROUP ·58.n% 2OOOIOQ/3O OTC OATATEC -60.64% 
1999,,2/31 GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS -59.90% 2000/03I31 MST MUSTEK -70.97% 2OOOIOQ/3O DDT OI~ENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) -86.06% 
1999112131 101 I[)lONTECH. -50.00% 2000'03131 MVG MVElAPHANDA GROUP -55.0~A. 2OOOIOQ/3O EOH ENTEROUTSC. -60.59% 
1999112131 JSC JASCO ElTN. -n.'SI% 2000103131 NPN NASPERS ~.4~ 2OOOIOQ/3O FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN. ·94,11% 
1999/12/31 JCO JCI ·51.78% 2000/03I31 OMN OMNIA -59.33% 2OOOIOQ/3O HCI HOSKEN CONSJNV. -51.84% 
1999/12/31 KAP KAP INfL -55.56-.-\ 2000103131 PCN PARACON ·51.72% 2OOOIOQ/3O 101 JOlON TECH. ·95.47% 
1999/12131 lAR LA GROUP ·84.00'% 2000/03I31 PGR PEREGRINE -64.83% 2000l09130 JSC JASCO ElTN. -53 . S1°~ 
19W112131 LAN LA GROUP 'N' ·84.72% 2000/03I31 PMN PRIMEDIA'N' -52.47% 2OOOIOQ/3O JNC JOHNNIC -50.39% 
1999/1ml MTl MERCANTILE BANK -60.14% 2000/03I31 PIM PRISM -68.5504- 2OOOIOQ/3O MTN MTN GROUP · 54,08% 
H199112131 MST MUSTEK -82.45% 2000/03I31 SKJ SEKUNJAlO INVS. ·7006% 2000'09130 ..vG MVElAPHANDA GROUP -52.65% 
1999/1m1 PGR PEREGRINE -53.77% 2000/03I31 STO SETPOlNT TECH. ·75.99% 2OOOIOQ/3O NPN NASPERS ·74,81% 
1999/121J1 SGG SAGE GROUP -54.97% 2000/03I31 SPS SPESCOM ·72.14% 2000l09130 PCN PARAGON -89,03% 
1999112131 SKJ SEKUNJAlO INVS -62.M% 2000'03131 BSB THE HOUSE OF BUSBY -65.25% 2OOOIOQ/3O PIM PRISM -65.71% 
1999112fJ1 STO SETPOINT TECH. -81 .43% 2000'03131 TIW TIGER INHEElS ·53.34% 2000l00130 TPC TRANSPACO -60.00% 
1999n2f31 SFS SPESCOM ·73.54% 2000'03131 UCS UCS GROUP -88.96% 2000l00130 'J1.E VAlUE GROUP ·58.30% 
1999/12/31 TIW TIGER WHEELS ·57.88% '201:»'03/31 VLE VALUEGROl.P ·58.87% 2000J10131 BRN BR1MSTONE INV.'N' -59.26% 
1999112/31 TRT TOURISM INV. -67.12% 2000104130 AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. ·50.60% 2000110131 OTC DATATEC -60,04'''' 
1999112/31 uCS UCSGROUP ·75.57% 2000'04130 BJM BARNARD JAC.MElLET ·70.38% 200011001 OOT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) -64 .2e% 
'2O()(ltU1131 ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. ·50.71% 2000104130 BTG BYTES TECH,GP. -85.60% 200011001 ERP ERP.COM -50.00% 
2000101131 AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR -66.75% 2000'04130 COZ CADIZ ·52.43% 2000110131 FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. -90.62% 
2000101131 BJM BARNARD JAC.MElLET -5959% 2000104130 CSB CASHBUILD <Kl.49% 2OCIOI1oo1 101 10IONTECH. -95.53% 
2COO101131 BTG BYTES TECH.GP. -69.69% 2000104130 CNC CONCOR ·SO.n% 2CXnI11Y31 NPN NASPERS -67.49% 
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2000/1001 PIM PRISM .... - 2001/10/31 BCX BUSINESS CONNEXlON GROUP -51.80% 2002112/31 COZ CADIZ ·93.42% 200011001 TPC TRANSPACO -67.65% 2001110131 DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) .eS.36% 2002J12131 KAI' KAP INTL ·5000% 
200011100 DTC DATATEC .58.83°,4 2001/10131 GIJ GIJlMA AST GROUP -84.99'% 2003f0ll3t AFL AFlEASE GO.& UR.RES. · 58.27% 
2000111130 DDT DIMENSION OATAHDG.(JSE) -74.81% 20(1111001 MTL MERCANTILE BANK ·73.68% 2003101131 BPL 8.ARPLATS INVS. ·73.53% 
2000111130 FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN. -71.(}9% 20011101'31 PIM PRISM ·n .72% 2003101131 COZ CADIZ ·93.31% 
2000111130 101 IDION TECH. ·90.98% 2001/10131 SGG SAGE GROUP ·70._ 2003101131 KAI' KAP INTL ·65.22'4 
2000111/30 PCN PARACON -53.19% 2001I1OJ'J1 SPS SPESCOM -62..98% 2003102126 CDZ CADIZ · 93.81% 
2000111130 PIM PRISM ·7234% 2001111130 DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) -71.32% 2OO3mI31 A"l. AFLEASE GO.& VR.RES. -50.59% 
2000/11/30 ToH TRAOEHOLO -58.65% 2001111130 GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP -88.29% 2003103131 COZ CADIZ -93.45% 
2000111130 TPC TRANSPACO ·53.65% 2001111130 KAI' KAP INTL -58.06% 2003I04I3O COZ CADIZ -93.67% 
2000112131 CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. -50.92% 2001/11130 MTL MERCANTILE BANK -61.45% 2003l05I31 COZ CADIZ ·93.02% 
2000112131 DDT DIMENSION OATA HDG.(JSE) -72.18% 2001/11130 MMG MICROMEGA HOO. -51 .53% 2003105131 KAP K.AF' INTL -50.00% 
2000/12131 FRO FRONT RANGE SL TN. _74. 39-~ 200111100 PIM PRISM -8f1.12% 2003I06I30 AFL AFlEASE GD.& UR RES. -70.69% 
2000112131 101 IDlONTECH. -87.73% 2001/11130 SGG SAGE GROUP .e5.04% 2OOJI06I3O COZ CADIZ _93.02°' 
2000112131 PCN PARACON -53.08% 2001111130 SPS SpeSCOM -66.53% 2003I06I3O KAI' KAP INTL -57.14% 
2000/12/31 PIM PRISM -8292'~ 2001112fJl BCX BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP -54.31% 2003107131 AH AFLEASE GO.& UR.RES. ·n.OO% 
2000112131 SSS THE HOUSE OF BUSBY -51.33% 2001112131 oTC DATATEC -66.75% 2003107131 COZ CADIZ -94.12% 
2000112/31 TPC TRANSPACO ..... 03% 2001/12131 DDT DIMENSION DATAHOG.(JSE) -73.36% 2003107131 RNG RANOGOLD & EX.P ·5582% 
2001101131 oTC OATATEC -55.42% 2001/12.131 GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP -88.29% 2OO3I08f.l1 AFL AFlEASE GD.& UR.RES -73.28% 
2001101131 DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) -79.33% 2001112131 MCU M CUBED HOLDINGS -53.43% 2003:08/31 COZ CADIZ -93.73% 
2001101131 FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN. -67.28% 2001/12.131 MMG MICROMEGA HOO. -57.56% 2003108131 RNG RANOGOLD & EXP. -$2.61% 
2001101131 HCI HOSKEN CONS.lNV. ·53.S6% 2001/12131 PIM PRISM -80.59% 200310Il130 AFL AFlEASE GD.& UR.RES. -70.73% 
2001..tl1131 101 IDION TECH. -93.64% 2001/12/31 SGG SAGE GROUP -72.54% 20(301)9130 COZ CADIZ -93.88% 
2001101/31 NPN NASPERS -57.83% 2001112131 SPS SPESCOM -63.43% 2003I09I3O JCo JCI ·54.95% 
2001101131 PIM PRISM -06.26% 2002101131 OTC OAlATEC -67.62% 20(301)9130 MES MESSINA -54.66% 
2001Alt131 TOH TRADE HOlD -55.42% 2002J01131 DDT DIMENSION DATAHDG.(JSE) -71.n% 2003109130 RNG RANoaOLD & EXP. ·58.54% 
2001.<J2/2a DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) -79.269' 2002!01131 EXL EXCELLERATEHOG. -50.12% 200311001 AFL AFlEASE 00.& URRES. -63.97% 
2001102128 FRO FRONTRAf..jGE SL TN. -77.64% 2002/01/31 GIJ GIJlMA AST GROUP -89.4$% 2OQ3IHl/31 COl CADIZ -94.46% 
2001/02128 GIJ G1JlMA AST GROUP -57.23% 2002101131 MCU M CUBED HOLDINGS -57.98% 2003110131 GIJ GJJIMA AST GROUP ·51.05% 
2001.<J2/28 101 IDiON TECH. .e9.52% 2002J01131 MMa MICROMEGA HOO -7444% 2000110131 JCo JCI -59.39% 
2OO1mr.2B JOG JDGROUP ·56.82% 2002/01131 PIM PRISM -77.07% 200311001 KAI' KAP INTL ·54.55% 
2001JUW8 Nf'N NASPERS -58.24% 2002101/31 SGG SAGE GROUP -67.12% 2003110131 MES MESSINA -57.81% 
2001/02128 PCN PARACON ·52.00% 2002J01131 SPS SPESCOM -59.85% 2000J1OOl RNG RANDGOlD & EXP. ·53.97% 
2001.<J2/26 PIM PRISM -90.44% 2002l02I26 oTC DATATEC -71 .74-141 2003111130 AFL AFLEASE GD.& UR-RES. -62.89% 
2001= SGG SAGE GROUP -50.29% 2002102128 DDT DIMENSION DATAHDG.(JSE) -73.10% 2003111130 COZ CADIZ ·93. 13% 
2001.<J2/28 SPS SPESCOM .e6._ 2002l02I26 GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP -87.29% 2003111/30 JCD JCI -56.15% 
2001103/31 COM COMAIR -51.41% 2002102126 MCU M CUBED HOLDINGS ·56_ 200311 1130 MES MESSINA -58.06% 
2001103131 DDT DIMENSION OATAHDG.(JSE) -71.38% 2002l02I2. MMG MICROMEGA HOG. -81 .82% 2003111130 MVL MVELAPHANOA RES. -64.54% 
2001~1 FRO FRONTRAf..jGE SL TN. -63.64% 2002102128 PIM PRISM .e5.80% 2003111130 RNG RANDGOLD & EX? .esse% 
2001/03(JI GJJ GJJIMA AST GROUP ·58.5J9~ 2002102128 SGG SAGE GROUP -8293% 2003112/31 ORO ORO GOLD -60.19'.4 
2001103131 JOG JDGROUP -55.4~A1 2002103131 AMS ANGLO M1ERICAN PiAT. -50.41% 2003112131 HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. -52.47% 
2001.00131 MTL MERCANTILE BANK -53.93% 2002103131 oTC OATATEC .77.270, 2003112/31 JCo JCI -85.64-141 
2001103131 NPN NASPERS -53.71% 2002l03I31 DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSEl -79.89% 2OO3I12fJl MES MESSINA -61.29% 
2001.{)3IJI PIM PRISM -83.69% 2002103131 alJ GIJIMA AST GROUP -89.64% 2003112131 RNG RANoGOLo & EXP. -70.86% 
2001103131 SPS SPESCOM -70.76% 2002l03I31 LON lONMIN (JSE) -54.05% 
2001103131 VLE VALUE GROUP -51 .30% 2002103131 MCU M CUBeD HOLDINGS -50. 86'~ 
2001I04I30 DDT (){MENSION OATA HDG.(JSE) -74.90% 2002l03I31 MMG MICROMEGA HOO. -81 .60% 
2001I04I30 GIJ G1JlMA AST GROUP ·57.98% 2002l03I31 PIM PRISM .e639% 
2001I04I30 MTL MERCANTILE BANK -64.57% 2002103131 RCH RICHEMONT SECS. (JSE) -59.19% 
2001I04I30 PIM PRISM -76.57% 2002l03I31 SGG SAGE GROUP -76.40% 
2001I04I30 SPS SPESCOM -57.50% 2002104130 AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT. -57.44% 
2001105131 DDT DIMENSION DATAHDG.(JSE) -78.54% 2OO2/04J3O oTC OATATEC .75.56% 
2001J05i31 GIJ GIJlMA AST GROUP ·53.65% 2002104130 DDT DIMENSION OATA HDG.(JSE) -80.75% 
2001105131 JOG JDGROUP -51 .04% 2002104130 ORO ORO GOLD .62.98% 
2001105131 MTL MERCANTILE BANK ·79.72% 2002104130 EXL EXCELLERATe HOG. ·50.00% 
2001,1'J5J31 MMG MICROMEGA HOG. -61.17% 2002/04l3O GIJ GIJlMA AST GROUP -91 .45% 
2001105131 PIM PRISM -78.58% 2002104130 LON lONMIN (JSE) -53.18% 
2001105131 SPS SPESCOM .eQ.43% 2002104130 MCU M CUBED HOLDINGS -56.11% 
2001.\16130 COM COMAlR -51._ 2002104130 MMa MICROMEGA HOO. ..... 67% 
2001.\16130 DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) -79.06% 2002104130 PIM PRISM -79.07% 
2001.\16130 GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP .e6.02% 2OO2J04I3O RCH RICHEMONT SECS. (JSEl ·54.22'4 
2001.\16130 JOG JD GROUP -52.81% 2002104130 soo SAGE GROUP -78.40% 
2001.\16130 MTL MERCANTILE BANK -76.85% 2OO2J04I3O SPS SPESCOM -SO.59% 
2001.\16130 MMG ~'CROMEGA HOG. -73.24% 2002105/31 BPL BARPlATS INVS. -51.63% 
2001.\16130 PIM PRISM -87.04% 2002J0S/31 oTC DATATEC -66.19% 
2001.\16130 SPS SPESCOM ·7246% 2002105131 DDT DlMENS!ON OAT A HOO.(JSE) -58.54% 
2001107131 COM COMAIR -51 .13% 2002/05/31 ORO ORO GOLD .eQ.02% 
2001Al7/31 DDT DIMENSION OATA HDG.(JSE) -71 .63% 2002105/31 EXL EXCElLERATE HOG. -50.12% 
2001.(17/31 GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP ·n.81% 2002JOSl31 GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP .e7 10% 
2001107131 JOG JD GROUP -50.41% 2002l05I31 MCU M CUBED HOLDINGS -59.45% 
2001Al7131 KAI' KAPINTL ·58.06% 2002105/31 MMG MICROMEGA HOG. -64.38% 
2001107131 MTL MERCANTILE BANK -64.04% 2002l05I31 PIM PRISM -69.03% 
2001Al7/31 MMG M1CROMEGA HOG. -77 .4fJ% 2002105/31 SGG SAGE GROUP -74.95% 
2001m/31 PIM PRISM -90.45% 2OO2fOOI3() BPL BARPtATS INVS. -58.39% 
2001107131 SGG SAGE GROUP -51.75°' 2002106130 oTC DATATEC -58.53% 
2001107131 SPS SPESCOM ·75.00% 2002106130 DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) -58.92% 
2001.w31 ADR ADCORP ·55.86% 2002106130 ORO ORO GOLD -55.10% 
200110&'31 oTC OATATEC -53.33% 2002106130 EXL exCELlERATE HOG. -71 .86% 
2001108131 OGe O!G1CORE .52.27% 2002106130 GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP -81 23% 
2001108131 DDT DIMENSION DATAHDG.(JSE) -72.86% 2002106130 MES MESSINA -51 .61% 
2001108131 GIJ G1JlMA AST GROUP -78.45% 2002106130 SOO SAGE GROUP -69.72% 
2001iW31 JOG JOGROUP ·57.48% 2002107131 BPL BARPlATS INVS. -52.46% 
2001108131 MTL MERCANTILE SANK -76.61% 2002107131 EXL EXCELlERATE HOG. -63.10% 
2001108131 MMG MlCROMEGA HOG. -74.69% 7fYJ2J07131 GIJ G1JlMA AST GROUP -78.90% 
20011OB1'31 PIM PRISM -94.07% 2002/07/31 SGG SAOEGROUP -50.36% 
2001108131 SOO SAGE GROUP -54.94% 2002108131 BPL BARPlAlS INVS. -58.67% 
2001.(18131 SPS SPESCOM -76.37% 2002108131 ORO ORO GOLD -52.04% 
2001/09130 ADR ADeORP -51 .~' 2002J08J31 EXL EXCELlERA TE HOG. -71 .43~ 
2001/09130 sex BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP -5547% 2002108131 GIJ GUIMA AST GROUP -78. 4~' 
2001/09130 DDT DlMEN&ON DATAHDG.(JSE) .e9._ 2002109/3{) ORO DRDGOLD -54.99% 
2001/09130 GIJ GWIMA AST GROUP -79.W' 2OO2I0IlJ30 EXL EXCELLERATE HOG. -5215% 
20011:;3130 JOG JOGROUP ·52.82% 2002109/3{) G'J GIJIMAAST GROUP .e7.26% 
2001/09130 MCU M CUBED HOLDINGS -50.73% 2002/10131 BPL BARPlATS INVS. -59.80% 
2001109f3O MTL MERCANTILE BANK -7157% 2002110/31 EXL EXCElLERA TE HOG. -61 .11% 
2001/09130 MMG MlCROMEGA HOG. -81 .02% 2002!10131 MMG MICROMEGA HOG. -61 .02% 
2001109f3O PIM PRISM -94.55% 20021'1130 SPL BAR PLATS INVS. ·n.ogo, 
20011:3130 SGG SAGE GROUP -57.69% 2002111130 GIJ GIJlMA. AST GROUP -50.25% 
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Appendix A.g. Sample Extreme Losers Sorted by Return 
The table lists 12 month periods of extreme performance for all extreme losers on the JSE Securities 
Exchange from January 1995 until December 2004 included in this study. An extreme loser is 
defined as a stock which at least halves in a 12 month period. In addition to the names of all 
extreme performers, the table lists the share codes for each, the start date of the 12 month period 
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Totti 
Cod. CGmp«nyNlme 8tJirtOlite 
Total 
Cod. Complny HaIM St.rtOabi 
Toc..l 
Code Comp.lny Nlml 8t.rtO.te 
Retum RIlLlm Return 
-95.61IM. FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN . 2WJI02J29 -8-' ,04'" LAN LA GROUP 'N' 2OI:XIA)1!31 ·7e.n,. CUL CULUNAN '996111130 
-95.53% 101 IDION TECH. 20001'001 -84 .02~ MST MUSTEK 200JmJ29 ·7tl.76'*. ORO DROGOlO 1996110131 
-85._ CCT CONNECTION GP 1998107131 -84.00'lfa LAR I.A GROUP 200JI02129 ·78.69% BRC 8RANDCORP 199B105l31 
-9S . .40N 101 IOION TECH. 2OOOI09I3D .... """ LAR LA GROUP '999/12/3' -78.67% GO" GOOD HOPE DlAMONDS 199911lB131 
-904.55'tb PIM PRISM 2OO11OOf3fJ -83.90% GO" GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1ge8!"fX) -78.67" SBL SABLE ,9971121'31 
-9" .~ COl CADIZ 2OO3I,Q(3, -83.73% GO" GOOD HOPE DIAMONOS 1999,(],f31 ·78.64% ENV ENVIROSERV 1997110131 
-9<t.,~ 101 IDION TECH . 2000l07131 -83.69% PIM PRISM 2001~3131 ·78.58% PIM PRISM 2OCl1105131 
-9" .1~ COl CADIZ 200:1107131 -83.88% LAN LAGROUP '~ 200JmJ29 .78.54% DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.{JSE) 2OO1105f3' 
-94.1'" FRO FRONTAANGE SL TN. 2OOMl!/(.J() -83.38" AD" AOVTECH , ... ""'" -78.047% GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 2OOWBI31 
-94.07% PIM PRISM 2001106131 -83.38% JSC JA$CO ElTN. , ... ""'" ·78.45'" GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 20011C6131 
OOO.SS'" COl CADIZ 2OO3I09IJO -83.291Mo STO SET POINT TECH . 1999/11130 ·78.40% SGG SAGE GROUP 2OO2IO<IJO 
-93.84'4 101 10 10N TECH. 2OO!m131 -83.23% oTC OATATEC 200JmJ29 -78.38% BTO SYTES TECH .OP. 1998/10131 
-93.e,,~ COl CADIZ :1OO3mI28 -83."'" CCT CONNECTION GP ''''''''''''' ·78.16% ENV ENVIROSERV 1997103131 -93.73'M1 COl CADIZ 2Q03.<JBr.l1 -83.04'" LAR LA GROUP 2COJ,{I1J31 ·n.rn% aPL SARPLATS INVS. 2002112/31 
.e3.eN COZ CADIZ 2OIl3I04r.lO -82.92% PIM PRISM 20C0/12/31 ·n.95'M1 ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES 1997" 2131 
<>:I."" FRO FRONTRANGE SlTN. 2OClQ.W31 -82.91'M1 CUL CUlUNAN 1996<l<13O .71.~ CUL CULliNAN 1990/0030 
--93.4N 101 IOION TECH 2000l01II31 -82.86% ERP ERP.COM 2OOO..tI1131 -71.89% PMN PRIMEDIA 'N' 199B105l31 
-93.45'960 COl CADIZ 20030W31 -827(''11 M4A AMALAPPC. '''''''''''' ·T7.7SIM. RNG RANDGOlO & EXP. 1997/091JO 
-93"'~ COl CADIZ 200'2/12/31 -82.e1% BRC SRANDCORP 1906<l61lO ·71.72"'1t. PIM PRISM 2001110131 
-93.31" COl CADIZ 2003101131 -82.50'11 GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS '''''''''''''''' .71.70% MST MUSTEK 1999/11130 -93.13CM! COl CADIZ 2CX)3I1113O -82.. .. 7IM. GO" GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 19get12131 ·71.65% BEL SEll EaUIPMENT 1997108/31 
<>:1.0200 COZ CADIZ :1003I00I31 -82, .. 7" STO SeTPOINT TECH. '''''''''''''''' ·T7.64% FRO FRONT RANGE SL TN. 2OCl1/02128 ·93.Q2CMo COl CADIZ 2003I06I3O -82.45% MST MUSTEK 1999"2(31 .n.~ CAR LA GROUP 19".,.131 
<>:I""" CCT CONNECTION GP. 19981061JO -8222% 101 IDION TECH . 200J1\l5I31 .71.56% PMA PRIMEDtA 1998.:0&31 
-OJ.""" CCT CONNECTION GP. 1 ~10f31 -82.19IM. RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997..t12I2B ·71.55% ENV ENVIROSERV 1997107131 
-91 .83'4 GO" GOOD HOPE DtAMONDS 1999/OC1JO -82.14'4 RNG RANDGOLO & EXP. 1997.(}5131 .T7.5O'MI ERP ERP.COM 2OOOIOSI31 
..g,.~ GU GIJIMA AST GROUP 2OO2IO<IJO -82.10% ECO EOQARS CONS.STORES 1997~1 .T7.5(m ERP ERP.COM 2000I06I3O 
..Ql .1"'" CCT CONNECTION GP. 19981\l8131 -8:2.08IM. CUL CULliNAN , ... <l2128 .T7.5O'tI RNO R.ANDGOlD & EXP. 19971!l6f.lO 
-00._ 101 1010N TECH . 2()QIlI1113O -8200% CUL CULliNAN ,''''''''''' ·71.46'4 GoH GOOO HOPE DlAMONDS 1996110131 
-OO.9S'" FRO FRONT RANGE SL TN. 2OC: 1WJO -81.84'" OAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1996A)913O .71.046% WNH WlNHOlD 1991l103131 
-90.9~ 101 IOION TECH. 2OClQ.W31 -al .64'" JSC JASCOELTN. 1990mJ28 · T7.45IM. TRT TOURISM INY. 1999110131 
-90._ FRO FRONT RANGE SL TN. 2()()(W1131 -81 .82% JSC JASCO ELTN. 199911001 .77.40% M"'iG MICROMEGA HOG. 2001107131 
.ao . .,.. FRO FRONTAANGE SLTN 2000110131 -81 .62IM. "WN HOWDEN AFRICA 1997110131 ·77.37% BTG BYTES TECH .GP. 1996f12/31 
..QO .~'" PIM PRISM 2001107131 -81.62% MMG MICRO MEGA HOG. 2OO2.<l2l2!! ·71.37~ JSC JASCO EL.TN. 1999112131 
-00.""'" PIM PRISM 2OO1<l2128 ..al .78% KAP KAP INfL.. 1997t061JO -T7.Jnf. JSC JASCO EL.TN . 1996111130 
..QQ. 14'" STO SET POINT TECH . 1999107/31 -81 . 66~ CCT CONNECTION GP. 199!9,()1/31 .77.32% SKJ SEKUNJAlO INYS. 1999111130 
-00.13'" STO SETPOINT TECH . 1999/00130 -aUIO% MMG MICRO MEGA HOG. =, -77.29% BEL eElL EQUIPMENT 1997103131 
-00.""" ERP ERP.COM 2OClQ.W31 -81 . .t3% STO SET POINT TECH . 1 aooM 2131 ·77.27% oTC DATATEC =, 
-89.&5% JSC JASCO ELTN 1996/00130 -81 .36% CUL CULUNAN 1999,()1131 ·77 .~ oAW DS.& WHSG .NETWORK 1996/1100 
-89.64% GU GIJIMA AST GROUP 2OO2mI31 -81 .24'4 RNO RANDGOLD & EXP, 1996111130 ·77."'" SPS SPESCOM 1999/00130 
.a9.~ 101 JOlON TECH . 2OO1mJ29 -a' .23IM. GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 2OOW6IJO ·77.1~ CAR LAGROUP le99111/X1 ... - G1J GIJIMA AST GROUP 2OO"2m1/31 -8Ue% BRN BRIMSTONE IN'V.'N' '''''''''' ·77.11% ADH ADVTECH 1999107131 -59 .... 7% CCT CONNECTION Gp. ,''''''''''''' -51 ."" BEL BEll EQUIPMENT 1997,()613O -77.11'4 CNL CONTROL JNSTRUMENTS GP. 1997102J'2S 
-89.4N 101 1DION TECH. 20()()10613() -81.12% HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1997111/30 .n.~ BPL BARPlATS lNVS. 2002/11130 
.... 31l'II STO SETPOINT TECH . Hl9911001 -51 .02'4 MMO MICROMEGA HOG. 2001/00130 ·77.07% PIM PRISM 200'2/01131 
-89. 131M. STO SETPOINT TECH. ''''''''''''' -81 .02% JSC JASCO ELTN. 1999,()3f31 .77.02% ENV ENVIROSERV 19971061'JO -86.95'" FRO FRONT RANGE Sl TN 2QC)(W7131 -81.02% M4A AMALAPPC . 1119O.<l413O -76.91'% STO SETPOINT TECH 2O()(W2I29 
.... - FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN. 2OOMlOI31 -81.02'11. ORO ORO GOLD 1900111/30 -76.85% "'ill MERCANTILE BANK 2OCl11!l6f.lO 
-88.45% FRO FRONT RANGE Sl TN, 2000I06I3O -80.88% JCo JCI 19'iJ7..t16131 ·76.81'" CUL CULLINAN 1"""""""l 
-88.41" STO SET POINT TECH . '''''''''''' -80.77% JSC JASCO ELTN. 200J103I31 ·78.n% LAR LAGROUP 19991071'31 .... - GU GIJIMA AST GROUP 2001111130 -80.75% DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 2OCl2<>4J3O -78.70% ERP ERP.COM 2O()(W2I29 .... - GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 2001112/31 -80.7"% JSC JASCOElTN. 2OOJmJ29 -76.61" CPA CORPCAPITAL 1995/03131 
-88. 1~ STO SETPOINT TECH . 1999/02129 -SO.12IM. RNO RANDGOLD & EXP. 1997,()3131 ·76.61'11. MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2001J06131 
.... , 20< PIM PRISM 2001111130 -80.601% oTC DATATEC 200J/OOI3O · 78.81'" MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1996112/31 
.... 08'11 GO" GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1999102JZB ..eo. 59~ KAP KAP INTL.. 1997..05131 -76.57'" 1'1 .... PRISM 2OCl1""'" 
-86.03'4 BTO BYTES TECH .GF' . '''''''''''' -80.56% PIM PRISM 2001112131 -7e.~ STO SETPOINT TECH. 2000I04I3O -88.01'4 CUL CULLINAN '''''''''''''''' -80.57% LAN LA GROUP 'N' 1999NllJO ·76."~ 101 lolON TECH. 2000lO2I29 -a7.~ IDI IDION TECH . 2000112131 -80.3.041Mo KAP KAP INTL.. liJ97/11130 ·76."~ CAR LA GROUP 1999/09130 
-a7.~ BTG BYTES TECH.GF' 19991Oe131 -80.2'% RNO AANDGOLD & EXP 1997,Q1131 ·76 . .o4OCMo ENV ENVIROSERV 1997105131 
-87.29'MI GC GIJIMA AST GROUp 2tXnJ02IZB -80.23% ENV ENVIROSERV l 007,Q6131 -76 . .4()'4; SGO SAGE GROUP 2002/03131 
-87. 1~ GC GIJIMA AST GROUP 2OCl2I\lOI:l1 4J(J.16% RNO RANDGOL.D & EXP. 1996112131 ·78.3"N SPS SPESCOM 2001~1 
-87.04'" PIM PRISM 2OO11!l6f.lO -SO. 1 S'*' TRT TOURISM INV. ''''1!l6f.lO ·76.28'4 ENV ENVIROSERV 1997102128 
-87.03'" FRO FRONTRANGE SLTN. 2000l01II31 -80.Q.4% oTC DATATEC 2(0)110131 -76.25% "DC HUDACO 1997.I09I30 
.... - CCT CONNECTION GP. 1998/11130 -80.00% AD" AOVTECH '''''''''''''''' -78.25% CUL CUL.UNAN 19961\l2129 -88._ JSC JASC.Q ELTN. '''''''''''' -80.00% ERP ERP.COM 2000I04I3O -78.21% ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 199711100 .... ,.". CCT CONNECTION GP. 19981\l5i31 -80.00'" ORO ORO GOLD 1996112131 -76.19% SPS SPESCOM 2000l01131 
.... - ENV ENVlROSERV 1997l'00I30 ·79.99% GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 2001/00130 -76.16% ECO EOGARS CONS,STORES 19971101'31 
-88.53'4 BTO BYTES TECH.GP. 1999/09130 -79.96% AD" ADVTECH 1999/1001 -76.1S% AoH ADVTECH 19991121'31 .... ,.,. CUL CULLINAN 1996103131 ·79.96% STO SETPOINT TECH. :2OCXWll3l -78.14'" ARI AFN .RAINBOW MRLS. 1997.a!131 
-88._ aTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1ses«w.lO ·79.93'4 AD" AOVTECH 1999111130 · 76.1~ MTX METOREX 1996I09I30 
-88."'" PIM PRISM 2001101131 ·79.88% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOO.(J5E) =, -76.11'" oTC DATATEC 2OOCl<l6I31 
-86.14" CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1997J01131 -79.81% oAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK 199611001 ·76.11% BTG BYTES TECH .GP. 1998111/30 
-88.08'11 DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG,(JSE) 200009l3O ·79.72'11. MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2001.u5131 -76.10'Mt ROW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1996112/31 
.... 1)20< KAP KAP INTl. 19E17JOB131 ·79.72'" oAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1919EW71'31 ·78.Q:J% LAN LA GROUP 'N ' 200003I31 
~.~'" eTG BYTES TECH .GP. 1999107131 ·79.64% RaW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1ge7,()3131 ·75.991*1 SBL SABLE 1997,(1913() 
-85.7~ OTC OATATEC 2OClQ.W31 -79.62% CCT CONNECTION GP. 1999102JZB -7S.~ STO SETPO(NT TECH. 200003I31 
-35.53% STO SETPOINT TECH . 1ses«w.lO ·79.47'" KAP KAPINTL.. 1997'(}7f31 -75.95% AMA AMALAPpC. 199E110613O 
-80."'" KAP !(ApINTL 191171OOf3fJ ·79.41'" DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2OOOoUIII31 .T5.B9'M. BTG BYTES TECH .GP. 1999102JZB 
-85.13% WNH WiN HOLD 19971C6131 ·79.38'" JSC JASCO ElTN. 1999'()7/31 -75.74'" GRF GROUP FIVE 1997,()8f31 
-8~.()9'M; GoH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS ''''''''''''' -79.33% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2OO1,()1I31 -75.70'Mt LAN LAGROUP 'N' 1999I08I30 
-a5.~ oAW 05.& WHSG.NETWORK 1997iU2126 ·79.33IM. AD" ADVTECH 1999J03131 -7S.66'M1 MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1997101/31 
..... - PIM pRISM 200011001 ·79.33% SPS SPESCOM 2001108/30 ·7567IM. ECO EDGARS CONS STORES 1997,u7131 .... """ GC GIJIMA AST GROUP 2001/10/31 ·79.27'" CUL CULUNAN 1998/12/31 -7~.&4" SBL SAaLE 1997110131 
-34.87% MMO MICROMEGA HOG. 2002/04130 -79.26% DOT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2OCl1<l2128 -75.63% PMA PRIMEDLA 19ge107131 
-84.78" CUL CUlliNAN 1996110131 -79.23IM. oAW OS .& WHSG NETWORK 1997,u1131 -7S.5nfI UCS UCS GROUP 1999112/'31 
-8-4.75'9t1 JSC JA$CO ElTN. 2OOO/!)4I3Q ·79.18% LAN LA GROUP 'N' 199911001 ·75.~ oTC OATATEC 2OCl2<>4J3O ..... ,.". LAN LA GROUP 'N' 1999112131 ·79.1 .. % LAR LA GROUP 1~ -75.51'" LAN LA GROUP 'N' 1999IU7131 
-&4.sa" KAP KAP INTL 1997m131 ·79.07% PIM PRISM 2OCl2<>4J3O -75.~ AD" AOVTECH 1"""""2120 
-84.58% RBW RAiNBOW CHICKEN 1997JU1131 -7IHE% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2OCl1.w:lO -75.49'% MOB MOBILE INOUSTRIES 1996111130 
-&4.54% CCT CONNECTION GP. 1998112/31 ·79.04" LAR LA GROUP 1999/10131 -75.4"Mf1 AMA AMALAPpC. 199B103131 
-84."''M1 STO SET POINT TECH . 19991Oe131 ·79.00% JCo JCI 1997'()7131 ·7S~ HOC HUDACO 1997,()8131 .... """ BTG BYiES TECH.GP. ,''''''''''', ·76.94% BRC BRANDCORP ,'''''''''''''' -75.~ HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1997112131 .... - DDT D!MENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2OOOi10131 -78.93IM. AD" ADVTECH 1999!O5131 -7S.22% LAN LA GROUP 'N' 1990I09I30 
-&4.25'9t1 BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 198M)7131 · 78.90IM. MST MUSTEK ~113' ·75.14'" oLV DORBYL 19Q7!W31 
-84.23"- FRO FRONT RANGE Sl TN. 1ge8112/31 ·78.90% GIJ GlJrMA AST GROUP 2002A:)7131 ·75. 1~ GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1999I08I30 
-84.17'" BTO BYTES TECH.GP. 1999I06I30 -78.88% BEL BELL EQUIPMENT 1997'()7131 -75.08% SBL SABLe , .... <XlI31 
-&4.1S% ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES 1997109.00 -78.79% KAP KAP INTL.. 199711001 -75.00% SPS SPESCOM 2001107131 
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Appendix A. 9. Sample Extreme Losers Sorted by Return 
Continued. 
Total 
Cod. Company Name Start o.te 
Total 
C_ Company NarM Start oat. 
Tolal 
~ Start Dete Return Return Return 
Company Name 
-74.95% TRT TOURISM INV 1999,'11/30 -71.74% DTC OATATEC 2002I02J26 .68.64% JCD JCI 1997109130 
-74.93% STO SETPOINT TECH. 2C::DI05131 -71.68% ADH AOVTECH 1999101131 .ee.S5% PIM PRISM 2000103131 
-74.92% CUl CUWNAN 1999105/31 -71.64°Al ART ARGENT INOUSTRIAl... 1997/09130 -68.54% COl CADIZ 1999112131 
-74.91)%; DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 2001/U4/30 _71.63°4 DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2001~713' -ee.5O% INM INMINS 1997109130 
-74.88% ORO DROGOlD 19961'07/31 -71.el% JSC JASCO ElTN. 1999111130 -68.50% 8TG BYTES TECH.GP. 1999110/31 
-74.&5% JSC JASCOELTN. 2000l01/31 -71.57% SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 19Q910613O -68.45% CUl CUlUNAN 19971021.28 
-74.81% DDT DIMENSION OATA HOG.(JSE) 2()OO'1113O -71 .57% MTl MERCANTILE BANK 2001JOO13O -68.44°4 BJM BARNARD JAC.MELLET 2OO0i02I29 
-74.81% NPN NASPERS 2000I09I30 ·7154% SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 1999«>&31 -66.39% PIM PRISM 2OO2J03I31 
-74.80% HWN HOWOEN AFRICA 1998101131 -71 .43% EXL EXCELLERATE HOG. 2OOW6I31 -68.39% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 1997108J31 
-74.78"% GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1995101/31 -71 .38% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2001103131 -6639% ANA AMALAPPC. 1998107131 
-7469% MMG MICROMEGA HOG. 2001108/31 -7135% SPS SPESCOM 19_ -68.38% CS8 CASHBUlLO 1995107131 
-74.62% DDT DIMENSION DATA H::)G.(JSE) 2000l07131 _71.33°4 GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 199W07/31 -68.37% M8N MOBILE INDUSTRIES "N' 1998tOO131 
-74.60% PMN PRIMEDIA 'N' 19981OOJ3O -71.32% DDT DIMENSION OATA HDG.(JSE) 2001/11/'30 -88.33°4 UCS UCS GROUP 2OO0I04J30 
-74.59% MST MUSTEK 1999/10131 -71 .19% ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES 1998101131 -6B.32% CNC CONCOR 2000101131 
-74.58% M08 MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1996110131 -71 .11% RNG RANDGOLO & EXP. 1998110131 -68.31% ARI AFN .RAINBOW MRLS. 1997107131 
-74.52% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 1996101/31 -71 .09% FRO FRONTRANGE SUN. 2OmI1,I3O -68.27% ARI AFN.RAlNBOW MRLS. 1997110131 
-74.51% JCD JCI 1997I06I30 -71 .05% SIU SEKUNJALO INVS. 1999m'/J l -88.23% PAM PALABORA MINING 1997108131 
-74.44% MMG M1CROMEGA HOG. 2002101/31 -7097% MST MUSTEK 2000l03I31 -68.21% CUl CULUNAN 1998112/31 
-74.42'14 STO SETPOINT TECH. 1999101/31 -70.94% TRE TRENCOR 1999107/31 -68.18% HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1998102J28 
-74.39"4 FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN. 2000112131 -70.91% UCS ucsaROUP 2000l02I29 -88.13°4 SPS SPESCOM 1999105131 
-74.27% TRT TOURISM INV. 1999107/31 -70.90% 8TG BYTES TECH.GP. 2000/03131 -68.11% CUl CULUNAN 1998107/3 1 
-74.26% CAR LA GROUP 2000l03I31 -70.86% RNG RANDGOLO & EYP. 2OOJI12(31 -88.03c,(, ANA AMALAPPC . 1998102128 
-7422% 8TG BYTES TECH.GP. 199&'01131 -70.79% MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 199M)7131 -68.01% S8l SABLE 199&'04130 
-74.21°4 STO SETPOINT TECH. 2000I06I30 -70.76% SPS SPESCOM 2001103131 -66.00% DAW 00.& WHSG.NETWORK 11l96105131 
-74.21% KAP KAPINTL 1996/12/31 ·70.75% PGR PEREGRINE 1999/04J30 -88.00% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 11l96103131 
-74.10% rvr INVlCTA 1997111130 ·70.73% An AFLEASE GO.& URRES. 2003l09I30 -67.99% APN ASPEN PHMCR 1996107/31 
-74.02% ENV ENVIROSERV 1997104130 -70.69% AFl AFLEASE GD.& UR.RES. 2003I06I3O -67.97% WNH WIN HOLD 1997107131 
-74.01% PMA PRIMEDIA 19981OOJ3O ·70.65% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 1995/12131 -67.95% HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1997109130 
-74.00% BRC BRANOCORP 1998107131 ·70.64% WNH WINHOLD 1997/12/31 -67.94% JCD JCI 199M)9IJ0 
-73.99% BEL BEll. EQUIPMENT 1997/09/30 ·70._ GDH GOOD HOPE OIAMONDS 19951021'28 -67.93% JSC JASCO ElTN. 1998107131 
-73.93% RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 1997104130 -70._ 8El BEll. EQUIPMENT 19971101'31 -e7.930i'b ARI AFN.RAINBOW MRL5. 1997106/30 
-n._ SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD I/INS. 1999/02128 -70.57% HOC HUDACO 1997/1001 -67.00% SIU SEKUNJALO INVS. 1999109130 
-73.83% 8TG BYTES TECH.GP. 1999101131 -70.52% Cul CULUNAN 19961C11131 ..,7._ TRE TRENCOR 1999105131 
-7370% JSC JASCO ELTN. 1999101/31 -70.43% SGG SAGE GROUP 2001/10131 -67.83% UCS UCSGROUP 1999111130 
-73.69% IVT INVlCTA 1997109J3O ·70.40% MST MUSTEK 19~1 -87.80% ARI AFN.RAIN80W MRLS. 1997/12/31 
-73.68% MTl MERCANTILE BANK 2001110/31 ·70.40% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 190emm -67.67% ECO EOOARS CONS. STORES 1999112/31 
-13.57% CUl CUWNAN 1999106130 -70.38% BJM BARNARD JAC.MELlET 1999111130 -67.67% IVT INVICTA 1997110131 
-73.54% SPS SPESCOM 1999112131 -70.36% BJM BARNARD JAC.MElLET 2O~0030 -67.66% M08 MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1996105131 
-73.53% JSC JASCO ELTN 1999/08131 -70.32% MTL MERCAl-JTILE B.A.NK 1999108131 "'7.65% KAP KAP INTL 1997102128 
-73.53% BPL BARPLATS INVS. 2003101131 ·70.32% 8RN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 1999/02128 -67.65% TPC TRANSPACO 200011001 
-73.49% 101 IDIONTECH. ~!04/30 -70.22% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 19990''::'5131 -67.64% S8l SABLE 1998102f28 
-73.44% SIU SEKUNJALO INVS. 199Wl001 ·70.22% MTl MERCANTILE BANK 199M)7131 -67.62:;~ RAH REAl AFRICA i998109/30 
-73.43:/: DTC DATATEC 2OCJ'0413O -70.13% ORO DRDGOLC 1997102128 -67.62% DTC DATATEC 2002101131 
-73.36% MTX METOREX 1996110131 -70. 13% JSC JASCOElTN 1998112131 -61.61% MTX METOREX 1996/11/30 
-73.)604 LAN LA GROUP W' 2000/04130 -70.06% SIU SEKUNJAlO INVS. 2000l03I31 -67.60% INM INMINS 19971081Jl 
-73.36% DDT DtMEN~ON DATA HOG.(JSE) 2001/12131 ·70.02% DTC DATATEC 2OOMl7/31 -67.59% M08 ,....cBILE INDUSTRIES 1Q9g,u.V,l() 
-73_ P ... oN PRJMEDtA 'N' 199&'07131 -70.01% EXL EXCELLERATE HOG 1998I06I30 -e7.57% JCD JCI 1996112/31 
-73.28% An AFlEASE GD.& UR.RES. 2003lO8J31 -70.00% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1996112!31 -67.SO% AVI AVI 1997108131 
-73.28% KAP KAP INTL 1997103131 -70.00% ERP ERP.COM 1999111130 -67.49% NPN NASPERS 2000110131 
-73.28% CNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1996112131 -70.00% ERP ERP.COM 1999112/31 -67.45% MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N 1998104130 
-73.24% CUl CUWNAN 1997101131 -6Q.Q8% SIU SEKUNJAlO lNVS. 2000I04/30 -61.45% ORO DRDGOLD 1997103131 
-73.24'4 MMG MlCROMEGA HOG 2001J0613O -89.97% JCD JCI 1996111130 -67.34% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 2OO0i02I29 
-73.20% GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1999105131 -69.94% CUH CITY LODGE HOTELS 1997I09I30 -67.28% FRO FRONT RANGE SL TN. 2001/01131 
-73.20% 8TG BYTES TECH.GP. 1998/06/30 -69._ DDT C:MENSION OAT A HDG.(JSE) 2001/09130 -67._ GIJ GJJIMA AST GROUP 2002I09I3O 
·nl9% BJM BARNARD JAC.MEll..ET 2000l03I31 -69.85% M08 MOBILE 1P\:lUSTRIES 1QOO/05131 -67.26% DlV DOR8YL 1997/10/31 
-73.12% 8El BEll.. EQUIPMENT 1997105131 -69.80% CNC CONOOR 1996102128 -67.25°4 Raw RAINBOW CHICKEN 1995f08131 
-73.11% CUl CUWNAN lf198107131 -89.75% SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 1998107131 -67.24% ARI AFN.RAlNBOW MRLS 1997102128 
-73.11% CUl CUWNAN 1Q99103131 -69.74% ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES 2000/03131 -67.23% 8RN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 1999101/31 
-73. 10% DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2002J02J26 -69.72% SGG SAGE GROUP 2002106/30 -67.18% RNG RANDGOLO & EXP 1997107/31 
·73 OJ% KAP KAPINTL 1997104J3O -89.71% OCT DATACENTRIX 1999112/31 -61.17% PAM PAlABORA MINING 1997107/31 
-73.00% SIU SEKUNJAlO INVS 1999106/30 .jI9._ 8TG BYTES TECH.GP 20(1)001/31 -67.16% CNC CONCOR 1997107/31 
·n99% MTX METOREX 1996/12/31 -89.68'4 IVT INV1CTA 1996102128 .f!7.12% WBO WILSON BAY HLM OVC 1997111/30 
-n96% HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1997108131 -6Q.67% WNH WINHOLD 1997111130 -87.12% SGG SAGE GROUP 2002101131 
·n9O% DlV DORBYL 1997I09I30 -69.64% RlO REuNERT 1997U131 -67.12% TRT TOURISM INV. 1999112/31 
·n_ DDT DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) 2001108/31 -6Q.63% ADH AOVTECH Ul99J08lJ1 -67.03% ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 1997106f30 
·n81%- GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 2001107131 -69.56% EXL EXCELLERATE HOG 199&'05131 -67.02% ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 1997/10131 
-n79% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 1996109130 -6Q.S8% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 199&'01/31 -61.01% TRT TOURISM INV. 1999/08131 
-n65% IVT INVlCTA 1997/12131 -6Q.56% DAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 19QM)4J30 -67.00% AVI AVI 1997109130 
-ne1% LAN LAGROUP'N' 1999/05131 -69.55'4 SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 1998104/30 -66._ MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1998111130 
·7258% MST MUSTEK 1999107131 -69.54% CUl CULUNAN 199&08131 -88.97% ART ARGENT INDUSTRiAl 1997102128 
-7255% TRT TOURJSM INV. 1999/09130 -69.37% ENV ENVlROSERV 1997/11130 -66._ JSC JASCO ELTN. 199811001 
-72.54% SGG SAGE GROUP 2001/12131 -69._ JCD JCI 1997J03131 -88.92% HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 1996/11130 
-n51%- MTl MERCANTILE BANK 1999110131 -69.:14% 858 THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 2OOOI02J29 -66.87% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 1998102128 
-n.47% JCD JCI 1997/05131 -69.34% 8RN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 1999103131 -88.85% DTC DATATEC 1999112131 
-n_ SPS SPESCOM 2001J06/30 -69.27% HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 1996112/31 -66.77% TRE TRENCOR 1999103131 
-n45% SRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N" 1Q9g,u.V,l() -69.27% MTl MERCANTILE BANK 199Ml9/3(J -66.76% IVT INVICTA 1998103131 
-7243% CUl CUWNAN 1998110131 -69.24% MTl MERCANTILE BANK 1999J0613O -66.75% AFl AFRICAN LIFE ASR. 2000101131 
·n41" CAR LA GROUP 2000/04/30 -8g . 24~i'b S8l SABLE 1997/1'00 -86.75% DTC DATATEC 2001/12/31 
-7240'4 PAM PALABORA MINING 1997l00I30 -69.23% STO SETPOINT TECH. 1998/11/30 -66.74°Al CUl CULLINAN 1998108131 
-7234% PIM PRISM 2000/11/30 -89.22% TRE TRENCOR 1999/04J30 -66.70% GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 19981051'31 
-nJ204 ORO DRDGOLD 199Ml913O -89.22% TRT TOURISM INV. 1999105131 -66.67% PAM PAlABORA MINING 1997/10/31 
·n26% GRF GROUP FIVE 1997109130 -69.21% NWl NUWORLO 1998105131 -66.67% EXL EXCELLERATE HOG. 1998107/31 
-72_24% ADH ADVTECH 1999106130 -69.17% IVT INVlCTA 199&'01131 -66.66% SPS SPESCOM 1999111130 
-n23% CAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1996106/30 -69.16% MTl MERCANTILE BANK 1999111f3Cl -66.66'4 SPS SPESCOM 2001102128 
-n2O% BJM BARNARD JAC.MELlET 1999112131 -69.06% APN ASPEN PHMCR 11l96103131 -66.66'4 STO SETPOINT TECH. 1998112/31 
-72. 18% DDT DIMEN~ON OATA HDG.{JSE) 2000112131 -69.03% PCN PARACON 2O~'00130 -66.65% MTX METOREX 1996/08131 
-n 14% SPS SPESCOM 2OOOIOOJ31 -69.03% PIM PRISM 2002l05I31 -86.64% GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1995108131 
-n.12% FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN. 1999111130 -68.97% SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS 19991031'31 -66.63% ENV ENVIROSERV 1997112/31 
-7210% IVT INVlCTA 1997108131 -68.96% CNC CONCOR 19Q8101f31 -66.63% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1998103131 
-72.09% AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 1999112131 -66.96% UCS UCSGROUP 2000I00I31 -66.83% WNH WlNHOLD 1998JU1131 
·n09% CUl CUWNAN 1998109/30 -68.95% M8N MOBILE INOUSTRIES "N- 1998111130 -66.53% SPS SPESCOM 2001111130 
·12.05% ucs UCSGROUP 2000l01/31 -68.95% UCS UCS GROUP Hl99nor.n -66.52% CUl CULLINAN 199007131 
-n.OO% An AFLEASE GD.& UR.RES. 2003107/31 -68.88% GDH GOOD HOPE DI..6.MONDS 1998J07/31 -66._ ARI AFN.RAlNBOW MRLS. 1997~1 
-71.95% SPS SPESCOM 2OOOIIJ2J29 -68.88% GDH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 199M)8/31 -66.45% NWl NUWORLC 199Ml6/3O 
-71 .88% SIU SEKUNJALO INVS. 2000l01131 -88.64% DAW DS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1996J08131 -66.42% NPN NASPERS 2OOOIOlI31 
-71 .86% ART ARGENT INDUSTRlAl 1997108131 -68.83% CNC CONCOR 19Q910613O -66.41% GRF GROUP FIVE 1998101131 
-71.86% EXL EXCElLERA TE HOG. 2002I06/30 -6a76% WNH WINHOLO 1997/10/31 -66.40% CAR LA GROUP 1999108131 










Appendix A: 43 
Appendix A.9. Sample Extreme Losers Sorted by Return 
Continued. 
Total 
"- Com~ny"'me Start Date 
lolill 
Code ComP<lny Name Start o.t. 
Total 
Cod. Com~ny Name Start Oate 
Return RlttUrn Return 
"".37% AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 1999110/31 -63.64% FRO FRONTAANGE Sl TN. 2001103131 -61 .14% PMA PRIMEDIA 1998102f28 
-ae.35% weo WILSON BAY HLM ave 1997/12131 -63.62% eEL BELL EQUIPMENT 1997102128 -61. 11% EXL 8i:CEl LERA TE HOG. 2002110131 
"".28% AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR 1999/1'130 -63.60".4 KAP KAP INTL 1996111130 -61.09% IVY INVICTA 1998104130 
-6(1.2S;A:, SPS SPESCOM 1999(10131 -63.54% COZ CADIZ 2C: lWI31 -61.oa~.4 SCN SCHAARIG MINING 1996J03I31 
-66.22% SOy SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 1999104130 -63.53% LAN lA GROUP 'N' 1999108131 -81 .08% OGe OIGICORE 19991C4130 
"".20% MeN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1998105131 -83.53% GRF GROUP FIVE lSfJ7102f28 -61.07% OST DISTELL GROUP 1997108131 
-66,19% COZ CAOIZ 1999110131 -63.52'A. Rew RAINBOW CHICKEN 19951OQ13O -61.07% CUL CULUNAN 1995/11130 
-86.19% OTC OATATEC 2002J05131 ~_47% CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 199M)Q/30 -61 .07% MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1999105131 
-66.17% MTX METOREX 1~ -63.43% SPS SPESCOM 2001112131 -61.Q64'A CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1900l06I30 
-66.12% MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1096104130 -63.42'4 cse CASHBUILD 2002 103131 -61.06% BRM BEARING MAN 1997/12131 
-66.07% CCT CONNEcnON GP. 1998103/31 ~J.J7% MTX METOR£)( 1997102nS -61.04% seL SABUE 1996108/3' 
-ae.02% GIJ GIJlMA AST GROUP 2001106130 ~3.32% TRE TRENCOR 1998f02128 -61 .02% MMG MICROMEGA HOG. 2OO2I1()(31 
-65 ...... GRF GROUP FIVE 1997103131 -63.27°", MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1900I06I30 -61.00% ERP ERP.COM 1999mlJ0 
-65.98% PGR PEREGRINE 1999105J31 -63.27% ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAl. 1997107131 -61.00% WAR WESTERN AREAS 1996110/31 
-65._ RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 2003111130 -63.27% OST olSTELL GROUP 199711 1/30 -61.( :;% PGR PEREGRINE 2OO0I02r.19 
-65.89% SPS SPESCOM 1999107131 -63.26% JCO JCI 19991OB131 -60.98% AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 1999J07131 
-65.87% MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1098106/30 -63.25% CSB CASHBUILD 1995106/30 -60."% TRT TOURISM INV. 200001131 
-65.83% WNH WINHOlD 1-.w.l() ~. 16% HOC HUDACO '997/12/31 -60.90% WES WESCO Ir-NESTMENTS 1997111130 
-85.81% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 1997100130 -63.16% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 199!W4/30 ..sO.88% PGR PEREGRINE 2000107/31 
-65._ PIM PRISM 2002t02J2B -63.12% WNH W1NHOLD 1995105131 -60.83% PCN PARAGON 2OO1Y10131 
-65.78% SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 1~1 -83.100.4 EXL EXCELLERATE HOG. 2002/07/31 -60_ SBL SABLE 1995106130 
-65.75% MOB MOBILE INOUSTRIES 1998103131 -6298% ORO ORO GOLD 2OO2<l4IJO -60.67% MBN MOSlLE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1999107/31 
-65.74% WAR WESTERN AREAS 1997108131 -62.98°", SPS SPESCOM 2001110/31 -60.61% MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1998JO&'J1 
-65.73% GOH GOOD HOPE OlAMQNDS 1998/06130 -6295% JCO JCI 1997102128 -80.60% RAH REAL AFRICA 1998107131 
-65.72% MOB M08llE INOUSTRIES 1996108131 -6293% CNl CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1996111130 -80.59% EOH ENTER.OUTSC. 2001>'09130 
--65.71% PIM PRISM 2000/09130 -6293% SGG SAGE GROUP 2002i02I28 .00.56% CNC CONCOR 1999112131 
-65.71% eRM BEARING MAN 1997I06I30 -62.93% ENV ENVlROSERV 1998101/31 -60.54% AVI AVI 1996111130 
-65._ GRF GROUP FIVE 1997107/31 ..s2.91% CNC CONCOR 1999/07131 .00._ CSB CASHBUILD 2OCO/C4l30 
-65.81% OGC DIGICORE 1999106131 -6289% AFL AFLEASE Go.& UR.RES. 2003111130 -60.ote-A WOO WILSON BAY HLM OVC 1997109130 
-65._ HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1997107/31 -62B3% JSC JASCOELTN. 1998109/30 -80.45% CUL CULUNAN 100M>6l30 
-65.66% CNC CONCOR 1997"2/3' -6293% HOC HUDACO 1BQ8I02I28 -60.45% SPs SPESCOM 1999108131 
-65.64% JCO JCI 2003/12/31 ~.83% EOH ENTER.OUTSC. 20000Bi31 -6043% CNC CONCOR 1997/11130 
-6.5.64% OCT DATACENTRIX 200Q,101131 -6282% WNH W1NHOLo 1997/09130 -80.43% SPS SPESCOM 2001/05131 
--65.61% J'Y{V 'f<:oNV BELEGGINGS BPK 1997/09130 -62.61'" SPS SPESCOM 1999101l13O -60.41% CSB CASHBUILD 1995101131 
-65.60% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 2000/04l30 -62.75% AOH AOVTECH 199Ml5131 --60.41% BJM BARNARD JAC.MElLET 200005131 
-65.58% MRF MERAFE RESOURCES 199il105131 -62.71% WAR WESTERN AREAS 1996111/30 ..so )40.4 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1999104130 
-65.55°", ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES 1998mJ2B -62.6~A OLV OORBYL 1997/11130 .00.:12% APN ASPENPHMCR. 199il105131 
-65.52% OAW os.& WHSG.NErwORK 199B102J29 -62.67% JCO JCI 1997/10/31 -60.32% eRC BRANDCORP 1GG8l11130 
-65.50% CUL CUWNAN 1991W5131 -62_ TRE TRENCOR 1998105131 -80.30% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1997108131 
-65.48'. eTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1999112/31 --62.64% INM INMINS 1997/11130 .eO.2Q% PMA PRIMEDIA 199BJ03131 
-65.47% PGR PEREGRINE 2000l01131 -62.64% JCO JCI 1997101f31 -60.28% FBR FAMOUS BRANDS 1997108131 
-65.43% ELM ELLeRINE 1997108f31 -62.61% RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 2003<I8I31 .00.25% OTC DATATEC 2OO~1131 
-65.38'A. ECO EOGAAS CONS.STORES 1999111130 -62BO" SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. 1999112/31 -80.24% TSX TRAAIS HEX GROUP 1997~7f31 
-65.37% TRT TOURISM INV. 1999104/30 -6259% BRN BRIMSTONE INV."N' 2OOOffJl131 .00.22% FOS FQSCHINI 1999112131 
-65.36% DDT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 2001110131 -62.58% 101 \oION TECH. 2OrotI1/31 -60.21% BEL BELL EaUIPMENT 1997/11130 
-65.33% BJM BARNARD JAC.MEu.eT 199911001 -6257% woo WILSON BAY HLM evc 19Q81()1131 --60.19% ORO ORO GOLD 2OOlI12/31 
-65.25% 88B THE HOUSE OF BUSBy 2000"03I31 -62.54% TRE TRENCOR 1998/04130 -80.15% ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 1997105r.31 
-85.25% CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP 1996/10131 -6253% AFI AFRICAN UFE ASR. 2000l03I31 -60.14% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 1999112131 
-85.22% KAP KAPINTL 2003101131 -6250% CNC CONCOR 1999111130 -60.13% ENV ENVlROSERV 1997101131 
-e5.15°", >.fTL MERCANTILE BANK 2ClO<W2129 -6250% NPN NASPERS 1997I09I30 ..e0.11% MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 199~1 
-85.13% ECO EQGARS CONS. STORES 2ClO<W2129 -62._ JSC JASCO ElTN 2000l05I31 -60.11% AVI AVI 1997106/30 
.a5.10% MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 199B10913O ~48% FOS FOSCHINI 2000l03I31 -60.01% PMN PRIMED1A"N' 199&'03131 
-65.04% SGG SAGE GROUP 2001/11130 -6247% OGC OIGICORE 19~ -80.05% CLH CITY lODGE HOTELS 1998.tQ1131 
-85.02% CNC CONCOR 19S7f08131 -62_ TRE TRENCOR 1998111/30 -80.04% SOY SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 1998106/30 
...ss.01% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1998105131 -62.42'4 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997/08131 -60.04% PMA PRIMEOIA 1998110/31 
-65.00% GOH GOOD HOPE QIAMONDS 1095/00l30 -6238% TRE TRENCOR 1998103131 -60.02% ORO ORO GOLD 2002/05131 
-B4 ..... SBL SABlE 199Ml5131 -6237% nw TiGER WHEELS 1999/1001 -60.01% AFI AFRICJ\N UFE ASR. 2OO0I!Jm9 
-84.97% ORO ORO GOLD 1~1 -6230% KAP KAP INTL 1997/12131 -60.01% OST OISTEll. GROUP 1997/12/31 
-84.97% GRF GROUP FIVE '~7/1113O -6225% MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1998106/30 -60.00% AFL AFLEASE GO.& UR.RES 19971061JO 
-64.95°4 RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997105/31 -6225% CSB CASHBUILD 1999112131 -60.00% TPC TRANSPACO 2000/09130 
-84.93% WBO WILSON BAV HLM OVC 199MJ2t28 --6224% MOB MOBILE I:\DUSTRIES 1998mJ28 .00.00% CSB CASHBUILD 1995105131 
-84.90% SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. 19Q9105131 -62.24% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2OOOICI1131 -60.00% OAW OS.& WHSG.NETWORK 1995112131 
-&0.83% PGR PEREGRINE 2000l03131 ..s2.24% ARI AFN.RAlNBOW MRLS. 1997/11130 --60.00'% EXL EXCELUERATE HOG. 199Ml8131 
064.82% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 1997/10131 -6223% COZ CADIZ 2OOOIIJ2I29 -50 00% KAP KAP!NTL 1998/02n8 
-&0.82% KGM KAGISO MEDIA 111081OBJ3() -62.14% NPN NASPERS 2OOIlI04I3O -60.00% PIM PRISM 2OOC\'04I30 
-64.n% MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1998104130 -6210% PGR PEREGRINE 199~ '00I30 ·59 ...... CUL CUlUNAN 1995112131 
064.87% NPN NASPERS 2000/02I29 --82.10% MIA MITIAl. STEEL SA. 1997!Cet30 -59 ...... GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1995t09130 
-84.61% ADH ADVTECH 1996110131 ~. 1l8% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 1997112/31 -59.~% Raw RA.lN80W CHICKEN 19951Hl/31 
o64.BO% ECO EOGARS CONS. STORES 2()()(W413O ..s2.08°,4 SCN SCHARRIG MINING 1995J11/30 -59.Q7% OGe QIGICQRE 191191OO130 
064.57% >.fTL MERCANTILE BANK 2001104130 --82.05% WES WESCO INVESTMENTS 1997I09I30 -59.Qe% SSL SABUE 1996112/31 
-64.54% >.fTL MERCANTILE BANK 2000/03I31 ~.04% GRF GROUP FIVE. 1997/10131 -59._ SBL SABUE 1997101131 
-84.54% MVL MVELAPHANDA RES. 2003111/30 --62.04% J'Y{V ~ BE LEGGINGS BPK.. ,997/11130 -59.96% HOC HUOACO 199&101131 
-64.51% MST MUSTEK 1999109130 -62.03°A CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 199Ml8/31 -59.QS% INM INMINS 1997107/31 
064.43% PMN PRIMEDIA "N' 1-.w.l() -6202% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 199Ml5131 -59."% OGC DIGICORE 1999112/31 
064 40% WNH WINHOLD 1998102128 -61.99% INM INMINS 1995AJ1131 ..5g.8a% NTC NET\NORK HL.THCR. 1998105/31 
.... 39% SBL SABLE 1998J01131 -61.95% GNO GRINDROQ 1996I04I30 ·59._ PMN PRIMEOIA 'N' 1998nJ2128 
064._ MMG MICROMEGA HOG. 2002105J31 -61 .95% MST MUSTEK 2OC~"05t31 -59.85% SPS SPESCOM 2002J01131 
"'36% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997109/30 -61.94% CUL CUWNAN 19981111)0 -59.B5% JGD JCI 19971041J0 
-&0.30% MST MUSTEK 2()()(W413O -61.91% AOH AOVTECH 1998112131 ·59.85% PGR PEREGRINE 1999/03131 
-84.30% HOC HUDACO 1997/11130 -61.90'.4 ERP ERP.COM 199w10131 -59.61% ORO DRoGOLO 199W1113O 
-84.14% HOC HUDACO 1997107131 -61.82% APN ASPEN PHMCR. '99Ml8/31 -59.80% GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 199aJ11130 
-84.12% MTX METOREX 1996107131 -61.73'% MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES ,g9M)7131 -59._ GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1999112/31 
-64.11% TRT TOURISM INV. 1999i03131 ..e1.71°,4 TRE TRENCOR 1999.1:l8/3O -Sg.8O% BPL BARPLA TS INVS. 2002/10/31 
-04.10'% AVI AVI 1997/07131 -81.70% OST DISTELL GROUP 1997/101'31 -59.79% MOe MOBILE INDUSTRIES 1998/07131 
064.09% BRM BEARING MAN 19V7108J31 ~1 .87% J'Y{V 'tWVV BELEGGINGS BPK 1997/10/31 -59.74% NW\. NUWORLO 1998104130 
-84.09% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1998105131 -el .64% BRN BRIMSTONE INV: N' 199811(){31 ·S9.64% ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAl 1997101/31 
-64.04% >.fTL MERCANTILE BANK 2001107131 ..s1.64% CNC CONCOR 1999108131 --59.59% BJM BARNARD JAC.MELLET 2000l01131 
-&0.03% TPC TRANSPACO 2000112131 -61.54% WNH WINHOLD 199Ml613O -59.55% GNO GRINDROD 199Ml5i31 
064.02% CNC CONCOR 1Q9005J31 -61 .54% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 199<W2/29 -59.45% MCU M CUBED HOLDINGS 2002105131 
-&3.97% AFL AFLEASE GD.& UR.RES. 2003/10131 --61.54% SKJ SEKUNJALO INVS. 2OOMl5I31 -S9.43% MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1998mJ2B 
-«).113% HWN HOWDEN AFRICA 1998103131 -61.53% FOS FOSCHINI 2000l01131 -59.39% PAM PAlABORA MINING 1997~ 
-63.113% ELM EL.LERINE 1997109J3O -81 .52% ECO EDGARS CONS. STORES 199&'03131 -59.39% JCD JCI 2003110131 
-«).90% CNC CONCOR 1996/03131 -61 .45% CPA CORPCAPIT AL 1900-':{W30 ·59.36% OST DISTELL GROUP 1997107/31 
-63._ ECO EOGAA.S CONS. STORES 199sJ()413O -61.45% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2001/11/30 -59.35% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 1997107/31 
-63._ GNO GRINOROD 19961OOJ3O -81.35% OCT DATACENTRIX 2000l03I31 -59.34% BJM BARNARD JAC.MELLET 1999107/31 
-83._ ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2(1O(W1131 -61 .29% MES MESSINA 2003112f31 -59.33% OMN OMNIA 2OO0J03r.31 
-83-83% MBN MOBILE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1999104J3O -61.23% RLO REUNERT 1997J0Qf30 -59.33% ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 1997/03131 










Appendix A: 44 
Appendix A.9. Sample Extreme Losers Sorted by Return 
Continued. 
Tolal 
~ Company~me Start Dote 
Total C_ Comp8ny Name Start Data 
Total Cod. Compeny Name Stlrt Date 
Return R""m Return 
-59.28% KGM KAGISO MEDIA 199&'05131 -57.33% NPK NAMPA!( 1997108131 -55.35% TPC TRANSPACO 199m1130 
-59.26''- A8l.. AFRICAN BANK INVS, 1999106130 -57.31% 8AW BAAt..OWORLD 1997109/30 ~5.35% TPC TRANSPACO 1998102J28 
-59._ 8RN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 2000/10131 -57.29% ELH ELlERINE 1997/10131 -5535% OGC o rGICORE 1999107131 
-5923% MUR MURRAY & ROSERTS 1997108131 -57.23% GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 200110212e -55.35% JCO JCI 199B1Ql131 
-59_20% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 1995108131 -57.22% T1W TIGER WHEELS 1993:05131 -5S.334A. KWV 'rW'N BELEGGINGS BPI(. 19971OB13O 
-59. 19% RCH RICHEMeNT SECS. (JSE) 201J21U3I31 -57.22% HAR HARMONY GOLO MNG. 1997102!28 -55.29% nw TIGER WHEELS 1999106130 
-59.19% SPS SPESCOM 20001{)4f30 -57.21% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 1997/10/31 -55.26% CUL CULUNAN 1997/08131 
-59.18% APN ASPEN PHMCR. 199BJ0913O -57.20% OTC DATATEC 1999/11130 -55.24% ART ARGENT INDUSTRiAl 199B104130 
-59.16% GRF GROUP FIVE 1997/12131 -57.1J"9~ PGR PEREGRINE 1999111/30 -55.21% SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD lNVS. 1998109130 
-59.11% SNT SANTAM 1997109130 -57.14% KAP KAP lNTL 2003l06I30 -55.21% CNC CONCOR 1997t0913O 
-59.11% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1997I06I30 -57.13% ADH AOVTECH 1998I06I30 -55.21% GNO GRINDROD 1997103131 
-se.~ PMA PRIMEDLA 1998111130 ·57.13% SFN SASFIN 1999/07131 -55.18% PMA PRIMEDtA 1996108131 
-58.92% DOT DIMENSiON DATA HOG.(JSE) 2002I00130 -57.10% INM INMINS 1995J03131 -55.17% KAP J<APINTL 1999104130 
-58.90% NWL NUWORLD 1993,10813' -57.05~4 COZ CADIZ 2C~!()1131 -55_17'% FRO FRONTRANGE SL TN. 1999110/31 
-5&89% ARI A.FN .RAJNBOW MRLS. 1997109/30 -57.05% AMA AMAL..APPC 1997/11130 -55.10% ORO OROGCLD 2OO2J06I.lO 
·58.87% OST DISTEU GROUP 1~7!OOf3(J -57.05% 8RC B~OCORP 1998110131 -55.10% ARI AFN.R.4JNBOW MRLS 1996/11130 
·58.87% VLE VALUE GROUP 2000i031.l1 -57.01% SCN SCHAR RIG MINING 19981090'30 -55.05% PGR PEREGRINE 2000l04I30 
·58.86% CCT CONNEcnON GP. 199!1103J31 ·56.99% BEL BEU EOUIPMENT 1997101131 -55.05% MTN MTN GROUP 2000107131 
-SB.84% RBW RAlNBOW CHICKEN 1997104130 -56._ MCU M CUBED HOLDINGS 2002102128 -55.02% I.fVG MVELAPHANDA GROUP 2000l03I3' 
-58.84% GOH GOOD HOPE rnAMONDS 1995107/31 -56.95% VLE VALUE GROUP 200004130 -55.00% OCT OAT ACENTRIX 2000l02I29 
-58_ OTC OATATEC 2000111130 ·56.9204 STO SETPOINT TECH. 1998107131 -5499% ORO ORO GOLD 2002I09I30 
-58.83% AFX AFRICAN OXYGEN 1997J08131 -56.92% JOG JOGROUP 2001tr12!28 -54.98% 85B THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 1998I00I30 
-5882% 8RN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 1998111130 -56.90% IVT INVICTA 1998105131 ·54.97% SGG SAGE GROUP 1999112/31 
-58.78% SFN SASFlN 1999I06I30 
-58 __ 
KAP KAPINTL 2OC~1Q6I3O -54_95% RLO REUNERT 1997106130 
-58.77% MPC MR PRICE GROUP 2()()(JJ()3131 -56.87% MPC MR PRICE GROUP 200002/29 -54.95% ARI AFN.R.AJNBOW MRLS 1996112/31 
·58.71% KWV 't<WV BEL.EGGINGS BPK 1997108131 -56.87% FOS FOSCHINI 200002/29 -54.95% CSB CASHBUllD 1999111130 
-58.69% OST DISTELl. GROUP 1998m121 -58_15% PIM PRISM 2OQO.{l7131 -54.95% JCO JCI 2003I00I30 
-58.67% BPL SARPLATS INVS. 2002J08131 -56_82% CNC CONGOR 2000lO2I29 -54.94% PAM PAl.A80RA MINING 1997105131 
-58.65% TOH TRADEHOLD 2000111130 -58.80% SFN SASFIN 1999t"l)51'Jl -54.94% SGG SAGE GROUP 2001/081Jl 
-58.61% CS8 CASHBU1LD 2OCJ.'01131 -56.78% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1996102129 -54.92% PPC PRETORIA POR.CMT. 1997107/31 
-58.58% ELH EllER1NE 1997/11130 -56.7S% CCT CONNECTION GP '998102J2S -.54 .87% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1998101/31 
-58.58% MOC MEDI CUNIC 19971OQ13O -56.73% RNG RANOGOLD & EXP. 1997/10131 -54.82% SOV SOVEREIGN FOOO INVS. 1998110131 
-5858% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 1999103131 -56_ MOC MEOI CUN1C 1997/08131 -5480% GNO GRINDROD 1997102/'28 
-58.58% ADH ADVTECH 1998103131 -56.70% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 19QM)1/31 -54.79"4 ELH ElLERINE 1998102/'28 
·58.54% OOT DIMENSION DATA HDG.(JSE) 2002105131 -56.67% MLA MITTAL STEEL SA 1997107/31 -54.79% MPC MR PRICE GROUP 1999111/30 
-58_54% RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 2003I09I30 -58.65% 8AW BARlOWORLD 19971OB131 -54.73% I.fVG MVElAPHANDA GROUP 2OOMl8I31 
-58.53~4 OTC DATATEC 2002I00130 -56.64% BRM BEARING MAN 1997104130 -54.71% EOH ENTEROUTSC. 2000l01131 
-58.53% GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 2001/03131 -56.63% AVI AVI 1996112131 -54.69% TRT TOURISMINV 2000l02I29 
-58.S1% CUL CUWNAN 1997104/30 -58_57'4 ORO ORO GOLD 1996105131 -54.69% AOH ADVTECH 1998104J30 
-58.49% OST OISTEU GROUP 1998101131 -58.55% BRN BRIMSTONE INV.'N' 200009l3O -54.66% MES MESSINA 2003K)9J30 
-58.45% WAR WESTERN AREAS 1996/12/31 -56.53% BRC BRANDCORP 1997/09130 -54.64% i>PK ASTRAPAK 1998101131 
-58.42% RAH REAl AFRICA 1998/10131 -56.45% HOC HUDACO 1998103131 -54.60% AVI AVI 1997103131 
-5839% BPL BARPLATS INVS. 2002I06I30 -56.43% PMN PRIMEDLA 'N' 199811001 -54.sgoA OCT OATACENTRIX 19991051'31 
-58.34% ECO EOGAAS CONS.STORES 200005I31 -56.43% PIM PRISM 20000813' -54.55% KAP KAP INTL 1999102f28 
-58.33% SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS 1998112131 -56.37% RMH RMB 1998102121 -54.S5% KAP KAP INTL 2003110131 
-58.30% VLE VA.LUEGROUP 2000/09130 -56.30% ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS. 199U111!30 -54.54% OMN OV"iIA =9 
-58.27% AFL AFLEASE GO.& UR.RES. 2003J01131 -58.26''- TSX TRANS HEX. GROUP 1997103131 -54.54% SNT SANTAM 1997108131 
-58.25% CSB CASHBUILD 1998J03I31 -56.25% TPC TRANSPACO 200C '~1 -54.53% CRG CARGO CARRIERS 1998107131 
-58.24% OLV DORBYL 1997107131 -56.19% CKS CROOKES BROTHERS 1997Jtt9f30 -54.52% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1997J12/31 
-58.24% NPN NASPERS 2001J0212a -56.18% CNC CONCOR 1999110131 -54.46% TRE TRENCOR 1998108/30 
-58.22% ELH EUERINE 1998101f31 -56.15% JCO JCI 20031111'30 -54.44% JSC JASCO ElTN 2OOO.<l8I31 
-58.21% SPS SPESCOM 199!1103J31 -56.12"A Raw RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997J0613O -54.36% GNO GRINDROD 1997101/31 
-58.19% ELH ElLERINE 1997/12131 -56.11% MCU M CUBED HOLDINGS 2OO2I04IJO -5432% ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 1997iW30 
-58.18% CKS CROOKES BROTHERS 1997110/31 -56.11% 8RM SEARING MAN 1998101131 -54.32% TRE TRENCOR 1999109130 
·58.16% coz CADIZ 1999111130 -5607% 8RM BEARING MAN 199&'03131 -54.31% BCX BUSINESS CONNE..XION GROUP 2001/12131 
·58.104% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1995112131 -56._ ORO ORO GOLD 1997101(31 -54.31% PPC PRETORIA POR-CMT. 1997iWJl 
-58.12% CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 1996107131 -56_02% 8RM SEARING MAN 1997105131 -54.M!. KAP KAP INfL 2000l08I31 
-58.12% ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 1995112f31 -55.97''- ARI AFN.RAlNBOW MRLS. 1997101131 -54.26% GRF GROUPRVE 1997/04130 
-58."" 85B THE HOUse OF BUSBY 2000l01/31 -5595% S8L SABLE 1997J02f28 -5426'4 RLC REUNERT 1997107131 
-58._ MES MESSINA 2003111/30 -55.92% MLA MITIAL STEEL SA 1996112131 -54.26% ART ARGENT INDUSTRiAl 1995105131 
-58.06% KAP KAPINTL 2001107131 -55.89% 8RN BRIMSTONE INV.'~ 1998112f31 -54._ BCF BOWL.ER METCALF 1998109130 
-58.00% KAP KAP INTL 2001111/30 -5589% ADH ADVTECH 1998/111'30 -54.22% RCH RICHEMONT SECS. (JSE) 2002/04130 
-58.04% BEL BEll EQUIPMENT 1997!O413O -55.17''- Raw RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997Jloo1 -54.21% PGR PEREGRINE 199811001 
-58.03% BRC BRANDCORP 1998103131 -55._ ADR ADCORP 2001108131 -54.17% CMH COMBINED MOTOR 1996103/31 
-58.02% WNH W1NHOlO 1997/08130 -5563% FOS FOSCHINI 1997~1 -54.14% WAR WESTERN AREAS 1996106130 
-57_98% GIJ GJJIMA AST GROUP 200110400 -S5.82% SCN SCHAR RIG MINING 199&\l413O -54.12% NPN NASPERS 2000i07!J1 
-57.98% MeU M CUseD HOLDINGS 2002J01131 -55.82% RNG RANOGOLD & EXP. 2OO3J07131 -54.11% IVT INVlCTA 1997107131 
-57._ NPN NASPERS 2000l08I31 -55.82% AFE AECI 1997109130 -54.11% SOL SASOL 1997112/31 
-57.92% SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 1999J07fJl -55.12''- RAH REAL AFRICA 1998(11130 -54.08% MTN MTNGROUP 2000109/30 
-57 88% nw TIGER WHEELS 1999112f31 -SS.81% TRE TRENCOR 1998112131 -54.07% KWV t<MIV BEL.EGGINGS 8PK 109&<>2/28 
-57.87% ABl AFRICAN BANK INVS. 1999112/31 -S5.78% VLE VALUE GROUP 2000l02I29 -54.05% LON lONMIN (JSE) 2OO2i03I31 
-5787% i>PN ASPEN PHMCR. 1996106130 -55.n% MBN MOBilE INDUSTRIES 'N' 1998lO8l31 -54.03% Me8 MOBilE INDUSTRIES 19981101'31 
-57.84% ADH ADVTECH 199a,1()7f31 -55.17% MPC MR PRICE GROUP 1996/02129 -54.03% AFI AFR!CAN LIFE ASR. 2000l05I31 
-57._ NPN NASPERS 2001101131 -55.17% ORO ORO GOLD 199Mlfl13O -54.00% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 1998107131 
-57.81% RNG RANOGOLD & EXP. 1998101f31 -55.74% M8N MOBilE INDUSTRIES 'Fl; . Hl9M)3l31 -54.00% TNT TONGAAT HLT.GP. 1997iU9130 
-57.81% MES MESSINA 2003110131 -55.72% OLV DORBYl 1997112131 -53.99% OGC DIGrCORE 1999/08131 -57 __ 
8JM BAANA.RD JAC.MElLST 1999108131 -55.71% COZ CADIZ 19~1 -53.97% RNG RANOGOLD & EXP. 2003110131 
-57.73% eCT OATACENTRIX 1999111fJO -55.84% 8JM BARNARD JAC.MElL.ET 1999I06I30 -53.96% RNG RANDGOLD & EXP. 1997/12/31 
-57.72% JNC JOHNNIC 1997109130 -55.64% 858 THE HOUSE OF BUSBY 19981051J1 -53.95% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1998109130 
-57.70% ARI AFN.RAlNBOW MRLS. 19971'05131 -55.63% JSC JASGOELTN. 1999/011r.lO -53.95% AVI AVI ,gg71Q1131 
-57.69% SGG SAGE GROUP 2001/09130 -55.62% SOV SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS. 1998108131 -5393% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 2OO1103J31 
-57.15% AIM AMAL.APPC 1998101/31 -55.56% 8RC BRANoCORP 19Q8/02/28 -53.92% OAW OS & WHSG.NErwORK 1996101/31 
-57.64% MUR MURRAY & ROBERTS 1998104130 -5556% 8RC BRANDCORP 1998108131 -53.91% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 1997!tl3l31 
-57._ HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG. 1997101131 -55.SB6A AFL AFlEASE GD.& UR.RES. 1999110131 -53_ HAR HARMONY GOLD MOO. 1996J101'31 
-57.62% BTG BYTES TECH.GP. 1999111130 -55.56% KAP KAPINTL 199Q112131 -S3.96% ABL AFRICAN BANK INVS 19G8I1 01'31 
·57.57% CMH COMBINED MOTOR 1996101131 -55.56% MTL MERCANTILE BANK 1900l02I28 -53.15% TPC TRANSPACO 2OO(V11!30 
-57.58% MMG ~":CROMEGA HOG. 2001112/31 -55.52% INM INMINS 1995.\l2126 -53.81% CNL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. lQ9M)7131 
-57_55% ASl AFRICAN BANK INVS. 1999107131 -S5.S1% SCL SASOL 1997108131 -53.80% SAP SAP'" 1997/08131 
·57.53% MOB MOBILE INDUSTRIES 199003131 -55.50% GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 1998/03131 -53.78% ECO EOGARS CONS.STORES 2OO~W30 
-57.52'A SFN SASAN 1998105131 -55.47% BCX BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 2001109/3() -53_17% HCI HOSKEN CONS.INV. 2OO0I07fJ1 
-57.50% SPS SPESCOM 2001104130 -55.47% JCO JCI 1999.1)4JJO -53.17% PGR PEREGRlNE 1999112131 
-57.50% CNC CONCOR 2000i031.l1 -55.44% MOC MEDI CUNIC 199&05131 -53.72% RAH REAL AFRICA 1999103131 
-57.48% JOG JDGROUP 2001108131 -5S.43% GOH GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS 199Qf1001 -53.71% NPN NASPERS 20011OJ131 
-57_45% TSX TRANS HEX-GROUP 1997I09I30 -5542% TDH TRADEHOlD 2001101131 -53.~A. Raw RAINBOW CHICKEN 1995112131 
-57.44% AMS ANGLO AMERICAN PLAT. 2002104130 -55.42% MLA MITTAl STEEL SA 1997108131 -53 69% JCO JCI ,99e.mJ28 
-5739% MBN MOBIL.E INDUSTR!ES '~. 1995107fJl -55.42% OTC DATATEC 2OQl!tl1/31 -S3.67% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 1995107131 
-S7.36% SCL SASOL 1007109130 -55.42% JOG JDGROUP 2001M3131 -53.6S% GIJ GI;IMA AST GROUP 2001105131 
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Appendix A.g. Sample Extreme Losers Sorted by Return 
Continued. 
Total 
Code Company Name 5_0... Total Code Company Name Start Date Total Code Company Name Start Dete 
Return Return Return 
·5362% GND GRINDROD 1996111/30 -5188% CKS CROOKES 8~OTHERS 1997/11/30 ·5036% SGG SAGE GROUP 200210713-
·5300% APK ASTRAPAK 1998102/28 ·5168% COl CADIZ 1999104J30 ·S034% CNL ~ONTROL jNSTRU~ENTS GP 2000/03131 
·5359% AVI AVI 1997/10131 ·5187% FOS FOSCH1NI 1997/12131 ·5030''' FOS FOSC"1INi 1996tD1131 
-5358% DlV OORBYl 100710113~ ·51W~ AOR AOCOR~ 2001109130 -5029% OMN OMNIA 1998103131 
·5357% DGC DIGiCORE Hi99/01!31 ·51,84% He: r-OSKEN CONS iNV 2000J09i3C ·50 29% SGG SAGE GROUP 2001{02l28 
·5357% P", PRIMEDIA 'N' 1998108/31 ·5160% SCX aUSINESS CON!'<EXI0N GROIJP 2001/"0/31 ·50 25% GIJ GiJIMA AST GROUP 2002111/30 
·5356% Hel HO$KEN CONS :NV 200~!o1f3~ ·51.80% NHM NORTHAM PLATINUM 1996/07/31 ·5023% MOS MOB!LE jN~USTRIES 1996!0l'31 
-53 $4% STO SET~OI"iT TECH 200007131 ·51 79"~ A~R ADCORP 2000/03/31 ·5022% SOL SASOL 19971"10/31 
-5353% FOS FOSCHI"JI 2000104130 ·5t78% AFI AFRICAN LI;:;:E ASR 1900100/31 -5021% M'" MI"':'TALSTEEL SA 1999/11130 
-53 52% SR~ SEAROEllNV 1998104/30 -5178% JCO .:Ci '999/~2J31 -50 ~9% WNH WI~HOLi) 1998111130 
-5351% JSC ';ASCO EL-N 2000/09130 -51.77% CPA CORPCAPIT AL 1999/07/31 -5018% SAP SAPP! 1997/O"v31 
·53'y;, DCT DATACENTRIX 1900110131 ·51.77% .. NC .JOhNN!e 2000107131 -5018% TPC TRANSPACO 1998105/31 
-5346% RBW R~r..;BOW CHICKEN 1995.'11/30 -51]5% R8W RAINBOW CH:CKEN 1996f05f31 -5017% ALT ALUED TEC>-!NOLOGIES 1996101/31 
-534$% T1W TIGER WHEELS 1999/09130 ·51.75% SGG SAGE GROUP 2001!:i7r31 -50 ~5% ,NM i~MtNS 1998103131 
-534$% HDC H\.IOACO 1991/00130 ·5174% uCS LCSGROliP 1999105tS1 ·5015% SKJ SEKWNJALO lNV$ 2000/02!29 
-5343% MCU M CuBED -10LDINGS 2001/12131 ·51].4% KAP KAP tNTL 1995107/31 -5012% WES WESCO INVES:MENTS 1998102f28 
·534~Ai OTC OATATEC 2000106130 ·5t72%- peN PARACON 2COOO3l3' ·501zqA:, EX!. EXCELLERA"rE HOG 2002101131 
-53 42% AR AFN RAINBOW MRLS 1998101/31 -5U~% MST MUSTEK 19OOJ05I31 ·50 '2% EX;. EXCELLERATE rl:)G 2OC2lO5/31 
·5341% ART ARGEr>;T INDUSTRIAL i 995/11130 -51.70% BRM BEARING MAN 1997111/30 ·5010% sov SOVEREIGN FOOD INVS '958105/31 
-5335% PGR PEREGRINE 2000f08131 -51B9% COM COMAIR 200~/OOf30 ·5009% MO. M081LE :NDUSTR!ES "'961om9 
-5334% \lW TIGER WHEELS 2000/03131 -5168% NPN NASPERS 1997108131 -5007% aTG BYTES iECH GP 1998108/31 
-5334% Av.A A.v,M.APPC 1999t12131 -51.67% KAP KAPINTl 1998f04J30 ~5007% MOB MOSI:..E INDUSTRIES 1998/12.>'31 
-5.3 33% DTC OATATEC 2oo1!08J31 .5167% ATN ALLIED ELECTRONICS 1996101/31 -so 02% Goe GOOD HOPE DIAMONDS ~995105I3·' 
-5333% KG" I<AG1SOM£OIA "\998107131 -5164% GNO GRINDROD 19ge112131 ~?O 01% CN;. CONTROLINSTRUYENTS GP. 2OO1lI09I:lO 
-5333% OST DIS:-ELlGROUP 1997/06130 -5163% BPl BARPLAT$ :NVS 2002105/31 ·5000% SPS $PESCOM 1998/07/31 
·5330% MST MUSTEK 1999/03."31 ·51.6~% MES \olESSiNA 2002100/30 -5000% AFl AKEASE GD & uR RES 1995101/31 
-5328% S8L SABLE 1900111/30 ~51 56% ART ARGENT INOUSTRIAL 1995108131 -5(100% ART ARGENT INDUSTRIAL ~997/1213~ 
·5325%. sov SOVEREIGN FOOD 'N\fS ~999I11i30 -51.53% MMG MICRO~E.GA HDG 200~/11f30 ~50 00% APN ASPEN PHMCR 199&10131 
-5319% PCN PARACON 2000111130 ·5152% JSC .lASCO ELTN 2O:lOJC1!3~ -5000% DC' :)ATACEr-..iRIX 1SS9f04/3{1 
-5319% Raw RAINBOW CHICKEN 1999/02128 -51.5;«''<' E:Jh ENTEROUTSC 1999I00I30 ·50,00% OCT DATAceNTR,X 1999109130 
-531f¥'k LON LONMIN (JSE) 2002'04130 -51_52% PPC PRETOR!A PeR CMT 1997109/30 ·5000% OTC DATATEC ~999J04/30 
-5314% NO" NASPERS 1991!10/31 -5152% KA? KAP INTL 2000103131 ·5000% ERP ERP_COM 2000110/31 
-53,13% BSS THE HOUSE 01= BUSBY 2000iC4130 ·5152% NHM NORTHAM ;:>LA T!NUM 1996106130 ·50.00% EX!. EXCELLERA TE HDG 2002104130 
-5311% TlW T!GER WHEEi.$ ~ 009/O4l30 ·515",% TPC TRANSPACO 1998101131 -50 Xl% ·01 IOIONTECH 1999/12131 
·5311% CMH COM8:NED MOTOR 19951~2131 ·5149% seN SCHARRIG MINING 1998111/30 -500C"A JCD ..IC· ~OOSl1113O 
·$308% PC" PARACON 2000112131 -5147% APN ASPEN PHMCR 1991JC1I31 ·5000% KAP "<AP iNTL 1998/03131 
-53 05% AFi AFRICAN UJ::E A$R 1999106130 ·51,44% WAR WESTERN AREAS 19001C7/31 ·5000% KAP KAF INTi... 1999f03131 
·5303% ?OR PEREGRINE 2000105/31 -5144% AFE ASCI 199at051$1 -50 :)0% KAP KA?INTL 2002/12131 
-53 03% ADR AOCORP 19991~ 1130 ·51.42% STO SETPOINT TECH 1998/08/31 -5000410 KAP KAPH''1TL 2003I05IJ1 
·5302% RBW RAINBOW CHICKEN 1997107131 -5141% COM COMAIR 20011C3I31 ·50,00% .. LA MITIAL STEEL SA 1997103/3-1 
·5299% BSS THE HOUSE OF BIJSBY 2000108t31 -5139*k CLH CITY LODGE HOTELS 1997./1Y'.:I28 ·5000% PC~ PARAGON 2000106130 
-5296°A. AP~ ASPEN PHMCR ;995/12131 --5t37% S8l SAIlLE 1998107/31 ·5000% seN SCHA~RIG MIN~I\iG '1998110131 
-52,94% BPl BARPLATS I"lVS 1997fQ2f28 -51.34% NTC NETVVORK "iLTHCR 1997109/30 -50 OOO~ STO SE--:-POINT TECH 2000!00131 
~5293% WAR WESTERN AREAS 1996!C5131 -5 1 34% FOS FOSCHINI ;997100130 ·50.00% TPC TRANSPACO 1995107131 
-5292% JOG JDGROJP 2001109130 ·5t33O.4. aS8 THE HOUSE OF eUSBY 2000112/31 
-5291% seN SCHAR~IG MlN1NG 1991111!30 "st32% V," VALUE GROUP 1999109/30 
·529i% PMA PI'{IME::)IA 1998l~O ·5130% VLE VALUE-GROlJP 2001103131 
-5290% PGR PEREGR!NE 1998/12131 .51 30% NTC I\ETWORK HL THCR \9981C2!28 
·$;169% CLH CITY LODGE HO-:'ELS 1997/10131 ~5t2a% SPG SUPE~ GROUP 1996107131 
-5284% DGC DtGICORE 1999/03J3i ·51.28% CSS CASheU1LD 2000102129 
·5282% NPK NAMPA!< 19971-:J9f30 -5125% MTN MTNGROUP 2000108131 
-5260% COl CAD:Z 1999/06/30 ·5~ 24% PGR PEREGRINE 2000100/30 
·52n% MVl MV-ELAPHA~DA RES 1991102128 -5124% DAW OS_s. WHSG NETWORK 1995/11/30 
-527€% KAP KAP NTL 199611{)!3" -5123% CS8 CASHBU1LD 199$/C2!28 
-5274% NM NM1NS 1997110/31 ·5~ 17% W8D WILSON SAY HLr.Jl ave 1997/10/31 
·$;169% ECO EDGARS CONS,STORES 1999J;0131 ·51_14% TPC TRAN$PACO 1998tOO/3C 
·5200% MLA MITTAL STEEL SA 1991/09130 ·51,13% COM COMAIR 2001l07f31 
·5265% MVG MVELA,PHANDA GROUP 2000/09130 ·5113% PGR PEREGRINE 19991C2I28 
-5264% TRE TRENCOR 1999/02J28 -5~,13% R8W RAL"lBOW CHICKEN '995101/31 
·$263% SCN SCHARR'G MINING 1997/;2/31 ·5111% HAR HARMOI\,IY GOLD MNG 1996/07/31 
~5261% JOG JOGROUP 2001-'06130 -51,10'% CNL CONTROL ,NSTRliMENTS GP 1996105131 
·526;% UCS UCSGROUP 2000/08/3'1 -5109% OMN OMNiA 1997i08131 
·5256% sov SOVEREIGN FOOD Ii'iVS 1998/01131 ·5105% GIJ GIJIMA AST GROUP 2003t~0131 
~52 56% WAR WESTERN AREAS 1997J02J2e -51,04% JOG JDGI:(OUP 2001105/31 
~52 55% OTC OATATEC 2000/05131 ·50_ Ii./< ILiADWRICA 1998100/30 
·5255% 8JM BARNARD JAC MELLET 1999/09130 -5096% CMH COMBI"iEO MOTOt:!: 1996JC2129 
·5253% BCF BOW:..ER ME-CALF 1998107/31 ·5095% SCN SCHARRIG MIN:NG 1997.105131 
-52,47% PM" PRIMED!A 'N' 2COO1Ol!31 -50_94% CUL CULLINAN 1995110131 
~52 47% ~AA HARMONY GOLD MNG 2003!12131 ·5092% CNl CONTROL INSTRl.,;MENTS GP 20OC/1:2i31 
·5246% 8Pl BARPLATS INVS 2002l07f31 ·50a6% MeU M CUBED HOlD't-.GS 2002J03I31 
-5243% coz CADIl 2000104130 ·5085% RAH REAL AFRICA 199810513 1 
·52-41% SOL SASOl 199711~13O ·50.83% A"A AMPJ...,APPC 1997/09130 
·$239% KAP KAPINTL 1995110/31 -50,83% ALT ALUEa TECHNOLOGIES 1995112131 
-52.38"'" DC'" DATACENTRIX 1999/06f30 -50aO% AFI AFRICAN l1fE AS~ 2000Ill4I3C 
-5238% 8SB THE HOJSE OF BUSBY 2000106130 ·5{)79% MLA MI""--"AL STEEL SA. 1997102r.28 
-5227% LGL LIBERTY GROUP 1991l103I3' ·50n% HWN hOWDEN AFRICA 1997~30 
-5227% DOC DIGiCO~E 2001108131 ·5011% PAM PALAeORA MINING 1997102J28 
-52.25% ElH ElLER!NE 199810400 -5077% CNC CONCOR 2000Ill4I3C 
·5223% RaW RAINBOW CH1C!(EN 1999103131 ·50.73% MCU M CLeED HOLDINGS 2001109130 
·52.22% CPA CORPCAPITAL 1999J00J3~ -50.71% ABl AFRICAN SANK INV$ 2000101/31 
·5221% WBC WILSON BAY HlM avc 1998105131 ·50.11% SCN SCHARRIG MINING 1995/04130 
-52.20% MTX METOREX 1997/01131 ~5065% ~os FOSCrllNi 1999Ji~l30 
-5215% EXL EXCELLERA'rE HOG 2002109/30 -50.62% NPN NASPERS 2000105131 
-5213% A'E AEe! 1997/11/30 ·50._ SPS SPESCOM 2002104130 
-52.11% TIW TIGER WHEELS 1999/11130 -50,59% AFL AFlEASE GD & URRES 20C3I03l31 
-5200"h AF. AF ... E.ASE GO & UFtRES 1999/11,'3!) -50 55% NWL NUWORLD 1996107131 
-5209% HAR HARMONY GOLD MNG 1997103/31 -SO_55% 5TO SET?QiNT TECH 1996!'.0/31 
-52 04% DRD DROGOLD 2002i1lS13' ·5053% RAH REA:.. AFRICA 2000101131 
-52.01% PMN P~.IMEDIA 'N' 1998111130 ·50._ JCD JCI 199611C\f31 
-52-OO"~ NWl NUWORLD 1998110131 ~5041% AMS ANGLO AMSR:CAN PLAT 2002!O3!31 
·52.00% ItA I;" AD AFRICA 19OOJ07131 -5CI41% JOG J:JGRO!'}P 2001107/31 
-5200% PC, PARACON 2000l07/3' -5041% OMN OMNIA 2000I04I30 
-5200% ;:>CN PARACON 2001/'J2128 -$041% GDH GOOD HOPE DiAMONDS 2000101/31 
-5199% TSX TRANS HEX GROUP 1997/05f31 ~5040% COZ GAOIZ 1999JOO,'30 
-5192"~ SPl 8ARPLATS INVS 1996101131 -50,39% JNC JOHN"JIC 2000109/30 
·51 S2"A: WNH WINHO\..D 1998107131 ·50,38% seN SCHARR G MINING 1995110t31 
·5191% MMO MICR::)MEGA HDG 2000= ~5038% EOH Ef'.;'7ER OUTse 200Cl02129 











Appendix A.ID. Extreme Performance and Other Signals Identified in Past Literature 
The table shows possible signals and factors that may affect share performance as identified in past 
literature. For each paper, the variables which have been identified as relevant in explaining returns 
are listed. In addition, if the author derives a filter level for screening out an extreme performing 
share or provides a reason for the inclusion of the variable in their models, this is also included. 
Finally, the category of each variable as defined by the relevant author is provided. 
Category I Variable Screen I Reason Paper 
Quarterly Earnings Increase> 18 • 20% 
C Increased for last 5 to 7 quarters 
Percentage increase in quarte~y earnings >0 
Annual EPS Increase> 25% pa over last 3 years 
A Annual pretax profit margin Increasing 
Annual Return on Equity Increasing, currently> 17'% 
Daily Trading Volume 50% higher than dally average 
Pnce >= 90% of 52·week high 
N 
>= 80% of 5 year high 
Current price compared to buy price CP > BP by 2-3% buy more 
CP > BP by 5% • stop buying 
CP < BP by 7% - sell 
Shares Outstanding <= 25 million 
S Daily Volume traded Increasing 
Share buy-backs I Management Ownership Yes 
O'Neil (2002) 
growth, pre-tax and after-tax profit margin, ROE 
and product quality) Top 2 or3 
Relative strength ratio > 70 
Annual earnings growth (industry rating) 1 
L Sales growth (industry rating) 1 
Pretax profit margin (industry rating) 1 
After-tax profit margin (industry rating) 1 
ROE (Industry rating) 1 
Product quality (industry rating) 1 
I nstitutionai owners >=25 
I 
increased over last several quarters 
InstitutIOnal ownership >= 5°/", 
<=35% 
M 
Market condition avoid weak market 
Market index weak if < 200 day moving average 
I nstitutional Owners 
Reinganum (1988) 
PIE NotNB 
Size Not NB (Reinganum), NB (Glickman et al) Reinganum (1988) Valuation Beta Not NB 
measures Price-te-book ratio < 1 
Diluted EPS Glickman et al 2001 
R~ative strength (weighted) >= 70 
Reinganum (1988) 
Change in r~ative strength Large increase from previous quarter 
Technical Historical daily volatility over past 3 months 
Indicators Average turnover over past 6 months (no of high -> great disagreement about future 


















Pretax Profit Margin 
Change in quarterly earnings / diluted earnings 
Change in quarterly sales 
5-year cuarterly eamingsjlrowth rate 
Accruals / Total Assets 
Cash flow from operating activities 
Change in quarterly cash flow 
% change in receivables relative to change in 
sales 
Change in asset turnover ratio 
% change in current ratio 
% dlange in quick ratio 
% change in inventory turnover 
inventory I total assets 
% change in (inventory / total assets) 
% change in inventory 
% change in sales 
% change in depreciation 
change in dividend per share 
% change in (depreciation I plant assets) 
return on opening equity 
change in return on opening equity 
% change in (capax / total assets) 
above, one year lag 
Debl-equity ratio 
% change in debt-equity ratio 
% change in (sales Itolal assets) 
return on total assets 
return on closing equity 
margin ratio 
ge in (pretax income / sales) 
total cash 
% change in total assets 
to debt 
/ total assets 
me / total assets 
repayments of L T debt as % of total L T debt 
cash dividend / cash flow 
dividend yield 
% change inventory - % change sales 
% change AR - % change sales 
% change industry cepex - % change firm cepex 
% change sales - % change gross margin 
% change S + A - % change sales 
PTEt (TI-1 - Tt) see AB (1997) P94 
% change sales - % change order backlog 
labour force, see variable 
audit qualification 
Shares outstanding 
Com pari son of price to two-year high 
IBES long-term growth estimate 
Large transac!ions 
Intensity of transactions 
Size of firm 
Buy or Sell 





(quality of earnings) 
negatively correlated with market 
perceptions of quality of earnings 
forecasts future profitability 
< 20 million 
within 15% 
inversely related to profitability / 
Net Trade Cycle = (inv + AR· AP) x 365/ sales shareholder value 
change in CPI - inflatiOn 
change in real GNP - economic growth 
cha e in BUSiness Inventories - activit 
Chan e in Business Confidence Index 
R"nganum (1988) 
Glickman et al (2001) 
Abarbnell and Bushee 
(1998) 
Faifield and Yohn 1999 
Ou anld Penman (1989) 
Tunstall, St .. n & Carris 
(2004) 
Lev and Thiagarajan 
(1993) 
Reinganum (1988) 




Shin anld Soenen (1998) 
Lev and Thiagarajan 
(1993) 
Keirn and Stambaugh 
(1986) 
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Appendix A.II. FTSE Global Classification System on the JSE Securities Exchange 
The table shows the classification groups of securities on the JSE Securities exchange according to 
the FTSE Global Classification System. It shows the breakdown into the three broad categories of 
Financial, Resource, and Industrial Securities. The table then shows how this group is broken into 
the 10 economic groups. These are then decomposed into the relevant industrial sectors and finally 
industrial sub-sectors. 
Economic 





Insurance Non Life 
~ 
Reinsurance 
Other Insurance .! Life Assurance Life Assurance CJ 
C Investment Companies Investment Companies Eligible 
a:s Financials Real Estate Holding and Development 
C Real Estate 
u:: Property Agencies Asset ManaQers - Consumer Finance <t Speciality and Other Finance Investment Banks 
Mortgage Finance 
Other Financial 
Investment Entities Investment Entities Ineligible 
U) Coal 




::J Mining Finance 
0 Resources Diamond U) 
Q) Other Mineral Extractors and Mines a::: Oil and Gas Exploration and Production - Oil and Gas Oil Services -<t Oil Integrated 
Chemicals Commodity 
Chemicals Chemicals Advanced Materials 
Chemicals Speciality 
Builders Merchants 
Basic Construction and Building Materials Building and Construction Materials 
House Building 
U) Industries Other Construction ca Forestry ·C Forestry and Paper 
Paper ... 
tn Non Ferrous Metals ::J Steel and Other Metals 
"C Steel 
C Aerospace - Aerospace and Defence - Defence -<t Diversified Industrials Diversified Industrials 
General Electronic and Electrical Equipment Electrical Equipment 
Industrials 
Electronic Equipment 
Commercial Vehicles and Trucks 













Appendix A.II. FTSE Global Classification System on the lSE Securities Exchange 
Continued 
Automobiles 
Automobiles and Parts 
Auto Parts 
Tyres and Rubber 
Cyclical Vehicle Distribution 
Consumer Clothing and Footwear 
FurnishinQs and Floor CoverinQs 
Goods Consumer Electronics 
Household Goods and Textiles 
Household Appliances and Housewares 
Leisure Equipment 
Other Textiles and Leather Goods 
Beverages Brewers 
Beverages Beverages Distillers and Vintners 
Soft Drinks 
Food Producers and Processors 
Farming and Fishing 
Food Processors 
Non Cyclical Health Maintenance Organisations 
Consumer Health Hospital Management and Long Term Care 
Medical Equipment and Supplies 
Goods Other Health Care 
Personal Care and Household Household Products 
Products Personal Products 
Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology 
BiotechnoloQY - Pharmaceuticals "C Tobacco Tobacco CI> 
:::::J Discount and Super Stores and Warehouses 
C Retailers eCommerce :;:; 
General Retailers Retailers Hardlines C 
0 Retailers Multi Department 
U Retailers Soft Goods -
~ GamblinQ 
CU Leisure and Hotels Hotels 'i: Leisure Facilities ..... 
Restaurants and Pubs U) 
:::::J Television, Radio and Filmed Entertainment 
"C Subscription Entertainment Networks C Cyclical - Media and Entertainment Media Agencies - Services Photography -« Publishing and Printing 
Business Support Services 
Delivery Services 
Support Services 
Education Business Train, Employ Agency 
Environmental Control 
Transaction and Payroll Services 
Security and Alarm Services 
Airlines and Airports 
Transport Rail, Road and Freight 
Shipping and Ports 
Non Cyclical Food and Drug Retailers Food and Drug Retailers 
Fixed Line Telecommunication Services 
Services Telecommunication Services Wireless Telecommunication Services 
Electricity Electricity 
Utilities Gas Distribution Utilities Other Multi Utilities 
Water 
Computer Hardware 
Information Technology Hardware Sem iconductors 
Information Telecommunications Equipment 
Technology Computer Services 












Appendix A.12. Definitions of Datastream International and other Database Items 
Unless an alternative source is stated, this appendix iists definitions of Datastream International 
variables used to construct the variables and ratios to be tested in the study. The code used to 
extract the item from the relevant database is included in brackets after each item. The definitions 
are sourced from the Datastream International Online Definitions or the definitions from the 
alternative applicable database. 
All Share Index [I-Net Bridge] (J203 / CIOI) 
This is the value of the JSE Securities Exchange All Share Index. The FTSE I JSE 
Africa All Share Index (J203) is only available from June 1996. In order to obtain 
data for the beginning of the sample period, this data was merged with data from the 
JSE Actuarial All Share Index (CIOl). As the value of these two indexes were 
different at the changeover date, Laspeyres chain indexing methodology was used to 
splice the data. It should be noted that the two indexes are not identicaL The CIO! 
consisted of all instruments listed on the JSE and is no longer calculated in any form. 
The J203 consists of the top 99% of eligible listed companies when ranked by full 
market capitalisation. 
Amortisation of intangibles (975) 
The amounts shown here is the non-movement of funds as shown in the cashflowl 
sources and uses and relating to the intangible assets. 
Associates Aftertax Profits (622) 
The after tax share of profit of associated companies accounted for under the equity 
method. Dividends paid by associates are included in the published pre-tax profit of 
the receiving company. 
Base or start date (BDATE) 
The base date is the date from which Datastream holds information about the issue. 
Where the nature of a company's business has changed materially, due to a merger or 
the splitting off of one or more divisions, Datastream rebases the stock. 
Beta factors (BETA) 
The beta factor of a stock relates movements in its price to movements in the market 











market, showing the likely relative change for a given market movement and whether 
the stock is prone to under- or over-react. In order to display beta calculations, at least 
2Yz years of data are required. 
The beta factor is derived by performing a least squares regression between adjusted 
prices of the stock and the corresponding Datastream market index. The historic beta 
so derived is then adjusted using Bayesian techniques to predict the probable 
behaviour of the stock price on the basis that any extreme behaviour in the past is 
likely to average out in the future. This adjusted value, or "forecast" beta, is 
represented by the BETA datatype. 
Business Confidence Index [I-Net Bridge] (BCICC) 
The Business Confidence Index is generated monthly by the South African Chamber 
of Business (SACOB) as a measure the level of business confidence within the South 
African economy. 
Capital expenditure contracted (292) 
This includes contracts entered into for the future purchase of capital items, 
expenditure on machinery, equipment, plant, vehicles and buildings. 
Capital gearing (%) (731) 
Preference capital plus total debt divided by total capital employed plus short term 
borrowings minus total intangibles. 
Cash earnings per share/cash flow per share (CASH) 
This is the earnings per share before depreciation, amortization and provisions. 
Consumer Price Index [I-Net Bridge] (ECPI) 
The Consumer Price Index is the yardstick of the general level of prices in the 
economy. It is an index of the prices of a representative "basket" of consumer goods 
and services. The total South African CPI basket consists of about 1 500 different 












This includes provisions for amounts written off, and depreciation of tangible fixed 
assets. Amortisation of intangible assets is included only if a separate breakdown is 
not disclosed in the annual report. 
Dividends per Share (DPS) 
Dividends per share on a twelve-month rolling basis, taking interim dividends into 
account. 
Earned for Ordinary (625) 
This is the profit used by the company to calculate earnings per share. This is the net 
profit after tax, minority interest, pre-acquisition profits, appropriations for capital 
expenditure (in the case of mining companies) and preference dividends attributable 
to ordinary shareholders. It includes the share of profits of equity accounted 
associated companies and subsidiaries. Any extraordinary, exceptional or abnormal 
items after tax are excluded. Also excluded are any transfers to or from tax 
equalisation 
Earned for ordinary - adjusted (210) 
Net profit after tax, minority interests and preference dividends. This is the adjusted 
earnings using the adjusted pre-tax profit and taxation charge, ie. excluding pre-tax 
extraordinary items, non-operating provisions and transfers to tax-exempt reserves, 
exchange gains/losses and any other items not relating to the normal trading activities 
of the company. 
Earnings Forecast (FxMN) 
This is the mean value of all estimates of earnings in x years for a company. 
Earnings per share, current rate (EPS) 
This is the latest annualised rate that may reflect the last financial year or be derived 
from an aggregation of interim period earnings. For certain countries, for which 
interim announcements are irregular or lacking in detail, the current earnings per share 











Equity capital and reserves (305) 
The equity share capital and reserves of the company. Preference capital is not 
included. 
- goodwill shown against reserves is transferred to total intangibles 
- capital and other grants shown as deferred liabilities are transferred to reserves. 
- proposed dividends are deducted if the balance sheet is shown before appropriations 
Financial and Industrial 30 [I-Net Bridge] (J213! C12l) 
This is the value of the JSE Securities Exchange Financial and Industrial 30 Index. 
The J213 is only available from June 1995. In order to obtain data for the beginning of 
the sample period, this data was merged with data from the previous version, the 
CI21. As the value of these two indexes were different at the changeover date, 
Laspeyres chain indexing methodology was used to splice the data. 
Fonvard Growth Rate (12 Months) (FlFDl2) 
FIFD12 (MI x Fj) + ([12 MI ) x F2 ) 
12 
where: M Number of Month ends to end of Current Fiscal Year. (Note: 
The 'Current Fiscal Year' will be FYJ if the date is before FYi Year 
End and FY2 if the date is after FYI Year End) 
Fl = Consensus EPS Forecast for Current Fiscal Year 
F2 Consensus EPS Forecast for Next Fiscal Year 
This datatype is particularly useful for time series analysis of earnings forecasts over 
recent history, especially where the period of measurement incorporates a fiscal year 
end. 
Gross profit on sales (603) 
Total sales less cost of sales. 
Industry Classification Level (INDC3, INDC4) 
Datastream classifies each company by industry (that is, its primary activity only). 
Equities with the same industrial classification are grouped into sectors. Datastream 
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Level 1 Market data 
Level 2 Non-financials 
Non-financials, excluding resources 
Resources 
Financials 
Level 3 Resources 
Basic industries 
Cyclical consumer goods 






Level 4 Comprising up to 39 sectors, based on the FTSE Actuaries system 
Comprising up to 11 FTSE Actuaries sub-sectors. Various level 4 sectors are broken down at this 
Level 5 level into more detailed descriptions used by the London Stock Exchange 
Level 6 groups have been devised by Datastream where it is believed that more detailed 
Level 6 descriptions than those provided at levels 4 and 5 are appropriate 
Equities are classified at the most detailed level appropriate. They are classified by 
main activity according to the sector definitions published by the FTSE Actuaries. 
Institutional Holdings (NOSHIC) 
The percentage of total shares in issue held as long term strategic holdings by 
investment banks or institutions seeking a long term return. 
Local code (LOC) 
This is an identification code based on the official local exchange code. It comprises 










Market value I market capitalisation (MV) 
Market value is the share price multiplied by the number of ordinary shares in issue. 












For companies with more than one class of equity capital, the market value is 
expressed according to the individual issue. 
Market value is displayed in millions of units oflocal currency. 
Market value to book value (MTBV) 
The market value to book value (also called discount to net asset value) divides the 
market value by the net book value. 
NCD Rate (3 Month) [I-Net Bridge) (NC3MM) 
This is the interest rate on three month negotiable certificates of deposit. 
Net cashflow (1048) 
Changes in net cash before the impact of exchange adjustments and reflects cash 
inflow after financing. 
Net profit margin (%) (717) 
Profits after tax divided by total sales. 
Number of shares in issue (NOSH) 
This is the total number of ordinary shares that represent the capital of the company at 
the current date (that is, no history is stored). The datatype is expressed in thousands. 
For shares with more than one class of equity issue, (NOSH) is held separately for 
each issue. The amount is updated whenever new tranches of stock are issued or after 
capital changes. 
Operating profit - adjusted (137) 
This is net profit derived from normal activities of the company after depreciation and 
operating provisions. 
Operating profit margin (%) 











Ordinary dividends - net (187) 
The net amounts proposed on ordinary shares, including any variable amount paid on 
participating preference shares, saving shares, preferred shares. 
Pre-tax profit margin (%) (716) 
Pretax profit (excluding associates) divided by total sales. (%) 
Pre-tax profits (154) 
The pre-tax profit for the financial period as reported by the company. This includes 
any dividends received from associated companies. 
Price, ask (P A) 
This is the asking price quoted at close of market. 
Price, bid (PB) 
This is the bid price offered at close of market. 
Price, closing (P) 
The 'current' price on Datastream's equity programs is the latest price available to us 
from the appropriate market in primary units of currency (except in the case of the UK 
where price is given in pence). It is the previous day's closing price from the default 
exchange except where more recent or real-time prices are available, as listed in the 
Data sources & updating procedures section of this help system. 
The 'current' prices taken at the close of market are stored each day. These stored 
prices are adjusted for subsequent capital actions, and this adjusted figure then 
becomes the default price offered on all Research programs. 
Prices are generally based on 'last trade' or an official price fixing. For stocks which 
are listed on more than one exchange within a country, default prices are taken from 
the primary exchange of that country (note that this is not necessarily the 'home' 
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Price/earnings ratio (PE) 
This is the price divided by the earnings rate per share at the required date. 
Producer Price Index [I-Net Bridge1 (EPPI) 
The Producer Price Index measures the price received by a producer. This differs 
from the CPI in that price subsidation, profits, and taxes may cause the amount 
received by the producer to differ from what the consumer paid. There is also 
typically a delay between an increase in the PPI and any resulting increase in the CPr. 
Many believe that this allows a rough-and-ready prediction of cpr inflation tomorrow 
based on PPI inflation today. 
Quick assets ratio (742) 
Total current assets minus total stock and work in progress divided by total current 
liabilities. 
Rand-Dollar Exchange Rate [I-Net Bridge1 (USDZAR) 
This is the exchange rate between the US Dollar and the South African Rand. It is 
used as a proxy for the strength of the rand. 
Real Gross Domestic Product (SARGDP) 
The inflation-adjusted value of GDP, which is used as a measure of the nation's final 
output. 
Resources Index [I-Net Bridge] (JOOO / CIlI) 
This is the value of the JSE Securities Exchange All Share Resources Index. The JOOO 
is only available from June 1995. In order to obtain data for the beginning of the 
sample period, this data was merged with data from the previous version, the CIllo As 
the value of these two indexes were different at the changeover date, Laspeyres chain 
indexing methodology was used to splice the data. 
Return index (RI) 
The return index (Rr) shows a theoretical growth in value of a share holding over a 
specified period, assuming that dividends are re-invested to purchase additional units 










Rlt _1 x p-
t-I 
except when t = ex-date of the dividend payment Dt then: 
RI Pt + Dt t-lX--
Pt - 1 
where = price on ex-date 
Pt - 1 = price on previous day 
Dt dividend payment associated with ex-date t 
Return on Equity % (Published) (1506) 
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Earned for ordinary divided by equity capital and reserves minus total intangibles. 
Earned for 
(Equity Capital and Reserves - Total Intangibles) 
For South Africa the intangibles mentioned above do not form part of the calculation. 
Selling and administration expenses (608) 
This comprises wages and salaries, depreciation on vehicles and office equipment and 
other expenses relating to distribution and administration. 
Strategic Holdings (NOSHST) 
The percentage of total shares in issue held strategically and not available to ordinary 
shareholders. Share holdings held by investors that would not, in the normal course 
come into the open market for trading are treated as strategic holdings. This includes 
holding by directors or founders for control, government holdings as a promoter or 
acquirer and cross-holdings within a group. 
Total assets (392) 
The sum of tangible fixed assets, intangible assets, investments (including associates), 
other assets, total stocks & WIP, total debtors & equivalent and cash & cash 
equivalents. 
- deferred tax, if shown as an asset, is offset against any deferred tax liability 
- goodwill carried in reserves is transferred to intangible assets 
- advances on work in progress if disclosed as a liability by the company has been 











Total cash and equivalent (375) 
For industrials this includes cash, bank balances, short-term loans and deposits, and 
investments shown under current assets. For banks and finance companies it includes 
cash and balances with other banks, money at call and short notice, treasury bills and 
term deposits maturing under one month. Placements with banks are excluded. 
Total current assets (376) 
Includes stocks, work in progress, trade and other debtors, cash and equivalent, and 
any other current assets. Trade accounts receivable after I-year are included. 
Total current liabilities (389) 
Includes current provisions, trade and other creditors, borrowings repayable within 1-
year and any other current liabilities. Trade accounts payable after I-year are 
included. 
Total debt (1301) 
The total of all long and short term borrowings, including any subordinate debt and 
'debt like hybrid finance instruments 
Total loan capital (321) 
This represents the total loan capital repayable after I-year. It includes, debentures, 
bonds, convertibles, and 'debt like' hybrid financial instruments. 
Total number of employees (219) 
The average number of employees as disclosed by the company. The year end number 
is used if the average number is not disclosed. 
Total sales (104) 
The amount of sales of goods and services to third parties relating to the normal 
industrial activities of the company. It is net of sales related taxes and excludes any 
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Total stock and work in progress (364) 
This includes finished goods, raw materials, work in progress less any advances paid 
and any other stocks. It is stated net of any provisions for obsolete stocks. 
Trade creditors (276) 
Includes trade payables within and after one year as specified by the company relating 
to the normal business activities of the company. Bills payable are not included. 
Trade debtors (287) 
Includes trade receivables within and after one year as specified by the company 
relating to the normal business activities of the company. This figure is shown net of 
provision for bad and doubtful debts. 
Turnover by volume (VO) 
This shows the number of shares traded for a stock on a particular day. The figure is 
always expressed in thousands. Daily figures are adjusted for capital changes; non-
daily figures are not adjusted. For stocks which are traded on more than one exchange 
within a country, default volumes are taken from the primary exchange of that country 
(note that this is not necessarily the 'home' exchange of the stock). The exception is 
for US listed shares where volumes are consolidated across all exchanges on which a 
share is listed. 
Working capital ratio (741) 
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Appendix A.13. Number of Observations 
The table shows the number of observations per variable in each sample year in both the in- and 
out-of-sample groups of shares. In addition, the table shows the total number of observations per 
variable, the total number of observations per year and the average number of observations per 
year. The constant increase in the availability of data over time is evident from the table . 
InDmp It Out.of-sample , ... , ... 'H' 'H' , ... - '00' "., 200l 2004 T .... "" "It "IT "" "" 2000 2001 2002 2003 "04 Tot.' INST_OWN ° ° ° ° ° ° ° ... "48 " .. '''' ° ° ° ° ° ° ° , .. 1170 1210 " .. ~_OWN ° ° ° ° ° ° ° 703 "58 '205 3011 ° ° ° ° ° ° ° m 1173 1210 31at PE m ,., 8S4 070 '009 '098 ", .. ,>:" 1115 11151 l007e 720 n, eeo ... '02' ''''''' IIV II OJ ,OS, "OS 174' EY ,., ... '" '023 ,,54 '200 ''''' 1212 122_ "., "IlI 757 "" "" '005 '008 '"0 ''''' '200 1217 '''" , ... , "" ." ". 04' ,on "87 ,"'" '207 1213 '235 '''''' IOH' 780 ... 053 , ... ",. "70 llG7 " .. " .. ,230 10.20 LN_MV '" '" 04' 1072 1175 1212 "" 1241 "57 " .. 110.3 780 ... 953 '040 1132 "" 12' " '23' "., ,m , .... BETA " .. " .. ,,,a " .. " .. ,,,a " .. " .. ,,,a " .. ,m. 123. ,Zl6 '238 123. '238 '238 '238 123' ,m 123. 12310 
MrS "" 372 .... ... ,,06 1161 1173 "., "00 1212 "" "" In "'7 65S '025 '090 "44 " .. ,,00 1178 .... Ivou 387 eo, no IlOJ 023 990 "" "'7 ... '113 .... <09 83' 733 873 an ... "" ... .., ,o70 .... LN_VOL_3 383 1!03 no 005 m ... ... ... ... 1115 .... 406 "'" 73J '" ." "'" "" ... """ 1071 1421 VOL_O ." ". 737 ." "'" 1010 .., an 1018 "22 "24 <I, ... '" .., " . 003 .. , "'" ... ,OSS .1>< LN_VCU! <I, .,. T.l8 ." \l4O 1010 .. , an ' 017 1123 '" . 420 ... 744 ... aao .., 003 """ '005 '009 .687 VOL_I' .,. ." 740 " .,. 1014 ... sa, '020 1124 "" 422 .., " . .., .., ... ... ." '005 '067 .. " LN_VOl_'2 ". 1m '" ... \l4O 101. ... ea, '02' 112. 'm . ,. ... 749 ... .., '000 ... ." IOU '00' "" VOL_'e .,. ." ,.,. ". .,. 10'4 ... .., '020 ,,,. .... '25 8S3 ". ... ... ... .., m '000 ,eee .. .. 
LN_VOL_'8 . ,. 1m 7<2 .15 940 '01' ... ea, '02, ,,,. . .,. 430 "'" " . 887 .., '002 ... " . 1014 '00' "" VOL_'24 .", .,. 7" .,. ... 1014 ... .., '02' "23 It" 425 ... 745 ... .., ... 90S "" 1012 '069 8801 IN_VOlj:4 .'" .,. 742 ." 940 10\4 ... .., '022 "25 "71 .,. 857 749 B87 .., '002 ... ." 1015 ",., 1127 SDEV_VOL '17 ." no ." 1010 '027 1015 .., ,OS, "45 "'. 412 .,. no .., ... lOll '02' .. '020 "ll .... 
LN_sOeV_VOL ." ". no ." '007 '028 1014 .. , '044 '''3 " .. 407 037 no 88' ... '006 '022 90S '028 1107 ID' 
VOUNOSHAR ES 4J2 .., 7"" .,. 043 '006 ." ... '030 "" 1721 435 '" 758 "" 890 '000 '003 9" '02' 1004 "'7 LN_VOltNOSHARES '2l! ... 7&l m ... 10,,, 065 sao '025 ",. IT" 434 870 '58 ... ... '006 ... ... 1018 '092 "'. 





















Appendix B: 2 
Appendix B.1. Descriptive Statistics 
The table shows descriptive statistics for all variables included in the study. These descriptive 
statistics include means, medians, standard deviations, kurtosis and skewness. The table provides 
descriptive statistics for the entire sample as well as separately for the in- and out-of-sample 
groups of securities. Descriptive statistics are provided both before and after adjustment for outliers 










Appendix B: 3 
Mean Median 
Before AdJustmlnt After Adjustment Before Adjustment After Adjustment 
All Inslmple OUI .. mplo All Inllmplo Outaampll All Insamel· OUI.am"," All In.ample Outsample 
INST OWN 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
MAN=OWN 0.41 0.43 0.39 0.41 0.43 0.39 0.37 0.39 0.35 0.37 0.39 0.35 
PE 23.30 27.64 18.82 15.08 15.89 14.24 10.20 10.20 10.30 10.20 10.20 10.30 
EY 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 
MV 5749.53 5923.45 5573.19 4073.61 382344 4327.59 871 .14 659.80 1121 .81 641.28 645.34 1090.87 
LN_MV 6.81 6 .65 6.97 6.61 6.65 6.97 6.77 8 .49 7.02 6.77 6.49 7.02 
BETA 0.59 0.57 0.61 0.59 0.57 0.61 0.56 0.64 0.59 0.56 0.54 0.59 
MTB 2.90 3.40 2.38 2.03 2.06 2.00 1.47 1.47 1.46 1.46 1.48 1.45 
VOL_3 5.10 5.02 5.18 2.62 2.55 2.68 0.78 0.75 0.78 0.75 0.75 0.76 
LN_VOL_3 -0.43 -0.41 -0.44 -0.42 -0 .41 -0.44 -0.28 -0.28 -0.27 -0.28 -0.28 -0.27 
VOL 6 2.91 3.44 2.38 1.69 1.62 1.57 0.65 0.65 0.64 0.65 0.65 0.64 
LNjioL_6 -0.61 -0.61 -0.62 -0.61 -0.80 -0 .62 -0.43 -0.42 -0.44 -0.43 -0.42 -0.44 
VOL 12 2.31 2.71 1.90 1.42 1.53 1.31 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.59 0.60 0.59 
LNjioL_'2 -0.73 -0.72 -0.75 -0.73 -0.71 -0 .74 -0.52 -0.51 -0.52 -0.52 -0.51 -0.52 
VOL_18 2.02 2.30 1.74 1.33 1.41 1.25 0.59 0.59 0.56 0.59 0.59 0.58 
LN_VOL_'8 -0.77 -0 .76 -0.79 -0.77 -0.76 -0.78 -0.53 -0.52 -0 .64 -0 .53 -0.52 -0.54 
VOL_24 2.00 2.27 1.73 1.31 1.37 1.25 0.56 0.59 0.56 0.58 0.59 0.58 
LN_VOL_24 -0.79 -0.78 -0.80 -0.79 -0.78 -0.79 -0.64 -0.53 -0 .55 -0 .54 -0.53 -0.55 
SDEV_VOL 2.99 3.44 2.54 1.63 1.72 1.53 0.55 0.64 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.56 
LN SDEV VOL -0.69 -0.69 -0.69 -0.69 -0.69 -0.56 -0.59 -0.62 -0.57 -0.59 -0.62 -0.57 
VOLINOsHAAES 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LN_ VOLINOSHARES -7.82 -7.82 -7.82 -7.61 -7.81 -7 .61 -7.59 -7.80 -7.59 -7.59 -7.60 -7 .59 
AGE 10.27 10.29 10.26 10.27 10.29 10.26 8.48 8 .44 8.53 8.48 8.44 8.53 
MOM 1 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 .01 0.01 0.01 
MOM) 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
MOM 6 0.13 0.14 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.08 
MOM=,2 0.28 0.30 0.26 0.23 0.25 0.22 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 
MOM 18 0.47 0.50 0.43 0.39 0.42 0.37 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.21 0.23 
MOM-24 0.70 0.75 0.65 0.56 0.59 0.52 0.29 0.28 0.29 0.28 0.27 0.28 
NOSHAAES 283262.88 241590. IS 325518.37 223179.14 188334.65 260774 .72 122000.00 106536.00 146800.00 120000.00 108105.00 140140.00 
LN_NOSHARES 11 .70 11 .60 11 .80 11.70 11 .80 11.80 11.71 11.59 11 .90 11 .71 11 .59 11.90 
MAXP_'2 0.83 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.62 0.83 0.87 0.86 0.68 0.87 0.88 0.88 
MAXP 24 0.76 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.75 0.76 0.81 0.80 0.82 0.81 0.80 0.82 
MAXP=60 0.85 0.64 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.70 0.68 0.68 0.70 
EARN 361183.67 329332.55 393574.21 268764.90 248964.92 288968.27 82807.00 61441 .00 105900.00 79972.00 59645.00 100161 .00 
EARNG_3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
EARNG_6 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
EARNG 12 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 
EARNG-24 0.08 0.07 0.10 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 
EARNG)O 0.23 0.20 0.26 0.19 0.17 0.21 0.10 0.10 0 .11 0.10 0.10 0.11 
EPS 1.73 1.88 1.57 1.38 1.40 1.35 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.55 0.58 
LN EPS -0.38 -0.39 -0.37 -0.38 -0.39 -0.37 -0.34 -0.34 -0.36 -0.34 -0.34 -0.36 
RO-E 0.05 -0.13 0.24 0.21 0.23 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 
PRETAX_PM 7.96 0.28 15.84 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.10 
ACCITA -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0 .03 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 
CH CF 0.23 0.25 0.21 0.11 0.14 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
CH - AR1SAlLES 0.14 0.18 0.11 0.16 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.11 
CH~SSTURN 0.14 0.10 0.19 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 
CH CURRENT 0.10 0.07 0.14 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 
CH-QUICK 0.15 0.08 0.23 0.05 0.03 0.08 0_00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 
CH-INVTURN 3.18 -6.21 13.61 1.03 0.94 1.14 0.18 0.22 0.11 0.17 0.22 0.11 
INliiTA 0.15 0.17 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.13 0.12 0_15 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.10 
CH)NVlTA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CHJNV 1.91 2.98 0.72 0.29 0.33 0.23 0.11 0 .11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 
CH SALES 0.54 0.28 0.80 0.23 0.21 0.24 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.14 
CH-OEP 5.59 3.39 7.85 0.51 0.41 0.62 0.15 0.15 0.14 0 .15 O. IS 0.14 
CH-OPS 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.13 0.15 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.11 
CH-ROE -0.27 -0.52 -0.01 -0.03 -0.04 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CAPGEAR 0.21 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0 .17 0.19 0.16 0.17 0.19 0.16 
CH CAPGEAR 1.49 0.69 2.32 0.40 0.35 0.45 -0.03 -0.02 -0.04 -0.04 -0.02 -0.05 
ROA 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 
GM 0.24 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 
CH EBnSAILES 3.89 0.54 7.31 -0.28 0.00 -0.57 -0.03 -0.04 -0.03 -0.04 -0.04 -0.03 
SALES1CASH 128.64 190.77 65.03 36.50 49.52 23.08 9.45 10.18 8.64 9.36 10.03 8.50 
LN_ SALESICASH 2.42 2.54 2.29 2.40 2.51 2.28 2.28 2.35 2.21 2.28 2.34 2.21 
CH_TA 0.28 0.31 0.25 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.11 0.11 0 .11 0.1 I 0 .11 0.11 
CASHtOEBT 3.90 2.68 5.19 0.96 1.08 0.83 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.05 
WCITA 0.55 0.58 0.51 0.55 0.56 0.51 0.57 0.62 0.53 0.57 0.62 0.53 
OPINCITA 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.09 
OlvtCF -4.86 -9.22 -0.86 -0.04 -0 .08 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
DY 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 
CH INVISALES 1.38 2.70 -0.07 0.04 0.05 0.04 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.03 -0_03 -0.02 
CH~RISALES -0.08 0.12 -0.30 0.02 0.00 0.05 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 
CH_ SALESIGM -0.83 -0.22 -1 .04 -0.11 -0 .06 -0.15 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0 .00 0.00 -0.01 
CH_SAlSALES 0.20 0.21 0.19 0.05 0.Q3 0.07 -0.01 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 -0.02 0.00 
LABOUR -0.17 -0.19 -0.15 -0.14 -0.15 -0.13 -0.13 -0.12 -0 .14 -0.13 -0.12 -0.13 
NTC 97.68 99.40 95.87 76.74 78.89 74.52 80.61 83.57 56.84 60.18 62.17 56.84 
GFORECAST _'2 3.20 3.95 2.51 2.74 3.13 2.39 1.46 1.80 1.40 1.46 1.58 1.39 
REVISION 12 -0.09 -0.07 -0.11 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 -0.06 -0.08 -0.04 -0.06 -0.08 -0.04 
REVISION)4 0.00 0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.04 -0.06 -0.05 -0.05 -0 .05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 
REVISION_36 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.08 0.01 0 .00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.02 
RSTRENGTH_AILSI 0.50 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.51 0 .50 0.51 0.51 0.50 
RSTRENGTH SUB 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.50 
CH RSTRENGTH ALSI 0 .06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 
CH=RSTRENGTH=SUB 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.05 
WRSTRENGTHflSI 0.50 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.50 
WRSTRENGTH_SUB 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.50 
POS_SAlLES 12.64 12.73 12.94 12.82 12.72 12.62 9 .00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 
POS PRETAX 13.63 13.88 13.40 13.63 13.85 13.40 10.00 11 .00 9.00 10.00 11.00 9.00 
POS-OP 13.52 13.57 13.48 13.52 13.55 13.48 10.00 11 .00 9.00 10.00 11 .00 9.00 
POS=NET 13.64 13.98 13.30 13.64 13.97 13.30 10.00 11 .00 9 .00 10.00 11.00 9.00 
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Appendix B.1. Descriptive Statistics 
Continued. 
Standard Deviation Kurtosis 
Before Adjustment After Adjustment Before Adjustment Aft.r Adjustment 
All Inlampl. Outsample All Inlample Outsampl. All Insample Out .. mple All Insampl. Outlample 
I NST_OWN 0,07 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.05 30.06 19.53 43.98 2.40 2.93 1.99 
MAN_OWN 027 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.26 ·0.97 ·1.08 ·0.65 ·0.97 ·1.08 ·0.85 
PE 291 .09 389.55 124.38 17.62 21 . II 13.01 4010.66 2444 .26 1419.78 28.73 24.96 9.30 
EY 0. 32 0.38 0.27 0.11 0.11 0. 11 243.38 217. 18 253.77 5.85 6.71 4.75 
MV 16419.96 19435.50 12646.82 7840.54 7804.25 7669.44 70.67 66.90 22.17 7.13 8.31 6.03 
LN_MV 2.01 2.04 1.97 2.01 2.04 1.97 ·0.39 ·0.31 ·0.40 ·0.40 ·0.31 ·0.41 
BETA 0.24 0.27 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.22 1.07 1.35 0.28 0.88 1.11 0.21 
MTB 21 .07 29.15 4.66 1.66 1.93 1.78 1256.30 670.97 302 .16 5.76 8.08 5.12 
VOL_3 89.54 56.60 113.39 6.62 6.10 7.10 9161 .46 1615.97 7059.65 31 .82 24.26 34.73 
LN_VOL_3 1.85 1.84 1.85 1.81 1.60 1.82 1.39 1.46 1.33 0.75 0.75 0.74 
VOL_6 34.45 47.21 11.71 3.38 3.94 2.69 4488.30 2530.66 879.74 27.12 25.84 11.56 
LN_VOL_6 1.78 1.77 1.78 1.74 1.73 1.75 1.37 1.57 1.17 0.73 0.76 0.70 
VOL 12 30.71 42.51 8.52 2.64 3.10 2.07 7022.86 3807.28 532.71 26.27 24.67 10 .09 
LN_VOU2 1.75 1.75 1.76 1.72 1.71 1.73 1.30 1.43 1.18 0.68 0.67 0.69 
VOL 18 25.94 35.90 7.33 2.35 2.68 1.96 11167.95 6073.30 577.17 21 .25 21.50 10.02 
LN_VOL_18 1.75 1.74 1.76 1.72 1.71 1.73 1.20 1.30 1.10 0.64 0.84 0.64 
VOL_24 26.57 38.70 7.80 2.23 2.46 1.97 10307.29 5641.73 752.24 17.10 16.37 10 .43 
LN_VOL_24 1.76 1.75 1.77 1.73 1.72 1.74 1.22 1.23 1.21 0.61 0.59 0.64 
SDEV_VOL 54.52 67.69 36.72 3.56 3.96 3.15 4849.12 3733.40 3840.62 28.68 28.12 24 .34 
LN_SDEV _VOL 1.71 1.72 1.70 1.66 1.69 1.63 10.51 1.10 20.38 0.58 0.52 0.83 
VOL1NOSHARES 0.08 0.03 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 13342.18 1322 .50 7417 .62 38.85 24.67 34.43 
LN_VOL1NOSHARES 1.97 1.94 1.99 1.95 1.92 1.97 0.67 0.65 0.89 0.36 0.38 0.36 
AGE 7.69 7.73 7.65 7.69 7.73 7.85 0.91 0.87 0.96 0.91 0.87 0.96 
MOM_l 0.16 0.17 0.15 0.13 0.14 0.13 52 .39 68.13 19.32 1.44 1.41 1.45 
MOM_3 0.30 0.33 0.28 0.24 0.25 0.23 70.66 46.68 112.10 1.17 1.15 1.11 
MOM 6 0.48 0.52 0.44 0.37 0.38 0.35 66.75 76.99 95.17 1.25 1.30 1.07 
MOM=12 0.81 0.89 0.73 0.59 0.62 0.56 79.34 91.30 41.51 1.43 1.54 1.05 
MOM_18 1.26 1.35 1.15 0.65 0.92 0.79 65.04 58.24 73.10 2.22 2.34 1.54 
MOM 24 1.91 2.02 1.79 1.13 1.22 1.04 87.35 74.52 105.21 2.94 2.90 2.47 
NOSHARES 562813.21 541071.15 581014.05 273017.60 215684 .13 316759.91 41 .69 61 .94 27.03 8.12 7.28 4.18 
LN NOSHARES 1.31 1.22 1.39 1.30 1.21 1.39 0.26 0.64 ·0.01 0.03 0.33 ·0.20 
MAXP 12 0.24 0.25 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.23 2.66 3.70 1.20 0.30 0.31 0.27 
MAXP-24 0.28 0.29 0.27 0.28 0.28 0.27 0.51 0.79 0.16 ·0.32 ·0.32 ·0.32 
MAXP=60 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 ·0.53 ·0.41 ·0.63 ·0.91 ·0.91 ·0.88 
EARN 973887.56 939321 .38 1006806 534373.35 509284.43 558143.09 47.70 71.74 29.06 6.73 6.70 6.58 
EARNG_3 0.20 0.24 0.13 0.07 0.07 0.06 338.65 287.29 191 .24 27 .17 29.29 23.15 
EARNG 6 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.15 0.13 0.17 115.20 152.43 78.74 24.45 23.66 23.15 
EARNG=12 0.53 0.54 0.52 0.30 0.27 0.32 110.73 165.97 44.00 18.53 19 .59 17 .08 
EARNG 24 0.63 0.57 0.69 0.35 0.32 0.38 126.25 196.73 84.70 18.06 18.66 18.89 
EARNG=60 0.81 0.60 0.98 0.44 0.32 0.53 838.52 117.17 778.66 19.19 12.74 15.94 
EPS 4.04 4.96 2.80 2.04 2.09 1.99 107.83 90.78 15.09 5.45 5.79 4.97 
LN_EPS 1.44 1.49 1.39 1.44 1.49 1.38 ·0.07 0.00 ·0.19 ·0.08 ·0.02 -0.21 
ROE 9.55 13.46 0.60 0.40 0.47 0.30 2215.40 1116.05 381.17 28.06 25.90 5.22 
PRETAX"PM 185.72 5.84 264.04 0.55 0.29 0.73 617.90 705.12 302.92 74.28 13.38 47.89 
ACCtTA 0.17 0.16 0.18 0.14 0.14 0.13 22.92 28.72 18.41 2.22 2.09 2.31 
CH CF 2.43 1.98 2.81 0.97 0.94 0.99 344.09 110.15 357.91 5.65 4.53 8.51 
CH=ARtSALES 8.55 11.87 1.40 1.57 2.09 0.64 637.40 333.84 37.28 39.19 22.63 8.22 
CH_ASSTURN 1.30 0.59 1.74 0.32 0.30 0.33 304.23 99.91 184 .59 5.81 5.28 6.08 
CH_CURRENT 1.07 0.81 1.31 0.35 0.33 0.38 328.20 302 .15 265.28 4.64 4.54 4.39 
CH_OUICK 1.45 0.66 2.05 0.41 0.38 0.45 396.25 35.03 213.33 4.38 2.78 4.40 
CH_INVTURN 287.96 331.14 230.30 29.18 37.54 15.30 295.40 234.85 398.54 50.02 33.31 19.37 
INVtTA 0.14 0.15 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.13 0.56 0.52 0.20 0.46 0.44 0.09 
CHJNVtTA 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 18.89 5.35 29.64 2.96 2.77 2.79 
CH_INV 42.17 57.66 5.64 0.96 1.11 0.75 994.47 530.23 162 .78 31 .55 28.70 19.23 
CH SALES 7.07 0.88 10.00 0.56 0.37 0.69 1082.52 92.34 542 .44 45.84 5.33 36.52 
CH=DEP 119.32 49.03 162 .63 2.16 1.18 2.83 949.20 308.13 554.16 87.93 22.71 57.68 
CH_DPS 0.91 0.70 1.07 0.52 0.52 0.53 116.15 30.56 111 .84 2.69 2.18 3.22 
CH_ROE 10.14 14.25 1.13 0.49 0.60 0.34 1946.31 988.67 176.74 30.03 24 .37 9.65 
CAPGEAR 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.20 2.10 2.80 1.43 0.60 0.84 0.55 
CH_CAPGEAR 16.45 3.09 23.22 1.87 1.38 2.26 401.22 49.75 202.27 30.97 7.97 27.20 
ROA 0.16 0.16 0.18 0.09 0.09 0.09 76.01 95.56 66.82 3.30 3.44 3.1 4 
GM 0.29 0.33 0.25 0.23 0.21 0.25 183.58 230.49 2.17 2.01 2.39 1.64 
CH_EBTtSALES 144.25 10.52 204.77 3.65 2.02 4.75 1251 .62 477.61 620.16 70.98 20.77 47.77 
SALEStCASH 1309.38 1772.81 484 .81 126.38 169.74 48.78 531.52 307.42 165.58 74.96 42 .07 25.08 
LN_SALEStCASH 1.54 1.58 1.48 1.45 1.48 1.41 3.41 3.40 3.12 1.31 1.17 1.32 
CH_TA 1.24 1.66 0.79 0.38 0.37 0.38 226.93 173.45 69.94 5.32 5.12 5.53 
CASHtDEBT 53.33 46.57 59.64 8.61 9.48 7.57 286.89 125.55 327.10 27.13 29.28 16.39 
WCtTA 0.25 0.26 0.23 0.25 0.26 0.23 ·0.95 ·0.86 ·0.90 -0.95 ·0.66 ·0.90 
OPINCtTA 0.13 0.11 0.15 0.10 0.09 0.10 26.66 8.44 30.98 1.51 1.36 1.59 
DIVtCF 187.79 242.20 13.69 10.14 14.08 3.87 1489.49 714.77 219.61 57.50 30.88 11.35 
DY 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 84.70 152.52 32.29 1.86 1.50 2.17 
CHJNVlSALES 42.73 66.40 8.48 0.89 0.97 0.80 959.38 520.73 297.83 33.93 30.51 37.66 
CH_ARISALES 5.62 2.12 7.73 0.85 0.58 1.06 679.39 254.00 383.38 34.95 10.16 27 .65 
CH_SALESIGM 12.25 3.04 17.02 1.02 0.99 1.06 737.99 243.34 391 .97 8.24 7.23 8.85 
CH_SAISALES 1.84 1.92 1.77 0.60 0.58 0.62 95.99 104.60 84.38 7.50 6.72 8.00 
LABOUR 0.36 0.39 0.31 0.25 0.26 0.24 18.05 16.80 16.59 2.92 2.56 3.22 
NTC 320.49 193.30 413 .83 79.76 74.58 84.76 768.54 99.48 561.16 5.22 3.10 6.49 
GFORECAST 12 6.39 8.61 3.08 3.35 3.93 2.67 234.39 144.55 9.71 6.07 4.94 2.82 
REVISION_1 i 1.60 1.78 1.40 0.40 0.42 0.39 993.84 1064.83 831 .67 6.03 6.36 5.60 
REVISION 24 0.90 0.96 0.83 0.34 0.35 0.33 175.92 84.45 324.01 3.25 3.16 3.19 
REVISION=38 5.15 0.66 7.05 0.59 0.48 0.68 3112.04 498.54 1885.54 25.26 2.04 25.65 
RSTRENGTH ALSI 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.26 ·1 .20 ·1.22 · 1.18 ·1.20 ·1 .22 ·1.18 
RSTRENGTH=SUB 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.28 ·1 .20 ·1 .23 · 1.17 ·1 .20 ·1 .23 ·1 .17 
CH_RSTRENGTH_ALSI 0.40 0.41 0.39 0.40 0.41 0.39 ·0.24 ·0.24 ·0.23 ·0.24 ·0.24 ·0.23 
CH_RSTRENGTH_SUB 0.40 0.41 0.40 0.40 0.41 0.40 ·0.26 ·0.27 ·0.24 ·0.26 ·0.27 ·0.24 
WRSTRENGTH~LSI 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.28 ·1 .19 ·1 .23 · 1.16 ·1.19 ·1 .23 · 1.16 
WRSTRENGTH_SUB 0.29 0.30 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.28 · 1.20 ·1 .24 ·1.16 -1.20 ·1 .24 ·1.16 
POS_SALES 11 .11 11.03 11 .19 11 .06 to.99 11 .14 0.86 0.89 0.84 0.77 0.81 0.73 
POS PRETAX 11 .54 11.25 11 .83 11 .52 11 .22 11.82 0.66 0.83 0.32 0.53 0.77 0.31 
POS=OP 11 .51 10.92 12 .09 11.48 10.87 12.09 0.60 0.81 0.40 0.66 0.71 0.40 
POS NET 11 .54 11 .14 11 .93 11 .52 11 .10 11 .92 0.55 0.80 0.35 0.52 0.73 0.35 
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Appendix B.1. Descriptive Statistics 
Continued. 
Skewnell 
Before Adjustment After Adjustment 
All Inoampl. Outaampl. All In.lmpl. Outaample 
INST_OWN 4.39 3.94 4.94 1.74 1.90 1.61 
MAN_OWN 0.32 0.24 0.38 0.32 0.24 0.38 
PE 58.63 48.97 36.27 4.62 4.58 2.77 
EY -9.78 -9.45 -9.63 0.20 -0.15 0.60 
MV 7.06 7.29 4.22 2.78 2.95 2.61 
LN MV 0.07 0.21 -0.06 0.08 0.21 -0.06 
BErA 0.59 0.73 0.46 0.54 0.66 0.4<1 
MTB 34.13 25.23 13.32 2.00 2.10 1.85 
VOL_3 86.89 37.13 81.17 5.28 4.73 5.58 
LN VOL 3 -0.34 -0.31 -0.37 -0.26 -0.24 -0.32 
VOL_6 - 60.59 46.53 24.35 4.68 4.79 3.30 
LN VOL 6 -0.50 -0.49 -0.52 -0.41 -0.40 -0.43 
VOL_'2- 78.34 58.67 19.87 4.54 4.63 3.07 
LN_VOL_12 -0.57 -0.53 -0.61 -0.48 -0.45 -0.51 
VOL_'8 98.41 73.89 20.65 4.12 4.31 3.05 
LN VOL 18 -0.61 -0.58 -0.63 ·0.52 -0.49 -0.55 
VOL_24- 94.42 71.19 23.48 3.76 3.98 3.10 
LN_VOL_24 -0.63 -0.60 -0.67 -0.54 -0.52 -0.56 
SDEV VOL 85.60 58.93 60.20 4.98 5.00 4.62 
LN SDEV VOL -0.74 -0.23 -1 .26 -0.25 -0.23 -0.29 
VOLtNOSHAAES 110.17 31.23 64.03 5.49 4.58 5.47 
LN_ VOUNOSHARES -0.42 -0.38 ·0.48 -0.41 -0.37 -0.4<1 
AGE 1.22 1.22 1.23 1.22 1.22 1.23 
MOM_' 3.27 4.16 1.77 0.23 0.24 0.21 
MOM_3 4.43 4.18 4.71 0.42 0.45 0.38 
MOM 6 5.51 5.46 5.45 0.73 0.79 0.63 
MOM:,2 5.63 6.27 4.20 1.02 1.08 0.90 
MOM_'8 5.60 5.59 5.99 1.37 1.45 1.17 
MOM_24 7.05 6.54 7.69 1.62 1.67 1.48 
NOSHARES 5.78 7.22 4.63 2.36 2.50 2.06 
LN_NOSHARES -0.09 -0.03 -0.16 -0.05 -0.01 -0.13 
MAXP_'2 -0.24 -0.10 -0.41 -0.57 -0.56 -0.58 
MAXP 24 -0.30 -0.23 -0.38 -0.45 -0.42 -0.47 
MAXP:60 -0.09 0.01 -0 .1 8 -0.16 -0.08 -0.23 
EARN 5.74 6.87 4.60 2.41 2.48 2.33 
EARNG 3 -1 .52 -2.27 4.52 -0.25 -0.61 0.26 
EARNG-6 2.22 0.70 3.78 -0.32 -0.03 -0.45 
EARNG-'2 4.87 5.98 3.59 0.02 0.21 -0.09 
EARNG-24 7.30 7.52 7.02 0.75 0.57 0.85 
EARNG:60 19.03 7.92 19.95 2.72 1.61 2.66 
EPS 8.41 8.31 3.51 2.39 2.42 2.34 
LN EPS 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 
RO-E -48.64 -33.32 18.66 1.73 1.94 0.12 
PRETAX_PM 24.57 26.49 17.23 -1.69 -1 .59 -1.42 
ACCtTA -0.24 2.18 -2.14 0.04 -0.11 0.23 
CH_CF 15.22 7.98 16.92 0.38 0.47 0.32 
CH_ARtSALES 8.87 6.47 -1 .98 0.87 0.53 0.21 
CH ASSTURN 16.37 7.98 13.24 1.43 1.52 1.35 
CH:CURRENT 16.28 15.40 14.99 1.42 1.30 1.46 
CH_QUICK 18.37 4.57 13.98 1.4<1 1.04 1.58 
CH INVTURN -4.28 -11.24 19.60 1.19 0.99 1.24 
tNliiTA 1.01 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.95 0.95 
CH INVITA -1 .64 0.10 -3.15 -0.01 -0.03 0.03 
CH:,NV 31.42 23.05 12.39 5.01 5.00 3.82 
CH_SAUES 31 .98 8.54 22.72 5.43 1.79 5.31 
CH_DEP 29.99 17.43 23.55 8.65 4.4<1 7.38 
C~DPS 8.04 3.72 8.62 0.60 0.51 0.69 
CH ROE -43.64 -31.36 0.75 -1.17 -1 .14 -0.36 
CAPGEAR 1.27 1.34 1.20 1.01 0.97 1.04 
CH_CAPGEAR 19.34 6.30 13.87 4.93 2.81 4.94 
ROA -0.13 2.22 -2.54 -0.33 -0.50 -0.18 
GM -7.47 -10.81 0.51 0.89 1.17 0.70 
CH_EBTtSALES 35.27 20.85 24.88 -2.19 0.71 -1.91 
SALEStCASH 20.86 16.22 12.62 8.15 8.31 4.78 
LN_SAUEstCASH 0.82 1.15 0.38 0.48 0.68 0.23 
CH_TA 13.42 12.40 7.22 1.80 1.60 1.60 
CASHtDEBT 13.24 5.73 16.58 1.74 2.16 0.74 
WCtTA -0.27 -0.47 -0.07 -0.27 -0.47 -0.07 
OPINCtTA 0.38 0.41 0.40 -0.02 0.04 -0.05 
DIVtCF -38.26 -26.56 -11 .41 -0.41 -0.29 -0.97 
DY 5.36 7.01 3.99 1.41 1.28 1.53 
FH_'NVlSAUES 30.64 22.64 -13.20 3.21 2.29 4.91 
CH_ARISALES -22.98 14.20 -18.27 1.30 1.11 1.13 
CH_ SALEStGM -26.78 -13.78 -19.77 -0.98 -0.71 -1.17 
CH SAlSALES 8.69 9.57 7.67 1.07 1.11 1.03 
LABOUR -2.98 -3.27 -1.99 -0.33 -0.65 0.15 
NTC 24 .94 8.33 22.86 1.83 1.21 2.27 
~FORECAST _12 11 .14 9.19 2.55 2.32 2.25 1.77 
REVISION_'2 -18.09 -17.26 -18.67 0.00 0.37 -0.41 
REVISION 24 4.18 8.04 -1 .68 0.53 0.91 0.07 
REVISION:36 48.08 16.10 35.60 1.74 0.87 1.81 
RSTRENGTH ALSI -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
RSTRENGTH:SUB 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.01 
CH RSTRENGTH ALSI 0.Q7 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 
CH:RSTRENGTH:SUB 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.08 
WRSTRENGTH ALSI -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 
WRSTRENGTH:SUB 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.01 
POS SAUES 1.26 1.29 1.23 1.24 1.28 1.21 
POS:PRETAX 1.17 1.24 1.11 1.16 1.22 1.11 
POS_OP 1.18 1.20 1.18 1.17 1.18 1.16 
POS_NET 1.17 1.22 1.14 1.16 1.20 1.14 
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Appendix 8.2. Box and Whisker Plots 
This appendix shows box-and-whisker plots for each variable included in the study, providing a 
graphical method for inspecting the distribution of each variable. Plots are provided for each 
variable both before and after adjustment for outliers through winsorisation and dropping of outliers 
so the effect of the process is graphically evident. In addition, plots are provided for the entire 
sample, as well as the in- and out-of-sample groups of stocks so that the similarity or differences 
between these samples can be distinguished. 
The top and bottom sides of each box represents the 25th and 75th percentiles of each variable 
respectively. The dividing line inside the box represents the median value. The whiskers represent 
the adjacent values. The solid circles represent outliers. The vast reduction in outliers in most 
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Box Plots of EARNG_60 Samples 
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Appendix B.2. Box and Whisker Plots 
Continued. 
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Box Plots of CHJNVISALES Samples 




















































































Box Plots of CH_RSTRENGTH_SUB Samples 
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Appendix B.3. Standardized Normal Probability Plots (p-p Plots) 
This appendix shows standardized normal probability plots (P-P plots) for each variable included in 
the study, providing a graphical method for inspecting the normality of each variable. This plot is 
simply a scatter diagram with the cumulative proportions of the variable on the x-axis and the 
cumulative proportions of the normal distribution on the y-axis. If a variable is normally distributed, 
these proportions should be equal and so the datapoints should lie on a straight, 45 degree line from 
the origin. 
In addition to being able to deduce the degree of normality from inspecting a P-P plot, one is also 
able to infer how the data is inconsistent with the normal distribution by the shape and degree to 
which the datapoints conform to the 45 degree reference line (for example, the data is skewed to the 
right if both ends of the plot bend above this line). 
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Appendix B.3. Standardized Normal Probability Plots (P-P Plots) 
Continued. 
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Appendix 8.3. Standardized Normal Probability Plots (P-P Plots) 
Continued . 
Standardized Normal Probability Plot of VOL_18 Standardized Normal Probability Plot of LN_ VOL_18 
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Appendix B.3. Standardized Normal Probability Plots (P-P Plots) 
Continued . 
Standardized Normal Probability Plot of AGE Standardized Normal Probability Plot of MOM_1 
~ 
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Appendix B.3. Standardized Normal Probability Plots (P-P Plots) 
Continued. 
~ Standardized Normal Probability Plot of LN_NOSHARES Standardized Normal Probability Plot of MAXP _12 
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Appendix B.3. Standardized Normal Probability Plots (P-P Plots) 
Continued. 
Standardized Normal Probability Plot of EARNG_24 Standardized Normal Probability Plot of EARNG_60 
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Appendix B.3. Standardized Normal Probability Plots (P-P Plots) 
Continued. 
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Appendix B.3. Standardized Normal Probability Plots (p-p Plots) 
Continued. 
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Appendix B.3. Standardized Normal Probability Plots (P-P Plots) 
Continued. 
~ Standardized Normal Probability Plot of CH_EBTtSALES 
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Appendix B.3. Standardized Normal Probability Plots (P-P Plots) 
Continued. 
Standardized Normal Probability Plot of DY 
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Appendix B.3. Standardized Normal Probability Plots (p-p Plots) 
Conti nued. 
~ 
Standardized Normal Probability Plot of REVISION_12 
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Appendix B.3. Standardized Normal Probability Plots (p-p Plots) 
Continued . 
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Appendix 8.4. Results of Tests for Normality 
The table summarizes the results from two tests for normality on each of the variables used in this 
study. The first column shows the p-values for the Shapiro-Francia test for normality. The p-values 
for all variables for which the null hypothesis that the data are not normally distributed cannot be 
rejected at the 95% confidence level are shown in bold. The p-values for those variables which can 
be deemed non-normal at the 5% but not the 4% significance level are shown in italics. 
The second column shows the results of a graphical test for normality - the inspection of 
Standardized Normal Probability Plots (p-p plots). 
The final column shows the final results from the combination of these two tests. If the assumption 
of normality under the Shapiro-Francia test cannot be rejected at the 95% confidence level, or it can 
be rejected between the 4% and 5% significance level and is deemed normal according to its P-P 
Plot, the variable is declared to be normally distributed. 
Var1able Shaplro·Francla pop Plot Normal? Variable Shapiro-Francia P-PPlot Normal? 
INST_OWN 0.00001 No No CH_ARtSALES 0.00221 No No 
MAN_OWN 0.00001 Yes No CH_ASSTURN 0.01122 Ves No 
PE 0.08183 No Y •• CH_CURRENT 0.00301 Ves No 
EY 0.11695 Yes V,. CH_QUICK 0.00262 Ves No 
MV 0.12246 No V .. CH_INVTURN 0.00073 No No 
LN_MV 0.17916 Yes V •• I NVtTA 0.01663 Yes No 
BETA 0.19727 Ves V,. CH_INVtTA 0.00522 Yes No 
MTB 0.04832 Yes V,. CH_INV 0.00109 No No 
VOL_3 0.02576 No No CH_SALES 0.01177 Yes No 
LN_VOL_3 0.04533 Yes V,. CH_DEP 0.00323 No No 
VOL_6 0.02986 No No CH_DPS 0.01399 Yes No 
LN_VOL_6 0.04506 Yes V,. CH_ROE 0.00393 No No 
VOL_12 0.03105 No No CAPGEAR 0.04138 Ves V .. 
LN_VOL_12 0.04607 Yes V •• - CH_CAPGEAR 0.00277 No No 
VOL_18 0.03119 No No ROA 0.03669 Yes No 
LN_VOL_18 0.04487 Ves V •• GM 0.00019 Yes No 
VOL_24 0.03129 No No CH_EBTtSALES 0.01113 No No 
LN_VOL_24 0.04455 Yes V •• SALEStCASH 0.02437 No No 
SDEV_VOL 0.03874 No No LN_SALEStCASH 0.0312 Ves No 
LN_SDEV_VOL 0.07511 Yes Ve. CH_TA 0.01553 Ves No 
VOLtNOSHARES 0.03273 No No CASHtDEBT 0.00949 No No 
LN_ VOLtNOSHARES 0.05196 Ves V •• WCtTA 0.01202 Yes No 
AGE 0.12951 Yes V •• OPINCtTA 0.04426 Yes V .. 
MOM_l 0.13561 Ves V .. DIVtCF 0.00002 No No 
MOM_3 0.13252 Yes V •• DY 0.12929 Yes V .. 
MOM_6 0.12075 Ves V •• CH_INVISALES 0.00064 No No 
MOM_12 0.10531 Yes V .. CH_ARISALES 0.00271 Yes No 
MOM_18 0.09163 Ves V .. CH_SALESIGM 0.00001 No No 
MOM_24 0.07932 Yes V •• CH_SAISALES 0.00001 Ves No 
NOSHARES 0.12422 Ves V •• LABOUR 0.00006 Ves No 
LN_NOSHARES 0.17054 Ves V •• NTC 0.01106 Yes No 
MAXP_12 0.13595 Ves V •• GFORECAST_12 0.00103 No No 
MAXP_24 0.13694 Ves V •• REVISION_12 0.00094 Yes No 
MAXP_60 0.13697 Yes ... 1.n. REVISION_24 0.00014 Yes No 
EARN 0.03626 No No REVISION_36 0.00001 Yes No 
EARNG_3 0.02651 No No RSTRENGTH_ALSI 0.10997 Yes Yea 
EARNG_6 0.02103 No No RSTRENGTH_SUB 0.11005 Yes Ves 
EARNG_12 0.01310 No No CH_RSTRENGTH_ALSI 0.14857 Yes Yes 
EARNG_24 0.00400 No No CH_RSTRENGTH_SUB 0.1444 Yes Yes 
EARNG_60 0.00001 No No WRSTRENGTH_ALSI 0.10988 Yes Yes 
EPS 0.11611 No V .. WRSTRENGTH_SUB 0.10994 Yes Yes 
LN_EPS 0.45275 Ves y •• POS_SALES 0.01299 No No 
ROE 0.01474 No No POS_PRETAX 0.03262 No No 
PRETAX_PM 0.03033 No No POS_OP 0.03162 No No 
ACCtTA 0.04144 Yes V •• POS_NET 0.033 No No 
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Appendix B.5. Results of Tests for Identical Distributions 
The table summarizes the results from the Smirnov two sample test for identical distribution 
functions between both winner and non-winner portfolios. and loser and non-loser portfolios . The 
table shows the results for this test for every variable considered for this study. The "Tn column 
shows the test statistic for the Smirnov test which is the maximum distance between the two 
distributions in questions. The p-values for each test are also provided. Those variables for which 
the null hypothesis (that the distribution functions are identical) can be rejected at the 5% 
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Winners VI Non-winne,.. Losers vs Non-losers 
T P·value T P-vilul 
INST_OWN 0.3845 0.0000 0.2195 0.0080 
MAN_OWN 0.2443 0.0000 0. 1319 0.2760 
PE 0.1165 0.0000 0.2015 0.0000 1 
EY 0.1361 0.0000 0.1976 0.0000 
MV 0.2113 0.0000 0.1255 0.0000 
LN MV 0.0254 0.3030 0.1299 0.0000 
BETA 0.0603 0.0000 1 0.0497 0.0600 MTB 0.0667 0.0000 0.2473 0.0000 VOL 3 0.0636 0.0000 0.0551 0.0710 
LNjioL_3 0.0347 0.13OD 0.0594 0.0420 
VOL_6 0.0961 0.0000 0.0564 0.0560 
LN VOL 6 0.02ilS 0.3020 0.0575 0.0510 
VOL_12- 0.0435 0.0260 0.0452 0.2030 
LN_VOL_12 0.0160 0.9270 0.0454 0.1980 
VOL 18 0.0486 0.0080 0.0512 0.1080 
LNjioL_18 0.0158 0.9360 0.0517 0.1000 
VOL 24 0.11 86 0.0000 0.0578 0.0480 
LN VOL 24 0.0268 0.3760 0.0598 0.0360 
SDEv VOL 0.0417 0.0320 0.0279 0.7560 
LN_SDEV _VOL 0.0323 d.:O~ 0.0287 
0.7260 
VOLtNOSHARES 0.1023 0.0556 0.0600 
LN_ VOLtNOSHARES 0.0376 0 .0740 0.0543 0.0710 
AGE 0.1450 0.0000 0.1878 0.0000 
MOM 1 0.0701 0.0000 0.1589 0.0000 
MOM:3 0.0376 0.0340 0. 1969 0.0000 
MOM 6 0.0254 ~~ 
0.2074 0.0000 
MOM-12 0.0904 0.1754 0.0000 
MOM:18 0.1476 0.0000 0.1782 0.0000 
MOM_24 0.1 213 0.0000 0.1370 0.0000 
NOSHARES 0.0772 0.0000 0.0648 0.0060 
LN_NDSHARES 0.0539 0.0000 0.0576 0.0190 
MAXP 12 0.1021 0.0000 0.2298 0.0000 
MAXP:24 0.1450 0.0000 0.2269 0.0000 
MAXP_60 0.1459 0.0000 0.1435 0.0000 
EARN 0.1713 0.0000. 0.1761 0 .0000 
EARNG 3 0.0274 0.3760 0.0715 0.0280 
EARNG:6 0.0548 0.0030 0.1180 0.0000 
EARNG_12 0.1401 0.0000 0.1857 0.0000 
EARNG_24 0.1431 0.0000 0.1169 0.0020 
EARNG_60 0.0430 0 .1690 0.1764 0.0000 
EPS 0.2426 0.0000 0.1 158 0.0000 
LN_EPS 0.0588 0.0000 0.1097 0.0000 
ROE 0.0783 0 .0000 0.1480 0.0000 
PRETAX_PM 0.0588 0.OD10 0.0774 0.0110 
ACCtTA 0.0488 0.0080 0.1742 0.0000 
CH CF 0.0722 0.0000 0.1256 0.0000 
CHftlSALES 0.0678 0.OD10 0.1745 0.0000 
CH_ASSTURN 0.0756 0.0000 0.1451 0.0000 
CH CURRENT 0.0821 0.0000 0.0894 0.0170 
CH-aUICK 0.0576 0 .0080 0. 1130 0.0020 
CH:INVTURN 0.0500 0.0320 0.0749 0.0930 
INVITA 0.1077 0.0000 0.1362 0.0000 
CH_INVtTA 0.0470 0 .0330 0.0870 0.0200 
CH INV 0.0942 0.0000 0.1717 0.0000 
CH:SALES 0.1361 0.0000 0.2377 0.0000 
CH_DEP 0.1 047 0.0000 0.2953 0.0000 
CH_DPS 0.1353 0.0000 0.1071 O.ODIO 
CH_ROE 0.0799 0.0000 0.1 521 0.0000 
CAPGEAR 0.1691 0.0000 0.0718 0.0210 
CH_CAPGEAR 0.1055 0.0000 0.0856 0.0210 
ROA 0.1174 0.0000 0.0827 0.0060 
GM 0.1762 0.0000 0.2369 0.0000 
CH EBTlSALES 0.0826 0.0000 0.1667 0.0000 
SALESICASH 0.0895 0 .0000 0.0963 o.OD10 
LN SALEStCASH 0.0472 0.0140 0.1023 0.0000 
CH-::'TA 0.0753 0.0000 0.1725 0.0000 
CASHtDEBT 0.0743 0.0000 0.1257 0.0000 
WClTA 0.061 9 O.ODIO 0.1480 0.0000 
OPINCITA 0.0878 0 .0000 0.1825 0.0000 
DIVICF 0.0823 O.ODIO 0.1698 0.0000 
DY 0.3321 0.0000 0.2898 0.0000 
CH INVISALES 0.059 1 0 .0080 0.1324 0.0000 
CHfllSALES 0.0935 0.0000 0.1086 0.0020 
CH SALESIGM 0.1 221 0.0000 0.1605 0.0000 
CH:SAISALES 0.2401 0.0000 0.1891 0.2760 
LABOUR 0.0586 0.0160 0.0964 0.0320 
NTC 0.0603 O.ODIO 0.1748 0.0000 
GFORECAST 12 0.0970 0.0000 0.0942 0.0030 
REVISION 12- 0.1156 0.0000 0.1481 0.0000 
REVISION)4 0.0927 0.0000 0.1720 0.0000 
REVISION 36 0.0580 0 .3170 0.1890 0.0040 
RSTRENGTH_ALSI 0.1680 0 .0000 0.1350 0.0000 
RSTRENGTH_SUB 0.1618 0.0000 0.1422 0.0000 
CH_RSTRENGTHflSI 0.0629 0.0000 0.0851 0.0000 
CH_RSTRENGTH_SUB 0.0534 O.ODIO 0.0910 0.0000 
WRSTRENGTH_ALSI 0.1 566 0.0000 0.1279 0.0000 
WRSTRENGTH_SUB 0.1447 0.0000 0.1334 0.0000 
POS_SALES 0.1745 0.0000 0.1693 0.0000 
POS_PRETAX 0.1044 0.0000 0.0487 0.2530 
POS_OP 0.0782 0.0000 0.1133 0.000 
pas NET 0.1019 0.0000 0.0573 0.1160 
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Appendix 8.6. Variable Distributions between Winner, Loser and Control Portfolios 
This appendix graphs the distributions of each variable for three portfolios: extreme winners , 
extreme loser and the control portfolio . This is a graphical representation of the statistics contained 
in Appendices C.l. and C.2. 
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Comparison of VOL_3 between 
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Comparison of VOL_24 between 
Winner, Loser and Control Portfolios 
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Appendix B.6. Variable Distributions between Winner, Loser and Control Portfolios 
Con tinued. 
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Comparison of EPS between 
Winner, Loser and Control Portfolios 
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Comparison of CH_CURRENT between 
Winner, Loser and Control Portfolios 
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Appendix 8.6. Variable Distributions between Winner, Loser and Control Portfolios 
Continued. 
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Appendix B.6. Variable Distributions between Winner, Loser and Control Portfolios 
Continued. 
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Appendix B.7. Results of Tests for Equal Variances 
The table summarizes the results from an F-test for the equality of variance. This test compares 
both the variances of the winner and control portfolios and of the loser and control portfolios for 
each variable. The F-stat column shows the F-statistic for each of the equality of variances tests. 
The following three columns provide the p-values of the tests that the variance of the extreme 
performer portfolio is less than that of the control portfolio, the variances of the two portfolios are 
unequal and the variances of the extreme performer portfolio is greater than the control portfolio 
respectively. 
The shaded cells highlight those cases where the assumption of equal variances is rejected at the 5% 
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Variabfe 
Wlnn., vs Control Loser VI Control 
F-$blt HI : cr(W) < a-(C) HI: CJ"'(W)" a-(C) HI : D"'('N» a"'(C) '-Stat HI: a"{L) < ~IC) H,:a'"(L) 1Ia"'(C) HI: cr'llJ >a>"(C) 
lNST_OWN 1.0830 0.B167 0.3667 0.1833 2.3550 1.0000 0. O:OOOQ: :3 
MAN_OWN 0.9330 0.2296 0.4592 0.7704 1.1826 0.8315 0.3369 a.leS5 
PE 4,1057 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.08 13 0.91'5 0.171' 0.0655 
EY 1.9268 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 05048 0.0000 00000 ' .0000 
MV 0.4453 : •. 0000 : 0.0000 ' .0000 0.4341 0.0000 0.0000 ' .0000 
LN_MV 0.9807 0.1946 0.3891 0.8054 0.7179 0.0000 0,0000 ' .0000 
BETA 1.3065 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.1047 0.9105 o.om 002115 
MTS 0.8042 • . 0000 0.0001 ' .0000 2.8018 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
VOL J 1.1957 0.9996 0,0000 0.1lOO4 1.1239 0.9752 • . 04111 0.D24I 
~j;ou 1.1268 0.9863 0.0274 0.0'37 0.9239 0.1030 0.2081 0.8970 
r"OL_' 1.1461 0.9949 ..9JIl~ O·~l 1.0740 0.8858 0.2283 0.1'42 
LN_VOL_8 1.0794 0.9241 0.1518 0.0759 0.9170 0.0817 0.1834 O,91 83 rmU2 1.2279 1.0000 0.000. 0.0000 1.1145 0.9667 0.0665 0.0333 
~_VOL '2 1.1150 0.9798 0.0404 0.0202 0.9426 0.1700 0.3400 0.8300 
~OL_.a - 1.1709 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.09€l9 0.9292 0.1417 0.0708 
LN VOL 18 1.1337 0.9910 0.0.19 0.0010 0.9514 02115 0.4230 0.7885 
~OL_24 - 1.3069 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.9539 0.2243 0.4436 C.nS7 
LN_VOL_24 1.1162 0.9608 0.0313 0.0182 0.9261 0.1075 0.2149 0.8925 
SDEV_VOL 1.4124 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0927 0.93137 0.11e7 0.0633 
LN_SDEV_VOL 1.1452 0.9951 0.0087 0._ 1.0019 0.5194 0.9612 0.';806 
jvOUNOSHARES 1.8237 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.6151 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
LN_VOLtNOSHARES 1.0061 0.5507 0.89r88 0.4493 0.9368 0.1448 0.2196 0.8552 
f"GE 0.9579 0.1777 0.3554 0.8223 0.9097 :.o,04~ 0.0857 o.e.sn 
MOM_I 1.J3n 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.6026 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 
MOM_3 1.4338 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.70G4 '.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
MOM_6 1.7236 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.4422 1.0000 0..0000 0.0000 
MOM_I 2 1.9606 ' .0000 0,0000 0.0000 13513 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
MOM_'8 2.1568 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.5224 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
MOM..24 1.5570 1.0000 0.0000 J.oooo 1.5951 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 
NOSHARES 0.7464 [ 00000 0.0000 1 '.0000 1.3506 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 LN_NOSHARES 0.8875 0.0052 0.0'04 0.0948 0.9319 0.1002 0.2004 0.8998 
MAXP_12 1.5216 1.0000 0.0000 U.uuw 1.4919 1.0000 o.uuw 0.0000 . 
MAXP_24 1.5193 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.1995 0.9997 0.0005 0.0003 
MAXP_80 '.4906 '.0000 0,0000 0.0000 U'272 0.8961 O.80n 0.3039 
EARN 0.3448 0.0000 '.0000 0.1673 0,0000 0.0000 1.0000 
EARNG_3 1.2261 0.G999 0,0001 0.0001 0.7613 0.0001 0.00II2 0.9999 
EARNG_6 1.9554 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4904 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
~NG_'2 2.4-452 1.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.4226 0,0000 0,0000 1.0000 
EARNG_24 2.0337 '.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.2297 0.0000 0,0000 1.0000 
EARNG_60 2.5080 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.7451 0.0017 0.0114 0.9913 
EPS O.62n :..o..oooo~ 0,0000 ' .0000 0.6762 0.0000 0,0000 '.0000 
LN_EPS 1.1181 0.9870 0.0251 0.0130 0.9790 0.3851 0.7302 06349 
ROE 0.9147 0.0I55S 0.1310 0.9345 3.2897 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
PRETAX_PM 1.5299 ' .0000 - 0.0000 ' - 0..0000 ' 1.8843 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 
~CC1TA 1.1209 0 ....... 0.0302 0.0151 ' .9006 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
CH_CF 1.5411 '.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.8178 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 
CH..ARtSALES 0.1789 [ 0.0000- 0.0000 J 1.0000 0.4687 O.OOOO~ 0.0000 ' .0000 FH~SSTURN 0.8221 0,0001 0,0011 0.9992 1.8799 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 
H_CURRENT 1.0530 0.8117 0.3768 0.1883 l .n94 ' .0000 0.0000 0,0000 
CH_QUICK 0.9714 0.3235 0.60470 0.6765 I.loWO 0.9999 0._ 0.0001 
CHJNVTURN 2.3060 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 4.0791 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 
INVtTA 1.3982 1.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.9033 0.0799 0.1598 0.8201 
CHJNVtTA 1.1685 0.9963 0.003l5 0.0017 1.3222 0.9998 0_ - 00002 
CH_INV ' .2025 O.ms 0.002S 0.0012 2.9066 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
CH_SALES 0.5982 0.0000 0.0000 ' .0000 20781 1~~ 0,0000 0,0000 
CH_DEP 2.8078 '. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 3.3364 ' .0000 0.0000 0..0000 
CH_DPS 1.7299 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.5668 I.CJQ 0.0000 0,0000 
CH_ROE 1.1119 0.9634 0.0732 G.03II 2.2782 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
CAPGEAR ' .2958 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.9494 0.2294 0.4587 o.n08 
CH_CAPGEAR 1.9403 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.1838 0.9647 0._ 0.01e3 
ROA 1.5696 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.5000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
GM 0.9918 0.4601 0.9203 0.5399 0.5718 0,0000 0.0000 ' .0000 
jcH_EBTtSALES 2.1785 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5158 0.0000 0,0000 ' .0000 
SALeStCASH 0.4210 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.2879 0.~99 0.0001 0.000 
LN_BALEStCASH 0.9379 0.1328 0.2656 O.86n 1.2261 0.9989 0.002S 0.0011 
CH_TA • . 8383 :.0.0015 0.0031 0.89M 2..1552 1.0000 0.0000 0,0000 
CASHtDE8T 1.1547 o.me 0.0141 0.0071 1.9797 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
~C1TA 1.4052 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.935E1 0. 1881 0.3161 0.8119 
OPtNC1TA ' .6267 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0654 0.8867 0.2265 0."33 
OIVtCF 0.5681 0.0000 0.0000 ' .0000 1.3674 o.m a - 0.0000 ' 0.0002 
OY 1.1152 0.8922 0.0.55 0.4117 0.0000 0,0000 ' .0000 
CH_INI.ASALES 0.8117 [ 0.0007 0.00" 0.9993 3.2670 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 CH~R1SALES 0.6946 0.0410 0.0821 0.9590 2.1042 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 
CH_SALESLGM 2.2574 '.0000 - 0,0000 28378 1.0000 0,0000 0.0000 
CH_SAl.SALES 0.3647 [ 0.0000 0.0000 I 1.0000 0.3127 0.0003 0.._ 0.9997 LABOUR 0.7532 0.0001 0,0003 0._ 1.71S1 ' .0000 0,0000 .. """" . 
NTC 0.9877 0.2906 0.5812 0.70;4 1.S485 1.0000 0,0000 0.0000 
GFORECAST _'2 0.8583 :..o.1I2OZ 0.0403 0.97;8 0.5521 0.0000 0,0000 ' .0000 
REV1SION_'2 1.15695 1.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.9665 0.= 0.7078 0.6461 
REVISIONJ 4 1.9465 1.0000 0.0000 0,0000 '2326 0992'3 - 0..0'" 0.0071 
REV1SION_Je 1.7656 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.3943 0.9902 0.0187 0,_ 
RSTRENGTH-.ALSI 1.4119 1.0000 0,0000 0.0000 1.1Q.84 0.9995 0,0010 0.0005 
RSTRENGTH_SUB 1.43n 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.2101 0.9997 00001 0.0003 
CH_RSTRENGTH....,ALSI ' .2593 1.0000 0.0000 0..0000 1.4411 1.0000 0,0000 0,0000 
~RSTRENGTH_SUB 1.2461 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.4661 '0000 0.0000 0,0000 
~RSTRENGTHJ\lS1 1.3422 ' .0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.2698 1.0000 0.0000 0,0000 
twRSTRENGTH_SUB 1.3591 1.0000 0,0000 0.0000 '2680 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
POS_SAlES 1.5701 1.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.9062 0.29J! O.~ 0.7069 
POS_PRETAX 1.5269 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.038'2 0.7158 0.5683 0.2842 
PCS_OP 1.5772 1.0000 0.0000 • .0000 1.0164 0.6126 0.n48 0.3874 
POS_NET 1.4972 1.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.9662 0.3158 0.8312 O.6S44 










Appendix B: 47 
Appendix B.S. Average Correlation Matrix 
The table below shows a matrix of the Pearson correlation coefficients between each of the 92 
variables considered in this study over the period extending from January 1995 until December 
2004. The correlations between each variable are calculated as a simple average of the Pearson 
correlation coefficients between the variables over the 120 months of this study. The highlighted 
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~ ~ 
~ 0 i > 
5 
~ , . , :) = :. ;' ~' w ;, ;1 : ~ > . 0 J 0 ~ . 3 . ~ ~ 31 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 . 3' ~ • , 
3 
'NST_OWN I,WJ 
"""_OWN 0.10 1.00 
PE -0.08 0.00 1.00 
EY 0.03 0.03 -0.57 1.00 
MV -0.02 0.04 0. 13 -0.15 1.00 
LJU'" 0.07 0.03 0.14 -0.22 O.H [1.00] 
BETA -0.02 -0.04 0.19 -0.20 0.52 0.58~~ 
MT. -0.09 -0.05 0.36 -0.34 0.19 0.30 0.13 1-:-00 
'101._, -0.02 0.03 -0.03 0.04 -0 .09 -0 .09 -0.08 -0.03 1 00 
u.1_VO~3 0.00 -0.02 0.01 0.00 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.67~ 
VOI._' 0.00 0.04 -0 .03 0.03 -0.06 -0.08 -0.06 -0.02 0.79 0.62 1.00] 
l.H_vo~, 0.02 -0.02 0.03 -0.02 0.11 0.09 0.06 0.03 0.54 ~ 0.67 ~h-. 
VOL_12 0.02 0.04 -0.02 0.01 -0.03 -0.05 -0.03 0.00 0.66 0.58 0.63 0.&4 1.00 
LN_VOI.....12 0.04 -0.01 0.03 -0.03 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.05 0.48 0.62 0.58 q,w "'~-'-~ ~ 1.01i] VOL_1' 0.04 0.06 -0 .02 0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 0.00 0.62 0.57 0.77 0.63 0.» 
L.H_V~18 0.05 0.00 0.03 -0 .03 0.17 0.16 0.13 0.05 0.45 0.79 0.55 U ti 0.&4 rO.t 7 0.69 [ 1.00 
'IOU' 0.04 0.06 -0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.59 0.57 0.75 0.63 O.lO 0.67 0.t7 0.69 1.00 
LH_VOI.,...24 0.05 0.01 0.02 -0.03 0. 16 0.17 0.15 0.05 0." 0.76 0.53 0.67 0.62 ~ 0.67 ~ 0.69 1.00 
SDEV_VOL 0.03 0.03 -0.03 0.04 -0 .06 -0.06 -0 .05 0.00 0.23 0.02 0.35 0.12 0.45 0.21 0.44 0.22 0.41 0.21 .00 
L.N_SOEV_VOL 0.03 0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.01 0.21 0.07 0.31 0.27 0.43 0.'2 0.44 0.43 0.43 0.42 0.67 1.00 
VOl.INOSHARU 0.04 -0.01 0.07 -0 .03 0.07 0.06 0.09 -0.02 0.35 0.39 0.45 0.43 0.51 0.45 0.54 0.46 0.58 0.'7 0.24 0.27 1.00 
LN_VOI..tNOSHAAES 0.07 -0.05 0.09 -0.06 0.22 0.22 0.24 0.02 0.31 0.62 0.39 0.69 0.44 0.7' 0.'8 0.76 0.50 0.77 0.16 0.30 0.66 1.00 
AG' -0.07 0.03 0.03 -0.12 0.'2 0.'1 0.36 0.01 -0.05 0.03 -0.03 0.06 -0.02 0.09 0.00 0.11 0.01 0.12 -0.04 0.06 0.03 0.1 3 1.00 
MOM_ ' 0.00 0.02 0.09 -0.08 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.06 -O.02~ 
MOM_' -0.01 0.04 0.14 -0 .13 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.14 -0.02 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.03 D.O' 0.02 D.O' 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.07 -0.03 0.55 
MOM_' -0.02 am 0.16 -0.1' 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.17 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.06 -0.04 0 .• 0 
MOM_' 2 -0.02 0.02 0.21 -0.13 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.22 -0.01 0.01 -0 .01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.04 0.06 -0.04 0.31 
MOM_', -0.02 0.04 0.22 -0.10 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.26 0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.00 0.04 0.05 -0 .04 0.23 
MOM_24 -0.04 0.05 0.19 -0.07 0.05 0.06 0.02 0.33 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.02 -0.03 0.00 0.02 0.04 -0.04 0.16 
NOSHAAES 0.03 -0.05 0.07 -0.11 0.32 0.43 0.15 0.14 -0.05 0.02 -0.04 0.05 -0.02 0.07 0.00 0.06 0.01 0.10 -0.03 0.05 -0.02 0.00 0.02 -0.03 
LJCHOSHARES 0.0' -0.04 0.04 -0.12 0.39 0.52 0.16 0.19 -0.05 0.02 -0 .04 0.05 -0 .03 0.07 -0 .01 0.06 0.01 0.09 -0.04 0.04 -0.07 -0.01 0.03 -0.04 
MAXP_ '2 0.00 0.07 0.15 -0.13 0.10 0.19 0.00 0.20 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.02 -0.01 -0.01 0.03 0.06 -0.02 0.50 
MAXP_24 0.0' 0.10 0.16 -0.10 0.15 0.26 0.01 0.26 -0 .01 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 -0.02 0.01 0.02 0.06 -0 .03 0.36 
MA.l'_aJ -0.04 0.10 0.16 -0.12 0.24 0.39 0.07 0.32 -0.03 0.02 -0.02 D.O' -0.01 0.07 0.01 0.07 0.01 0.06 -0 .03 0.04 0.04 0.12 -0.03 0.26 
I!ARN 0.02 0.05 0.03 -0.07 0.&4 0.68 0.36 0.07 -0.08 0.06 -0.05 0.10 -0.02 0.14 0.00 0.16 0.02 0.17 -0.05 0.09 0.05 0.16 0.46 -0.02 
EARND_' 0.02 0.02 0.03 -0.03 0.07 0.06 -0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0 .01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.03 -0.01 -0.02 0.00 -0 .01 0.07 
u.RHQ_' 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.13 0.09 -0.03 0.03 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 om -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.01 -0 .02 -0.01 -0.01 0.07 
EARNQ_ 12 0.07 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.11 0.10 -0.02 0.06 -0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.00 0.02 -0 .01 0.04 -0.01 0.01 -0 .06 0.0' 
EARNO.). -0.01 0.06 0.03 0.15 0.17 0.13 0.00 0.06 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.06 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.06 -0.03 0.01 
u.RHQ_SO 0.00 0.11 0.04 0.09 0.20 0.19 0.06 0.17 -0.04 0.03 -0.03 0.03 -0 .03 0.04 -0 .01 0.05 0.02 0.07 -0 .03 0.01 0.09 0.16 -0.11 0.02 
EP' 0.10 0.10 -0.06 0.02 0.43 0.51 0.39 0.04 -0.05 0.03 -0 .04 0.06 -0 .02 0.09 0.00 0.11 0.01 0.12 -0.05 0.06 0.00 0.06 0.'5 -0.02 
LN_EPS 0.11 0.04 -0.19 -0.03 0.39 0.57 0.36 0.1 0 -0 .05 0.04 -0.0. 0.07 -0 .01 0.10 0.02 0.13 0.03 0.1' -0.04 0.07 -0 .01 0.05 0.50 -0 .04 
ROE -0.02 0.13 0.02 0.10 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 -0.02 -0 .01 0.05 D.O' -0.12 0.05 
PRETM,..PM 0.05 0.04 -0 .06 0.31 0.10 0.15 -0.03 0.00 -0 .01 0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 -0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.02 
!""CtTA -0 .02 -0.03 -0.02 0.05 0.02 0.02 -0.02 0.05 ·0.03 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.05 ~.o, -0 .03 0.01 
CH_CF 0.02 0.07 0.04 0.07 0.01 0.07 0.04 0.12 -0 .01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 -0.02 0.01 0.05 0.07 -0.02 0.02 
CH-""tSAL£S 0.04 0.02 -0.01 0.03 -0.04 -0.05 -0.07 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.01 -0.06 -0.01 
CH..ASsrURH 0.03 -0.07 0.00 ~.O, -0.04 -0 .06 -0.04 -0 .02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 0.00 -0 .03 -0 .02 -0.02 -0 .07 0.01 
eH_cuRRENT -0.05 -0.02 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.02 -0 .05 0.03 -am -0.01 -0 .02 -0.01 -0 .01 0.00 -O .()f 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0 .02 -0.01 0.05 0.04 -0.01 0.03 
eH_QUlcK -0.04 -0 .04 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.05 0.04 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.05 0.04 -0.01 0.04 
CH_INV11JRH 0.06 0.04 0.00 0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0 .02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.05 -0.02 -0.03 -0.05 -0.03 0.01 -0 .01 
IHVITA -0.05 0.1' -0.20 0.13 -0.17 -0.15 -0.10 -0 .08 0.03 -0 .02 0.02 -0.0. -0 .01 -0.06 -0 .02 -0.07 -0.03 -0 .07 0.01 -0 .03 -0 .09 -0 .1 5 0.00 0.02 
CHJNVtTA 0.06 ~.o, 0.00 -0.03 -0 .01 0.00 -0.01 -0 .03 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 -0.04 -0.01 
CH.JNV -0.01 0.03 0.1 3 -0.12 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.00 0.04 0.07 0.08 -0.11 0.02 
eM_SALES -0.01 -0.04 0.17 -0.06 0.04 0.07 0.03 0.20 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.02 ~ . O, 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.03 -0. 16 0.02 
eM_DEP -0.08 -0.05 0.12 -0.13 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.10 -0 .01 0.01 -0 .01 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.07 0.08 -0 .11 -0.02 
eH_cps -0.01 -0.03 -0.12 0.06 0.06 0.13 0.05 0.17 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 -0 .01 0.02 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.06 
eH_ROIe: 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.01 -0 .02 0.02 0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.02 0.00 -0 .02 -0.02 -0 .03 -0 .02 -0.01 0.02 0.08 
CAPOI!AR -0.02 -0.09 -0 .02 -0.11 0.06 0.07 -0.02 0.09 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.G1 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.03 -0.01 0.02 -0.03 
CH_CAPOEAR 0.01 0.02 0.04 -0.08 -0.01 -0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0 .01 0.00 -0 .01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0 .01 -0.04 -0 .03 0.00 -0.01 -0 .07 -0.01 
ROA -0.04 0.1' -0 .08 0.22 0.01 0.08 0.03 0.21 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 
OM 0.03 0.19 -0.05 0.2. 0.00 -0.06 -0.23 -0 .02 0.03 0.01 om 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 -0 .01 -0 .02 -0 .04 0.01 0.01 
CH_1!8TtSAUS 0.02 0.03 -0 .02 0.06 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.00 -0 .05 0.02 
SAUStcASH -0.05 -0.02 -0 .03 0.03 -0 .11 -0 .13 -0.05 0.06 0.00 -0 .02 0.01 -0.03 0.00 -0 .04 -0.01 -0 .04 -0.01 -0.03 0.03 -0.01 -0.05 -0.08 -0.04 -0.01 
L.H_SAL.E.StCASH 0.01 -0.04 -0.10 0.03 -0.19 -0.17 -O.D3 0.03 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -002 0.00 -0.03 0.00 -0.03 -0.01 -0 .03 0.03 -0 .01 -0 .06 -0.09 0.01 0.01 
eH_fA -0 .05 0.02 0.12 -0.07 0.05 0.10 0.04 0.18 0.02 om 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.05 -0 .17 0.00 
fc.uHtOEBT -0.13 0.06 0.14 -0.06 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.0' 0.05 0.0' 0.02 -0 .06 -0.03 -0.01 0.04 
FIT' 0.03 0.09 -0 .09 0.14 -0 .23 -0.16 -0 .16 0.03 0.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.05 -0.02 -0.06 -0.03 -0 .09 -0.0' -0 .10 -0.01 -0 .07 -0.06 -0.09 -0.22 D.O' 
OPINell .. -0.0' 0.16 -0 .11 0.21 -0 .05 0.04 0.0' 0.21 0.02 0.00 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.03 0.00 -0.04 0.00 -0.04 0.00 -0.03 -0.01 -0.04 0.01 0.03 
",,,"' -0.02 -0.05 0.03 -0.05 -0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 -0 .02 -0.03 -0 .01 -0.03 -0 .02 -0.04 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.03 -0 .02 0.00 
[1'( 0.05 0.05 -0 .33 0.45 -0 .07 -0 .10 -0.19 -0 .26 0.03 -0 .01 0.02 -0.03 0.00 -0.05 -0.01 -0.06 ·0.01 -0.06 0.00 -0.04 -0.06 -0 .10 0.07 -0.05 
CH_IHVI$..I.US 0.03 0.05 0.02 -0.09 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 
CH-"AISAL.l!S 0.01 0.05 0.05 -0.05 0.G1 0.02 0.07 -0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 om 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.01 
CH_ SAL£SIGM -0.06 -0 .07 0.17 -0 .17 0.00 -0 .04 0.01 0.09 -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.02 
CH_SAJSALES -0.1 4 -0.23 -0.33 0.22 -0.21 -0.29 -0.26 -0.26 -0.03 -0.04 -0 .02 -0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.12 0.13 0.06 0.05 -0 .06 -0.06 
lABOUR -0.07 -0 .07 0.01 -0.07 -0 .01 0.00 -0.05 0.00 0.01 am 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.01 -0 .01 0.02 -0.01 
NTC 0.06 0.14 -0.11 0.07 -0.17 -0.16 -0 .23 0.03 0.00 -0 .02 0.01 -0.03 0.00 -0.05 -0 .01 -0.05 -0.01 -0.05 0.01 -0.04 -0.02 -0.05 -0.16 -0.02 
OFORECAST _'2 -0 .05 0.23 om -0.09 0.46 0.54 0." 0.04 -0.07 0.05 ·0.04 0.10 -0.01 0.13 am 0.15 0.02 0.15 -0.03 0.09 0.04 0.14 0.57 -0.03 
REVISION_ l ' 0.04 0.Q7 0.12 -0 .01 0.16 0.19 D.O' 0.20 -0 .02 0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.00 0.0' 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.06 
REvtSlON_~ 0.04 0.04 0.20 -0.11 0.17 0.21 0.04 0.29 -0.01 0.04 -0.02 0.03 0.00 0.0' 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.03 -0.03 -0 .01 -0.01 0.03 -0 .02 0.09 
REVISION_lI 0.20 0.06 0.23 -0 .17 0.16 0.22 0.03 0.29 0.05 0.09 0.10 0.1' 0.06 0.12 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.10 -0.04 0.01 0.06 0.11 -0 .10 0.09 
R.STAENGTH.,tLS1 0.00 0.02 0.17 -0.13 0.03 0.06 -0 .01 0.20 -0.01 0.00 -0 .01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0 .02 0.03 0.05 -0.05 0.31 
RSTftIENG~SUB -0.02 0.00 0.19 -0.14 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.18 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0 .02 0.02 0.04 -0.02 0.30 
CH_MTRENOTlU'lSI 0.00 -0.05 0.07 -0.09 -0 .06 -0.06 -0 .03 0.01 0.00 -0 .02 -0.01 -0 .03 0.00 -0.03 -0 .01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.04 0.01 0.00 -0.10 0.23 
H_"5TRENGTlCSUII -0.01 -0.05 0.09 -0.10 -0.04 -0.04 0.00 0.02 -0.01 -0 .02 -0.01 -0.03 -0 .01 -0.03 -0.02 -0 .04 -0.02 -0 .04 -0.01 -0 .05 0.01 0.00 -0 .06 0.22 
IvntSTRENGTI1_ALSI 0.01 0.01 0.18 -0.15 0.00 0.02 -0 .01 0.1 8 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.Qt 0.Qt 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.06 -0.06 0.'0 
~5TRENGTH_SUB -0.01 -0.02 0.19 -0.16 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.17 -0.02 0.00 -0 .01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.01 om -0.01 -0 .01 0.04 0.06 -0.03 0.39 
POS_SAl..ES 0.03 0.00 -0 .10 0.Q3 -0.01 -0.06 -0.05 -0.12 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0 .02 0.00 -0 .02 0.01 0.00 -0 .02 -0.02 0.15 0.00 
POS_"'ftETAX 0.02 -0.06 0.01 -0.10 0.01 -0.1' -0 .03 -0.07 -0 .01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 O.()f -0.06 -0.03 0.03 0.00 
POs_oP 0.01 -0.12 0.02 -0.10 0.03 -0.12 -0.04 -0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02 -0.05 -0.02 0.05 -0.01 
POS_NET 0.03 -0 .09 0.00 -0 .10 0.02 -0 .12 -0.03 -0 .06 -0 .01 0.00 0.00 0.Qt 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01 -0 .06 -0.0' 0.02 0.00 
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MO"'.-' rf.OO1 MOM_3 
MOM_' 0.69 1.00 
MOM_12 0.51 0.72 .00 
MOM_I' 0.40 0.57 0.81 (.1.00 
MOM_24 0.31 0.45 0.66 0.65 u:oo 
NOSKMt:S .a.OS .a.OS .a.04 .a.02 0.01 1.00 
LN_HOSkAltES .a.06 ·0.08 .a.09 .a.07 .a.04 0.84 1.00 
MAXP_12 0.65 0.73 0.69 0.55 0.44 .a. 05 .a.05 1.00 
MAXP_24 0.52 0.61 0.66 0.66 0.58 .a.02 .a.02 0.87 1.00 
MAXP_60 0.38 0.45 0.52 0.55 0.55 0.02 0.03 0.69 0.62 [ f.OQJ 
EARN -0.04 -O.OS .a.04 -0.04 -0.03 0.25 0.30 0.08 0.12 0.19 1,C!IJ.J 
~NO_' 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.08 0.10 0.08 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.13 1.00 EARNG_. 0.10 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.1 1 0.08 0 .1 0 0.18 0.15 0.13 0.19 0.62 1.00 
EARNO_1l 0.04 0.08 0.16 0.17 0.15 0.09 0.13 0 .1 4 0.18 0.13 0.20 0.34 0.81 1.00 
EARHO_24 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.17 0.24 0.18 0.21 0.07 0 .14 0.17 0.23 0.28 0.41 0.84 L1 .00 
EARNO_IO 0.04 0.07 0.12 0.18 0.18 0.41 0.37 0.09 0.13 0.23 0.22 0.19 0.26 0.40 0.51 1.00 
EPS -0.04 .a.06 .a.05 .a.03 .a.Ol .a.09 .a.07 O.OS 0.09 0.15 0.56 .a.02 .a.02 .a.04 .a.OS .al~ ~U:-1IQ UCEPS .a.06 .a.08 .a.09 .a.07 -0.04 .a.l1 .a.l0 0.03 0.07 0.1 5 0.51 .a.03 .a.03 -0.10 .a. 14 .a.19 0.81 1.00] 
ROE 0.07 0.08 0.13 0.21 0.26 0.12 0.13 0.16 0.21 0.25 0.11 0.1 5 0.21 0.32 0.39 0.43 -0.04 .a.ll .00 
PRETA.l'-PM 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.20 0.11 0.18 0.23 0.27 0.27 0.09 0.09 0.32 1.00 
f.cCITA 0.00 .a.02 .a.04 .a.03 -0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 .a.Ol 0.01 0.00 .(l.01 .(l.02 0.11 0.01 0.00 .a.03 0.20 0.04 1 .... j
CH_CF 0.03 O.OS 0.12 0.19 0.21 0.00 0.01 0.11 0 .1 8 0.21 0.04 0.09 0.1 0 0.14 0.04 0.12 0.04 0.03 0.15 0.15 .a.02 ;00 
CHjoRtSAI..I!:S -0.01 .a.Ol .(l.01 0.00 0.00 .(l.01 .(l.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 .a.03 -0.01 .(l .01 -0.02 0.06 0.02 .a.02 .(l.04 0.03 0.09 0.07 0.03 1.00 
CH_ASSTURH 0.02 0.03 0.02 .(l.01 -0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 .a.02 .(l.06 0.01 0.01 .(l.03 .a.13 0.04 .(l.02 .a.03 .(l.19 -0.06 -0 .04 0.00 -0.11 ~ 
eH_CURRENT O.OS 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.02 .a.Ol 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.04 .a.02 .a.OS 0.20 0.10 0.52 0.04 0.06 0.04 
eH_QUICK 0.08 0.10 0.11 0.08 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.08 0.04 .(l.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.12 0.03 .a.02 .(l.04 0.18 O.OS 0.39 0.03 0.10 0.04 
CH_INVTURN .(l.02 .a.02 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 -0.03 .a.03 .(l.07 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.10 0.00 0.10 .a.03 .a.OS 0.00 0.07 .a.06 0.01 .(l.23 0.20 
INVtTA 0.03 O.OS 0.04 0.06 0.05 .a.22 .(l.22 0.09 0.09 0.06 .(l.11 0.00 0.00 -0.02 .a.02 .(l.11 .(l.03 0.06 0.09 .(l.23 0.14 0.02 .a.o1 0.02 
CH_INV'ITA -0.03 .a.06 .a .1 2 -0.10 .(l.07 .a.o1 0.00 -0.06 .a.OS .(l.04 .(l.05 .(l.04 .(l.09 -0.16 .a.12 .(l.10 0.03 0.01 .a.09 .(l.08 0.1 2 0.02 0.00 0.24 
CH_IHV 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.10 0.00 0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.07 0.07 0.04 -0.05 0.18 0.01 0.12 0.07 0.20 -0.14 
CH_S.AL.ES 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.12 0.18 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.15 0.20 0.01 0.09 0.11 0.15 0.14 0.26 -0.05 .a.08 0.25 0.10 0.07 0.16 -0.03 0.43 
C~OEP .(l.03 -O.OS .a.06 .a.04 0.00 0.11 0.11 -0.06 .a.03 0.01 .a.OS .(l.02 .(l.03 -0.03 0.01 0.05 -0.02 -0.06 0.13 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.11 0.07 
CH_CPS 0.12 0.17 0.26 0.36 0.37 .0.01 0.01 0.25 0.35 0.35 0.09 0.05 0.10 0. 11 0.16 0.16 0.1 3 0.13 0.22 0.04 0.02 0.30 0.00 0.03 
CH_"OE 0.12 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.17 0.01 .(l.01 0.15 0.13 0.08 0.07 0.17 0.26 0.35 0.26 0.17 0.00 .a.06 0.43 0.16 .a.02 0.02 0.04 -0.09 
CAPGEAR .a.OS .(l.07 .(l .09 -0.09 .a.08 0.10 0.15 -O.OS .a.06 .(l.06 O.OS 0.00 .(l .01 -0.06 -0.06 0.01 0.06 0.09 .a.06 .a.26 0.00 .0.10 .(l.03 0.01 
CH_CAPOEAR .a.Ol -1l.01 .(l .02 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.03 -1l.05 -O.OS .0.02 -1l.06 -0.06 .0.07 .0.08 -1l.09 0.03 .0.06 -1l.07 .0.09 .0.07 -1l.OS .0.05 0.01 .o.OS 
RCA 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.1 2 0.18 .0.01 .(l.01 0.12 0.18 0.23 0.13 0.12 0.15 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.03 0.04 0.59 0.61 0.11 0.22 0.02 -O.OS 
eM 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.06 0.06 -0.01 -0.09 0.04 0.58 0.06 0.02 0.09 0.03 
~tLEBTtSAL.ES 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.08 .0.04 .(l.03 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.13 0.1 3 0.13 0.10 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.18 0.06 -0.04 0.25 0.04 -0.10 
SALESICASH -0.01 .0.02 .0.02 -1l.01 0.00 .0.07 -1l.04 .0.02 -1l.01 .(l.01 -1l.11 -1l.01 .(l .02 .0.02 .0.04 .(l.06 .(l.08 .0.08 0.02 -O.OS 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.10 
U\CSALEStCASH 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 .0.16 -1l.14 0.01 .0.01 -1l.04 -1l.16 .a.OS .(l.06 .(l.08 -0.12 .(l.12 .(l.06 .0.03 .0.02 .(l.24 0.17 0.00 0.02 0.10 
CtLTA -1l.01 0.00 0.06 0.12 0.19 0.06 0.09 0.07 0.1 3 0.21 0.03 0.09 0.12 0.18 0.25 0.24 -1l.OS .(l.07 0.33 0.12 0.08 0.23 0.08 -1l.37 
CASHtOEST 0.06 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.05 0.09 0.10 0.14 0.1 2 -0.01 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.10 0.09 -1l.03 .0.05 0.14 0.04 -1l.OS 0.15 .(l.01 .(l.07 
~T' 0.08 0.10 0 .1 1 0.13 0.12 .0.06 .(l.08 0.11 0.12 0.09 -0.22 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.06 -0.20 .0.20 0.23 -1l.08 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.04 
Of'!NCtTA 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.09 0.1 1 .0.07 .(l.07 0.11 0 .1 5 0.19 0.00 0.04 0.03 O.OS 0.08 0.19 0.03 0.04 0.43 0.41 0.12 0.23 0.01 0.03 
DIltCF 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.01 .0.04 0.01 0.03 0.03 .0.01 -1l.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0 .01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 O.OS 0.04 0.04 0.03 .0.01 
C1'I .0.08 .0.10 .(l.12 -1l.12 .0.10 .0.12 .(l.12 .0.03 .0.03 .(l.04 0.02 -1l.03 .(l .02 -0.03 .0.01 .(l.03 0.10 0.13 .(l .02 0.45 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.00 
CHJNVlSAl....ES 0.01 0.02 .(l.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.02 -0.02 .(l.05 -1l.09 0.00 .(l.13 0.08 0.06 0.07 .(l.05 -1l.01 .0.03 0.20 -0.38 
CH..AAISALES 0.02 0.00 .0.03 -0.02 0.00 .0.03 .0.05 -0.01 -1l.01 0.01 -1l.03 -1l.04 .0.05 -1l.04 0.00 .(l.07 0.02 0.04 0.00 -0.06 0.13 .0.06 0.27 -1l.48 
CH_SAI....!SIOM 0.03 0.02 .(l.03 -1l.06 -0.07 .0.03 .(l.04 -0.01 ·0.04 .(l.04 -1l.OS -1l.06 -1l.06 0.01 -1l.03 .(l.10 .(l.15 .0.12 .0.09 .(l.03 -1l.13 .0.16 0.00 0.04 
CH_SAISALES .(l.01 -0.09 .0.19 -0.32 -1l.35 0.12 0.14 -0.22 -0.31 .(l .28 -1l .22 -1l.17 .(l .19 -0.16 .0.10 .(l.04 .0.27 .0.28 0.07 0.25 .0.18 0.16 0.11 -0.28 
LABOOR 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1l.01 -1l.01 0.02 0.02 -1l.03 -1l.06 .(l.06 0.03 -O.OS -1l .03 -0.01 -1l.02 .(l.16 0.00 .0.01 0.06 O.OS 0.02 .0.16 0.03 -0.48 
NTC -1l.03 -O .OS .0.06 -1l.06 -0.07 0.01 0.09 -0.03 -0.03 -1l.06 -1l.15 0.Q1 .(l.01 -0.08 -0.04 .(l .13 .0.14 -0.13 0.03 -1l.11 0.19 .0.02 0.18 -1l.07 
GFORECAST_12 -1l.04 .(l.03 0.00 0.02 0.04 .(l.12 .(l .17 0.03 0.06 0.13 0.52 -0.03 .(l .03 -1l.OS -1l.04 .(l.09 0. 0.73 .(l .07 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00 -1l.04 
REVlSIOPCI2 0.12 0.21 0.39 0.40 0.38 0.10 0.09 0.30 0.39 0.38 0.15 0.08 0.12 0.15 0.21 0.14 0.12 0.07 0.24 0.16 O.OS 0.16 O.OS -1l.02 
REVlSION_24 0.17 0.30 0.48 0.50 0.48 0.11 0.11 0.39 0.47 0.43 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.19 0.21 0.16 0.08 0.04 0.22 0.11 0.09 0.17 0.04 .0.01 
REVlSION_" 0.20 0.37 0.54 0.57 0.55 0.19 0.16 0.41 0.52 0.51 0.09 0.03 0.04 0.22 0.18 0.16 0.02 0.00 0.22 0.13 0 .1 0 0.32 0.14 0.08 
RSTR£NOTH...AJ..$I 0.51 0.70 0.12 0.75 0.63 .0.04 .(l.08 0.76 0.74 0.58 -1l.01 0.13 0.17 0.17 0.10 0.11 -1l.04 .(l.O7 0.13 0.04 -1l.06 0.11 -0.01 0.02 
RSTRENGTH..SUII 0.49 0.67 0.88 0.71 0.59 .0.05 .(l.08 0.72 0.89 0.54 0.02 0.11 0.1 4 0.15 0.08 0.06 .0.02 .o.OS 0.10 O.OS -1l.04 0.12 0.00 0.01 
CHJtSTRENOT"L,ALS1 0.37 0.50 0.61 0.29 0.04 .0.04 .(l.04 0.50 0.33 0.16 -0.08 0.07 0.09 0.06 -0.10 .(l .02 -1l.08 -1l.13 .(l06 -1l.04 .0.09 .0.05 .(l.01 0.06 
CH_RSTItENOTH..SUB 0.36 0.48 0.59 0.27 0.04 .0.02 .(l.03 0.47 0.30 0.17 -1l.06 0.06 0.07 0.04 -1l.12 .(l.03 -1l.07 -1l.11 .(l.06 -0.02 -1l .07 .0.04 0.00 0.07 
~STR.ENGTH..ALSI 0.69 0.75 0.67 0.70 0.58 .(l.OS .(l .06 0.75 0.86 0.52 -1l.04 0.12 0.15 0.14 0.07 0.06 -1l.06 -0.10 0.10 0.01 .a.OS 0.09 0.00 0.03 
jwRsmEHGTH_SUB 0.67 0.72 0.63 0.66 0.54 .(l .05 -1l .09 0.71 0.84 0.49 -0.02 0.10 0.13 0.12 0.04 0.05 .(l.OS -1l.08 0.08 0.02 -0.04 0.10 0.01 0.03 
POS_SAL..ES .0.01 .0.03 .0.06 -1l.11 .0.16 .0.05 .(l.02 -0.09 -1l.14 .(l .21 0.03 .0.08 .(l.10 -1l .11 .(l.11 .(l .16 0.06 0.02 .(1 .14 -0.03 -0.01 .0.18 0.03 -0.27 
POSJ'RETAX 0.00 .0.02 -1l.04 -1l.08 -1l.10 .0.10 .(l.08 -0.08 -1l.14 -1l.20 -1l.04 -0.13 -1l.15 -0.19 -1l.21 .(l .24 0.06 -0 .02 .(l .26 -1l.48 -1l.04 .0.15 -O.OS 0.04 
I"'OS_OP .(l.01 -0.02 .0.04 -0.07 -1l.09 .0.04 .(l .04 -0.08 -0.11 .(l.17 0.01 .0.06 -1l.06 .0.07 -1l.08 .(l.ll 0.03 .0.04 .(l .19 -0.39 -1l .07 .0.17 -1l.05 0.03 
POS_NET -0.01 -0.03 .(l.06 -0.10 -0.13 .0.10 .(l.08 -0.09 .0.14 -1l.20 .0.03 -1l.12 .(l.14 -0.18 -0.21 .(l.23 0.08 0.00 .(l.27 .(l.44 -1l.03 .(l.14 -0.06 0.06 










Appendix B: 50 
Appendix B.S. Average Correlation Matrix 
Continued. 
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CH. QI .. nCK 0 ... 1.00 
CH.IHVTURN 0.09 0.10 1.00 
INYtTA -0.03 .(J.03 .(J.OS 1.00 
CHJNVtTA 0.02 -0 .22 .(J .l' 0.12 1.00 
~H_IHV .(J.03 .(J.13 .(J.SS .(J.03 0.'2 1.00 
C"-SAL.E5 -0.01 0.00 0 ,03 -0.01 0 .12 0 .39 1.00 
eH. DEP -0 .03 .(J.06 .(J .02 .(J.16 0.01 0.32 0.'2 1.00 
~H..DPS 0.08 0.10 0 .00 0.09 0.01 0.11 0.20 0.05 1.001 
eH. ROE 0.09 0.04 0 .09 0.05 .(J.02 0 .00 0.05 .(J.05 0 .05 "1.00 
CAi'O<AR .(J.12 .(J.l0 0.01 0.13 0.01 .(J,03 .(J.O' -0.03 -0.03 .(J.02 1.00 
CH. CAPOEAR -0 .29 .(J.22 0 .08 .(J.06 0 .05 0.12 0.10 0.12 -0 .04 .(J .08 
008; ~t!JIJ! ROA 0.1' 0.10 0.08 -0.03 .(J.08 0 .04 0.16 0.09 0 .20 0.23 .(J.3S .(J.ll 1.0J!] 
GM .(J.02 ·0.02 0 .09 .(J.23 .(J.02 .(J .03 .(J .OO 0,01 0.01 0.05 -0.21 .(J.07 0 .34 (j.00 
C~I!BTISALJ!S 0.07 0.00 0 .00 0.04 .(J.OO 0.04 0.01 -0.03 0 .16 0.27 -0 .02 .(J.Ol 0.08 -0 .05 1.001 
fsAuSOCASH 0.00 .(J.03 0.01 0.10 0.08 .(J.03 0.02 0.00 0 .04 .(J.OS 0 .05 .(J.08 0 .00 0.08 .(J.04 1.00 
~_S.AL.ESrcA5H .(J.08 -0.10 .(J.Ol 0 .', 0.12 .(J .03 0.02 0.00 0.03 .(J.07 0.07 -0.04 .(J.02 -0.1 3 .(J.OO 0 .66 [j.00 
fH.." 0.02 0.03 .(J.09 .(J.02 -0.09 0.'0 0.56 0.3l 0 .18 O.Ol -0 .00 0.1' 0.18 -0 .09 0.10 .(J.02 .(J.07 
CASHtOEBT O.ll 0.16 .(J .ll -0.01 -0.1 0 0 .10 0.09 0.02 0.12 0.09 .(J.09 -0.08 O.ll .(J.05 0.13 .(J.OS .(J.ll 0.12 .00 
WCIT. 0.00 0 .09 0 .00 0.65 0 .01 .(J.02 0 .07 -0.11 0.10 0.04 -0.08 .(J.OS 0.15 .(J.1 8 0.08 .(J.03 0 .03 0.06 0 .11 .110] 
OPINCrrA 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.11 -0.01 0.02 0.13 0.02 0 .19 0 .09 .(J .26 .(J .07 0.80 0.30 .(J.02 0.12 0.16 0.10 0 .06 0.15 1.00 
"""" 0.09 0.10 .(J .02 0.01 -0 .03 .(J .OS .(J .O' -0.02 -0.02 0.03 -0.02 .(J.03 0.00 .(J.04 0.08 0.01 0.02 .(J.04 0 .03 0.01 0 .00 1.00 
'" .(J .03 -0.05 0 .05 0.04 0,01 .(J.ll .(J.13 .(J.18 0.13 0,01 -0.08 .(J.04 0.21 0 .• 5 -0.05 .(J .Ol .(J .07 -0 .13 .(J.ll 0.03 0.18 .(J.07 L1 .00 CH.J NVfSALJ!S .(J.l ' .(J.23 .(J.67 .(J.Ol 0.36 0.80 .(J.ll 0.01 .(J.02 0.01 -0.01 0 .08 .(J .07 0.00 0.02 .(J.05 .(J.04 0.21 0,01 -0.05 .(J.05 0.00 .(J ~~ . 
CH-""ISALES 0.07 0.16 .(J.n -0.00 -0.09 0 .1 . .(J .22 -0 .02 -O.Ol 0.05 -0.01 0 .06 .(J.08 .(J.03 0.00 .(J.OO .(J.05 0.18 .(J .04 .(J .09 -0.10 .(J .04 -0 .03 0 .33 
CH.SAL.ESJOM .(J.06 .(J.Ol 0 .03 -0 .00 .(J.Ol 0 .01 0.06 0.1' .(J.20 .(J.12 0.00 0.07 .(J .03 .(J .23 .(J. l 1 0 .00 .(J .02 0.03 0 .07 0.01 .(J.12 .(J.04 .(J.07 -0.08 
~H..S""ISAl.ES -0.33 .(J.49 .(J.l' .(J07 0.12 .(J.03 .(J29 .(J.03 .(J.23 .(J.17 .(J.17 0 .10 0 .26 0 .02 .(J.08 .(J.29 .(J.34 .(J.16 0 .06 0 .00 0.20 0.08 0.30 0.15 
l.AIIOUR .(J.17 -0.10 .(J .09 0.02 -0.17 .(J.O' .(J .36 .(J.ll .(J .07 .(J .OS 0.00 0 .11 .(J.02 0.01 .(J.Ol .(J.02 .(J.Ol 0.04 .(J .Ol 0.00 .(J .l0 0 .02 .(J.Q1 0.20 
NTC 0.09 0.09 .(J .04 0.23 0.06 .(J.02 .(J .09 .(J.07 .(J.03 .(J.02 0.16 .(J .02 0.00 0.11 -0.02 0. 21 0.20 .(J.04 0 .0 1 0 .21 0.04 0.09 0.05 0.01 
IoFO~!CAST_'2 .(J.02 .(J.02 .(J.05 .(JOl 0.04 0 .00 .(J.02 0.05 0.12 0.01 0 .05 -0 .08 0.00 O.Ol 0 .00 .(J.03 -0.01 .(J.02 0 .02 -0.26 0.02 .(J.Ol .(J.04 0 .09 
REVISION.12 0.08 0.08 .(J.02 -0.04 .(J.Ol 0 .10 0.1 5 0.03 O.lO 0.11 .(J.Ol .(J.OS 0.20 0.09 0.07 0 .02 .(J.04 0.15 0.11 0.06 0.18 0 .00 -0.04 0.04 
REVt$IOfrC24 0.12 0.12 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.10 0.21 0.06 0 .3' 0.07 0.01 -0 .09 0.20 0.08 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.19 0 .13 0 .10 0.20 0.01 .(J.08 0.02 
REV1SI0tC~8 0.08 0 .00 0 .07 0 .06 0 .04 0 .21 0.29 -0.04 0 .44 0.19 .(J 13 .(J.l' 0.22 0 .04 0 .03 .(J .Ol -0.04 0 .14 0 .23 0.13 0.25 0.05 .(J.16 .(J.03 
RSTR!NG'floVl.L.SI 0.05 0.09 .(J.Ol 0.04 -0.09 0 .02 0.1 1 -0.06 0 .28 0.1 5 ·0.10 .(J.Ol 0.10 0.04 0.07 .(J.02 0.00 0.08 0.14 0.10 0.06 0 .04 -0.10 0.00 
RSTRENOTH.SUB 0.04 0.08 .(J .Ol 0.00 .(J .l0 0.01 0.09 -0.00 0 .26 0.13 .(J.l' .(J .Ol 0 .11 O.OS 0.00 .(J.04 .(J.03 0.00 0 .15 0 .04 0 .08 0.05 .(J.11 0.01 
CH_RSTRENQTH~I 0.03 0.07 0 .01 0 .01 .(J.l0 .(J.04 .(J.02 .(J.06 0.03 0.03 -0 03 ·0.02 .(J.06 .(J.02 0 .01 .(J.Ol .(J.Q1 .(J.08 0 .08 0.06 .(J.02 0.06 .(J.ll .(J.02 
C~RSTRENOTH_SUI!!I 0.03 0.07 0 .02 .(J.Ol -0.11 .(J.08 .(J .02 .(J.07 0,03 0 .02 -0 .04 .(J.02 .(J.OS -0.0' 0.01 .(J.04 .(J.Ol -0.07 0.00 0.03 0.00 0 .05 .(J.ll -0 .03 
~SlltENOTH~1 O.OS 0.09 .(J .02 0.04 -0.09 O.Ol 0.09 -0.04 0 .23 0.1' .(J.l0 0 .00 0 .07 O.OS 0.07 0.00 0 .02 O.OS 0 .12 0.09 O.OS 0 .04 -0 .1' 0.01 
!vmST'AENOTH_Sua 0.04 0 .08 .(J.02 0 .00 -0.09 0 .01 0 .07 .(J.04 0 .21 0.13 ·0.13 0 .00 0.07 0.05 0 .00 .(J .03 0.00 0.03 0.13 0.04 0.05 0.04 -0.15 0 .01 
POS_SALES 0.03 0.02 0 .00 .(J .12 -0.10 .(J.24 .(J.62 .(J.23 .(J.2O .(J .04 0.02 .(J.04 .(J .ll 0.15 .(J.Ol .(J.Ol .(J.Ol ·0.38 0.01 .(J.12 .(J.l 0 0.08 0.07 0.05 
POS_P"ETAX .(J.OO .(J.Ol .(J .09 0.05 0.03 .(J.Ol .(J .07 0.03 .(J.06 .(J .17 0 .23 0 .03 .(J,48 -0.19 -0.07 O.Ol 0 .1 ' -0.09 .(J.Ol .(J.03 -0.39 0 .01 .(J.16 0.02 
POS_op -O.Q3 0.01 .(J.08 0 .02 0.00 .(J04 .(J.05 0.03 .(J.07 .(J.07 0.20 .(J.Ol .(J'5 .(J.2' 0 .01 .(J .04 0.03 .(J .OO 0.01 0.01 -0 .52 0.01 -0.19 0.01 
POS_NET .(J.06 .(J.02 .(J.08 0.06 0.03 .(J.O' .(J.07 0.01 ·0.10 .(J .16 0.23 0 .02 .(J .SO .(J.22 .(J.06 .(J.O' 0 .10 .(J.l0 .(J.04 .(J.Ol .(J.38 0.01 .(J.15 0.01 



































































-0.01 0.06 .00 
-0.31 0.00 -0.09 
-0.28 -0.01 0.05 
-0.25 -0.08 0.04 
-0.17 -0.17 -om 
-0.21 -0.02 -0.06 0.46 
-0.16 -0.01 -0.11 0.37 
-0.07 0.03 -0.03 0.18 
-0.04 0.02 -0.05 0.12 
-0.16 -0.02 -0.05 0.39 
-0.12 -0.01 -0.10 0.30 
0.20 0.30 0.11 -0.12 
-0.33 -0.03 0.05 -0.13 
-0.28 -0.02 -0.05 -0.10 
-0.31 -0.03 0.04 -0.12 
-0.11 -om 0.11 -0.11 -0.14 
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Appendix B.9. Weighted Correlation Matrix 
The table below shows a matrix of the Pearson correlation coefficients between each of the 92 
variables considered in this study over the period extending from January 1995 until December 
2004. The correlations between each variable are calculated as a weighted average of the Pearson 
correlation coefficients between the variables over the 120 months of this study. The weight for 
each pairwise combination in each month is calculated as the number of joint observations between 
those two variables for that month as a percentage of the total number of joint observations for 
those two variables over the whole sample period. The highlighted cells indicate those variables for 
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-0.01 -0 .03 










































0.03 -0.01 0.11 0.10 
-0.02 0.01 -0.03 -0.05 -0.01 
0.03 -0.03 0.15 0.15 0.12 0,06 
-0.01 0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 
0.03 -0.03 0.18 0.17 0.14 0.07 
-0.01 0.01 0,02 0.01 0.01 0.01 
0.02 -0.04 0.19 0.19 0.16 0,07 
-0.03 0.04 -0 .05 -0.08 -0.05 -0.01 
000 -0.01 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.03 
0.06 -0.03 0.09 0.09 0. 11 0,01 
0.08 -0.08 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.05 
0,04 -0.12 0.42 0.41 0.38 0.04 
0,08 -0.08 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.07 
0.12 -0.11 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.12 
0.16 -0.12 0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.16 
0.20 ..Q.ll 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.21 
0.21 -O.Q7 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.28 
0.19 .o.05 005 0.Q7 0.02 0.34 
0.09 ..Q.13 0.32 0.43 0.17 0.13 
0.06 ..Q.13 0.39 0.52 0.19 0.18 
0.14 -0.11 0.10 0.18 ..Q.Ol 0.16 
0,16 -0.08 0.14 0.25 0.00 0.22 
0.16 -0.11 0.24 0.39 0.07 0.30 
o,m 4~ Q~ O.M O.G Q~ 
0.Q1 -001 O.OS 0.05 -0.03 0.02 
0.01 0.07 0.10 0.07 -0.03 0.00 
o.m 0.17 0.12 0.10 -0.02 0.05 
0 .01 0.23 0.18 0.13 0.00 0.08 
0.01 0.13 0.22 0.21 0.04 0.15 
.o.06 0.02 0.44 0.51 0 .'0 0.05 
-0.19 -0.03 0.40 0.57 0.39 0.10 
-0.04 0.19 0.07 0_12 0.01 0.27 
-0.04 0.30 0.13 0.21 0.02 0.02 
-0.01 0.08 0.Q1 0.02 -0.02 0.01 
004 0.08 004 0.'0 0.05 0.'2 
0.00 0.02 -0.03 -0.04 -0.06 -0.01 
0 .01 004 -0.05 -0.07 -0.03 ·0.02 
0.06 0.06 0.01 0.03 -O,OS 0.01 
0.06 0.05 0.02 0.02 -0.04 002 
0.00 0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.04 0.02 
-0.21 0.17 -0.16 -0.16 -0.05 -0.17 
0.00 -0.05 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.03 
0.10 -0.10 0.06 005 0.03 0.08 
0.12 -0.01 0.04 0.07 0.03 0.17 
0.07 -0.10 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.07 
-0.11 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.04 0.18 
0.04 0.10 0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.03 
0.Q1 -0.12 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.09 
0.Q1 -0.08 -0.03 -0.06 0.01 0.04 
-0.09 0.28 0.06 0.11 0.02 0.16 
-0.03 0.23 0.00 -0.08 -0.23 -0.02 
-0.04 0.06 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.02 
..0.02 0.04 -0.10 -0.14 -0.04 0.05 
-0.13 0.08 ..0.17 -0.20 -(1.03 -0.07 
0.06 -0.02 0.06 0.10 0.03 0.15 
0.14 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0.01 0.06 
-0.13 0.20 -{l.24 -0.19 -0.12 -0.05 
-0.14 0.27 0.01 0.07 0.03 0.15 
0.00 -0.04 -0.04 0.01 -0.01 0.00 
-0.34 0.45 -0.07 -0.10 -0.18 -0.27 
0.00 4~ 0.06 0.05 0.06 Q02 
006 '()04 002 002 003 '()02 
0.15 -0.19 -0.02 -0.07 0.00 O.~ 
-0.13 -0.10 -0.08 -0.06 ·0.08 -0.09 
-0.02 ·007 -0.02 -0.02 -0.05 -0.04 
-0.08 0.03 -0.17 -0.16 -0.18 -0.04 
0.03 -0.09 0.'9 0.54 0.46 0.05 
0.10 0.02 0.16 0.20 0.04 0,20 
0.20 -0.08 0.17 021 0.08 0.26 
0.17 -0.06 0.14 0.19 0.01 0.26 
0.16 -0.11 0.03 0.05 -0.02 0.18 
0.18 -0.11 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.16 
0.06 .o.08 -0.06 -0.06 -0.03 0.Q1 
O.OS -0.09 -0.04 -0.04 -0.01 0.03 
0.16 -0.13 0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.17 
0.17 -0.13 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.17 
-0.08 0.02 -0.03 -0.09 -0.10 -0.11 
0.0' -0.08 -0.03 -0.20 -0.09 -0.07 
0.02 -0.08 -0.02 -0.'8 -0.08 -0.07 
0.01 -0.09 -O.Q1 -0.16 ·0.07 ·0.08 
















































































0.53 0.87 0.62 
0.35 0.12 0.45 
0.32 0.27 0.44 
0,41 0.47 0.45 0.53 
0.63 0.39 0.70 0.45 
~: 
0.04 -0.03 0.06 -0 .01 0.01 
0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 
0.00 0.Q1 0.02 0.02 0.02 
~: 
-0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 
0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 
0.Q1 -0.0' 0.0' 0.00 0.03 0.0' 0.02 
0.02 -0.0' 002 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.04 
0.03 -0.04 0.05 ·002 0.06 0.00 0.09 
0.03 -0.04 0.05 -0 .02 0.08 -0.01 0.09 
0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.02 
0.02 ·0.01 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.04 
0.03 -0.03 0.05 -0.01 0.07 0.01 0.08 
0.06 -0.05 0.10 -0.03 0.14 0.00 0.16 
0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 -0.01 0.01 
0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.02 
Q02 0.00 Q03 QOl 0.04 0.02 0.05 
003 '()02 004 '()02 005 000 006 
0.04 -0.04 om ·0.02 0.10 0.00 0.11 
0.04 -0.04 0.07 -0.01 0.11 0.01 0.13 
0.03 0 .00 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03 
0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.04 
-0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.Q1 
0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.03 O.OS 
0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.02 
-0.02 ·0.02 -0.01 -0.03 .o.03 -0.04 -0.04 
-{l.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 
-0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 
0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 
-0.02 0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.05 -0.02 -0.06 
0.00 0.00 0,00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
0.03 0.01 0.04 0,01 O.OS 0.03 O,Cfj 
0.01 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.03 005 
0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 
0.01 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.02 
0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 0.00 -0.02 
0.01 -0.02 0.01 -{l.01 0.02 0.00 0.03 
-0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.00 
O~ 002 O~ O~ 002 002 002 
0,01 0.01 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 
0.01 0.00 0.Q1 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 
-0.02 0.01 -0.03 0.00 -0.03 0.00 -0.03 
-0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 -0 01 -0.02 
0.Q3 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.07 
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 
-0.00 0.01 -0.05 -0.01 -0.07 -0.03 -0.09 
0.00 0.03 0.00 0.02 .o.O' 0.02 .o.02 
-0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -0.03 -0.01 ..0.03 
-0,01 0.02 -0.03 0.01 -0.05 0.00 -0.05 
0.02 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.03 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 ~1.02 
-0.02 -0.01 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.04 
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 
-0.02 0.01 ·0.03 0.00 -0.04 0.00 -0.04 
0.05 -0.04 009 -0.01 0.13 0.01 0.14 
0.01 0.00 0,03 0.01 0.05 0,03 0.013 
0.03 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.02 007 
004 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.09 0.03 0.08 
0.00 .oOl 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 
-0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.04 -0.02 -0.04 
-0.02 -0.01 -0.00 -0.01 -0.04 -0.03 -0.04 
0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0,01 
0.00 -0.01 0.00 0_00 0.01 -0.01 0,01 
-0.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -(1.04 -0.01 -0.04 
0.00 .o.Q1 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 
0.00 0.00 000 .o.Ol 0.00 -0.01 -0.0' 
0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 
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~, 
~, I ! 
0.12 
0.03 0.01 0.01 
003 002 003 O~ 
0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.40 
0 .00 -0.01 0.00 003 0.30 
0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.03 0.23 
0.03 -0.02 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.19 
0.10 -004 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.03 -0.03 
0.10 -0.04 0.04 -0.05 0.03 0.03 -0.04 
0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.01 0_04 -0.01 0.49 
0.03 -0.01 0.01 0.01 O.OS -(1.01 0,37 
0.08 -0.02 0.05 0.04 0.11 -0.02 0.26 
0.17 -0.04 0.09 0.11 0.23 0.43 -0.01 
0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.05 
0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.06 
0.01 -0.01 0.03 -002 0,01 -0.04 0 .04 
0.06 0.02 0.04 0.02 005 -0.01 0.01 
0.07 -0.02 0.02 0.09 0.'5 -0.09 0.03 
0.12 -0.05 0.06 0.02 0.09 0.44 -0 .01 
0.15 -0.04 0.07 0.02 0.09 O,SO -0.03 
0.03 -0.01 0.01 0,04 0.03 -0.08 0.04 
005 000 003 002 004 008 002 
002 000 002 DOS 004 '()02 O~ 
0.05 -0.01 0 03 0.05 0.07 0.00 0.03 
0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.01 -0.04 -0.01 
-0.04 -0.01 -0.03 -003 -0.04 -0.07 0.00 
0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.05 005 0.00 0.02 
0.02 0.00 0.02 0.06 0.04 001 0.04 
-0.04 000 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -00' 
-0.06 0.01 -0.03 -0.08 -0.14 0.03 0.03 
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.05 -(1.02 
0.07 -0.01 0.03 004 O.OS -0.10 0.00 
O .~ 0.00 0.04 Q02 QOO 416 QOO 
0.05 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.05 -0.10 -0.04 
0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.06 
-0.02 -0.01 -0,02 -0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.08 
0.03 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.04 -0.03 
0.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0,01 0.00 -0.06 -0.02 
0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03 
-0.01 0.02 ·0.0' -0.03 ·005 0.00 0.02 
0.04 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.02 -0.05 0.03 
-0.03 0.03 0.00 -0.06 -<>.09 -0.02 ·0.01 
-0.02 0.02 0,00 -0.07 -0.10 0.03 0.02 
0,07 am 0.05 0.05 O.OS -0,14 -001 
0.04 0.Q3 0.Q2 -<>.04 -0.02 -0.04 0.03 
-0.09 0.00 -0.07 -0.06 -0.09 -0.19 0.04 
-0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.04 0.00 0.04 
-0.04 0.00 -0.03 0.01 -0.02 -0.03 0.00 
-0.05 0.00 .o.03 -<>.06 -0.10 0.07 -0.04 
0.02 0.00 0.01 0_01 0.02 0.02 0.00 
0.04 0.Q1 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.0' 
-003 001 -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.0' 0.00 
0.04 0.05 008 0.05 0.07 -0.01 ·0.06 
0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 -0.01 
-0.05 0.02 -0.03 -0.01 -<>.03 -0.15 -0.02 
0.'5 -0.03 0.09 005 0.16 0.55 -0 .01 
0.05 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.06 
0.06 0.00 0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.02 0.11 
0.07 0.00 0.05 0.06 0.10 0.06 0.09 
0.00 -001 -0.02 002 0.03 -0.03 0.3' 
-0.01 -0.02 -0.02 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.30 
-0.04 0.00 -0.04 0.00 -0.01 -0.09 0,22 
-0.04 0.00 -0.05 0.00 -0.01 -0.07 0.22 
0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.05 -0.04 0.40 
0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.04 -0.02 0.39 
.{).03 0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 0.11 0.01 
-001 0.Q1 -0.02 -0.04 -0.02 0.01 0.01 
-0.0' 0.02 -001 -0.03 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 
-0.0' 0.0' -0.02 -0.04 -0.02 0.01 0.00 
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Appendix 8.9. Weighted Correlation Matrix 
Continued. 
~ ~ z ~ ~, ~ w ~ ~ Ii ~ ~ ;, ~ !! ~ a z u , ~ w E ~ ~ 












LH_VOl. ...... 12 
OL_'8 










MOM_' 0.159 1.00 
MOM_12 0.51 0.72 f.OO 
MOM_lI 0.38 0.57 0.81 1. 
MOM_24 0.31 O ..s 0.68 0.85 
HOSHARES -O.OS -0.06 -0 .05 -0.03 -0.01 f .OO 
LH.,.NOSHAR!S -0.07 -0.08 -0.09 -0.08 -0.05 0.84 1.00 
",.uP_,' 0.84 0.73 0.89 0.55 O ..s -0.06 -0.08 
MAXP_24 0.51 0.51 0.67 0.68 0.59 -0 .03 -0 .04 0.87 1.00 
MAXP_60 0.37 0.44 0.51 0.55 0.55 0.02 0.03 0.57 0.81 _00 ..... -0.03 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 0.00 0.21 0.29 0.09 0.14 0.22 _00 
"""-' 0.06 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.12 .00 EAAI<O_' 0.09 0.13 0.15 0.13 0.09 0.04 0.08 0.18 0.14 0.11 0.18 0.82 
EARNG_12 O.OS 0.09 0.17 0.18 0.15 0.02 0.09 0.15 0.18 0.13 0.22 0.35 0.82 f_OO 
!ARNG_'4 0.02 0.03 0.10 0.19 0.24 0.11 0.18 0.08 0.17 0.17 0.27 0.27 0.38 0.59 
EARNO_", 0.08 0.09 0.13 0.18 0.19 0.38 0.35 0.14 0.17 0.27 0.24 0.21 0.29 0.41 0.51 .00 
<P. -0.03 -0.05 -0 .04 -0.02 0.00 -0.10 -0 .09 0.05 0.09 0.16 0.56 -0.01 -0.01 -0 .01 -0.03 -0.09 f.OO 
"'_EPS -O.OS -0.07 -0.07 -O.OS -0.02 -0.13 -0.12 0.04 0.09 0.17 0.52 -0 .02 -0 .02 -0.07 -0.10 -0 .14 0.81 .00 
ROO O.OS 0.07 0.12 0.20 0.24 0.06 0.08 0.16 022 0.26 0.17 0.15 0.21 0.30 0.39 0.44 0.02 -0.02 f.Oli 
"RETAX....PM 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.14 0.16 0.23 0.24 0.14 0.22 0.29 0.35 0.34 0.12 0.14 0.41 f_OO 
0.00 -0.01 -0 .02 0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0 .03 0.07 0.02 0.00 -0.04 0.16 O.OS _00 
0.03 0.06 0.13 0.20 0.22 0.01 0.01 0.14 0.21 0.25 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.15 0.10 0.15 0.05 0.04 0.17 0.17 0.00 f_OO 
-0.01 -0 .01 -0 .01 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.08 -0 .02 -0.01 -0.03 0.04 0.08 0.06 0.02 
0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.04 -0.06 0.02 0.02 -0.03 -0.04 -0.06 -0.08 0.00 0.01 -0.02 -0.14 0.04 -0.04 -O.OS -0.20 -0.08 -0.03 -0.04 -0.10 
0.04 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.01 0.09 0.13 0.15 0.10 0.06 0.00 -0.03 0.19 0. 13 O.SO 0.04 0.09 0.03 
0.07 0.10 0.11 0.08 O.OS -0.01 -0.02 0.11 0.07 0.05 0.00 0.08 0.12 0.15 0.12 0.03 0.00 -0.01 0.16 0.10 0.37 0.03 0.15 0.05 
-0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 -0.08 0.01 0.04 0.08 0.13 0.02 0.09 -0.03 -0 .04 0.00 0.04 -0.07 0.03 -0.15 0.19 
0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 -0.24 -0 .24 0.09 0.08 0.04 -0.09 -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -0.06 -0.02 0.08 0.08 -0.16 0.16 0.02 -0.01 0.00 
-O.OS -0.08 -0.12 -0.11 -0.09 -0.02 0.00 -0.07 -0 .07 -0.05 -0.05 -0 .04 -0.11 -0.16 -0.14 -0 .12 0.01 -0.02 -0 .12 -0.09 0.13 -0.01 0.01 0.21 
-0.02 -0.03 -0.04 -0.01 O.OS 0.08 0.08 -0.02 -0.01 0.09 0.02 0.00 -0.04 -0.06 0.03 0.06 0.04 -0.04 0.12 0.01 0.10 0.04 0.16 -0.13 
-0.01 0.01 0.04 0.Q7 0.13 0 .10 0.10 0.08 0.11 0.18 0.02 0.07 0.09 0.12 0.10 025 -0.03 -0 .08 0.20 0.14 0.08 0.16 0.00 0.47 
-0.07 -0.08 -0.09 -0.06 -0.04 0.14 0.13 -0.11 -0.09 -0 .02 -O.OS -0.03 -0.06 -0.10 -0.05 0.05 -0.04 -O.OS 0.04 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 0.07 0.13 
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Appendix B.9. Weighted Correlation Matrix 
Continued. 
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GFORECAST_t2 -11,01 0.00 -11 .05 -0.01 0.03 0.07 0.00 0.04 0.14 0.03 0.07 -11.08 0.02 0.05 0,01 -11.02 -0.02 0.01 0.02 -11 .26 0.03 -11.02 -11.04 0.08 
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REV'-SIOH~ 0.09 0.11 0.04 -11.01 0.01 0.07 0.17 0.03 0.35 0.08 -0.07 -0.09 0.20 0.11 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.14 0.11 0.01 0.23 -11.01 -0.08 0.01 
~EVlSIOH_" 0.07 0.09 0.09 -11.01 0.Q1 0.04 0.20 -0.08 0.35 0.Q7 -11.11 -0.16 0.23 0.11 0.01 -11.04 -0.06 0.06 0.17 -11.07 0.30 0.03 -11.09 -0.07 
RSTIl!NOTHjJ..lI 0.07 0.10 0.03 0.07 -11.10 -11.03 0.06 -0.09 0.26 0.17 -11.12 -11.05 0.14 0.09 0.06 -11 .02 0.01 0.04 0.12 0.08 0.12 0.0' -11.06 -0.04 
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Appendix C: 2 
Appendix C.l. Significant Winner Signals 
The table shows the results from the Chi-squared median test along with numerous other statistics. 
For the median test, the T-statistic indicating the difference between winner and non-winner 
medians is shown for each variable. The highlighted cells indicate those variables which are 
significantly different between winner and non-winner shares at the 5% significance level. 
In addition, the means, medians and differences between these two measures in the winner and non-
winner portfolios are shown for each variable. The "Summary" column combines this information and 
indicates whether the medians of the relevant variables are larger in winner shares (+) , smaller in 
winner shares (-) or not significantly different between the two portfolios (blank). If a significant 
difference is found by the median test but there is no difference in sample medians the difference is 
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Appendix C: 4 
Appendix C.2. Significant Loser Signals 
The table shows the results from the Chi-squared median test along with numerous other statistics. 
For the median test, the T -statistic indicating the difference between loser and non-loser medians 
is shown for each variable. The highlighted cells indicate those variables which are significantly 
different between loser and non-loser shares at the 5% significance level. 
In addition, the means, medians and differences between these two measures in the loser and non-
loser portfolios are shown for each variable. The "Summary" column combines this information and 
indicates whether the medians of the relevant variables are larger in loser shares (+) , smaller in 
loser shares (-) or not significantly different between the two portfolios (blank). If a significant 
difference is found by the median test but there is no difference in sample medians the difference is 
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Appendix C: 6 
Appendix C.3. Key for Names of Tests 
The key below shows how to interpret the titles for each of the groups of tests to find variables 
which are significantly different among extreme performing portfolios. 
L = Loser Signals 
W = Winner Signals 
1 = 
2= 
Extreme perfonnance vs 
Control portfolios at start of 
extreme perfonnance period 
Evolution strategy 
Comparison of extreme perfonner shares at start of extreme 












Appendix C: 7 
Appendix C.4. Significant Winner Evolution Signals: 1 Month 
The table shows the results from the Chi-squared median test along with numerous other statistics. 
For the median test, the T-statistic indicating the difference between winner distributions at the 
start and one month before the start of extreme performance is shown for each variable. The 
highlighted cells indicate those variables which are significantly different between these shares at 
the 5% significance level. 
In addition, the means, medians and differences between these two measures in the two portfolios 
are shown for each variable. The "Summary" column combines this information and indicates 
whether the medians of the relevant variables are larger (+), smaller (-) or not significantly different 
(blank) in winner shares at the start of extreme performance as compared to the same shares one 
month before the start of extreme performance. If a significant difference is found by the median test 
but there is no difference in sample medians the difference is assumed not to be significant enough 
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Appendix C: 9 
Appendix C.5. Significant Winner Evolution Signals: 3 Months 
The table shows the results from the Chi-squared median test along with numerous other statistics. 
For the median test, the T-statistic indicating the difference between winner distributions at the 
start and three months before the start of extreme performance is shown for each variable. The 
highlighted cells indicate those variables which are significantly different between these shares at 
the 5% significance level. 
In addition, the means, medians and differences between these two measures in the two portfolios 
are shown for each variable. The "Summary" column combines this information and indicates 
whether the medians of the relevant variables are larger (+), smaller (-) or not significantly different 
(blank) in winner shares at the start of extreme performance as compared to the same shares three 
months before the start of extreme performance. If a significant difference is found by the median 
test but there is no difference in sample medians the difference is assumed not to be significant 
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Appendix C: 11 
Appendix C.6. Significant Winner Evolution Signals: 6 Months 
The table shows the results from the Chi-squared median test along with numerous other statistics . 
For the median test, the T-statistic indicating the difference between winner distributions at the 
start and six months before the start of extreme performance is shown for each variable. The 
highlighted cells indicate those variables which are significantly different between these shares at 
the 5% significance level. 
In addition, the means, medians and differences between these two measures in the two portfolios 
are shown for each variable. The "Summary" column combines this information and indicates 
whether the medians of the relevant variables are larger (+), smaller (-) or not significantly different 
(blank) in winner shares at the start of extreme performance as compared to the same shares six 
months before the start of extreme performance. If a significant difference is found by the median 
test but there is no difference in sample medians the difference is assumed not to be significant 
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Appendix C.7. Significant Winner Evolution Signals: 9 Months 
The table shows the results from the Chi-squared median test along with numerous other statistics. 
For the median test, the T-statistic indicating the difference between winner distributions at the 
start and nine months before the start of extreme performance is shown for each variable. The 
highlighted cells indicate those variables which are significantly different between these shares at 
the 5% significance level. 
In addition, the means, medians and differences between these two measures in the two portfolios 
are shown for each variable. The "Summary" column combines this information and indicates 
whether the medians of the relevant variables are larger (+), smaller (-) or not significantly different 
(blank) in winner shares at the start of extreme performance as compared to the same shares nine 
months before the start of extreme performance. If a significant difference is found by the median 
test but there is no difference in sample medians the difference is assumed not to be significant 
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Appendix C: 15 
Appendix C.S. Significant Winner Evolution Signals: 12 Months 
The table shows the results from the Chi-squared median test along with numerous other statistics. 
For the median test, the T-statistic indicating the difference between winner distributions at the 
start and twelve months before the start of extreme performance is shown for each variable. The 
highlighted cells indicate those variables which are significantly different between these shares at 
the 5% significance level. 
In addition, the means, medians and differences between these two measures in the two portfolios 
are shown for each variable. The "Summary" column combines this information and indicates 
whether the medians of the relevant variables are larger (+), smaller (-) or not significantly different 
(blank) in winner shares at the start of extreme performance as compared to the same shares twelve 
months before the start of extreme performance. If a significant difference is found by the median 
test but there is no difference in sample medians the difference is assumed not to be significant 
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Appendix C: 17 
Appendix C.g. Significant Loser Evolution Signals: 1 Month 
The table shows the results from the Chi-squared median test along with numerous other statistics. 
For the median test, the T-statistic indicating the difference between loser distributions at the start 
and one month before the start of extreme performance is shown for each variable. The highlighted 
cells indicate those variables which are significantly different between these shares at the 5% 
significance level. 
In addition, the means, medians and differences between these two measures in the two portfolios 
are shown for each variable. The "Summary" column combines this information and indicates 
whether the medians of the relevant variables are larger (+), smaller (-) or not significantly different 
(blank) in loser shares at the start of extreme performance as compared to the same shares one 
month before the start of extreme performance. If a significant difference is found by the median test 
but there is no difference in sample medians the difference is assumed not to be significant enough 
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Appendix c: 19 
Appendix C.lO. Significant Loser Evolution Signals: 3 Months 
The table shows the results from the Chi-squared median test along with numerous other statistics. 
For the median test, the T-statistic indicating the difference between loser distributions at the start 
and three months before the start of extreme performance is shown for each variable. The 
highlighted cells indicate those variables which are significantly different between these shares at 
the 5% significance level. 
In addition, the means, medians and differences between these two measures in the two portfolios 
are shown for each variable. The "Summary" column combines this information and indicates 
whether the medians of the relevant variables are larger (+), smaller (-) or not significantly different 
(blank) in loser shares at the start of extreme performance as compared to the same shares three 
months before the start of extreme performance. If a significant difference is found by the median 
test but there is no difference in sample medians the difference is assumed not to be significant 
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Appendix C.ll. Significant Loser Evolution Signals: 6 Months 
The table shows the results from the Chi-squared median test along with numerous other statistics. 
For the median test, the T-statistic indicating the difference between loser distributions at the start 
and six months before the start of extreme performance is shown for each variable. The highlighted 
cells indicate those variables which are significantly different between these shares at the 5% 
significance level. 
In addition, the means, medians and differences between these two measures in the two portfolios 
are shown for each variable. The "Summary" column combines this information and indicates 
whether the medians of the relevant variables are larger (+), smaller (-) or not significantly different 
(blank) in loser shares at the start of extreme performance as compared to the same shares six 
months before the start of extreme performance. If a significant difference is found by the median 
test but there is no difference in sample medians the difference is assumed not to be significant 
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Appendix C.12. Significant Loser Evolution Signals: 9 Months 
The table shows the results from the Chi-squared median test along with numerous other statistics. 
For the median test, the T -statistic indicating the difference between loser distributions at the start 
and nine months before the start of extreme performance is shown for each variable. The highlighted 
cells indicate those variables which are significantly different between these shares at the 5% 
significance level. 
In addition, the means, medians and differences between these two measures in the two portfolios 
are shown for each variable. The "Summary" column combines this information and indicates 
whether the medians of the relevant variables are larger (+), smaller (-) or not significantly different 
(blank) in loser shares at the start of extreme performance as compared to the same shares nine 
months before the start of extreme performance. If a significant difference is found by the median 
test but there is no difference in sample medians the difference is assumed not to be significant 
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Appendix C.13. Significant Loser Evolution Signals: 12 Months 
The table shows the results from the Chi-squared median test along with numerous other statistics. 
For the median test, the T-statistic indicating the difference between loser distributions at the start 
and twelve months before the start of extreme performance is shown for each variable. The 
highlighted cells indicate those variables which are significantly different between these shares at 
the 5% significance level. 
In addition, the means, medians and differences between these two measures in the two portfolios 
are shown for each variable. The "Summary" column combines this information and indicates 
whether the medians of the relevant variables are larger (+), smaller (-) or not significantly different 
(blank) in loser shares at the start of extreme performance as compared to the same shares twelve 
months before the start of extreme performance. If a significant difference is found by the median 
test but there is no difference in sample medians the difference is assumed not to be significant 
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This appendix refers to Chapter 6: Derivation of Winner Filter Rules 
Appendix 0.1. Decile values for signal variables 
The table shows the eleven decile cutoff points for each of the signal variables found to be 
significant in Chapter 6. 
Min 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Max 
MTB -5.9192 0.5700 0.8000 1.0100 1.2100 1.4600 1.7800 2.2300 2.8200 4.2300 10.1544 
NOSHARES 1035 23230 37371 58308 90283 108105 155828 214309 280140 408049 1126408 
SDEV_VOL 0.0000 0.0546 0.1378 0.2415 0.3652 0.5354 0.7921 1.2043 1.8879 3.6139 28.9845 
OPINCITA -0.1979 0.0053 0.0355 0.0608 0.0804 0.1026 0.1237 0.1440 0.1702 0.2146 0.4061 
PRETA)CPM -1.3436 0.0038 0.0309 0.0539 0.0698 0.0844 0.1063 0.1400 0.1771 0.2984 1.4931 
SALESICASH 0.0000 2.0758 4.0044 5.7656 7.8202 10.0307 13.8408 20.3189 31.1798 79.7744 1387.1499 
CAPGEAR 0.0000 0.0000 0.0173 0.0603 0.1329 0.1880 0.2309 0.2853 0.3856 0.4624 0.8076 
CH_DEP -1.0000 -0.1773 -0.0330 0.0303 0.0926 0.1510 0.2195 0.3159 0.5306 0.9350 7.7765 
CHJNVtTA -0.1271 -0.0438 -0.0208 -0.0089 -0.0026 0.0000 0.0025 0.0093 0.0196 0.0406 0.1264 
GFORECAST _12 -0.1400 0.3150 0.5400 0.8700 1.1750 1.5800 2.2000 3.2600 4.6800 7.8500 17.9849 
ROE -2.9886 -0.0159 0.0781 0.1275 0.1592 0.1898 0.2299 0.2821 0.3313 0.4784 3.5237 
CH_TA -0.7814 -0.1317 -0.0173 0.0284 0.0718 0.1128 0.1616 0.2202 0.3306 0.5709 1.6504 
ROA -0.2438 0.0010 0.0173 0.0414 0.0583 0.0735 0.0888 0.1036 0.1221 0.1577 0.3785 
CH_QUICK -0.9154 -0.3571 -0.1818 -0.1167 -0.0465 0.0000 0.0469 0.1126 0.2093 0.3913 1.2430 
EARNG_60 -1.5589 -0.0582 0.0008 0.0350 0.0660 0.0989 0.1346 0.1894 0.2910 0.4709 1.8980 
ACCITA -0.4824 -0.1870 -0.1048 -0.0629 -0.0391 -0.0163 0.0000 0.0191 0.0490 0.1229 0.4111 
CH..ARISALES -2.6958 -0.4455 -0.2406 -0.1454 -0.0910 -0.0283 0.0225 0.0918 0.1793 0.3757 2.7259 
REVISION_24 -1.2977 -0,4235 -0.2823 -0.1683 -0.1148 -0.0516 0.0000 0.0458 0.1328 0.3079 1.2343 
REVISION_'2 -1.9130 -0.4760 -0.2949 -0.1923 -0.1380 -0.0777 -0.0221 0.0287 0.0976 0.2610 1.7788 
EARNG_12 -1.5103 -0.1256 -0.0342 -0.0019 0.0083 0.0151 0.0284 0.0442 0.0724 0.1391 1.5473 
GM -0.4284 0.0501 0.0802 0.1083 0.1431 0.1906 0.2423 0.2984 0.3648 0.4939 0.9053 
CH_ASSTURN -0.9404 -0.2118 -0.1185 -0.0552 -0.0180 0.0116 0.0509 0.0939 0.1707 0.3249 1.2401 
DY 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0079 0.0182 0.0252 0.0333 0.0422 0.0539 0.0735 0.1356 
NTC -191.6520 5.3136 26.9339 42.4337 52.2685 62.1739 76.7327 97.1958 131.9211 169.3887 355.2986 
POS_OP 1.0000 2.0000 4.0000 7.0000 9.0000 11.0000 13.0000 16.0000 20.0000 32.0000 46.3154 
POS_NET 1.0000 3.0000 5.0000 7.0000 9.0000 11.0000 13.0000 16.0000 21.0000 32.0000 47.3904 
POS_ROE 1.0000 2.0000 4.0000 6.0000 8.0000 9.0000 12.0000 15.0000 21.0000 32.0000 46.8095 
MOM_6(-3m) -0.9534 -0.3249 -0.1835 -0.0846 -0.0041 0.0627 0.1394 0.2288 0.3500 0.5769 1.3487 
MOM_3(-6m) -0.7390 -0.2447 -0.1377 -0.0687 -0.0148 0.0321 0.0823 0.1375 0.2179 0.3592 0.8542 
MOM_6(-6m) -0.9534 -0.3274 -0.1857 -0.0873 -0.0061 0.0613 0.1363 0.2287 0.3524 0.5835 1.3487 
SDEV_VOL(-6m) 0.0000 0.0543 0.1356 0.2400 0.3615 0.5352 0.7885 1.2072 1.8865 3.6082 28.9845 
CH_ASSTURN(-6m) -0.9404 -0.1961 -0.1130 -0.0476 -0.0108 0.0155 0.0547 0.1038 0.1797 0.3441 1.2401 
CHJNVTURN(-6m) -258.8350 -3.7510 -1.2846 -0.5201 -0.0987 0.2379 0.6231 1.1320 2.1842 5.0482 284.9383 
CH_TA(-6m) -0.7653 -0.1284 -0.0094 0.0322 0.0735 0.1163 0.1633 0.2221 0.3320 0.5709 1.6504 
EY(-9m) -0.3866 0.0191 0.0429 0.0599 0.0763 0.0935 0.1136 0.1370 0.1695 0.2222 0.5878 
SDEV _ VOL(-9m) 0.0000 0.0541 0.1355 0.2396 0.3610 0.5362 0.7913 1.2090 1.9002 3.6324 28.9845 
MOM_3(-9m) -0.7390 -0.2484 -0.1386 -0.0694 -0.0149 0.0332 0.0841 0.1404 0.2217 0.3627 0.8542 
EARNG_24(-9m) -1.6970 -0.1204 -0.0310 0.0000 0.0188 0.0343 0.0541 0.0821 0.1288 0.2325 1.8135 
DY(-9m) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0069 0.0178 0.0249 0.0333 0.0424 0.0545 0.0758 0.1356 
CH_TA(-9m) -0.7653 -0.1250 -0.0085 0.0364 0.0760 0.1182 0.1562 0.2252 0.3388 0.5709 1.6504 
CH_SALES(-9m) -0.8446 -0.0713 0.0046 0.0630 0.1077 0.1465 0.2067 0.2694 0.3786 0.6391 1.6768 
CH_DPS(-9m) -1.0000 -0.4483 -0.0820 0.0000 0.0769 0.1471 0.2043 0.2500 0.3750 0.6887 1.8520 
ROE(-9m) -2.9886 -0.0070 0.0782 0.1275 0.1589 0.1886 0.2284 0.2820 0.3332 0.4967 3.5237 
CHJNVlSALES(-9m) -8.8923 -0.4498 -0.2339 -0.1518 -0.0887 -0.0323 0.0146 0.0881 0.1898 0.4523 6.9996 
EY(-I2m) -0.3866 0.0191 0.0427 0.0595 0.0758 0.0926 0.1136 0.1389 0.1724 0.2222 0.5878 
SDEV_VOL(-12m) 0.0000 0.0533 0.1348 0.2370 0.3601 0.5342 0.7880 1.2055 1.9059 3.6742 28.9845 
EARNG_24(-12m) -1.6970 -0.1191 -0.0301 -0.0001 0.0186 0.0336 0.0533 0.0797 0.1253 0.2297 1.8135 
CH..ASSTURN(-12m) -0.9116 -0.1939 -0.1126 -0.0501 -0.0105 0.0155 0.0583 0.1074 0.1855 0.3498 1.2401 
CH_DPS(-12m) -1.0000 -0.4484 -0.0820 0.0000 0.0769 0.1455 0.2051 0.2500 0.3621 0.6594 1.8520 
ROE(-12m) -2.9886 -0.0007 0.0783 0.1275 0.1589 0.1876 0.2263 0.2820 0.3332 0.4969 3.5237 
CHJNVTURN(-12m) -258.6350 -3.4887 -1.2866 -0.5361 -0.1263 0.2201 0.6142 1.0974 2.1842 5.0268 284.9383 
CH_SALES(-12m) -0.8446 -0.0705 0.0104 0.0656 0.1089 0.1512 0.2093 0.2746 0.3809 0.6507 1.6768 
OPINCITA(-12m) -0.1979 0.0062 0.0369 0.0613 0.0799 0.1007 0.1212 0.1411 0.1691 0.2113 0.4061 
CH_TA(-12m) -0.7653 -0.1201 -0.0038 0.0382 0.0805 0.1243 0.1694 0.2276 0.3423 0.5868 1.6504 
DY(-12m) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0065 0.0174 0.0246 0.0333 0.0425 0.0550 0.0763 0.1356 
CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) -11.5277 -0.8998 -0.4396 -0.2146 -0.1048 -0.0397 0.0347 0.1106 0.3236 0.9065 11.8414 
ROA(-12m) -0.2436 0.0026 0.0179 0.0414 0.0580 0.0726 0.0872 0.1018 0.1209 0.1546 0.3785 
CH_DEP(-12m) -1.0000 -0.1486 -0.0225 0.0488 0.1153 0.1748 0.2322 0.3606 0.5610 0.9977 7.7765 
GM(-12m) -0.4284 0.0477 0.0764 0.1062 0.1394 0.1833 0.2302 0.2839 0.3613 0.4678 0.9053 
CHJNVtTA(-12m) -0.1271 -0.0421 -0.0202 -0.0080 -0.0023 0.0000 0.0033 0.0111 0.0228 0.0435 0.1264 
POS_NET(-12m) 1.0000 3.0000 5.0000 7.0000 8.0000 11.0000 13.0000 lS.0000 21.0000 32.0000 47.3904 










Appendix D: 2 
Appendix 0.2. Relative median values for signal variables: winners 
The table below shows each of the eleven proposed filter levels for each variable in terms of the 
relative median technique for the winner tests. This technique considers the medians of each of the 
variables for the winner portfolio. It then takes the difference between these medians and the 
medians of the non-winner portfolios (D). The values in the table are calculated as five points on 
either side of the winner median, each (2 X D / 5) further away from this midpoint. The median 
values for the winner portfolio are indicated in bold. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
MTB -1.3300 -0.8300 -0.3300 0.1700 0.6700 1.1700 1.6700 2.1700 2.6700 3.1700 3.6700 
NOSHARES 16728 32894 49060 65226 81392 97558 113724 129690 146056 162222 176386 
SDEV_VOL -0.4409 -0.2246 -0.0082 0.2081 0.4244 0.8407 0.6570 1.0733 1.2896 1.5059 1.7222 
OPINCtTA -0.1290 -0.0873 -0.0455 -0.0037 0.0380 0.0798 0.1216 0.1633 0.2051 0.2469 0.2688 
PRETAX_PM -0.1054 -0.0706 -0.0358 -0.0010 0.0338 0.0686 0.1034 0.1382 0.1730 0.2076 0.2426 
SALESICASH -26.0377 -19.6716 -11.3060 -2.9401 5.4257 13.7916 22.1574 30.5233 38.6691 47.2550 55.6209 
CAPGEAR -0.2675 -0.1827 -0.0779 0.0269 0.1317 0.2365 0.3413 0.4461 0.5509 0.6557 0.7605 
CH_DEP -0.5783 -0.4407 -0.3030 -0.1654 -0.0277 0.1099 0.2475 0.3652 0.5228 0.6605 0.7981 
CHJNVtTA -0.0250 -0.0194 -0.0139 -0.0083 -0.0028 0.0028 0.0063 0.0139 0.0194 0.0250 0.0305 
GFORECAST_12 -2.6850 -1.8950 -1.1050 -0.3150 0.4750 1.2650 2.0550 2.6450 3.6350 4.4250 5.2150 
ROE -0.0468 -0.0036 0.0396 0.0828 0.1260 0.1692 0.2124 0.2556 0.2988 0.3420 0.3652 
CH_TA -0.1642 -0.1280 -0.0718 -0.0156 0.0406 0.0968 0.1530 0.2092 0.2654 0.3215 0.3777 
ROA -0.0012 0.0122 0.0256 0.0391 0.0525 0.0659 0.0794 0.0928 0.1062 0.1197 0.1331 
CH_QUICK -0.1209 -0.0989 -0.0769 -0.0549 -0.0330 -0.0110 0.0110 0.0330 0.0549 0.0769 0.0989 
EARNG_60 -0.1533 -0.1086 -0.0638 -0.0190 0.0258 0.0705 0.1153 0.1601 0.2049 0.2497 0.2944 
ACCtTA -0.1416 -0.1188 -0.0956 -0.0726 -0.0496 -0.0266 -0.0036 0.0194 0.0424 0.0654 0.0684 
CHfllSALES -0.4379 -0.3622 -0.2884 -0.2107 -0.1350 -0.0592 0.0165 0.0922 0.1680 0.2437 0.3194 
REVISION_24 -0.6459 -0.5364 -0.4309 -0.3235 -0.2160 -0.1085 -0.0011 0.1064 0.2139 0.3213 0.4288 
REVISION_12 -0.4258 -0.3628 -0.2998 -0.2368 -0.1737 -0.1107 -0.0477 0.0153 0.0784 0.1414 0.2044 
EARNG_12 -0.0153 -0.0088 -0.0020 0.0047 0.0114 0.0181 0.0248 0.0315 0.0381 0.0448 0.0515 
GM -0.0822 -0.0227 0.0367 0.0961 0.1556 0.2150 0.2745 0.3339 0.3933 0.4528 0.5122 
CH..ASSTURN -0.1652 -0.1254 -0.0657 -0.0459 -0.0061 0.0337 0.0735 0.1132 0.1530 0.1928 0.2326 
DY -0.0013 0.0036 0.0084 0.0132 0.0180 0.0229 0.0277 0.0325 0.0373 0.0422 0.0470 
NTC 12.7478 24.0407 35.3337 46.6266 57.9195 69.2124 80.5054 91.7963 103.0912 114.3642 125.6771 
POS_OP -8.0000 -4.0000 0.0000 4.0000 8.0000 12.0000 16.0000 20.0000 24.0000 28.0000 32.0000 
POS_NET 2.0000 4.0000 6.QOOO 8.0000 10.0000 12.0000 14.0000 16.0000 18.0000 20.0000 22.0000 
POS_ROE -9.0000 -5.0000 -1.0000 3.0000 7.0000 11_0000 15.0000 19.0000 23.0000 27.0000 31.0000 
MOM_6(-3m) -0.1964 -0.1438 -0.0912 -0.0388 0.0140 0.0666 0.1192 0.1718 0.2244 0.2770 0.3296 
MOM_3(-6m) -0.2988 -0.2313 -0.1638 -0.0962 -0.0287 0.0388 0.1064 0.1739 0.2414 0.3090 0.3765 
MOM_6(-6m) -0.3419 -0.2602 -0.1785 -0.0968 -0.0151 0_0666 0.1483 0.2300 0.3117 0.3934 0.4751 
SDEV_VOL(-8m) -0.9470 -0.6294 -0.3119 0.0056 0.3231 0_6407 0.9582 1.2757 1.5933 1.9108 2.2283 
CH..ASSTURN(-6m) -0.2930 -0.2276 -0.1623 -0.0970 -0.0316 0_0337 0.0990 0.1643 0.2297 0.2950 0.3603 
CHJNVTURN(-8m) -2.3977 -1.9448 -1.2918 -0.7389 -0.1659 0_3670 0.9200 1.4729 2.0259 2.5788 3.1318 
CH_TA(-6m) -0.1678 -0.1149 -0.0620 -0.0091 0.0439 0_0966 0.1497 0.2026 0.2556 0.3065 0.3614 
EY(-9m) 0.0034 0.0221 0.0409 0.0596 0.0764 0_0971 0.1158 0.1348 0.1533 0.1720 0.1908 
SDEV_VOL(-9m) -1.4093 -0.9993 -0.5893 -0.1793 0.2307 0_6407 1.0507 1.4607 1.8706 2.2806 2.6906 
MOM_3(-9m) -0.2761 -0.2131 -0.1501 -0.0872 -0.0242 0_0388 0.1018 0.1648 0.2278 0.2908 0.3538 
EARNG_24(-9m) -0.1156 -0.0858 -0.0560 -0.0263 0.0035 0.0333 0.0630 0.0928 0.1228 0.1524 0.1821 
DY(-9m) -0.0122 -0.0052 0.0018 0.0089 0.0159 0_0229 0.0299 0.0369 0.0439 0.0509 0.0579 
CH_TA(-9m) -0.2519 -0.1822 -0.1124 -0.0427 0.0270 0.0968 0.1665 0.2363 0.3060 0.3757 0.4455 
CH_SALES(-9m) -0.2144 -0.1429 -0.0714 0.0001 0.0716 0_1431 0.2147 0.2882 0.3577 0.4292 0.5007 
CH_DPS(-9m) -0.4288 -0.3095 -0.1905 -0.0714 0.0476 0.1667 0.2857 0.4048 0.5238 0.6429 0.7619 
ROE(-9m) -0.0748 -0.0280 0.0228 0.0716 0.1204 0_1692 0.2180 0.2668 0.3156 0.3644 0.4132 
CH_INVISALES(-9m) -0.3888 -0.3195 -0.2505 -0.1814 -0.1123 -0.0433 0.0258 0.0949 0.1639 0.2330 0.3021 
EY(-12m) -0.0335 -0.0013 0.0188 0.0449 0.0710 0.0971 0.1232 0.1493 0.1754 0.2015 0.2278 
SDEV_VOL(-12m) -1.2658 -0.8843 -0.5031 -0.1218 0.2594 0.6407 1.0219 1.4032 1.7644 2.1657 2.5469 
EARNG_24(-12m) -0.1674 -0.1272 -0.0871 -0.0470 -0.0069 0.0333 0.0734 0.1135 0.1537 0.1938 0.2339 
CH_ASSTURN(-12m) -0.3121 -0.2429 -0.1738 -0.1046 -0.0355 0.0337 0.1028 0.1720 0.2411 0.3103 0.3794 
CH_DPS(-12m) -0.5893 -0.4221 -0.2749 -0.1277 0.0195 0.1667 0.3139 0.4610 0.8082 0.7554 0.9028 
ROE(-12m) -0.1618 -0.0956 -0.0294 0.0368 0.1030 0.1692 0.2354 0.3016 0.3678 0.4340 0.5002 
CH_INVTURN(-12m) -2.3977 -1.6449 -1.2918 -0.7389 -0.1859 0.3670 0.9200 1.4729 2.0259 2.5788 3.1318 
CH_SALES(-12m) -0.2144 -0.1429 -0.0714 0.0001 0.0716 0.1431 0.2147 0.2882 0.3577 0.4292 0.5007 
OPINCtTA(-12m) -0.0778 -0.0463 -0.0148 0.0168 0.0483 0.0798 0.1113 0.1428 0.1744 0.2059 0.2374 
CH_TA(-12m) -0.1760 -0.1214 -0.0689 -0.0123 0.0422 0.0968 0.1513 0.2059 0.2805 0.3150 0.3698 
DY(-12m) -0.0079 -0.0017 0.0044 0.0106 0.0167 0.0229 0.0290 0.0351 0.0413 0.0474 0.0536 
CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) -0.7558 -0.6120 -0.4683 -0.3246 -0.1608 -0.0371 0.1068 0.2504 0.3941 0.5378 0.6815 
ROA(-12m) -0.1173 -0.0807 -0.0440 -0.0074 0.0293 0.0659 0.1026 0.1392 0.1759 0.2125 0.2492 
CH_DEP(-12m) -0.2194 -0.1536 -0.0877 -0.0218 0.0440 0.1099 0.1758 0.2416 0.3075 0.3734 0.4392 
GM(-12m) -0.0822 -0.0227 0.0367 0.0981 0.1556 0.2150 0.2745 0.3339 0.3933 0.4528 0.5122 
CH_INVtTA(-12m) -0.0248 -0.0192 -0.0137 -0.0082 -0.0027 0.0028 0.0063 0.0138 0.0193 0.0248 0.0303 
POS_NET(-12m) -8.0000 -4.0000 0.0000 4.0000 8.0000 12.0000 16.0000 20.0000 24.0000 28.0000 32.0000 










Appendix 0: 3 
Appendix D.3. Results for decile filter and relative median filter techniques 
The tables below show the results from the stepwise median comparison test when filters are derived 
on the basis of deciles (Panel A) and relative medians between winner and non-winner portfolios 
(Panel B). The test is run using a comparison level of 40 percent. Each row of the tables represents 
the addition of an extra filter. The tables show the z-statistics of the Wilcoxon sign ranked test 
comparing the filtered portfolios' medians to 40 percent. The tables also show the average number 
of companies held in any month over the period from 1995 until 2004, and the amount of companies 
held as a proportion of the entire sample. The number of winners picked out of a possible 1104 
insample winners is indicated . The tables also show the average annual return and annualized 
standard deviation of monthly portfolio returns 14 of each filtered portfolio over the period from 
January 1995 until December 2004. Finally, the Sharpe ratio and JK statistic for each consecutive 
filter is shown. 
Panel A: Results with decile filters 
P-value Var1able Filter Level 
0.4 1 4.0537 0.0000 POS_NET > 47.3904 
0.4 2 4.2845 0.0000 MOM_6(·3m) > ·0.1635 
0.4 3 4.1712 0.0000 MOM_6(-6m) > ·0.9534 
0.4 4 4.1605 0.0000 MOM_3(·9m) > ·0.2484 
0.4 5 3.856 0.0001 MOM_3(·6m) > ·0.2447 
0.4 6 3.5653 0.0002 CH_OEP < 0.0926 
0.4 7 3.1717 0.0008 POS_ROE > 46.8095 
0.4 8 2.925 0.0017 CHJNVTURN(-6m) > ·3.7510 
0.4 9 2.4463 0.0072 NOSHARES < 108105 
OA 10 1.9439 0.0260 EARNG_12 > 0.0151 
0.4 11 0.9129 0.1807 CHJNV1TA > 0.0093 
















Panel B: Results with relative median filters 
Average 
Numb.rof 
CL No Z·.toI P·Yllul Variable Filter Lovel Stock. 
0.4 1 3 .9798 0.00005 MTB < 0.6700 20.25 
0.4 2 8.9244 0.00000 CH_TA(·6m) < 0.2026 12.39 
0.4 3 10.677 0.00000 CH_ASSTURN > ·0.0459 9.17 
0.4 4 11 .448 0.00000 CH_INVITA(·12m) > ·0.0248 7.36 
0.4 5 11 .656 0.00000 CH.,ASSTURN(.6m) > ·0.0970 6 .61 
0.4 6 11 .872 0.00000 CH_ TA(·12m) < 0.2605 6.05 
0.4 7 11 .641 0.00000 CH_TA < 0.3777 5.94 
0.4 8 11.8 0.00000 OPINCITA < 0.2886 5.93 
0.4 9 11 .759 0.00000 ACCITA < 0.0854 5.83 
0.4 10 11 .733 0.00000 CH_TA(·9m) < 0.2363 5.73 
0.4 11 11 .595 0.00000 ROA(·12m) > ·0.1173 5.51 
0.4 12 11 .536 0.00000 CH_SALES(·9m) > -0.2144 5.48 
0.4 13 11 .511 0.00000 CH_ASSTURN(·12m) > ·0.3121 5.38 
0.4 14 11 .399 0.00000 CH_INVISALES(·9m) $ 0.3021 4.94 
0.4 15 11 .344 0.00000 POS_NET > 4.0000 4.61 
0.4 18 11 .186 0.00000 CH_SALES(·12m) > ·0.1429 4.58 
0.4 17 11 0.00000 POS_ROE > 3.0000 4.53 
0.4 18 10.873 0.00000 ROE < 0.3420 4.41 
0.4 19 10.674 0.00000 PRETAX_PM < 0.2426 4.28 
0.4 20 10.672 0.00000 ROA < 0.1331 4.16 
Stocks as I 
proportion of Number of Average Standard 
&ample winn.,.. Return Deviation JK Statistic 
0.50% 21 109.55% 274.15% 0.1576 
0.46% 20 116.55% 278.39% 0.1788 
0.48% 19 117.83% 275.65% 0.1748 
0.48% 17 124.70% 278.39% 0.1917 
0.46% 14 119.70% 267.62% 0.1855 
0.37% 11 127.39% 91 .41% 1.7737 
0.34% 8 127.17% 108.34% 1.2397 
0.32% 7 129.76% 125.04% 0.9550 
0.19% 7 156.28% 172.20% 0.7199 
0.19% 5 159.60% 172.20% 0.7420 
0.17% 2 102.26% 182.26% 0.2675 
0.12% 1 88.10% 210.31% 0.1471 
Stocks 1'1 
proportion 0' Number of Average standard JK 
lampl. winne,.. Return Deviation Statlstlo 
18.95% 242 53.41% 70.05% 0.6264 
11 .58% 157 67.48% 77.79% 0.7656 
8.57% 114 73.12% 31.37% 5.3656 
6.88% 99 60.09% 34.37% 5.2416 
6 .18% 86 79.39% 35.07% 4.8615 
5.65% 62 80.80% 35.10% 4.9443 
5.55% 82 81 .00% 35.31% 4.8393 
5.55% 81 60.88% 35.29% 4.7606 
5.45% 60 60.73% 35.54% 4.6088 
5.36% 60 60.80% 35.57% 4.5451 
5 .15% 76 76.65% 26.07% 7.5087 
5.12% 78 76.88% 26.08% 7.4431 
5.02% 78 n09% 28.27% 7.2772 
4.82% 71 78.20% 27.51 % 6.7261 
4.31% 71 81 .58% 27.92% 7.0056 
4.28% 70 81.33% 28.14% 6.7588 
4.23% 70 81 .41% 28.88% 8.3501 
4.12% 68 60.98% 29.00% 6.1482 
4.00% 68 80.92% 29.07% 6.0357 
3.89% 68 81 .47% 29.11% 6.0250 














































Appendix 0: 4 
Appendix 0.4. Results for static comparison level tests 
The tables below show the results from the stepwise median comparison test. Each table that follows 
provides the results from this test while using a particular static comparison level (for the table 
below, CL = 20 percent). The table shows the filtering variables and their corresponding filter levels 
as each subsequent filter is added. For example, filter number 3 in the table below represents a filter 
of all shares in the insample where \!ITS ~ 0.67, CH_TA(-6m) ~ 0.2026 and POS_ROE ~ 3. For each 
combination of filters the z-statistic from the Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing the median 
return of the filtered portfolio to the relevant comparison level along with its p-value is shown. The 
tables also show the average number of companies held in any month, and the amount of companies 
held as a proportion of the entire sample. The number of winners picked out of a possible 1104 
ins ample winners is indicated. Finally, the tables show the average annual return and annualized 
standard deviation of monthly portfolio returns of each filtered portfolio over the period from 
January 1995 until December 2004 as well as the JK statistic and Sharpe ratio. 
Average Stocks .a a 
Number of proportton of Number of Avarage Standard JK Sharpe 
P-valul Variabll Filter livII Stock. sample winners Return Deviation Statistic Ratio 
0.2 1 15.141 0.00000 MrB < 0.6700 20.28 18.95% 242 53.41% 70.05% 0.6264 0.5901 
0.2 2 15.702 0.00000 CH_TA(-6m) < 0.2026 12.39 11.58% 157 87.48% 77.79% 0.7668 0.7165 
0.2 3 16.162 0.00000 POS_ROE > 3.0000 11 .92 11.14% 157 69.71% 78.02% 0.7987 0.7487 
0.2 4 16.529 0.00000 CAPGEAR > -0.2875 11.77 11.00% 157 70.82% 78.04% 0.8109 0.7605 
0.2 5 16.859 0.00000 POS_OP > -8.0000 11.09 10.37% 150 73.22% 33.69% 4.5655 1.8384 
0.2 6 16.895 0.00000 CH_TA < 0.3777 10.37 9.89% 149 73.93% 30.70% 5.5186 2.0413 
0.2 7 16.913 0.00000 ROA(-12m) > -0.1173 10.02 9.36% 141 72 .68% 26.53% 7.0001 2.3069 
0.2 8 16.83 0.00000 ROE < 0.3420 9.90 9.25% 139 72.32% 26.57% 6.8354 2.2948 
0.2 9 16.719 0.00000 OPINCITA < 0.2886 9.78 9.14% 137 71 .71% 26.43% 6.8918 2.2835 
0.2 10 16.335 0.00000 CH_TA(-9m) < 0.4455 9.38 8.75% 132 73.37% 26.71% 6.7491 2.3201 
0.2 11 15.879 0.00000 CH_ASSTURN(-8m) > -0.2930 8.96 8.37% 122 71 .92% 26.73% 6.3761 2.2631 
0.2 12 15.637 0.00000 CH_SALES(-9m) > -0.2144 8.70 8.13% 118 71 .42% 26.99% 6.0810 2.2226 
0.2 13 15.403 0.00000 CH_SALES(-12m) > -0.2144 8.18 7.65% 113 72 .67% 27.47% 5.9794 2.2255 
0.2 14 15.315 0.00000 CH_ASSTURN(-12m) > -0.3121 8.18 7.62% 113 72.60% 27.54% 5.8627 2.2184 
0.2 15 15.012 0.00000 CH_TA(-12m) < 0.3896 7.84 7.14% 108 73.38% 27.68% 5.8466 2.2353 
0.2 16 14.826 0.00000 ACCITA • 0.0664 7.40 6.92% 102 71 .24% 27.78% 5.3915 2.1501 
0.2 17 14.815 0.00000 CH_ASSTURN > -0.1652 7.05 6.59% 101 71.49% 27.87% 5.3239 2.1538 
0.2 18 14.365 0.00000 CH)NVITA(-12m) > -0.0248 6.08 5.68% 68 74.23% 27.13% 5.9500 2.3089 
0.2 19 14.087 0.00000 ROE(-12m) > -0.1618 5.90 5.51% 87 74.26% 27.11% 5.8847 2.3114 
0.2 20 13.943 0.00000 CH_ARISALES < 0.3194 5.69 5.32% 87 75.98% 30.49% 4.8073 2.1162 
0.2 21 13.726 0.00000 OPINCITA(-12m) > -0.0778 5.53 5.17% 60 72.30% 30.47% 4.3020 1.9955 
0.2 22 13.346 0.00000 ROE(-9m) > -0.0748 5.53 5.16% 78 71 .77% 30.57% 4.1601 1.9706 
0.2 23 13.149 0.00000 EY(-12m) > -0.0335 5.48 5.12% 75 71 .15% 30.60% 4.0268 1.9483 
0.2 24 13.148 0.00000 DY(-12m) • 0.0167 5.28 4.93% 74 72.57% 25.67% 5.8826 2.3787 
0.2 25 13.063 0.00000 EY(-9m) > 0.0784 4.88 4.56% 72 73.12% 23.76% 6.8873 2.5959 
0.2 26 12.901 0.00000 DY(-8m) > 0.0018 4.74 4.43% 69 72.27% 23.87% 6.5863 2.6478 
0.2 27 12.568 0.00000 CH_DPS(-12m) • -0.5693 4.57 4.27% 66 71 .61% 24.80% 5.9196 2.4245 
0.2 28 12.162 0.00000 CH_INVISALES(-9m) < 0.3021 4.14 3.87% 60 72.21% 26.13% 5.3530 2.3260 
0.2 29 11.755 0.00000 CH_DEP < 0.5228 4.04 3.78% 57 72.12% 26.38% 5.1878 2.3006 
0.2 30 11 .18 0.00000 CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) > -0.7556 3.76 3.51% 53 72.85% 25.74% 5.4803 2.3825 
0.2 31 10.856 0.00000 ROA < 0.1331 3.53 3.29% 53 73.83% 26.08% 5.4168 2.3846 
0.2 32 10.453 0.00000 PRETAX_PM • 0.2078 3.45 3.22% 53 73.99% 25.84% 5.4602 2.4103 
0.2 33 10.059 0.00000 CH_INVTURN(-12m) > -2.3m 3.35 3.13% 53 75.67% 27.09% 5.1560 2.3598 
0.2 34 9.9681 0.00000 POS_NET > 4.0000 3.19 2.98% 53 78.39% 27.68% 5.1660 2.3922 
0.2 35 9.7844 0.00000 CH)NVTURN(-6m) • -2.3977 3.15 2.94% 52 78.14% 27.84% 5.0956 2.3857 
0.2 38 9.2809 0.00000 SDEV _ VOL(-9m) • -1.4093 3.03 2.83% 42 81.06% 26.65% 5.8179 2.5738 
0.2 37 8.7686 0.00000 POS_OP(-12m) < 32.0000 2.83 2.46% 38 79.30% 28.67% 4.8313 2.3473 
0.2 38 8.455 0.00000 SDEV_VOL > -0.4409 2.45 2.29% 35 81 .11% 29.18% 4.8263 2.3835 
0.2 39 8.183 0.00000 SDEV_VOL(-12m) > -1 .2856 2.33 2.18% 34 82.06% 29.27% 4.8609 2.3835 
0.2 40 7.8693 0.00000 SALESICASH > -28.0377 2.23 2.09% 33 65.22% 29.40% 5.1394 2.4739 
0.2 41 7.5707 0.00000 SDEV_VOL(-6m) > -0.9470 2.09 1.95% 32 85.64% 29.40% 5.1383 2.4796 
0.2 42 7.2587 0.00000 REVISION_12 < 0.0784 2.04 1.91% 32 68.11% 30.17% 5.1120 2.4900 
0.2 43 8.9689 0.00000 CH_DPS(-9m) > -0.4286 1.85 1.73% 32 89.52% 30.57% 5.0900 2.4976 
0.2 44 6.8447 0.00000 CH_DEP(-12m) < 0.3075 1.73 1.62% 31 91.16% 28.99% 5.8141 2.6969 
0.2 45 6.6943 0.00000 EARNG_24(-12m) > -0.1674 1.71 1.60% 31 93.41% 29.28% 5.9267 2.7524 
0.2 48 6.5191 0.00000 POS_NET(-12m) < 20.0000 1.59 1.49% 28 91 .38% 25.90% 7.1783 3.0317 
0.2 47 6.2768 0.00000 CH_QUICK < 0.0989 1.38 1.29% 28 94.32% 26.49% 7.2404 3.0730 
0.2 48 6.0238 0.00000 GM(-12m) > 0.0387 1.24 1.16% 26 93.12% 26.81% 6.8247 2.9842 
0.2 49 5.6689 0.00000 GM • -0.0822 1.11 1.04% 26 96.87% 26.77% 7.3404 3.1172 
0.2 50 5.4768 0.00000 EARNG_24(-9m) > -0.1168 1.08 1.01% 23 92.87% 29.90% 5.3575 2.6533 
0.2 51 5.0992 0.00000 GFORECAST_12 < 5.2150 1.04 0.97% 21 93.82% 31.50% 4.8601 2.5568 
0.2 52 4.5954 0.00000 REVISION_24 < 0.1064 0.99 0.93% 15 84.66% 31.43% 3.9543 2.2782 
0.2 53 4.3807 0.00000 NOSHARES < 162222 0.88 0.82% 15 87.02% 31.46% 4.1338 2.3875 
0.2 54 3.6496 0.00015 EARNG_60 < 0.2944 0.73 0.68% 10 79.06% 26.45% 4.7848 2.5211 
0.2 55 3.6814 0.00020 NTC > 46.6266 0.53 0.49% 10 83.68% 29.64% 4.2475 2.4031 
0.2 68 3.1801 0.00075 MOM_3(-9m) > -0.2761 0.50 0.47% 8 60.78% 28.91% 4.1075 2.3705 
0.2 57 2.5495 0.00540 MOM_6(-6m) > -0.3419 0.47 0.44% 4 68.22% 31.31% 2.4764 1.7945 
0.2 58 2.014 0.02200 MOM_3(-6m) > -0.2968 0.27 0.25% 3 65.37% 40.83% 1.3253 1.3103 
0.2 59 1.0483 0.14725 EARNG_12 > -0.0153 0.24 0.23% 0 35.26% 41 .46% 0.3709 0.5831 
0.2 60 0.609 0.20925 MOM_6(-3m) > -0.1964 0.24 0.23% 0 36.14% 41 .46% 0.3863 0.6014 










Appendix D: 5 
Appendix D.4. Results for static comparison level tests 
Continued: Comparison level = 25 percent 
Average Stocks .a a 
Number 0' proportion of Number of Average Standard JK 
P-value Var1able Filter Level Stocks sample winners Return Deviation Statistic 
0.25 1 12.494 0.00000 MTB s 0.6700 20.28 18.95% 242 53.41% 70.05% 0.6264 
0.25 2 14.254 0.00000 CH_TA(-6m) S 0.2026 12.39 11.58% 157 67.48% 77.79% 0.7656 
0.25 3 15.017 0.00000 NTC ~ 12.7478 9.86 9.21% 119 72.04% 31.98% 5.0278 
0.25 4 15.136 0.00000 ROA(-12m) ~ -0.1173 9.42 8.BO% 111 70.39% 26.43% 6.9099 
0.25 5 15.211 0.00000 POS_ROE ~ -9.0000 9.32 8.71% 111 70.61% 26.42% 6.8565 
0.25 6 15.111 0.00000 POS_NET ~ 2.0000 9.18 8.58% 111 70.84% 26.41% 6.8017 
0.25 7 15.052 0.00000 CH_TA • 0.3777 8.78 8.20% 111 71 .12% 26.55% 6.6804 
0.25 8 14.924 0.00000 OPINCITA • 02886 8.65 8.08% 109 70.40%. 26.40% 6.5228 
0.25 9 14.809 0.00000 CH_TA(-9m) • 0.3757 8.30 7.76% 106 73.04% 26.44% 6.8809 
0.25 10 14.651 0.00000 ROE • 0.3420 8.17 7.63% 104 72.70% 26.48% 6.7037 
0.25 11 14.337 0.00000 CH_TA(-12m) • 0.3696 7.56 7.06% 96 74.08% 26.70% 6.7299 
0.25 12 14.001 0.00000 ROE(-12m) ~ -0.1618 727 6.79% 95 74.26% 26.70% 6.6628 
0.25 13 13.766 0.00000 OPINCtTA(-12m) ~ -0.0778 7.11 6.64% 88 71.14% 26.65% 6.0559 
0.25 14 13.41 0.00000 ROE(-9m) ~ -0.0748 6.88 6.43% 85 70.69% 26.72% 5.8612 
0.25 15 13.191 0.00000 EY(-12m) ~ 0.0449 6.57 6.14% 82 71.66% 27.25% 5.7075 
0.25 16 13.014 0.00000 EY(-9m) ~ 0.0034 6.34 5.93% 78 71.10% 27.48% 5.4527 
0.25 17 12.632 0.00000 CH...ASSTURN(-6m) ~ -0.0970 5.72 5.34% 60 67.66% 25.93% 5.4561 
0.25 18 12.588 0.00000 CH_INVtTA(-12m) ~ -0.0248 5.06 4.73% 58 70.30% 26.09% 5.7373 
0.25 19 12.538 0.00000 CH...ASSTURN ~ -0.1254 4.84 4.52% 56 70.03% 26.43% 5.4784 
0.25 20 12.504 0.00000 ACCtTA s 0.0654 4.74 4.43% 55 69.81% 25.95% 5.5799 
0.25 21 12.411 0.00000 CH_SALES(-9m) ~ -0.2144 4.72 4.41% 55 69.99% 25.95% 5.5370 
0.25 22 12.353 0.00000 CH_ASSTURN(-12m) ~ -0.3121 4.81 4.31% 55 70.17% 26.17% 5.4085 
0.25 23 12.284 0.00000 DY(-12m) ~ 0.0044 4.50 4.21% 55 70.17% 26.27% 5.3037 
0.25 24 12.178 0.00000 DY(-9m) ~ 0.0018 4.48 4.18% 54 69.77% 26.43% 5.1188 
0.25 25 12.042 0.00000 CH_ARISALES • 0.2437 4.38 4.09% 54 71.04% 22.27% 7.3837 
0.25 26 11.73 0.00000 CH_INVISALES(-9m) S 0.3021 3.96 3.70% 49 71.82% 23.45% 6.7211 
0.25 27 11.42 0.00000 CH_SALES(-12m) ~ -0.0714 3.79 3.54% 46 70.93% 23.22% 6.6072 
0.25 28 11.078 0.00000 CH_DPS(-12m) • -0.5693 3.63 3.39% 43 70.08% 24.24% 5.8441 
025 29 10.685 0.00000 MOM_3(-9m) ~ -0.2761 3.58 3.35% 39 68.93% 24 .83% 5.3263 
0.25 30 10.292 0.00000 MOM_6(-6m) ~ -0.3419 3.40 3.18% 32 66.99% 26.87% 4.2454 
0.25 31 10.123 0.00000 MOM_3(-6m) ~ -0.2988 3.37 3.15% 30 66.45% 27.67% 3.8953 
025 32 9.8151 0.00000 NOSHARES • 178388 3.11 2.90% 27 84.42% 28.38% 3.4422 
025 33 9.3419 0.00000 CH_INVtTA ~ -0.0250 2.48 2.32% 27 67.01% 27.82% 3.8285 
0.25 34 8.8474 0.00000 CH_DPS(-9m) ~ -0.4288 2.33 2.18% 21 69.34% 27.58% 4.1177 
0.25 35 8.7282 0.00000 CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) ~ -0.7558 2.20 2.06% 21 70.85% 27.53% 4.2444 
0.25 36 8.2455 0.00000 MOM_8(-3m) ~ -0.1964 1.86 1.74% 17 68.11% 32.28% 2.8421 
025 37 7.8014 0.00000 CH..DEP • 0.5228 1.76 1.64% 14 66.74% 32.71% 2.6261 
0.25 38 7.3564 0.00000 POS_NET(-12m) S 32.0000 1.59 1.49% 6 59.16% 32.46% 2.0729 
0.25 39 6.751 0.00000 POS_OP(-12m) S 32.0000 1.40 1.31% 5 56.98% 32.01% 1.9583 
0.25 40 6.3785 0.00000 SALEStCASH ~ -28.0377 1.30 1.21% 4 58.08% 32.62% 1.9370 
0.25 41 5.8038 0.00000 POS_OP • 4.0000 1.20 1.12% 4 57.11% 32.31% 1.8887 
0.25 42 5.3766 0.00000 GM(-12m) ~ -0.0822 0.90 0.84% 3 58.38% 34.82% 1.6812 
0.25 43 4.5954 0.00000 SDEV_VOL(-12m) ~ -1.2656 0.88 0.83% 3 59.29% 36.25% 1.5840 
0.25 44 4.0629 0.00000 CH_INVTURN(-6m) ~ -2.3977 0.87 0.81% 3 58.84% 37.80% 1.4351 
0.25 45 3.6843 0.00010 CH_INVTURN(-12m) ~ -2.3977 0.74 0.89% 3 60.83% 39.80% 1.3690 
0.25 46 3.4407 0.00030 GM ~ -0.0822 0.63 0.59% 3 61 .00% 40.07% 1.3326 
0.25 47 3.025 0.00125 EARNG_12 • -0.0153 0.52 0.48% 0 47.59% 38.94% 0.8506 
0.25 46 2.4711 0.00675 SDEV _VOL( -9m) • -1.4093 0.51 0.48% 0 47.14% 39.88% 0.7869 
0.25 49 2.2509 0.01220 SDEV_VOL • -0.4409 0.48 0.45% 0 51 .29% 39.19% 0.9571 






























































Appendix D: 6 
Appendix D.4. Results for static comparison level tests 
Continued: Comparison level = 30 percent 
Average Stocks as a 
Number of proportion of Number of Avenlge Standard JK 
P·value Variabla Filter Level Stocks sample winners Return Deviation Statistic 
0.3 1 9.7217 0.00000 MTB s 0.6700 20.28 18.95% 242 53.41% 70.05% 0.6264 
0.3 2 12.613 0.00000 CH_TA(-8m) s 0.2026 12.39 11.58% 157 67.48% 77.79% 0.7656 
0.3 3 13.662 0.00000 NTC , 12.7478 9.86 9.21% 119 72.04% 31.98% 5.0278 
0.3 4 13.859 0.00000 ROA(-12m) , -0.1173 9.42 8.80% 111 70.39% 26.43% 6.9099 
0.3 5 13.942 0.00000 POS_ROE , -9.0000 9.32 8.71% 111 70.61% 26.42% 6.8565 
0.3 6 13.906 0.00000 CH_TA(-9m) s 0.3757 8.95 8.36% 107 72.56% 26.27% 7.1918 
0.3 7 13.837 0.00000 OPINCtTA s 0.2886 8.84 8.26''10 106 72.43% 26.21% 7.0951 
0.3 8 13.747 0.00000 POS_NET , 2.0000 8.71 8.14% 106 72.70% 26.20% 7.0453 
0.3 9 13.7 0.00000 CH_TA s 0.3777 8.30 7.76% 106 73.04% 26.44% 6.8809 
0.3 10 13.525 0.00000 ROE s 0.3420 8.17 7.63% 104 72.70% 26.48% 6.7037 
0.3 11 13.314 0.00000 CH_ TA(-12m) s 0.2605 7.41 6.92% 96 74.89% 26.62% 6.9133 
0.3 12 13.083 0.00000 CHJNVtTA(-12m) > -0.0248 6.35 5.93% 80 74.72% 27.99% 6.1194 
0.3 13 12.999 0.00000 CH..ASSTURN > -0.1254 5.94 5.55% 77 75.37% 27.62% 6.3037 
0.3 14 12.964 0.00000 ACCtTA s 0.0654 5.84 5.46% 76 75.20% 27.17% 6.3995 
0.3 15 12.822 0.00000 CH_ASSTURN(-8m) > -0.0970 5.25 4.91% 64 73.17% 25.59% 6.7243 
0.3 16 12.744 0.00000 CH_SALES(-9m) > -0.2144 5.23 4.88% 64 73.37% 25.61% 6.8824 
0.3 17 12.697 0.00000 CH_ASSTURN(-12m) > -0.3121 5.12 4.78% 64 73.56% 25.82% 6.5063 
0.3 18 12.556 0.00000 CH_SALES(-12m) > -0.1429 5.08 4.75% 63 73.21% 26.01% 6.2694 
0.3 19 12.262 0.00000 CH_INVISALES(-9m) s 0.3021 4.85 4.35% 58 74.11% 27.38% 5.7185 
0.3 20 11.96 0.00000 CH_DEP s 0.5228 4.40 4.11% 55 75.40% 21.90% 9.1264 
0.3 21 11.647 0.00000 ROE(-12m) > -0.1618 4.23 3.95% 54 75.50% 21.88% 9.0471 
0.3 22 11.572 0.00000 OPINCtTA(-12m) > -0.0778 4.12 3.85% 52 73.83% 22.02% 8.4421 
0.3 23 11.393 0.00000 CH_ARISALES s 0.2437 4.07 3.80% 52 74.25% 22.02% 8.4315 
0.3 24 11.041 0.00000 ROE(-9m) > -0.0748 3.90 3.64% 51 73.78% 22.30% 8.0175 
0.3 25 10.84 0.00000 DY(-12m) > 0.0229 3.73 3.49% 48 75.49% 22.08% 8.4542 
0.3 26 10.781 0.00000 EY(-12m) > 0.0710 3.88 3.42% 48 76.07% 22.07% 8.4924 
0.3 27 10.659 0.00000 EY(-9m) > 0.0034 3.54 3.31% 46 75.64% 22.53% 7.9671 
0.3 28 10.605 0.00000 DY(-9m) > 0.0229 3.54 3.31% 46 76.17% 22.44% 8.0526 
0.3 29 10.236 0.00000 CH_DPS(-12m) > -0.5693 3.38 3.15% 43 75.47% 23.51% 7.1186 
0.3 30 9.8835 0.00000 CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) > -0.6120 3.10 2.90% 39 76.28% 23.52% 7.1756 
0.3 31 9.5014 0.00000 CH_DPS(-9m) > -0.4286 2.79 2.61% 37 81.43% 24.41% 7.4958 
0.3 32 9.3725 0.00000 CHJNVtTA > -0.0250 2.53 2.37% 37 82.77% 24.33% 7.7109 
0.3 33 9.0264 0.00000 NOSHARES s 162222 2.28 2.13% 29 77.64% 24.75% 6.4790 
0.3 34 8.6636 0.00000 MOM_3(-8m) > -0.2988 2.21 2.06% 22 74.54% 26.38% 5.2018 
0.3 35 8.5227 0.00000 MOM_6(-6m) > -0.3419 2.19 2.05% 20 73.67% 27.08% 4.7684 
0.3 36 8.2176 0.00000 MOM_3(-9m) > -0.2761 2.15 2.01% 19 74.24% 27.82% 4.5407 
0.3 37 7.81 0.00000 POS_NET(-12m) s 32.0000 1.98 1.85% 11 67.82% 27.52% 3.8306 
0.3 38 7.2451 0.00000 POS_OP(-12m) s 32.0000 1.79 1.67% 10 67.02% 26.97% 3.8527 
0.3 39 6.8467 0.00000 SALEStCASH > -28.0377 1.69 1.58% 9 88.70% 27.17% 3.9456 
0.3 40 6.7266 0.00000 CH_DEP(-12m) s 0.2416 1.58 1.47% 9 88.52% 29.51% 3.2948 
0.3 41 6.3482 0.00000 MOM_6(-3m) > -0.0386 1.39 1.30% 4 63.62% 33.15% 2.2273 
0.3 42 5.8291 0.00000 POS_OP , 4.0000 1.23 1.15% 4 63.42% 33.98% 2.0842 
0.3 43 5.3915 0.00000 GM(-12m) > -0.0822 1.00 0.93% 3 59.25% 34.91% 1.7060 
0.3 44 4.9137 0.00000 EARNG_24(-9m) > -0.1156 0.83 0.77% 3 61.82% 36.51% 1.6816 
0.3 4S 4.869 0.00000 PRETAX_PM s 0.2078 0.80 0.75% 3 59.80% 38.93% 1.5129 
0.3 46 4.5841 0.00000 EARNG_24(-12m) > -0.0069 0.70 0.65% 3 60.04% 36.80% 1.5314 
0.3 47 4.1212 0.00000 CHJNVTURN(-8m) > -2.3977 0.65 0.61% 3 59.90% 38.88% 1.5034 




























































Appendix D: 7 
Appendix D.4. Results for static comparison level tests 
Continued: Comparison level = 35 percent 
Average Stocks as a 
Number of proportion of Number of Average Standard JK 
P-value Variable Filter LeYel Stocks sample winners Return Deviation Statistic 
0.35 1 6.8644 0.00000 MTB s 0.6700 20.28 16.95% 242 53.41 % 70.05% 0.6284 
0.35 2 10.838 0.00000 CH_TA(-6m) s 0.2026 12.39 11 .56% 157 67.48% n.79% 0.7656 
0.35 3 12.26 0.00000 CH_ASSTURN > -0.0459 9.17 8.57% 114 73.12% 31 .37% 5.3656 
0.35 4 12.735 0.00000 CAPGEAR > -0.2675 9.03 8.44% 114 74.48% 31 .45% 5.4534 
0.35 5 12.754 0.00000 CH_ASSTURN(-6m) > -0.0970 8.17 7.63% 99 73.50% 31 .68% 5.1442 
0.35 6 12.792 0.00000 CH_INVtTA(-12m) > -0.0248 6.61 6.18% 68 79.39% 35.07% 4.7900 
0.35 7 12.843 0.00000 CH_TA(-12m) < 0.2605 6.05 5.65% 62 80.80% 35.10% 4.8726 
0.35 8 12.807 0.00000 OPINCtTA < 0.2868 6.04 5.65% 81 80.67% 35.06% 4.7934 
0.35 9 12.771 0.00000 ACCtTA < 0.0654 5.94 5.55% 80 80.52% 35.33% 4.6397 
0.35 10 12.741 0.00000 CH_TA(-9m) s 0.2363 5.84 5.46% 80 80.59% 35.36% 4.5755 
0.35 11 12.698 0.00000 CH_TA s 0.3777 5.73 5.36% 80 80.80% 35.57% 4.4829 
0.35 12 12.568 0.00000 ROA(-12m) > -0.1173 5.51 5.15% 78 76.65% 26.07% 7.4072 
0.35 13 12.499 0.00000 CH_SALES(-9m) > -0.2144 5.48 5.12% 76 76.88% 26.08% 7.3439 
0.35 14 12.461 0.00000 CHj.SSTURN(-12m) > -0.3121 5.38 5.02% 76 n.09% 26.27% 7.1815 
0.35 15 12.316 0.00000 CH_SALES(-12m) > -0.1429 5.34 4.99% 75 76.80% 26.44% 6.94t7 
0.35 16 12.139 0.00000 POS_ROE > 3.0000 5.29 4.95% 75 76.79% 26.76% 6.6838 
0.35 17 12.024 0.00000 ROE < 0.3420 5.18 4.84% 73 76.37% 26.68% 6.4777 
0.35 16 11.601 0.00000 CH_INVISALES(-9m) < 0.3021 4.74 4.43% 88 77.49% 26.58% 5.6106 
0.35 19 11.56 0.00000 ROA s 0.1331 4.49 4.20% 68 n.62% 28.67% 5.7476 
0.35 20 11.404 0.00000 PRETAX_PM s 0.2426 4.42 4.13% 68 76.02% 26.59% 5.7376 
0.35 21 11.33 0.00000 POS_NET > 4.0000 4.16 3.89% 68 61 .47% 29.11% 5.9524 
0.35 22 11.025 0.00000 ROE(-12m) > -0.1618 3.98 3.72% 67 81 .68% 29.35% 5.8367 
0.35 23 10.843 0.00000 OPINCtTA(-12m) > -0.0778 3.86 3.62% 65 80.15% 29.53% 5.4608 
0.35 24 10.763 0.00000 CH_ARISALES < 0.2437 3.83 3.57% 65 80.79% 29.67% 5.4300 
0.35 25 10.423 0.00000 MOM_3(-6m) > -0.2988 3.57 3.33% 53 79.71% 29.01 % 5.4559 
0.35 26 10.072 0.00000 MOM_6(-6m) > -0.3419 3.45 3.22% 47 78.85% 31 .30% 4.5318 
0.35 27 9.808 0.00000 MOM_3(-9m) • -0.2761 3.27 3.05% 45 78.80% 31 .60% 4.3875 
0.35 28 9.3696 0.00000 DY(-12m) > 0.0229 3.16 2.95% 41 80.39% 31 .62% 4.5021 
0.35 29 9.2762 0.00000 EY(-12m) > -0.0335 3.14 2.94% 41 80.32% 31 .59% 4.4514 
0.35 30 9.142 0.00000 ROE(-9m) > -0.0746 3.12 2.91% 40 80.23% 31.55% 4.4040 
0.35 31 8.9965 0.00000 EY(-9m) • 0.0034 3.00 2.80% 38 79.73% 31 .87% 4.2158 
0.35 32 6.8977 0.00000 DY(-9m) > 0.0018 2.89 2.70% 36 78.84% 31 .89% 4.0726 
0.35 33 8.4719 0.00000 CH_INVTURN(-12m) > -2.3977 2.67 2.49% 35 79.17% 26.68% 5.8121 
0.35 34 8.26 0.00000 CHJNVTURN(-6m) > -2.3977 2.60 2.43% 35 79.65% 26.42% 5.9224 
0.35 35 7.978 0.00000 CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) > -0.7558 2.55 2.36% 32 n.46% 25.97% 5.7342 
0.35 36 7.634 0.00000 CH_DPS(-12m) • -0.5893 2.41 2.25% 29 76.06% 27.12% 5.0187 
0.35 37 7.3599 0.00000 CH_DPS(-9m) > -0.4288 2.09 1.95% 26 63.70% 28.29% 5.5179 
0.35 38 7.2923 0.00000 CH_INVtTA > -0.0250 1.88 1.75% 26 85.63% 30.25% 5.0207 
0.35 39 7.1248 0.00000 NOSHARES < 162222 1.66 1.55% 23 82.25% 31.91% 4.1011 
0.35 40 6.6344 0.00000 NTC > 12.7478 1.53 1.43% 19 80.09% 34.27% 3.3363 
0.35 41 6.407 0.00000 MOM_6(-3m) > -0.1964 1.40 1.31% 17 78.27% 36.07% 2.8479 
0.35 42 5.8689 0.00000 POS_OP > 8.0000 1.07 1.00% 16 65.77% 40.60% 2.6892 
0.35 43 5.25 0.00000 CH_DEP < 0.2475 0.97 0.90% 13 86.65% 40.20% 2.7513 
0.35 44 4.7914 0.00000 EARNG_24(-12m) > -0.1674 0.92 0.88% 7 74.18% 38.77% 2.1459 
0.35 45 4.7101 0.00000 EARNG_24(-9m) > -0.1158 0.82 0.76% 6 72.42% 39.88% 1.9349 
0.35 46 4.6274 0.00000 POS_NET(-12m) < 32.0000 0.80 0.75% 5 70.18% 39.60% 1.8071 
0.35 47 4.5429 0.00000 GM(-12m) > -0.0822 0.70 0.65% 4 67.57% 39.72% 1.8495 
0.35 48 4.1857 0.00000 CH_QUICK s 0.0989 0.48 0.45% 1 60.32% 35.62% 1.6195 
0.35 49 3.3352 0.00045 SDEV_VOL(·9m) > -1 .4093 0.48 0.44% 0 54.06% 35.75% 1.2799 
0.35 50 2.9417 0.00165 SDEV_VOL > -0.4409 0.48 0.44% 0 55.45% 35.68% 1.3364 
0.35 51 2.6502 0.00400 SALEStCASH > -28.0377 0.29 0.27% 0 49.46% 28.08% 1.7030 
0.35 52 2.4879 0.00645 GFORECAST _12 s 2.0550 0.28 0.26% 0 50.37% 27 .99% 1.7625 
0.35 53 2.3105 0.01045 REVISION_24 < 0.3213 0.28 0.26% 0 48.82% 27.99% 1.6412 
0.35 54 1.8869 0.02960 EARNG_'2 > -0.0153 0.18 0.16% 0 48.23% 19.04% 3.4306 


































































Appendix D: 8 
Appendix DA. Results for static comparison level tests 
Continued: Comparison level = 40 percent 
Average Stocks as. 
Number of proportion of Number of Average Standard JK Sharpe 
CL No Z-ctat P·value Variable Filter Leval Stock. sample winners Return Deviation Statistic Ratio 
0.4 1 3.9798 0.00005 MTB < 0.6700 20.28 18.95% 242 53.41 % 70.05% 0.6264 0.5901 
0.4 2 8.9244 0.00000 CH_TA(-6m) < 0.2026 12.39 11 .58% 157 67.48% 77.79% 0.7656 0.7185 
0.4 3 10.677 0.00000 CH.fiSSTURN ~ -0.0459 9.17 8.57% 114 73.12% 31 .37% 5.3656 1.9747 
0.4 4 11 .448 0.00000 CHJNVtTA(-12m) , -0.0248 7.36 6.88% 99 80.09% 34.37% 5.2416 2.0019 
0.4 5 11.656 0.00000 CH_ASSTURN(-6m) , -0.0970 6.61 6 .18% 86 79.39% 35.07% 4.86t5 1.9444 
0.4 6 11 .872 0.00000 CH_ TA(-12m) < 0.2605 6.05 5.65% 62 60.80% 35.10% 4.9443 1.9623 
0.4 7 11 .841 0.00000 CH_TA < 0.3777 5.94 5.55% 62 81 .00% 35.31 % 4.6393 1.9784 
0.4 8 11 .8 0.00000 OPINCtTA < 0.2886 5.93 5.55% 81 80.88% 35.29% 4.7606 1.9742 
0.4 9 11 .759 0.00000 ACCtTA < 0.0654 5.83 5.45% 80 80.73% 35.54% 4.6088 1.9554 
0.4 10 11 .733 0.00000 CH_TA(-9m) < 0.2363 5.73 5.36% 80 80.60% 35.57% 4.5451 1.9560 
0.4 11 11 .595 0.00000 ROA(-12m) , -0.1 173 5.51 5.15% 76 76.65% 28.07% 7.5087 2.5080 
0.4 12 11 .536 0.00000 CH_SALES(-9m) , -0.2144 5.48 5.12% 76 76.88% 26.08% 7.4431 2.5146 
0.4 13 11.511 0.00000 CH.fiSSTURN(-12m) , -0.3121 5.38 5.02% 76 77.09% 26 .27% 7.2772 2.5036 
0.4 14 11 .399 0.00000 CH_INVISALES(-9m) < 0.3021 4.94 4.62% 71 78.20% 27.51 % 6.7281 2.4324 
0.4 15 11.344 0.00000 POS_NET , 4.0000 4.61 4.31 % 71 81.58% 27.92% 7.0056 2.5186 
0.4 16 11.1 86 0.00000 CH_SALES(-12m) , -0.1429 4.58 4.28% 70 81.33% 28.14% 6.7588 2.4888 
0.4 17 11 0.00000 POS_ROE , 3.0000 4.53 4.23% 70 81 .41% 28.88% 6.3501 2.4308 
0.4 18 10.873 0.00000 ROE s 0.3420 4.41 4.1 2% 68 80.98% 29.00% 6.1482 2.4045 
0.4 19 10.874 0.00000 PRETAX_PM s 0 .2428 4.28 4.00% 68 80.92% 29.07% 6.0357 2.3965 
0.4 20 10.672 0.00000 ROA s 0.1331 4.16 3.89% 88 81 .47% 29.11% 6.0250 2.4118 
0.4 21 10.373 0.00000 ROE(· 12m) ~ -0.1618 3.98 3.72% 67 81 .86% 29.35% 5.9070 2.4055 
0.4 22 10.281 0.00000 OPINCtTA(-12m) ~ -0.0778 3.88 3.62% 65 80.15% 29.53% 5.5258 2.3328 
0.4 23 10.14 0.00000 CH_ARISALES s 0.2437 3.83 3.57% 65 80.79% 29.67% 5.4939 2.3450 
0.4 24 9.862 0.00000 DY(-12m) ~ 0.0229 3.69 3.45% 60 82 .61% 29.74% 5.6389 2.3960 
0.4 25 9.7779 0.00000 EY(-12m) , -0.0335 3.68 3.43% 60 82.58% 27.66% 6.4419 2.5753 
0.4 28 9.7197 0.00000 EY(-9m) ~ 0.0784 3.36 3.14% 57 63.69% 26.26% 7.2472 2.7575 
0.4 27 9.6255 0.00000 DY(-9m) , 0.0018 3.25 3.04% 55 83.03% 26.29% 7.0372 2.7293 
0.4 28 9.2921 0.00000 CHJNVTURN(-12m) , -2.3977 3.13 2.92% 54 63.49% 26.82% 6.7562 2.6889 
0.4 29 9.0642 0.00000 CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) , -0.7558 3.06 2.86% 51 82 .57% 28.29% 6.7975 2.7093 
0.4 30 8.9104 0.00000 ROE(-9m) , -0.0280 3.03 2.83% 48 81.20% 26.1 3% 6.5797 2.6737 
0.4 31 8.6396 0.00000 CHJNVTURN(-6m) , -2.3977 2.98 2.79% 47 81 .04% 28.02% 6.5400 2.6782 
0.4 32 8.3634 0.00000 CH_DPS(-9m) , -0.4286 2.63 2.46% 41 86.52% 27.37% 6.6473 2.7384 
0.4 33 8.2595 0.00000 CH_DPS(-12m) , -0.5693 2.53 2.36% 41 86.64% 28.19% 6.2177 2.6640 
0.4 34 7.8682 0.00000 CHJNVtTA , -0.0250 2.09 1.95% 36 86.19% 28.80% 7.0428 2.8687 
0.4 35 7.5935 0.00000 NTC > 12.7478 1.96 1.83% 32 86.88% 27.63% 6.2709 2.7138 
0.4 36 7.1472 0.00000 CH_QUICK < 0.0989 1.62 1.51 % 25 82.74% 28.80% 5.2557 2.4801 
0.4 37 6.6557 0.00000 GM(-1 2m) > -0.0822 1.40 1.3 1% 22 86.00% 30.07% 5.1493 2.4783 
0.4 38 6.8775 0.00000 POS_OP > 4.0000 1.38 1.29% 22 87.24% 31.45% 4.7944 2.4069 
0.4 39 6.1708 0.00000 NOSHARES < 162222 1.12 1.04% 14 77.25% 32.10% 3.5696 2.0465 
0.4 40 5.6996 0.00000 MOM_3(-9m) > -0.2761 1.09 1.02% 12 n .1Q% 31 .93% 3.5662 2.0706 
0.4 41 5.3158 0.00000 MOM_8(-6m) > -0.3419 1.03 0.96% 7 71 .04% 33.49% 2.7176 1.7979 
0.4 42 5.1833 0.00000 MOM_3(-6m) > -0.2988 0.92 0.86% 6 70.40% 36.48% 2.2269 1.6364 
0.4 43 4.7524 0.00000 MOM_6(-3m) > -0.1964 0.79 0.74% 4 66.52% 41 .55% 1.5178 1.3452 
0.4 44 3.9553 0.00005 SALEStCASH > -28.0377 0.69 0.65% 3 63.40% 40.05% 1.4688 1.3363 
0.4 45 3.7867 0.00010 EARNG_12 > -0.0153 0.58 0.55% 3 64.52% 42.86% 1.3151 1.2762 
0.4 46 3.5453 0.00020 GM > -0.0822 0.48 0.44% 3 85.03% 48.07% 1.0521 1.1496 
0.4 47 2.8007 0.00255 SDEV_VOL(-12m) > -1 .2656 0.38 0.36% 0 56.22% 42.85% 0.9796 1.0878 
0.4 48 2.6502 0.00400 CH_DEP < 0.2475 0.28 0.26% 0 55.26% 41.81% 0.9851 1.0930 
0.4 49 2.4879 0.00645 GFORECAST_12 < 2.8450 0.28 0.26% 0 56.82% 41 .81% 1.0321 1.1333 
0.4 50 2.3105 0.01045 REVISION_24 < 0.3213 0.28 0.26% 0 56.07% 41 .81% 0.9962 1.1112 
0.4 51 2.1129 0.01730 CH_DEP(-12m) < 0.0440 0.18 0.18% 0 51 .28% 13.47% 7.9463 3.1 452 
0.4 52 1.6181 0.05280 SDEV_VOL(-6m) > -0.9470 0.15 0.14% 0 47.38% 13.47% 6.7276 2.8292 
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Appendix DA. Results for static comparison level tests 
Continued: Comparison level = 45 to 51 percent 
Average Stocks.s a 
Number of proportion of Number of Average Standard JK 
P-value Variable Filter Level Stocks sample winners Return Deviation Statistic 
0.45 1 1.4343 0.07575 OPINCITA < -0.0455 4.57 4.27% 111 70.96% 53.78% 1.7597 
0.45 2 5 .4772 0.00000 CAPGEAR , 0.5509 1.17 1.09% 52 134.10% 125.25% 1.1179 
0.45 3 6.0765 0.00000 NTC , 35.3337 1.02 0 .95% 52 149.30% 139.34% 1.1018 
0.45 4 6.0555 0 .00000 NOSHARES < 113724 0.81 0 .76% 46 167.50% 158.02% 1.0607 
0.45 5 5 .7139 0 .00000 POS_OP , 16.0000 0.76 0.71 % 42 170.83% 183.06% 1.0203 
0.45 6 5 .5509 0 .00000 POS_NET , 18.0000 0.74 0.69% 40 164.94% 165.39% 0.9108 
0.45 7 5 .2501 0 .00000 PRETAX_PM < -0.1054 0.62 0.58% 36 158.53% 182.59% 0.6801 
0.45 8 5 .1601 0 .00000 ACCITA s 0.0864 0.62 0 .58% 35 158.80% 182.59% 0.6726 
0.45 9 4.8942 0 .00000 CH_ASSTURN(-12m) , -0.3121 0.58 0 .54% 32 156.89% 191 .15% 0.5889 
0.45 10 4.5953 0 .00000 CH_TA s -0.0718 0.48 0.45% 27 174.35% 168.92% 0.9200 
0.45 II 4.2513 0.00000 MTS s 1.6700 0.39 0.37% 21 204.29% 109.83% 2.9445 
0.45 12 4.1571 0 .00000 CHJNVITA(- 12m) , -0.0248 0.38 0.36% 20 203.12% 97.25% 3.6514 
0.45 13 3 .6147 0 .00015 CH_ASSTURN(-6m) , -0.1623 0.33 0.31% 16 225.59% 87.16% 5.5512 
0.45 14 3 .2658 0 .00055 CH_SALES(-9m) , -0.2144 0.31 0 ,29% 13 211.43% 90.51% 4.4564 
0.45 15 3.0051 0.00135 SDEV _ VOL(-6m) , -0.9470 0.29 0.27% 11 200.51% 76.70% 5.5145 
0.45 15 2.4679 0 .00645 EARNG_24(-9m) , -0.1156 0.27 0.25% 8 206.38% 79.00% 5.4282 
0.45 17 1.278 0.10060 MOM_3(-6m) , -0.2988 0.24 0.23% 3 115.59% 77.20% 1.7599 
0.45 18 0.6018 0 .21135 MOM 6(-6m) , -0.3419 0.24 0.23% 2 94.12% 72.52% 1.3058 
0.5 1 0 .6722 0 .25070 OPINCITA S -0.0455 4.57 4.27% 111 70.96% 53.78% 1.1001 
0.5 2 5.2737 0 .00000 CAPGEAR , 0.5509 1.17 1.09% 52 134.10% 125.25% 1.1179 
0.5 3 5 .9203 0 .00000 NTC , 35.3337 1.02 0.95% 52 149.30% 139.34% 1.1018 
0.5 4 5 .9046 0 .00000 NOSHARES s 113724 0.81 0.76% 46 167.50% 158.02% 1.0607 
0.5 5 5 .6093 0 .00000 POS_OP , 16.0000 0.76 0.71% 42 170.83% 163.06% 1.0203 
0.5 6 5 .4419 0 .00000 POS_NET , 18.0000 0.74 0.69% 40 164.94% 165.39% 0.9108 
0.5 7 5 .1413 0 .00000 PRETAX_PM s -0.1054 0.62 0.58% 36 158.53% 182.59% 0.6601 
0.5 8 5.0487 0 .00000 ACCITA s 0.0864 0.62 0.58% 35 158.80% 182.59% 0.6726 
0.5 9 4.7744 0 .00000 CH..ASSTURN(-12m) , -0.3121 0.58 0.54% 32 158.69% 191.15% 0.5889 
0.5 10 4.4633 0 .00000 CH_TA s -0.0718 0.48 0.45% 27 174.35% 168.92% 0.9200 
0.5 11 4.1571 0 .00000 MTS S 1.6700 0.39 0.37% 21 204.29% 109.83% 2.9445 
0.5 12 4.0604 0 .00000 CHJNVITA(-12m) , -0.0248 0.38 0.36% 20 203.12% 97.25% 3.8814 
0.5 13 3.5711 0 .00020 CH..ASSTURN(-6m) , -0.1623 0.33 0.31% 16 225.69% 87.16% 5.5512 
0.5 14 3 .209 0 .00065 CH_SALES(-9m) , -0.2144 0.31 0.29% 13 211 .43% 90.51 % 4.4564 
0.5 IS 2.9352 0.00165 SDEV_VOL(-6m) , -0.9470 0.29 0.27% 11 200.61% 76.70% 5.5145 
0.5 16 2.4679 0.00645 EARNG_24(-9m) , -0.1156 0.27 0.25% 8 206.38% 79.00% 5.4282 
0.5 17 1.278 0.10060 MOM_3(-6m) , -0.2988 0.24 0.23% 3 115.59% 77.20% 1.7599 
0.5 18 0 .8018 0 .21135 MOM 6(-6m) , -0.3419 0 .24 0.23% 2 94.12% n.52% 1.3058 
0.51 1 0.501 0 .30820 OPINCITA s -0.0455 4.57 4.27% 111 70.96% 53.78% 1.7597 
0.51 2 5.2274 0 .00000 CAPGEAR , 0.5509 1.17 1.09% 52 134.10% 125.25% 1.1179 
0.51 3 5.895 0 .00000 NOSHARES s 113724 0 .81 0.76'A. 46 167.50% 158.02% 1.0771 
0.51 4 5 .8055 0 .00000 POS_OP , 16.0000 0 .76 0.71% 42 170.83% 163.06% 1.0357 
0.51 5 5.4367 0 .00000 POS_NET , 18.0000 0.74 0.69% 40 164.94% 165.39% 0.9244 
0.51 6 5.1317 0 .00000 PRETAX_PM s -0.1054 0.62 0.58% 36 158.53% 182.59% 0.6901 
0.51 7 5.0382 0 .00000 ACCITA s 0.0884 0.62 0.58% 35 158.80% 182.59% 0.6824 
0.51 8 4.7873 0 .00000 CH_ASSTURN(-12m) , -0.3121 0.58 0.54% 32 156.69% 191 .15% 0.5973 
0.51 9 4.4539 0 .00000 CH_TA s -0.0718 0.48 0.45% 27 174.35% 168.92% 0.9330 
0.51 10 4.1975 0 .00000 MTS s 1.6700 0.39 0.37% 21 204.29% 109.83% 2.9854 
0.51 11 4.1 0 .00000 CH_INVITA(-12m) , -0.0246 0.38 0.36% 20 203.12% 97.25% 3.7115 
0.51 12 3.5711 0 .00020 CH_ASSTURN(-6m) , -0.1623 0.33 0 .31% 16 225.69% 87.16% 5.6262 
0.51 13 3.209 0.00065 CH_SALES(-9m) , -0.2144 0.31 0.29% 13 211 .43% 90.51% 4.5159 
0.51 14 2.9352 0 .00165 SDEV_VOL(-6m) , -0.9470 0.29 0.27% 11 200.61% 76.70% 5.5871 
0.51 15 2.4679 0 .00645 EARNG_24(-9m) , -0.1156 0.27 0.25% 8 206.38% 79.00% 5.4987 
0.51 16 1.278 0.10060 MOM_3(-6m) , -0.2988 0.24 0.23% 3 115.59% 77.20% 1.7824 
































































Appendix D: 10 
Appendix D.4. Results for static comparison level tests 
Continued: Comparison level = 52 to 54 percent 
P-value 
0.52 1 0.36 0.3594{) 
0.52 2 5.2143 0.00000 
0.52 3 5.895 0.00000 
0.52 4 5.6055 0.00000 
0.52 5 5.4367 0.00000 
0.52 6 5.1317 0.00000 
0.52 7 5.0382 0.00000 
0.52 8 4.7673 0.00000 
0.52 9 4 .4539 0.00000 
0.52 10 4 .1975 0.00000 
0.52 II 4.1 0.00000 
0.52 12 3.5711 0.00020 
0.52 13 3.209 0 .00065 
0.52 14 2 .9352 0 .00165 
0.52 IS 2.4679 0.00645 
0.52 16 1.278 0.10060 
0.52 17 0 .8018 0.21135 
0.53 1 0 .1943 0 .42300 
0.53 2 5.1179 0 .00000 
0.53 3 5.8348 0 .00000 
0.53 4 5.5435 0 .00000 
0.53 5 5.3714 0 .00000 
0.53 6 5.0589 0 .00000 
0.53 7 4 .9726 0.00000 
0.53 8 4 .7036 0.00000 
0.53 9 4.4225 0.00000 
0.53 10 4.1975 0.00000 
0.53 11 4.1 0.00000 
0.53 12 3.5711 0.00020 
0 .53 13 3.209 0.00065 
0.53 14 2.9352 0.00165 
0.53 15 2.4679 0.00645 
0.53 16 1.278 0.10060 
0.53 17 0.8018 0.21135 
0.54 1 0 .0633 0.47475 
0.54 2 5.0828 0.00000 
0.54 3 5.8346 0.00000 
0 .54 4 5.5435 0.00000 
0.54 5 5.3714 0.00000 
0.54 6 5.0569 0.00000 
0.54 7 4.9726 0 .00000 
0 .54 8 4 .7038 0 .00000 
0.54 9 4 .4225 0 .00000 
0.54 10 4 .1975 0 .00000 
0.54 11 4.1 0 .00000 
0.54 12 3 .5711 0 .00020 
0.54 13 3 .209 0 .00065 
0.54 14 2 .9352 0 .00165 
0.54 15 2 .4879 0 .00645 
0.54 16 1.278 0.10060 





























































































• -0.1054 • 0.0884 
> -0.3121 































































Stocks as a 
proportion of Number of Avel'1lge Standard 
sample winners Return Deviation 
4.27% 111 70.96% 53.78% 
1.09% 52 134.10% 125.25% 
0.76% 46 167.50% 158.02% 
0.71 % 42 170.83% 163.06% 
0.69% 40 164.94% 165.39% 
0.58% 36 158.53% 182.59% 
0.58% 35 158.80% 182.59% 
0.54% 32 156.89% 191 .15% 
0.45% 27 174.35% 168.92% 
0.37% 21 204.29% 109.83% 
0.36% 20 203.12% 97.25% 
0.31% 16 225.69% 87.16% 
0.29% 13 211.43% 90.51 % 
0.27% II 200.61% 76.70% 
0.25% 8 206.38% 79.00% 
0.23% 3 115.59% 77.20% 
0.23% 2 94.12% 72 .52% 
4.27% III 70.96% 53.78% 
1.09% 52 134.10% 125.25% 
0.76% 46 167.50% 158.02% 
0.71% 42 170.63% 163.06% 
0.69% 40 164.94% 185.39% 
0.58% 36 158.53% 182.59% 
0.56% 35 158.80% 182.59% 
0.54% 32 156.69% 191 .15% 
0.45% 27 174.35% 168.92% 
0.37% 21 204.29% 109.83% 
0.36% 20 203.12% 97.25% 
0 .31 % 16 225.69% 87.16% 
0 .29% 13 211 .43% 90.51 % 
0.27% II 200.61% 76.70% 
0.25% 8 206.38% 79.00% 
0.23% 3 115.59% 77.20% 
0.23% 2 94.12% 72.52% 
4.27% 111 70.96% 53.78% 
1.09% 52 134.10% 125.25% 
0.76% 46 167.50% 158.02% 
0.71% 42 170.83% 163.06% 
0.69% 40 164.94% 165.39% 
0.58% 36 158.53% 162.59% 
0.58% 35 158.80% 182.59% 
0.54% 32 156.69% 191 .15% 
0.45% 27 174.35% 166.92% 
0.37% 21 204.29% 109.63% 
0.36% 20 203.12% 97.25% 
0.31 % 16 225.69% 87.16% 
0.29% 13 211 .43% 90.51% 
0.27% 11 200.61% 76.70% 
0.25% 8 206.38% 79.00% 
0.23% 3 115.59% 77.20% 
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Appendix D: 15 
Appendix D.5. Calendar time payoffs for static comparison level tests 
Continued: Comparison level =40 and 45 percent 
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Appendix D: 17 
Appendix D.6. Number of observations for winner signals 
The table below shows the number of observations for each of the significant winner signals in each 
of the ten years of the sample. The highlighted cells show those years in which a variable has less 
than half the maximum observations (less than 642 observations). 
1995 1996 1991 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 Total 
MTB I 362 372 444 I 988 1106 1161 1173 1182 1190 1212 9190 
NOSHARES 813 876 942 1064 1163 1200 1208 1229 1245 1272 11012 
SDEV_VOL 417 621 1 774 916 1010 1027 1015 953 1051 1145 8929 
OPINCtTA 355 360 396 740 1064 1082 1137 1170 1180 1195 8679 
PRETAX_PM 355 360 369 720 1046 1090 1128 1162 1180 1195 8625 
SALEStCASH 355 360 369 717 1033 1047 1087 1084 1162 1183 8417 
CAPGEAR 367 372 408 759 1105 1127 1163 1175 1180 1195 8851 
CH_DEP 264 271 283 312 645 980 1010 1041 1056 1076 6938 
CH_INVtTA 336 343 348 360 660 930 968 1022 1033 1048 7048 
GFORECAST _12 393 487 530 635 776 815 761 715 r 839 836 6361 
ROE 360 354 360 412 746 1073 1121 1156 1170 1166 7938 
CH_TA 360 367 372 404 735 1070 1108 1162 1175 1180 7933 
ROA 367 372 408 I 759 1100 1124 1159 1164 1169 1181 8803 
CH_QUICK 324 331 336 337 617 1 865 913 965 987 995 6670 
EARNG_60 340 348 367 541 348 354 360 396 1 722 1080 4856 
ACCtTA 367 372 408 I 759 1105 1138 1164 1168 1175 1195 8851 
CH_ARISALES 324 331 336 345 633 
1 
869 900 993 1020 1048 6799 
REVISION_24 150 219 388 474 528 724 802 786 720 666 5455 
REVISION_12 364 360 470 507 636 777 837 822 757 691 6243 
EARNG_12 348 357 372 408 I 727 1077 1136 1143 1142 1171 7881 
GM 319 331 344 432 548 ] 656 [ 569 623 ] 860 944 5626 
CH_ASSTURN 348 355 360 389 I 693 992 1064 1117 1162 1180 7660 
DY 797 861 934 1062 1175 1212 1221 1241 1256 1276 11035 
NTC 331 336 345 636 1 920 941 985 1008 1036 1051 7591 
POS_OP 355 360 369 713 1033 1074 1128 1162 1180 1195 8589 
POS_NET 355 360 369 720 1047 1111 1130 1162 1180 1195 8649 
POS_ROE 360 354 380 412 746 1073 1121 1156 1170 1173 1945 
MOM_6(-3m) 775 836 902 975 1130 1206 1215 1223 1249 1269 10180 
MOM_3(-{lm) 795 850 918 1020 1153 1210 1217 1231 1251 1276 10921 
MOM_6(.Qm) 775 836 902 975 1130 1206 1215 1223 1249 1269 10780 
SDEV _ VOL(-6m) 417 821 1 774 916 1010 1027 1015 953 1051 1145 8929 
CH_ASSTURN(-6m) 348 355 360 389 1 693 992 1064 1117 1162 1180 7660 
CHJNVTURN(-6m) 312 319 324 332 575 1 794 832 899 941 947 6275 
CH_TA(.Qm) 360 367 372 404 I 735 1070 1108 1162 1175 1180 7933 
EY(-9m) 793 848 918 1023 1154 1209 1202 1212 1226 1243 10828 
SDEV _ VOL(-9m) r 417 621 1 774 916 1010 1027 1015 953 1051 1145 8929 
MOM_3(-9m) 795 850 918 1020 1153 1210 1217 1231 1251 1276 10921 
EARNG_24(-9m) r 351 348 357 372 408 1 724 1074 1131 1130 1152 7047 
DY(-9m) 797 861 934 1062 1175 1212 1221 1241 1256 1276 11035 
CH_TA(-9m) 360 36; 372 404 735 1070 1108 1162 1175 1180 7933 
CH_SALES(-9m) 348 355 360 389 705 1018 1074 1117 1162 1180 7708 
CH_DPS(-9m) 585 641 I 686 718 762 829 820 838 899 986 7764 
ROE(-9m) 360 354 380 412 1 746 1073 1121 1156 1170 1166 7938 
CHJNVlSALES(-9m) 312 319 324 332 578 1 796 838 905 947 960 6311 
EY(-12m) 793 648 918 1023 1154 1209 1202 1212 1226 1243 10828 
SDEV_VOL(-12m) 417 621 I 774 916 1010 1027 1015 953 1051 1145 8929 
EARNG_24(-12m) 351 348 357 372 408 ] 724 1074 1131 1130 1152 7047 
CH_ASSTURN(-12m) 348 355 360 389 I 693 992 1064 1117 1162 1180 7660 
CH_DPS(-12m) 585 641 I 686 718 762 829 820 838 899 986 7784 
ROE(-12m) 360 354 380 412 I 746 1073 1121 1156 1170 1166 7938 
CH_INVTURN(-12m) 312 319 324 332 575 I 794 832 899 941 947 6275 
CH_SALES(-12m) 348 355 360 389 I 705 1018 1074 1117 1162 1180 7708 
OPINCtTA(-12m) 355 360 396 I 740 1064 1082 1137 1170 1180 1195 8679 
CH_TA(-12m) 360 367 372 404 J 735 1070 1108 1162 1175 1180 7933 
DY(-12m) 797 861 934 1062 1175 1212 1221 1241 1256 1276 11035 
CH_EBTtSALES(-12m) 348 355 360 389 1 711 1017 1081 1127 1151 1180 7719 
ROA(-12m) 367 372 408 I 759 1100 1124 1159 1164 1169 1181 8803 
CH_DEP(-12m) 284 271 283 312 645 980 1010 1041 1056 1076 6938 
GM(-12m) 319 331 344 432 548 I 656 r 569 623 I 860 944 5626 
CH_INVtTA(-12m) 336 343 348 360 I 660 930 988 1022 1033 1048 7048 
POS_NET(-12m) 355 360 389 720 1047 1111 1130 1162 1180 1195 8649 
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Appendix D. 7. Results for static comparison level tests: reduced variables 
The tables below show the results from the stepwise median comparison test where the variables 
considered have been restricted to those which have at least 642 in every year of the sample. Each 
table that follows provides the results from this test while using a particular static comparison level 
(ranging from 20 to 40 percent). The table shows the fil tering variables and their corresponding filter 
levels as each subsequent filter is added. For example, filter number 3 in the table with CL = 20 
percent below represents a filter of all shares in the insample where EY( -9m) ~ 0.1346, MOM_3(-
9m) ~ -0.2761 and EY(-12m) ~ 0.0449. For each combination of filters the z-statistic from the 
Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing the median return of the filtered portfolio to the relevant 
comparison level along with its p-value is shown. The tables also show the average number of 
companies held in any month over the period from 1995 until 2004, and the amount of companies 
held as a proportion of the entire sample. The number of winners picked out of a possible 1104 
ins ample winners is indicated. Finally, the tables show the average annual return and annualized 
standard deviation of monthly portfolio returns of each filtered portfolio over the period from 
January 1995 until December 2004 as well as the JK statistic and Sharpe ratio. 
P-valua Variabl. Filter Level 
0.2 1 14.S66 0.00000 EY(·9m) • 0.1346 
0.2 2 15.475 0.00000 MOM_3(-9m) • -0.2761 
0.2 3 15.725 0.00000 EY(-12m) • 0.0449 
0.2 4 15.869 0.00000 MOM_3(-6m) • -0.2986 
0.2 5 15.758 0.00000 MOM_6(-3m) • -0.1964 
0.2 6 15.767 0.00000 MOM_6(-6m) • -0.3419 
0.2 7 15.804 0.00000 DY(-12m) • -0.0079 
0.2 8 15.591 0.00000 DY(-9m) • -0.0122 
0.2 9 14.953 0.00000 NOS HARES < 146056 
0.2 10 7.6375 0.00000 DY < 0.0470 
0.25 1 11.005 0.00000 EY(-9m) • 0.1533 
0.25 2 11.893 0.00000 EY(-12m) • 0.1493 
0.25 3 12.242 0.00000 NOSHARES < 146056 
0.25 4 12.355 0.00000 MOM_6(-3m) • -0.1964 
0.25 5 12.631 0.00000 MOM_6(-6m) • -0.1765 
0.25 6 12.923 0.00000 MOM_3(-9m) • -0.2131 
0.25 7 12.978 0.00000 MOM_3(-6m) • -0.2986 
0.25 8 12.861 0.00000 DY(-9m) • 0.0369 
0.25 9 12.746 0.00000 DY(-12m) • 0.0229 
0.25 10 6.3864 0.00000 DY < 0.0470 
0.3 1 7.3067 0.00000 EY(-9m) • 0.1720 
0.3 2 8.6482 0.00000 MOM_3(-9m) • -0.0242 
0.3 3 9.146 0.00000 MOM_3(-6m) • -0.2968 
0.3 4 9.419 0.00000 NOSHARES < 146056 
0.3 5 9.5099 0.00000 EY(·12m) • 0.1232 
0.3 6 9.6337 0.00000 MOM_6(-3m) • -0.1438 
0.3 7 9_7131 0.00000 MOM_6(-6m) • -0.1785 
0.3 8 9.5915 0.00000 DY(-9m) • 0.0018 
0.3 9 9.5149 0.00000 DY(-12m) • 0.0229 
0.3 10 4.7928 0.00000 DY < 0.0470 
0.35 1 3.9464 0.00005 EY(-9m) • 0.1720 
0.35 2 8.4599 0.00000 MOM_3(-9m) • -0.0242 
0.35 3 7.0331 0.00000 NOSHARES < 146056 
0.35 4 7.6127 0.00000 MOM_3(-6m) • -0.2968 
0.35 5 7.6854 0.00000 MOM_6(-3m) • -0.1438 
0.35 6 8.0848 0.00000 EY(-12m) • 0.1232 
0.35 7 8.1564 0.00000 MOM_6(-6m) • -0. 1785 
0.35 8 8.0727 0.00000 DY(-9m) • 0.0018 
0.35 9 8.0484 0.00000 DY(-12m) • 0.0229 
0.35 10 4.1668 0.00000 DY < 0.0470 
0.4 1 0.6814 0.19450 EY(-12m) • 0.2015 
0.4 2 3.7764 0.0001 NOSHARES < 81392 
0.4 3 4.6753 0 DY < 0.0036 
0.4 4 4.9531 0 EY(-9m) • 0.1533 
0.4 5 4.525 0 MOM_6(-6m) • -0.3419 
0.4 6 4.2404 0 MOM_3(-9m) • -0.2761 
0.4 7 3.4533 0.0003 DY(-9m) • -0.0122 




















































Stock. a •• 
proportion of Number of Average Standard 
sample winners Return Deviation 
35.56% 382 42.24% 28.26% 
33.33% 335 43.79% 26.45% 
32.25% 323 43.97% 28.54% 
31 .04% 295 44.19% 25.86% 
29.86% 270 45.32% 22.36% 
29.36% 263 45.45% 21 .90% 
29.18% 257 45.12% 22 .24% 
29.15% 257 45.13% 22 .22%1 
18.23% 167 48.43% 24.31 % 
11 .44% 74 47.76% 41.27% 
30.61% 344 43.93% 30.52% 
24.04% 291 47.51 % 31 .44% 
15.02% 191 51.60% 36.18% 
14.58% 165 52.46% 34.61% 
13.67% 151 55.11% 28_98% 
13.05% 144 55.92% 28.59% 
12.90% 143 56.06% 29.09% 
10.86% 118 56.87% 28.63% 
10.57% 116 56.60% 28.69% 
5.03% 37 57.67% 26.55% 
27.06% 293 45.63% 25.55% 
18.96% 170 53.71% 32.11% 
17.94% 161 55.17% 30.28% 
11.61 % 113 57.74% 33.41% 
11.17% 106 57_85% 38.49% 
10.22% 101 60.85% 38.64% 
9.98% 100 61 .37% 38.79% 
8.93% 87 61 .18% 29.86% 
8.57% 85 61.18% 29.97% 
3.63% 26 63.35% 31 .25% 
27.06% 293 45.63% 25.55% 
18.96% 170 53.71% 32.11% 
12.27% 119 56.13% 35.70% 
11.61% 113 57.74% 33.41% 
10.58% 106 60.56% 33.60% 
10.22% 101 60.85% 38.64% 
9.98% 100 61.37% 38.79% 
8.93% 87 61.18% 29.86% 
8.57% 85 61.18% 29.97% 
3.63% 26 63.35% 31 .25% 
19.63% 219 48.02% 28.21% 
8.89% 120 56.45% 34.89% 
1.50% 30 110.52% 84.13% 
1.10% 27 130.89% 71 .45% 
0.99% 22 135.44% 84.92% 
0.82% 19 132.99% 63.17% 
0.76% 12 118.12% 56.38% 
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Appendix D: 20 
Appendix 0.9. Results for static comparison level tests: restricted sample 
The tables below show the results from the stepwise median comparison test where the sample has 
been restricted to the period from 2000 until 2004. Each table that follows provides the results from 
this test while using a particular static comparison level (ranging from 20 to 50 percent). The table 
shows the filtering variables and their corresponding filter levels as each subsequent filter is added. 
For example, filter number 3 in the table with CL = 20 percent below represents a filter of all shares 
in the insample where EY(-9m) ~ 0.1158, CH_ARtSALES ~ 0.3194 and CH_TA(-12m) ~ 0.3696. For 
each combination of filters the z-statistic from the Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing the median 
return of the filtered portfolio to the relevant comparison level along with its p-value is shown. The 
tables also show the average number of companies held in any month over the period from 2000 
until 2004, and the amount of companies held as a proportion of the entire sample. The number of 
winners picked out of a possible 546 ins ample winners is indicated. Finally, the tables show the 
average annual return and annualized standard deviation of monthly portfolio returns of each filtered 
portfolio over the period from January 2000 until December 2004, as well as the JK statistic and 
Sharpe rato. 
The tables below also show the calendar time payoffs corresponding to the each of these filters over 
the entire sample period from January 2000 until December 2004. For each sample year the total 
return earned by the filtered shares (second column of each year), the number of investment months 
included in the filtered portfolio (third column of each year) and the corresponding equally-weighted 










o. I z ..... 
Aver.ge Stoollsua 
lIIumberol proportion 01 .umber of AveUige IUndard J' Sharpe 
CL P...,.lu. Vari.lble filler Ln •• Stocks umple winners Return DevlaUon StllIslle .&11. 
02 1 17.75 0.0000 EY(-9m) · 0.1'58 65.07 6(l81'" 3:l5 45.08'" 1 • . 63% 11 .Q9(5 2352 02 2 20.82 0.0000 CH_ARiSAlES · 0.3194 5295 49 ..... 267 51 .J214 '''.89% 13.152 273. 02 J 21.69 0.0000 CH_TA(-I2ml · 0.3696 "".67 38.01'" 215 56.sa.. 15.33" 1 • . 375 3.an 
10.1 "0' I ,.01 I '0" I "03 I ~ J 
• 1.63% 3740:5 2763 42.20% 21!C9~ 6116 42..28% 2595no 7368 59.03·'" 3847!i'lo 7821 56.«% 21916" 474" 
2 6.75% 107n 1917 48.51% 17:;19" 4334 53.60% 24884" ~f 62.27% 32.58 .. " 6279 55.54% 18424" 3981 
3 3.62% 2_ ,.5 51.47% f27!!7" ztJU 60.35% 199~ 3973 67.76% 27461" 4B6J 56.«% f64~ ~5 








02 " 22.05 0.0000 ROE(-12m) · -0.0956 38.00 36.36% 211 57.33"4 15.43" '4.3G4 3.033 02 5 222" 0.0000 POS_NET , 2.0000 38.88 36"''' 211 57 ..... 15 .4~ '4.210 3.057 
02 15 22.40 0.0000 MT. · 3.6700 37.96 35""" 2IlI 58.7." 15.68'" 14.433 3.114 02 7 22.40 0.0000 E't'(.12m) , 0 .0188 37.75 3528 .. 2IlI 58.83'4 15.5544 14.12<4 3. 104 
02 • 2226 0.0000 CH_TA(-9m) · 0 .3757 37.20 34.n", 20> 59.16" 15.~ '4.189 3.1.1 02 9 22.11 0.0000 CH_SAl£S(-&n) , -0.2'44 35.n 33.43" .93 59.1~ 1527", 1 • . 292 3. 180 
02 10 22.02 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN(-6m) , -0.2930 35.30 32.99"tt '92 59.""" 15.3?r. 13.975 3.168 
02 It 21.93 0.0000 CH~SSTURN(.'2m) ;t. -0.3121 35.02 32.73'" '92 59.11'" 15.35'" 13.737 3.163 
02 12 21.83 0 .0000 CH_SAlES(. I2m) , -0.2'44 34.75 32.48% .92 59.""" '52 ..... 13.726 3.183 
02 13 2UW 0.0000 ROEI .... ) , -0.0748 34.00 32.34" ... 58.5a. ,522'4 13.335 3.153 
02 14 21 .45 0.0000 OPINCITA/:.12m) , -O.01.a 3407 31.84" , .. 57.3M. 1S.OS", '2900 3.110 
02 15 2122 0.0000 MOM_3(-&n) • -0.2908 340:\ 31.81 .. t73 51.25'" '''.95 .. 12.8.44 3.123 
• 3.97% 3'"" .3. 52.41% 1281 ... " 1934 60.40% 19988110 3971 ".74-.4 26241" 4lHf 59.74% 16325" 3279 
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_ <552 
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to 4.75% " .... .... 55.00% '2f4~ 2650 63 .06% 1827J111o 3477 611.08% usn" 4263 59.32% 14118" 2&56 
II 4.76% 33 .... .54 55.00% 12f4~ 2650 U .OC% 18"27'" 3477 66.,.% 2430~ 4230 59.83% '4lH~ 2817 
.2 4.75% 33 .... ... 55.27% 121n" 2644 6%.91% 1807~ 3447 66.98% 24~ 4229 59.60""- 13876" 2794 
t3 4.75% 33 .... .54 55.27% 121 7~ 2643 61 .11% 17J~ 3413 66.78% 24166% 4216 59.65% ,~ 2734 .. 4.16% "' ... . .. 54.29% 1I7eu" 2M7 56."% 1~3.l59 66.78% 24166% 4216 59.65% fJ589" 2734 
.5 5.07% ,.'" .21 83.00% 109J6" 2476 56.77·'" 15716S 3322 68.67% 2J66~ 4f3!i 60.15% 134eu" 2674 
n t:1 
0 ~ 3 
'0 :;0 Q> ., (l) 
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02 2" 18.85 00000 CH_OEP , 0.5226 Z3.75 = .. '.2 66.17% 16.<46'lE. '228< 3.372 
02 25 18.58 0.0000 CH_TA • 0 .3TT7 23.3:) 21.78'% .<2 00.""" 16.55"" '2.041 3.361 
02 26 18.03 0.0000 POS_OP , • . 0000 21.81 20.37'% .<0 69.""'" 16.97"" .2228 3.""" 
02 27 17.41 0.0000 PRET~PM • 0.2078 20.92 19.45 .. ,<0 69 ..... 17.38"" 11 .ne 3.407 
02 28 16.75 0.0000 ROE • 0.3852 '9.93 18.63" '32 69._ 17.40"" 1' .S4ti 3.""" 
•• 5.31% """" .,. 53.47% r062J1J5, 2384 51.67% f531~ 3242 66."% 23.:u"" 4C63 60.42% 1~ 2601 17 5.01% l3a.. 790 62.63% .. "" 2214 67.91'" 1623'" 3'56 68.92% 2292O'J1i 39'" 61.16% fm~ 2569 •• 6.23% ,,'" m 51.09% ''''''' 224' 68.12% 151881110 3136 69.43% 2213'" 3825 64.88% 13019" 2408 •• 4.19% 27'" 725 50.65% 8370" , . ., 68.68% 144sg" 29.53 70.73% 21284% 3611 69.56% 13031" 2248 
20 11.99% ,.,.. 505 49.91% 697'" 1676 50."'" 13752" 2706 72.83% 2056B11t 3403 66.34% 1214,,, 2132 
2. 11.9'"'" 59,.. 595 49.91% 6971" 1676 62.09% 13785" 2664 72.77% 19873'l. 32.n 68.27'" 11651" 2048 
22 11.71% sea.. 5 •• 49.96% .. """ '665 60.25% 1.l)99" 2609 74.04% f9J152J. 3138 69.84·'" 11~ 1990 
23 12.07% 56 ... 563 50.57% .. mr. '627 60.26% 1214'" 2537 73.61% 18659" 3042 69.07% 10816% 1879 
2. 15.78% ..,.,. • •• 57.07% 6016" '''''5 64.13% ,,!W6,. 2203 75.70% 17411" 2760 74.69% 10189" 1637 
25 15.78% ..,.,. ••• 57.07% 6016" '265 63.53% "58S1" 2189 77.63% 17162ti 26SJ 74.43% ... "" '''0 
29 14.57% 57'" 475 61.32% 5325" 1042 66.68% f06S6J. ''''2 79.84% 16627'6 2499 76.69% .2_ '<52 
27 15.33% 54 ... <:'" 68.10% 4202" ... 68.78% 10202'1 1780 80.33% 16m" 2466 76.75% 921D% 1440 








('() (") ..., 
(') 0 






02 29 16.42 0.0000 ROA • 0.1331 19."2 18.15% 127 69.87" 17.49"" 11 .334 3.377 
02 ~ 15.66 0.0000 CH_'NVJSAL.ES(-9m) • 0.3:121 18.48 172~ ". 69.8'" 17.82"" 10.734 3.316 
02 31 15.16 0.0000 CH_INVlTA , -0.0194 15.35 '''.35% '"~ 75.~ 19.14'" 10.643 3.37S 
02 32 '''.54 0.0000 CAPGEAR • 0.026> 14.43 13.49% .OB 76.71 ... 19.55 .. 10.453 3.388 
29 15.33% 54'" .30 58.10% '2Q2S ... 68.92"~ 1020"'" ,m 78.74% '46.3.3% 2230 83.71% 7861" 1127 
30 16.33% "'." .30 57.95% 4051" 83' 59.71% 8754'" ,,,,7 77.42% '263~ 1959 BB.97% 7 • .". '085 3t 20."% ",.... 291 54.97% 29.'" 57. 73.52"'" 76701. 1252 84.60% 12282% 1742 87.88% 7829" '06' 




02 33 '''.10 0.0000 CH_INVlTA(-l2rnJ , -0.02018 ' 2 511 11 .76" .00 8297 .. 20.""" 10.546 3." 70 
02 34 13.68 0.0000 NTC • 12.7478 11 .73 10.97 .. 92 82."" 21 .~ 9.492 3.306 




02 35 13.35 0.0000 CH_'NVTURN(-l2m) , ·2.39n 11.32 10.SS" 9. 83._ 21 ..... 9 ."'3 3.315 
02 36 1325 0.0000 CH_INVTURN(-&n) , -2.39n 11.25 10.51" 91 83.4~ 22."" 9= 3.3:11 
35 -4.62% .- '70 51.34% '5aJS 370 76.15% 5] ..... '09 99.43% 972'" 1114 98.78% 7'~ ... 
38 -4.62% .. ,.. '70 52.17% 1570110 "'51 76.24% 560<" .82 99 .43% 9728" 1174 99."% 7119" 857 .-+ C/) 
02 37 12.89 0.0000 CH_EBTlSAlES(,'2m) l -0.7568 10.48 9.""" 00 ... - 22.21'-" 9 .\95 3.315 
02 3S 12.32 0.0000 EARNG_2~-I2m) , ~. 1674 9.27 .. """ 79 88.m.. 22.27"" 9.8511 3.<80 37 -4.62% .- '70 52.17% '57011 36' 76.24% 560<" .82 100.99% 941~ 1J19 103.87% 6544" 756 38 -3.88"'" .29'JO .7 62 .54% 881S , .. 74.82% 4.57"" 713 100.07% 863'" ,.35 100.75% 6280% 7<8 .., (l) 
02 J9 11 .92 0.0000 EARNG_24(.9m) , -G.,,56 .... 8.1~ 78 9O.1D'1o 27.96" 6 ."79 2 .... 
02 40 " .37 0.0000 POS_NEl(- I2m) · 32.00XI • . 62 8.05% .. BBJ .... 27.""" 6 .000 2 7<0 
39 -30.56% . ,,,.. • • 61.20% 50"" ". 74.11% 4f2~ ... 101.57% .,., .. f015 100.75% 6280S 7< • 
40 ~.K% · f2~ •• 61.20% ,."" ". 73.56% .,,,u,, 856 ".36% 7'ns 907 102.98% S85~ '.2 
C/) 
.-+ .., 
02 4' 10.92 0.0000 SAlEStCASH , -28.03n • . 0:\ 7.51" 62 87.91"10 27.96 .. 6 .G47 2.n3 
02 42 10.19 0.0000 EARNO_12 · -G.OI53 6.53 6.1'" 00 93.71" 2025 .. 12.941 " .119 02 43 10.64 0.0000 POS_OP(-12m) · 28.0000 6.47 6 .04% 56 91.03'10 20.16" 12.189 • . 000 02 .... 10.01 0.0000 OY(-9m) , 0 .0018 5.96 5._ <0 80.74'" 19.64% 9 .996 3.58' 
41 -lO.K" · 125" 




02 4S 9.94 0.0000 DY(·'2m) , 0.00+1 5.95 5.56% .., 8t.2O"IIio 2221'" 7.830 3.,87 
0.2 .. 9.58 0.0000 CH_DPS(·9m) , -0.4286 5.42 5.00% 37 87.4'" :25.88% 8.612 2.<18. 
0.2 47 9 .26 O.OOXI CH_DPS(·'2m) , -0.5693 S.23 .. """ 37 ".33"4 25.87 .. 6 .... 2 3.061 
02 48 8 .96 0.0000 CH_DEP{·'2Jn) • 0 .3734 • . 60 •. - 36 91.59'4 25._ 728< 3.1&4 
02 49 .;JO 0.0000 NOS HARES • .<6056 3.58 3.35% 28 92.17" 29."" • . 899 3.108 
<oS 0.00% "" 0 42.54% 234" 66 73.52% ""'"" ."" 86.76% 5226" 723 IIoU7% 3784" 537 as 0.00% "" 0 27.42% 7.,. 3. 93.46% 208'" 268 89.73% 5152" ••• 85.19% 3784" 533 .1 0.00% "" 0 27.42% 7 .... 
,. 96.63% 1705$ 21< 92 .61% S07S'" .".. 86.U% 3769" 522 





02 50 6.71 0.0000 GM · -0.0822 2.7 2 ..... •• 00._ 25.56% 7.922 3.399 0.2 5' 62. o.ocoo GM(.I2m) · -0.0822 2.17 2.m.. II 89.75% 25.21% 6.981 3.,n 50 0.00'''' 
... 0 0.00% 0" 0 78.76% ,..". .0 93.21% 26515" 3.2 1 D1.S&-.4 2869" 33. 
5' 0.00% 0 .. 0 0.00% 0" 0 78.76% ,..". .0 88.03% 214"" 293 93.01'.4 22.56" 201 ~ 
02 52 5.53 0.0000 REVISION_2" • 0."288 .. 58 1.<68'£ 2 61.72'Ji, 2HW% 3.342 2.078 52 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0"' 0 78.76'" ,..". '0 77.57% 1584" 2<5 39.67% 684" 2fJ7 "d 
02 53 527 0.0000 REVlSION_,2 · 0.20« .. 58 1.46% 2 64.13% 2521% 3.500 21 .. 6 02 54 ".75 00000 DY · 0 .0470 ' .58 1.48% 2 66.17% 25."" 3.519 2.173 53 0.00% 0 .. 
0 0.00% 0" 0 78.76% ,..". .0 79.2'% 1499" 227 41.45·'" 611'16 177 
5< 0.00% ... 0 0.00% 0" 0 67.04% 184" " 81.49% ' 256" ,.5 48.01% .... " "2 
~ 
:::::s 
02 55 "2" 00000 SDEV_VOL , -0.«09 1.-47 1.37% 0 63.64% 24.31% 3.640 2228 
02 56 3.96 O'(XXlI GFORECAST_,2 · 4.4250 1.12 1.04 .. 0 61,78 .. 2528 .. 3.148 2079 02 57 3.76 O.(xXl1 SDEV_VOL(-9m) , -1.4003 ' .03 0 .97% 0 63.27% 25.63" 3.179 2.105 
02 58 3.66 0.0002 SDEV_VOl(-I2m) · -1.2656 0.63 0.7a" 0 64.55 ... 2923 .. 3.133 2.03 
55 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 21.31% 27" 15 86.60% 981" ,3tl 45.49·'" .519" 137 
56 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 16.48% 
,.,. 
" 88.62% 761" '03 48 •• 1% .519" 135 57 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 16.48% , .... " 9O.66%. 695" .2 .... 11% 48.9" 122 58 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% "" 0 15.48% 
,.,. 
" 90.57% 687" 














P .. valu. Vir"'" "h,unl 
0.25 13.64 00000 EY(-I2m) 0.1493 
0.25 17.42 0.0000 CH_ARISAL£S · 0.0022 0.25 3 17.76 0.0000 CH_SAL£S(.9m) • -0.21"" 
0.25 18.16 0.0000 CH_DEP 0.5228 
0.25 '8.35 0.0000 POS_NET 2.0000 
0.25 6 18.39 0.0000 CH_SALES(. I2m) · -0.214-4 0.25 7 18.37 0.0000 MTS 3.6700 
0.25 8 18.31 00000 EY(.!Im) · 0.0500 0.25 9 18.30 0.0000 ROA.(·I~) • -0.1173 
0.25 10 1821 0.0000 MOM_6(-6m) • -0.3419 
0.25 t1 18.08 0.0000 ROE(-I2m) • -0.0294 
0.25 12 17.94 0.0000 ROE(..Qn) · -0.0748 0.25 13 17.80 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN(-6m) · -02930 0.25 14 17.68 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN(-I2ml ~ -0.3121 
0.25 15 17.59 0.0000 OPINCITA/..· I2m) 0.0168 
0.25 16 17.4-4 0.0000 MOM_6(-3m) · -0.1964 0.25 17 17.34 00000 MOM_l(-6m) · -02988 0.25 18 17.17 0.0000 OP1NC1TA · 0.2686 0.25 19 16.97 0.0000 ,"WM_3<-9m) · -0.2761 0.25 20 16.76 0.0000 PRETAX_PM · 0.2078 0.25 Z1 16.43 00000 CH_TA(.9m) · 0 ..... 0.25 :2'2 16.10 0.0000 POS_OP · ' .0000 0.25 ZJ 15.73 0.0000 CH_TA.(. ,2tn) · 0 .3696 0.25 2" 15.25 0.0000 CH_TA(-em) · 0.3614 0.25 25 ''' .93 0.0000 CH_TA · 0.3m 0.25 26 '~ .-'9 0.0000 POS_ROE · 3.0000 0.25 27 ,"22 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN , -0.1254 
0.25 28 13.80 0.0000 ROE · 0.3852 0.25 29 13.6"2 0.0000 ROA · 0.1331 0.25 :JJ 1325 0.0000 CH_INVlTA , -0.0194 
0.25 31 12 .92 0.0000 CHJNVlSALES(-9m) < 0.3021 
0.25 32 12.41 0.0000 CH_INvtTA(-I2m) · -0.0248 0.25 33 12.04 0.0000 CAPGEAR 0.0269 
0.25 34 11 .74 0.0000 CH_INVTURN(-12m) · ·23971 0.25 J5 11.52 0.0000 CH_IHVTURN(-&n) · ·2.3S1T7 0.25 36 11.39 0.0000 NTC • 12.7478 
0.25 37 11 .10 0.0000 CH_EBT1SALES(-I2m) ~ -0.7558 
0.25 J8 10.56 0.0000 EARNG_24(-I2m) · -0.1674 0.25 39 10.18 0.0000 EARNG_24(-9m) · -0.1156 0.25 40 9.63 0.0000 EARNG_'2 • -0.0153 
0.25 ., 903 0.0000 DY(·9ml · 0 .0018 0.25 42 8 .95 0.0000 OY(. I2rn) · 0.0044 0 .25 .t3 8.62 0.0000 eH_DEP(·I2m) · 0.3734 0.25 .,. 8 .51 0.0000 NOSHARES · ,-0.25 45 8.09 0.0000 CH_DPS(·I2m) · ~.5003 0.25 46 7.36 0.0000 POS_NET(-I2m) , 32.0000 
0.25 "7 1.31 0.0000 SAlESICASH · ·28.0377 0.25 48 6 .94 0.0000 POS_OP(·I2m) < 24.CXXX) 
0.25 49 5.94 0.0000 CH_QUICK · 0.Q98Q 0.25 50 5.41 0.0000 REVISION_2" · 0.42118 0.25 51 5.12 0.0000 REVISION_'Z , 0.204< 
0.25 52 4.12 0.0000 GM(.12m) , -0.0822 
0.25 53 327 O.oaoo ACCtTA · 0.0194 0.25 '" 2.55 0.0054 SOEV_VOL(-&n) · -0.9470 0.25 55 ' .89 0.0296 SOEV_VOL(-9m) , -1 .4093 




























































































1' .6'2'l. 96 

























0 .62% 0 
0.44% 0 





























































































































15.003 3 .... 
14.741 3.481 
14.411 3.461 
'''.086 3 .... 












11 .57" 3.451 
11 .322 3.426 
11 .063 3.402 






11 .872 3.767 
11 .747 3n2 
'2.989 ' .032 
9.049 3.383 
13.412 4.192 













2.717 '.845 I 
2.791 1.917 
2.5« , ... 
n :l> 
0 '0 
1 •. 1 ,~. I Hel I 'M' I '~l I ".. ] 
::: '0 ,.... 
CD S· ::l c:: 0.. CD ><. 0-, 0.38% "" 22~J 46.27% '7~4 .. lf7 4'.72'4 20267% 4801 67.21% 29.fI7'3f1 .52.52 63 .17',4 15308" 292.5 2 15.04% '"6" ,,,. 54.72% ,, 146" 2.576 62.82% H;017" 3D70 80.14% 2JJ69ti 34~ 67.92% 11937" 2109 
3 13.17% ..,,, 663 54.21% 10084" 2232 63.26% l!1f.f3'Jlo 2873 80."% 22836% 3356 64.16% 10581S" 1980 
• 16.23% 00 ... 672 62.57% 9015'l1i '729 73.35% 14285" 2337 62.76% 2021~ 2932 64.10% gJ.f~ 17SO 
5 16.23% ..... 672 62.57% oo,s.. '729 74.02% 1.(25.5" 2316 &.4..82'.4 2028'" 2870 64.<3% 9197" 1713 
6 14..13% ".,. ,." 62.83% 8,,,,, '057 7UD'4 1J96O'1.11i 2207 6'-14% 1S192'" 2822 66.35% 9'49" '680 
7 16.84% 747" S66 61.74',4 8'''''' '446 74.32% 1337'" 21.59 85.27% f973~ 2177 64.11% 874"" '620 
a 10.5'% 677lO 557 67.47% 182~ '392 73.8<1'" 1lP.5JS 210.5 8&.67% I~.f'" 2'lZJ 61.86% 877 ... ", '59' 
9 10.5'% 6m; 057 67.47% 782'" '3Sl2 73.84% 129~ 2105 8&.67% 1964"''' 2723 68.01% 87m. '''''7 
'a 14.SS'''' 672% 550 11.86% 7431" '355 7'.01% 1290~ 2093 84.29',4 18361" 2614 71.69% 88f~ '476 
11 11.58% .. '" 520 11.96% 7349" '337 72.70% I~ 2025 6U6% 18092% 2.586 71.54% sao." 1<107 













,3 11.58% .a'" ". 66.01% 7349" '336 70.60% 11497% 19.57 83.36% an .. " 2559 71.46% 858'" '347 en ,. 11.58% .. '" 529 68.01% 734"9" '336 70.62% ",3'" 1894 82.90% 1728 ... " 2502 76.45% 85B2lI '347 
15 11.58% .. '" 529 68.01% "'"'' ,336 " .71% f0673'J1o 1~ 83n .. 1709~ 2.(49 76.61% 85B2lI '346 ,. 16.74% 657" so, 64.88% 6255" 11.57 71.D9% 10284" 1136 86.07% 1619~ 2284 82.97% 8.532% 1234 
17 16.64% ..... ... 63.80% ..,.",. 1136 71.D0% f02~ 1733 8-4.B4% 1602'" 2266 83.16% 85"''' 1231 
18 16.3(r.4 656" .83 61.17% .,..,. '002 70.28% ... '" '706 86.71% f6029S 2244 83.15% 85""" 1231 
,9 16.30% .,.,. '83 60.82% 52"" 10'0 71.16% l001~ teBB 86.16% 15796" 2200 83.72% $463,. 1213 
'" 16.66% ..... .34 61.31% 4650% "0 72.04% .. ,2lIi '85' 8&.09% 1.5654'1. 2182 8&.06% 8397" 1771 I 2' 16.54% ,.'" '33 61.59% 4270% 832 72.13% 96'''' ,600 8&.11% f~ 2132 8-4.16% 8' .... 11!j91 
22 16.26% 56'" .15 60.61% 3682'16 729 n.93% "36" 1376 'CU2% 15431" 2048 8-4.23'~ 7861" 1120 
<-+-
N ~ (]l o· -0 
CD () ., 
0 0 
S CD ::: '0 ,.... 
~ 
23 16.19% "... ". 6CU7% """'" 70' 78.44% .. m. '366 91.67% 1.f~ 1913 66.06% 7675% ' 083 1 ,. 15.89% 57"" .05 68.44% 3316" .. , 78.44% .. ,.,. '366 91.52% ,,,,9316 1861 81.78% ...... .. 71 
25 16.56% 5"" 370 56.70% J0450:.;, 656 78.44% 892 ... '366 '2.89% f389~ 1795 81.38% 6273% .25 
26 16.66% 5ffti 370 66.70% 30"" 656 78.44% 80m. '366 U.IO% fJ2.f.:r.. 1707 n.""-'" .5594" .. 51 
27 lU2% "." 325 64.69% 292'" 54' 78.10% 8713'S 1346 904.80% f279~ 1620 7'.44% Sf1S" 818 ! 2. lU2% 5_ 325 54.89% 2921" .. , 78.10% an"" 1348 '2.88% 12026" 1554 82.00% .f89~ 718 1 







30 204.83% 52"" 253 67.92% 237~ .., 76.11% 7J64lO 1161 l6.cl8% flU~ flU 87.11% ... '" .. 7 1 
3' 24.33% 523% 253 67.72% 2323'S .83 77.94% 7033% ,083 ".12% 9773" IU6 88.44% 4614% ." 





33 38.76% ..... 207 63.44% ,6_ 319 12.07% 529"" m 110.27% 85001< .25 '2.67% ..,,'" .559 1 en 
34 38.76% ..... 207 63.44% 168811; 379 82.33% .5269'.11; 7" 108.69% 7681" .. a 97.54'~ ,,_ 53' I 
35 30.89% 494" "2 54.48% ,""'" 3 .. 82.67% 510.5" ]<, 108.69% 7681" .. 8 99.01% 4307" 522 
...., 
CD 
36 0.91% If" 1<7 63.32% 1484" 334 82.67% 
51_ 
m 108.69% 768t" "8 101.71% "J2~ 510 I 
31 0.91% If" w 63.32% 1484" m 12.67% 5105" m 111.02% 7402% 800 110.03% 4016" "a 
en 
<-+-...., 
38 UI% 2'" 57 56.63% ..... '60 82.62% 40."" 593 110.87% 6615" 716 104.70% 375~ '30 
39 ·24.34% -61" 30 66.76% 50'" '08 82.96% 3650\1 ". I1U7% "'5'J£ 716 104.70% 3752'J1i .30 o' <-+-
.0 0.00% 0" 0 68.49% 405'1. 83 10.21% 2"8~ 372 117.26% .,'"" 675 100&.70% 3752'!E. .30 CD ., 0.00% "" 0 68A9% 40.5" 83 7'.76% 23Sl ... 36' 103.52% '85'" 563 96.49% ",.." 365 
0.. 
42 0.00% "" 0 42.54% 23 .. " .. 83.92% 2"7~ 35< 103.62% 48.57" 563 96.49% ",.." J8!j en 43 0.00% 0" 0 49.36% 2'''' 53 66.79% 213,,, 2.a 107.66% "'70~ ". 9U9% ",..,. J8!j .. 0.00% "" • 49.36% 21.,. 53 86.66% 200611 2" 109.23-4 4706~ 517 97.96% 30 .. " 373 
po 





5' 0.00% "" 0 -40.85% -14" 
, 106.54% .. '" " 91.21% 1687$ 222 4U2% 53'" H2 ::l 52 0.00% 0" 0 -40.86% -14" • 96.12% " ... 3f 77.20% 721" m 4.&.&9% "'" f29 0. 53 0.00% ... 0 -40.86% -14tj • 46.00% "'" a 79.92% 266" •• <3.68% . .... m 54 0.00% "" 0 -40.86% -14'" , 06.00% """ a 83.74% 18r", 26 39.66% 271" 82 x· 55 0.00% 0" 0 -40.86% -14" • 06.00% 30" a 100.27% B." '0 60.61% 2"9(, 50 













P-v.Iu. Vlrl.atl!. fll.rLn-' 
0.3 1 10.40 0.0000 EY(·I2m) > 0.1493 
0.3 2 15.25 0.0000 CH_AAISALES S 0.0922 
0.3 3 16.10 0.0000 CH~SSTURN("2m) ~ ..Q.l 00t6 
0.3 16.39 0.0000 MOM_6(·Jm) > ..Q.I964 
0.3 1653 0.0000 POS_NET > •. 0000 
0.3 16.61 0.0000 MOM_6<-&n) > -0.3419 
0.3 16.59 00000 CH_ASSTURN(·6m) > .Q2930 
0.3 8 16.56 0.0000 PRETAX_PM , 0.173:1 
0.3 9 16.52 0.0000 CH_DEP , 0.3852 
0.3 10 16.48 0.0000 £V{.9m) > 0.0596 
0.3 11 16.50 0.0000 ROE(·I2m) > .Q.0956 
0.3 12 16.45 0.0000 CH_SALES(-I2m) > -0.1429 
0.3 13 16.38 0.0000 CH_SALES{-8m) > -0.1 429 
0.3 14 16.30 0.0000 OPINCtTA(-I2m) > 0.Q168 
0.3 15 16.20 0.0000 MOM_3(-6m) , .Q.2988 
0.3 16 16.06 0.0000 ROE(-9m) > -0.07-48 
0.3 17 15.91 0.0000 NTB , 3.6700 
0.3 16 IS.n 0.0000 OP1NCITA , 0.2BIl6 
0.3 19 1556 0.0000 MOM_3<-9m) > -0.2761 
0.3 20 15.35 0.0000 CH_TA(-9m) , 0 ..... 
0.3 21 15.09 0.0000 CH_TA(.12rn) , 0.3696 
0.3 22 14.65 0.0000 POS_OP > .0000 
0.3 23 14.15 0.0000 CH_TA(-6m) , 0.3614 
0.3 24 13.84 0.0000 CH_TA , O.3TT7 
0.3 25 13.43 0.0000 CH_INVtTA , -0.0194 
0.3 26 13.D3 0.0000 ROA , 0.1331 
0.3 27 13.00 0.0000 ROE 0.3852 
0.3 28 12.69 0.0000 POS_ROE 7.0000 
0.3 29 12.39 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN > -0.1652 
0.3 :JJ 12.00 0.0000 CH_INVlSAl ES{-9m) , 0.3021 
0.3 31 11 .82 0.0000 CAPGEAR > 0.0269 
0.3 32 11 .59 0.0000 NTC > 12.7478 
0.3 33 11.50 0.0000 CH_INVTURN(-&n) > -2:YJn 
0.3 301 11 .40 0.0000 CHJNVTURN(-I2rn) > -2:!IiJn 
0.3 35 11 .19 0.0000 CH_EBTISALES(-I2m ) 2: -0.7558 
0.3 36 10.65 0.0000 EARNG_2<6(-12m) > -0.1674 
0.3 37 10.38 0.0000 EARNG_24(-9m) > -0.1156 
0.3 38 '0.18 0.0000 ROA(-12m) > 0.0293 
0.3 39 9.n 0.0000 EARNG_'2 > -0.0153 
0.3 40 9.37 0.0000 CH_DEP(-I2m) 0.3075 
0.3 ., 920 0.0000 DY{-Om) 0.0018 
D~ .2 9.13 0,0000 DY(-12m) 0.00« 
0.3 .c 9.06 0.0000 NOSHARES , 182222 
0.3 .. B.n 0.0000 CH_DPS(-I2m) , .Q.5!iB3 
0.3 0&5 8.09 0.0000 POS_NEl(-I2m) , 32.<XXlO 
0.3 46 8.OS 0.0000 SALES4CASH > ·28.03n 
0.3 47 7.41 0.0000 POS_OP(-I2m) , 24.((00 
0.3 .. 6.52 0.0000 CH_INVlTA(-I2m) > -0.0248 
0.3 .. 5.49 0.0000 REVlSION_24 , 0 .4288 
0.3 50 5.25 0.0000 REVISION_'2 , 0.20« 
0.3 51 • . 63 0.0000 CH_QUICK 0.0889 
0,3 52 3.66 O.COOI SDEV_VOL(-I2m) > ·1 .2656 
0.3 53 2.9-4 0.0017 GM(-12m) > .Q.DB22 
0.3 54 2.37 0.0089 SDEV_VOL(-9m) > ·1 .4m3 
0.3 55 2.17 0.0150 ACCITA 0.0194 
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lS.31 .. 132 
15.14" 128 
IS."" 128 
14.94 ... 127 







9 .33" 92 
8 .97" 92 






































































































































































11 .845 3.008 
11 .870 3.007 









14.1S( •. 283 
12.788 ..... 
11.600 3.919 
12111 3 .... 
11.526 3.922 














1 •. 1 ,~o 1 20" 1 ,~, 1 ,~, J ,~ I 
0 '0 
;:l '0 r+ (l) ;::;. 
::;l r:: 0-ro X' 0-
1 0.38% 73" 2293 45.27% 11XlOS .... 87 "9.72% 2026r. "89, 67.21% 29"'1'$ 5252 63 .17% ,5398'$ 292!) 
2 16.04% , ..... "5< 64.72% "746" 2576 62.82% '607'" 31)10 80.14% 23315", 3499 67.92% "937" 2109 
3 10.32% ",.,. 092 61.66% 166'" "" 68.71% 12J'OS 21:;0 83.34% 21"3'S 3040 68.81% 11616" 1677 • 14.88% ..'" ~ .. 63.26% 639". 1213 69.30".4 11J.5.4" 19f6e: 62.011% 194aR 28 .. 9 73.41% 96''''' 1!)74 
5 16.66% ..... 468 61.41% .1669" '090 76.36% 106~" '695 86.80% 18316" 254, 71.58% 93O!1" '478 
6 16.91% ..... 48' 6U9% .5523" If'" 76.86% 1051"", 166.] 86.43% ,798"" 2 .. 97 78.61% 9258" ,..'5 
7 16.91% ..... 461 6U9% ~23" "' .. 7U1% 10508" 1661 8SA2% 17511091> U87 7U1% 9258" '415 
8 16,28% 62<'" 4S? SI.04% 5361" 980 7U2% 10409" 1624 86.42% 1791(YJi, U87 78.61% 9258" 1415 
• 2U4% 7""" 370 71.09% 4793" fJ()9 84034% 961S'> 1368 87.08% ftu6~ 2269 81.47% 88""" 129' 
10 22_87% 6""" 362 72.67% 465,,, 769 82.U% 92f~ '335 88.14% 1637~ 22'9 83,49% 8"'" ,279 
11 22.87% 6P"" 362 72.67% 46.51" 760 82.U% 9216S 1335 88.29% 161!)7" 2196 88.18% 8862" '200 




'0 :::0 P> 
(l) ;:l. en 






13 21.27% 58", 32' 73 .21% 4606" 755 82.84% 92115" '335 88.33% 1598~ 2172 88.67% 8823" 119" en ,. 21.27% 58'" 32' 73.21% ...,." ?55 80.53% 8157" '305 89.48% 1.5801" 21,g 88.74% 882". 1193 
15 21 .17% m" 32> 71.78% 430'" m 80.43% 87"26" '302 89.27% 1562Pti. 2tD1 88 ,94% 882O'l1; 1190
1 
16 21 .17% 5?". 325 71.78% 4391" m 80.43% . ? .... '30' 88.82% 1546211> 2089 90 .62% 8533lI !flO 
17 21.17% 51". 325 71 .78% 4391" ,3< 80.43% ., .... '30' 88.~% 1529"" 20n 91.22% 8'34" 1070 
18 22.4&% ..",. 310 68.12% 3917" 690 79.44% B500lI " .. 88.19% 1~ 2070 91.22% 8134" to70 
19 22.45% ..",. 3'0 67.37% 364"" 650 80.74% 851"" '266 BS.2S% 1307'" 2021 91.48% ."u" '063 
20 22.4"" ~?"" 30!1 66.89% 3434" 616 8U10'.4 """'" 1243 90.30% 1487"", 19n $(1 .2'% '!103lI '00' 21 22.46% """" 309 66.89'.4 3 .. 34" 6'6 81.4"" 83"'" ,m 91.69% 14258r. '866 90_73% 7757" '026 22 22.41% .. '" 29! 66.16% 297,,, 530 ...... 2% """"" 1138 90'.00% 1407~ 1791 90.23% """ 0.' 
M-
e..:> ~ 0 ;:;' '0 
ro () ., 
0 () a ro ;:l 
'0 r+ 
~ 
23 23.62% 555" •• 2 63.45% 270Bti 512 U,42% """"" 1138 93.69% 13624.... '745 87.30% 6337% S?, Uj' 2. 24.08% 4"6" 24? 60.03% 24_ 48? 84.42% """"" 1138 96.24% 13~ 1679 87.1"% 6020" B29 0 25 33.81% '9". 175 67,11% '885" 337 83.24% 6597" ", 97.64% 1119'" ,.. .. " 92.60% .5772" 748 ::;l 
2B 33.81% 'P'" !?5 67.11% 188.5" 337 83.24% 6597" 051 95.11% 1086~ 1371 9U5% "53" 682 
27 33.81% ..,,, !75 67.11·'" 1885" 337 83.24% 650'" 951 94.89% 10817" 1368 96.06% 53'''' 673 
2B 33,81% "". !75 67,11% 188.5" 33' 86.66% 65''''' ." 104.38% 1009~ 1160 94.33% 4 .. 88')6 571 
29 33.81% 'P:'" !75 67.11% 188.5" 337 86.30% 636'" . ., 107.87% 06"''' 107"3 94,13% 436'" 556 ro <: ~ 
30 33.81% "". 1r5 67.04% ,"-"'" 129 88.61% 603". Bl7 107.67% 89."" "'. n .24% "21~ 52' 31 33.81% '0'" 175 67.04% ,"-"'" 309 91 .69'.4 602"" 789 105.16% &:121" Of. 97.03% "261" 527 





33 -3 ,16% .,,,,, 70 66.19% 148491'. 269 '2.3"" 5864" 762 102.04% 7389" ... 105.33'% 430'" "0 en 
3< -3 ,16% .,,,,, 70 66.19% , "8491'. ""9 ,2.70% 58''''' 756 103.10% 720811 839 105.33% 430'" "0 
35 -3,16% .,,,,, ?O 66.19'.4 , .. 84" "'" 92,70% 58''''' 756 103.43% 7051" "8 113.78% 4049" <27 
.., 
(l) 
36 ·24.34% -cs,,, 30 66.10".4 "'" m 89.79% ""?". 67. 103.00% 6746" ?86 108.2&% 3801" 422 en 37 ·24.34% -61" 30 64.03% 6."" '" 90.85% 46"'" 013 103.00% 6746" ?88 108.215% 380"", 422 
c-+ .., 
3.8 .24.34% -61 " 30 64.03% 0 .... '" '1.66% <333l1 56. 105.88% 65$11" 747 108.2&% 3807" 422 J9 0.00% "" 0 56.77% 
,,,,, ,0< 91.04% 33? ... 4'" 111.14% 6561" ?OP 108.2&% 380791'. 422 ;:;' M-
40 0.00% .. 0 62.77% 476" " 94,18% 32"9'.!Ii m 101.38% 517Q1l. 012 109_75% 3722% <07 (l) ., 0.00% "" 0 62.77% 47'" " 94.18% 3249% m 97.78% 4840'l. 594 99.27% 3119% 3?? 
0-





51 0.00% "" 0 -40.86% .14" 4 1CM;.54% 46'" 52 92,34% ,5<", 20' 56.37% <2"" P' ::l 52 0.00% "" 0 -40.86% ·14" 4 123.38% 3'"'' 38 81.86% 7""" 10' 53.80% 
,.... 82 0-53 0,00% "" 0 -40.85% · 14'1 
, 118.22% 17'" IB 76.42% 363lI 57 55.47'.4 356l< n 
5< 0.00% "" 0 -40.85% · 14" 
, 81.99% '2" 12 82.97% 138" 20 67.:U·,4 344'" n X' 











P..,ahl. V.rlable fla.rL-v.1 
0.35 • 7.10 0.0000 MT8 < 0 .6700 
0.35 2 10.83 0.0000 CH_TA(. I2m) < 0.2058 
0.35 3 11 .30 0.0000 CH_INVlTA(·I2m) · ·(l0248 0.35 .. 11 .72 0.0000 POS_ROE > 3.0000 
0.35 5 11 .71 0.0000 ROA(. I2m) · -0.1173 0.35 6 11 .66 0.0000 OP1NCtTA < 0.2888 
0.35 1 11 .59 0.0000 ROE < 0 .3420 
0.35 8 11.49 0.0000 CH_TA.(-9m) < 0.Z183 
035 9 11 .'" 0.0000 CH_TA < 0.3m 
0.35 10 1\.38 0.0000 CH_TA(-6m) < 0.2556 
0.35 " 11 .33 0.0000 POS_OP , -8.0000 
0.35 12 11.13 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN(-I2m) :i!: -0.1046 
0.35 13 1120 0.0000 CH_INVlSALES(-9m) < 0.3021 
0.35 '''' lU6 0.0000 CH_SALES(-9m) 
, -<1 ,1"29 
035 IS lUI 0.0000 MOM_J<-9m) , ~278' 
0.35 16 11 .05 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN , .{).1652 
0.35 17 10.99 0.0000 MOIr'C3(-6m) , ~.2968 
0.35 18 10.91 0.0000 MOM_6(-6m) , .{).J.419 
0.35 19 10.59 0.0000 MOM_6(-3m) > .{).1438 
035 20 1026 0.0000 ROE(, I2m) , .{).1618 
0.35 21 1021 0.0000 CH_SALES(-I2Jn) , -0.071" 
0.35 22 10.03 0.0000 CH_ARISALES < 0.2431 
0.35 23 9.66 0.0000 CH_DEP < 0.5228 
035 204 923 0.0000 OPINCITN.-I2m) , -0.0148 
035 25 9.12 0.0000 DY(-I2m) , 0.0229 
0.35 26 9.13 0.0000 EY(-l2rn) , 0.0071 
0.35 27 8.98 0.0000 ROE(-9m) , -0.0748 
035 28 8.83 0.0000 EYI-8m) , 0.003< 
0.35 29 e.73 0.0000 OY(-9m) · 0.0018 0.35 30 ''''' 0.0000 CH_EBTISALES(-I2m) O!: -0.6120 
0.35 31 8.03 0.0000 NOSHARES < 178388 
0.35 32 7.75 0.0000 CH_DPSC-12rn) , -0.5693 
0.35 3J 7.046 0.0000 CH_INvtTA > -0.0250 
0.35 3< 722 0.0000 CH_DPS(-9m) , .{) .... 2B6 
0.35 35 6.97 0.0000 NTC · 127"76 0.35 36 6.04" 0.0000 PDS_NET(·I2m) < 32.0c00 
0.35 37 5.80 00000 CH_ASSTURN(-6m) , -0.0316 
0.35 38 5.60 0.0000 ROA < 0."97 
0.35 39 5.23 0.0000 PRETA>\...PM , 0.2078 
0.35 040 5.07 0.0000 EARNG_2o&(- I2m) , -0.16704 
0.35 •• ' .99 00000 GM(-I2m) > -0.0822 
0."" 042 ".73 0.0000 EARNG_204(-9m) > -0.1156 
0.35 43 " .046 0.0000 CAPGEAR , 0.0269 
0.35 .. '.28 0.0000 POS_NET , 8.0000 
0.35 4S 3.99 0.0001 CH_QUICK < 00988 
035 <8 3.55 0.0002 CH_INVTURN(~) > -0.1859 
0.35 " 7 2.80 0.0028 S DEV_VOl > ~ . ...,. 
0.35 48 2.49 0.0085 SDEV_ VOl(-9m) · -1."093 0.35 49 2.31 0.0105 SAlESICAS H , -28.00n 
0.35 50 2.11 0.0173 GFORECAST_'2 < 2.0550 
0.35 5. '.89 0.0298 REVISION_2" < 0.3213 
~128 0.1006 SDEV VOl(&I) , -0.90470 






























































11 .304"" 10 
1' .3a 89 
10.72'Jf. .. 
10 .... 2'110 6' ..... 6. 
9.64'" 6. 
9.35" 8. 














04 .97" 33 
".92" 32 
" .70% 30 
'."'" 2ft 




3 .13" 17 
2.""" .. 
2._ 6 





I .12"J1o • 
0."" • 
0._ • 
0.61 % 0 
0 .56" 0 
0.53'" 0 
0.304''Il10 0 


















1 .... 12% 
104.39% 



































































2 ... ........ 
204.7 .... 




















5.<02 I .BSI 
" .748 • . 855 
3.883 1.701 
' .045 1762 
11 .902 3.0'" 
11 .717 3.0,3 
10.999 2.942 
10.975 2.960 
10.948 2. ... 
10.805 2985 
10 . ...:! 2. ... 
9,CMI 2.762 
8 . .. 2789 
8.967 2.806 
8.936 2.822 
8 .799 2.822 
8.857 2.817 
8."73 2.803 
8 ."'7 2.810 
8= 2.799 












5.566 2. ... 
5 .... 2.<82 
5.1).017 2.563 







3.030 • .922 
' .79< ' .<53 
1.1041 1.<58 
1.737 1.0470 
.... '6 1.319 














• lU6% """" 1129 55.01% '360~ 2967 67-.26% 12'914" 2304 81-06% 127~ 1BeQ 47.63% 358<" 003 2 28 ."% .- m 70.81% 10126" 1715 71.T7% ..,."" 1432 'U.% 8007" .050 61.1"% 2.2s... 47. 3 oUI.l6% 101." 300 67.41% 7340S ."'" 83.48'1. 851j'1 122" 86.84% .5927" ... 76.08% 2.50." 395 • 41.92% 101'" 200 71.89% 74'~ 1238 B4.1~% ""'''' ,21B 86.12% .572~ 708 n.82% 2"2% 392 5 4~."% 'O,~ 285 72.01% 73ml 1222 83.61% ... '" '206 76.7'% 4704% "5 6""% 1285" 286 
• 42-"'", 10'''' 285 7~.01% 7J33~ 1222 83.06% 828ti" 11P7 76.11% "7og" m 53.93% '28.5" 286 





~ (1) u; . C/l 
0 C 
;::1 ;:+ 
• 42.73% .. '" 270 70.78% 69 .... HlP 86.48% 807'" H2O 71.45% .OlJS .7< 57.76% 121~ 252 • 42.93% .. "" 255 72.1~% 6850" 110e 87.13% 79.5'" .095 71.41% "013" 67< 57.76% '21~ 25' 
10 "2.t3% .. "" 255 7~.12% .. ,. .. 1108 86.74% 789'" .<XI2 72.11% 3999" 685 57.76% 1213'1 252 
11 4~.93% .. "" 255 72.12% ..... " HOB SO.72% 780"" .032 70.96% 3719" 629 57_76% 121JS '52 




II C/l .... 





.6 11.38% .,'" 20. 78 ."·~ 5<35" 83' 88.82% 57P61'. 783 62.71·~ 2649" 507 53.4'% 10.19'" 233 
17 16."% ..... ... 78.89% 5'670; 7" 89.57% 57_ m 60.49% 2510'1. ••• 64.0 .. ·.4 1036" 23<) ro (") .., () 0 
•• 56.66'''' ..... • •• 78.07% .5016" 771 89.89% 570~ 762 60.49% 2.51"" ••• ".04% 1035" 23<) •• 6'-60% 00'" •• 2 76.06% 42/u~ 885 '1.47% 5n"" 751 60.66% '50'" ... 53.06% .7'" 2.20 ro a ;::1 r"' '0 
20 0 .60% ... " '.2 76.37% .226" ... '1 .86% 508 ... ... 61.61% 2S1~ '00 53.06% .7'" 220 
2. 64.49% .. .,. 171 75.75% "'09" 65. '1 .H% 50 .... ... 61.&1% 2~H6" '00 53.06% "'" 2.20 22 64_49% P19" 17. 71.75% .,09" 65. 88.44% ...,.,. . 2' 69.49',4 2646" . " 53.06% .7'" 22 • 
23 1'_40% 916" .6. 74..,.% J593!6 5IJ<J 89.06% <3 .. " "" 61."9'.4 2646" ." 53.06% .7'" 2.20 2' 61.40% ...... ••• 7UO% ...... 50 • 90.2 .. ·'" "' 73% 555 69.49% 2646" ., 53.06% . 7'" 2.20 1 






26 6I.oUI% .,'" ••• 72.47% """"" 500 91 .63% 
41_ ... 6&.02% ."'"'" 33' 66.27% so." '" 27 5~.64% ..... '" 72.«% 2B3N1io 47. '1.&3% 
41_ ... 66.02% ."'"'" 33. 66.27% so." 'N! <: ~ 
28 6~.64% ..... •• 2 72.«% 2837" 470 '1.63% .,e~ , .. 64.83% 16"8"J6, "", 49.4'% 70.5" 1711 
29 12.64% ..... ..2 72.44% 2837'" 47O 91 .6'% ",8.5" ... 56.23'''' 1331" , .. 53.26% " ... , .. .... (1) 
30 52.64% ..... ,.2 72.44% 283'" 470 8U7% 33"" '52 78.10% '05<" '62 34.46% 35"" 11° 1 
31 60-.2'% 72 ... "5 73.20% 267 ... 43. 88.00% 3f7~ '33 71.10% ... " 150 37.12% 32 ... .05 C/l .... C/l 
32 h _39% ..... '"~ 73.49'~ ""'" '30 8'.52'~ 2707% 389 73.54'4 901" ." :17.52% 32 ... 105 .. 33 61.'7% ..... "0 71.14% 234'" 371 8Ul% 26_ 3n 73."% 901" ." 37.52% 31 ... lOS I .., 
34 ..... _71% ..,,, .22 7'."% ,...,. 312 87.82% 244"" 334 73."";' 901" ." 37.52% 32 ... 10S 1 
35 8.63% """ •• 79.68% 2005" J1J2 87.82% 24 •• ", 334 73 .54% gO,'" "7 37.52% 32 ... .05 
(1) 
C/l .... 
36 8.53% """ .. 73.'0% " .... 2.7 71.110% ...... 264 U .SO% ".7" .36 37. 52'~ 32 ... 1005 I 37 6.61% .... 39 74.63% 9 .. 4" 152 77.16% 148,,, 22. 6UO% 147" '36 37.62% 32 ... lOS I 
38 0.00% "" ° 6U2% 36 ... •• 7S.03% ",... 21. 6UO% 747~ 136 37.12% 32"" 105 39 0.00% ... 0 6U2% "" ... •• 71.03% ..- 2 •• 49.87% .""" ••• 47.~3% 31j'1 80 .. 0.00% "" ° 69.85% 274" 47 7'.33% 142s... 21. 49.87% . """ 10 • 47.23% 315% 80 1 •• 0.00% "" • 6S.81% 27 .... 47 79.33% '42s... 2 •• 4~.03% 3"'" .2 4U7% 269';16 n '2 0.00% "" ° '1.T7% 2"'" 29 7U2% .3000\ ••• 4~.03% 322% ., 4U7% 26.,. n! <3 0.00% 0" 0 '3.32% 179" 23 ".16% 1082'Jfi 135 44.71% :mo; •• "1.,7'", 2 .... n l .. 0.00% "" ° 18'-64% ..... • '8.~'% 10"8'.!fI 12. 44.71% 332% •• "1.97% 269" 77 <5 0.00% ... 0 189.64% 'j'I • 88.62% 702% .. lS.16% 281'1£ .. 4U7% ,..,. n 
<8 0.00% 0" ° 18'.64% ..... 6 80.91% ., .... 83 4'-12% ,."" 58 4U7'~ ,..,. nl 
.., 



























;:l '0 ...... CD S· ::J c:: 0.. ('[) :;<' 0-
'·valu. Varlabl. 
Anrag. Stocks as. 
JIIumtMir 01 proportion 01 Jumbtir 01 Anfag. Standard 
PIR.r L.v.1 Stocks sampl. _lnMirs R.turn D.vlallon I .. ' .... , ... , ,.... ..,,' .... -, n 0 0 ~ 3 
0.' 1 5.33 O.CXXXl MTB S 0.6100 24.95 23.32% 146 "''''''' 2521% 5.402 1.851 O. 2 920 O.CXXXl CH_TA(-I2m) S 0.2050 16.63 15.55% .. 7235" 3321% 4 .748 1.855 
0.' 3 9.97 O.CXXXl CH_IN'I1TA(- I2m) , ...0.0248 13.00 12.71" 78 75.0B% 37.79" 3 .863 1.701 
0.' • 10." O.CXXXl POS_ROE , 3.CXXXl 13.07 1221" 78 76.904" 37.55" ' .045 1.762 
1 11.66% '''''''' """ 65.01% 13602" 2967 67.26% 1~f4" 2304 81.015
1
'" 127~ 1889 47.63% 35.", 903 
2 28.54% .- 391 70.86% 10126" 17J5 76.77% """'" 1432 91.61% B007" 10"" 61.14% 242.59(, ". 3 40.56% f014" JOO 67.46% 734 ... '3015 83048% 85''''' 122' 86.84% 5927S S1P 76.0S-'" 2""'" 395 • 41.92".4 1013$ 290 71.89% 7416t1 1238 84.12% 653"" 1218 86.12% 5727" ,.. 77.82% 25<". m 
'0 ::;0 ~ 
CD ..., en' r:n 
C 0 
::+ ;:l 
O. 5 10.48 O.CXXXl ROA{-I2Jn) , -0.1173 1213 11..3.f" 70 72._ 20.57" " .902 3.0'4 
0.' S 10 .• 2 0 .1XXll CH_ASSTURN(-I;bn) ~ -0.1046 9.95 9._ 55 71 .51'" 21.85 ... 9 .971 2.781 
0.' 7 10." 0.1XXll CH_ltMSAlES(-9m) , 0.30>1 8.58 8.1121< 50! 73._ 22._ 9 .517 2.7S> 
0.' 8 10.53 O.CXXXl CH_ASSTURN , -0.12504 7.'" 7 .01'" 51 7 • . 57% 2227" 10.107 2.866 
5 42.66% 1013"1 285 72.01% 7333l< 1222 U .66% IU"'" '206 76.78% 4704S 7<, 63.93% 1285'1i 266 • 54.33% "'8'" 2<0 74,85% 671'" 1077 81 .02% OJ.'" , .. 67.76% J506l< ." 49.01% ftft'li 272 





0.' 9 10.53 O.CXXXl CH_SALES(-$lm) , -0.1 429 7.33 6.as" 51 7S.02"JI0 22._ 10.067 2 ... 
0.' 10 10.51 O.CXXXl 1040,,",_31.-&1) , -0.2988 7.17 6 ._ .. 75'- 22-""" 9.921 2883 9 6&.38% .,"" 201 77.82% "..,. 863 8'-26% :1951" 800 67.79% 31""" "" 152.37% 1126" 258 10 56 .66% " ... I.' 78.27% 53""" 817 90.00% "", ... 768 65.84% """'" 5<5 62 .86% 1123"10 255 
r:n 
.-+ ..,. po 
0.' 11 10 .• 7 O.CXXXl MOM_3(·9m) , -0.2761 7.15 6 .68'" .. 75 . .f9'JI, 22321< 9.879 2!llO 
0 .' 12 10."3 O.CXXXl CH_TA(-6m) S 0.3085 7.13 6.67" .. 75.50''lI0 22-""" 9 .768 290< 11 56.66% .' ... ,., 78.89% 5167" 786 1O.t3% """" 763 6&.44'.1. """'" 5<5 52.86% 1123"1 255 12 56.66% " ... '" 78.89% 5f6~ 768 90.40% .567.,. 7SO 66.62% """''' 536 52.86% 1123"1 255 .-+ a (i' '0 0.' 13 10.39 O.CXXXl OP1NCITA , 0.2886 7.12 6.65" .. 75.31" 22.25" 9.62ti 2901 
0.' 14 10.31 O.CXXXl MOM_6<-&n) , -0.30419 7.03 6.57" <7 75.08'% 22.28" 9 .419 L888 
13 56.&&% .' ... ,., 78.89% 5167" 768 89.67% 5755" 171 67.09% ""eo.. 533 62.86% 1123" 255 
" 56.&6% .' ... 199 78.07% 5016" 171 89.89% 5708'.W. 762 67.09% 2980" 533 52.86% "m< 255 ('[) (";) ..., a () 0.' 15 10.22 O.CXXXl CH_TA(-9m) , 0 .1665 6 .62 6.37'" <7 75.03% 22 . .f3'" 9.160 2007 
0.' 18 10.07 O.CXXXl CH_TA s 0.3215 6.72 6.28" <7 75.52% 22 . .f3" 9 .153 2891 
15 56.66% " ... ,g, 78.07% S01'" 171 89.68% ""'" 7<3 67.76% 2981" 52. 52.86% 1123"1 255 16 156.68% " ... ,g, 78.07% 5016" 171 86.33% 506'" 704 76.44% 3112" .. 5 62.86% 112~ 255 S CD ;:l '0 
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Appendix D: 28 
Appendix D.lO. Results for dynamic comparison level tests: restricted sample 
The tables below show the results from the stepwise median comparison test where the sample has 
been restricted to the period from 2000 until 2004. Each table that follows provides the results from 
this test while using a initial comparison level (ranging from 20 to 50 percent) and increasing this 
comparison level to 100 percent within a prespecified length. This length is set at five filters for Part 
A of this appendix, ten filters for Part B and fifteen filters for Part C. The table shows the filtering 
variables and their corresponding filter levels as each subsequent filter is added. For each 
combination of filters the z-statistic from the Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing the median 
return of the filtered portfolio to the relevant comparison level along with its p-value is shown. The 
tables also show the average number of companies held in any month over the period from 2000 
until 2004, and the amount of companies held as a proportion of the entire sample. The number of 
winners picked out of a possible 546 insample winners is indicated. Finally, the tables show the 
average annual return and annualized standard deviation of monthly portfolio returns of each filtered 
portfolio over the period from January 2000 until December 2004, as well as the JK statistic and 
Sharpe ratio. 
The tables below also show the calendar time payoffs corresponding to the each of these filters over 
the entire sample period from January 2000 until December 2004. For each sample year the total 
return earned by the filtered shares (second column of each year), the number of investment months 
included in the filtered portfolio (third column of each year) and the corresponding equally-weighted 
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3 31.16% ""'" 303 61.42% "'1S~ 96' 71 .041% 62'~ 'lU' 11".79% f1~ 12()8 59.82% 655'" "27 • 122.20% , .. " 7> 39.8<% 4SJ" '" 96.71% 333'" 413 108.lO"~ 4'6'" <61 96.76% 2186" m 5 131.50% MIl!< 50 63.48% ,- 38 o.oO'~ "" 0 138.28% 2812t. ,.. 96.66% 2'_ 272 • 134.<S% 62"" ". 69.93% ,,"" 2. 0 .00% "" 0 133.M% 102JS •• 179.29% "951(, 60 7 134.<8% 62"" ". 59.93% ,,"" 2. OJ)O% "" 0 144.64% '39" ,. 182.21% 11M" ,. • 14&.43% .- 36 63.01% ''''''' ,. O.l)()% "" 0 144.64% ."" 7. 112.26% "8511 ,. 9 146.43% .- 38 63.01% 'ao" 2< O.l)()% "" 0 150.'1% B""" .. 182.26% "85~ ,. 10 14&.43% <:,.,. 36 63.01% ''''''' 2< 0.00% "" 0 150.91% .""" 68 182MI", Ill'''''' .. 11 1,",4-3%, ".,. 36 63.01% ''''''' 2< O.l)()% "" 0 144.72% 67S11 ". 190.871", '0'8'1. •• 
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r 0 
ro >-;:l 
0 ~ ):. :::r 
II :::0 ::n CD < f/) co c 
::n :=+ 
r+ f/) 
ro 0' ...., (/) .., 
1 12 3.01 0.0013 NOSHARES · 6S2.26 0.62 0.58" 12 150."" 42.06" 10.682 3.344 1 13 2.9<1 0.0017 DY(-9m) · 0.0500 0.60 0.58"" 11 lfil .:n% 41.89'l< 11.665 3.534 1 14 2.60 0.0026 CH_TA(-9m) · 0.0968 0.56 0.55% 10 154.69% "2.49% 10.825 3.421 1 15 2.49 0.0065 OY · 0.0422 0.55 0.51" • 159.8:2'% 41.661£ 11.858 3.6,5 1 16 2.31 0.0105 POS_OP · 24.CXXXl 0.53 0.50" 7 162.23% 4'.94" 11.896 3 .... 1 17 1.89 0.0296 MOM_6(-&n) · 0.0666 0.47 0.""" 5 ,n.~ 43._ 13.105 3.993 1 18 0.60 0.2114 CH_TA(-6m) · 0.0968 0.42 0.39"" 2 14,.75" ..... 61% 7.926 2.967 
0.25 , 13.64 0.0000 EY(· l2m) · 0.1493 49.70 46.45 .. 28B ... .,.. 16.09"" 10.666 2.433 0.' 2 10.42 O.OOXJ CH_AAISALES · 0.0165 32.35 3023" 193 66.12"10 17.69"110 14 ... , .. 3.14' 0.55 3 6.58 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN(- '2m) ~ -0.1046 2.2.00 21.3'" 152 72..,.. 19.52"10 13.879 3-192 
0.7 4 4.88 0.0000 CH_ESnSALES(-I2m) ~ 0.2504 3.40 3.18% '" 113.37"" 57.15" 3720 1.793 0.95 5 525 0.0000 NOSHARES · 1_ 2.90 2.7,,,, '" 134.70% 31.15"" 18.559 4.109 1 6 427 0.0000 PRETAX_PIoC · 0.1034 2.28 2.13'" '" ,4, .87" 32.08"" 17.9'4 ' .063 1 7 4.66 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN(-&n) · -0.0970 2.1. 2.04'" 39 11.1.83 ... 32""" 19.185 ' .270 1 8 4.91 0.0000 ROE · 0.3420 1.92 1._ 35 159.~ 34.1~ ".343 1..341 1 9 4.89 O.OOXJ OPINCITA · 0.1633 1.46 1._ 32 174.73'1&. D26" 24.164 ' .922 1 10 4.81 O.OOXJ CH_OEP · 0.21.15 1.28 L20-. 31 174.c::9% 33.68'" 23.060 ' .840 1 11 4.75 0.0000 MOM_l(-6m) · -0.0962 1.27 1.18'" 30 178.45'" 33.86"" 23.61.2 4.9045 
' 2 1".43% .,." 36 63.01% ''''''' 2< 0.00% "" 0 136.83% Sf"" •• 199.2'1.4 '0-46~ 63 13 137.02% 271." " 64.33% .. " '2 0.00% ." 0 136.83% .,"" •• In.26% 10 .... 69£, 63 , .. 137.02% 27411 " 64.33% .. " '2 0.00% ." 0 138.74% 509" 44 In.61% ..... 52 ' 5 137.02% 27 ... 'JIi, " 60&.33% .. " '2 0.00% 0" 0 157.4-7% ""''' 27 201.61% 7_ .., 16 137.02% 27.f'Jli, 2< 54.33% .. " 12 0.001.4 ." • 173.83% 2"'"' 2 • 203.92% .""" '0 
,7 1012.49% "" • 50.1714 "" • 0.00% ."' • 173.83% 2_ 20 203.92% .""" 40 ,8 142."% "" • 60.87% "" • 0 .00% ".. • 150.07% '3'" II 176.32% 'IH'JIi '3 
1 0.38% 7"" 2293 ".27% 17.300'5 ... 0487 019.72% 2026~ ... 891 67.21% 290417S !i252 63.17% 15398" 292!i 
2 18.97% ,o44!i" ,,. 63.86% .. "'" 220' 61.54% 12197'J!i 221.8 88.60% 20297S 27049 71.29'~ 10819" 182' 
3 21.94% 60"" '39 69.19% 6328" '283 71.84% 857.,. '433 91.20% 178158S 2~1 71.60% 871.711; ,-
• ,24.67% .- 10 18.11% 21". '37 112.06% 200"" 268 129.96% "'624'J!i m 162."'''' 209f" , .. 
5 0.00% "" • 31.71% "" 2' 128.8714 220". 205 133.72% "'2S71Ii 382 162."'% 2091" 
, .. 
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1 12 4.61 O.OOXJ .,0"_6(·",,) > -0.0912 1.25 1.17'" 29 '79.51'" 3420% 23.133 ' .926 
1 13 4.58 O.OOXJ MOM_6(-6rn) · -0.0151 1.23 1.15 .. 28 '77.25"" 32._ 2".801 5.127 1 14 '.50 O.OOXJ EY(-9m) • 0 .1720 1.2.2 1.14'" 21 '77 .91'" 33.03% 23.719 5.048 
1 15 4.1.' 0.0000 "r6 · 3.1700 1.20 1.1~ 28 179.17% 33.79% 2.2685 4.971 1 '6 4.22 0.0000 POS_NET · l4DOOO '.17 1.""" 24 180.96"-, 34.1'" 22414 4.976 1 11 3.93 O.cOOl EARNG_'2 · -0.0153 0.93 0.87% 21 lE!O.69'J(, 34.78% 21.218 4.874 1 '8 3.82 O.[XX)1 EARNG_24(·I2m) • -0.1674 0.92 0.86"" 20 178.17'" 304.85"-' 20.288 4.791 
1 ,9 3.7' 0.0001 WOM_3(.9m) • -0.0812 0.92 0.86% " 180.76% 35.12'% 20.305 '.829 1 20 3.48 0.0003 CH_TA(-6ml • 0.0068 0.66 0.83% 17 174.813"-' 35.75% 18.110 4.fil4 
1 21 3.23 0.0006 DY(-9m) • 0.0500 0.66 0.83" 15 168.46" 36.16% '6.234 '.336 
12 0.00% "" 0 19.31% ,"" • 147.KI.4 119~ 
., 159.26% 204.5.5" '8' U7.43% 7725" 72 
13 0.00% "" 0 19.31% ,"" • 147.96% 1196" 
., 160.14% 2.fS6~ , .. 290.'6% 1479'" ., 
" 0.00% ." 0 19.31% ,"" • 147.96% 119&5 
., 168.69'~ 23f~ 175 302.68% """,, .. 
15 0.00% ." 0 19.31% ,"" • 147.96% "96'" ., 167.68% 2167'" ". 313.99% ,,,,6,5,,, "" ,. 0.00% "" • 19.31% ''''' • 147.96% 1196"'$ ., 166.20% "182~ '44 302."% ':i36" 53 17 0.00% ."' 0 19.31% ''''' • 149.69% 1,g~ 96 168.12% ,1.049" 11O 304.21% 1319'5 52 ,. 0.00% "" • 19.31% ''''' • 149.69% "9~ .. 162.02% 1364~ 10' 286.70% 11 7,,,, •• I. 0.00% "" • 19.31% ''''' • 147.29% ,06"" 8' 167.AO% 1367~ 98 U6.70'~ ,,7J" .. 20 0.00% "" • 19.31% ''''' • 147.29% ''''''''' 87 170.04% 1176% .3 268.14% 8904" '0 21 0.00% "" 0 19.311.4 ''''' • 147.29% ,""'" .7 171,2,1.4 fOBS" 7. 278.11% ,,"" 23 







CD ro f/) ..., ..... () .., co CS' ;:;. ..... 
1 2.2 2.95 0.0016 CH_TA(-9m) • 0.0068 0.82 0.76" 13 ,55.38" 38.64" 11.950 3.708 
1 23 UIO 0.0026 REVISION_'2 • O.07fW 0.92 0.58% 12 ,51 .68% 40.04% 10.400 3.478 
2.2 0.00% "" • 19.31% ''''' • 147.29% '''''''' ., 1'7.57% ,- 6.5 228.13% ,."" ,. 23 0.00% "" • 19.31'~ ''''' • 147.29% '06'" 87 170.31i"~ .... , 63 0.00% "" • CD 0-1 2 .. 2.63 0.0043 REVISION_24 · 0.1064 0.60 0 ..... 11 153.CI2% 40.01"" 10.554 3.513 1 25 2.45 0.0073 SDEV_VOl(-Sm) • -1 .4003 0.60 O.SS" 10 153.~ 39.66" 10.741 3 .... 
1 26 2.01 0.0220 DY(-'2m) • 0.0044 0.57 0.53% • 129.11." 38.68"" 7.061 3.023 
1 2.7 1.75 0.0401 CH_DPS(-I2m) • -0.5693 0.53 0.""" 7 111.95'" D .""" 9.470 3.317 
1 2!l 1.47 0.071' EARNG_24(-Sm) > 0.0630 0.50 0.47% 5 128.19"" 34.""" 9.517 3.351 
1 '" 1.06 0.1404 CAPGEAR • 0.02E!l 0.30 0.28% • " 7.01% 33.88% 8.138 3.067 
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fl •• r I.e".! Siocks ump.. wlnMrt R.wm o.v"Uon I.J -200-:- -] -:-J 2002 J 200' I 2~ I ([) ..-::I 0 ~ ):. ::r 
0.3 1 10.40 0.0000 EY(-I2m) > 0.1493 " .ro 46.-t5 .. 288 49.- U3.DWW. 10.666 2.433 
0." 2 8.&4 0.0000 CH_ARISALES s 0.0165 32.35 J02J .. 193 lid,;, .. 17.69"10 ' • . -414 3.14' 
0.58 3 5.57 0.0000 EARNG_24{-9m) > 0.1821 5.15 4.81" J1 102.56 .. 25.58" 15.013) 3.624 
, 0.38% 7:,,, 2293 ".27% nlOO~ 4487 (9.72% 2026~ 4891 67.21% 2941~ 5252 63.17% 153gB,. 292.5 
2 18 •• 7% , ..... ... &3.15% .- 2m 65.64% fm7~ 2UB 88.60% 202111"-' 2749 71.29% t08'9~ f821 3 0.00% a.. 0 107.88% 2"" 27 103.60% fJ04~ 12. 110.89% J03?!O 400 113.43% 382~ "', II :::<:l :::n (l) < en 
o.n • '.86 0.0000 CH_EOTtSALES(-I2rn) ~ -0.7558 ' .32 4.00" 31 "5.17" 26.43% 17.925 3.978 • 0.00% a.. 0 107.88% 2"" 27 104.68% ffO~ 127 100.02% 2634" ". "5.51% "'""" "0 CD t: 
0.86 5 '25 0.0000 POS_ROE · 11.0000 1.95 1."'" 2< 1.43.eo.. 35.06" 15.500 3.789 5 0.00% a.. 0 136.041% , .... " 1041.37% ..'" 112 1041.63% ,76", , .. 264_11% 224~ 106 :::n ;:;-1 6 3.53 O.<XlII2 CH_DEP s 0. '099 1.02 0.95" 20 1&4.78% ,.""" 21.204 ' .508 
1 7 3.50 0.0003 ACCtTA s 0.0654 0.87 0 .81" ,. 198_26'" 35 ..... 28.085 5.313 , 8 3-39 0.1XlO< MT8 s 2.1700 0.85 0._ 15 195.33" ,. .~ 29.228 5.452 • 
0.00% a.. 0 0 ._ a.. 0 135.93'" "a.. '" 1<r.1.71% '582!0 173 271.93% 2f9~ .. 7 0._ ... 0 0._ a.. 0 148.19% ,..,. 24 123.10% .,'" .. 234_'7% 216'1- ., 
5 0.00% a.. 0 0 ._ a.. 0 148.19% ".." " 124.66% 913" .. 287.32% 191.5,. IJO 
;:;- en 
CD 0' ., (/) .., , 9 327 0.0008 MO),l_3<&) · {).0287 0.83 0.78" " ,00 __ 34.31" 29._ 5.525 , 10 3.14 0.0008 MOM_6(-6m) · -0.1785 0.78 0.13" '3 200.43" 34.67'4 28.813 5 .... , 11 2.86 0.0021 NOSHARES s "6056 0.57 0 .53" 11 197.22'-' 35.- 28.546 5.JOJ , 12 2.7' 0.003< POS_NET · ,-4JXXX) 0.55 0.5'" '0 199.03" 35.57 .. 26.249 5.313 , '3 2.55 0.0054 EARNG_24(-I2rn) · -0.1614 0.53 0._ • 195.57'4 35 .• 7". 25.154 5.232 , " 2.37 0.0089 MOM_3<-9m) · -0.0872 0.52 0.48% 8 203.27" 35.35 .. 26.995 5 .• 76 , 15 2.17 0.0150 CH_DPS(-9m) · 0.4049 0.50 0.47 .. 7 '97.96" 35.5,.. 25.02-4 5.300 , '8 , .... 0.0260 CH_TA(-6m) s 0.0068 0.48 0.-45% • 194.51'4 35._ Zl._ 5.162 , 17 '.35 0.0888 MOM_6(-Jrn) > .o.0J66 0.48 0.045'4 • 181.91% 35._ 20.279 ' .794 , 18 OBO 0.21" SOEV_VOl , .o . ..a6 0.47 0.44"'- 2 175.21'" 36.45" 17.9'0 ' .532 
0.35 7.70 0.0000 MTS s 0.6700 2-4.95 2J.J'" '48 57.""" 2521 .. 5.<02 1.851 
0.48 5.35 0.0000 CH_TA(-I2m) s 0.2059 '6.63 15.55'" 98 72.,.,. 332'" -4 .7-48 1.855 
0.61 J 5.91 0.0000 OT o.am 7.90 7.36" 75 103.1-4" 4227'l' 5.756 2.'68 
0 .7-4 . 5." 0.0000 NOSHARES 8'392 2.51 2._ .. '30.6'" 35.84" '2.546 3.35J 
0-'11 5.52 0.0000 CH_SALES(-l2m) · -0.0714 2.22 2.07" <J '-40.0'.2' 39.06" ,UW6 3.321 ' .19 0.0000 CH_INVTURN(-12ro) , -2.19n 1.82 1._ J9 154.65" 4723"'- 9.812 3.050 
1 ' .96 0.0000 ROE(-9m) , ~.O748 ' .61 1.56'" 31 1oo . ..a.. 49.37"-' 9.519 30J5 
' .99 0.0000 EY(·121'n) · .o.0JJ5 1.57 , .~ .. ,. 1&1.84'" ~7.66'" 11.282 3.3J8 
• 0._ a.. 0 0 .00% "" 0 148.11% 296l1i 2< 12'-'3% "'" 17 216.57% ,."'" 70 '0 0 ._ a.. 0 0.00% a.. 0 148.19% ,..,. 24 120.69% 71.fl- " 295.16% , 7!il1S" 73 11 0 .00" "" 0 0 .00% "" 0 148.19% 
,..,. 2< 111.6'" 5- OIl 313.10% 141J1(, ,.. 
'2 0._ a.. 0 0 .00% "" 0 148.19% 296" 2< 12.3.08% .574" 50 304.28% 1319" 52 '3 0._ a.. 0 0 .00% a.. 0 148.19% ,..,. u llA.7I" ... " " 286.70% "7'" ,. " 0.00" "" 0 0.00" a.. 0 133.37% '"''' " 134.19% ,., .. " 286.70% 1171" ,. '5 0.00% "" 0 0 .00% a.. 0 133.37-" I.'" " "1.93% 3 .... 3. 272.32'~ 1021" .. ,. 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% "" 0 133.37% ,.'" " 124.68% 30'" ,. 268.14% 894" .. 11 0.00% "" 0 0.00% a.. 0 133.37% ,.'" " 114.46% "a.. 22 278.11% 5JJ1I 23 '8 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% a.. 0 129.12-.1. 75 .. 1 10'.57-" 113" fJ 252.76% 33'" ,. 
, 11 .66% ,,,.'" 1f29 56.01% 1:J602'1, 2'167 417.26% 13'114" 2304 81.06% '27~ 'Bsg 47 .63% 3584" 903 
2 21."'-" ,- 3.' 70.85% 10J26" fllS 75.77% ",,, .. 1432 " .61% ""'''' '0'" 61 .14% 1425" .,. 3 76.54% m" '" 9-4.72% .. "" 56< 97.110% 4BB7" .5lI9 140.37% 50"" '12 77.20% 200,,, JH I • 121.27% ., ... ., 145.21% 3521" 29' 152..30% 3.5f~ m 94."% 937" ". 78.14% . .". ,0< 
5 121.27% ., ... ., 1&3.10% 3"'''' 270 1".81% 28J.f" ,8< 100.37% 945" 113 78.84% .. '" ,,,. 
• 121.27% e:'6~ ., 16J.08% 307'" 226 1'2.82% 269ft , .. 114.16% """" ., 76.68% 22'" : 1 7 119.25% ,..'" 5.5 176_87% 2B89" , .. 193.17% 2.,.,. '50 12.2.31% .,." 82 76.68% 22'" 
8 115.25% 54'" .55 176.87% 25891- , .. 193.17% 2"'" '59 101.25% ""'" " 384.14% . ... 3 
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4.92 0.0000 OPINCITA s O.OJOO 1.33 1.25"'- J2 175.00'r. 41.804"'- 11 .798 3 .... 9 119.25% 547" 5.5 17&.87% 288S1~ , .. 193.17% 255'" , .. 181.14% 1.51" '0 0._ a.. 0 '" ...... 10 -4.87 0.0000 ROE s .o.OOJ6 ' .28 1._ 29 174.8J"I, 46.34"' 12.251 3.540 
11 o. 0.0000 POS_OP , 16.CXXXl 1.23 1.15'4 28 '61.78'" 46.16" 11.2-4:1 3._ 
10 11'.25% .. '" 5.5 171.87% 2889" , .. 190.67% 2097S '32 662.98% ,.. .. , 0.00% "" 0 11 144.23% ,..,. ,. 163.60% 2'2~ , .. 190.67% 21)9", '32 652.18% ,.." , 0.00% a.. 0 ::I (l) 0- en ...... 
' 2 -4.09 0.0000 EY(-9m) > 0 .13-46 1.18 1.11" 2J 159.76" ~.51" 9.103 3.074 12 144.23% ..... ,. 130.77% 1449" 133 191_71% 2061" '29 662.98% .... , 0.00% a.. 0 w en 
13 3.16 O.(XXll PRETAX]M , -0.00'0 0.95 0._ 20 1~. 12% 52~ 1.839 2.833 13 1 .... 23'.4 ..... ,. 111 .23% 10'~ ,,,. 206.74% 2008" ff1 &&2.98% ,.. .. , 0.00% "" 0 CJl " 327 0.0000 CH_DPS(-121'n) · .o.5m3 083 0 .78'" '5 133.B9"IIo 58.19"110 '325 2.116 15 3.13 O.COOl MOIo4_3(-8m) · -0.0002 0.82 0.76" " 130.29" 58 . .43" ' .009 2.047 ' 6 2.98 0 .0015 MOM_6(&) · -0.30419 0.80 0.75 .. '3 '26.98" 55.91" " .104 2.019 11 2.82 0.002" CH-"RISAlES s .0.0592 0.60 0 .56-" 12 125.33'4 55""" ' .006 2.064 
Ie 2.66 0.0040 MOM_3<-9m) · -0.2131 0.60 0.56" 11 'Z3.~7" 55.~ 3 .&45 2.032 
14 1.'_07% ..... ., 1041.31% .,.,. ,. 143.88% ""'" 8< 662.98% ,.." , 0.00% a.. 0 15 149.07% "" ... .. 106.31% .,." " 143.03% .7f,,, 7J 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% a.. 0 16 U'.07% ..... .. 105.&3% "". ., 132.70% m" 70 0.00% a.. 0 O.OO'~ a.. 0 
17 14'_07% ..... .. 107.93% . .... 5.5 123.70% 70'" .. 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% "" 0 16 145.43% ,,.,, ,. 108.26% , .... 52 123.70% 70'" .. 0._ a.. 0 0.00% a.. 0 
'0 
.., 




19 2.'7 0.0068 O'r'(-9m) · O.DaI 0.60 0.56" '0 lZl52-.. 55.50'" 3.795 2.03' 19 146.43% """ ,. 100.32% .fOl" " 128.94% ..... /j() 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% a.. 0 (l) 20 227 0.0117 OY{-I2m) • 0 .0413 0.60 0 .56'" • 123.21" "''''''' 3.129 2.025 20 146.43% """ ,. 92."% 331" " 133.07% " ... ., 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% "" 0 0.. 21 2.01 0.0220 CH_'NVISAlES(.9m) s -0.1123 0.57 0.53'" 122.12'1i. 5680"4 3 . .. 1.963 21 145_43% """ J/l 88.&3% "a.. <2 141 .16% ,,'" JO 0.00'~ a.. 0 0.00% "" 0 en 22 1.75 O.CWOI MOM_6(-3m) · -0.0012 0.55 0 .5'" ,,8.83 .. 57._ 3.143 1."'" 2J ' 26 0.1042 CH_TA(&) s 0.0068 0.48 0.45'" 121.43'" 50"'" 3me ' .858 
24 0.91 0.I1t07 SDEV_",Ol(-6m) '- -0.90470 0.28 0.26" 111.4O"Jl, 37.56" 8."" 2 ..... - -_._-
22 146..43% """ J/l 86.52% 2 .... '0 135.57% 226" 20 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% "" 0 23 145.43% """ 

















Av...... Stooks IS. 
MumtMr of proportion 01 MumtMr of An,... Standarel 
PIIl.r L.nl Siocks sample wtnlNlrs R.lurn Devlallon 
0.' 1 5.33 0.0000 MTB · 0.6700 24.95 23.32'0 ",6 57.38" 252, ... 5.<02 1.851 0.52 2 'J!8 00000 CH_TA.(-I 2m) · 0.2000 16.63 15.55 ... .. 72.35% 332'''' 4.148 1855 0.6< 3 5.38 O.lXlOO OY · OJ12n 1.90 1.3810 75 10).14 .. .Q.27'Wt 5.756 2.188 
I •. I '~D I 2DD1 I ,~, J ---=- I ,- -=-J 
1 11 .&6% ",.'" 1129 56.01% 13602% 2961 17.26% 1291"'''' 230 ... 81.06% f 275~ 1889 '7.63% 3584" !lO3 
2 28.501% .""" m 70.86% 10126" 1715 75.77% .0.,,, 1432 '1.51% 0001" 1050 61 .U% 2 ... 25", ". 
3 75.M% 721" '" N.72% .. .". ... IT._ ... '" >PO 1.0.37% 59"" 512 77.20% 2o,,,,, '" 
0 » 
0 '0 
;:J '0 n- (!) 5' ::l c 0-CD !;< • 0-
0.16 • 6.18 00000 NOSHARES · 81392 2.57 2._ .. 1:ll.61 " 35.84 .. 12. ... 3.353 0.88 5 5.« 0.0000 CH_SALfS(-I2m) • -0.0714 2.22 2.07" ., 140.02"JI0 ~.06" 11.946 3.321 
1 6 4.79 0.0000 CH_INVTURN(-I2m) · -Z39n 1.82 1.70% 39 154.65'" 47.23 .. 9.812 3.050 1 7 '.98 0.0000 ROE(-9m) · -0.0748 1.87 I .SS" :J7 100.040" 49.37 .. 9.S19 3.1135 1 8 ... 0.0000 EY(-I2m) , -O.D335 1.57 1.46" 34 169.84" 47 .~ 11 .282 3.338 
1 9 • . 92 0.0000 OPINCtTA · 0.0380 1.33 1.25 .. 32 175.00"JI0 4784" 11 .798 "'_ I 10 4.67 0.0000 ROE , -0.0036 1.28 1""" 29 17 • . f3O'IJI. <6.3<" 12.257 3.540 
1 11 ' .39 0.0000 POS_OP • 16.0c00 1.23 1.15 ... 26 167.78" 46.16" 11.243 3.<05 
1 12 4.09 0.0000 EY(-9mJ · 0.13-46 1.18 1.11'" 23 159.76% 48.51" 9.103 3.074 1 13 3.76 0.0001 PRETAX_PM · -0.0010 0.95 0.89" 20 159.12"J1o 52._ 7.639 2.833 1 " 327 0.0006 CH_DPS(-I2m) · -O.5m3 0.83 0.78" 15 133.lIrJi, 58.19'!f. 4.325 2.116 
• 121.27% .,,'" 61 141.21% 352t~ 29' 112.30% 35'~ 2n N."% 937~ "" 78.8.% '.310 "" , 121.27% 61'" ., 163_90% J.f~ 270 1&4_81% 283~ 184 100.37% 9 ... '" 113 78'«% "310 10< 
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11 0.00% ... 0 0.00% a.. 0 1U.47% 30300 27 13621% LJg-4f" 26' 150."'3% 120~ .. 
12 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% a.. 0 139.64% ,.,'" 23 137.93% 277t1Y, Uf 160.43% '20300 .. 





n- .--+ ,. 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 147.14% 245" 20 13&.09% 229'" 202 160.33% 'f2~ 90 (1) 
15 0.00% ... 0 0.00% "" 0 147.14% ,.". 20 132.38% 2151" ", 127.08% 71~ 73 0-I. 0.00% ... 0 0.00% a.. 0 147.14% ,.". 20 133.19% 208", fB' 123.02% .. '" 68 til 
17 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% a.. 0 147.1"% ,.", 20 130.23% 19815" '83 10U8% 520>; 
., 
18 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% 0" 0 147.14% 245" 20 128.66% f8gt;9lo '" 97.73% " ... ", I. 0.00% ... 0 0.00% a.. 0 147.14% ,.". 20 127 M% 17lU" ,.B 101.93% "". >2 
20 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% a.. 0 147.14% ,.", 20 126.60% 1687% '60 102.34% <I'." ,. 
21 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% "" 0 147.14% ,.". 20 127.67% 1595" '50 10323% 396" 
,. 
22 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 164.88% 2-4,5'1. 
,. 131.13% 1388" 127 103.23% J."" 46 
23 0.00% ... 0 0.00% ... 0 178.3&% .. " • 144.49% 112a.. .3 100.70% 37'" ., 















Averag. Stock,., a 
Ihwn~r of proportktn 01 lumber 01 Averaga Siandard 
""r level Iloch sample w'''Mrs Return Oevlatioft 
0.3 1 10.40 0.0000 EY(-I2m) · 0 .1 493 49.70 48 . .s ... 288 49.85" 16.09" 10.600 2.<33 0.37 2 11.89 0.0000 CH_ARlSAlES , 0.0922 35.00 3327 ... 2'6 62.45 .. 16.65" 1 •. 717 3.109 
0 ... 3 10.68 0.0000 CH~SSTURN(-I2m) 2: -0.1046 25.73 2 • . 05%- 175 662'" 18.59% 13.624 3.006 
0.51 -4 10.18 0.0000 EARNG_12 :t 0.0015 16.00 1 • . 95 .. 96 81 . 1~ 19.17" 17.326 3._ 
0.56 5 9 .11 0.0000 CH_EBTISAlES(-I2m) :t: .Q.3246 10.73 10.03'" eo 93."" 25.14" 12.970 3.""" 
0.60 6 6.29 0.0000 CH_DEP , 0.3852 6.<0 7.85% n 99._ 23._ '1<602 3.810 
0.72 7 8 .06 00000 POS_OP · 6.0000 5.<0 5 .05% 00 116.51% V35 .. 16 .• 7. 3._ 0.711 8 7.48 0.0000 PRETAX_PM , 0.1034 ' .TT •. 45" 00 119.15 .. 27 .• 2'110 16.891 3 .979 
0.66 9 6 .70 0.0000 MOM_6(-Jm) · 0.0686 ..,6 • . lo-J1o 63 12 • . 19'1. 27.71 .. 17.683 -4 .121 0.63 10 5 .55 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN(-&n) · .Q.0970 ' .03 3.n ... 6' 1 "Z1 .E19'" 27.eo-.. lB.292 • . 231 , " • . 87 0.0000 CH_QUICK , 0.0110 2.16 2.04% 36 146.18'" 30.30 .. 19.842 ..... , 
" 5.03 0.0000 ROE 
, 03420 1.82 ,."'" 34 156.56" 32.57 .. 19 .• 21 ' .492 , 13 4.95 0.0000 MTS , 2.1700 1.1.0 1.68" 33 15ot.28 .. 304.65% 16.0439 • . 155 
1 •. 1 2M. 1 ~., 1 2~2_ 1 2oo,- l_ 2~' -l 
, 0.38% "." 2293 ".27% 17JC1OS 4487 "'.72% 2026~ 4891 67.21% 294171io 52.52 63.11% '53'." 202: I 2 1&.04% 14-46" "" 154.72% 11746" 2576 62.82% 16071" 3070 80.14% 2336" 34fXJ 67.92% 11937" 2109 3 10.32% sooo; ... , 59.66% ,..,,, ,,,, ".71% 1231"" 21!iO 83~% 211'~ 3O.f() " .81% 9616" 1677 1 , e.oO% "'" 220 ".24% 
32_
!il3 82.79% 53'21< 770 114.03% 12~ 1641 82.16% 821S" '200 
5 -1.93% .,,,, '06 72.61% 1144" , .. 8UI% 312~ ". 10&.33% 1097K 1239 82 .48% n07fJ. 1000 ' • 13.32% so .. 45 73.27% 934" '53 102.76% 299~ J50 10&.52% 0090" 1024 100.01% 7301" .7. 
7 0.00% 0" 0 3&.2&% • 21< 2' 118.77% ,.,'" , .. 123.16% 8201" 7.' 109."% 5630S .,. 
• 0.00% "" 0 3&.25% • 21< " 1".77% 1837" 
, .. 124.00% 8096", 7.' 114.86% 5494% 574 I 
" 0.00% "" 0 31.21% .21< 2' 123.02% 'U~ '2' 131.12% 6884" 630 118.97% .u81" 452 1 '0 0.00% "" 0 31.2&% .21< 2' 123.02% IU~ '2' 134.26% .30011 563 124.68% 4f4~" 399 " 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% "" 0 126.84% 2 .... 27 128.86% 4231" "'" 187.23% 27931(. 179
1 
'2 0.00% ... 0 0.00% "" 0 13Ul% 269!1 2< 135.39% 34.52" 300 203.24% 254'" '50 13 0.00% "" • 0 .00% "" 0 134.61% "50" 2< 13&.8&% 3'~ 305 198.13% 2295" '39 1 
(") » 
0 '0 
::l '0 r+ CD S' :::I c 0. ro :;<. 
0. 
r 0 
ro ....... ::l 
0 ~ to ;:y-
:;0 
r+ CD ro en 
::l S ::n ..... , ,. 4.66 0.0000 CM_TA , 0 .1530 ' .60 1.""" 32 153.07 .. 
29 __ 
21.886 " .821 ,. 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 0 13Ul% 26", 2< 13&.111% ,.- 305 117.'2% 2CXIsti 127 I ;:;:- en , 15 • . n 0.0000 MOM_J(.9m) · .Q.1501 ' .60 1.50% 31 152.98% 29.58% 21.596 ' .620 , 16 4.59 0.0000 MOM_3<-6m) • -<>0062 ' .60 1.50" 29 152.56" 29.96" 20.670 4.7.7 , 17 • . 40 00000 EARNG_2.(-9m) • -<>.01156 1.57 1.46"110 V 148.85% 28._ 20.452 ' .735 , 18 • .29 0.0000 EY(.9m) • O.I:w6 ' .57 1._ 26 '.7.05" 28.73'" 20.346 ' .752 , 19 4.07 0.0000 NOSHARES , '46056 1.35 1.26" 2' '.2.20''lI0 28.35% 19.305 • . &12 , 20 3 .98 O.OOJI DY(-9m) • 0.04JIl ,35 '.26" 23 1.(3 .~ 28.48'10 19.100 • . &17 , 21 3.88 0.0Il01 CH_SALES(-9m) · 0.0716 1.18 1.11"110 '9 161 .67"110 28 ..... 2 •. 099 5.328 , 22 3 .76 0.0001 ROA , 0 .1197 0.96 0.92"JO '6 163.37" 28.92"l1o 23.566 5.306 , 2J 3.66 0.0002 CH_DPS(-I 2rn) • -<>.5693 0.96 0.1>2'< H '62.00.. 28.98% 23.001 5 .211 , 2. 3.55 0.0002 POS_NET • 1 •. 0tXXl 0.95 0._ '6 HW .l." 3:1.045% 20.978 5.069 , 25 3.« 0.0003 EARNG_2 .... -12m) · .Q.167'" 0.93 O.en< " 159.fD"l(, 3O.92"JO 19.063 ' .653 , 26 3.32 O.CXlO5 MOM_6(-6m) · 0.0686 0.87 0 .81"110 ,. 156.89" 31 .• 2% 17.587 4.679 , 27 3 .07 0 .0011 CH_TA(-6m) , 0 .10491 0.83 0.78% '2 145.04% 32.57'" 13.832 • . 149 , 28 2.~ 0.0011 CH_1NVITA · 0.0063 0.1<3 0._ " 131. '." 33."'" 11..,9 3m , 29 2.49 0.0060 c.-UNV1SAlES(-9m) s 0.0649 0.56 0.55% • 139.87-4 34.63'% 11.121 3.736 , XI 211 0.011'3 CH_1NVTURN(-&n) • -<>.7389 0.52 o . .s% • ,33 .• 2% 37 .30'10 •. 629 3.289 , 31 1.6" 0.0296 POS_ROE · 19.COOO 0.46 0.45"110 5 131 .05% 3921" 7.452 3.070 , 32 '26 0 .10C6 SALESICASH · ·28.00n 0.21 0.25% 3 128.54" 50.87 .... .213 2.333 , 33 0.80 0.211. SDEv VOL{-&n) · -0.90410 023 om. 2 119.26% 54.48% 3.129 2002 
15 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 0 134.61% 26'" 2< 133.90% 3llJJOi 296 202.09% 20 .... 1241 '6 0.00% 0" • 0.00% "" 0 134.61% 26'" 2' 132.78% 3032" 27< 200.57% 2039" 122 17 0.00% "" • 0.00% "" 0 134.61% 28'" 2< 129.99% 289~ 257 "2.63% 168.5" ,05 '6 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 0 134.61% 26", 2< 130.&1% 282~ 260 193.0&% ""'''' '00 1 ," 0.00% "" • 0.00% "" 0 134.61% 26'" 24 127.10% 2637" '" 187.&2% 
,,.... . 7 1 
20 0.00"/0 0" • 0.00% "" 0 134.61% 25", 2< 126.23% 252!i" 2<0 193_33% ,3_ .. I 2' 0.00% 0" • 0.00% "" • 223.40% 56" 3 142.76% '856>\ 
,,,. '''.79% 13m. ., 
22 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 0 223.40% - 3 142.62% 17,59" ". 200.92% 1289" n 23 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 0 223.40% 56" 3 14Ul% 1676" 138 191 .24% 119.5" 75 1 2. 0.00% "" • 0.00% "" 0 223.40% 56" 3 148.80% 157.5" 127 186.(NI% '''''''' "I 25 0.00% 0 .. • 0.00% "" 0 223.40% - 3 1&1.42% 1-48Sl" 11. 171.03% 101~ 71 26 0.00% "" 0 0.00% ." 0 223.40% 56" 3 152.6&% 1476" 11. 161.67% 8221< ., V 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" • 223.40% ,." 3 152.64% f2~" ,., 126.75% 545" 52, 26 0.00% "" • 0.00% "" 0 223.40% 56" 3 180.5&% 119~ 96 103.83% 39'" .. 29 0.00% "" • 0.00% "" 0 223.40% 56" 3 138.14% 908" B<J 141.81% 29". 25 ' 30 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% "" 0 223.40% - 3 119.73% 649" .5 172.20% 2_ " 31 0.00% "" 0 0.00% 0" 0 223.40% 56" 3 115.84% 521" " 167.36% 2()'" 15 32 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 0 110.90% 305" 33 167.36% ,.,.,. 15 1 33 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 0 105.92% 2_ 27 169.30"10 "'" 9 I 
(0 
0' .., rn ...., 
0. ::l '< ;:;: 
:::I §: §. 0 
0 () 
3 () 
"0 0 P' 
S .., m· '0 0 
~, ::l 
CD CIl 0 < :::I ~ 
~ 
0.35 , 7.70 0.0000 MTB , 0.6700 2 •. 95 23.~ , .. 57.38% 2521% 5 .• 02 1.851 
0.415 2 8.11 0.0000 CH_TA(-I2m) , 0.",,", 16.63 15.55% 96 72.35" 3321'4 4.748 '.655 
0.46 3 7.83 0.0000 or s 0.0IT7 7.00 1.38 .... 75 100.1 ..... .Q27'" 5.156 2.186 
, 11.66% '097" 1129 5&.01% 13602% 2967 67.26% 12914" 230. 81.0&% f27.5~ 1889 47.63% 35 .... 003
1 
2 lB.54% ,- 301 10.81% 1012tifJ. 171!1 75.77% ""21< 1<32 91.51% 8007" "'so 61 .14% 2425% <76 





0.545 • 7.74 0.0000 ROA(·12m) · -0.1173 6.83 6.39'1< '" 102.92'J, 29.13'" 1'.8fEI 3 .162 0.61 5 7.96 0.0000 POS_NET · 16.0c00 '.32 •. 03% 66 '20.~ 33.63" 11 .97-4 3.259 • 711.42% 721" '09 
110.38% .u89fJ, ••• 1OO.G3% 4621" 551 129.81% , .. '" .... 43.&5% 144" 205 I 
5 112.06% ... " 70 135.16% 35:mI 3'2 127.97% ,." ... 373 113.99% 3163'A1 333 82.04% ..... '" 
0. en ..... w en 
0.675 6 7.1<3 0.0000 ROE(·I2m) · -0.1618 3.60 3.55'% 55 125.10" 35.96" 11 .116 3.178 6 112.01% ..... 70 143.15% 3471" 291 135.48% 3398'Ai 30' 118.42% 3138" 3'. 82.04% ..... '" CJl 0.7-4 7 7.03 0.0000 CH_TA(-&n) , 02556 3.72 3.47"'- 55 125.7 .... 35.74% " .204 3.216 
0.605 6 627 0.0000 ROE(--9m) · -0.0748 3.45 3.m. 53 129 .• 7'JI.; 38 ....... 10.111 3.01<5 0.87 9 5.58 0.0000 ROA , 0.0122 2.50 2.34 .. 36 1..a.19"5 43.07"llo 10.3n 3.196 
0.635 10 5.39 0.0000 CH_DEP , 0.3652 '.1<5 1.73"J1o "Sl 157.22"'- .... . &1 .. 10.71 9 3.289 , 
" '.99 0.0000 EY(-I2m) · -<>.0335 1.75 1.604 .... 34 166.15% 412."JIo 13.827 3.772 , 12 4.92 0.0000 oprNcnA , 0 .0798 1.52 1.42'%0 32 171.59'% 42.56% 13.658 3.784 , 13 4.fJ1 0.0000 NOSHARES , 49060 ,.26 ,.""" 29 174.00"JI0 46.34"'- 11 .767 3.540 , ,. '.39 0.0000 POS_OP • 16.00XI ' .23 1.15 .. 25 167.76% 46.16"110 10.800 3.405 , 15 •. 09 0.0000 EY(.9m) · 0.1J.46 1.18 1.11% 23 159.76% ..a.51 "110 8 .749 3.074 , 16 3.76 0.0001 PRETAX...PM , -0.0010 0.95 0._ 20 159.12% 52.39% 1 .3045 2.1<33 , 17 327 0.0006 CH_DPS(·I2rn) · -0.5693 0.83 0.78% " 133.89% 58.19% • . 161 2.116 , 18 3 .1"3 0.0006 MOM_3<-6m) · -<>.0062 0.62 0.78" ,. 130.~ 58.43" 3.659 2.047 , 19 2.98 0 .0015 MOM_6(-6m) > -0.3419 0.60 0.75'% 13 126.96% 55.9'''' 3 .952 2.07" , 20 2.62 0 .0024 CH_ARISALES , -0.0:592 0.60 o.ss ... '2 125.33"J1o 55.""" 3.660 2.064 , 2' 2.66 0.00<0 MOM_3(-9m) · -02131 0.60 0 .56 .... " 123.57 .. 55.50" 3 .706 2.032 , 22 2 .• 1 0.0068 DY(·9m) · 0.04JIl 0.60 0.56" 10 1ZJ.52"1t 55.""" 3.659 2.03. 
7 112.0&% ... " 70 148.41% ~ 260 133_61% 3340fJ. 300 118.42% 3'_ 31. 82.04% ..... '" • 109."% "'''' .. 1sa . .f.3% lfU6" 217 132.47% 3279'fJ. 297 121 .93% Jt19" 301 82.70% ., ... 123 1 9 109."% ,.. .. ., 168.43% 3046" 217 163.90% 23~ 17! 142.10% 1255" 106 154.10% ,.'" " I 
10 119.21% "7" 55 176.87% 2889" , .. 190.67% ,.,.'" '32 139.26-.4 11!1.5% '03 154.10% ,.'" " 11 111_25% "'" 55 176.87% 2889" ". 190.67% 2097'J16 132 135.44% 722" •• 78.04-.4 "" ,'2 "'.25% .. '" 55 171.87% 2889" , .. 190.67% ,.,.'" m 197.61% 511'10 3. ·7&.31% .- · , 13 119..21% "'" 55 17'.11% ,...,. , .. 190.61% 209,.. 132 652.98% .. " 1 0.00% "" 0 ,. 144.23% """ ., 153_60% 212.5" '66 190.57% ""'" 132 652.98% "" , 0.00% "" o I 15 144_23% """ ., 130.77% 1449" 133 191.71% 2061" 129 652.98% "" , 0.00-.4 0" • 16 '".23% ...... " 111.23% 1010" '00 205.74% ,.,.,.,. 117 652.98% "" , 0.00-'" 0" 0 17 149.07% ...... 45 10&.31% 1<56" 7< 143.86% 100'" .. 652.98'4 "" , 0.00% "" · , 18 149.07% ...... 45 10&.31% """" 7< 143.03% 67"" 73 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" o I '9 ''''.07% "... <5 106.63% 5721< .. 132.70% T7<" 70 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 0 20 ''''.07% 55'" .. 107.93% 49'" 55 123.10% 701~ 66 0.00% "" 0 0.00% 0" 0 21 146.43% '''"'' 36 108.26% .. ," 52 123.70% 701'" 66 0.00% "" 0 0.00% 0" 0 22 14&.43% '''"'' 36 100.32% 401" ,. 128.114% .. ". .. 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" o , 
"0 
...., 










x' , 23 2.27 0 .at17 DY(-l2m) · 0.0'13 0.60 0.56'% 9 1232'" 55.50'11 3.596 2.025 , 2. 2.01 0.0220 CH_1NVISALES(-9m) , .Q.1123 0 .57 0.53" 7 122.12% 56.""" 3.335 ' .91<3 23 146.43% ..,.,. 30 92."% 33'" .3 133.01% "'"" 53 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" o I 2. 146.4l% '36" J' 88.53% 31"" " 141.16% 353'JI '" 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 0 t:l , 25 '.75 0 .0401 MOM_6(-3m) , -0.0912 0.55 0.51% 6 118.63% 57.""" 3.035 '.660 
• 28 1.05 0.1473 SDEV_VOL.{. 12m) · -1 .2'656 0.46 O.CS" • 1(8.57 .. 56 .~ 2.418 1.673 ~ O.9' 0. 1807 SDEV VOl(~) · -0.9470 0.26 0._ 3 111.o4O"lII "Sl.56" 6 .130 2. .... 
25 14&.43% <3." 36 8&.52% 2 .... .0 135.67% 22 ... 20 0.00% "" 0 0.00% ." 0 26 14&.43% <:, ... 36 6U9% 
,_ 












P-v.lul V"le •• 
0.' • 5.33 o.ocoo 0118 
0.46 2 7.09 O.OCOO CH_TA,(-I2m) 
0.52 3 72» 0.0000 OY 
0.58 • 7.31 0.0000 ROA,(-12m) 
0." 5 7.85 0.0000 POS_NET 
0.7 6 7.ST 0.0000 CH_TA(-6m) 
0.76 7 8 .97 0.0000 OPINCITA 
0.62 8 8.26 0.0000 CH_TA 
0.88 9 5.57 0.0000 CH_INVTURN(-12m) 
0.94 10 5.39 0.0000 ROE(-9m) 
• 11 ' .99 O.OCOO EYI·''''') 
• 12 • . 92 0.0000 NOSHARES 
• 13 4.67 0.0000 ROE 
• •• ' .39 0.0000 POS_OP , 15 4.09 O.OCOO EYI·9m1 
• 18 3.76 0.0001 PRETAX_PM , .7 327 0.0006 CH_OPS(-I2m) 
• 18 3.13 0.0009 MOM_3(-6m) 
• 19 2.98 0.0015 UOM_6(-&n) 
• 20 2.82 0.0024 CH_ARISAlES , 21 2.88 0.0040 UOM_3(-9m) , 22 2 .• 7 0.0068 OY(-9m) 
• 23 227 0 .0117 DY(-12m) 
• 2. 2.01 0.0220 CH_INV1SALES(-9m) 
• 2S 1.75 0.0401 YOM_6(-3m) , 
'" ' .OS 0.1 47:3 SOEV_VOL(-I2\'n) , 27 0.91 0.1807 SOEV VOl(-&n) 
0 .45 • 2.89 0 .0019 lOre 
0.505 2 5.44 0.0000 CH_TA(-l2Jn) 
0.'" 3 6.70 0.0000 OY 
0.615 • 7D1 0.0000 NOSHARES 
0.67 5 B.n 0.0000 POS_NET 
0.725 6 6.45 0.0000 ROE 
0.78 7 6.03 0.0000 CH_INVT URN(-I2m) 
0.835 B 5.76 0.0000 CH_SALES(-9m) 
0 ... 9 5.55 0.0000 ROE(-9m) 
0.945 10 5.19 0.0000 EY(·12m) 
• 11 ' .92 0.0000 OPINCtTA , 12 • . 67 0.0000 ROA , 13 •. 39 0.0000 POS_OP , 1 ••. 09 0.0000 EY(-9m) 
• 15 3.76 0 .(xx)1 PRET~PM • 16 327 0.0006 CH_OPS("2m) , 17 3.13 0.0009 MOM_3C-&n) , 16 2.98 0.0015 MOM_6(-6m) , ,. 2~2 0.002. CH_AR~AlES 
• 20 2.66 0.0040 MOM_3(-9m) 
• 2' 2 .• 7 0.0068 OY(-9m) , 22 211 0.0117 OY(-I2m) , Z3 2.01 0.0220 CH_INVlSALES(-9m) , 24 1.75 0.0401 MOM_6<-3m) 
• 2S '.26 0 .1042 CH_TAl-&n) 
• 26 0.91 0.1807 SDEV_VOl(~) 
filter L.v,1 
· 0.6700 , 0.2009 · O.02n · <>.0440 · 16.00J0 , 0.2556 · 0.1216 • 0.2654 • .2.3ffT7 · -0.0748 • <>0335 • 49060 · <>.0038 • 16.00J0 
• 0 .1346 · -0.0010 • -0.5693 
• -0.0962 • -0.3-419 
• <>.0592 · -0.2131 · 0.0436 • 0.0413 · -0.1123 · -0.0912 · -1.2656 · -0.9470 , 0.6700 · 0.2009 , O.02n , 81392 , 16.oax:J , 0.2124 , . 2.3ffT7 · -0.071. · -0.0748 · <>.0335 • 0.031<) , -0.0012 · 16.00XI • 0.1346 


























































propotOon o. lIIumber o' 
SIImpl. wln",rs 
23."'" '46 











.. - 29 
1.15 .. '" 1.11" 23 
0 ..... 20 
O.78'!io .5 
0.76"JEo •• 














2.21" " 1.87 .. 39 ..- 38 .- "SI 
1.46" 34 
1.25" 32 
.. - 2ll 
1.15" '" I."" 23 





0 .56% 11 
0.56% .0 



















































































































1. .7~ ..ass 
5.756 2.168 
.0269 2.969 
" .244 3.178 
11 .331 3.216 

















3.335 ' .983 
3.035 ,Il8O 
2 .• '6 ' .613 
6.130 2. .... 
5.402 1.851 









11 .• 75 3 .... 
11 .926 3.540 
10.944 3.405 
8._ 3.07. 
7.440 2.833 • .2,. 2.116 
3.908 2.047 
' .002 2.079 
3.907 2.064 
3.751 2.032 
3 .703 2.03. 
3.640 2.025 
3.374 ' .983 
3.070 ,.Il8O 
2.958 1.858 
8200 2. .... 
n » 
1 •. 1 "'0 I '00' _ I "0' __ I ----:o,--=L20o, ] 
0 '0 
;:J '0 ..... (1) ;:::;. ::s c 0-CD ><' 0-
• 11.6614 ,,,.'" II,. 55.0114 1J60~ 2967 67.2614 129'041~ 2JO. 81.05% '27~ f889 67.6314 3584" 903 
2 211.6614 9- 30' 70 .8514 1012G... 1713 76.7714 ... "" '.32 '1.6114 BOO'" 1O!iQ 61.1614 2.2Ml. <7. 
3 7U614 nt .. II. M.7214 .. ,"" ,.. 97.W.!. 4887% ... 140.37% .. .... '12 77.20% 200'" 311 • 18.8714 630lI "" 123.18% .17" '07 106.28% 37gf'l .,8 137.8714 4B71'1 m 63.7714 7..," 20' 5 112.0614 854" 70 143_1&% 304171" ,., 139.27% 33eK 292 120.7714 JC""'" :JO. 82.70% .. ... '23 
8 112.06% 854" 70 1".'1% J.4~ 280 137 .l5'1t 3J3f~ 2!11 1211.7714 30"''' 
,.,. 82.7014 ..... '23 
7 112.0614 .,... 70 '''.6114 34_ 280 110.2014 33_ 270 123.1 314 21'415 200 70.6314 ..... "0 
r 0 
CD ...... ;:J 
0 ~ Co :r 
II :;0 
8 121.2714 616'1 ., 161.13% .1337", 26> 150.20% 337~ 270 123.1314 2114" 200 70.6314 6.6" 110 
• 121.2714 616" ., 163.08% .M71" 22' 193.17% 2&;9" , .. 12.2.3114 836 .. 82 76.68% 22'" 36 






'2 119.26% .. '" "" 178_87% 28~ , .. 193.17% 2S5911i ,'" 111 .1 414 1!j,,, '0 0.110% 0-. ° '3 119.2614 "7" 55 176.1714 2 ..... , .. 190.17% m7~ '32 6&2.5814 .... , 0.0014 0-. 0 
I. 144,2,." sa." •• 163_60% 21 2~~ '66 190.6714 2011'" 132 662.9114 ,." , 0.0014 "" 0 
CD 
0' .., (J) .., 
IS 144.23'.4 S89liI •• 130.7714 , .. "" '33 191-11% 20tH" '29 6&2.9114 ,." , 0.0014 0" 0 
16 1".23% ..... f. 111.2314 10fO$ '09 206.7414 ,..,.,. 117 662.5814 .. " , 0.00% 0-. ° 17 149.07% 55910 .. 106.31% .- 74 163.1814 '''''''' .. 652.5814 ,. .. , 0.00'''' "" 0 18 149.07% ..... .. 106.3114 .,." 74 14l.03% 870-. 73 0.0014 "" 0 0.0014 "" 0 19 149.07% ..... .. 106.6314 '7,.. ., 132.7014 m" 70 0.0014 0-. 0 0.0014 0"' 0 
20 ''''.0714 ..... .. 107.9314 f."" 55 123.70% 70t" OS 0.0014 "" 0 0.0014 "" 0 21 146_43% .,... 36 108.2S14 , . .,. 52 123.70% 701" 68 0.0014 "" ° 0.0014 0-. ° 22 '".6314 .- 36 100.3214 .01" •• 128.MI4 ..... .. 0.0014 0-. 0 0.0014 "" 0 23 146.43% '36" 36 92.6614 33,,, 43 133.0714 58'" 53 0.0014 "" 0 0.0014 0" 0 24 146.43% .,... 3. 88.6314 31"" 42 161.1614 JSJ-. 30 0.0014 "" 0 0.0014 0" 0 2S 1".6314 .,... 36 8U2'.!. 2 .... .0 135.15714 22.,. 20 0.0014 "" 0 0.00',4 "" 0 26146-43% .,... 36 65.19% , .... 3' '".6314 ,.,. , 0.00% 0-. 0 0.0014 0-. ° 27 146.01% 36"" 30 63.7214 ., .. '8 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" ° , 11.6614 ,,,.'" "29 til!L01'.4 '315O~ 2967 67.2614 12$114" 2304 81.0614 f27S~ 1889 "7.U'.4 35 .. " 00' 
;- 0-
'< ;:;: ::s ~ . P> - 8 (") o· 0 
3 () '0 0 Ol 




<0 en' 0 < ::s ~ 
2 211.6614 0:'0" J01 70.1614 10126" 1115 76.7714 ... "" 104132 9U114 • ")7,, '050 11 .1614 24.2S~ ., . II ro 





7 121.2714 .,.,. ., 1152.06% Jf~ 247 171.6314 30000i 210 12.2.3114 838 .. 82 75.5814 22'" 38 0- en 
• 121.27% 
.,.,. ., 163_08% 3)71~ 228 193.17% 255910 '''' 122.3114 838" 82 76.68% 227~ 36 9 119-26% 54'" "" 176.87% 2889" , .. 193.1714 2"''' , .. 12.2.3114 838" 82 75.5814 22'" 36 
M-
""- en en 
'0 119.2614 .. '" "" 176.87% 2889" '9. 193_17% 2SS~ '''' 101.25% 363 .. 4J 386.8614 .. " 3 11 119.26% 54'" "" 176.87% 2889" , .. 193.1714 25.59" ,'" 181.1614 15'~ '0 0.0014 0-. ° 12 119.25% .. '" 55 176.87% 2889" , .. 190.67% 2011'" 13> 662.9814 54" , 0.00% "" 0 13 14-4.23% ...... •• 163_60% 2123" '64 180.67% 2011'" 132 562.9814 .. " , 0.00% 0-. 0 
14 14-4.23% sa9 .. •• 130.7714 ,..-p" '33 191_71% 2Oc5, ... m 662.9814 ,." , 0.00'''' 0-. 0 
IS 1"_23% sa'" •• 111.2314 1010" '0. 205.7"'''' 2006" 117 562.9114 54" , 0.00% 0-. 0 
18 169.0714 "" ... 4S 106.3114 . - If 163.8814 fOOl" .. 662.9814 ,." , 0.0.014 0" 0 
17 '''!L07% ..... 4S 106.3114 ... " 7f 163.03% 87"" 73 0.00% "" ° 0.00% 0-. 0 
'0 
.., 




;:J o· ..... M-
(1) 
0-
18 149.07% ..... ., 106.6314 "''''' 6.\ 132.7014 n ... 70 0.00% "" 0 0.0014 0-. ° 19 149_07% 5.59" ., 107.9314 .. ,.. "" 123.7014 70'" .8 0.0014 "" 0 0.0.014 0-. 0 20 166.6314 43." 3. 108.2614 ..... '2 123.7014 701" 68 0.0014 "" 0 0.0014 0-. 0 21 141.43% .,... 36 100.3214 401" f8 128.94% ...... .. 0.00% ... 0 0_00'''' 0" 0 
22 '".6314 .- J6 92.6614 33'" fJ 133.0714 sa ... 53 0.00% ... ° 0.00% 0-. ° 
en 
!I Ii 













OS 1 1.39 O.<ml OPINCITA 
0.55 2 " .0&8 0.0000 POS_NET 
0.6 3 5.69 0.0000 CH_TA(-9m) 
0.65 .. 5.91 0.0000 CH_INVTURN(-6m) 
0.7 5 5.73 0.0000 DY 
0.75 6 5.60 0.0000 NOSHARES 
0.8 7 5.63 0.0000 PRETAX.....PM 
0.8S 6 5.52 0.0000 MTB 
0 .• g 5.36 0.0000 CH_DEP 
0.95 10 5.16 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN(-6m) 
1 11 4.95 0.0000 CH_ASSTURH 
1 12 " .87 0.0000 CH_INVlTAH2m) 
1 13 ' .60 0.0000 CH_TA(-I2m) 
1 " ' 22 0.0000 SAlESICASH 1 15 3.76 0.0001 SOEV_VOl 
1 16 3.66 0.0002 CH_INVlTA 
1 17 3.55 0.0002 EY(- I2m) 
1 18 3.20 0.0C1J/ EY(-9m) 
1 19 3.01 0 .0011 SDEV_VOl(-9I'11) 
1 20 2.s... 0.0017 CAPGEAR 
1 21 2.80 0.0028 SOEV_VOl(- I2rn) 
1 22 2.85 0.00<0 EARNG_204(-I2rn) 
1 23 2.11 0 .0173 SDEV_VOl(~) 
1 2' 0.80 0 .21' ''' MOM 3(-9m) 
, 
flb,lltVll 




s 0.S2211 · -<l.2930 · ~.(X)61 · -0.0:2<18 s 0.2505 · 5.42>1 · -<l.«09 · -<l.D250 · -<l.0335 · 0.0034 · 0.2307 · 0.4461 · 0.2594 · -0.167" · 0.3231 · -0.2761 




























proportton of .umber 01 
$.Imp" will..." 




2.00% '" 2.1a S1 
2.07" S1 
1.7 ... 42 




0 .98'" 26 
0 .81% 18 
0."'" 17 
0.61" 1. 
O.SS ... 13 
0 .56% 12 































































3 .127 1.810 
3402 1.904 
3.457 1.935 
3 .... 2.002 
3.173 1.877 
5.754 2.532 





" .157 2.229 
' 293 2.281 
" .387 2.323 
' .022 2.243 
3.081 1. ... 
n ;:J> 
0 'd 
::l 'd rT (I) S · ::l 
to: 0-ro ><' 0-
r 0 








1 •. 1 .... I ~.:=J ~. -] '10' -~ .~- J 
1 ur", f2 ... 3 .. 42.93% 3706" f036 142_615% 949'" m 81.1J~% 4614" .. 3 8U1% 3'21" ..,. 
2 ·18.60% ·22K u. 83.69% .. ",,, ,7> 214.84% 821'" '82 98.83% ,..,,, JOO 131.&7% =" 231 
3 54.02% "'" 37 131_78% J778S 34' 207.25% 7~ ... 98.83% ,....,. JOO 141.35% 2""'" m 4 54.02% f.'" 37 131 _78% 3778'Jf. 3" 2.27.61% 7 ..... m 12&.35% 2369" 225 161_"'% 2'~ I7f 
5 54.02% f.", 37 131 .78% 377." 3" 232.58'''' 7539S 389 142.33% 2219" f.7 161 .... % 21~ I7f 
6 54.02% f'''' 37 140.01% 3841" m 254.20% 7015f. 334 21J.4.14% 25815" 1>2 " .87% 9 • .,. f20 
7 (6.28% f .... 3IJ 165.&7% 382'" 205 253.33% 10JO"Jl 3J3 204.14% 2 ..... f'2 ,..87% 9 • .,. 120 
• (6.28% "'" 3IJ 166.70% 36_ 27. 337.«% 529'" f54 692 .10% 10&5'10 22 1&9.71% 12""" 87 • 27_54% 3'" " 154.68% 34_ 2'" 317_ ..... % 529~ fS< 692.10% 1086" 22 169.71% 12""" .7 10 27_54% "''' " 164."% 3403'10 2'" 387.«% 529'" f54 -41.68% -24''' 7 449.76'''' 1.574" '2 11 27.54% "''' " 111.11% 32m. 240 
399.98% _ .52 -4U8% -14'10 7 «3.76% 1.514" " 12 27.54% ,." " 161 .17% 31.56" 2.35 4OUO% "'0'''' '" -41 .68% -24'10 
, «9.76% '674'10 .,
13 27.54% :U" " 152.09% 2188" 120 396.04% 4092% f24 -41.68% -24''' 
, «9.76% 1S74" ., 
"" 27.54% :u" " 152.0t% 21~ 220 396~% .fOP2'JII, ,,. ·291.03% .24''' 1 0.00% OS • 15 0.00% OS , 136.19% f303S 122 400.50% 3438'15 '03 -291 .03% -24" , 0.00% OS ° 
(IJ 
0' -; Ul ..., 
;-' 0-
'< ;:::;: 
::l §: III 
(') :3 
0 (=i-
S (') -0 0 po 







16 0.00% "" 0 133.28% 1244" "2 400_60% 34~ '03 -291.03% -24" 
, 0 .00% OS ° 17 0 .00% "" ° 131 .8'% 1154" ,M 375.3'% 3066S •• -291.03% -24''' f 0.00% "" ° 
m <: 
0 ~ 























A ... er... StoclC, as a 
lumber of proporUon ot lIumb.r or Aver.g. Staftd.rd 
filler L ..... I Stocks umple wlnn.r, R.tum D .... I.UOn 
02 1 17.75 00000 EY(-9m) · 0 .1158 6O.Q7 81.81% 335 <5._ 14 .~ 11.095 2.352 02513 2 17.67 00000 CH-"RISALES , 0.00Z2 47.15 .... 07 .. 2<5 55.79'1Wi. 14 .88" 15.183 3.009 
0.3067 3 15.93 0.0000 CH_INVlTA(-12m) · 04.0248 36.35 33.97" 192 BO.l9'1J1. 16.88 .. 13.m 2.9B3 0.36 4 1 • . 67 00000 EARNG_12 · 0.a2046 21 .83 20._ 128 13."'" 15.95" 20.138 3._ 
1 •. 1 2Doa~~"O-' -] ---:., -~ '00' 1 '0.' 
1 1.63% 37"" 2763 42.20% 21!09" 6116 42.28% 23(1~ 1368 61.03% J8"'7~ 1821 65% 21916" 4144 
2 14.02% 15"" 1324 41.67% 13468% 32~'" 63.10% 19374" 4378 70.09% 2Sl96~ 513.4, 60% 11421,," JtC2 
3 13.11% "". 713 61.64% .... " 2253 6a.&1% 14()(U" 2872 7UO% 23419% 3777 64'4 158&5" 2973 
• 16.03% 381" J(U 61.16% 534'" l/HO 66.96% .. ..,.. 1246 14.03% '$3u" 2'85 81% 13738% 2'0451 
n » 
0 '0 
::> '0 ..... 
CD S· ;:J 
C 0.. CD ><-0-
0.4133 5 1321 0.0000 EY(-I2m) · 0 .1232 18.78 17.55" 118 16.51% 16.13" 21 .832 • . 11. 0.04667 6 11 .82 0.0000 NOSHARES , 178388 14.38 13.4<1" 102 78.41" 18.:31''' 17.2.2 3.720 5 12.26% 27"" 271 6'-'2% " .... .., 74.86% ....,.. 106' 87.38% llel'" 1869 81% 1~10"- 17801 8 -3.61% ·5". 17' 63.99% 39 .. " 7<8 76.78% 637'" ,oo $0.79% 1200""" 1587 84% 9597" 1375 r 0 
0.52 7 10.15 0.0000 NlC · 2 • . 0407 12.00 11.96 .. .. 81.1~ I."'" 18.5aS 3.886 0.5733 6 921 0.0000 C~EBnSA1.ES(-I2m) :t <J.<ti83 11.00 10.31" 95 86.35% 19.79'IJI. 17.257 3.849 
0.6287 9 826 0.0000 CH_TA(-12n\) , 0.1513 6.20 5.79" 65 90.54% 19.06" 19.952 ' .202 
0.68 10 8.19 0.0000 POS_OP · 12.()(XX) 3.68 3 ...... 52 lD2.78 .. 27.64" 12.020 3.337 0.1333 11 7.5' 0.0000 WOM_6(-3m) • ~. I-43l1 3.63 3._ 5> '04.92-1. 26 .• 9'VIo 13.439 3.566 
0.7M7 12 6.92 0.0000 CH_INVlTA · <JOO63 2.62 2.045" 43 115.85" 27._ lS.0n 3.831 0.64 13 622 0.0000 CH_TA(-9m) , 0.2363 2.57 2.-40" '2 116.00% 27 .16% 14.762 3.818 
0.8933 
" 
5.40 0.0000 CH_DPS(-t2m) · <J.5003 2.07 1.93" 35 121 .92'IJI. 29.7'" 13.795 3.747 0.9467 15 • . 76 0.0000 POS_ROE · 15.0000 1.53 1.43" 32 129.36% 30.77" 1 • . 282 3.862 1 18 • . 35 0.0000 ROE , 0.2556 1.13 1.06% 28 1"$7.20% 29.07" 17.752 ' .362 
1 17 02 0.0000 CH_SALES{.9m) · 0 .0716 0.98 0.92'1< 2' 1-48.55" 31.23 .. lB.03J • .• 76 1 18 425 0.0000 Dye-12m) · 0.047. 0.97 0 .""" 23 151.(B"lI. 31 .56% 17.793 4 .• 78 
7 -7.17% .m< 133 6U7% 34_ 50, 76.90% 632 ... ." 81.92% f11fSS '''''' 92% IJOH" 1181 
B ·13.78% ·12'" 111 66.34% 2<rnI <5, 76.00% .,33211i .84 101.29% '07"'~ 1273 .4% BIni. f'3S 1 
• 7.86% 3'" 58 n.62% 2145" 332 86.84% ""'''' <Of 112.n',4 71""" 78< 81% 3784", 563 1 10 ·20.88% ·1a-. • 76.76% 1247" ," 94.29% 249'" 317 11 •. 69'4 5140"" 570 99% 2762'11 33' 
11 13.67% "" 3 79.06% " ... 6" 11' 97.42% 2216" 273 120.49% >62"" 560 99% 2762'1 JJ< I 12 0.00% ... 0 36.26% .". 21 111.70<4 f871. 201 117.31% 4841" "5 124% 214'" 201 , 
13 0.00% 0" 0 36.26% .". 21 111.70% f87,,, 201 117.76% 4710% '80 130% 2014S 186 .. 0.00% "" • 36.26% .". 21 12S.40% 13 .... ~ 12' 12.2.19% 353"" 347 128% 1884" 17. 15 0.00% "" • 36.26% .". 21 126.97% " .... 111 131.36% 2934" 208 142% , ..... 140 I 18 0.00% ... • 0.00% ... • 13U7% 30"" 21 133.11% 29<"" 26' 1",4 , ...... 128 I 




II ::0 ;::n CD 
ri' en 
CD C 




1 19 4.16 0.0000 MTB , '.6700 0.95 0 ._ 22 152.01% 32."" 17.281 4 .... 2 
1 20 • . 06 0.0000 ROA , 0 .1197 0.75 0.70% 21 153.045% 32.57" 16.815 4.413 
1 21 3.96 O.COOI MOM_J<-9m) · -0.1501 0.75 0._ 20 153.31" 32.76% 16.388 ' .363 1 22 3.75 O.QXJ1 MOM_J(-6r"n, > <J.0962 0.75 0 ._ 18 152.64" 33.4'% 15.429 .= 
1 23 3.64 0.0002 MOM_6(-6m) · 0.0668 0.75 0.70'" 17 150.89% 33.42% 1 • . 888 ' .225 1 24 32 1 0.0007 CH_INVlSALES{-9m) , 0.0949 0.67 0.62'" 13 153.40% 35.98% 13.119 3.966 
" 
0.00% "" 0 0.00% a-. 0 178.31% .... • 149.83% 207"" 166 164% " .... "' 20 0.00% a-. • 0.00% "" • 178.36% .... • 149.81% 1960" 157 167'4 """" 113 I 21 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" • 178.36% B'" • 146.76',4 1810'j\ 14' 161% ' ... 7 .... " 11. 22 0.00% "" • 0.00% "" 0 178.36% .... • '".68% 15.19" 126 168% '42"''' lOB I 2.3 0.00% "" • 0.00',4 "" 0 178.36% .... • 147.33% """" 125 164% 124.3S 071 2' 0.00% a-. • 0.00% a-. • 178.36% .. " • 136 .• '% '250" 110 180% 061" 54 
.... 
0.. en -- ~ ::> P> ~. a §: 5-
1 25 2.94 0 .001 7 CH_ASSTURNt-6m) · -0_0316 1160 0.56'" 11 152.01% 38.15% 11 .321 3.72' 1 26 2.49 O.CXlO5 SALESICA$H > -28.0377 O.lJ 0 .31% 8 163.Cl9% 47,16% 8.42'3 3.263 
1 27 2.11 0 .0173 POS_OPt·I 2m) , 28.0000 0.30 0.28% 6 145.45% 47.93% 6.418 2.8J8 
1 28 1.89 0.""'" CH_INVTURN(-6m) · -1.2918 0.26 026 .. 5 137.81% 49.37% 5.371 2."'" 1 29 1.82 0.0628 EARNG_24(-9m) · -00500 0.27 0.25" • '31.94" SO.87'10 • . 516 2.J82 1 XI 0.60 0 .2114 SDEV VOL(-6m) · -0.9.70 0.23 0.22'4 2 119.26'" 54 .48" 3231 2.002 
0 .25 1 13.64 0.0000 EY(-I2m) > 0.1493 49.70 46.45% 288 .9_8S'IJI. 16.~ 10.666 2.43J 
0.3 2 1525 0.0000 CH_ARISALES , 0.00Z2 35.60 3327'" 216 62..5,. 16.65% 1 •. 717 3.100 
25 0.00% "" • 0.00% "" • 178.36% .... • 126.22% 9!i1'" os 19&% .. .,. 55 1 26 0.00% "" • 0.00% "" • 0.00% a-. • 131.69% 59"" 5< 194% . 750& 5< 27 0.00% ... • 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" • 12 •• 19% .507" " 175% 511" ""I 28 0.00% a-. 0 0.00% "" • 0.00% ." • 117."% """ <5 172% 386" 27 29 0.00% "" • 0.00% "" • 0.00% "" 0 110.46% 370S '0 171% 2 .... ~ I JO 0.00<4 0" • 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" • 105.92% 2_ 27 169'4 " ... 
1 0.38% ''''' mJ ".27% "~ 4487 49.72% 20167" 4~1 67.21% 2!iil4frs 5252 63% 1.53!i1B" 292,s 2 16.0.% , .. .,. 115< 64.72% 11746" 257~ 62.82% 16071S 3070 80.14% 23JtiK 3-199 88% 11~3~ 2,og 
0 (") 0 
3 0 
-0 a 
»0 '0 ..., 
P> !ii ' ::l_ 
0 en ::> 0 
CD ;:J 
0.35 3 14.32 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN(-I2m) :t -0.1046 25.73 24 .05% 175 68.26% 1859'0 13.624 3.098 
0 .' • 13..30 0.0000 NOSHARES , 148Cl56 17.58 16.43" 137 73.99% 19.97% 11<50 3.171 
0.<5 5 12.69 0.0000 CH_DEP , 0.3852 15.46 '4 .• 7 .. 131 765'" 1923% 18.00< 3.526 
0.5 15 11.63 0.0000 PRETAX_PM , 0.1730 14.27 13.33% 131 61.83"JL 19.63" 16.071 3.500 
0.55 7 10.68 0.0000 CH_INVlTA • -0.0063 10 . .&8 9.130% 108 86 .• 5% 21._ 14.640 3._ 
08 8 9.32 0.0000 CH_TA(-9m) , 0 .3757 10.15 ....... 107 87.78"l1o 21 ._ I~OOO 1577 
0 .65 9 7.91 0.0000 MOM_6(-&n) · -0.1785 10.07 9 .• ,,, 100 90.1-'" "l2.12"l1. 1 •. &43 3.602 0.7 10 6.76 0.0000 CH_EBTISALES(-I2m) :t -0.6120 8.n 8 .19% 91 93.05% 23.19" 1<4.144 3.564 
3 10.32% SO ... 592 69.66% 76tH" 15<1 68.71% 1231'" 21.50 83.34'4 21113'5 J04() 69% 96H5" 1tJn , 1.84% 2'"" ". 71.10% 7033" 1187 77.&1% .9954'" 15<. 8U5'4 15«~ 2159 79% 7685" 1170 5 18.07% 581" 388 79.21% 6129" 92. 81.28% 955,,, 1410 86.78% , ... 598S 2042 82% 7f.s.5" 1000 
6 11.49% 55'" 3" 80.76% 5<3'" WB 86.83% ...... 1208 89.37% ''''255% 1914 86'4 744!i1" 1~1 
7 46.26% m" 200 81.3&% 4.f!il4" 663 83.62% 622 ... .'5 88.26% 11466" 1559 100".4 6!i151'!if. 8"" 
8 " .26% m .. 200 81.36% «94" 663 86.68% 613~ B.5O 91."% 1{)g6;r'5 f43!i1 98% 6(591" 820 









0.75 11 8.29 0.0000 POS_NET , 20.0000 3.48 3.215'" 47 107.00" X1.7~ 10.361 3.125 
0 .8 12 6 .51 0.0000 CH_OEP(-I2m) , O.X175 2.68 2._ .. 117_16"l1o 32.96% 10.645 3.23' 11 132.26% 127" 88 76.68% 9B4" 156 106.56% 3295" 3" lR28% 37.51>1" 353 88% 108'1'" 14' 12 132.2&% 727" 86 80.09% .. ," 13< 123.16% 2~ 22' 139.20% 3654" 315 88% ,,'/U" ". ~ .., C.n CD 0.85 13 6.17 0.0000 ROE(-9m) • -0.0748 2.78 2._ <5 120.46% lJ.82'< 10.541 3.243 
0.9 1. 5.67 0.0000 MOM_J(·9m) · -0.0872 2.67 2.49% J8 122.SS" X1.7'" 13.048 3.636 13 131.50% 
.,... 60 82.13% "". 10< 123.16% 2309'< 225 139.72% ". ... J09 93% Of ... B





0 .95 15 5.16 0.0000 CH_INYTURN(-12ro) • <J.1389 2.28 213% 37 126.00" 31.15% 13.240 3.691 
1 16 4.76 0.0000 ACCtTA , 0 ..... In 1.65" J1 136.52"l1o 39.56" 9492 3.178 
1 17 4.71 0.0000 CH_SAlES(-9m) • 0.00(11 1.50 1.-40% 29 '.'.61" -40.56" 9.606 3.226 
1 18 •. 63 0.0000 EY(.9m) · 0 .1346 150 1."'" 28 141.86" «l.52'1J1. 9.521 3.233 
15 14.3.33% J58lI JO 83."% 51.5r. " 129.90'4 2""",, 213 137.13% 2834" 248 110<4 5<"" 59 16 14l.33% J58lI 30 102.61% ,,"" >J 13&.62% 1""-'" 112 166.07% 23'~ 179 109% 52". 58 
17 0.00% os • 152.93% ,."" 23 136.62% 1""-'" 112 165.07% 23'~ 179 109'4 52"" 58 
18 0.00% "" • 162.93% 2''''' 23 13U2% 12 .... "2 1&1.87% 2249" 172 102'4 44!i1" 53 
.... 5-0 
CD ~ 
::> CD ..... 0.. 
1 19 4.36 0.0000 Mr. , 3.1700 1.<5 1._ 25 '40.98" • ,.26 .. 8.957 3.152 
1 20 4.17 0.0000 CAPGEAR · 0.0260 1.22 1.14% 23 137.21" 42.4<1" 7= 2.976 1 21 4.07 0.0000 DV(·9m) · 0.0439 1.7.2 1.14" 22 137.~ .'.63" 6.124 3.035 1 22 3_90 O.axJl CH_OPS(-9m) · -0 .• 286 1.15 1.07'IJI. 20 140.26" ., .~ 6.490 3.124 1 23 3.79 0.0001 CH_OPS(-12rn) · -0.4221 1.1 3 1.06" 19 138.06", 37.97" 9 .... 3.""" 
,. 0.00% "" 0 162.13% 29"" 23 136.62% 126,", 112 160.10% 181"''' "5 119% " ... .. 20 0.00% "" 0 162.93% ,."" 23 136.89% ''''''' 111 141.93% 145$" 123 117% " ... <J 21 0.00% "" 0 142.29% "". " '.0.97% 121~ '.3 141.93% , ... 5.5" 123 117',4 "'" <J 22 0.00% "" • 204.76% ,.'" • ''''.89',4 l1fl" '2 1.'.93% ' ... 55" 123 117'4 "'" <J 23 0.00% "" 0 171.66% ''''' 3 1.2.27% .. ," 83 "' .93% '436" 123 117% "'" " 
en 
~I Ii 
1 2' 3.68 O.ocm DY(·I2m) · 0.0017. 1.13 1.06% lB 137.X1'" 36.17" 10.0406 3 .... 2' 0.00% a-. • 128.67% 21" 2 142.01% .,,,. n '.'.93% 145,5" 123 117% " ... " ::J 1 25 3.56 0.0002 MOM_6(-Jrn) · -0.0912 1.10 1.03% 17 136.7'" 33.41" 11 .950 3.766 1 26 3.41 0.0004 CH_QUICK , 0.0110 0.89 0.83% 15 135_-48,.. 3'-17" 13.326 • . 001 
1 27 3.1. o.ocoo EARNG_24(-12ml · -0.00170 0.62 0.76% 13 138.01" 32.Q.4~ 12.936 3.965 1 28 3.01 0.OC114 OPINCITA , 0.1633 0.62 0.58% 12 137.62" 33.n~ 11.453 3.749 
25 0.00% "" • 0.00% ." • '.0.34% 125" '2 141.93% ''''55" 123 117% "'" <J 26 0.00% "" 0 0.00% a-. • '.9.29'4 
,.,,, 39 137.74% '''''''' 12.2 117% "'" 
.., 
27 0.00% "" • 0.00% a-. 0 ,.9.29% , .... 39 '".08% "!ill'S •• 98% 25<" 31 28 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" • 1.,.29% , .... 39 147.70% 109"" .0 89% ,.... 2. 
0-S<. 
0 










•. lz ..... 
A'f'erllli stoc:tr;s n. 
MumlMr of proportion or .umtMIr of Aver.IiI' Slnderel J. Sh.rpe 
Cl P-Vlau, V.l1able "",lAv.' lloch ....... wtnN'S R,tum --. Blalbllo .... 1 .. 1 ,- I ... , I ,~, I~=- -] ,~.-- I (J » 0 '0 ::l '0 ~. CD 
0.3 1 10.<&0 0.0000 EY(-12m) · 0.'493 <9.70 46.45" 288 <9.- 16,09"JiL, 10.666 2.433 0.3467 2 13.05 0.0000 CHJ,RISALES · 0.<922 35.SO 3327 .. 2'. 82.,,", 18.65'" '4.717 3.100 0.3933 3 12.65 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN(.I2m) ;j: .0.1046 25.73 24.05% 175 58."" 18.59-Ao 13.6'24 3,008 I 
0 .... '" 1227 0.0000 EARNG_'2 · 0.0315 16.00 '495", B6 81 .17% 19.17'4 17.326 3 .... 0.<867 5 " .65 00000 ROA{-12m) · -0.00704 ''''."1:7 13.33,., 00 83.38'" 22.13'" 13.492 3.DJ 0533:) 6 10.59 0.0000 PRETM_PM · 0 .1730 13.m 12.18 .. 00 85._ 22._ 13.516 3.30<3 0.58 7 9.67 0.0000 OPINC1TA(-l2m) · O.QoI83 ".32 10.58" ., 90.""" 232"''' 13.leo 3.431 I 0.6267 8 9.04 0.0000 CH_DEP · 0.3852 8.95 8.36" 79 96.37% 21 .00"J(, 18.992 4.1004 D.87l3 9 8.43 0.0000 POS_OP · • . 0000 6.38 5.97i11o 71 106.'38" 24 .0'''' 17.365 ' .006 0.72 10 8 .10 0.0000 ROE(-9m) · 0.1204 5.23 ..... 58 115.~ 26.191' 17.053 4.042 I 0.7867 " 7." 0.0000 ROE{·I2m) · O.I03l • .n 4.4'" 58 119.5'''' 27.3< .. 16.387 ' .002 0.8133 12 7.16 0.0000 EARNG_2.4(-I2Jn1 • 0.0333 2.85 2.66 .. 50 '29.7'" 28.68" 17.2"2 " ,164 
0." 13 6 .81 0.0000 "'. · 2.1700 2.77 2._ .. 131.17% 282610 11.917 " .276 0.90S7 " 626 0.0000 POS_ROE · 3.0000 2.37 2.21% .7 138.Ei9'% 299'% 17.621 '285 I 0.9533 '5 5 .72 0.0000 CH~SSTURN(.6m) · -0.0070 2.33 2.18' .. 139."'" 29.7''''- 17.810 ' .339 • '6 5.13 0.0000 ACCI1A • 0 ..... I.,", 1.68'-' 37 157.1'" 26 ..... 27.399 5.492 
, 0.38% 73" 2293 ".27% 17300'" 4487 (9.72% 20267" 4891 67.21% 2941~ 52.52 63% 1.539~ 2!1l25 
2 15.0.% f4 .. n flS< 14.72% 11746" 257C 62.82% 16071t; 3070 80."% 23J6~ 34"P9 &8% 11S137" 2109 
3 10.32% ,.,.,. 592 U .68% 7661t; IS<' 68.71% 123'" 2150 13.:W% 2"rJ1l, JO<IO S9% 9616" '677 · a.oO% "'" 220 11.2'% 32_ 573 82.7S% 53'''' 770 ".03% 128.58"J&. '6'" 82% 8215" 1200 5 S.7'% ,.'" , .. 17.st% m ... 570 78.71% "854t; 7<0 14.80% 12213% 1.561 S2% 83'''' 1080 
• lU5% 134" 15< 67.10% 2OOS" '.2 80.2,"", 481 7" no S5.0S% '203~ 15U 97·", 8164" 1013 
7 10.'5% 134" 15< 67.~14 2591" .'" 8U4% 3966 .. 551 102.12% 1128"" 1326 100% 7",.. ... • 29.18% 21'" .7 5U5% 1790" 33. SU6% 352'" m 10o.sS% Sl28~ 1103 10S% 7457" 822 • ".17% "'" ., 14.00% "'" ,.. 113.'6% 23S8'9lo ". 11U'% 8606 .. ... 113% 59l3" 62!/ '0 0.00% a.. 0 33.18% 19'" 611 118.0'% ,..'" 2011 121.&3% //02'" 7112 117% 5.5Il(lO; 56J 
" 0.00% 0" 0 35.25% .,.. 2' 11,.n% 183'" 184 123.23% 788'" I •• 117% 539"" 551 '2 0.00% 0 .. 0 35.25% .,.. 21 l:W.17% '047~ 132 135.15% ,56S13'" 50' 124% Xlf6~ 201 
13 0.00% a.. 0 l5.25% .,.. 21 ''''.'7% '''76''- 132 138."% 54ff" ... 12'% 27S8" 206 
" 0.00% a.. 0 35.25% .,.. 21 1:W.17% 1476S 132 ,".2'% '1104" 389 13"% 225'" 202 IS 0.00% ... 0 35.25% .,.. 21 l:W.17% 1476'S .32 '''.~% 04.527'" 36. 137% 23 .... 20' 
'6 0.00% ... 0 0.00% a.. 0 In.70% ..... 27 167."% 3655" 202 1'0".4 223a.. ,., 
::l ::l c:: 0-ro ><' 0-
r 0 
ro ...... ::l 
~ 0 
::l"" (') 
II :;0 :::n CD ;:p en 
ro C 
ro :=+ ::l en 
:::n 0' ;:;:-, 17 5.04 0.0000 CH_TA · 0.32'5 1.60 .. - 31! 156.01% 25.93 .. 28 .... 5.632 , 18 ".96 0.0000 MOM_3(-9rn) · -o.ISOI 1.60 1.50" 35 156.00% 25 ..... 28.216 5 .... , 19 " .81 0.0000 NOSHARE S · 97558 '.55 1.45% 32 lE1O.32"Jfo 28.00% 29.173 5.-n6 1 20 04 .80 0.0000 CH_TA(-6m) · 0.2556 •. 50 1.- :oJ 166.2 .... 26.37" 30. 136 5.916 , 21 ' .63 0.0000 MOII"_6(-3m) > .10386 1.50 1._ 28 162.~ 26.13% 28.882 
5.
613
1 , 22 " .46 O.CXIOO ROE · 0.2966 1.27 1.18" 26 167.58'J1. 27.22'0 28.036 .Tl2 , 23 04 .37 0.0000 POS_NET · '''.0000 1.22 1.1 .... 25 168.78% 2729'0 27.947 5.801 1 2" " .19 0.0000 .,,(Q'"'-3(.&n) > -0.0962 1.22 1.1 .... 23 169.5'" :l7.7 ..... 26.979 5.737 , 25 3.99 0.0001 MOfol_6(-&n) · 0.0066 1.17 ,.- 21 167.18% 27.75" 25.915 5.650 I , 26 3.79 O.IXX)' EY{.9m) • 0.1346 1.13 1.06% ,. 171.2 .... 29.19% 2".289 5.SO< , 21 3.72 D.cxxn OV(·9m) • 0.0<39 1.12 1.04% '0 17".~ 29.45% 204.SSJ 5.S6B 
17 0.00% ... 0 0.00% a.. 0 In.70% ""'" 21 16'-'1% 36.S5o. 2112 1)&'" 2020" 17P ,. 0.00% a.. 0 0.110% ... 0 In.70% ..... 27 1&6.25% 3.505" 253 138% 202"" ". ,. 0.00% ... 0 0.00% ... 0 117.70% . .... 27 1&6.32% 3423 .. U7 "7·;' " .... 14. 
20 0.00% a.. 0 0 .00% ... 0 In.70% ""'" 27 l&6.S7% 322 ... 232 162% 169,.. 125 2' 0.00% ... 0 0.00% a.. 0 In.70% ""'" 27 167.2S14 3137" 225 1<8% 133'" 108 22 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 In.70% ""'" 27 168.:W% 2820" 201 163% 1305 .. go 23 0.00% ... 0 0.00% ... 0 In.70% ""'" 27 171.71·'" 271S1" 100 1&0% 127O"" OS 24 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% "" 0 In.70% ""'" 27 17'-84'''- 244itS ,.0 157% 1221" 03 2S 0.00% ... 0 0.00""- a.. 0 18Z,31'", 3Ba.. 25 ''''"% 2268li1 '56 1(9% 10""" 83 
26 0.00% ... 0 0.00" 0" 0 182.31% 3Ba.. 2.5 ,"'IS% 2'6~ ". 15$% • m; .. 
27 0.00% ... 0 0.00% a.. 0 182.31% 3Ba.. 25 175.01% 21 .... , .. 171% 83 ... 59 
(!) .., ..., 
0-m 
'< 





'" '0 , 28 3.61 0.<nl2 OPINCITA · D.1216 0.92 D.86% 17 In.86 .... 29.88% 2".446 5.591 , 29 3.39 0.000< DY(.I2m) · 0.00+< 0.88 0.83'£ 15 H16.91% 25.17% 29.991 6.213 , :J) 3.1" 0.0009 CH_DPS(, '2m) • -0.""'" 0.83 0.78 .... 13 170.85'10 26 ..... 27.214 5.971 
• 31 3.01 0 .001" CAPGEAR • 0.0269 0.63 0._ .2 169.as,. 31.86'" 18.970 5.017 , 32 2 .65 0.00<0 EARNG_24(-9m) • 0.0333 0.58 O.SS% 9 182.12"ltt 33.06'" 20.030 5.193 , 33 2.3' O.OHI; CH_INVTURN(-&n) • -0.7389 0.52 0.48% 7 187.03% 36.53"'- 17.115 .828 
• 3< 2.11 0 .0173 SOEV_VOl • -0 ...... 0.50 D ... 7,. 6 173.70% 36.71 .... 104.464 ' .433 
211 0.00% ... 0 0.00% a.. 0 182.31% 3Ba.. 25 115.0.% 20''''' '38 113% ..... 53 
29 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% a.. 0 l'S.l'% 171" 14 162.35% 16S1'" 125 183% .- 53 
30 0.00% ... 0 0.00% "" 0 161.85""- 135" 10 161i.53% , ..... 8$ 105 183% ... " 53 31 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% a.. 0 178.3&% .. " 6 162.09% f31~ .7 ,.3% ..... 53 
32 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% a.. 0 178.3&% .. " 8 150.13% 10as" .2 265% /() ... 32 
33 0.00% 0" 0 0.00·" a.. 0 178.l6% .... • 137.35% 767" 61 3:W% ..... 2' 






< ro ~ <: , 3S ,.26 0.1006 CH INVITA • 0.0083 0.27 0 .25" 3 121.08 .... 36.85'" 7.605 3."8 35 0.00% a.. 0 0.00% ... 0 178.3&% .." 8 116.70% 3911" 41 245% - 1 II ~ 
0.35 , 7.70 0.0000 "'. · 0.6700 2<.95 23 .3~ '" 57.38% 25.2'% 5.402 1.851 1 11.&6% """ .. 1120 65.01% 13602" 2967 67.26% 129104" 2304 81.06% 12758$ 1889 018% 3584" ""3 W M-0 CD 0.3933 2 9 .43 0.0000 CH_ TA(·I2m) , 0.2000 16.63 15.SS" .. 72._ 33.21" ".748 ""55 
0."367 3 8 .00 0.0000 CH_INVl.TA(-I2m) · -0.0248 13.00 12.7'% 78 75.00% 37.79"11 3.1163 1.701 0." .. 8 .16 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN(-6m) · -0.0970 10.13 9."7% '" n.25% 40.'1% 3.558 '.658 
2 28.14% .- m 70.85% ,0126" 1715 75.77% "".,,, 1432 SU1% 8007" .050 51% 2425" 476 3 010.11% 10104" 300 67.'5% "' ... ,306 83.48'''' 85's-. '22' 86.84% ~27" .,. 7&% 2:"'''' 395 • 53.04% 1012" 220 71.25% 6359" 1071 87.38% 685S1~ 042 68.00·'" 3".".. .,8 10'% 2062" "'8 '" en M-::l en 0-
0.5233 S 7.55 0.0000 PRETAX]"" · 0 .1034 0.30 7.76,. so 84.06~ "'..,.. 3.969 1.797 0.5867 6 6.71 0.0000 DY , 0.= •. oe 3."" 38 120.53" 57.36 .. ' .050 , .• 17 I 
0.61 7 6.62 0.0000 CH_TA · 0.3215 3.67 3.43% 38 123.n.. 58."" ...... 1 ..... 0.8533 8 6.49 0.0000 ROE(· I2m) · -0.1618 2.78 2._ 31! 138.15" 8226" ,.38, 2.0S< 0.8967 9 026 O.CXIOO POS_OP · • . 0000 2.58 2."'''' 35 lJ7.os.. 62.3'''' '2'" 2.035 0.7" 10 5.96 0.0000 MOfol_6(-3m) > -0.1964 2.57 2._ 3< 137.16'% 582S'O 3."'2 I.BSB 
0.7633 11 5.70 0.0000 CH_ARISALES · -o.OSS2 205 ' .92% 32 '''2,65'' 10291 .... 1.638 1.283 
5 53.14% ~27" 175 73.M% SO, ... 813 SUS% 62'''' I •• 71 .71% 3157" 528 112'''- 264S1" 283 • 130.51% ...,. 64 n.30% '2/1511 101 12t.13% JOO2S 2711 109.28% fU,,, 212 168% 2207" 158 
7 1~.75% 85 ... 55 8'-'1% 11 .... ,.3 130.70% JOO6~ 21. 109.28% 1931" 212 168% 2207" 15. 
o l~.7I% ..,." 5.5 st.oI8% 1014" 133 164.315% 2054" ,so 123.80% 1S14,,, , .. 168""- 2207" '58 
9 l~.7I% .,.,. 55 11 ."% J014" 133 '".35% 2054" '50 11UO% 1766" 17P 16S% 21"" 155 










0.8267 12 5.46 0.0000 OPINClTA · 0.1216 1.83 1.7'% 32 '45.45~ 103.1~ '.673 1.3oe 0.87 13 5.07 0.0000 CH_TA(-6m) • 0.1497 ' .78 ' .67'0 :oJ 1048.71'" "'2._ 1.734 '.3<2 I 
0.9133 1 .. ".73 0.0000 ROE · 0.0828 1.73 ,..,.. 29 152.65% 103.25% 1.789 '.37" 0.9567 15 "27 0.0000 CH_INVTURN(-&n) · -2.3ff77 1.17 1.09% 23 173.2 .... 105 ... .,.. 2.1n 1.542 , 16 " .04 0.0001 WOI.'_J(-&n) · -0.1638 1.17 U) ... 22 176.08'" las.51 .... 2218 1.58& , 17 3.97 0.0001 MOM_3(-9m) > -0.2131 1.17 1._ 21 '80.~ 105.31'-' 2.317 1.616 , ,. 3.68 0.0C()1 CH.J\SSTURN · 0.0337 0.92 0.86% 1. 190.00% 120"''10 '''''' 1.<19' • 19 3.31 0.0005 CH_SAlES(-9m) · -0.2144 0.87 0.81% IS '64 .(FA, '21.1()'14 1.407 1.28< , 20 3.18 0.0008 NOSHARES · .'392 0.67 0."" .. 139.~ 61.32'1J1. 3.903 ~: I , 2' 3.08 0.001' EY(.I2m) · -0.0335 0.62 0.58% 13 144.29'Jr. 59 ... 7 .... ' .0103 , 22 2.94 0 .0017 DY(· 12m) · 0 .D413 0.62 0.58" 12 145.82% 59 ... .,.. <.430 2.255 
12 1~.75% .,.,. 5.5 SU6% .. ,.. 1211 "3.05% ,58". '33 131.97% 14"'" 130 252'''- 1763" 84 
13 l~.7I% .,.,. 5.5 SI .68% .. ,.. 126 1~.05% ,...,. '33 128.10% '22~ 115 317% '663'0 83 
, .. 143.7r", .., ... 55 S3.lO% 72 ... .3 1010.65% 1.5204% '''' 128.10% 1228" 115 317% '663'0 63 15 '46.31% 415'" 34 130.10% .- 42 '''.'8% .3 .... "'" 1M.1"" 834" 73 358'" 1701" 57 16 146.31% 41s-. 34 130.10% '55" 42 1".18% ,300!< ,oe 107.,,% 55S1I .2 35S% 1I:i77" 56 
17 1.o.~% 29'" 25 132.2'" .,... 3Sl "7.18% 13OO!< 106 103.01% ... " 5< 387% f675% 52 ,. 0.00% ... 0 166.62% 3."" 2. ,".'8% 13 .... 106 103.01% . .... S< 387% 1675" 52 ,. 0.00% ... 0 155.&2% 363lI 28 ,".'8% 13OO!< ,oe 111.88% ... " '8 361% .. "" 22 
20 0.00% a.. 0 155.&2% 363lI 2. 147.18% ,300!< '06 116.88% '64" '0 121% 101" 10 
2' 0,00'4 ... 0 166.62% 36"" 2. ,".18% '300!< '06 106,67·'" 284 .. 32 434% 7,.. 2 
















00 I Z ..... 
Average atoe", n a 
• umber 0' propor1lon or Mumber of Average Stan<lard J • Sharpe 
CL '-vatu. Vutable FlhrLeltel Stock, sample winners Return Deviation SutlstlCl .0110 
0.' • ' .33 0.0000 MrB , 0.6700 24.95 23~ .46 57.J8"JIo 2521% ' .<02 '~'l 0." 2 711< 0.0000 CH_TA(-'2m) , 0.2059 16.63 lS.SS-Ao 98 72.35% 33.21% 4 .74B ' .855 0." 3 7.83 0.0000 OY , o.02n 7.00 7.38% 75 103.14% 4227 .. 5.756 2..88 
0.52 .. 8.06 0.0000 ROA{-I2m) · .a. un "-83 8._ 87 10'2 .92'If. 29.13'10 1' ,869 3.'82 0.58 5 821 0.0000 POS_ROE · IS.0C0J ' .02 .. """ 59 113.08"- 29."'" 13.701 3 .... 0.6 6 8.18 0.0000 ROA , 0 .1331 ... . 70 .. - 59 117.90'" 33.73% 13.~ 3 .... 
0.6< 7 7.93 0.0000 ROE(-I2m) · -0.1818 3.83 3.56% 58 126.fi:2"-' 35.61% 11 . ....a 3.253 
1001 "00 -] Z.O' -~ 200~~ :, -] 20~ I 
• 11-&6% f09711 H2O 51.01% 'J60~ 2967 81.28% 129''-'' 2304 81.06% 127.sn 1689 "% 3584" P03 
2 28.64% .."". 3.f 70.86% 10126'" 171!5 11.17% PO,,.. 1432 '1.11% 800'" fO." 61·'" 242!5" .,. 
3 71.94% 721" f" 94.72% 4452'" 56' 91.90% 4887" 599 140.31% 5989" >12 17% 2OOf" 3ff 
• 79.42% 72'''' '09 110.38% ,"8!'Il" "8 100.63% .sZ,,, 551 129.86% "'''''' .5. 44% 74 ... " 205 5 '4.18% "'" ., 126.11% 3827'" J63 111.79% 4,," '" 114.03% 3734" 393 92% '06'" '39 6 14.68% "'" ., 126.11% 3827" 363 126.49'% "'027" 382 116.14% 34M'6 ~, 92% ,OtH" ,39 7 112.06% .. ,  70 143.15% 3471" 291 131."% 339 ... 301 12U6% 3 ... 45'6 339 92% '061" 139 
n » 
0 '0 
~ '0 r>- ctl 5' :::s c 0-ro >i. n. 
r 0 
ro ...... ~ 
~ 0 
0.88 • 1.75 0.0000 CH_TA{-&n) , 0.2556 3.75 3."'" 58 127...,. 35""" 11.5041 3.292 
o.n 9 7.39 0.0000 CH_TA , 0.26501 3.03 3."'" 58 128.26'" 35.M< 11.318 3.205 
0.76 10 6,94 0.0000 ROE(-9m) · -O.074B 3.27 3.05% 58 132.15% 38.""" 10 ... 33 3.185 0.0 " 6.'" 0.0000 OPINCITA , 0.1633 3.23 3.=< 501 131 .03% 38.401'" 9 .93< 3.126 0.801 12 5.9' 0.0000 PRETAX_PM , 0.0886 2.85 2._ " 135.~ 3926 .. 10.022 3.175 0.88 13 5.57 0.0000 CHj.SSTURN(.&n) · "'.2930 2." 2._ 43 145.35% "'.73'lI 10.574 3.313 0.92 " 5.43 0.0000 CH_INVTURN(-12ml · .2.3!fTI ' .87 .. - 37 100.40'" 49.37" 8.642 3.035 
8 112.06% .. , .. 70 10&8.'1% 3463" 280 133.61% 3340% JfX) 121.96% 3 ... 45" 33. '2% 10tH" '39 
9 121 .27% .,"" ., 151 .13% 3337" 265 133.11% 1l.f0% JfX) 121.96% 3'_ 339 92% '06"'" 139 
to 111.25% 547" " 173.48% 29_ 202 132.'7% 327"9" 297 12&.37% 3427'6 32' 92% 106'" 13' 11 119.25% .. 711 .. 173.41% 2P20S 202 132.47% 3270" 2.7 12.2.82% 3244" 317 81% 886" ,'5 
12 119.25% .. '" .. 113.48% 29_ 202 144.68% 332", 276 124.10% Z17"'''' 209 7014 "6" 110 
.3 119.21% "711 .. 171.87% 2889" , .. 18%.50% 2783% fll3 123.86% ,''''' 152 70% .,"" 110 
t ... 111.25% .. 711 " 178.87% 2889" ," 193.17% 25.Sgs '59 12.2.31% 636" 82 76% ,,'" 36 
:T n 




0.98 IS 5.09 0.0000 EY(·12m) · -0.0335 1.57 1.46'" ,. 1~.84'" 47.66'" 10.257 3.336 • 18 ... . 92 0.0000 NOSHARES , ....., ' .33 1.25" 32 175.00% 47.804" 10.739 3.,," 
• .7 ' .87 0.0000 ROE , "'.0036 ' .26 1._ 29 174.00% ~.34'" 11 .17' 3.SoIO 
• 18 " .39 0.0000 POS_OP · 16.txXXl ' .23 1.15'" 26 lffl.78'" 46.16% 10.200 3._ • 19 4.09 0.0000 EY(-9m) · 0.1346 1.18 1.1'% 23 159.76% 48.51" 8.317 3.07 ... • 20 3.76 0.0001 $AlESfCASH · ·28.03n 0." 0._ 20 15lH2% 52""" 6.- 2-833 I • 21 327 O.CXlOB CH_DPS(-12m) · "'.5893 0.83 0.18 .... ,. 133.8EI"Io 56.19'% 3.1l8O 2.116j • 22 3.13 0.0000 MOI.C3(-6m) · "'.0982 0.82 0._ I< 13:1.29 .... 58.43'" 3.675 2.0017 • 23 2.98 0.ClU5 MOM_6(-&n) · -0.3419 0.80 0.75% 13 126.98% 55.91% 3.766 2.079 • ,. 2.82 0 .0024 CH_ARlSAlES , "'.0592 0.60 0 ..... . 2 125.33% 55.50'1< 3.880 2.0&4 
1 25 2.66 0.00<0 MOM_3(-9m) > .. (1.2131 0.60 0.56 .... 11 123.57 .... 55."'" 3.536 2-032 
• 26 2.47 0.0088 DY(-9m) · 0.0<39 0.60 0.56'% .0 123.52% 55.50% 3<93 2.CX31 • 27 2..27 0.0117 DY(·I2m) · 0.0413 0.60 0.56% 9 123.21% 55.50 .. 3.436 2.025 • 2.8 2.01 0.0220 CH_INVlSALES(.9m) , -0.1123 0.57 0.53" 7 122:12'% 58""" 3.186 1.963 
1 29 1.75 0.0401 MOM-.6(·lm) · -0.0912 0.55 0.51" 6 lHI.B3" 57."'" 2.90' 1.880 • 30 ' .05 0.1473 S DEV_VOl(-I2m) · -' .2656 0." 0.45% • lM.57'!!. 58.62 .. 2.313 '.673 • 3. 0.9' 0.1807 SDEV VOL(-&r!) · -0.9470 0.26 026 .. 3 ',1.40"1. 37.56" '.866 2 '" 
'5 119.21% .. 711 " 171.87% 2889" ••• 193.17% 2 ... " IS<> 101.21% 3630; <J 381% ''''' 3 . 6 1, • .21% "7" .. 171.87% 1889% ," 1".17% 2S591i1 IS<> 181.14% ,5'" 10 0% "" 0 17 119.21% .. 711 " 176.87% , ... " '" 190.67% 209'" f32 652.98% .. " I 0% "" 0 18 144.23% 58'" ,. 163.60% 2125" ," 190.67% 2097'lj f32 612.98% 5." I 0% "" 0 19 144.23% ..... , . 130.n% , ... 4"" 133 191.71% 2Ofj1" 129 662.98% .. " I 0·'" 0" 0 
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Appendix D: 40 
Appendix D .11. Summary of filters chosen 
The table below shows each of the filter variables sorted by the frequency of their appearance within 
the first ten variables within each combination of filters. The table also lists all filter levels for each 
variable which are included in filter combinations in Chapter 6. In addition to listing all of these 
filters, the table shows the frequency with which each of the filters occurs. For evaluation purposes, 
the average marginal addition and the total addition to both the JK statistic and the Sharpe measure 
are shown. The highlighted cells indicate the greatest marginal and total additions to the 
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V.rlabl. Top 10 Fllte, MerglFUlI 
Category Fr«Juancy Fine, lwei Frequency Addition Tot. AdcOOon 
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Addtnon lollli Addl'!lon 
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Appendix D: 44 
Appendix D.12. Companies selected by final winner filter 
The table below list s all companies selected by the final winner filter combination in Chapter 6. 
Along with the names of the companies, the buy dates and resulting 12 month return is shown. The 
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2000 Jw 
CAPITAL PROPERTY Fe 
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CAPtT AL PROPERTY FO 
CAPIT At. PROPERTY FO 
CAPITAL PROPERTY FO 
c,A,PIT.AI. PROPERTY FO. 
CAPIT At PROPERTY FO 
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CARGO CAAR tERS 
CROOKES BROTHERS 
2000 Oct GR INDROD 
2000 Oct GROUP F1\I"E 
2000 Oct INMINS 
2000 Oct I1fV)CTA 
2000 Nov ALLAHGRAYPR.TRUST 
2000 Nov ARGENT INDUSTRIAl 
2000 Nov SRANOCOOP 
2000 CARGO CARRiERS 
2000 NOV CROOKES BROTHERS 
2000 rwv GRINDROD 
2000 HUQACO 
2000 Nov INMiN8 
2000 INV1CTA 
2000 DIe; ARGENT INDUSTRlAL 
2000 o.c BRANIJCORP 
2000 DIe CARGO CARRIERS 
2000 DIe CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 
2000 DIe CROOKES BROTHERS 
2000 OK HUOACO 
2000 DIe IN""~S 
2000 o.c INVCTA 
2001 Jan CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 
2001 Fib BRANOCORP 
2001 Fib CONTROl INSTRUMENTS GP. 
2001 M..- ASTRAPAA 
2001 Mar BRANOCOAP 
2001 Mar CROOKES BROTHERS 
2001 Mal' GLE.NRANDMIB 
2001 ILLOVO SUGAR 
2001 IolJf ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 
2001 IolJf ASTRAPAA 
2001 IolJf BRANOCORP 
2001 IolJf CARGO CARRiERS 
2001 IolJf CROOKES BROTHE.RS 
2001 IolJf ILLOVO SUGAR 
2001 ~ INMiNa 
2001 ,IMy ALLAN GRAY PR.TRUST 
2001 May ASTRAPAA 
2001 May AVENG 
2001 May BRANOCORP 
2001 Mrt CARGO CARRIERS 
2001 Mey CROOKES BROTHERS 
2001 Mrt GLE.NAANO M I B 
2001 May GROUP FM 
2001 May IN'" ~s 
2001 ALLAN GRAYPR.TRUST 
2001 J~ ARGENT INOUSTRlAl 
2001 J~ ASTRAPAK 
2001 J~ AVENG 
2001 J~ BRANOOORP 
2001 J~ CARGO CARRIERS 
2001 J~ CROOKES BROTHERS 
2001 J~ CULL'V.N 
2OO1,n., DISTELlGROOP 
2001 J~ ELB GROUP 
2001 Ju'1 GROUPFlVE 
2001 J~ HU~O 
2001 J~ ILLOVO SUGAR 
2001 J~ 
2001 AVENO 
2001 ..-. BRANDCORP 
2001 ...... CROOKES BROTHERS 
2OOI .IuI CULUH.-t.N 
2001 Jill EL8 GROUP 
2001 JuI ILLOVO SUGAA 
2OOI .IUI INMINS 
2001 Aug ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 
2001 Aug ASTRAPAI< 
2001 Aug AVENG 
2001 Aug BRAHOCORP 
2001 Aug CARGO CARRIERS 
2001 Aug CUlUNAH 
2001 Aug ELB GROUP 
2001 Aug IlLOVO SUGAR 
2001 Aug INMIMS 
2001 Sip ARGENT INDUSTRlAL 
2001 Sip ASTRAPAK 
Sep BOOSN.FRSTN.MXPR. 
2001 Sep BRANDCORP 
2001 Sip CARGO CARRIERS 
2001 Sip CROOK£S BROTHERS 
2001 Sip ILLOVOSUGAR 
2001 SIp INMIMS 
2001 Oct ARGENT INOUSTRIAL 
2001 Oct ASTRAPAI< 
2001 Oct BOGSN,FRSTN.MXPR. 
59."" .. -57.11M6 
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Appendix D.12. Companies selected by final winner filter 
Continued. 










































2001 N<N INMtNS 
2001 0.: Afel 
2001 Dec AFN.RAlNBOW WALS. 
2001 Dec ARGENT INDUSTRIAL 
2001 Dec ASTRAPAK 
2001 Dec BOGSN,FRSTN.MXPR. 
2001 Dec BRANOCORP 
2001 o.c CARGO CARRIERS 
2001 Dee CROOKfS BROTHERS 
2001 Dee GROUP FIVE 
2001 Dec HUOACO 
2001 Dec INMINS 
2002 Jan AFN.RAtNBOW MRLS. 
2002 J.n AROENT INDUSTRIAL 
2002 J.n ASTRAPAK 
1C02 J", 8OGSN.FRSTN.M.XPR 
2002 Jan BRANDCOAP 
2002 Jill BRIMSTONE INY.'N' 
200l Jan CARGO CARRIERS 
2002 JIfI CRQOI(£S BROTHERS 
2002 J., GROUP FIVE 
2002 Jill HUOACO 
2C02 J.,.. INMJNS 
2002 Feb AFN.RAlN BOYV MRLB. 
2002 Feb AROENT INDUSTRIAL 
2002 Fee BOGSN.FRSTN.MXPR. 
2002 Feb SRANOCORP 
2002 F.o CRooKES BROTHERS 
2002 Feb OCR6Yl 
2002 FeO EOOARS CONS.STORES 
2002 Fe QROUP FIVE 
2002 Feb HUDACO 
2002 Feb INMlNS 
200:2 ... AFN.RAINBCl'w'V MRLS. 
2002 Mw 8OGSN .FRSTN.MXPR. 
2002 Mr CARGO CARR IERS 
2'OOl ... CROOKES BROTHERS 
2002 MIl" DORBYL 
2002 MIl" GRINDROD 
2002 "'- GROUP FNE 
200:2.... HUDACO 
2002 MIl" Il.LOVO SUGAR 
2002 lAIr INMINS 
2002 ~ AFORI 
2002 Af)f BOOSN.FRSTN .MX.PR. 
2002 AfIl BRANOCORP 
2002 ~ CROOKES BROTHERS 
2002 Apt DOR8YL 
2002 AfJf GR INDROD 
2002 ~ HUDACO 
2002 ~ AFORI 
2002 MIy BOGSN.FRSTN .t.AXPR. 
2002 ~ SRANOCORP 
2002 Mav CROOKES BROTHERS 
2002 MIy GRINDROD 
2002 Jun AFGRI 
2002 JUft BOOSN ,FRSTN .MXPR 
2002 Jun CASH8U LD 
2002 Jun CRooKES BROTHERS 
2002 JYn ENVlROSERI,I 
2002 INMINS 
2002 JIJ AFGRI 
2002 Ju BOOSN.FRSTN.MXPR. 
2002 Ju CASHBUILD 
2002 J~ fNVIROSERV 
2002 ~ INMlNS 
2002 Aug AFGRI 
2002 Aug AlAALAPPC, 
2002 Aug BOGSN.FRSTN.MXPR. 
2002.Aug CASHBUILD 
2002.Aug ENVlROSERV 
200:2 Aug INMINS 
2002 Sep ADVTECH 
2002 Sep AFORI 
2002 Sep AMAl..APPC. 
2002 Sep AST RAL FOOOS 
2002 Sep BOGSN.FRSTN.MX.PR. 
2002 Sep CASHBUILD 
2002 s.p CONTROL INSTRUMENTS GP. 
2002 s.p ENVtROSERI,I 
2002 s.p ItfMINS 
2002 Cd .A.OVTECH 
2002 Cd AFGRI 
2002 Oct ASTRAL FOOOS 
2002 Cd BOGSN ,FRSTN ,MXPR. 
2002 Cd CA.ll:GO CARRIERS 
2002 Cd CASH8UILO 
2002 Cd ENVIROSERV 
2002 Oet INMINS 
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2C03 J.. 8OGSN.FRSTN.MXPR . 
2C03 J., CROOKES BROTHERS 
2C03 Jifl ELB GROUP 
2C03 JIJI INMlNS 
2003 Feb ADCORP 
2003 Fib AFGRI 
200J F., ASTAAL FOODS 
200J Ftb ASTAAPAK 
2C03 Feb 600SN.FRSTN,MXPR . 
200J Fib CROOKES BROTHERS 
2003 Fib OATAT£C 
2OJ3 Fib OS.& WHSG.NETWCRi( 
200J Feb ELB GROUP 
2003 FlO Eu..ERINE 
2003 F., GIJIMA AST GROUP 
2C03 Feb INMINS 
200J Mar AOCORP 
2003 Mar ADVrECH 
2003 Mlr AFaR I 
2C03 MIt ASTRAPAK 
2C03 ,.. BOGSN.FRSTN.MXPR , 
2C03 Mlr CROOKES 8ROTHERS 
2003 Mar DATATEC 
2003 Mar OS~ WHSG.NETWORI( 
2003 M1r El8 GROUP 
2003 Mar ELLERlNE 
2003 AlJr AOCORP 
2C03 ~ ADl/TECH 
2003 ~r AFGRI 
2003 ~r ASTRAPAK 
2003 Apr 8OGSN.FASTN.MXPR . 
2003 ~( CRooKES IROT1-t ERS 
2OJ3 AlJr OS.& WHSO.NETWORK 
2003 AlJr ELB GROUP 
2COJ ~r ELlfRINE 
2003 ~r ~~~ 
2003 MIy A.LUED ELECTRONICS 
2003 "'-Y eOOSN.FRSTN.MXPR . 
2C03 Mey 05.& WHSO NETWOAI( 
2OJ3 J~ ALUED ELECTROOICS 
2003 JIrI ASTRAPAK 
2003 J~ COIAAlR 
2003 JIrI DOReYL 
2003 JIrI GRINDROD 
2003 Jill 1.'1MINS 
2003 JUI AlUEO ELECTROHICS 
2003 Jul ASTRAPAK 
2003 JUI COMAlR 
2003 JuI DORBYl 
2003 Jul ELLERINE 
2003 Ju GRINDROD 
2003 JUI INMINS 
2003 Aug ADCORP 
2003 Au;! ADVrECH 
2003 AIIOI ALUED ELECTRONICS 
2003 Aug BELL EQUIPMENT 
2003 Aug 8USINESS CONNE.XION GROUP 
2003 Aug BYTES TECH,GP. 
2003 Aug COMAJR 
lOO3 Aug DATATEC 
2003 Aug Eu..ERINE 
2003 Aug GAINDROD 
2003 Aug ,NMINS 
2003 SIP ADCORP 
2003 SIP AO\!TECH 
2003 SIP ALUED ELECTRONICS 
2003 S~ BELL EOUIPMENT 
2003 SIP BYTES TECH .GP. 
2003 S.p OATATEC 
2003 S.p Eu...ERINE 
2003 Sep G RINDROD 
2003 Sep INMINS 
2003 Ocl AOCORP 
2003 Oct .AOVTECH 
2003 Oct ALUEO ELECTRONICS 
2003 Oct BYTES TECH.GP. 
2003 Ocl ELLERINE 
2003 Oct GRINDROD 
2003 Oct INMINS 
2003 NtIY AOCORP 
2003 AOVTfCH 
2003 NtIY ALUED ELECTRONICS 
2003 NtIY CONNECTION GP. 
2003 NtIY CROOKE;S BROTHERS 
2003 NO'V GRINDROD 
2003 NOY INMINS 
2003 Dec CAOlZ 
2003 o.c: CAPITAl. PROPERTY FO. 
2003 Dec CONNECT}QN GP. 
2003 Dec CROOK.ES BROTHERS 
2003 Dec El1.fRINE 
2003 Otc ENVIROSEAV 
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This appendix refers to Chapter 7: Derivation of Loser Filter Rules 
Appendix E.1. Relative median values for signal variables: losers 
The table below shows each of the eleven proposed filter levels for each variable in terms of the 
relative median technique for the winner tests. This technique considers the medians of each of the 
variables for the loser portfolio. It then takes the difference between these medians and the medians 
of the non-loser portfolios (0). The values in the table are calculated as five points on either side of 
the loser median, each (2 X 0 / 5) further away from this midpoint. The median values for the loser 











Appendix E: 2 
1 2 3 4 & 8 1 8 , 10 11 
EY -0.0046 0.0122 0.0290 0.0458 0.0628 0.0194 0.0962 0.1129 0 .1297 0.1465 0.1833 
MTB -0.1200 0.2500 0.6200 0.9900 1.3600 1.1300 2.1000 2.'100 2 .8400 3.2100 3.5800 
AGE 0.9500 2.2556 3.5611 4.8667 6.1722 7.4778 8.1833 10.0889 11 .3944 12.7000 14.0056 
MOM_24 -0 .8899 -0 .7047 -0.5195 -0 .3342 -0 .1490 0.0362 0.221' 0.4066 0.5919 0.7771 0.9623 
MOM_'8 -0.9228 -0.7397 ·0.5566 -0 .3735 -<l .1904 .0.0073 0.1758 0.3589 0.5420 0.7251 0.9082 
MAXP_24 0.4451 0.5004 0.5557 0.6111 0.8664 0.7217 0.7771 0.8324 0.8877 0.9431 0.9984 
MAXP_12 0.5572 0.6057 0.6543 0.7029 0.751. 0.8000 0.8488 0.8971 0.9457 0.9943 1.0428 
MOM_'2 -0.5179 -0 .4128 -0 .3073 -0.2020 -O .096e 0.0087 0. 1140 0.2193 0.3246 0.4299 0.5352 
VOL_6 -0.0251 0.0882 0 .2015 0.3148 a.42S1 0.6414 0.6541 0 .7680 0.8813 0.9948 1.1079 
VOL_12 0.0779 0.1634 0.2489 0.3344 0 .4200 0.5055 0.5910 0 .6766 0.7621 0.8476 0.9332 
SALEStCASH -10 .4508 -6.9202 -3.3895 0.1411 3.6717 7.2024 10.1330 14.2836 11.1942 21 .3249 24 .8555 
CH_ARtSAlES -0.2913 -0.1878 -0 .0843 0.0193 0.1228 0.2263 0.3298 0.4J3.4 0.5369 0.6404 0.7"'0 
CH_DPS -0.5251 -0 .4106 ·0.2960 -O,1S15 -0 .0669 0.0476 0.1822 0.2767 0.3912 0.5058 0.6203 
CH_TA -0.1104 ·0.0533 0.0038 0.0609 0.1180 0.17&1 0.2322 0.2893 0.34.64 0.4036 0.4607 
CH_DEP -0 .1744 -0 .0894 -0.0043 0.0807 0.1658 0.2608 0.3369 0.4209 0.5059 0.5910 0.6780 
EARNG_60 -0 .0315 -0.0064 0.0246 0.0557 0.0868 0.1119 0.1419 0.1800 02111 0.2421 0.2732 
CHJNV -0.4111 -0 .2805 -0.1439 -0 .0073 0 .1292 0.2688 0.4024 0.5389 0.6755 0.8121 0.9486 
WCtTA 0.1866 0.2770 0.3873 0.4977 0.6080 0.7183 0.8281 0.9390 1.0494 1.1597 1.2100 
CH_CAPGEAR -0.1839 -0 .1444 -0.1050 -0.0655 -0.02S0 0.0138 0.0530 0.0924 0.1319 0.1714 0.2109 
ROE 0.0642 0.0935 0.1228 0.1521 0.IS14 0.2107 0.2400 0.2693 0.2986 0.3279 0.3572 
CH_'NVTURN -0.7626 -0 .5938 -0.4249 -0.2560 -0 .0872 0.0817 0.2506 0.4195 0.5883 0.7572 0.9281 
EPS -0.5200 -0.3300 -0.1400 0.0500 02400 0.4300 0.6200 0.8100 1.0000 1.1900 1.3800 
DY -0.0041 0.0003 0.0053 0.0103 0.0153 0.0203 0.0253 0.0303 0 .0352 0.0402 0.0452 
CH_ARISALES -0.1908 -0.1502 -0.1096 -0.0689 -0.0283 0.0124 0.0530 0.0937 0.1343 0.1749 0.2156 
INVtTA 0.0375 0.0572 0.0769 0.096e 0.1163 0.1361 0.1 558 0.1755 0.1952 0.2149 0.2346 
CH_ASSTURN -0.1318 -0.1068 -0.0818 -0.0567 -0 .0317 .0.0067 0.018.4 0.0434 0.0684 0.0935 0.1185 
CH_EBTtSALES -0.1468 .0.1197 -0.0925 -0.0654 -0 .0383 .0.0111 0.0160 0.0431 0.0103 0.0974 0.1245 
GM -0 .0393 .0 .0002 0.0379 0.0760 0.1141 0.1&22 0.1903 0.2284 0.2665 0.3046 0.3427 
EARNG_24 -0 .0246 -0 .0150 -0.0055 0.0041 0.0137 0.0232 0.0328 0.0423 0.0519 0.0614 0.0710 
CH_SALES -0.0100 0.0164 0.0427 0.0690 0.0954 0.1217 0.1411 0.1744 0.2007 0.2271 0.2534 
POS_SALES 3.0000 4.0000 5.0000 6.0000 7.0000 MOOO 9.0000 10.0000 11 .0000 12.0000 13.0000 
POS_ROE -3.0000 -1.0000 1.0000 3.0000 5.0000 7.0000 9.0000 11 .0000 13.0000 15.0000 17.0000 
POS_OP -1.0000 1.0000 3.0000 5.0000 7.0000 9.0000 11 .0000 13.0000 15.0000 17.0000 19.0000 
RSTRENGTH_ALSI 0.0411 0.1199 0.1986 0.2773 0.3561 0.4348 0.5135 0.5922 0.6110 0.7497 0.8284 
WRSTRENGTH_ALSI 0.1932 0.2393 0.2935 0.3486 0.4038 0.4889 0.5141 0.5692 0.6244 0.6795 0.7347 
MAN_OWN(-6m) -0 .1300 0.0100 0.1500 0.2900 0.4300 0.5700 0.1100 0.8500 0.9900 1.1300 1.2700 
CH_ARJSALES(-6m) -0 .3717 -0 .2949 -0.2181 -0 .1413 -0.0644 0.0124 0.0892 0.1660 0.2428 0.3196 0.3965 
EARNG_I2(-6m) -0.0049 -0.0011 0.0027 0.0066 0 ,0104 0.Q142 0.0180 0.0218 0.0258 0.0294 0.0332 
H_ASSTURN(-6m) -O. l~ -0.1088 -0.0832 -0.0577 -0 .0322 .0.0067 0.0189 0.0444 0.0699 0.0954 0.1209 
~OL_'2(-9m) -0.2984 -0 .1376 0.0232 0.1839 0.3447 0 .&056 0.8663 0.8271 0.9879 1.1487 1.3094 
~OL_6(-9m) -0 .6155 -0.3841 -0 .1 521 0.0787 0.3100 0.50114 0.7728 1.0042 1.2356 1.4669 1.6983 
SDEV_VOL(-9m) -0.1904 -0 .0525 0.0853 0.2232 0.3611 0.4990 0.6368 0.7747 0.9126 1.0505 I.le93 
EARNG _ 1 2( ·9m) -0.0190 -0 .0115 -0.0051 0.0013 0.0077 0.0142 0.0206 0.0270 0.0335 0.0399 0.0483 
ACCtTA(-9m) -0.1116 -0.0936 -0.0756 -0.0576 -0.0396 .0.0216 -0 .0037 0.0143 0 .0323 0.0503 0.0683 
CH_ARJSALES(-9m) -0.4617 -0.3669 -0.2721 -0 .1772 -0 .0824 0.0124 0.1012 0.2020 0.2968 0.3916 0.4864 
CH_TA(-9m) -0.0623 -0.0148 0.0327 0.0802 0.1276 0.1751 0.2226 0.2701 0.3178 0.3650 0.4125 
CH_DEp(-9m) -0.2972 -0.1876 ·0.0780 0.0316 0.1412 0.2&08 0.3604 0.4700 0.5196 0.6892 0 .1988 
INVlTA(-9m) -0 .0205 0.Qt08 0.0421 0.0734 0.1047 0.1361 0.1674 0.1987 0.2300 0.2813 0.2926 
SALESlCASH(-9m) 2.6913 3.5935 4 .49~7 5.3979 6.3001 7.2024 8.1046 9.0068 9.9090 10.8112 11 .7134 
WCtTA(-9m) 0.3650 0.4357 0.5063 0.5770 0.6471 0.1183 0.7890 0.8597 0 .9303 1.0010 1.0717 
CH_ASSTURN(-9m) -0.2193 -0.1768 -0.1343 -0 .0917 -0 .0492 .0.0061 0.0359 0.0784 0 .1209 0.1635 0.2060 
CH_SASALES(-9m) -0.7636 -0.5942 -0.4249 -0.2555 -0.0862 0.0832 0.2525 0.4219 0.5913 0.7606 0.9300 
ROE(-9m) 0.0497 0.0819 0.1141 0.1463 0.1785 0.2107 0.2429 0.2751 0.3013 0.3395 0.3117 
CH_DPS(-9m) -0.2565 -0 .1956 -0.1348 -0 .0740 -0.0132 0.0476 0.1084 0.1692 0.2301 0.2909 0.3517 
CH_ARtSALES(-9m) 0.0204 0.0616 O.I02e 0.1440 0.1851 0.2263 0.2615 0.3087 0.3498 0.3910 0 .4322 
POS_NET(-9m) 5.0000 6.0000 7.0000 8.0000 9.0000 10.0000 11 .0000 12.0000 13.0000 14.0000 15.0000 
WRSTRENGTH_ALSI(-9! 0.1548 0.2156 0.2764 0.3373 0.3981 0.4889 0.5198 0.5806 0.64,. 0.7023 0.7631 
MOM_6(-12m) -0.1273 -0.0968 -0.0665 -0 .0361 -0.0058 0.0246 0.0550 0.0853 0.1157 0.1461 0.1764 
MOM_24(-12m) -0.4978 -0.3910 -0.21142 -0 .1774 -0 .0106 0.0362 0.1430 0.2498 0 .3566 0.4634 0.5702 
EARNG_'2(-12m) -0.0202 -0.0133 -0.0065 0.0004 0.0013 0.0142 0.0210 0 .0279 0.0348 0.0417 0.0486 
CH_ SAISALES(-I2m) -1 .2602 -0.9915 -0.7228 -0.4542 -0.1655 0.0832 0.3519 0.6205 0.8892 1.1579 1.4266 
CH_DEp(-12m) -0.3409 -0.2225 -0.1042 0.0141 0.1325 0.2&08 0.3692 0.4875 0.6058 0.7242 0.8425 
~CCtTA(- 12m) -0.1293 -0 .1070 -0 .0857 -0 .0643 -0 .0430 .0.0216 -0 .0003 0.0210 0.0424 0.0637 0.0850 
CH_ARISALES(-12m) -0.4839 -0.3847 ·0.2854 -0.1862 -0 .0869 0.0124 0.1118 0.2109 0.3102 0.4094 0.5087 
CHJDPS(-12m) -0.5476 -0.4286 -0.3095 -0.1905 -0.0114 0.0476 0.1667 0.2857 0 .40'8 0.5238 0.6429 
CH_TA(-12m) -0 .0462 -0 .0019 0 .0423 0.0866 0.1309 0.1761 0.2194 0.2836 0 .3079 0.3522 0.3964 
WCtT A( -1 2m) 0.3451 0 .4202 0 .4941 0.5693 0.6438 0.1183 0.7929 0.8674 0.9419 1.0185 1.0910 
ROE(-12m) 0.0412 0.0751 0.1090 0.1429 0.1768 0.2107 0.2446 0 .2785 0.3124 0.3463 0.3802 
CH_ARtSALES(-12m) -0.0765 -0.0159 0.0448 0.1052 0.1657 0.2263 0.2869 0.3474 0.4080 0.4686 0 .5291 
SALEStCASH(-12m) 0.4641 1.8123 3.1598 4.5073 5.8548 7.2024 8.5499 9.8974 11 .2449 12.5924 13 .94 00 
INVlT A( -12m) -0.0242 0.0078 0.0399 0.0719 0.10'0 0.1361 0.1681 0.2002 0.2322 0.2643 0.2963 
CH.J\SSTURN(-12m) -0.2890 -0.2327 -0.1762 -0.1197 -0 .0832 -0.0087 0.0498 0.1064 0.1629 0.2194 0.2759 
CH_CAPGEAR(-12m) -0.2 143 -0.1686 -0.1232 .0.0776 -0.0321 0.0136 0.0590 0.1046 0.1501 0.1957 0.2413 
REVISION_'2(-12m) -0 .2814 -0 .2436 -0.1999 -0.1561 -0.1123 .0.0686 -0.0247 0.0191 0 .0628 0.1066 0.1504 
POS_NET(-12m) 5.0000 6 .0000 7.0000 8.0000 9.0000 10.0000 11 .0000 12.0000 13.0000 " .0000 15.0000 
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Appendix E.2. Results for static comparison level tests 
The tables below show the results from the stepwise median comparison test where the sample has 
been restricted to the period from 2000 until 2004. Each table that follows provides the results from 
this test while using a particular static comparison level (ranging from 20 to -5 percent). The table 
shows the filtering variables and their corresponding filter levels as each subsequent filter is added. 
For example, filter number 3 in the table with CL = 20 percent below represents a filter of all shares 
in the ins ample where MTS ~ 2.47, MAXP_12 ~ 0.9943 and EY ~ 0.1633. For each combination of 
filters the z-statistic from the Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing the median return of the 
filtered portfolio to the relevant comparison level along with its p-value is shown. The tables also 
show the average number of companies held in any month over the period from 2000 until 2004, and 
the amount of companies held as a proportion of the entire sample. The number of losers picked out 
of a possible 223 insample losers is indicated. Finally, the tables show the average annual return and 
annualized standard deviation of monthly portfolio returns of each filtered portfolio over the period 
from January 2000 until December 2004, as well as the JK statistic and Sharpe ratio. 
The tables below also show the calendar time payoffs corresponding to the each of these filters over 
the entire sample period from January 2000 until December 2004. For each sample year the total 
return earned by the filtered shares (second column of each year), the number of investment months 
included in the filtered portfolio (third column of each year) and the corresponding equally-weighted 










Averalle Stocks as.l 
.umbet' of proportion of MurnMr of A"'''.Ige Standard J. "harpe 
Cl .0 l·stat P...,a" ........ flItet'Lev" a loeb umplo wtnn .... s R""", ........ s_ ..... .. "DO 
0.2 , 10.26 D.oooo WT. , 2.4700 28.97 27.07" '06 8.98" 23.73" 0.15 .0 .07 , ·10.56% · 17ani 
0.2 2 12 .09 D.oooo WA.XP_12 , D.99<3 24.63 23 .02" 92 2.85 .. 23.92" 0.01 .0 .33 2 -14.52% · 2001" 
0.2 3 12.56 D.oooo EY , 0.1633 23.77 2221" . 7 1.4O't. 24 .02 .. 0.00 .0.39 3 ·13.69% ·1829" 
D.2 · 12.60 Doooo AGE , 14.DQ56 18.22 17.02" 13 -a.Sl'" 24.55" -0.07 .o.ro • ·21.95% -2550$ 0.2 • 13.01 D.oooo QY , 0.D452 16.92 15.81" 13 -10.74" 25 .98" -0.16 .0.., • ·22.20% ·25'h 
0.2 • 12.83 D.oooo SALEStCASH(-9m) , 8.'046 12.27 11.46'" .. -20,85'" 26.30" .0.59 ·1.20 • -20.88% ,'59"" 
02 7 12 .31 D.oooo SAlEStCASH S 21.3249 ".37 10.62'" 55 -21.40'% 25.82'" -063 ·'24 7 -21.97% "5"'" 
02 • 11.69 0.0000 WAXP_24 , 0.9431 10.90 10.19" .. -Z2 .93" 28.os-.. -0.60 ·120 • ·22._ ,''''7'''' 
D.2 9 11 .06 D.oooo SALESfCASH(·12m) s 112«9 '0.35 9 .67'" 52 -22.42"% 28.27 .. .0.56 ·1.17 • ·20.63% ·"61" 
D2 10 10.56 D.oooo RSTRENGTH_AlSI , 0.6264 8.43 8.82' 47 -23.16" 28 .56'" .0.60 ·121 10 -36.44% · 11531" 
0.2 " 10.37 D.oooo MOM_,2 
, D.5352 •. 65 8.27'" 45 -23.85'" 30.78'" -0.52 -1.12 " -36.02% · 1548" 0.2 " 10.01 D.oooo WRSTUNGTH_ALSI , 0.7347 8.57 8 .0'" 36 ·21 .37'" 29.'5'" .0.46 -1.10 12 -35.31% · '333% 0.2 13 ' .62 D.oooo POS_HET(-9m) , ' .0000 6.87 6.42"% J2 --23.32'" 30..,,, .0.48 " .11 13 -37.76% " 278% 
0.2 ,. 927 D.oooo POS_NET(·12m) , • .0000 0.35 ' .93'0 29 ·22..,.. 31.11", .0.44 ·1 .06 14 -32.62% ·,19" 
02 ,. 8.67 D.oooo WRSTRENGTH_ALSI(-9m) 2: O.'S4lI 5.47 5."'" 25 ·2321" 31.15" .0.45 -1 .09 15 -27.25% ·6'~ 
0.2 '6 .28 D.oooo MOM_,8 
, 0.9082 .... ...... n ·21.8'''' 29 .87" .0.43 -1.10 16 -23.21% ·53"" 
0.2 17 1.88 D.oooo MOM_24 , 0.8623 .... 4.35" ,. ·20 .03'" 27 .09'" .0.43 ·1.15 17 -21.22% -<" .. 
0.2 •• 7.36 • . 0000 WOM_6(·12m) , .0.1273 .... 4."" '2 ·'8.38" 26.83" .0.37 ·1.11 18 -17.77% .,. ... 
0.2 ,. .... • . 0000 EARNG_12(-8m) , .o.CJ04,9 3.37 3.15" ,. ·20.3PJl 33.6'" -O.Z8 -0.94 19 -34..24% . ,.", 
02 2. 0"" • . 0000 ROE , 0.0642 3.00 2 ..... 0 , '8.38"Ao 23 .19'" -0.36 -1 .18 20 -34.98% ."""" 
0.2 " 6.41 • . 0000 CH_E8T!SAlES , -0.1468 2.73 2.55'" 6 · 16.35'" 25 .15" .0.32 -1.10 " -39.86% ·27~ 0.2 " 6.09 0.0000 EARNG_12(-9m) 
, -0.0160 2.4. 2.29'0 • ,'5 .03'" 24 .96" -0.27 ·1.06 22 -39.96% -240" 
.2 23 .... • . 0000 EARNG_'2(·12m) , .0.0202 2.22 2 .0~ 2 ,'253" 2528 .. -0.18 -005 23 -39.96% .,,,,,, 
• . 2 2' 5.75 • . 0000 EARNG_24 
, 0.061<1 '82 1.7"" 0 ·9.n", 25 ..... -0.11 .0 .... Z4 ·23.17% -11"" 
D.2 25 5.57 • . 0000 CH_ASSTURN , •. 0935 '.48 1."" 0 ·11 .03'" 2 ... . 84'" -0.14 -0 .91 25 23.aO% .. " 
0.2 2. 5."" • . 0000 POS_SALES(-12rn) , '.0000 '.43 1.34'" • ·10.83'" 25 2 8 .. -0.13 .0 ... ,. 23.aO% .... 
0.2 " .22 0.0000 REVISION_12(·12m) 
, 0.1086 1.43 1.34% • ·11 ."'" 25.46'" -0.13 -0.89 21 23.a6% .. " 
• . 2 ,. 4B3 • . 0000 CH_DPS , 0.3912 1.13 1.11" • , 'O .70"J10 26.68" -0.11 .0.83 28 23.86% .. " 
• . 2 28 4.61 • . 0000 CH_DEP(·9m) , 0.1412 1.1 2 1.04" D ·12.72"Jl 27.40" -O.IS .0.89 29 23.80% .. " 
• . 2 3. ".44 • . 0000 CH_DEP , 0.3359 D.90 0.84" 0 · 14 .87" 27 .97'" -0.19 .0 .95 30 23.a8% .. " 
D.2 31 .00 0.0001 SDEV_VOL(-9rn) , 1.1883 0.90 0.64'" • · 12 .94'" 27 .89'" -0.14 -0.87 31 ".27% ."" 
• . 2 32 3.49 00003 VOL_6(-9m) , , ..... 0.88 0 .83'" • -14.77" 2826'" -0.18 -OS3 32 27.70% 12" 
• . 2 33 32" • . 0006 VOl_12(·9rn) , ' .3094 .... 0.83" • , '3 .59"Mo 2826'" -0.15 -0.88 3J 27.70% "" • . 2 34 2.89 0 .0020 CH_ASSTURN(-6m) , D ...... 0.70 O.SS" 0 , '5.32"1 JO.51'" -0.16 .0.88 34 101.89% "" •. 2 35 2.6' 0 .0046 ACCITA(·9m) , • . 0323 0.67 0.62" • ·13.37" 30.43'" -0.12 .0.83 35 0.00% 0" 
• . 2 3. 2.45 0 .0072 CH_ARtSAlES , -0.2913 0.47 0.44% • ·10.87" 24 .58'" -0.12 .0.93 36 0,00% 0" 
0.2 37 2.10 0.0180 POS_SALES s 10.0000 0.47 0 .44'" • -10."" 24..58" -0.11 -089 37 0.00% '" • . 2 38 , ... . .0296 CH...ARISALES(~) , 0.2428 0.31 0.34" • -'2 .1~ 2'5.70'" -0.14 -093 38 0.00% 0" 
• . 2 39 ,.e< 0.0502 OW , 0.1522 0.27 .25" • ·10.76" 24 .51" -0.12 .0 ... 39 O.DO'll. 0" 
•. 2 •• 1.34 0.0907 CH_TA(·9rn) , -0.0623 0.23 0.22'" 0 -6.00'0 24 .3S'" -0.07 -0.78 .. 0.00% 0" 
• . 2 ., 0.89 0.1856 EPS , ' .3800 0.22 D."'" • -6.54'" 24 .53'" .0.07 .0.80 ., 0.00% 0" 
.... ,.., 
"39 -1.77% -42P" ,.,. 25.17% SOlS" 2401 11.91% 
"53 "25% ·84ft 2393 20.56% 267'" '55' a.24% 
'603 -5.03% ,987" 2357 21.81% 2732% '503 0.34% 
,30< -11.75% ,'''7,,, 10'2 7.03% 72'''' 1244 -6.55% 
'30' ·14.99% ·2347" '879 5.21% .n" '0" -15.54% 
'" ·25.39% ·2975" ,. .. ·13.92% -817" 70' -19.12% ... ·23.n% ·25'"'' 1272 -19.66% -PO"" 555 ·17.56% 
7.' -24.63% ·2248" rO"5 -23 .34% -"71,, , .. ·16.67% 
615 ·25.07% ·208'" . ., ·22.84% -925" , .. -1626% 
53' ·18.77% -129'" .30 -24.63% .. .". III ·13.04% 
Sl5 ·18.99% ·129ft '20 -26.10% -pp..,,, 157 -11 .87% 
45J ·14.75% ·P22% 750 -26.10% -P9..,,, 15' -8.27% ... ·16.71% . .,.,. . .. -2727% · f002% <I, -5.01% 
360 -18.4.1% ·as,,, 5SI -27 .27% . IDOl" <I, -5.07% 
30' ·la.04% .. ,'" 432 -28,09% .. mo 107 · 14.15"'-
278 -18.68% .. ,"" 113 -28.09% ~P5"", '07 ·9.43% 
267 ·17.50% ·Sti6" 3'. -29.37% ·'37" 383 ·1.70% 
20' ·13.35% .l3J% "" ·25.02% · 7""" 336 -12.48% .0< ·13.63% ·27"", 2<1 -2323% ~2'" 321 ·12.29% 
'03 ·14.39% ·265" 22' ·13.02% -309" 205 ·1229% ., ·14.79% ·2 .... ,09 -12.48% ·2U" '82 ·1229% 
72 ·13.98% · 189" ,., -10.45% ·2..,n; '" -1229% 72 ·15.45% · 178% ". "".77% ... " 267 -12.29% 
60 -13.45% ., ... ,,, '26 "".77% ·'4" 267 -12.29% 
33 ·19.85% ." ... " 117 ".48% .,,,,, 25' -30.82% 
3J ·19.85% · 194" "' "".98% ·7S" 236 ..J2.03% 33 ·21.83% · '86% '0' -3.51% -."" ". ...32.03% 
33 ·19.77% -'156" '0' ·2.31% ·33" 171 -32.10% 
3J ·22.04% · f .... 17 ".66% .SJ1O 137 -32.10% 
33 -21..88% ·f5~ .. -S.14% ·81" '14 ""2.10% 
" -21.20% ·138" 7. ·12.41% 
. .,,, 80 ·21.52% ,. -25.12% -,,~ .. ·10 ..... 5% ,"" 65 -23.99% 
f. ·25.12% - ff7" 5Il ·10.44% .  '" 55 ·21.07% 
3 ·26.57% ·M" 39 ·9.54% ·4'" 5' ·21.07% 
0 --8.44% · 13" 
,. -S.54% ·4'" 5' ·21.07% 
0 41.48% "" • -S.54% ·4'" 5' ·21.07'10 0 41.48% 2'" • ·15.08% .5Il" .. ·14..89% • (1.48% "" • ·15.08% .".,. .. -35.30% 0 41.48% "" • ·15.81% .... " " -116.87% 0 41.-48'" "" • ·17.89% -45" 3D 0.00% 0 «.33% "" 5 ·22.45% -36" 19 0.00% 
H" 
2422% 2441 24.Q4% 
1308% '''03 11.40% 
50% 1750 14.08% 
-585" r013 30.90% 
·'08310 136 " .41% 
-70""' <I, ·15.43% 
-6.."" '3. -15.43% 
-S'~ 372 -27.29% 
-489" 36' ·27.29% 
-3"'''' 320 -27.»% 
-306" 309 -28.01% 
·20'" 30' -26.96% .. '" 228 -.32.31% .. '" 228 -32..31% 
-236" 200 -34.89% 
-')2111 , .. -29.76% 
·2"" '60 -20.53% 
·I2ft 123 ·23.20% 
,'25" 122 ..... , .47% 
-'25" 122 0.00% 
·125", '2' 0 .00% 
·125" ", 0.00% 
,'25" ", 0.00% 
,'25" ", 0.00% 
-23 ' " '" 0.00% ·21n 81 0.00% 
·2115" 81 0.00% 
· 209" 7' 0.00% .,.." 78 0.00% 
-209" " 0.00% · 115" .. 0.00% 
- '04" 52 0.00% 
·67" 3. 0.00% .. ," 3' 0.00% 
·6", 38 0.00% 
· 67" J8 0.00% 
· 24" " 0.00% ·24" • 0.00% .,,,,, , 0.00% ... 0 0 .00% ... 0 0.00% 
,... 











.<1" ,. .,,,, 


























0" , ... 0 
"" 0 
















































































P-..,alue V.rlable fll., Leva' 
0.15 1 8.65 0.0000 MT8 , 3.5BOO 
0.15 , 10.00 0.0000 POS_SALES s 13.0000 
0,15 3 10.74 0.0000 DY , 0.0452 
0.15 • 11.69 0.0000 PQS_NET(-12m) , 5.0000 
0,15 5 ".62 0.0000 EY , 0.1633 
0.15 6 11.43 0.0000 POS_NET(-9m) , 5.0000 
0.15 7 11.17 00000 MAXP_'2 , 1.0428 
0.15 8 10.86 0.0000 MAXP _24 , 0 ...... 
0.15 9 10.63 0.0000 ACCITA(-12m) , 0.0850 
0.15 '0 10.42 0.0000 ACCITA(-9m) , 0.0683 
0.15 " 9.90 0.0000 CH_TA 
, -0.1104 
0.15 12 928 0.0000 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI(-9m) ~ 0.1548 
0.15 13 6.72 0.0000 EARNG_12(-6m) , -0.0049 
0.15 ,. 8.33 0.0000 AGE , 14.00S6 
0.15 '5 6.10 0.0000 RSTRENGTHj.lSI , 0.8284 
0.15 '6 7~6 0.0000 1.101.1._12 , 0.5352 
0.15 17 7.62 0.0000 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI , 0.7347 
0.15 '8 7~7 0.0000 MOM_16 , 0.9082 
0.15 '9 722 00000 POS_ROE , 17.0000 
0.15 20 6.95 0.0000 EARNG_ 12(-9m) , -0.0160 
0.15 21 6." 0.0000 ROEH~m) , 0.1463 
0.15 22 6." 00000 ROE(-12m) , 0.0412 
0.15 23 6.51 0.0000 EARNG_12(-12m) , -0.0202 
0.15 " 6.45 0.0000 MOM_24 
, O.ml 
0.15 25 6.33 0.0000 EARNG_24 , 0.0710 
0.15 ,. 6.03 0.0000 MOM_6(-12m) , -0.1273 
0.15 27 5.77 0.0000 ROE , 0.0642 
0.15 28 5.30 00000 SOEV_VOl(-9m) , 11883 
0.15 29 '.93 0.0000 CH_TA(-Sm) , -0.0623 
0.15 30 4.77 0.0000 CH_TA(-12m) , -0.0462 
0.15 31 4.16 0.0000 VOl_6(-9m) , 1.8963 
0.15 32 3.90 0.0001 VOl_12(-9m) , 1.1oUl7 
0.15 33 3.49 0.0003 CH.-ASSTURN(-12m) , 0.2759 
0.15 34 3.36 0.0004 CH_DPS , 0.5058 
0.15 35 3.14 0.0009 CH_DPS(-12m) , 0.5238 
0.15 36 3.02 0.0013 POS_SAlES(-12m) , 6.0000 
0.15 37 2.61 0.0048 EPS , 1.3800 
0.15 36 2.45 0.0072 CH_ASSTURN{-6m) , 0.0189 
0.15 39 2.10 0.0160 MOM_24(-12m) , 0.3566 
0.15 .0 1.89 0.0296 REVISION_12(-12m) , 0.1504 















































8tock • .a a 















3 ..... 24 
3.24% 24 
3j!1'11o 21 
3.21% 18 , .... 15 
2.63'" 15 
2.5~ ,. 







































-2525 ... 34.54" 
-25.83'" 34..31'" 
-24.62'.'4 33.35 .. 
-24.42'" 33.52'" 
-24.03'" 3428 ... 
-23.16'" 33.57'" 
-20.61'.'4 33.52'" 
-18.53'" 34..37 ... 
-12.96'110 33.35 .. 
-12.99"110 33.96'110 
-1221'" 37.08'" 























































I .. I 200. 2." 2"2 2 •• 3 200. 
1 -15.28% -1328% 10<3 -90'1% -'349" 1720 24.17% 2689" 1335 ~_30% -703" 1340 22.71% 1680" , -24.01% ·109S" ... -4.41% -38" "08 -11.35% ·775" '" -26.01% -IS'~ 726 8.50% 240" 3 -26_16% -1184" S<3 -5.23% -'-"" 1048 -1.74% ... .,. ." -38.07% -1723" .. 3 -13.21% -228% • -24.83% -..,,, 420 -13,44% -6<3% 753 -15.67% ·70r" 540 ...tl.14.% -1740" <B< -20.59% -28~ 
5 -24.83% -869" "'" -13,44% -6<3% 753 -15.67% -70'" .. 0 ~.68% -1757" m -19.28% -228" 6 -23.89% -765" ,.. ·18.22% -'034" '81 -16.69% ·718" 516 """,.0"% -1730" 461 -19.28% -228% 
7 -25.02% -696" 3J< -18.00% ·971" . ., -17.68% -718" .87 -4-6.05% ·1tHS" m -19.20% ·206" 
8 -26.32% -671" 318 -17.12% -856" 600 -20.31% -75'" .... ...u.62% ·1580" 425 -19.20% -206" 
9 -24.64% -&>1" 204 -16.40% -782% 5n -26.81% -S7'" 393 ....... _73% -1580" m -19.20% -206" 
10 -20.62% -45'" 268 -16.66% -734" 562 -26.81% -S7n 393 .....ta.26% -1609" 400 -19.49% -IP~ 
" -20.62% -45'" 268 -17.08% -'36% 517 -31.44% -77-" 297 """,7_36% -1547" 392 -16.93% -138" 12 -115_35% -2 .... 219 -12.91% -425" 395 -33.98% -782" 27' -47.36% -1547" 392 -16.93% -138% 
13 -18_11% -282% 187 -14.08% -4-31" 367 -36.46% -727" 24' -150_52% -1335% 317 -19.12% -151" 
14 -18.11% -282% 187 -14.08% -4-31" 367 -36.64% -695" ". -DAr" -"65" 235 -11.87% -8"" 
15 -21.49% -"'" 163 -11.69% -336% 345 -35.62% -687" 232 -.59-"% -1"5" 225 -12.-48% -8'" 
16 -17_34% -220% 152 -12.17% -349" ,.. -36.81% -6 • .,. 230 ...&'.38% -1019" 206 -10.63-" -6'" 
17 -17_34% -22~ 152 -12.17% -349" 34. -35.61% -67.,. '" -154.oC7% -853% 188 -4.24% -21" 18 -7.20% ... " 133 -12.28% -J<'" 339 -35.51% -67.,. 229 -64.96% -765" 167 13.42% "" " -8.17% -87" 127 -13.07% -3f1" 286 -36.95% -6"" 211 ...&15.79% -744" 160 13.42".4 "" 20 -12.2r" -10'" , .. -12.06% ·251" 250 -3-4.68% -599" 20. -66.79".4 -744" '''' 13.42".4 "" 21 -12.22'.4 -10'" 106 -12.06% -251" 250 -3-4.68% -599" 20. -61.16% -66,,, 157 63.02% 10'" 
22 -115_19% ·115" " -10.73% -20a" 233 -32.32% -5"'" 20< -61.16% -669" 157 63.02".4 102" 23 -16.19% -115" " ~.99% ·129" 221 -36.60% -534" 180 -51.16'.4 -669" 157 63.02% 10'" 2" -15_19% -115" " ~.99% -1ZP" 221 -36.60% -534" 180 -50.08% -634" 152 103.96% 139" 25 -1.11% ·R 84 -3.23% -55" 20. -36.60% -53 ... " 180 -60.08% -63 ... " 152 103.96% 13." 
26 0.10% '" 81 -4.97% -15% llU -31.11% -399" '" -62.30'.4 -615" 141 103.96% 139" 27 0.10% '" 81 -4.64% -R m -lI.88% ·87" 118 -62.30'.4 -615" 141 103.96% 139" 28 -3.89% ·24" 73 1.06% "" 138 -9.10'.4 -.'" .. -60.3&".4 -541" '" 103.96% '''''' 29 -3.89% -24" 73 1.06% "" 138 -12.63% -71" 68 ~0.28% -44~ .. 103.96% 13." 30 -3.89% -24" 73 1.06% '''' 138 -12.63% -71" .. -79.31% -436% .. 110.89% 139" 31 -2.13% -"" 63 1.29% "" 106 -3.26% -17" 62 -77.90% -240" 37 124.17% 83" 32 1.62% 7" 54 -4.52% -4" 8' ~.95% -22" .. -77.90% -2"'0" 37 124.17% 83" 
33 1.62% 7" 54 -4.62% -." 87 -10.05% -."" 51 0.00% "" 0 0.00% 0" 34 1.62% 7" .. 2.26% 16" .. -12.05% -40" 40 0.00% "" 0 0.00% 0" 35 1.91% '" 37 4.17% 27" 79 ~12.o15% -40" .0 0.00-" "" 0 0_00'1. 0" 36 3.36% ." 31 2.63% 16" 73 -12.0&".4 -40" 40 0.00% "" 0 0.00% 0" 37 43.83% "" 7 1.28% '" 61 ·12.o&".4 -40" 40 0.00% "" 0 0.00-1. 0" 36 43.83% "" 7 1.28% ." 61 -17.17% -40" 28 0.00% "" 0 0.00% 0" 39 94048% ." 1 7.88% 2.,. 43 -17.17% -40" 28 0.00% "" 0 0.00% 0" 














































































































P· ... _I," ¥uu .... 
A ... er_lI. Stoolla as. 
."",lter 0' proportloft of .wnber 01 A"'erage 8binillard 
fiRe' Le ... el 110Gb ump.. winners R.cum Oevbtloft 1 .. 1 .. ~ -~ ~~ 200. -~ .~, -] .- -- I 
0.1 1 6.90 0.0000 MT8 ): 3.5800 17.62 16.46" 77 1.88" 3021'" 0.00 ~29 , -16.28% ·132" '043 -Ul% · 1349" 1720 24.17% 26M .. 133.5 -4.30% · 703% 1340 22.75% '68~ .86 
0.1 2 8.S. 0.0000 AGE S 4.8667 5.93 5.5&A 35 ·21.72'11 26.35"" -0.67 ·122 2 -37.26% -"""" 0" -11."%' .",,,,, 132 -31.89% ·773"'14 ,., 38.87% , .. " IS 5.95% "" •• 0.1 3 928 0.0000 OY :s; 0.0452 5.~ 4.91" 35 ·27.14'" 27.""" -0.97 ·1 .39 I 3 ~.71% ·'971" .. , -18.68% · 1~4" 70J -30.46% .... " 2S7 66.7<% ,..,. u 5.95% .,,' .. 
0.1 4 926 0.0000 EY :s; 0.1465 5.12 4.78" 33 ·28.40'i1i. 27 .00"" -0.98 ·1.38 I , ~.24% ·1841" 54' -18.45% · 1075" ... -39M1% .. ..,,, 257 37.76% "" " 22.25% "" ,. 0.1 5 9.09 O.(XX)() MA.XP_1 2 :s; 1.0428 5.10 4.n"" 32 --28 .03"" 27 .98" .Q.94 " .38 5 ~.34% ·1714" SlO -18.13% · 1042'% '00 -39.46% ·845" 2S7 37.76% "" " 22.25% "" ,. 0.1 6 8.90 0.0000 EPS s 1..3000 4.85 ... . 53"JIi 28 ·27.02'J5 27.92" .0.86 · 1.34 
0.1 7 8.64 0.0000 MA.XP 24 :s; 0.996-4 4.78 4.47"" 28 ·27.96" 27.85"" .(l.91 ·1 .38 I 
0.1 8 8.30 0.0000 SAlESICASH :s; 2 .... 8555 4.52 4.22'" 28 ·31.75'" 29.76" ·1.02 ·1.42 
• -37.21% ·'464" 472 - 18.67'% · 105'" ... -39.46% ·845" 257 37.76% "" " 22.25% "" ,. 7 -38.74% ·1424" ... -18.l12% ·'011" ... , -30.36% .. ,." '" 37.76% "" " 27.96'%. ,0" 17 • --45.75% ·13P9" 367 ·21.28% ·'O7~ 603 -46.71% ..a21" 211 37.76% "" " 27.96% "''' 17 I 0.1 9 7.88 0.0000 ACC1TAI·9m) :s; 0 .0683 3.78 3.54'" Z3 -30.12"" 28.5O'J11o .Q.98 ·1 .43 I • ~.65% ·P3~ '" ·21.06%. . fOO~ '" -46.71% -821" 211 28 ..... % "" 13 39.60% 20" • 0.1 10 7.70 O.IXIOO SAlEStCASH(-9m) $ B.104e 3.43 3.21'" Z3 -3-4.26" 2 • . 54"" ·1.69 ·1.83 I 
0.1 11 720 0.0000 RSTRENGTH_AlSI S 0.8284 3.02 2.82-. 21 -3-4.68'" 23.27" ·1.90 ·1.94 
0.1 12 7.15 O.OCOO MOM 12 :so 0.5352 3.00 2.8()IA. 20 -34.32'11 23.75" -1.78 ·1.89 
0.1 13 6.93 0.0000 WRSTRENGTH_AlSl :so 0 .7341 2.90 2.71. 18 -32 .Bft 27.37'" · 1.20 ·1.59 I 
0.1 14 6.59 0.0000 POS SALES :s; 13.0000 2.62 2.45. 18 -32.7ft 28.50" ·1.08 ·1.52 I 
0.1 15 8.53 0.0000 POS_NEl(.9m) :t 5.0000 2.SS 2.38'" 18 -32.94'" 28.56'" ·1.08 ·1.52 
0.1 18 8.48 0.0000 ACClTA(·12m) :s; 0.D210 2.53 2.37"" 17 -32 .44'" 27.00'" · 1.07 ·1.54 I 
0.1 17 8.31 0.0000 SAlEStCASH(·12m) S 8.50499 2.30 2.15... 17 -33.88. 28.()()4)l · 1.15 ·1.59 I 
0.1 18 8.13 0.0000 POS_NEl(· '2m) 2: 5.0000 2.25 2.10"J1. 16 -33.62"" 28.53'" ·1.08 ·1.55 
0.1 19 S.68 0.0000 CH_lA ~ .(l.1,04 2.12 ' .98'" 16 -37...... 28.00"" ·1.28 -1.66 
10 ~7.18% · Slgft 25< -22.70% ·929" .., ~.76% ·793" 208 -36.05% ·1'" 7 0.00% "" o I 11 -52._ ·832% '" -21.66% ·78f" ." -45.76% ·793"'14 208 -36.05% -21" 7 0.00% "" 0
1 
12 -50.37% ·760" '" -22.06% ·1514" m --45.76% ·7513" 20. -36.05% -21" 7 0.00% "" o I 13 ....... 10% ·,569" '" -21.94% ·155 .. '" -45.76% ·79~ 20. --36.05% -21" 7 0.00% "" • I 14 ·51 .16'%. ·46~ 110 -20.42% .. "" ,&3 ~.76% ·79~ 20. -36.05% ·21" 7 0.00% "" ~ I IS -52.54% .... ," ,0< -20.40% -641" m -45.76% ·793" 20. -36.05% ·21" 7 0.00% "" 16 -51.35% ·401" .. -20.16% ·628% '" --45.76% ·7P3" 20. -36.05% ·21" 7 0.00% ... 0 17 -51 .35% -"'''' OS -22.89% ... '" ,so -4437% ·134" , .. -36.05% -2'" 7 0.00% "" 0 18 -48.80% .. ,," 87 -22.56% ..".,. J22 ....... 17% ·13-4" , .. -3&.05% ·2'" 7 0.00% ... 0 
19 -48.80% ·)54" 87 -25.50% ·5515" '". -52.80% -678" '" -36.05% ·2'" 7 0.00% "" 0 0.1 20 4.86 0.0000 CH_E8TlSAlES 2: ..Q. I4M 1.13 1.62"" 8 -2625'" 28.19'" .Q.56 ·1.31 I 20 -36.M% ·f~" • 2 -26.12%- ·5''''' no -18.&3% -'''''' .. -36.05% ·2f" 7 0.00% "" 0 0.1 21 4.27 0.0000 ROE 2: 0.0642 1.38 1.29'10 8 -36.74"" 31.31. · 1.03 ·1.51 I 
0.1 22 4.09 0.0000 POS_ROE :so 17.0000 1.30 1.2'''' 6 -37.85'" 32.18'" ·1.02 ·1.50 
0.1 23 3.38 0.0004 VOL 12 :so 0.8478 1.OS 0.98" 4 -37.86'" 35.47" .Q.83 ·1.36 
0.1 24 3.26 0.0008 VO~EI :so 0 .68t3 1.03 0.97.. 4 -382&.4 36.12"" -0.81 ·1.35 I 
21 .$0.54% -m.. 3D -36.64% · 49~ .. , -19.04% -,"'" 90 -36.05% -21" 7 0.00% "" 0 22 -90.54% ·226" 30 -36.~% ·49~ '" -18.88% ·115" 73 0._ "" 0 0.00% "" o I 23 -98.85% ·"s,," " -39.35"- ·348" , .. -2O.t9% ·105" 60 0.00% "" 0 0.00% 0" 0 24 ·98.85% . ,,", " ~.26% ·315" •• -20.99% ·10.5 .. 60 O.OO%. 0" 0 0.00% "" 0 0.1 25 2.75 0.0030 MOM_18 S 0.3589 0.77 0.72"4 3 -39.BOtJIo 35 .95'" ..0.87 ·1.40 I 
0.1 26 2 .• 5 0.0072 CH_TA{·9m) 2: .Q.0623 0.70 0.65'" 2 ~.18"" 57.40" ..0.35 ..(l.89 
0.1 27 2.28 0.0113 SOEV_VOl(·\M'I) :so 0 .6368 0.50 0.47'" 1 ..;)7.64'" 59.74'" ..Q.Z8 ..(l.81 
0 .1 28 2.1 0 0.0180 CH ASSTURN S .Q.0!567 0.48 0.45"" 1 -38.60'11. 60.21"" ..0.28 .0.82
1 
0 .1 29 1.89 0.0200 EAR-NG_'2('9m) 2: -O.01BO 0.41 0.44'" 1 ·39.52"" 61.68" .Q.28 .Q.82 
0.1 30 1.64 0.0502 CH_SAISALES{·9m) ;I: ..0.1638 0.27 0.25'" 0 -25.87'J1. 27.12'" .Q.61 ·1.36 
0.1 31 1.34 0.0907 VOL_'2(-9m) S 0.9879 0.23 O.22-Jl 0 -2122"" 28.18"" .Q.38 ·1.15 
0.1 32 0.69 D.185E1 MOM_24 S 0.2214 0.22 O .~ 0 ·21.6~ 29.33"" ..0.36 ·1.13 
















































































Average Stocks u. 
lIumber 01 proportion of lIIIumber of Aveug. ISbndarcl 
P-valu. Variable Filler L.ve' Stooks .amp.. wtnnen Return [)evLltion 
0.05 1 .... 0.0000 MTB , 3.5800 17.62 16.046" 77 1.88'" 302'" 000 -029 
0.05 2 8.'3 0.0000 CH_DEP , 0.3359 6.83 6.39" 33 -23.03" 27.80" -0.67 ·1.22 
0.05 3 9.07 0.0000 INI/ITA , 0.1952 5.88 5.50" 30 -27.73" 27.29" -0.99 -1.01' 
0.05 · 9.'3 0.0000 EY , 0.1633 5.87 5.48')1, 30 -28.13-J. 27.38" ·U)(J -1.43 0.05 5 8.99 0.0000 POS_ROE s 17.0000 5 .• 5 5.09" 2. -27.66" 27.13'" -0.97 -1 .• 2 
0.05 • 6.63 0.0000 INVITA(-12m) , 0.1681 5.32 ".97" 2. -28.67" 27.40" -1.01 -1.« 
0.05 7 8.62 00000 ACCnA(-12m) , 0_0637 5.05 4.n" 2. -29.10" 27.90" -0.99 -1.« 
0.05 • .... 0.0000 INVITAj-9m) , 0.1674 '.96 4.66" 29 -29.81" 28.47" -0.98 -1.43 
0.05 • 6.33 0.0000 ACCtTAj-9m) , 0.0683 '.93 4.61" 27 -28.~ 2828" -0.91 -1.41 
0.05 10 8.10 0.0000 CH_ARISALES , -0.2913 4.67 4.36" 2. -2e.97" 29.89" -0.62 -1.34 
0.05 11 7.96 0.0000 POS_SALES ~ 11.00CXl '.55 4_25" 2. -30.70" 3O.1S" -0.69 -1.39 
0.05 12 7.73 00000 WRSTRENGTH_AlSI(-9m) ~ 0.1548 4.32 4.03" 23 -30.3<" 30.47" -0." .". 
O.OS 13 7.57 0.0000 GM , 0.30<6 3.05 2_65 .. 21 -34.71" 32.93" -0.92 -1.40 
0.05 " 7.47 0.0000 DY 
, 0.0<02 2.98 2.79" 21 -35.13" 36.20" -0.77 -1.28 
0.05 15 7.32 0.0000 MAXP_24 , 0.998< 2.97 2.77% 20 -34.&4" 35.76" -0.76 -1.28 
0.05 1. 7.16 0.0000 MAXP_12 , 0_9943 2.95 2.76')1, 16 -34.04" 35.53" -0.73 -1.27 
0.05 17 6" 0.0000 POS_NET(-9m) , 5.0000 2.60 2.43" 1. -32.72'Mo 34.16" -0.72 -129 
0.05 18 6.~6 0.0000 POS_NET(·12m) , 5.0000 2.50 2_34 .. " -32.17" 34.57 .. -0.67 ·1.26 0.05 
" 
627 0.0000 CH_ARISALESj-12m) , -0.0765 2.20 2.06" 12 -31..31 .. 352S'Ji. -0.61 -121 
0.05 20 5.98 0.0000 CH_DEP(-9m) , -0.2972 2.10 1.96" • -2821'lto 33.66" -0.5< -1.18 
0.05 21 5.77 0.0000 SALEStCASH ~ 21.3249 1.87 1.74" • -29_35"" 29.&4" -0.13 ·1.36 
0.05 22 5." 0.0000 CH_ASSTURN , 0.0-<3< 1.65 1.54 .. • -3027"" 3527" -0.55 ·1.19 
0.05 " 5.37 0.0000 POS_SALES(-12m) 
, 2.0000 1.<0 1.31" 5 -25.03" 37.01" -0.33 -<J.99 
0.05 " 5.15 0.0000 MO""_6(·l2m) 
, -0.1273 1.37 1.28" 3 -21_84" 36.59" -0.26 -<J92 
0.05 25 '.93 0.0000 ROE , 0.0642 1.13 1.06" 0 -15.97" 35.93'" -0.14 -0_77 
0.05 2. .59 00000 CH_ARISALES , 0.1343 0.90 0.64" 0 -'4.77" 24.73'" -0.25 -1_08 
0.05 27 .27 0.0000 CH_ARISALES(-6m) , -0.2181 0.80 0.75'" 0 -15_91" 25.41" -0.27 ·1.1' 
0.05 ,. '.00 0.0001 CHJ.RISALES(·9m) , -0.2721 0.75 0.70'" 0 ·17_04" 26.06' -0.30 -1.13 
0.05 2. 3.70 0.0001 CH_TA , -0.1104 0.70 0.65'" 0 ·1720'" 2tI.&4" -0.28 ·1.11 
0.05 30 326 0.0006 REVlSl0N_'2(·12m) , 0.1504 0.65 0.61'" 0 ·17_10'" 25.12" -0.31 ·1.19 
0.05 31 3.02 0.0013 CH_DPS , 0.2767 0.59 0.55 .. 0 -18_18" 204.79'" -0.36 -1.25 
0.05 32 2.75 0.0030 AGE , 7.4n8 0.37 0.34-" 0 -17_88" 25.52" -0.32 ·120 
0.05 33 2.61 0.0046 MOM_24 , 0.0362 0.37 0.34" 0 ·16_70" 25_52 .. -0.28 ·1.15 
0.05 ,. 2.45 0.0072 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI , 0.3488 0.37 0.34" 0 -15.17" 25_52" -0.23 ·1.08 
0.05 35 2.10 0.01SO RSTRENGTH_ALSI , 0_2773 0.37 0_34 .. 0 -'4.45'" 25.52 .. -0.20 -1.05 
0.05 36 1.69 0."" VOL_'2 , 0.9332 0.35 0_33 .. 0 -13_46" 24.56" -0.19 ·1.05 
0.05 37 1.64 0.0502 VOL....6 , 0.6547 0.27 0.25" 0 -9.29" 24_92" -<J09 -<J88 
0.05 3B 1.3< 0_0907 MAN_OWN(-6m) , 0.7100 0.25 0.23" 0 -7.92" 25.47" -<J06 -0.77 
0.05 3' 0_89 0_1658 VOl_12(-9m) 
, 0.8271 0.25 0.23" 0 -tI.48" 25.47 .. -<JO< -<J72 
1 •. 1 200. I 2001 I 2 •• 2 I 2 •• ' I 2 •• ' I 
1 -15.28% -'328% 10<3 -9.41% -1349" 1720 24.17% 2689" 1335 ~.30% -703% 1340 22.75% 168(1% •• 6 
2 -50.71% -1487" 352 -5.68% -222" 470 -20.10% "00" 358 -26.06% -945" .35 -11.615% -155" 161 
3 ~.89% -1176" 301 -16.30% ..... " 345 -25.83"~ -723" 336 -31.74% -'074" .06 -10.18% -'36" 161) 
• ~.S9% -"76" 301 -16.30"~ .... " 345 -25.83% -723% 336 -32.91% -10~ 396 -11.18% -'47" 158 
5 ~.73% -1128" ,.6 -15.:W~ ·4,a" 326 -25.83% -723" 336 .J2.91% -10~ 396 ~.41% -102% "6 
• -47.42% -10g~ 278 -18.22% ."'3% 285 -25.81% -72'" 335 -32.91% -,o~ 3.6 ~.41% -102% "6 
7 -50.23% -P7~ 233 -20.65% -«0," 270 -25.81% -72'" l35 -32.91% -1086% 396 ~.41% -'02% "6 
6 -65.03'~ -913% ,.0 -22.85% -48a" 256 -25.81% -721" 335 -32.91% -1086% 396 ~.41% -102% 1<6 
• -56.51% -867" 184 -17.08% -335" 235 -25.81% -721" l35 -32.91% -,o~ ""6 ~.41% -102% I .. 
10 -54.63% -797" 175 -17.13% ·331" '" -25.81% -72'" 335 -33.12% -1076" 390 ~.87% .- 104 11 -'4.63% -797" 175 -17.13% -331" '32 -25.81% -721" 135 -38.95% -1'0~ 341 -3.40% ·23% 81 
12 -63.91% -70'" 156 -16.42"~ -311" '" -26.45% ·72'S1" 331 -38.63% ·1059" 329 1.80% ." 61 13 -49.67% -559" 135 -22.40% ·39'" 212 -33.93% ·70.,." UP -43.94% ·10"'~ "6 26.94% .,,, 30 
14 -49.67% ·559" 135 -22.40""- ·39'" 212 -33.93% -70"''' UP ~.69% ·1062'1(, 273 76.64% 12'" 10 
lS -48.03% -.,.60" 115 -21.87% -37P" 20B -33.76% ... '" 246 -47.69% ·10.,.9" 264 76.64% 121" " 16 -48.03% .... " 115 -21.96% -3611" 201 -34.89% ... .,. 234 -45.06% -927" 247 76.64% 121" 10 
17 -37.44% -215" .. -22.44% -327" 175 -34.89% -680" 234 ~.05% -92~ 247 76.64% 12'" I. 
18 -31.96% ·154" 5. -21.34% -14.5" 138 -35.85% -68.,." ". -43.55% -871" 240 76.64% 121" 10 
19 -28.99% -126" 5' -22.30% ·169" " -31.56% -58.,." 222 -43.55% -871" 240 76.64-'" 121" 19 20 -28.99'% ·126" 52 -22.30% -169" ., -33.40% .... " 217 -34.10% -53.,." '" 78.12"~ 10 ... " 16 21 -28.99% ·126" 52 -22.30"~ -'69" 01 -33.40% -60.,." 217 -27.46% -375" 164 -61.79% ·1'" • 
22 -37.85% -98" 31 -24.13'~ -177" BB -33.40% -60.,." 217 -27.46% -375" 164 -61.79% ·17" 4 
23 4.82% I.,. 24 -17.97% .go" .0 -28.15% -479" 204 -27 • .46-'" -375" 164 -61.79% ·1'" • 
" 4.82% 10" 24 -16.7a-~ ·78" 56 -21.18% -323% "" -27.88% -355" 153 -61.79% ·1'" 4 25 4.82% I.,. 24 -19.00% ·79" 50 -6.40% ... " 153 -27.88% -355" 153 -61.79% ·17" • 
2. 0.00% 0" 0 4.23% 13" 3. -6.40'~ -69" 153 -27.88% -355" 153 -61.79% -17" 4 
27 0.00% 0" 0 41.48% 21" , -2.86% ·3"" 125 -27.88% ·355" 153 -61.79% ·1'" • 
2. O.OO"~ 0" 0 O.oO"~ 0" 0 1.89% 15" 95 -27.S8% -355" 153 -61.79% ·1'" • 
2. 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 6.36% 33" ., -28.01% -325" 15O -61.79% ·1'" , 
30 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 7.68% 3'" 56 -30.44% ·276" 100 0.00% 
.,. I 
31 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 2.61% 12" 55 -31.39% -230" B8 0.00% 0" I 
32 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 -4.13% 0" .. -28.53% ·17~ 75 0.00'''' 0" I 
33 0.00% 0" 0 O.OO"~ 0" 0 3.41% "" 37 -27.56% -161" 70 0.00'''' 0" I ,. 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 7.89% 20% 31 -28.67% -1"'~ 64 0.00% 0" I 
35 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 12.67% "" 22 -28.88% ·110" 49 0.00% 0" I 36 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 13.24% 14" 13 -21.30-;' -82" •• 0.00% 0" I 
37 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 40.35% 17" 5 -15.42% ·54" 42 0.00-'" 0" I 
36 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% 0" 0 36.48% ... 2 -10.85% ·30" 33 0.00'''' 0" I 













































































A ... erage 8100k ... .I 
Number or proportion 01 Number 01 A .... 'a'. 8t1nd.lrd 
P-v.llue V.r'.I~e FIIt.r lIi"'e' Siook. $.Imp. wlnn.r. Return Oti ... &IIUon 
a , 2.59 0 _0048 MT. > 3.5800 17 .62 18 .46'5 77 'BO .. 302''5 0.00 .(l.29 
a 2 7.35 00000 CH_OEP > 0.3350 6.63 6.- 33 ·2:),03'5 27.80'5 -0.67 ., .22 
a 3 8 .51 0.0000 IMVnA s 0.1952 5." 5._ 30 ·27.73"'5 27.29'0 .(l.99 · 1. .. 1 
a , 8.78 0.0000 ET s 0.1291 5.61 5._ 30 -30.00'0 2826" ·1.07 · 1 .... 
a , ... 0.0000 IMVrrA(·12m) s 0.1681 '.53 5.11 .. 30 -31 .16" 28.64" ·1.10 ·1."7 
a 6 8.52 0.0000 POS_ROE s 17 .0000 5.12 " .78" 29 -30.11 " 2826'110 ·1.09 · , ... 7 
a 7 6.38 0.0000 POS_SAlES s 13.0000 '.95 " .63'110 29 ·32 .95'110 2927'110 ·1.15 ,'.50 
a 6 626 0.0000 CHj.RtSAlES i!; ~.2913 '.73 .. ... 2'110 2. -32 .75 .. 30.31'110 ·1.04 ·1 ..... 
a • 8.10 0.0000 ACCI1A(,'2m) s 0.0637 ".47 " .17'110 2. -33 .• 8 .. 30.80'110 ·1.04 ,' .45 
a '0 7.96 0.0000 INYtTA(-9m) , 0.187. ' .40 .. " .. 2. -34 .53" 31.33 .. ·1.05 · ' .45 
a " 7.8' 0.0000 ACCITA(·9m) s 0.0683 ' .35 " .07" 25 ·.XJ.45" 31.17 .. .... -1.43 a 12 7)'0 0.0000 WRSTR£NG1H-"lSI(-9m) i!; 0.'5048 • . 12 3.85" 2:1 -3321" 3'_55" " .63 -, . , 
a 13 7."2 0.0000 OT s 0.0452 3_37 3 .15" 2:1 -37 .'3'5 3-4.19110 ..... -'.041 
a " 727 0.0000 MAXP_Z. 
, 0 ..... 3.35 3.13" 22 -36.73" 33.86'110 .(l." -I .• ' 
a " 7.11 00000 MA.XP_'2 
, 0.95143 3.33 3.12" 20 -3621" 33.61" .(l.g; -1 .• ' 
a '6 6.95 0.0000 GM , 0.30<6 2.92 2.73" ,. -35.81" 33 ..... .(l." ·1.38 
a 17 6 .62 0.0000 POS_NH(-9m) > 5.0000 2.57 2.40" '6 .,)01,.37" 3254 .. .(l." -1 ... 0 
a ,. 8.33 0.0000 POS_NET(-,Zm) > ' .0000 2 .• 7 2.31" .. -33.93" 32.97" .(l.82 -' .37 
a ,. EI .03 0.0000 MO"_6(-,2m) > -0.1273 2.43 227" • ·292~ 31.89 .. .(l.65 -' 27 
a 20 5.77 0.0000 ROE > O.064Z 2.32 2.17" , ·24.67" 30.95" ..... -1.16 
a 21 5." 0.0000 CH_ARtSAlES(-I2m) > ~.0765 ' .85 ,,,.. 3 -22.5PJ11 31.54" " .38 -1 .07 
a 22 5.15 0.0000 CH_OEP(-9m) > ~.2972 1.75 1.64" , -18.3<n1o 29.83" -0.28 .o.99 
a 23 .ro 00000 SALESICASH s 21 .3249 1.52 H2" , -18.8." 29.90" .o.29 -1.0' 
a 24 • . 85 0.0000 CHj.RISAlES , -0.0689 '.50 '.40" , · 18.61" 29 . .a'lft .o.29 -1.02 
a 2S •. 77 0.0000 CH-.ARISAlES(-6m) , -0.3717 '.30 1.21" a '16.33 '110 3225 .. ~. 18 .(l86 
a 2. " .61 0.0000 CHflSTURN , 0.043< ' .08 1.01'110 a , ' 6.78% 37.17" ~. , .. -0.76 
a 27 " _53 0.0000 CH_ARtSAlES(-9m) > 0.1440 ' .03 O .9~ a -16.92" 37.07" ~:U5 .o.n 
a 2. ' 27 0.0000 POS_SAlES(-12m) > ' .0000 0.80 0.75" a · 15 .58 .. 26.92" .o.n -1 .02 
a 2B 3.80 0 _0001 EARHG_'2(-6m) , -0.0049 0.70 0 ..... 0 , '5.5<4" 26.51" .o23 -' _02 
a 30 3.70 O.OOCH ASTRENGTH_AlSI , O.828<i 0.68 0.64" a ,'5 .39"J1o 262." " .2:1 -'.03 
a " 3.60 o _axJ'2 MOIol_12 s 0.1140 0.67 0.62'110 a ,15 .3-4'110 25.86'1. " .n -1.04 a 32 3."9 00003 AGE , 6.1722 0 ... 7 0 ..... 'Ift a -1520'lI0 2".78% ~.25 -1.09 
0 33 338 0.000< MOM_18 , 0.3589 0 ... 7 0 ..... " a -15.65" 2".78'110 ~.26 -1.1' 
0 3< 326 0.0'06 CH_DPS , 02767 0."2 0.39" a · '5.67" 2. _62" --0.26 -1.12 
a 35 3.' " 0.0009 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI , 0.4038 0."2 0.39" a -''' .65% 2".62" ~.23 -1.08 
a 36 2.59 0.0020 ,.0 .. _2. , 0 _221. 0."2 0._ a -15.76% 24.62" .o.2B -'.13 
a 37 2.e1 0.0048 EARNG_2" , 0.0423 0 ... 2 0._ 0 -'7 ."2" 24.62 .. -0.3' ,'20 
a 38 228 0.0113 CH_ASSTURH(-&n) S -0. 13-43 0.32 0.30'0 0 -20.56" 26.7 •• -0.37 -12~ 
a 38 '.59 0.0296 VOL_12 s 0_&416 0.28 a."'" a -21.39"110 27 .02" .o.39 ·'26 
a 40 , ... 0.0502 VOl_6 , 0.6647 028 A."'" a -1920'lI0 27.02" -<1.31 -1.17 
0 " '.3< 0.0907 VOl_6(-9m) 
, '.6983 0.27 0.25'1ft 0 -22_50'lI0 27.87" .o.39 -126 
a .2 0.89 0.1856 EARNG_'2(-I2m) , 0.0'''2 0.22 0.20" -'- -19.4.8'1ft 27.J.4'1ft .o30 ·1.17 
.(l.05 020 0."213 SAlEStCASH(-12m) , 0.4647 3.05 2.85'110 8.ot" 31.7." 0.06 .oao 
.o05 5.17 0.0000 CH_TA(-9m) > 0.3650 1.55 ' _45 .. -31 .9~ lS.n " -0.78 -1 .19 
" .05 5.4' 0.0000 CH_TA i!; -0.1104 1.40 1.3''110 ........ 15.68" -1.26 -1.45 
" .05 5.26 0.0000 "AXP_2~ , 0.9431 1.37 1.2~ .... '.3 .. '" 36."'" -1 .2' -1 .43 
.(l.08 5_19 0.0000 MAXP_' 2 s 0.9457 ' .35 '.26" .... ,_06''lI0 36.11'" -1.20 -1.43 
.(l.08 '.04 0.0000 CH_DEP , -0.17 .... 1.13 1.06'1ft .... ,.20'lI0 35 ... " -1 _22 -1.45 
.o.08 '.88 0.0000 CH_OEP(-12ml , -0.3-409 1.10 1.03'" -39.82"110 35.46" -1.1" -1 .• 2 
·0.05 4.75 0.0000 CH_TA(-,2m) > 0.0866 0.87 0.8'" -43_"5'110 38.78" -1.11 -1.39 
.(l.05 ' .50 0.0000 WRSTRENGTHj.l SI(-Sm) i!; 0.2764 0.03 0.78" -44.16".4 39 .18" -1.11 -1.39 
.(l.05 10 • . 15 0.0000 MTB > 0.6200 0.92 0.76" -45 ..... '" 40 .19'5 -1.10 -1.39 
.o.08 " 3.80 0.0001 SDEV_VOl(-9m) 
, 0.6368 0.73 0 ..... ....7.94'110 40.35", -1.20 -1 .015 
.o." 12 3.80 0.0002 AGE s 11.3944 0.88 0.64'1ft -48.46 .... "223'" -1.11 -1.40 
.o.08 13 338 0..000< I/Ol_'2(-9m) s ,.- 0.68 0. .... -4B.n'llo ..c2 .32" -1 .10 -1 .40 
.oOB ,. 3.1" 0.0009 MOM_6(-12m) > -0.1273 0.88 0.64" -492 ... 43 .• 5,. -1.05 .' .38 
.o.08 ,. 3.02 0.0013 MO .. _2" , 0.9623 0.68 0.64'" --48.94" 43 ..... -1.02 -1.37 
.o.OS '8 2.75 0.0030 ACCIlA(-9m) s -0.1116 0.55 0.5'" -4950 .. .a.a. .. .o.82 -1.2"3 
.o." 17 2 .• 5 0.0072 EY s 0.1633 0.50 0.47" -53.09'1ft SO .53'1ft -0.87 -'28 
.o.05 '8 2.10 0 .0180 OT , 0.0303 0 .• 7 0.4<4" -55.69'1ft "9 .39'% .o99 .,.34 
.o.08 ,. '.64 0.0502 V0L-6 , 0.6547 0.45 0 .• 1"JI, -552'" 51 .84" -0.87 -127 
.o.OS 20 ,.34 0 .0907 VOl_12 , 0.4200 0.43 0 ..... -63 ..... 46 ..... " -1 .01 .,.38 
.o.OB 21 0.89 0.1856 CH_ARtSAl[S , -0.2913 0.2:1 0.22'1 -45.1"" ... - .o.n , '26 
r:r zoo. 200' 1- 20" 1 20" J 20" -I 
, -15~% -132'" fO" -9.(1% -'3"'9" 1720 2'.1 7% 2 ... % f335 ~.30% -70~ '3"'0 22.75% "..,. ... 
2 .60.71% · '4'1"-' 352 -5.68% -22~ '" -20 .10% .. - 358 ·26.06% -,"'5" 435 -11.55% -155" f'f 3 ~.""" · "76S 30f -16.30% ...... 345 -25.83% -723S 336 --31 .74% -1074" ... -'0.18% -136% fGO • ~.89% - "715" 30f -18.11% -5'4" 339 -21.08% -759" 309 .34.08% -1004" ", -11.2!i% -, .. '" 151 , ~.62% -If"'''' 283 -2'.28'1\ -52'" 298 -2$.(8% -75'" 30' ~.08% -100.f" 334 -11.25% -I.~ 151 
8 "7.'2% -fOg", 278 ·20.55% -478" '" -29-'8% -757" 30. .)i.01l% -100"''' 33< ~.o46% -102% f45 7 -47_42% -1098'% 278 -20.55% -47'" '" -29"'% ·757" 30. -44_08% -1025" 219 " .77% -37" " • "U8% -1029" ". -20.83% -475" 276 -29.<8% -757" 301 -44_08% -1025" '" -3 .... % -23" 80 • -41.51% -gaS" m -23 .'8% -50,,' ,., -29.<8% -75'" 3 •• "'_08% -1025" '" -3 .... % -23" 80 10 -53...23% ."."" '90 -25.71% . .,... U7 -29.'8% -757" 30' ..... _08% -f02~ '" -3 .... % .,,,,, 80 " .... 13% .,.", 175 -11.98% -376" 226 -29-'8% -757" 308 ...... 08% -1025" '" --3.44% ·2"" .. 12 -53.t1% -70'" 15. -".31% ·356% 221 -30.22% -765" 304 -<3.92% -517'" 267 1.&3% ." GO 
13 -&.t1% -70'" f56 -21 .lO'Io .382% 215 -36.23% ·722'10 230 -60.541% -956" 221 15.28% ..". 30 
,. -53.11% . ..,,,, f36 ·20.76% ·365% ", -36.09% -710% 236 -51.93% -943% 2f' 15.28% 50" 30 
'5 -53.15% . ..,,,, f31S -20.81% -354" '" --37.39% ... '" m .(9.05% -822% 20f 15.28% 50" " 16 -48.03% "60% 115 -21.96% -368% 20' -37.39% ... '" '" .(9.'7% -820% ... 27.87% ,,% " 17 --37 .44% -215" •• -22 .... % -32'" 115 --37.39% -698" '" .(9.'7% -820" ... 27.87% 67" 29 18 -31.96% -154" 58 -21.3<% -US" 13. -38.'5% -702" ". "7.75% -764" "2 27.87% ,,% " 19 -22.41% -103% 55 -IU2% -186" '20 -30.24% .... 79" f90 -41.45% -705" 182 27.87% .,,' 20 
20 -22 .'1% -'0'" 55 -'9.10% ·f"" '0' -12.99% -'6'" ". -46.45% -705" 'S, 27.87% '7" 20 
21 -18.09% -74" .. -20.20% -IOl"- 'f ~.(2')\ ... " f" -".'5% -705" fS2 27.87% , 7" 20 
22 -18.09% -74" .. ·20.20% -10~ .f -7.23% -,7" ". -36.62'% -42'" ,,0. 23.15% 50" 26 
23 -111.09% -74" .. -20.20% -IO~ ,f -7.23% -s", ". -27_76% -26'" "8 ~1.08% -71" " 2" ~18.09% -74" .. -20.20% -103% ., -7.23% -87" ... -30.12% -276" f" -66.30% -3'" • 
25 ... .85% -18" .. -16.15,% -7'" 53 -7.23% -87" f44 -30.12% -276" If. .s&.3O% ·3"" • 
2. (,82% "" 
,. -19.00% -79" 50 -7.23% .. '" '44 -30.12% ·276" ". -56.30% ·3'" • 27 4 .82% "" ,. -19.00% -79" 50 -7.23% -87" fU -33.01% -28-'" ,.3 -69.05" -'7" 3 28 0 .00% .% • <23% f:'" 3. -7.23% -87" 'u -33.0,% -28~ f03 -69.05% -11" 3 
29 O.DQ% ." • '.23% "'" 38 -11M% · f,.,. ,,. -33.70% -17 '" .f -69.05% _f'" 3 30 0.110% 0." • '.23% "'" 38 ·11.44% ·f,.,. ,,. ....37..-46% ·f53% .. -69.05% ·f'" 3 31 0.110% 0." • '.23% f:'" ,. -11 .... % ·f"'" f25 -44.51% -14'" 3S -78.77% .,,.. 2 
32 0.00% 0" 0. 4.23% f'" 38 -11..4'% ·f"'" ". -58.60% ·137" 2. 0.00% ... • 
33 0.00% 0% • 6.02% "" 30 -11."% ·rr3" 122 -58.50% -J37" 2. 0.00% 0% • 3< 0.00% 0" • 7.76% "" 2f -$.73% ..... ". -58.60% -137" " 0.00% 0% a 35 0.00% 0" • 7.76% "" 2f -$.19% .,,,, ff3 -&4.06% -11 '" 22 0.00% ... a 38 0.00% 0" a -3_67% ·5% f' ~.52% -5'" " .... 06% -117" 22 0_00% ... a 37 0.110% 0% • -8.53% .", If -6."% -3'" 15 .... 06% -,,~ 22 0.110% ... • 
38 0.110% 0" • 0 .110% "" a -6.12% .,." .2 .... 06% -"7" 22 0.110% "" • 39 0.110% ." a 0.00% "" 0. -7.85% -31 " " -7&.57% -715" " 0.110% ... • '0 0.110% ." 0 0.00% 0" a ~.68% ·20% '" -71.81% -4a" • 0.00% ... a ., 0.00% 0" • 0.00% 0% a ~.o42% -20" " -7UI1% -48" • 0.00% .% a '2 0.00% 0" a 0.00% 0% • -4.94% .,,, " -121.26% ·30" 3 0.00% 0" a , 21.71% Sf ... 285 -17.65% .8.12'0 '" '2.19% ' 5151" m -2<.'7% -326" ,.2 25.92% ,.'" " , ~7.51% ·1.,.. '3' -33.16% .580% 2fO -, .... % -IOh go --35.2'% -264" go 23.51% f20" ..
3 ~7.51% ·1.,.. f3l -33.16% .580% 21. -1'_44% ·f .... 90 ~2.85% -236" 45 115.33% 20% 3 · -72.22'4 ... '" Iff -34_08% ...... 207 -" .... % ., .... go --62.85% -136" .. 115.88% 20" 3 5 -72.22% . ..,,,, Iff -34.08% -5SS" 201 -15."% -lOS" 83 -56.30% -f8n. '0 115.88% 20" 3 
6 -72.22% -66'" Iff -34.08% ·58a" 207 -31.93% - '76" .. -14.37'% -40" " 115.88% "" 3 7 -70.12% -52ti" 90 -35.41% ·60'" '" -31.93% -176" •• -1<.37% .. "" 33 116.88% "" 3 • -70.12% ..5,." 90 --35.41% ·60'" '" -31.93% -17615 •• 0.00% 0" a 0.00% ." a • -70.042% -.119" 85 -3<.35% '555% f .. -38.8'% -13'" .. 0.00% ... 0 0.00% ... • 
10 -73.74% -516" .. -32_72'% -45'" f" -35.23% -76" 26 0.110% "" 0 0.110% ... • " -79.15% ... '" ,. -32.23% -J"" f<2 ,,1..45% .. ,% 12 0.110% ... a 0.110% ... • 12 -19_15% ... '" 7< -30.86% -32'" m -36.87% •• % 3 0._ ... a 0._ ... • 
13 -76.08% -431" ., -31.98% .m.. fI,. -36.87% .,,, 3 0.110% ... a 0.00% os a 
14 -76.68% -396" .2 -31."% -135" if -36.87% .,,, 3 0.00% "" a 0.00% "" • 15 -76.68% -396" .2 ·27.68% -185" •• -38.85% .... 2 0.00% 0" a 0.00% 0" a 
16 -76.68% -3"6" '2 -20 .... % -P9" 58 0.00% 0" • 0.00% "" a 0.00% ." 0 17 -75.49% -352" 56 -21.n% ."" •• 0.00% ... • 0.00% os • 0_00% "" • 18 -73..49% -276" .., -26.03% ... " 21 0_00% os a 0.00% os • 0.00% "" 0 '9 -75.31% - 1'~ 29 -2'-"% .,." " 0.110% OS a 0.00% OS • 0.00% ... • 20 -&6.32% - '22'$ 22 -33.49% ."." ,. 0.00% OS • O.DQ% OS a 0.00% OS • 

















































































Appendix E: 9 
Appendix E.3. Results for dynamic comparison level tests 
The tables below show the results from the stepwise median comparison test where the sample has 
been restricted to the period from 2000 until 2004. Each table that follows provides the results from 
this test while using a particular initial comparison level (ranging from 20 to -5 percent) and 
decreasing this comparison level to -50 percent within a prespecified length. This length is set at 
five filters for Part A of this appendix, ten filters for Part B and fifteen filters for Part C. The table 
shows the filtering variables and their corresponding filter levels as each subsequent filter is added. 
For each combination of filters the z-statistic from the Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing the 
median return of the filtered portfolio to the relevant comparison level along with its p-value is 
shown. The tables also show the average number of companies held in any month over the period 
from 2000 until 2004, and the amount of companies held as a proportion of the entire sample. The 
number of losers picked out of a possible 223 insample losers is indicated. Finally, the tables show 
the average annual return and annualized standard deviation of monthly portfolio returns of each 
filtered portfolio over the period from January 2000 until December 2004, as well as the JK statistic 
and Sharpe ratio. 
The tables below also show the calendar time payoffs corresponding to the each of these filters over 
the entire sample period from January 2000 until December 2004. For each sample year the total 
return earned by the filtered shares (second column of each year), the number of investment months 
included in the filtered portfolio (third column of each year) and the corresponding equally-weighted 










Appendix E: 10 
Appendix E.3.A Results for dynamic comparison level tests: restricted sample 








































































































































































































































































































V.rlable flll.r Level 
MTS , 2.4700 
AGE , 3.5611 
POS_OP S 15.0000 
DY , 0.0253 
EY , 0.1297 
CHyRISAlES(-9m) , 0,0616 
SAlESICASH s 10.7330 
MAXP _24 , 0.9431 
EARNG_12(-6m) , -0.0049 
CH_OEP(-9m) , 0._ 
MAXP_12 , 0 ..... 
EARNG_12(-9m) , -0.0180 

































CHpRtSALES :/! -0.2913 
POS_SALES s 7.CXXlO 
EARNG_ 12(--6m) :/! -0.0049 
POS_NEl(-9m) :/! 5.0000 
ACCIlA(-12m) s -0.1283 
MAXP _2" s: 0.8677 
MOM_16 s: 0.3589 
MOM_'2 S 0.5.352 
RSTRENGTH..ALSI s 0.6710 
MAAP _'2 s: 0.~57 
MOM_2" s: 0.221" 
WRSTRENGTH_ALSI s: 0.0W36 
SDEV_VOL(-9m) s 1.0505 
POS_NEl(-12m) :/! 5.CXXlO 
AGE s 3.561' 
VOL_12(-9m) s 1.~ 
CH_INV :/! 0.1292 
VOL_6(-9m) S 1.0042 
MOM 6(-12m) :/! -0.1273 


































































3.32'" 51 ,_ 
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1.0 I 200. I 1001 I 1001 1003 100' 
1 -10.66% ·1706% H13Si1 ·1.77% -429% "''' 25.17'''' 5035" 2401 11.91% 2422" 2441 24_0.4.% 307Si1" 
2 -'6.2&% -2i!37" no -19_n% -1495% .07 -31.43% -830" 317 49.93% 528" 127 5_0S'''' 2." 
3 ·&8.81% -2877'" 587 -31.23% -1548% 595 -102_02% -PJO" .07 120.23% 130" " 9.&8% "" • -'6.92% -2855" 5'2 -.36.69% -'«3" m -101_64% -8SS" .0. 117."% "'" .2 -lI.28% 0" 5 -67.12% -2713% '85 -37_97".4 -1389" .,. -108.63% -760" .. 0.00% "" ° 0.00% 0" 8 -37.13% -1292" 178 ·&0.47% ·732" 17' ·106.24% ·702" .0 0.00% 0" ° 0.00% 0" 7 -37.13% ·1292% 178 -62.84% -735" •• 7 -111.02% -69"'" 75 0.00% "" ° O.OO·~ 0" 8 -38.74% -1235" •• 7 -&2.78% ·730" ••• -111.02% -694" 75 0.00% "" ° O.OO·~ "" 9 ·92.42% -1114"" ". ·63.01% -7ZO" .63 -115_35% -606" .3 0.00% 0" ° 0.00'.1. 0" 10 -97_66% -1049" ."" ·63.04% -69O"" .,. -1115.35% -606" .3 0.00% 0" ° O.OO·~ 0" 11 -101_69% -838" " -6U&-" -671" ."" -115.35% --606" '3 0.00% 0" ° 0.00% 0" 12 ·113.38% -775" '2 -47.79"" ·569" "3 -115_35% --606" '3 0.00% 0" ° 0_00% "" 13 -114.04% -703% " -47.48% ·550" 139 -115.35% -606" .3 0.00'''' 0" ° 0.00% "" '" -114.30% -629" .. -42.44% --.35" 123 -115_35',4 -606" .3 0.00% "" ° 0_00% "" 15 -116.34% -601" 62 -38.&2% -369" 115 -115..315% --606% '3 0.00% 0" 0 0.00% "" 16 -123.28% ·555" 54 ·27.93% -230" " -115_35% -606% .3 0.00% 0" ° 0.00·" 0" 17 -129.29% -4"" .. ·28.39% -227% •• -115.35% -606" .3 0.00% 0" ° 0.00% "" 18 -142.26% ...,ffS" 35 ·29.19% -229" " -115_36% --606% 63 0.00% 0" ° 0.00% 0" 19 -156...42% -350" 27 ·29.80% -223% .0 -115_35".4 -6~ .3 0.00% 0" ° 0_00',4 0" 20 -168.0"% ·280" 20 -28_83% -20 ... " as -115..35% -606% .3 0_00% 0" ° 0.00% "" 21 ·168.04% ·2""" 20 ·29.80% -196" " -115.28% -548% 57 0.00% 0" 0 0_00% "" 22 ·161.16% -228% " ·29.92% -152% •• -109_06% ..... 9'" 54 O.OO·~ 0" 0 0_00-.4 "" 23 -153_11% -1tH" .5 ·23.16% -SIB" 51 -109_06% ..... 9'" 54 0_00% 0" ° 0.00% "" 2" -163.11% ·191" • 5 ·29.68% ·89" 3 • -103_60% -389" .. 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 25 -153.11% -HII" .5 ·29.07% -78" 32 -104_30% -322% 37 0_00-'" "" ° 0.00-.4 "" 26 -149_67% -125" .0 ·29.92% ·SO" 20 -101.66-.4 -254" 30 0.00% 0" ° 0.00% "" 27 ·167.01% -56" • ·26.12"" -30" " -101_66% -254" 30 0.00-'" 0" 0 0.00% "" 28 0.00% 0" ° 1.76% ." 8 -101_66% -254" 30 0.00% "" ° 0.00% "" 2. 0.00% 0" ° 2.11% ." 5 -104.75% -1~ " 0.00% 0" ° 0.00% "" 
1 ·1&.28% -1328% .0<3 -9.41% -'349" "20 24.17-.4 2689" 1335 ~.30% -70~ 1340 22.7&% 1680" 
2 .fiO.71% -1487% 352 -6.68% -222% 470 ·20.10% .. """ 358 -26.06% -945" <35 -11.55% -ISS" 
3 -32.28% -843" .23 ·18.14% -348" 230 -31.07% -7/U" '" -42.04% -1125" 321 ·1.23% .. " · -32.28% -8 ... .3% .23 ·24.91% -374" .SO -48.7&% -<55.,. '.2 ·73.43% -88'" ... 41.64% "" 5 ·111.06% -51" ,. ·26.28% -177" 8' ·77.11% .56.5" BB -113.23% -58~ .. ·22.19% -28" 





















































0.1 1 6.90 0.0000 
<l.02 2 6.98 00000 
..(l.'" 3 6_06 0.0000 
-0.26 • 5.13 0.0000 
<l.38 5 ..... 8 0_0000 
<l~ 6 4.09 0.0000 
<l.S 7 ".12 0.0000 
<l.5 , ".01 0.0001 
<l.S • 3.93 0.0001 
<l.S 10 3.63 OJX)()l 
<l.S 11 3.72 0.0001 
<l.S 12 3.61 0.0002 
<l.S 13 3.55 0.0002 
<l_' 14 3.44 0.0003 
<l.S lS 3.32 0.0005 
<l.S 1. 310 0.0007 
<l.S 17 3.07 0.0011 
<l~ 16 2.94 0.0017 
<l.S 1. 2.80 0.0026 
<l.5 20 2.65 0.0040 
<l.5 21 2.49 0.0065 
<l.' 22 2.31 0.0105 
<l.' 23 2.10 O.Q1BO 
<l.S " 1.89 0.0296 <l.S 25 1.64 0.0502 
<l.S 26 1.34 0.0907 





-0.17 5.Q.4 0.0000 
-028 4.92 0.0000 







-0.5 10 3.80 
-0.5 11 3.68 
-0.5 12 3.57 
-0.5 13 3.48 
-0.5 14 3.40 
-0.5 15 3.31 
-0.5 16 3.21 
-0.5 17 3.08 
-0.5 16 2.9-4 
-0.5 19 2.60 
-0.5 20 2.65 
-0.5 21 2.49 
-0.5 22 2.31 
-0.5 23 2.26 
-0.5 24 2.10 
-0.5 25 1.69 
-0.5 26 1.64 
-0.5 27 1.34 






















A'nul". Siooks ••• 
• umber of proportion of lIumber 01 " .... ug. Standaret 
Variable FII.r Level Stook. samp.. winners Return Dev"don 
MTS , 3.5800 
CH_DEP , 0.5059 
INVITA(-12m) , O.lD40 
DY , 0_0053 
CH_TA(-9m) , -0.0148 
RSTRENGTHj.LSI , 0.8284 
CH_TA , -0.1104 
MAXP_Z4 , OJW31 
MQIr,U2 , 0.4299 
MAXP _'2 , 0.9943 
EPS , 1.1900 
POS_NET(-9m) , 5.0000 
WRSTRENGTH_ALSI , 0.73ot7 
ACCITA(-12m) , -0.0003 
MOM_24 , 0.5919 
POS_SALES , 7.0000 
EARNG_12(-6m) , <l.0049 
WRSTRENGTH_ALSI(-9m) O!: 0.1548 
EARNG_12{-12m) , -0.0202 
MOM_18 , 0.1756 
SDEV_VOL(-9m) , '-0505 
POS_NET(-12m) , 5_0000 
AGE , 3.5611 
VOL_'2(-9m) , 1.3094 
CH_INV , 0.1292 
VOL_6(-9m) , 1.0042 
MOM_6(-12m) , -0.1273 
MTS O!: 3.5800 
CH_DEP O!: 0.5910 
CH_TA(-9m) O!: 0.3650 
DY :s: 0.0203 
RSTRENGTHJ.LSI :s: 0.8284 
POS_NET(-9m) O!: 5.0000 









ACCtTA(.12m) :s: -0.0003 
EARNG_12(-9m) O!: -0.0160 
WRSTRENGTH_ALSI(-9m) O!: 0.1546 
INVITA(-12m) :s: 0.0076 
POS_NET(-12m) O!: 5.0000 
MOM_24 S 0.n71 
MOM_'8 S 0.3569 
MAXP _12 S 0.9943 
MOM_12 :s: 0.2193 
POS_SALES S 7.0000 
WRSTRENGTH_ALSI S 0.-4036 
VOl_J2(-9m) S 1.309-4 
AGE :s: 3.56" 
EARNG_12(-6m) O!: -O.(l()49 
VOL_B(-9m) S 1.CXM2 
SDEV_VOl{-9m) :s: 1.0505 




































































































































































-72.~ 55.7 .... 
-74.16% 55-""" 
-74.96"tt 56.98 .... 
-76.~ 63.42 .... 
-n.03" 63.47 .... 
-76.16" 63.40" 
-n.62" 64.86" 
-79.41 .... 65.52" 
-79.99'% 65.52" 
-80.17 .... 6622" 
-79.07 .... 66.62" 
-84.54 .... 63.06 .... 
-82.62 .... 61.36 .... 
-81.52 .... 47.81" 

































































































































































1.0 I 2.00 I 2.01 I 2.02 2003 I 2'" 
1 -15_28% -'328" 1043 -9.'1% -'3 .... 9" 1720 2'.17% 26SS''' 1335 -&~ -703% '3 .... 0 22_75% ,68o" 
2 -50_59% -'''5{1'' "" -&.81% -'''''' 
.,. -23.73% ·583" 295 -M.99% -'003" '" -2.80% -22" 3 -&'-45% -'004" 187 -2726% -595" 202 -31.07% -70"" '" -"3.1'% -"32" 315 -<'-32% -'" • -60.56% -79'" 157 -37.12% -63 .... " 205 -77_411'1. -<52.,. " -110_06% -76'" 114 '1.64% •• % S -59.32% -544" 110 -50.10% -4'3% •• -n.11% -5~" 8' -&323% -583" .. -22.19% -28" 
6 -97.27% -494" ., -30.21% -'6'" " -77_11% -565" 8' -8323% -583" •• -22.19% -,.,. 7 -9727% -494" " -3021% ·'6", " -77.11% -565% 8. -8323% -583% .. 68.77% 17% , -98.69% -4 HI" 51 -29.60% ·,53" 02 -77.11% -565" 88 -8323% -.583" 8' 68_77% 17% 
• -98.69% -419" 51 -29.60% -153% 02 -a.A2% -57'" ., -&7-«% -393" 54 68.77% 17% 
10 -98.69% -4'9" 51 -29.60% -153% ., -90.3.2% -57'" 7. -a..98% -340" .. 68.77% 17% 
11 -106.18% -354% .0 -31.12% -1 .... 61 -90.32% -572" 7. --84.98% -3"0" .. 68.77% 17% 
12 -104.46% ·270'% 31 -30_76% -'49" 5. -90.32% -572" 7. -a..98% -340" •• 68_77% 17% 
'3 -104.46% -27"" 31 -30_76% -1 .... 9" 5. -97.33% -576" 71 -83.00'.4 ·28"" 41 68_77% 17% 
14 ·120.59% -221" 22 -29.69% -'36" 55 -97.33% -576% 71 -83_00% -28"" 41 68.77% 17% 
15 -17'.09% -'74" 12 -29.00% -'2'" 53 -97.33% -576" 71 -33_00% -28"" 41 68_77% 17% 
16 -17'.09% -'74" 12 -30_65% -1"'" 47 -95.61% -51'" 65 -83.00% -28"" 41 68_77% 17% 
17 -1n.o9% -'74" 12 -30_65% -1"'" 47 -9727% "30% 53 -83.00% -28 .... " 41 68_77% 17% 
1B -1n.09% -17 .... " 12 -30_65% -120% 47 ·107.38% -438% .. -78.57% -2'6" 33 68_77% 17% 
'9 -1n.09%. -'7 .... " 12 -34.46% -112% 39 ·103.60% -389" 
.., -78.57% ·216" 33 68_77% 17% 
20 -1n.09% -'7""" " -34.46% -112" 3. -103.60% -389" 
.., -76_34% -, .... "" 22 57_72% 15% 
21 -1n.o9% -'74" 12 -34-«% -1""" 35 -1U.3O% -321% 37 -76.3'% -' .... 0" 22 87.72% 15% 
22 -1M.16% -'07" 7 -33.51% -78" 28 ·10'.30% -322% 37 -76_34% ·'4o" 2' 57_72% 15% 
23 -1&4.16% -10~ 7 -33.51% -78" ,. -104.30% -322" 37 0_00% 0% 0 0_00% "" 24 -167.01% -56% • -22.63% -36" ,. ·104.30% -322" 37 0_00% 0% 0 0_00% 0% 
25 0_00% 0% 0 ".88% -.% 11 -104.30% -322" 37 0.00% "" 0 0_00% "" 26 0.01)% 0% 0 "_20% -"" • ·105.75% ·238" 27 0_00% 0% 0 0.00% "" 27 0.00% 0% 0 6.61% ,% · -102.29% -f70" 20 0_00% "" 0 0_00% "" 
1 -15_28% -'32'" 10<3 -9041% -'3 .... 9" 1720 24.17% 2689" '335 -&.30% -703% 134O 22.75% J680" 
2 -52.28% -'''29'' 328 -7.!9% -263" 400 -25_19% -588" '80 -35_20% -994" '" 0.84% 6% 3 -45.92% -614" 163 -37.70% -2$15" .. -74_19% -58'" .. -71_62% -579" 97 -28_80% .. .,. · -52.39% -60'" 13. ,""""".61% -305" 8' -77.11% -565% •• -8323% -583" •• -22.19% -,.,. , -74_33% -558% 90 -13--'5% -53% 47 -77.11% -565" •• -83.23% -583% .. -22.19% -,.,. • -78._ -5'7" 7. ·16.07% -62" .. -n.11% -565" 8. -8323% -583" •• -22_19% -28" 
7 -78_68% -o5'~ 79 -1&.07% .. ,% .. -77.11% -565% 8' -33_23'% -5."" .. 68_77% 17% 
8 -76_92% -.. '" .. -14.56% -53% " -77.11% -5~" ., -83.23% -583% .. 68.n% 17% • -74047% -372" 60 -14.67% -50% 41 -77.11% -565" •• -83.23% -583% •• 68.77% 17% 
10 -71.39% -303" 51 -10_52% -33" " -77.11% -565" '8 -8323% -583% .. 68_77% 17% 11 -71.37% ·238" .. -12.51% -39" 37 -77.11% -5~" •• -8323% -583% .. 68.77% 17% 
,2 -73.20% ·'89" 31 -9.18% -26" 34 -77.11% -565" .8 -83.23% -58"" .. 68.77% 17% 
13 -81.21% """2% 21 -&_75% -18" 32 -77.11% -565" 88 -83.23% -583% .. 68.77% 17% 
14 ...a1.21% -'''''2% 21 -&_75% -'8" 32 -&2_04% -57 .... " •• -&1.32% -515" " 68.77% 17% 15 ...a1.21% -' .... 2" 21 "_98% -'0" u -78_65% -52 .... " 80 -&1.32% -515" " 68_77% 17% 16 -81.21% -, .... ~ 21 .. _98% -'0" u -91.02% -523% .. -77_17% -405" 63 68_77% 17% 
17 -83.90% ·70" 10 -11.78% -23" 23 -91.02% -523" ., -77.17% -.... 05" 63 68.77% 17% 
18 0.00'% 0% 0 -13_75% -24" 21 -98.87% -54""" .. -76.43% -34 .... " 54 68.77% 17% 
" 0.00% 0% 0 
-13_75% -14" 21 -98_79% -535" 65 -76.89% -276'" <3 68_77% 17% 
20 0.00% 0% 0 -13_75% -14" 21 -101.86% -535" 63 -78_57% ·2'6" 33 68.77% 17% 
21 0.00% 0% 0 -12.81% -16" 15 -100.38% -477% 57 -78_57% -216" 33 68_77% 17% 
22 0.00% 0% 0 -12.81% -16" 15 -100.38% -47~ 57 -78.91% -'38% 21 68_77% 17% 
23 0.00'% 0% 0 -12.81% -'6" 15 -100..38% -477" 57 -83.02% -76" 11 30.88% "" 24 0.00% 0% 0 -12.81% -'6" 15 -100.38% -477" 57 0.00% "" 0 0_00% 0%2S 0.00% 0% 0 -12.81% -'6" 15 -103.60% -389" 45 0.00% "" 0 0_00% 0% 





































































P..v.lu. ......... f' .... t. ...... 
0 1 '59 0."'" MT. , 3.5800 
-0.1 , 5.73 0 .0000 CH_TA(-9m) · 0.4'25 -02 3 6 .4' 0.0000 INVtTA(-,2m) , 0.'040 
-0.3 · 5.74 0.0000 ROE(-9m) , 0.'463 -0.' 5 520 0.0000 DY , 0.0203 
-0.5 6 4."2 0 .0000 SAlESICASH(-9m) , 5.3979 
-0.5 7 4 _33 0 .0000 aAAXP_,2 , 1.00428 
-0.5 8 .2. O.COlO MAXP_Z4 , 0.99114 
-0.5 • •. 15 0.0000 POS_NET(-12m) , 6.0000 
-0.5 10 3 .86 0.0001 EY , 0.1129 
-<l.5 11 3." 0.0002 EPS , 1.0000 
-0.5 '2 3." 0.0003 CH_ARISAlES(-9m) , -0.-'617 
-0.5 13 32. 0.0000 SALEStCASH(-12m) , • . 5073 
-0 .5 " 3.02 0 .0013 CHj.RISALES(-&n1 
, -0.3717 
-0.5 t S 2.89 0.0020 AGE s 11.3944 
-0.5 t. 2.75 0.1'03. EAANG_12(.&n) · -0.0049 -O~ 17 2.6' 0 .0046 EARNG_12(-9m) , -0.0180 
-O~ '8 2 . .45 0 .0012 WRSTRENGTHJ'LSI(-9im) ;t 0 .641. 
-0.5 I. '28 00',3 WO"_6(·12m) , -0.'273 
-0.5 20 :no 0.0150 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI , 0 .7347 
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1.0 I 20.. I 2001 I 2002 2003 2004 
, ·15.28% -1328" '043 -9.41% -134;" 1720 2'.17% 2689" 1335 -6.30'.4 ,70~ '340 22.75% 1680'.11; 
2 -50.71% -1487" 352 -5.68% -22~ 47. ·20.10% ..- 358 ·26.06% '~45" 435 ·11.55% -15~ 3 -50.80% -1287" 30' ·19.01% -486" 307 ·25.81% -721" 335 -31.7'% -J074" , .. -10_18'.4 ,136" 
• -50.80% -1287" 30' ·20-'2% ·5J2" 30' -31.89% -688" 2,. .(3.28% -1"5" 30. -4.51% .~ 
5 ·57.56% -1242" 2SO -26-'8% ·532" 2" ·59.73% ,587"- "' ·51.33% -89'"' 2'0 0.13% '" 6 -57.56% -1242" 2SO ·29.($% ,57~ 235 -111.20% -616" " -112.39% -742" '0' 110.89% 139" 7 -62.76% -ffl$1" '" -33.08% -<507" 2,. -111.20% -616" " -112.39% -74~ '0' 110.89".4 13'" 8 -62.75% -0114~ '51 -'2.00% ,378" '0' ·77.11% ·585" 88 -&.23% ,583% .. 68.77% "" • -11(.92% ,7$13" ", -20.68% -126" 73 ·77.11% -.565" 88 -&.23% -583" '" 68.77% "" 10 -87.16'.4 ...... " ·21.78% -125" " ·77.11% -.565" 88 -33.23'.4 -583% '" 68.77% "" " -95.91% -575" 72 ·2'-62% .,= 65 ·75.3'% ..... 77" 76 -&.23% "B"" " 68.77% "" 12 -96.86% .500% " ·23.73% -125" 63 -75.3(% .. n" 78 -&.23% ,583" B' 68.77% "" 13 -97.47% ,431" 53 -24.26% -121" .0 ·75.3(% "77" 76 -33.23% .583'1< " 68.77% "" 14 -104.28% ,365" " ·25.7'% ,127" so ·75.3'% .. n" " -&.23% -583% " 68.77% "" '5 -114.99'.4 ,3f6" 33 ·2U3% ,114" " ·75.3'% ....... 77" 76 -83_23'.4 .583'1< B' 68.77% "" 16 -114.99% ,3f6% 33 ·2'-'3% -114" 58 -111.00% .... " 72 -111.32% -515" " 68.77% "" 17 -114.9''.4 ,3715" 3J ·2'-'S".4 -106" " ·76.95% "36" .B -111.32% -515" 76 68.77% "" 18 -114.99% ,316" 3J -27.98% ., ... " ·73.18% -37 ... 62 -111.32% -515" 76 68.77% "" '9 -114.99% ,3f~" 3J ·27.27% ,86" 3B ~9.15% -31'" 54 -111.32".4 -515" 76 68.77% "" 20 ·17U9% ,174" " -3(.«% ,100" 35 ·78.02% -332" 5' -111.28% -454" '7 68.77% "" " -17U9% ,174" " -34.«'.4 ,100" 35 -111.12% -331" .. -113.02"k -394" 57 68.77% "" 22 ·17U9% ,174" " -3(.«% -100% 35 -104_30% -330" 3B ·77.59% -284% " 68.77% "" 23 -174.09% ,174" " -3(.«% -100" 35 -104.30% -322" 37 ·78.57".4 ,216" 33 68.77% "" 24 -174_09'.4 ,174" " -3(-"% ,100" 35 -104_30% -322" 37 ·73.91% -138% " 68.77% "" 25 -18'.16% ,107" 7 -33.51% -78" 2B -104_30'.4 -322" 37 ·73.91% -f38% " 68.77% "" 26 ·18'.16% '10~ 7 -33.51% ·7"" 2B -104_30% ,322"- 37 0.00% "" 0 O.oo·k "" 27 -167_01'.4 ·56" , ·22.63% -3." " -104_30% -322"- 37 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 2. 0.00% 0" 0 -4.88% .,,, " -104.30% -322" 37 0.00% "" 0 O.oo·k "" 29 0.00% 0" • -4.20% ."" • -105.75% -238" 27 0.00'.4 "" 0 O.oo·k "" '" 0.00% ." 0 6.61% 2" 4 -102.29'.4 -170% 20 0.00% "" 0 0_00'.4 0  , -15.28% -1328% '0<3 ·9.(1% ,7349" ",. 2'.17% 2689% '335 ~.30% -703% 1340 22.75% ,,-
2 ·50.71% -1487" 352 -6068% -222% <70 ·20.10% .. """ 358 ·26.06% ,945" 4J5 ·11.55% ,155" 
3 ·50.80% ,1287" 30' ·19.01% ., .... 307 -25.81% -721" 335 -31_74% -1074" .06 ·10.18% ,136" 
• ·50.80% -1287"- 304 ·25.89% .5.59" 259 -38.86% .. "''' 202 -66.44'.4 - f049" m (O.l5'"~ .. " 
5 ·57.56% -124~ 250 ·29.(6% ¥5n" 235 ~.19% --619" '09 -71.32% -820'.11; ,3B 110.89% '39" 
6 ~2.76'110 -1"~" 21< -33.08% -<507" 220 ~.19% -619" '09 ·71.32% -820'.11; ,3B 110.89% '39" 







































































































































































n >-0 'd 
~ 'd r+ CD 5' ~ 






P-v.hHl V.rl." •• 
... vtfagt Slock •••• 
lumbtr of proportion 01 llImbtir 01 Aytrag. S~nd.rd 






0 , 2.59 0.0048 MTB > ' .5800 '7.28 lS,1S'" n 1.88% 3021 ... 0.00 <>.29 1 -16.28% - '32'''' ,0., -9.41% ·1349" "20 24.17% 2689" 1335 ~.30% -70~ '34' 22.76% """" 886 ~ rt <>.05 2 6.44 0.0000 CH_DEP > 0.5059 5.93 5._ " -25.~ 27 .76'" <>.66 -' .33 <>, , 7 .... 00000 INVrTA(·,2m) , 0.1681 5.01 " ,7"'" 32 -34 .16'" 29.38'" ".30 -' .54 
-0.15 · 6.56 00000 Dr , 0.0203 3.73 3."" 32 ~.88'" 67.29'" <>.93 ·122 <>2 5 5.68 0.0000 CH_TA > ~. 1104 320 2 ..... 32 -51.02'5 49.12% <>.09 ·126 
-or.; 6 529 00000 POS_OP :s: 15.0000 2.n 2._ 32 -53.5" 51.31'" ".00 ·126 
-03 7 5.10 0.0000 CH_TA(-9m) > ~.0148 2.10 1.96" 28 -63.53'" ,,-"'" -1.38 -1."5 
-o.J5 8 4.76 0.0000 CH_ARtSALES > -0.29'3 2.08 '.95,. 27 -632 '" 51 .«'" -1.34 -1 .44 
-0.' • '.54 0.0000 RSTRENGTH_ALSI , 0.8264 1.78 1.67'" 25 -68.14" 54 .05'" -1.39 ·1.47 
-0.45 10 4.31 0.0000 INVITA , 0.0375 l .n 1.""" 23 -70.84'" 53 .41'" ".52 -1 .54 
-0.5 " 4.01 O.CWXI1 POS_NET(-9m) > 5.0000 1.42 '.32'" 22 ........ 52 .82" -' .<t9 -1.54 -0.5 12 3.91 O.OI'XII MAXP_24 , o.san 1.42 '.32'" 21 -70.34'" 53.68 .. -1.43 -1.52 
<>~ 13 ,.60 0.0001 MO"_'2 , 0.5352 ' .42 ' .32" 20 -70.82'" 53.83'" -'.43 -'.53 
-05 ,. , ... 0,(X)01 CH_INV > -0.417' 120 ' .12'" 1. -70.93" 55.89'" " .32 -'.47 
2 -&0.59% · 145t)" ,.. ~.81·.4 ·260" .. 8 -23.73% -543% 205 -34.99% - '003" ,.. ·2.80% -22" 9J 
3 -&0.67% · 1251'% '" -21.30% -524" 
,.. -31.07% ·104" 272 ...u.14% -"3~ 3>5 ~.32% .". 92 
• -65.86% ·'229" 2" ·2'-0"" --.. 2ll ~.76% .. "'" ,.2 -73.43% -B8'" , .. 41.&4% .." 27 
5 -&0.59% ·"06" m -33JU% . ,.". 2'5 -59.10% .. """ 12 • ·73.13% -B71" ,., 110.8"" ,,.,, f5 • ~2.91% · fO~ ,.. -33.68% .,..,. m -71).98% ... '" '02 ·78.88% .,.", f2J 110.8"" ,,.,, ,5 
7 ~2.76% ... ". ,., "2.00% -37ft '08 -77.11% -505% II -83.23% ·58'" .. &8.77% "" J • -&0.94% ·n". 152 "2.82% -375" '05 -77.11% ·565" .. -83.23% ·58'" " &8 .77% "" 3 9 -84.1"" · 72~ 103 ·21.00% -'2~ ,. -77 .11% . ...". .. -83.23% ·58'" .. &8.77% "" 3 10 --97.&8% ...... " -27.02% -14"" " -77 .1'% -565" .. -83_23% ·58'" .. &8.77% "" 3 " -96.07% -412" 52 -2&.47% -f35" " -77.11% ..... 5" 88 -83.23% · 58310 8' &8.77% "" 3 12 -99.45% .34OlI " -29 .... % -147" • 0 -77.11% -565" 8 • -83.23% ·58'" 8' &8.77% "" 3 13 -99.45% -34'" " -29 .... % ·147" 50 -78.86% -565" .. -84.83% -523% ,. &8.77% "" 3 14 -104.46% -27"" 3> -30.76% -149" 58 -78.85".4 -565" .. -84.83% -52'" ,. 68.77".4 "" 3 
::n en 







0 ("J :3 0 '0 S DO 
<>.5 15 3.61 OJX)02 MOM_'8 , 0.3589 0.91 0.90'" 17 -74.02'" 63.4'''' ·1 .'0 -1.35 
<>5 I. '.50 0.0003 POS_SALES , 7.0000 0.95 0 ..... I. -14.49'" 63 ... 7 .. -' .'0 -1.35 
<>.5 17 3.39 0.0004 EARNG_'2(-6m) > -0.0049 093 0.87'" 15 -13.63" 63.S'" -1 .05 -'.33 
<>" 18 '27 0.0006 WRSTRENGTH-,4.51(-9m) :t 0.1548 0.93 0.87'" " -14 .63" 63,S'" -1,07 -'.35 -0.5 1. 3.'4 0.0000 EARNO_'2(- '2m) :t: ~.0202 0.85 0."'" 13 -15.82'" $4 ,19" - t .07 -1 .36 
-O~ 20 3.01 0.0014 SDEV_VOL(-9m) , 1.1'005 0.85 0."'" 12 -75.6'" 64.90" -1 .03 ·1.34 
-05 21 2.80 0.0028 .. OM_24 , 0.221. 075 0.""" 10 -79.28'Jt. 65 ...... -1.10 ·1.311 
-0 .5 22 2.65 OJD40 MAXP _'2 , 0.9457 0.73 0."" 9 -79.50''lI0 6622" -U)6 -'.37 
15 -174.09% · 174" '2 -29.00% -128% Sl -84.66% -586" 
., -36.27% ... ". 65 68.77% "" 3 16 ·174.09% ·0"" J2 -30.66% .,,.,. " -32.21% -528" 17 -35.27% -462" .5 68.77".4 "" , 17 -174.09% -17"" '2 -30.66% .,,.,. " -31 .0"" -4"" 65 -35.27% -462" 65 &8.77% "" 3 18 -174.0",4 · 17"" " -30.65".4 .,,,,,,, " -38.16% -448" " -33.02% • .)94" 51 &8.77% "" 3 19 -174.09'".4 ·174" '2 -34.46% -112% " -83.82% "'0'" 51 -33.02% · 394" 51 &8.77% "" 
: I 
20 -174.09% -17"" ' 2 -34 .... % .,,,,,,, J5 -81 .12% --331" " -83.02% -394" 51 68.77% "" 21 -17".09% - f7"" " -34 .... % 
.,,,,,,, 35 -104.30% ..JJO$ 38 -77.5"" · 2B~ .. 68.77% "" 22 -174.0"" -174''' '2 -34 .... % .,,,,,,, 35 -104.30% -J2~ 31 -78.67% -216" " &8.77% "" 3 








-0.5 23 2.49 0.0065 WRSTRENGTH-"LSI , 0.4038 0.72 0.61"111 B -79.61"111 61.01" -' .03 -1 .3!S 
-05 " 2.3' 0.0105 POS_NEl(·,2m) > 5.0000 0.10 0.65'110 7 -78.51" 81 .~" -0.98 ·1.33 -0.5 25 2.10 0.0180 AGE , 3.5611 0.48 0.45'110 • -&4 .54" 63.06" -'.28 -1.51 
-0.5 26 '.89 0.0296 VOL_ '2(-9m) , 1.3094 0.47 0.«'" 5 ..a2 .82'" 61 .36" -'.28 -1 .52 
-0.5 27 1.64 0.0502 CH_CAPGEAR > -0.'839 0.27 0.25% . -81.52" 47 .81" -2.03 -1.94 
-0.5 26 1.34 OJ)9()7 VOL_6(-9m) , 1.0Q.42 0.27 0.25'110 3 -80.36 ... 47.81" -1.95 -1.91 
-0.5 29 0.89 0.1858 WOM 6(·12m) > -0.1273 023 0.22" 2 -84 ,14% 47 .85 .. ·2.11 -'.99 
-O.os 020 0.4213 SALfStCASH(-'2m) , 0.4641 2,97 2.n'llo 8.01" 31 .74" 0.06 -000 
<>.095 ... 0.0000 CHJA(~m) > 0.3650 1.52 1.42'" -31 ,97" 35.72'" -0.78 -'.19 
-0.14 52. 0.0000 CH_TA > -O. I1Q.t 1.31 1.26'" -40 ,95" 35.68" -1_26 -1.45 
23 -174.0"" · 174" '2 -34.44% .,,,,,,, 35 ·104.30% -3~ 31 ·78.91% -13n 21 &8.77% "" 3 24 -184.16% - IO~ 7 -33.61% -7B" 2. -104.30% -J2~ 31 -78.91% · f3'" 2' &8.77% "" 3 25 -IM.16% - 10~ 7 -33.61% -7B" 2. -104.30% -3~ 31 0.00% ... • 0.00% "" • 26 -167 .01% .5O" . ·22.63% -36" ,. -10'.30% ·322% 37 0.00% ... • 0.00% "" ° 27 0.00% ." 0 ".88% .. " II -10'.30% -322% 37 0.00% ... 0 0.00% ... • 28 0.00% ." 0 ~.20% .", 0 -105.76% -238% 27 0.00% ... • 0.00% "" • 2. 0.00% 0" ° 6.61% 2" . -10Z.29% -170% 20 0.00% ... • 0.00% ." 0 
1 21.71% Sf ... 285 -17.66·.4 ·85". 519 42.19% 1S1P" "2 -24.17% ·326" 162 26.92% ,.'" 78 
2 -87.61% ·7.". J32 -33.16% . ...". 2'0 ·14 .... % -108" o. -35.24% ·2154" 00 23.61% ,,.,, •• 
3 ~7.61% ·7.". J32 -33.16% . ...". 2'0 -14 .... % ·10n; 90 ~2.85% ·236" 45 115.88% ,." 3 
0 ~ 
DO .-+ 
CD ~ en 0- .-+ 
I en 
c.n 
'"1 '0 CD (J) en ...., 
.-+ n '"1 (J) ri' ~ 
-0.185 · ' .95 0.0000 MAXP_24 , 0.9431 1.35 1.26" .... ,.34" 36.4'''' -1.21 -1.43 -0.23 4.10 0.0000 CHJA(-,2m) > 0.0866 1.10 1.03'>1 .... 3 .41,. 43.03'" -0.94 ·126 




-032 4.19 0.0000 MAXP_'2 , 0.8451 0.96 0."'" .... 5 ,.2" 41.87,. -' .05 -' .34 
-0.365 • 3.86 O.OI'XIl MT. > 0.8200 0.93 0.87" -'8.64" 44 .00" -H18 ·1.35 
-0.4' 3.44 0.0I'XI3 CH_DEP > -0.11-44 o.n 0.67 .... .... 9 .75 .. 38 .13" -'.49 -1 .58 
-0.455 10 2.03 0.0212 SDEV_VOL(-9m) , 0.2232 0.60 0 ..... -56 ..... 46 .07" -1.26 -1.43 
-0.5 " 1.64 0.0502 EY 
, D.'485 0.47 0.«'" .¢l .95,. 57.13" -H16 -1.30 
-0.5 12 1.34 0.0907 AGE , 3.5611 0.27 0.25 ... ~7.99" 68.62" -0.82 -1.15 
-o~ 13 0.89 0.1856 MOM 24 , 0.5919 0.23 0.22" ~.J9" 71.05'" -0.70 -1.07 
7 -67 .10% -3&6" ., .. 2.24% ·539" ,Sl ·16.14% -,o~ 33 -253.98% - '''8% 7 0.00% ... 0 
8 -71.16% ... '" .. """1% · 4 It!" 122 -U3% . .,. ., -253.98% -u", 7 0.00% DOl • • ·71.16% -4.'" .. ""_91% -416" J22 -35.23% -76" ,. 0.00% ... ° 0.00% DOl • 10 ~'7 .--'1% -235" 29 -37.67% ·20'" .. -36.87% .. " 3 0.00% ... 0 0.00% ... • 
11 -100_16% -225" 27 -17.41% ·30" 21 0.00".4 ... • 0.00·,4 ... 0 0.00% ... • 





















Appendix E: 17 
Appendix E.3.C Results for dynamic comparison level tests: restricted sample 










Anra,. Stooks .... 
• umber 01 proportion 01 .umber 01 Av.ra,e 8t1inli.rd 
P-value Variable filler Level atocka samp. wtnnen Ret"," Oey .. tJon 
0.2 , 10.26 00000 MT" • 2.4700 28.-42 26.56 .. '06 ...... 23.73" 0.15 .o.07 
0 ,1533 , 10.45 0.0000 MA.XP_ '2 , 0.9943 2-4.25 22.66'110 92 2.85", 23 .92" 0.D1 -0.33 
0 ,1067 J 9.58 00000 EY , 0." 29 21.32 19.92" 8J -0 ,75" 24 .69"1 000 -0.48 
0.06 · 8.79 00000 SAlESICASH , 7.2024 13 .• 7 12.59" .. -11.95 .. "29% -0.21 -0.90 0.0'33 • 9.01 0.0000 AGE s 14.0056 '0.37 9 ..... .. ·22.5O'Ir. 25.52" -0.73 ·1 .lD 
..0.0333 6 en 0.0000 OY , 0.03S2 9.95 .. ""'" .. ·25.36" 27.1." -0.81 .,.33 
-0.08 1 1.82 0.0000 CH_TA · 0.2893 5.01 ... 7 .... 26 -34.18" 33."'" -0.94 .,.,. ~U~7 8 7.52 0.0000 SALEStCASH(-9m) , 8.100Wi '.10 .. - 26 -36.86" 35.83" -0.94 -1.33 
-0.1733 9 6.88 0.0000 paS_RoE s 17 .0000 3 .S7 3.71" 2' -42 ....... 36.45" -1.19 -1.46 
-0.22 '0 5.93 0.0000 SALEStCASH(· 12m) s ,,2449 .... 7 ".17" 25 -42 .85" 36.32" -1.21 -1."7 
-0_2667 11 5."2 00000 EPS , 1.1900 3.07 2.87" 24 .. ", ... -42 .60" -1.06 -1.37 
.o.JI33 12 " .81 0.0CXl0 ROf(-9m) · 0.0497 2.43 2.27" " -53 .79" "3.38" "'.29 "'."7 -0.36 13 ".52 0.0000 CH_MISAL.ES · -0.2913 2.02 I.SS" 21 -68.35 .. SO.05'110 "1.13 "' .37 -0."067 '" ..... 7 0.0CXl0 RSTRENGTH_ALSI , 0.8284 1.13 1.62" " -62.48" 51.80'110 "1.19 "HO -0."533 15 .06 0.0000 tNVITA , 0.0572 1.48 1.39" 20 -«1.36" 54.27" "'.2' "1.40 
-0 .5 'S 3.79 0.0CXl' POS_SALES , ".0000 1.30 121'" ,. .69.39'110 54.80'" "1.26 ",.« 
-0.5 " 3.68 0.000' MO"_'2 
, 0.5352 '.30 1.21'110 ,. .... ,"'" 56.5''110 "1.20 -1.'" 
-0.5 ,. 3.57 0.0CXl2 MAXP_2" , 0.6877 1.28 120" " -69.71'" 56.5'11)1, "1.18 "'.'" -0 .5 '" 3."6 0.0003 WenA · 0.1666 '.08 ' .01'" ,. -69.79" 57.89-J, "1.11 "1.37 -0.' 20 3.3< 0.0005 WR STRE NGTH_ALSI , 0.6795 1.07 1.00" '5 ~.73'" 57.69'110 -1.10 -' .38 
-0.5 " 3.1" 0.0009 EARNG_12(-6m) · -0.0049 1.05 0.98" 13 ·7'.07'1. 56.65" "1.C)9 "' .37 -05 22 3.02 0.0013 GM , 0.2665 0.83 0.18" 12 -74.07" 65 .81'" -0.94 -1.21 
-05 23 2.89 0.0020 IoIOW_,8 , 0.9082 0.82 0.76" 11 -7" .38 .. 66.54'110 -0.91 ·126 
-05 2' 2.75 0.0030 ACC1TA(.im) , -0.0396 0.15 0._ 10 -74.62'1' 652 .... -0.94 ·1.30 
-05 ,5 2.6' 0.0046 WRSTRENGTH_AlSt(-9m) l 0.2764 0.13 0 ..... " -73.06'4 00.06" -0_87 -'25 -0.5 2S 2."5 o.oon VOl_6 , ' .1019 o.n 0.67'Jfo • ~71.34" "00% -0.82 ·1.23 
-05 21 22. 0.0113 VOL_'2 , 0.8476 068 0.64" , -68.82'" 67 .'9'& -0.13 "1.17 
-05 2. 2.10 0 .0180 POS_OP , 13.0000 0.67 0.82% • -64 .61'-' 66.81" -0.64 -1 .11 
-0.5 29 1.89 0.0296 VOL_,2HJrn) , 1.1467 0.65 0.61'-' , -65.82'-' 67.96" -0 .64 -1.11 
-0.5 30 ' .84 0.0502 VOl_6(-9rn) , , ..... 0.43 0._ · -59.52'" 55.36'110 -0.78 "1.24 -05 31 '.3< 0.0907 UOI._6(· 12m) · -0.0665 0.42 0._ 3 -6853 .. 56."2'110 -0.72 "' .20 -0.5 32 0.89 0.1856 MOM_2" s -0.3342 0.22 0.20" 2 -55.82'-' "7."''-' -0.91 ".39 
0.15 , •. 65 O.OIXIO "TB · 3.5800 11 .28 16 .15'-' n I.SS" 3021'-' 0.00 -029 0.'067 2 8.91 O.OIXIO AGE , ".8667 5.13 5.36'-' 35 -21.72'-' 26.35'" -0.67 -1.22 
0.0833 3 8.93 O.OIXIO OY , 0.0452 5.07 " .7"" 35 -27.'"'' 27.1'''' -0.97 -' .39 
0.02 • '.58 0.0000 EY , 0.1"65 " .97 ".e.a .. 33 -28."0" 27.99" -098 ·t .39 
-0.0233 5 7.7" 0.0000 SALEStcASH :s: 2-4.8555 ' .50 " .21" 29 -30"''' 29.64" -'.Ot · 1.010 
-0.0667 6 S.83 0.0000 SALESlCAS H("9m) , 8.'046 3.00 3._ 25 -34 .45 .. 2-4.35" -1 .84 ·1.85 
-0.1' 1 5 .98 0.0000 EPS , 0.8100 2.10 2 ,S2"A. ,. -30 ..... 21 .62"A. -1 .80 · 1.79 
~.1533 8 52" 0.0000 RSTRENGTH_ALSI , 0.8284 2.01 ,.""" 13 -41.35'110 27.16'110 "2.08 -t .9' 
~. 1961 9 ..... , 0.0000 IoIAXP_2" , 0 ..... 2.01 1.""" 12 -40.06" 26.60'110 "1.99 ·1 .90 
-0.2" 10 3 .53 0.(0)2 INVtTA , 0.0015 1.90 us... 12 ... - 28.46" -2.62 :2.1' 
-0.2833 11 3.3 1 0 .0005 SDEV_VOL(-9m) , 1.0505 1."2 ' .32'A " .6).72" 48.48" "1.33 ·1.47 -0.3267 12 3 .07 O.U'" ROE · 0.0642 1.33 , 25'4 11 "70.09% 51.82"" -1 .53 · 1.56 -0.31 13 2.94 0.0017 CH_TA · ..0.1104 1.10 1.03'A 11 -11.84" 53.34'110 -1.50 ·1 .54 -0."'33 14 2.75 0.0030 CH_TA(-9m) · -0.0623 0.83 0.7ft '0 -7".69"-' 51 .56 .. · 1.37 ·1 .48 ...Q."561 15 2.61 0 .0046 1.10"_12 , 0.5352 0.78 0.13% 9 -76.37" 5953 .. -1.33 · 1.48 
-0' 
,. 2.45 o.oel72 MAXP_12 , 0 .... o.n 0.67" • -7421" 58.76" -1.27 ·1 ,« 
-0' " 22B 0.0113 CH_ARtSALES · -0.2913 0.70 0.65" , -14.36"A. 61.73 .. -1 .14 ·1 .37 -0.5 ,. 2.10 0.0180 CH_DEf' · 0.3359 0.70 0 .65" , -75.el" 60.77" -1.21 ·1."2 -05 ,. 1.89 0.0296 CH_INV ~ -0."'71 0.50 0."7" 5 -7729'110 65.09" -1 .08 · 1.35 
-05 20 1.64 0.0502 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI , 0.2935 0." 0.45" • -7".37'110 62.9B'!IIo -1 .05 -1.35 
-0.5 21 1.3< 0.0907 EARNG_12(-6m) · -0.0049 0 ... 7 0.«" 3 ..ao.83'l11o 65."'" ·1 .14 "1."0 <l.5 22 0.89 O.I65e MOM_2 .. , -0.3342 0.27 0 .25'110 2 ..oo.57"Jio 86."0" -0.81 · 1.11 
r:J 2000 I '0" I '00' I '00' '00' 
1 -10."'.4 , 17015" "39 ·1.n% "431" "" 26.17% >O35lO 2401 11 .91% 1422% 1441 24.0.% 3079" 2 -IU2% ·2'001" '053 ~.26"" .S<'" 23;3 20."% 267~ 15S1 8.24% 130'" ,g03 11 .40% "5~ 
3 -13."'"" ·1101% ,,,. -3.87% "'.587" 2t46 28.78% 1919" 111 7 -7.17% "7905" 132" 1'-19% 830~ • -".29% · 12,g" IOU -20.91% "2097" 1103 19.66% ''''~ 50. ·16.90% "7156" m ·27.33% ·54". 
5 ·14.82% ·"2~ .. , -26.89% "224~ '00' ~.OI% -'6~ '" ,)6.60% ·85'" ,B9 ·12.67% - 135" • -26.M% , 'B~ 871 -29.66% -2375% ... -3.36% ·246" flO ,)9.73% ·80'" 2fJ -16.07% . 155" 
7 -43 .01% " '64" ,85 ,)0.83% -874" 37'J ·IUl% -188'% 22f ..0.41% ·74r" "ti ,)3.61% -207" 
• -43.01% · 1f6'-4" ,85 ,)0.83% "974" 37IJ ·18.74% ·17"" I7J -44.60% ., ..... '" ~0.07% -22'" 9 -37 .13% · 1175" 210 ·29.18% ... ". ,.. ·21.66% ·206~ '" ~7.01% "71'" '84 ..0.07% -22'" 10 ~.13% · 1175" 210 ·29.18% ... ". 26' ·23.26% ·219" IIJ ~11.10% "69~ 173 ~0.07"'" -22~ 
11 -36.89% ·"Of" '" -29.53% ... ,~ 26J ~2.70% ·235" .. -3.3.19% -381" 55 ..0.39% -21~ 12 ·71.31% -i l-", 15. -36.47% ·39'" 13' ,)6.16% -185" OJ -3.3.19% -J"r" 55 ~0.39% -2rg" 
13 -71.31% ·g1S" 154 ·27.39% -2S'" 110 -159.09% , 159" " -3.3.19% "381" 55 ..0.39% ·Z1g" I .. -88.69% ·91~ 124 ·16089% -121% " . 169.09f.4 · 159" " -38.34% ~3Jf" f5 -'2.05% ·22 1" 15 ·92.41'.4 ·60'" " ,)2.21% "20~ 17 -169.01% , 169" " -38.:14% ~331" .5 -&2.05% ·221" 16 ·'2.41% ·60'" " ,)2.21% ·20'" 71 .159.09% · ISi" " -138.&.4% "24~ 21 ..0.%2% · 171" 17 -&4.62% .5JIl~ o' -34.62"1. -21g" " ·159.09% · 159" " -138.64% -24~ 21 -40.22% ·,71" ,. -94.62% .5JIl" OS -:U.62% "2fg" " -159.09% , 159" " -135.69% -19~ 17 -41.32'4 · f4'" 19 .... ,7% .... ~ 58 ,)5.80% "221" 74 -159.09% -159" " -135.69% -f9~ 17 ~1.32% .'4", 20 --96_'7% ...... 51 ,)6080% -22 '" 74 -159.09% ·159" " -124.35% "14S" " -43.93% -124" 21 ·115037% ·356" J' ,)6.61% "2f'" 71 -159.09% , 759" " -124.36% "''''5'' " -43.93% · 114" 22 ·158.04% .,- 20 -33.78% ·1_ O' -159.09% , 159" " -124.35".4 ~f45" " -43.93% · 114" 2J -1&8_04% .,- 20 -33.78% ·1_ O' .159..09% ·'59" 1Z -1&4.15% "109" • -38.32% ·so" 
2" -158.o.l% .,- 20 -33.78% .,- 0< -15'_09% -159" 12 -297.73% -74" J ·29.96% ."" 
2S -180.87% -2"" " -33.26% "16'" 58 -169.09% -,,59,, 12 ·297.73% "74" 3 -29.96% ."" 26 -laG.41% -155" 10 ,)1.06% "'29" >0 -159.09% -159" 12 ·297.73% -74" J -29."% ·5". 
21 ·212.83% ... ~ 5 ·29.90% -'O~ " 416it.0S% .,.59" 12 ·297.73% -74" J -2,.,.% ."" 28 ·221.62% ..J1~ 2 ·22.86% -65~ " -1151.«"% -'59" 12 ·297.73% "74" J -2'.,.% ·5". 29 ·221 .62% ..J'~ , ,)0.27% ·63~ ,. .. 13S.37% -10~ , -297.73% "74" J -2'."% ·5". 
JO 0.00% "" 0 -7.411% 
. .,. 
" 
-136.37% -10~ , ·297.73% -74" J ·2'."% ·5". 
31 0.00% '" 0 -7A1% .,~ " -136.37% "10~ 
, -2'8."% -4'" 2 ·Z7.03% .,,.. 
32 L..!.OO% 0" 0 -7.411% .,~ 15 ·136.37% ~10~ , 0.00% "" 0 0.00% "" 
, ·16.28% "132~ '043 -9.41% "'34'" 1720 2'.17% 2689" 'JJS -6.30"" "70~ 1340 22.76% 1680% 
2 -.37.26'.4 -200g" .. , -11."'.4 "808" 8J' ,)1.89% "113"J1. 211' 38.87"'" '46" '5 5.96% ,,~ 
3 ..0.71% "'911" 58' -18_68% _,og4" 703 ,)Ui% "'4S" '57 66.74% "'" 3. 6.96% ,,~ • ..0.24% "'84'" 54' -18.45'.4 · 107S" ow ,)9-'6% "45~ 257 37.76% ..~ 14 22.26% 54~ 
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Av.raga Stoots as a 
lIIumber of ptopOf1Jon of lIIumbltr of ~'HIaa. Stand_d 
FI ..... L...... Sloots sample wtnners Reh.tm DIIvLadon 
0.' • 6.90 0.0000 MT. , 3.5800 17.30 18.17" n ...... 3021 ... 0.00 "'29 
0.06 , 626 0.0000 CH_DEP , 0.3359 fI.15 8.31'" 33 -23 .03'" 27110 ... -0.61 · '22 
0.02 3 8.82 0.0000 IHVITA , 0.1952 5.82 5.4 ..... JO -27.13'" 2729 ... .., ... -1.'" 
"'.02 • 11.52 0.0000 EY , 0.1297 5.58 5.22" JO -30."'" 28.26'" · 1.07 -1.44 
1 •. 1 ~~ I 2~' I ---:-J =- J :. J 
• -15.28% -132", '0<3 -'-41% -1349" 1120 24.17% 2689" 1JJ5 -4.30% · 703" 1340 22.75% 16'0" '86 , -SO.71% -''''1'' 352 -U8% ·22211 '" ·20.10% ....... 358 ·2&.06% ·945" • 35 ·11.55% -,$5" 16 • 3 -41M% -"16" 30. ·16.30% -46P" ". -25.03% -72'" 336 -31.74% - 1074" ... -10.1S% -136" 100 · -41.89% -1176" JO, -18.18% -s, .. " 3JO -29."% -75"" 309 -36.08% ·1004" m -11.25% -J41" 157 
(") » 
0 '0 ;:;. '0 
CD ::s :::s c 0.. <1l :;<. 
0-
"'.06 5 8.20 0.0000 OY , 0.00452 " .70 .. """ 30 -35.10... 30.., .. · 1.21 -1.49 .., .. 6 7.75 0.0000 IHVITA(-9m) , 0.161" ... 5 4.16'" JO -38 .67'" 31 .75" -1 .36 -1.56 5 -41.n% -"1e:,, 30' -11.44% . .,." 333 -35.11% -115% 2« -$2.17% · '035" 2JB -4.30% ·u" .. 6 -53.73" ·f007" 225 ·27.26% .60<" ,.. -35.19% ·71'" 2<3 -62.17% • HI3!i" 238 -<;.30% ... " .. r tIl 
-0.1" 7 6.69 0.0000 CH_TA ~ -0.1104 3.85 3."'" JO -43.67 ... 36.36'" -1.30 -' .SO 
-0.18 • 5.97 0.0000 INVHA(-12m) , 0.1040 3."7 3.24'" 30 ..u.s '" 37 .1~ · 1.29 ·1.50 
"'.22 • 5.49 0.0000 AGE 10 14.0056 ' .82 2.45'" JO -52 .07'" 49.1'''' "'.99 -126 
1 -56.51% -96,,, 20. -33.66% -611" '" -50.01% .. ,,'" '" ...$1.29% · '00"" 23.5 0.13% ." 72 • -82.25% ... '" 112 -35.22% -<5,." 21< -50.01% ~'J" ,<1 ---61 .29% · rOO"-" ,3.5 0.13% ." 12 • -<;2.28% · B9"" 112 -35.22% ·62", 21< -<;().4Q% -63." .20 -76.~ ., .. ", .33 110.89% '30" " 
<1l W ::s 
OQ (J .... 
-0.26 10 5.17 0.0000 EPS , 1.1900 ' .88 2.5'''' JO -&4.19'" 51 .65'" -0.91 -127 .. " II .... 0.0000 CH_TA<·9m) , -O.Ol.a ' .80 1.68" 26 .... .., .. 49 .73'" · U6 -1 .53 
".3< 12 ".65 0.0000 MAXP_12 , 1.G426 1.75 1.&4" 25 -66 .03" "9."7 .. · 1.50 •• ,56 
10 -02.28% ... '" 112 -35.22% -62'" 21< -41.20% -616" " -42.39% ·742" 106 110.89% '3'''' " II -<;2.05% -615" fI' -47.01% . """, .02 -n.ll% .... " .. -43.23% -58'" " 68.n'%. "" 3 12 ~.06% -57,", ." ~.ol% • 338'< .2 -n.11'" ...... •• -43.23% ·58'" .. 61 .77% "" 3 
::r-
::0 II CD 
::n en 
-0.38 13 4.4" 0.0000 RSTRENGTH_ALSI , 0.8284 ... .. """ " -70.93'" 52 .35" -1.52 -1.57 -0."2 .. <.33 0.0000 CH_ARISALES • .(1.2913 U7 1.31'" " -70.84" 53.41" -1 .44 ...... 
13 ·97.02% -56." 10 .2&.39% -14'" 67 -n.ll% .....,,, .. -33.23% ·58'" " 61.77% "" 3 14 -97.58% -496" •• ·27.02% • HI .. " •• ·n.ll% -565" .. -33.23% -583% " 68.n% "" 3 ;:t> C (1) ;:+ .... .5 <2' 0.0000 POS_NET(-9m) · 5.0000 ' .<0 1-3'''' 22 ....... 52.12'" ., ... , -1.54 "'.5 •• 3.91 0.0001 MAXP _24 , O.58n ' .38 1.29'" 21 -70.34 .. 53.86'" -1.36 -1 .52 
" .5 17 3"" 0.0001 MOM_12 , 0.5352 ' .35 1.25" 20 -70.62% 53.83" -1 .36 -1.53 
-0.5 •• 3.86 0.0001 CH_INV · -O.4t71 US 1.07" •• -70.93" 55 ..... -1.25 ·1.<11 -0.5 •• 3.61 0.0002 MOM_18 , 0.3589 0.93 0.87% 17 -7" .02" 63.41% -1.G4 -1.35 
"'.5 20 3.SO 0.0003 POS_SALES , 7.0000 0.92 0.86% •• -7" .49% 63.47" -1 .G4 -1.35 
-0.5 " 3.39 0 ..... EARNG_12(-6m) 
, -0.0049 0.90 0.34" .5 -73.83" 63.81" -1.00 -1.33 
-0.5 22 327 0.0006 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI(-9rn) <!: 0.1548 0.90 0.84" .. -7" .63" 63 .51% -1.02 •• .35 
..,5 23 3.'" 0.0009 EARNG_12(· '2m) , -0.0202 0.85 0.19" '3 -75.82" 64 .19% ·1.02 ·1.36 
.. .5 ,. 3.01 0.001" SDEV_VOl(--9m) , ' .0S05 0.05 0.7ft 12 -75.61% &4 .90" "'.96 ·1.34 
-0.' 25 260 0.0026 MO"_24 , 022'" 0.15 0.7O'JI 10 -79.28'" 65.44% ·1.05 .",. 
-0.' 26 ' .65 0.0040 WRSTRENGTH_ALSI , 0.1341 0.73 0.69'110 • ·79 .SO"lIi 86"" ·1.02 -1.31 
..,.5 27 2.-49 0.0065 POS_NETH2m) , 5.0000 o.n 0.61% • -78.45";' 66.62" ..(1.97 . • 3< 
".5 ,. 2.11 0.0173 EARNG_24 , 0.0<23 O.SO 0.471)1. • ·74.99'"& 80.17";' , ' .01 ".43 
-0.' " '.69 0.0296 VOL_12(.9m) 
, 1.309" 0."1 0.«" • -79 .92" 51 .90% ·1.30 -1.51 
-0 .' 30 .... 0.0502 SALEStCASH s 10.7330 0.27 0.25'110 · -81 .52" "7 .8'" ·1.96 -1.9-4 ... , 3' ' .3< 0.0901 VOl_6(.9m) , 1.0042 0.21 0.25" 3 .... 36'< "7.81" -1.88 . • .91 
".5 32 0.89 0,1856 MOM 6(-12m) , -0.1213 0.23 0.22'" , -8-4 ,,.. .. " 7R;'" ·2.G4 -1.99 
15 -95.07% .. ,"" .2 ·2&.47% .. -•• -n.ll% ·565" •• -33.23% ·58'" .. 68.77% "" , 16 -99.45% .J""" " ·29.44% -'4", 60 -n.11% ·.565" .. -43.23% ·58'" " 68.77% "" 3 17 -99.'5% -J4"" " ·29 .... % ·'47" .0 ·78.85% -565" .. -&&.83% -523% " 68.n% "" , 18 -104_46% ·Z]OS 31 -30.76% · '49" 58 ·78.85% . "", .. .. -34.83% -523" " 68 .77% "" , 19 -11-'.09% ·'14" 12 -29.00% - '2'" .3 -34.65% -586" OJ -35.27% .,"", "-' 68.77% "" , 20 -174_09% ·174" 12 -30.65% .. "'" " -32.21% -528% 17 -35.27% .,"", .. 68.77% "" , 21 -17'.09% · '14" 12 -30.65% -120% <1 -31.09% ..... 39" .., -3'.27% ... '" OS 68.77% "" , n -174.09% -f7"" .2 -30 .65% .''"'' " -38.16% ...... 6 • -83.02% -39"''' ., 68.77% "" 3 23 -1n_09%. ·174" .2 -34.4i% .,,~ ,. -43.82% -3 .... 57 -43.02% -39"''' ., 68.77% "" 3 2" -174_09% · 174" 12 -34.44% .. - ,. -81.12% -331" .. -83_02% -394" .7 68.77% "" 3 25 -174.09% ·1 74" .2 -34.44% .. - 3' -104.30% .J~ 3. -n.59% -284" u 68.77% "" 3 26 -174_09% ·174" 12 -34.44% .. """ 3, -104.30% ...J2~ 3' ·78.57% -21~ 33 68.n% "" 3 21 -184_16% ·107" 1 -33.51% ·78" " -104.30% -321" 31 ·78.57% ·216" 33 68.77% "" 3 ,. O.QQ% 0" ° .... 88% .  " II -10.4.30% -32"" 31 -78.57% -2115" 33 68.77% "" 3 29 O.QQ% ... ° -4.88% .. " II -104.30% -322% 37 -43.02% . , ... II 30.88% '" • 3D 0.00% 0" ° -4.88% . " II -104.30% -322" 31 0.00% '" ° OJ)()% 0" 0 31 D.QQ% '" ° -4.20% .", , -105.715% -23'" 27 0.00% ... ° 0.00% 0" 0 32 0.00% 0" ° 6.61% 2" . -102.29% -17"" 20 0.00% "" 0 0.00% ... 0 




(1) 0.. .... '< en :::s 
P> ::s S C-: (S" 
~ n 
0 0 0 S 3 '0 '0 
~ Pl .... u;. (ii" 
0 0 ::s :::s 
0.05 • ... 0.0000 MTO , 3.5800 H .28 16.15" n '.88" 3021" ODO -029 
0.0133 , 1.59 0.0000 CH_OEP , 0.3359 6.73 6.29'< 33 -23.03" 21.80" .(1.67 .. " 
-0.0233 3 ' .30 0.0000 IHVITA(.12m) , 0.1681 5.87 5 . .a .. 32 -29 .39" 28.89" -HIO ·1.39 
..,06 · 8.15 0.0000 OY , 0 . ..., 5.06 4 .75~ 32 -34 .62" 30 ...... -1.22 -1.49 
• ·15.21% ·1328% 10<3 -9.41% · lJ4P" "20 24.17% 2689" 1335 -<;.30% -703".11; 1340 22.75% 1680" '86 , -50.71% · 14B~ 3.2 -4.68% ·22"" '" ·20.10% ....... J58 ·26."'% ·P45" ." -11_55% , '55" ••• 3 ·50.80% · 1287" 30' ·19.01% ...... 3{)7 ·25.81% -721" 335 -31.74'" -107"''' .". -10_18% - 136" "0 · -5O.8D% , '2'87" "" ·20.42% ·512% 30. -31.89% .. .... 259 -43.28% ·'1105" 309 .... ..51% ·3'" 81 
CD CD < < ~ ~ 
-0.0967 • 7.62 0.0000 EY , 0.1291 •. n "45" 32 .J7.48" 3223" -1 .26 -1 .50 
-0.1333 6 7.07 00000 POS_OP :s; 15.0000 3.65 3.60" 32 ..u.7"" 38.611)1. ·1.23 -1.« 
5 .5O.8D% · '2a~ 30' ·22.67% ·55'" 2t5 -35.19% ·1'~ UJ -52.17% -1035" 231 -<;.30% ... " .. , -57.56% · 1242" ". ·29Ai% ·577" 2J5 -63.67% ·594" ." -51.33% -89B" 210 0.13% ... 72 .-+ ...... CD 0 en 
-0.11 7 621 0.0000 CH_TA , -0.1104 3.60 3.36" 32 -46 .63" 39.59" -1.25 -1.045 
-02067 , 5.61 0.0000 AGE s 1-4.(1056 2.15 2.5n1o 32 .... ..,.. S2.n" -0.95 -1.24 7 -42.76% · 'HP" '" -33.08% ...,'" 
,,. -63.67% -5t4" 112 -61.33% -898" 210 0.13% ." 72 • -<;2.70% ·'lf9" 2" -33.01% .61)'" ". -81..20% ... '" .. -32.39% -74~ .0. 110.89% ."''' '5 .-+ Pl en ::s 
-02433 9 5.u 0.0000 CH_ARtSAlES , -0.1913 2.73 2.SS" 31 -&4 .17" 52118 .. -0.92 -123 • -61_42% -1049" 20' -33.36% • 61)", 211 -31.20% --616" •• -32.39% -742% 10. 110.89% '39" .5 0- ..., 
-0.28 10 5.04 00000 CH_TA(-9m) , -0.0146 2.42 ,.,... 27 ~26" 51 .44" ·1.31 ·1.« 
-0.3167 11 ' .62 00000 POS_SALES , ' .0000 2.11 2.02" ,. -62 ..... 5121 .. -1 .28 -1 .« 
-0.3533 12 " .66 0.0000 MAXP_'2 , 1.0428 2.13 1.99" 25 -<13 ..... SO.58" -1.32 -1.41 
"'.39 13 " .47 00000 RSTRENGTH-"lSI , 0.62&4 1.81 1.14-4 2. -67.60'" 53.39% ·1.33 -1.48 
-0.4261 14 ' .33 00000 INVITA , 0.0315 .... .. - " ·70 .8<1" 53"'" -1 .« -1 .54 -0.4633 15 '2' 0.0000 POS_NET(-9rn) , 5.0000 1.40 ,.31" 22 ~.89'J1o 5.2 .62" -1.41 -1.54 ... IB 3.91 O.OCIOI M"XP_24 , O.88n '.36 1.29'" 21 -70.3-4" 53.58" -1,36 -1.52 
10 -60.94% -772% 152 -42.82% · 375" 105 ·n.ll% -565" •• -43.23% -58)% 6. 68.77% "" 
, 
II ~_61% -14'" ... -39.55% ·3,.,. " ·n.ll% -565" .. -33.23% -583" .. 68.n% "" 3 12 "1.84% ...... 121 -39.3-4% ·3005" " ·n.ll% .... " .. -33.23% ·56'" .. 88.77% "" , 13 -83.56% -6"~ " ·20.17% · 114" •• ·n.ll% -56,,, •• -43.23% -58~ •• 68.77% "" 3 1" ·97.58% -496" •• -27.02% -144" " -n.11% -.565" .. -43.23% ·56", .. 68.n% "" 3 15 -95.01% -4 '~ 52 -2&.47% ·'35" " ·77.11% -58." .. -33.23% ·56", .. 68.77% " .. , 16 .. ft_45'% ."", " -29.44% - 147" 60 -n.11% .....,,, .. -43.23% -583".11; .. 68.77% "" 3 





0 .-+ (1) CD ::s 
0.. .... 
-0.5 17 3"" 0.0001 MOM_12 , 0.5352 1.36 .. - 20 ·10.82" 53.83'" -1.36 -, .53 
"' .5 '6 3.68 O.OCIOl CH_'NV <!: ..(1.411' 1.18 1.1'" •• ·10.93" ....... -1.25 -1.41 
" .5 •• 3.61 0.0CI02 MOhl_18 , 0.3589 0.95 0 ..... " ·1".02" 63.41" -1.004 -1 .35 " .5 20 3.50 0.0003 EARNG_'2(-6m) , -O.()()-49 093 0.81'" •• ·13.18" 63.1 .... -1.00 -1.33 
" .5 21 3.39 0 ..... WRSTREN GTH_ALSI(.9m) <!: 0 .1548 0.93 0.81'A .s ·74.09"& 63 . .s1)1. " .02 -1.34 ... , " 3.27 0.0006 EARNG_'2(-12m) , -0.0202 0.90 0.84 .. .. ·75.16'" 63.99" ·1.02 -1.35 .... 23 3.14 0.0009 SDEV_VOL(-9m) , 1.1883 0.81 0.81'" 13 ·74.93" &425 .. -0.99 -1.34 
"'.5 ,. 2.9" 0.001 7 MOM_2" , 0.22' " 0.16 0.73. II ·78.18" &U6 .. ·t .OS -1.37 
" .5 25 2.80 0.0026 WRSTRENGTH_AlSI , 0.7347 0.75 0.7o-A 10 ·7828 .. 65.63" -1 .01 .,.36 
-O.S ,. 2.65 0.Q0.40 POS_NET(-12m) , 5.0000 0.73 0.69" • -n21" 66.0'" "'.96 -1.33 








-0.5 27 2.31 O.QIOS EARNG_24 , 0.0<123 0.52 0 ..... 7 -13.87" 59.2611J1. ·1 .06 -1.43 
" .5 '6 2.11 0.0173 MOM_6(.12m) , -0.1273 0.52 0.""'110 , -lH12'" 5926'J1i ,' .07 -1.« 
27 D.OO% 0" ° -3.83% ·13" " -105.93% -.380% <3 ·78.57% -216" 33 68.77% " .. 3 ,. 0.00% "" 0 -7.16% .", 12 -104.004% -312% " -78.57% ·2J6" 33 68.77% "" 3 tTl -0.5 ,. .. "' 0.0502 SALEStcASH :s; 10.7330 0.28 0.26'A. · -19.82" 46.90" -1.97 -'.9-4 -0.5 30 • .3< 0.0901 VOl_12C--9m) , ' .309< 0." 0.22'< 3 -8-4 ... 2" .. 7.8511J1. -2 .10 -2 .00 
" .S 31 0.89 0.1856 VOl_6(-9m) , 0.3100 0.23 0.22'< , ---&4.14" 41.85 .. -2.06 -1.99 
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-0.1333 5 ,.8' 0.0000 POS_OP s 15.0000 3.63 3 ..... J> .... .52 .. 38.37 ... ".25 -, .... 5 -17.5&% · 121'" 253 ·29.l13% ·56'" m -&3.67% -594" m ~.- ·904" 205 '-83% JI" " -0.1667 6 • 25 0.0000 0' , 0.0253 3 .05 2.85'" J2 ....s.l ..... "12'" .(l.S< ·12:1 • ·57.5&% · fU", 253 ·29.83% ·56'" m .a8.10% -61'" , .. ·71.32% ...... 'J • 110.80% ,,.,, 15 
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-0 .28 8 .,. 0.0000 0' , 0.0303 0.77 0.7~ 6 -45.83'" 37.29" -,.~ -1.51 8 -&7.10% -386" •• -42.2<% ·5351" 153 -31.83% -176" •• 0.00% ... 0 D.OO% 0" 0 
.o.", 9 3 .96 O.OOJI WRSTRENGTH_ALSI(-9m) ~ 0.2760' 0 .7:1 0 ..... 5 .... 7.ClS"W. 37 .39'1 -1.39 -' .501 • -&7.26% -359" .. -41.29'.4 ·492% '43 -36.8<% -'3'" .., 0.00% ... 0 D.OO% ... 0 
-0.32 10 3.61 0 .0002 EPS , 0.0500 0.58 0 ..... 2 -43.61'" 36.91" -1.20 -U6 10 -48.'6"" .,,,,, <0 ... .30% ·484"" 'J' -36.8<% -'3ft .., 0,00-" ... 0 0.00-4 ... 0 
.o35 11 32 • 0.0006 MT8 , 0.6200 0.52 0._ 2 .... 5 .55 .. 3 7.55" -1.25 -L(9 11 ·66.56% -18'" ,. ... .37% ·J8'" 'OJ -35.23% ., ... ,. 0.00% ... 0 0.00% ... 0 
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-0 .• ' l J 2.49 0 .0065 AGE :s; 11 .)94.4 0.36 0.'"" 2 -46 ."3" 39.30" -1.15 -1 .045 13 -57.88% -'45" JO -42.23% -264" 75 -36.87% 
.,,, J 0.00% ... 0 0.00% ... 0 
~,. 1.64 0.0502 EY , 0 .1.65 0.30 0.28'" 1 --47 .05'110 «.23 ... .o92 -1.30 '4 ~3.41% -",,, 2' "'.33% -77" 27 D.oo".4 ... 0 0.00% ... 0 0.00% ... 0 
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Average Stock5 as a Portfoho 
Initial Number of proportion of Number of Average Standard JK Sharpe 
TlIStType Length CL No Stocks ....,plo losers R .... m Deviation statistic R_ 
Static: 0.2 1 28.97 27.07% 106 8.98% 23.73% 0.15 ~.07 
Static 0.2 2 24.63 23.02% 92 2.85% 23.92% 0.01 ~.33 
Static: 0.2 3 23.n 22.21% 87 1.40% 24.02% 0.00 ~.39 
Slatic: 0.2 4 18.22 17.02% 83 -6.51% 24.55% ~.07 ~.70 
Static 0.2 5 16.92 15.61% 83 -10.74% 25.98% ~. 16 ~. 83 
Static: 0.2 6 12.27 11 .46% 64 -20.65% 26.30% ~.59 -1.20 
Static: 0.2 7 " .37 10.62% 55 -21.40% 25.82% -1l.63 -'.24 
Static: 0.2 8 10.90 10.19% 54 -22.93% 26.09% -1l.60 -' .20 
Static 0.2 9 10.35 9.67% 52 -22.42% 28.27% -1l.56 -1.17 
Static 0.'5 1 17.62 16.46% n 1.88% 30.21% 0.00 -0.29 
Static 0. 15 2 11.47 '0.72% 49 -10.60% 24.29% -1l.20 -1l.69 
Static: 0.1 , 17.62 '6.46% n 1.68% 30.21% 0.00 -0.29 
Static 0.05 , 17.62 16.46% 77 1.68% 30.2'% 0.00 -0.29 
Static 0 1 17.62 16.46% 77 1.88% 30.21% 0.00 -1l.29 
Dynamic 15 0.2 , 26.42 26.56% '06 8.98% 2373% 0.15 -0.07 
Dynamic 15 0.2 2 24.25 22.66% 92 2.85% 23.92% 0.01 -0.33 
Dynamic 15 0.2 3 2' .32 19.92% 83 -0.75% 24.69% 0.00 -0.46 
Oynamic 15 0.2 4 13.47 '2.59% 46 -11 .95% 25.29% -1l.21 -0.90 
CPiiiiOiilc 15 0.2 5 10.37 8.S~ 48 .22.50% 25.52% ~.73 -1.30 
Dynamic 15 0.15 1 17.28 ,6.,5% 77 ' .68% 30.21% 0.00 ~.29 
Oynamic 15 0.1 1 17.30 lS.17% 77 1.68% 30.21% 0.00 -1l.29 
Dynamic ,5 0.05 , 17.28 '6.15% 77 1.68% 30.21% 0.00 -1l.29 
Dynamic '5 0 , 17.28 16.15% n 1.68% 30.21% 0.00 -0.29 
Oynamlc 10 0.2 1 28.42 26.56% 106 8.98% 23.73% 0.15 -1l.07 
Dynamic 10 0.2 2 24 .25 22.66% 92 2.85% 23.92% 0.01 ~. 33 
DynamiC 10 0.15 1 17.28 16.15% n 1.68% 30.21% 0.00 -1l.29 
Dynamic 10 0.' 1 17.28 '6.15% 77 ' .68% 30.21% 0.00 -0.29 
DynamIc 10 0.05 1 17.26 16.15% n 1.68% 30.21% 0.00 ~.29 
Dynamic 10 0 , 17.28 16.15% n 1.68% 30.21% 0.00 -0.29 
Dynamic 5 0.2 1 28.42 26.56% '06 8.98% 23.73% 0.15 ·0.07 
Dynamic 5 0.15 1 17.28 16.15% n 1.68% 30.21% 0.00 ~.29 
Dynamic 5 0.1 1 17.28 16.15% 77 1.88% 30.21% 0.00 -1l.29 
Dynamic 5 0.05 1 17.28 16.15% n 1.68% 30.21% 0.00 -1l.29 
__ Dynamic 5 0 1 _ .!!.28 16.15% n 1.68% 30.21% 0.00 ..0.29_ 
No 2000l 2001 2002 l 2003 ~ 
1 ·10.56% · 1.77% 25.17% 11 .91% 24 .04% I 
2 ·14.52% ~.25% 20.66% 8.24% 11.40% 
3 ·13.69% ·5.03% 21.81% 0.34% 14.08% 
4 ·21.95% ·11.75% 7.03% -6.55% 30.90% 
5 ·22.20% ·14 .99% 5.28% -15.54% 26.41% 
6 ·20.88% ·25.39% ·13.92% ·19.12% ·15.43% 
7 ·21 .97% · 23.77% -19.66% -17.56% ·15.43% 
8 ·22.58% ·24.63% -23.34% ·16.67% ·27.29% I 
9 ·20.63% ·25.07% ·22.84% -16.26% -27.29% 
1 · 15.28% ·9.41% 24.17% -6.30% 22.75% 
2 ·24.01% ·0.41% ·11.35% -25.01% 8.50% 
1 ·15.28% ·9.41% 24.17% -6.30% 22.75% 
1 ·15.28% ·9.41% 24.17% -6.30% 22.75% 
1 ·15.28% ·9.41% 24.17% -6.30% 22.75% I 
1 ·10.56% -1.n% 25.17% 11 .91% 24 .04% 
2 ·14.52% ~.25% 20.66% 8.24% 11.40% 
3 -13.96% ·8.87% 28.78% ·7.17% 14 .79% 
4 -14.29% -20.91% 19.65% ·15.90% ·27.33% 
5 .~4.~:!i -26~ -4.01% -:15.60% -1~.87% 
1 -15.28% ·9.41% 24.17% -6.30% 22 .75% 
1 -15.28% -9.41% 24.17% -6.30% 22.75% 
1 -15.28% -9.41% 24.17% -6.30% 22.75% 
1 ·15.28% -9.41% 24.17% ·6.30% 22 .75% I 
1 -10.56% -1 .77% 25.17% 11 .91% 24.04% I 
2 ·14.52% ~.25% 20.66% 8.24% 11.40% 
1 ·15.28% -9.41% 24.17% ·6.30% 22.75% 
1 -15.28% -9.41% 24.17% -6.30% 22.75% 
1 ·15.28% ·9.41% 24.17% -6.30% 22.75% 
1 -15.28% ·9.41% 24.17% -6.30% 22.75% 
1 -10.56% ·1 .77% 25.17% 11 .91% 24 .04% 
1 -15.28% -9.41% 24.17% -6.30% 
22.75% I 
1 -15.28% -9.41% 24.17% -6.30% 22 .75% 
1 -15.28% -9.41% 24.17% ·6.30% 22 .75% 
1 -15.28% ·9.41% 24.17% -6.30% 22.75% 
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Appendix E: 22 
Appendix E.S. Companies selected by final loser filter 
The table below lists all companies selected by the final loser filter combination in Chapter 7. Along 
with the names of the companies, the buy dates and resulting 12 month return is shown. The table is 
















"" ,.,. , ... , ... ,.,. 
, ... 
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, ... , ... , ... 
",. 
'''' '''' , ...
."." ApI HARMONV GOlO MNo, 
!My HARMOHYGOLOMHQ. 
s.p O,",ENSJON DATA IoIOO.(JSE) 
MIt ONEN810N OATA 1oI.00.(J5E) 
ApI DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 
'Nly OIMENSION OATA l-l00 .(J5E) 
Stop BIoD'IJEST GROUP 
~ ONENSION OATA 1oI00.(J5E) 
o.e 81DVEST GROUP 
Apt IHVESTEC 
Uey SlDVEST GROUP 
M8y 8IJSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 
~ DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 
MIy INVESTEC 
Jun BI~ST GROUP 
JI,Wj BU-SCHESSCONNEJOON GROUP 
Jun DATATEC 
"".. OIMENSION DATA HOQ.(JSE) 
ARSTRANO 
Jun INV1:S1EC 
Jul BlDVEST GROUP 
Jul CERAMIC IHOUSTFIIES 
Jl.If AR8TRANO 
Jut HOSKfN COHS.lt(V 
IHVESlEC 
18iM! Aug SlOVEST GROUP 
1~ Aug BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 
1~,A.ug DATATEC 
.-uo DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) 
lli$8 Aut ARSTRAHO 
,~ AuG FRONTRAOOESlTN . 
,gee 8ep AFRICAN BAHK INVS 
,. Sec! 910VEST GROUP 
191M! Sep BUSINESS COHNEXION GROUP 
,gQ;8 s.p BYTES TECH.OP. 
1M s.p OAT,.TEC 
,_ s., OIMENSION DATA HOO (JSE) 
,. s.p FlRSTRANO 
I~ s.o FRONTRANGESLTN. 
Oct AFRICAH BAHK ItfVS. 
19911 Oct BlOVEST GROUP 
Cd 8IJSINESS OONNEXION GROUP 
1M Oct SYTES TECI'(OP. 
1M Oo::t OATATEC 
Oct FlRSTRANO 
1* Oct FRONTRAHGESLTN . 
1988 0c:I NVESTEC 
1988 .4FRICAH BAHK I,.W . 
Ieee Noy BAANARO JAC.MEUET I. 810"\11:5T GROUP I. Hoy 8UStNESS CONNEXION GROUP 
lQi15 HO¥ BYTES TECH.OP. 
I _ Hoy OATATEC 
19M NOY FlRSTRAHO 
1998 NfIY FRCNTRAHOE SLTN. 
I. Nav INVESTEC 
191M 0.:: ADVlECH 
I. Dec AFRICAN BANK IINS. 
1998 0.:: BARNARD JAC ..... ELLET 
1995 0.:: 81DVEST GROUP 
!ige c.c: BUSINESS CONHE.XION GROUP 
,_ o.c 8YTEa TECH.OP 
1980 Otc DATAfEC 
1M 0.:: ARSTRAHD 
0.:: fROffTRANCE $L TN. 
,. Jln AOCORP 
1M JI/\ AOVlECH 
,* AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
,_ JlI\ BlDVEST OROUP 
1988 JaIl 8U8INE.SS CONNE.XJON GROUP 
ltee BYTES TECH.OP. I. DATATEC 
,_ FtRSTRANO 
,. Jill FRONTR.A.NGE SLTN. 





108Q 'to AFRICAN BANK I/iW. 
' 899 Ft.b BlOVESTOROUP 
BR \~TONE lNY: ", 
"" ,,.., ... 
'''' , ... 
F .. 
F.tI 8UStNESS CONNOJON GROUP 





1_ Mao AOCORP 
1998 hW ADVrECH 
1998 Mw AFRICAN BANI( INVS. 
1998 Mw AlWeD TECHNOLOGIES 
,. BlDVEST GROUP 
1998 M. BRIMSTONE IN .... :N'" 
BUSINESS COHNEX/ON GROUP I...... BYTES TECH.OP. 
,_ MIt DATATEC 
1999 MIt FlRSTRANO 
1_ M. FRONTRAHOE SLTN 
19ge M. IN\IESTEC 
1M AfJt AOVTECH 
liIIG AfJt AFRICAN BANK INVS. 
AfJt AlL'ED TECHNOLOGIES 
Ap BlOV£ST GROUP 
Ieee AfJt BR IMSTONE IW'N' 
1998 AfJt BUSINESS CONNEXJON GROUP 
1998 AfJt BYTES TECH .GP. 
1M 1<fIl DATATEC I. A:It F1RSTRAND 
2.&7'04 
"" , ... 
''''' "" ''''' 
"'" , ...
, ... 
"" "" , ...
"'" , ...
"'" "'" "'" ,,.. 
,,.. 
" .. , ... 
"""'" Co...,.., FRONTR.ANGE SLTN. 
1NVf.STEC 
ADOORP 
May AFRICAN BANI( IN\IS. 
MI~ AlUEO TECHNOLOGIES 
MIy BIOV'EST GROUP 
MI>f BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 
~ SYTES TECH .GP 
"..~ DATACEIflR tX 
May OATATEC 
M8y FIRSTRMO 
IMy FROHTftIoHGE SLTW. 
~ 1NVf.STEC 
Jun ADCORP 
J ..... AfRICAN B.A.NI( ·"IIS. 
J..., AlUEO TECHNOLOG,ES 
J..., ASPEN PHMCR . 
.h.wI BUSINESSCONNE.»OHOROUP 




J..., FRONTRAHGE S'-TN. 
.h.wI GUt"", AST GROUP 
I~ JuI ~RP 
ltl1i .llI AFRICAN 8.6JiK IN"W. 
I9GO Jut ASPEN PHMCR . 
\ 999 Jut BARPLATS IHVS . 
\9{jg Jut BUSINESS CONNEXION GROUP 
1999 Jut BYTES TECH.QP. 
1_ .Jut DATACENTRtX 
1i99 Jut DATATEC 
1998 JuI FlRSTRANO 
1999 Jut FRONTRANOESLTN. I. Ju1 QUIMAAST OROUP 
1M Jut INVESTEC 
\ggQ Aug AOCORP 
I. Aug .... Fl..EASE 00.& UR .RES. 
AI.l9 AFRICAN BAHi.: Itf'IS I. Aug ALUED reCHNOlOGIES 
1& AI.IiJ ASPEN PHMCR . 
,.... 8ARNAAO JAC.M£l LET 
1M Aug BUSINESS CONNVOQN GROUP 
I. Aug BYTES TEC .... GP. 
I~ Aug OATACENTRLX 
1998 Aug OATATfC I. Aug ENTER .OUTSC. 
1998 AI.IiJ FRONTRANGf SLTN . 1_ Aug GU'MAASTOROUP 
I9G!I .1."9 INVESTEC 
I. s.p ,AOCORP 
1M StIp N"RICM SANK INVS 
lege StIp ASPEH PHMCR . 
1998 S", BAAHAAO .IAC.MELLEr I. s.p 8USINfSSOONNEJOONGROUP 
1M s.., OATACEIflRtX 
~ OATATEC 
t 91111 s.p EHTER.OUTSC. 
I. S", FRQNTRNlOE Sl TN. 
1M s.p OOJIMAA8T QlilOOP 
1999 StP INVUTEC 
Occ ADCORP 
19ii Occ ASPEN PHMCR . 
1991 CIa BARNARD JAC.MELLET 
tM Cd 9AAPLA.TS INV8. 
19Q8 ~ 8USiNESS COHNf.)QOH GROUP 
,. Occ DATACENTR1)I; 
19lI8 Oct OATATEC 
1998 Oct ENTEA .OOTSC. 
1tl18 Oct FlRSTRANO 
lew Occ FRONT RANGE SLTN. 
,_ Oct GUIW,AST OROUP 




".0 .. " 











Noy AFRICAN 8A.N1( 1/'fIIS . 
Nov ASPEN PHMCR . 
Noy BAA.f'lARD .IAC,MELLEr 





GUI"'" AST GROUP 
.HYfSTEC 
"""".P 
o.e AFRIe""" BANK ;~VS 
0.:: ASPEN PHMCR 
o.e BARNARD JAC.MELlET 
o.e 8UStNESS CONNVQON GROUP 
OK E.NTEA .OUTSC. 
OK GUIMAAS"T OROUP 
JI/\ AOCQRP 
JIfI .... flEASE GO.& UR.RES. 
Jan AFRICAN BA.NK lNVS. 
JIfI .-lSPEN PHMCR. 
J.. BARHARD JAC MELlET 
J", I!USlHESS CONN£.)Q()H GROUP 
JI<"\ OATACEIflRlX 
DATATEC 





2000 , .. 







AFlEASE GD.& UR .RES. 
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Appendix E.5. Companies selected by final loser filter 
Continued. 
2COO Feb ALUED TECHNOLOGIES 57.83'ft 
20XI Fib ASPEN PHMCR. ·28.~ 
2000 Feb BARNARD JAC.MELLET -68."" 
2000 Feb BARPl,ATS INVS. 83.~ 
2000 Feb BUSINESS CONNEXlON GROUP .:)0.25% 
2000 Feb OATACENTRLX ~.c;o,. 
2000 Feb ENTER.OurSC. ~. J8'Ji, 
2000 Feb F1RSTRANO ·2.2~ 
2000 Fib OUIJM AST GROUP .J.4.12'4 
2COO FlO IOION TeCH ·7lU7'4 
2000 Feb INVESTEC C~ 
2000... AOCORP ~'.79" 
2000 MIr AFRICAN BANK INVS. -4.5.05'4 
2000..... ASPEN PHMCR. -32.33% 
2000 MIr BARNAROJ.c.c.MEllET ·n. l,", 
2000 ~ BARPlATS INVS. ·2..38"J6 
2CXX) MIl' COMAIR -".11~ 
2COO MIl' OATACENTRIX -el.J.'5'Ji, 
2COO .... DIMENSION DATA HOO.(JSE) ~.~" 
2COO... ENTER.OUTSC. -34.19"110 
2000 MIl' ERP.COM ·90.00% 
2000 MIr FfRSTRANO ... .&8% 
2000 ,.... FRONTRANGE SlTH. .Q;J.~ 
2000 Mao GIJIIrMASTOROUP .J.l..'~" 
2000 MIr JOlON TECH. 40.97" 
2000 MIr INVESiEC ·21 .ePAo 
2COO ~ ADCORP ..."",. 
2000 ~ AFRICAN BANK INVS. ~.1~ 
2COO AfX ALEXANDER FORBES 8 .1~ 
2COO Apt ASPEN PHItACR. ·'i.38"4 
2000 ApI aA.RNARO JAC.MELLET .70.38'4 
2000 A(J# BARPLATS INVS 3ril.~ 
2000 Apt CERA.MIC INDUSTRIES <IO.~ 
2000 Apt DATACENTRIX -44 82'4 
2COO """ DIMENSION DATA HOG (JSE) ·15.N% 
20XI NIt rnscoVEAY . , 1.7!i'" 
2COO Ap ENTEA.OUTSC. ~.94" 
2COO ~ EAP.COM .fI() .~ 
2COO Af1t FlRSTAAND '.35" 
2COO Af1t FRONTRANGE SLTN 4Nl.Iil804 
20XI Af1t GtJtMAAST GROUP -15.22% 
2000 AfK 10lON TECH. .n.~ 
2COO Ap INVESTEC ·17~ 
2000,.. AOCORP ·215..64" 
2000 ,.. AFRICAN BANK IWIS. -40..~ 
2000 IMy ALEXANDER FORBES 215.38% 
2000 ~ ASPEN PHMCR. O.~ 
20XI ~ BIIRPLATS IN\IS. 110.06" 
20XI MIy CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 3120% 
2OX) fMy COMAIR .Ji.~1" 
20XI M.y O~YENSION OATA HOO.(JSE) ·12.~ 
2COO M8)' DISCOVERY ' .63% 
2000 w.y ENTER .OUTSC. "2.1~ 
2000 M8y ERP.OOM .n.~ 
2000 "'-Y ARSTRANo 11.~ 
2CXXI MIy FRONTRANOE SLTN. -e8.89'K 
2000 IMy GIJIMA AST GROUP ·1&.1'" 
2OC(J MIy INVESTEC ' .3l5"A 
2COO Jun AOCORP .20.38" 
2COO JIM'! ,o.FLEASE GO.& UR.RES -3U)'" 
2COO JIM'! ALEXANDER FORBES 1.12% 
2000 JW1 BARPLATS INVS. 109.20"4 
2COO ........ CERAMIC INDUSTRIES <16.~ 
1000 Jun OOMA.lR ..Ja.56".4 
2000 JIM'! OIMENSIONDATAHOO.(JSE) -45.10'1' 
2000 JIM'! ENTER.CUTSC. -45...,,, 
2000 JIM'! ERP.COM .n.~ 
20XI JIoM"I FlRSTRAND 2'5.0G'% 
2COO JIM'! FRONTRANGE SLTN. -88 ,~" 
2COO JIM'! GIJIMAAST GROUP ·242'" 
2COO JI.I'I 1000N TECH. -88.'1% 
2COO Jun INVESTEC &.1li9'% 
2000 Jul AF\..EASE GO'& UR.RES. ·le.58,. 
2000 .hA ALEX.AI4DER FORBES 2.1Xl'% 
2000 JIA s,.t.RPLATSINVS. T5. 1~ 
2000 JIA CERAMIC INDUSTRIES ~.J2"-
2000 JIA CO"'"'tA ·18.83% 
20XI Jul ENTER.OUTSC. """,.05" 
2COO Jul FRONTRANGE SLTN. .aa.~" 
20XI Jul GIJ~Mr'. AST GROUP .~.2A" 
2000 JuI 10lON TECH. -&4.1:1" 
2COO Jul INVESTEC ~.o2% 
2000 Aug ,\OCORP -20.53% 
2000 Aug AF1.£ASE 00.& UR.RES. -e.4'" 
2000 Aug 9ARPLATS INVS. 2O.Be'% 
'lOCO Aug COMAIR -31.98" 
2(XX) Aug ENTER.OOTSC. -.42.83" 
2000 Aug ERP.CQM -3e.n,. 
2000 Aug FRONTRANGESLTN. -87.03" 
2000 Aug OIJIMA AST GROUP -20.2G"4 
2COO Aug IDION TECH. 43.'1" 
20Xl Aug INVESTEC -HJ.82" 
'lOX) Sep AOCQRP -28.86" 
2000 ~ ALEXANDER FORBES ·lo.~ 
2COO ~ 9ARPLA~ I ~,;IIS. -, 8.59% 
2000 Sep DIMENSION DATA HOG.(JSE) -88.09" 
2000 5ep ENTER.OUTSC. 4l~ 
2(XX) 5ep ERP.COM ~.12" 
2COO s.p FRONTRANOE SLTN . -&4."" 
20XI Sep OIJIMA AST GROUP ·27 ."~ 
'2COO Sep IDiON TECH. .QI!5.'T% 
'2COO Sep INVESTEC -28.12" 
'2COO Oct ALEXANDER FORBES -6.(52% 
2000 Oct ENTER.OurSC. -37.068" 
2000 Oct ERP.COM -60.00% 
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This appendix refers to Chapter 8: Out of Sample Testing 
Appendix F .1. Companies selected by final winner filter 
The table below lists all companies selected by the final winner filter combination from Chapter 6 
when applied to the out of sample group of shares over the period from January 1995 until 
December 2004. Along with the names of the companies, the buy dates and resulting 12 month 
return is shown. The table is ranked by date. 
Vu, Month Compe ... ~ U~h R.tum 
'"7 Jw PUleo PROPERTIES 9.37"4 
1998 J.n PUTCO PROPERTIES -IUS,," 
I. PUlCO PROPERTIES -11.12~ 
1910 ~ purco PROPERTIES 2.'" 
1* MIy PUTCO PROPERTIES 2.8e'H 
,"' NaY RANOOOLD .. EXP &4~ 
,. o.c RANDOOLO .. EXP. li3.05'Jj, 
'. SABLE 1110.27"4 
,"' SAalE 7t.~ 
1iQ!i F,b 5A8lE 7V~ 
,. Ju, M1TTALSTEElSA.- ~51'" 
'. MURRAY & ROBERTS 2O.8MI. 
,"" J ... ' WESTERN AREAS -IB.~ 
lilt hIg MfTT.Al STEEL SA ·1'.14" 
,* ""'II PUTCOPROPERTIES 11.o1'J1. 
,tee Aug REUNERT 132.83'J1. 
,_ Aug SVCOMPROPERTYFUND 41.3''''-
,iQt.Aug WESTERN AREAS -8.24" 
,. s.p POTCO PROPERTiES '''.I~ 
lal1(1 Stp SYCOM PROPERTY FUND 38.1 8'" 
,. Stp WESTERN AREAS -28.22"4 
,. 0C1 PUlCO PROPERTIES IO.C9~ 
,. Oct SYCOM PROPERTY FUNO "'..3'2"4 
,. Od WfSTEAH AREAS ·5.35"4 
,. HOI' PUlCO PROPERTIES 6. 1" 
'. SYCOMPROPERTYFUND 37.4'''' ,* 0.0 MfTTALSTEELSA .... 7.~ 
,tie Ole PUTCO PROPERTIES ·25.8SN 
I", o.c WESCO INVESTMENTS 5.35" 
2000 MARTPROP PR.fUND 15.2&"4 
lOCO J." MrTT ...... STEElSA.. -304.37'" 
2000 J." MURRAY & ROSERTS ·28.47" 
2000 J." PRIMA PROPERTY TST. ..1 ... ,,, 
2000 PUlCO PROf'ERllES .7 .~ 
2000 SASOl 16.83"4 
lOCO J." SOVERE}GN FOOD INVS. 2".1e"4 
2000 
2000 F,b -""" Fob 
2000 F,b 
-_ Mw 






2000 ..., - ..., - ..., _ J~ 
_ J~ 





- Sop - "" """ "" """ "" - "" _ 0<1 
2000 --- Coo -
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Appendix F: 2 
Appendix F.2. Winner portfolio average returns over time 
The figure graphs the equally weighted average return over a rolling 12 month period earned by the 
winner portfolio in each year of the sample from 1995 until 2004. On the same axes, the graph also 
shows the corresponding returns of the Resources index and the Financial-industrial index. 
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Appendix F: 3 
Appendix F.3. Normality of residuals for two-factor APT: winner portfolio 
The output below shows the histogram and summary statistics for the residuals of the regression of 
the excess returns on the winner portfolio against the excess returns on the Findi and the Resi over 






































Std . Dev . 0.047257 
Skewness 0.240799 















Appendix F: 4 
Appendix F.5. Autocorrelation of residuals for two-factor APT: winner portfolio 
The output below contains two outputs testing whether the residuals of the regression of the excess 
returns on the winner portfolio against the excess returns on the Findi and the Resi over the period 
from January 2000 until December 2004 are autocorrelated. Panel A graphs these residuals over 
time. Panel B displays the output from the Ljung-Box test for autocorrelation: the first column (m) 
is the lag length, the second column is the LB-statistic and the third column is the corresponding 
p-value. 
Panel A: Residuals over time 










2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 
Panel B: Output of Ljung-Box test for autocorrelation 
m LB-Stat Prob 
1 0 1 
2 0 1 
3 0 1 
4 0 1 
5 0 1 
6 0 1 
7 0 1 
8 0 1 
9 0 1 
10 0 1 
11 0 1 
12 0 1 
13 0 1 
14 0 1 
15 0 1 
16 0 1 
17 0 1 
18 0 1 
19 0 1 
20 0 1 
21 0 1 
22 0 1 
23 0 1 
24 0 1 
25 0 1 
26 0 1 
27 0 1 










Appendix F: 5 
Appendix F.5. Heteroscedasticity of residuals for two-factor APT: winner portfolio 
The output below tests whether the residuals of the regression of the excess returns on the winner 
portfolio against the excess returns on the Findi and the Resi over the period from January 2000 
until December 2004 are heteroscedastic. These residuals are graphed against estimated Y values 
from the regression. 
Residuals vs Fitted Values 
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Appendix F: 6 
Appendix F.6. Companies selected by final loser filter 
The table below lis t s all companies selected by the final loser filter combination from Chapter 7 
when applied to the out of sample group of shares over the period from January 1995 until 
December 2004. Along with the names of the companies, the buy dates and resulting 12 month 
return is shown. The table is ranked by date. 
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Appendix F: 7 
Appendix F. 7. Loser portfolio average returns over time 
The figure graphs the equally weighted average return over a rolling 12 month period earned by the 
loser portfolio in each year of the sample from 1995 until 2004. On the same axes, the graph also 
shows the corresponding returns of the Resources index and the Financial-industrial index. 
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Appendix F: 8 
Appendix F.B. Normality of residuals for two-factor APT: loser portfolio 
The output below shows the histogram and summary statistics for the residuals of the regression of 
the excess returns on the loser portfolio against the excess returns on the Findi and the Resi over 
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Appendix F: 9 
Appendix F.9. Autocorrelation of residuals for two-factor APT: loser portfolio 
The output below contains two outputs testing whether the residuals of the regression of the excess 
returns on the loser portfolio against the excess returns on the Findi and the Resi over the period 
from January 1995 until December 2004 are autocorrelated. Panel A graphs these residuals over 
time. Panel B displays the output from the Ljung-Box test for autocorrelation: the first column (m) 
is the lag length, the second column is the LB-statistic and the third column is the corresponding 
p-value. 
Panel A: Residuals over time 
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Appendix F: 10 
Appendix F.10. Heteroscedasticity of residuals for two-factor APT: loser portfolio 
The output below tests whether the residuals of the regression of the excess returns on the loser 
portfolio against the excess returns on the Findi and the Resi over the period from January 1995 
until December 2004 are heteroscedastic. These residuals are graphed against estimated Y values 
from the regression. 
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